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SIB DANIEL HALL, K.C.B., F.R.8. (Permanent Secretary of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries),
Called and Examined.

The witness handed in the following statement as

his evidence-in-chief :

1. The Board have no evidence to offer as to the

main subject of the Commission's enquiry the cost

of production of the produce of the farm. The Board
have but recently begun to farm themselves, and the

few accounts they have compiled belong only to the

later period of the war and contain elements of un-

certainty through the lack of experience of the over-

head charges that will be required. The experience
of the Food Production Department in conducting

ploughing, cultivating, threshing and similar opera-
tions is also of no value in this connection. It was
war emergency work, organised under pressure of time

und carried out by previously untrained men. Again,
the farms taken over by County Executive Committees
were from the circumstances of the case in such bad
order and have been worked under such difficult con-

ditions that the results obtained in the one or tu

years they have been in hand provide no evidence ns

to the normal costs of farming. I am, however,
instructed to lay before the Commission a statement of

the principle which the Corn Production Act was
designed to carry out.

2. In the Corn Production Act it was not intended
ritln-r that the guaranteed prices fur wheat and oats

should be the ruling prices or that the minimum rates

fixed by the Agricultural Wages Board should be the
actual wages paid. In both cases it was intended that

figures thus legislatively fixed should represent certain
minima necessary for the security of the workers and
the farmers respectively. It was expected that the

prevailing prices would be higher and would be deter-
mined in the one case by the world's markets and in
the other by agreement between employers and
employed.

3. The Board foresaw that the gravest difficulties
would be experienced in fixing the actual prices to be
paid for the varying produce of the farm under the
extremely variable conditions of production which
prevail in agriculture. The experience of the last two
years has amply confirmed the Board's view that it

(2612539.) Wt. 19670-12. 2000. 9/19. D & S. Q 34.

is impossible for the State, except as a temporary
measure under stress of war, to fix prices that will

be fair as between producer and consumer, or between

different classes of producers. On the other hand
it is possible to take a broad view and say that the

industry as a whole will remain profitable, provided
the fluctuations of price are not allowed to go below

certain limits which would just cover the average

working costs.

4. Similarly the Board consider that Governmental
action should be confined to fixing the minimum living

wage below which a working man should not be com-

pelled to sell his labour. This minimum should be

subject to variation from time to time in accordance
with the cost of living, but as a minimum living wage
it should be independent of the profits as it must be
of the losses of farming. As the profits of farming
permit, it would be open to the men to obtain

higher rates by bargaining with the employers, but
these higher rates cannot claim legislative sanction.
On the other hand, if the minimum rates should be
snch as the majority of farmers cannot pay it would
be necessary for the State to raise the guarantees. To
this extent the guaranteed prices are dependent on
the minimum wage rates fixed by the Agricultural
Wages Board.
'

,5. The State, however, is only interested in two
things to maintain supplies and to enforce a wage
in any industry that will provide for a decent
standard of living. The State does not propose to
interfere so as to secure any particular distribution
of the profits of the industry, and has no basis of

piinciple on which it can determine what wages or
what prices ought to be. Were not the State driven
to ensure supply, the State might abandon guarantees
and view any downward movement of prices with
indifference. On the other hand, having once secured
the worker a minimum wage the State cannot agree
to the use of the machinery of the Corn Production
Act to raise that rate indefinitely, because every
increase beyond a certain point would have to be met
by increased guarantees of price.

6. The Board of Agriculture thus hold that the
State is fulfilling its necessary function by providing
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through tin- Corn Production Act the security of a

ininimuiii wage and a minimum guarantee of price*.

Imt that actual price* and wage* mint then bo

u<inod by the piny of the market.

(THii confluilrs Ihr rriilfnff-in-rhirf.)

l.nirman : Sir Daniel haa been kind enough to

turnih a prdcij of evidence which ho propose* to

Hive. With your permission, I will take it that you
have nil rend it, a* you have it bet.. re you. ami will

not trouble to rend it over, but invite qOMttoM
8. Sir U'i/iiain Aihley: Sir Daniel, would yon be

H.HH! enough to expand a little the concluding words

of the third paragraph-' You say that: "The in-

dustry as a whole will remain profitable, provided
the fluctuation* of price

aro not allowed to go below

certain limit* which would just cover tho average

working costs"? In one's own mind, one classifies

the cost* of a farm as rent using that widely for

the rent paid to the landlord, tho rates, taxes, and

outgoings of that description. Then labour, the

labour outgoings per aero. Then, one has a series of

charges which one usually calls tradesmen's bills

manure, feeding stuffs, and things of that description.

You have repairs and renewals of all descriptions.

Then you have your depreciation and interest upon

capital. Those lire the items on which I classify my
f.irin expenditure.

9. That corresponds with the ordinary sense of

costs in business; but I thought, from the course of

your argument here, you were using
" costs

"
in that

sense which includes both interest on farmer's capital

and profit of some magnitude to tho farmer P No.

Not from the point of view that I was then consider-

ing. Suppose one. came to the conclusion that the

actual out-of-pocket expenditure over a term of years

was in the neighbourhood of 60s. a quarter, then I say

that the guarantee that we want to see under the

Corn Production Act is not .1 guarantee that would

have anything to do with profits or return upon

capital, 'but is tho kind of guarantee which would

prevent losses when the market prices fell below that

level. It does not obviate losses in certain year*.

10. But if the object is to secure n profit, the farmer

must receive something beyond cost as so defined, or

else he obviously will not continue in business ?-

Kxactly. 1 am' not contemplating that particular

guaranteed price to be the maximum price. I am

only looking to it as the insurance of bad years. 1 inn

assuming that in the majority of years the natural

market price is above that point, and that it

is the prospect of those world market prices which

keeps the man in the business, and which is the

'jptation to him to embark his capital and to have

your guarantee to prevent the sort of thing that

happened, say, in tho early 'nineties of last century,

when corn prices went down below any possible adjust-

ment that the farmer could make to meet them.

m looking at these guaranteed prices as a kind of

insurance against the knock-out blows, leaving the

rrmuiier.it ion of the industry to be determined, not

t.v them, but by the market pn
']|. We will "HKUine that wo are |M>UIH|. And you

will li-me the profit to be secured through the ordinary

working of the market operations. If. <>f coir

werr to prove that the world price could never get

up to a profit basis, you would have to make your
guaranty- include the item of profit. Then in the

next paragraph you say: "The State is only in-

toresUxl in two things, to maintain .supplies and to

enforce a wage in any industry that will provide for

standard of living." and so on. Do you
M! to imply here " home produced

"
before the

word "
supplies

"*
Certainly, in this casi . I am

timing all along, and I think u> take the amump-
tinn as the ba.sis of the Corn Production. Act, 'hat the

St*U is interested in maintaining the cultivat 'on -f

the Innd. maintaining r,-a ..n.ilily intensive agricul-

ture in this country, with reasonable extent of land

nnd'-r tho plough, and maintaining suppln-. in that

WIMP a certain amount of home produced ma
and to do that the State is willing ti> upend some

money, if ned be.

12. "But I gather from previous re|K>rts in which

you have partiri|tcd. and from previous writ)

vour own, that beyond the genera) pur|Kwe of s,

inir home supplies, you have a particular M.-W

. what thow home Mipplies should be*t

IN- have you not;' 1 would sai that my own

fooling i, and I think I might almost speak of

HoardPS policy in that sense, that in the time of

peace wo are anxious to have as much arable land

as possible. That ia the sort of supplies
that ve

want. Wo want tho land under arable culti\;r

Hut whether, when you have got your land under

arable cultivation, the particular farmer turned

to wheat. .r turned it to catch-crops to feed dairy

iows. I think wo should wish to leave to the enterprise

of the farmer himself. Wo are not concerned, as it

10 ensure that corn crops in particular should be

grown. We are concerned to see that the land should

be under the plough for that reason; and it is only it

we have tho land under the plough that we can grow
tho corn crops when the emergency, like the one we
have just been through, conies. We must have corn

crops in time of war ;
and it is only by having the land

under the plough that we can secure the degree of

employment upon the land that we think the land

ought" to give us to secure the population. You see.

the thing which held us up during the last two or

three years, when we wanted to grow as' much corn

as possible, was this; there was the land under grass

ready to bo ploughed up, but because it had been

under grass for so long, there were not the hones,
there were not the men, and there were not the

ploughs, the houses, nor anything to enable us

to put that land under tho plough. We could not

extend our corn acreage to meet the emergency in

the way that we ought to have been able to do,

owing to tho fact that we had allowed thr land to go
back to grass, and we had not the other p.aterial*

necessary to enable us to switch over to plough
land quickly. If we had had tile land under tin-

plough, even though we had Wn growing fodder

crops, we should have lieon in n different position

with regard to growing corn.

13. Might I ask one very general question which
I think will bo in all our minoVr The " interest <>t

the Mate," as you iiso the phrase in this evidence.

and in previous writings and re|>ort. with which

we are acquainted, in a phrase which is. of course.

dictated primarily by the lessons of tho war.

But suppose, to take an extreme assumption, we
could lio sure that the last war had ended war. and
that the, league of Nations, or some other device.

was able to M-oure us against war in future, could

you then state to what extent, in your judgment,
it would still IM- to the interest of the State to secure

produce, and produce of a particular kind:' 1 have a

very strong fooling tht it LM in the interest of the

State to have people working ii|ioii the land to have

prosperous agriculture. 1 do not think the kind of

countryside which has been adumbrated, where you
have the 1 towns carrying on mainila< t uros. and the

countryside entirely laid down to grass and to parks
n nd sporting ostatot*. is a doMiable state o! th.

niiinity; nd I would say that it is worth S..MIO labour

and expense on the part ol the - Moid that

state of things ((, tiling alioiit. Thete. ag:rn. I would

j.ay il is to the interest of the Stato that tin- land

should IM' productive.

14. l>r. llnnglax : I should like jo ask whether, in

your main evidence, you moan to say that the price.s
ml the wago.s indicated by the Corn Production Act

hear no relation to each other- You mean actually
in .the past that, particular range of prices |I,,I was

guuranti-ed under the existing Act. and that par-
ticular 26s. They were certainly rot calculate. 1 with

any reference in one another.

16. The price bore no relation to the guarantee
of w.i.. N". there was no attempt to correlate

them.

16. Now the policy that you aiv laying before

us, and the policy ol the C'orn Production A-t. i

1-

that of increasing tho area of cultivation, which

means bringing into cultivation land that has not

hitherto been cultivated f- Yes.
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17. Or, at all events, that has not recently been

cultivated. Was that land left out of cultivation

because it was unprofitable to cultivate it? It was

considered, without doubt, unprofitable to cultivate

it.

18. And therefore the production of crops on that

land would be more costly to the producer than

production from the land that has remained under

cultivation? Broadly speaking, that would be true.

There might have been mistakes.

19. It might have been erroneously supposed to be

unprofitable? Yes; but, speaking broadly, it would

be true.

20. Has that, on the whole, been borne out by the

experience of the war, in which a good deal of land

was brought under cultivation? It is very difficult

to decide. These war-time cultivations were often

carried out without reference to profit and loss.

21. Prices were abnormal? Prices were abnormal,

and the length of time was too short. If you start

to break up a rough old pasture, you hardly know

from one year's results what are going to be the

permanent results.

22. That is to say, you do not think we could yet

argue from the financial results so far obtained from

war cultivation, that the land brought under culti-

vation during the war would in itself be profitable

to cultivate? The rotation has not passed through,
and so on? No, we have not seen enough time yet

23. You could not argue from it? No.

24. You put it to us that the policy in view in the

Corn Production Act. and the policy that you ad-

vocate, is one of the general increase of cultivation

without strict regard to whether the crop produced
is always a corn crop or a crop of some other kind

;

that is" to say, it need not be a crop produced for

direct use as human food? Yes.

25. So that from that point of view, the encour-

agement of greater tillage as a means to the general

conduct of a farm would bo just as consonant with

that policy as the production of grain for selling off

the farm? Yes.

26. And that was the policy of the Corn Production

Act, was it? That was the intention: by adding
certain -Tops that you would inevitably produce on

the arable land, to give that arable land a security

that it had not before.

27. All the guarantees of the Corn Production Act

applied to the selected crops, whether those crops
were grown for consumption on the farm or for

gale off it, did they not? Yes.

28. That policy appears to have been abandoned
in the proposed amendment to the Corn Production

Act, and a further guarantee has been given.. I refer

to the guarantee thao was first given on November
20th of last year, regarding the prices of the 19151

cereal crop. In that case a differentiation is made
between what is sold off the farm and what is grown
for consumption on the farm. Is not that so?

The promise to which you refer was a war emer-

gency promise regarding the pri
- "I ;i particular

crap.

29. That promise, as first given, was understood by
those to whom it was given, to apply t<i the wlnl. I

the cereal
crop produced, was it not? I can hardly

say what people understood by the promise.

30. Have you become aware that the persons con-

cerned have represented that they did understand that

promise to apply to the whole crop? Are we dis-

ciising agricultural policy, or are we discussing the

Government promise of last November?

:jl. I am trying t<i ascertain, in view of the Uilance

sheet of to-morrow, whether the policy now in view
is tin- sime which lia- hitherto l>eeii pursued. I do

not know whether that is relevant, but it seems to

Of course, if Sir Daniel Hall does not

wish to answer the question, I am not going to pn i

2;\

it? I am willing to discuss the question to any

length ;
but I do submit that the question of what

the Government promised last November with regard
to the purchase of this season's crop, and the way
they are trying to carry out that promise, is what I

might call a temporary individual occurrence which

has nothing to do with policy at large. It was a

question of an emergency promise, and had nothing
to do with tlie Corn Production Act. The Corn
Production Act has since been invoked to deal with it.

32. My suggestion was that the principle which you
have described of encouraging equally production
for the purpose of the farm, and production tor sale

oti' the farm, has been departed from in this new line

of action; but I do not want to press the question
if you do not wish to deal with it? What I would

.say is this: the Government promised last November
to purchase it practically came to that the cereal

crops of this forthcoming harvest. For various

reasons that became administratively not impossible,
but at any rate very difficult; and a kind of modified

Corn Production Act method was invoked as a means
of carrying out that particular promise.

33. Or part of the promise? You must really not

dispute that point with me, but with the Government.

Vr. Douglas : If Sir Daniel Hall does not wish to

deal with that point I do not wish to press it.

34. Mr. Kea : You say in paragraph 4 of your
evidence-in-chief : "On the other hand, if the

minimum rates should be such as the majority of

farmers cannot pay, it would be necessary for the

State to raise the guarantees." Do you contemplate
a fixed minimum wage with fluctuating guarantees
acording to the market prices and the other fat-tons

in the cost of production? No. What I had in my
mind was this. Supposing there was a general move-
ment throughout the country which raised the

minimum ,wage to a point at which farming could

not be conducted, it seems to me that would be a

reason for raising your guarantees. That would lie an

expensive production. You would have to take a

higher level, under those conditions, for your
guarantees.

35. Yes; but would not the demand for the higher
wages probably be brought about by the higher cost

of food and the higher expense of living generally,
which would, of course, be an item in the cost of

production as it related to prices? Of course,

guarantee- under the Corn Production Act
do not affect the cost of food at all, either plus or
minus. For instance, wheat is sold in {he open
market at the world's prices. The extra remunera-

tion, if those world's prices were below the guarantees,
is paid directly from the Exchequer to the farmers.
It does not affect the market price of the wheat.

36. No; but would you not in future expect that
the wages minimum would fluctuate more or less in

accordance ,with the cost of the grain produce and
oth<T things? With the cost of food, certainly. It

would be an item, it seems to me, upon which the
minimum wage depends.

37. It would not be likely, for instance, that thu

price of wheat and other things should drop, and that

wages would rise. The Government would not con-

template such a position as that? Possibly; while the
minimum rate must rise if the cost of food rises, it

seems to me the minimum rate may also rise for other

reasons, apart from the cost of food. There may come
a point when the industry becomes unremunerative ;

and it will be for the State then to decide whether it

will keep it going by raising the guarantee or not.

38. Have you considered whether there should be

any relation, say, in the shape of a sliding scale, or

something of that sort, between the wages and the

prices of production? I have never been able to see

any possibility of drawing up such a sliding scale.

39. Mr. Anker Simmons: On the broad point of

policy I take it that what you would be desirous of

would be such a policy as would prevent a repetition
of the disasters to agricmlture such as took place
between 1879 and 1900? Yes.

A 3
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40. So that the Government would oiihure as far

possible that that could not recur r Yes; that is what
1 want to M*.

41. That WM bad from every point of view, MM it

not?-- It depopulated the country, wasted capital, and

destroyed confidence.

43. Would you agroa with me that wheat i* the

main crop which an arable farmrr niu-t look to

the part of England that 1 know best south of the

Trent, I should
say

wheat u the mainstay of the

monetary return of a mixed farm ; but, of ooune,
that is not true of Scotland or Wales, for example.

I.I I am speaking, and shall always apeak
land, because my experience does not go outside i

land. 1 take it that the - who question

you wquld probably say that oats would be thrir

main crop. But apart altogether from the ques-
tion of its paying thp farmer best, it is not IM> much
that the win-lit crop directly pays the farmer best ns

that the cultivation which is necessary in order to

secure a good wheat crop lays the foundation of the

other crop* of Iwrley and ote, which usually follow

wheat crops. 1 mean that you must cultivate on a

higher scale for a good wheat crop than you would

for any other crop ; and, therefore, if you do not

cultivate on the high scale for wheat, vou would not

get as good a subsequent return for the crops
which, in the ordinary rotation of cropping, follow

tho wheat crop? At any rate. T would say this, that

if you are cropping arable land over the greater part
of "England, the wheat crop is the first principal itr-m

in the rotation, the one to which perhaps more than

anything else, you look for your money. I would not

say that it wa'nta higher or better cultivation than

any of the other crops.

44. You were speaking just now about growing green

crops for fodder. As a matter of general pra.

those crops would be grown, would they not, nl

corn crop, rather than on land which had Ix-on

sufficiently prepared to grow wheat?- They wo.ild '

part of the rotation. I mean you may look at your
rotation either a- starting with the wheat crop or

aa ending with it.

r. You say you have never yet found any scale

n hich could be' laid down whereby wages, and pos-

fcihly rent, might be adjusted according to the \alue

<.f the produce:' I would certainly not s-ay that you
an adjust wages in accordance with prices. I do not

think that is possible. Rent is another story,

think vou could adjust rent, indeed we do see a great
number of rente adjusted according to the prices of

produce.

46. Has there not always heen some sort of ratio as

between wages and the prices of produce? Of course,

the minimum wage was. as it were, a deliberate

mcnt that a ratio of that kind could not be allowed to

prevail, was it not : that there was a living wage to

he fixed which mwt be independent of tho fluctuations

r.f the industry.

i I am with vou : I mean to sy. on a

broad point r.f policy. What T want to get from yon
is not so much point* of detail, but T want to be

sure of what is in your mind as to thfi kind of policy

that ought to be adopted in the future. Therefore,

T gather you would lay it down that the labourer

miut be secure of a wage which will enable him to

live in such a utate as he onght to live in, having

regard to the education which he gets and present-
. conditions of life? Ye.

48. And that if the market
jirices

of the world arc

insufficient to enable the agriculturist or the tiller

of the soil to pay that wage, then you would

advocate a policy whereby the State stepped in and

.lid : "Very well: we will guarantee you a price

that, at any rate, will pay your expenses and enable

vou to pay that wage "? Yes: T think that is whatvou to pay
we would do.

49. Would yon go further, and -.ay lliat that

xhould bo such a price as would afford the farmer n

fair business commercial return for his <-nj.ital
and

for hi* own labour 9 If the time comes when none

of tin- Mp.-iati.ins of agriculture could pay at the

rates of wages, and you had to offer to the farmer
State price* for )n product' to ket*j> him in uiiMneM,
then 1 tliink tin- .situation requires .1 fresh .

tion Altogether as to wha you will ^

and MI on. 1 have never contemplated that sta

affairs arriving, that the ii.nin.il play of prices should

bo absolutely uniemunerative to the fanner.

30. To throw the net a great deal wid.-r

think it mil lx> possible to enter into a <

null ..in ( olonios, for example, the big wheat gr
( 'iiluiiics and the big wool producing Colonies, an<

whether M-me mutual arrangement might be come to

so that the Knipirc, instead of only the United Kmi;
diun. < mild supply our want* on a basis which would

..i lex* ensure a fair return for labour and

capital.- It would be a very complicated problem to

work out, would it i

M It sounds so, perhaps. But what I have in my
mind is this: that the people might resent the -

'hiding a big sum aa a guarantee to the farmer if

th* operation were restricted entirely to the possi-

bilities of the United Kingdom; whereas. possibly

by a conference with our own Colonies, treating
matter on a much wider scale, it might be possible
for us to produce the food which we require in thu

country by some arrangement with the Colonies, so

as to avoid such a heavy charge falling upon the

I'nited Kingdom? Yes; I can quite imagine a

t .niadian representative committee i>f that kind meet-

ing in conference with us, saying:
"
Very good, you

in England can drop growing wheat: we will take

care of the wheat supply of the Empire"; and the

Australians equally would undertake the wool supply
of the Empire. But whether that sort of bargain
would entirely please us at home, I do not know.
1 should be very sorry to have to take part in a con-

.erence of the kind, and to press the claims of the

home country against our colonial friends as to what
-hare we should have in the pool of production.

52. That is taking it rather far; because I think

you would
agree,

in face of the warning we ha\<

bad during this war and. I take it, no man imagines
we are never going to have another war you
would not favour a policy which would, be likely

to place thia country in danger of .starvation as re-

gard* ceieals. I mean, the policy you would advo-

.lould be one whereby as much arable land as

possible was cultivated, not only because of the value

of the crop, but also because of the extra employment
of labour? Exactly. I want to see as much arable

land as possible.

53. Therefore, you would admit that the interest*

of labour and the. interests of the farmer are prac-

tically identical? In that sense, yes.

"il. Mr. On i limn : I HIM afraid I must go bock
10 this very controversial Act. the Corn Production
Vt. und ask you again what I believe Dr. Douglas
touched upon. In fixing the minimum prices of

cereals which were fixed under the Corn Production

Act at COB., 55s., and 45s. for wheat, and 38s. 6d..

and iMs. for oats, was the figure fixed

a* the minimum wage, namely, L'.">s. arrived at by
taking into consideration the cost of production? -I

should say. looking back at my romembrai'

dealing with it at th time, that there was no attempt
to calculate, as it were, what relationship, if any.

they had with one another. The 'J."is. was at the

time the minimum rate which was fixed by the

then Head of the Ministry of National Service. They
hod laid down for men they reeruited thai

was tho minimum rote that should be paid, nnd that

L'". was a figure taken IH c.-m-o it was the one govern-

ing figure prevailing at the ti.no. If I rcmenilier

rightly the onU evidence that had been given on
tl. point of wliat a minimum wage for an ni;ri-

cultural labourer should be, was somo evidence before

the. Milner Committee, of which T was a member.

where a minimum wage of 1 a week was then

for: that wn.n in
"

V,. Then I ran take it that the figure., in the

Corn Production Ad have no relation at all to the

2-js fixed? No; they were not rr.lrulat-od on what
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you might call any attempt to put on a scientific
basis the relationship of one thing with another.

56. I ask these questions because I thought surely
it was arrived at with some consideration for the
cost of production, and I thought possibly you might
have been able to give us figures from the Board
on which you arrived at these calculations which
would be very useful? No. I can say at once that
there was no attempt to correlate those two figures.
Twenty-five shillings was the rate which it was con-
sidered then necessary to pay. You could not fix
a minimum below that. The other figures were based
upon the demands of farmers as to what they thought
farming could be made to pay at. We had a good
deal of evidence on that point."

57. You had then some evidence for fixing the

prices under the Corn Production Act? Of course,
*a you know very well, there had been many repre-
sentations on the part of farmers both as to what
should be the guarantee which would be necessary
from right at the beginning of the war, that is,

recommendations made to the Advisory Committee
of the Board of Agriculture, and then there were
recommendations made by the Milner Committee
of, I think, then 40s., and so on.

58. Yes; but when those recommendationswere made,
from my memory I take it that we did not in the
least know what the minimum wage was- going to
be fixed at, because the Corn Production Act was
not out. Did we? No.

">!'. So that the farmer was not suggesting the

prices fixed, knowing he had to pay 25s.? Of
course, 25s. was, even at the time it was fixed, well

below the rate of wage which was being paid in many
districts.

60. Mr. Batchelor: Is it your view that if

guaranteed cereal prices were necessary for the future
these should be on the same basis as those under
the Corn Production Act, or whether they should
Iw on the lines of what you have called to-day the

emergency promise of November last? On the same'
basis, do you mean?

61. Yes, on the same basis OH regards the four
times the quantity of wheat per quarter, and fivi>

times in the case of oats
;
or whether they should

be on the lines of the emergency promise or Novem-
ber, which, of course, is different, particularly in

regard to oats? Of course, as far as the permanent
policy of the future goes, the guarantee must be on
the average of the whole crop.

62. Mr. Ashby : At the end of your third paragraph
you gay that: "

It is passible to take a broad view
and say that the industry as a whole will remain pro-
fitable, provided the fluctuations of price are not
allowed to go below certain limits." itc. Do you
moan prices of cereals only:- Yo-,. prices of cereals

only in that case. I would say that cereals is the
item you use for your weighting.

63. You will probably remember the Inquiry as to
the agricultural output of 1907? Yes.

64. It was shown there, I think, in round figures
that the total receipts of farm produce are not more
than about 25 per cent, from cereal crops. And when
the Agricultural Wages Board made its Inquiry last

year, it found on a number of big farms all over
.')()() acres, with an average of over 300 acres for the

lot. that in those cases also the returns from cereal

amounted to just about 26 per cent, of the total

receipts. Do you think it is jossible to guarantee i\

price of, say, 26 per cent, of the farm produce, and
that that can materially affect the whole of the farm-

ing results of England and Wales? Certainly, in

thus sense ; though perhaps this comparatively small

fraction of the total receipts from agriculture is

derived from cereals sold off the farm, it is those
i Is which are the things subject to com-

petition, foreign competition. We make our own
milk market

;
we have that entirely to ourselves. The

farmer can charge his own price in the end, and
will have to be paid the price which keeps him in

business. Therefore you may rule that out. There
1^ no foreign competition to cut you there, and the

industry will adapt itself to the magnitude of the
demand. To a certain extent that is also true of

81MB

meat. Though you have a considerable amount of

foreign competition in meat no doubt marking down
the price to a certain extent, the English Meat
Market 'is naturally protected and self-contained to
a certain degree. The same would be true of some
other items of farm produce, but it is in the cereals
in particular that we get the big pressure of foreign
competition; and, of course, as you know, in the de-

pression it was the cereal growing farms which suf-
fered. The milk growing and meat producing farms
kept afloat.

65. Following that up, I suppose you would be aware
that if you take the agricultural statistics and take
the lowest group of holdings, you have the smallest

proportion of arable and the largest proportion of

pasture, and as you get into the biggest group of

holdings, you have the highest proportion of arable
and the smallest proportion, comparatively speaking,
of pasture lands? You mean groupings by size?

66. Yes. You would therefore agree that the gua-
rantee of cereal prices is of far more importance
to the large farmer than to the small farmer, and
the importance very largely varies with the size of
the farm ? I would like to turn that proposition over
a little bit to see how it looks from various sides
before one quite agreed with it. It is quite true, of
course, that the corn growing farms are in the main
large farms. The small farmers, that is, men with
50 aTes or under, are very little concerned with corn

growing, so it would be true in that sense. But
there are certain largo areas such as the chalk area
in particular, which are only suitable for corn grow-
ing on a large size, and that is where the Biggest
single farms in the country occur.

67. But you agree that it is broadly true that the
importance of the guaranteed price varies with the
size of the farm? No. I would not agree to that as
a general proposition as a necessary proposition. I

simply agree to it as a statement of the particular
conditions under which the country is farmed.

68. I am sorry I have not the figures. I have
worked them out before. But granted that it is

true that the importance of the cereal products
of the farm varies directly with the size of the farm,
then it must follow (that the importance of the
guarantee varies directly with the size of the fanny

I would say it is not a necessary deduction, the
size of the farm. It is a necessary deduction of the
circumstances under which men do hold their land.
What happens, of course, is this: Thei man with
20 acres of land, for example, cannot live on the
corn that comes off it, and therefore he has to take
to some other form of cultivation.

69. I think there ia not much difference? But
your question seemed to put it as a necessity.

70-1. In the last paragraph but one of your precii
of evidence you say the State is only interested in
two things : one is to maintain supplies. You are
probably quite conversant with the report of the
Royal Society's Committee on Food Supplies to the
United Kingdom. In Thompson's estimate there, if

you take the total weight of food consumed in the
United Kingdom, and the total weight of the <n,:il
consumed, you will find the total weight of cereals
i- a lout 10 per cent, of the total food consumed,
and about one-fifth of that 10 per cent., namely 2 per
cent., is English grown cereals. Do you seriously
suggest that guaranteed prices which only affect
about 2 per cent, of the total weight of food con-
sumed seriously affect the total supply of food to
the United Kingdom? I should like to verify those
figures.

72. I have Thompson's Report here? May I look
at it? (Beport handed to Witness.) If I turn to
the table. I find a summary that the cereals account
for 17 million calories out of a total of 56 millions,
which is rather more than 10 per cent.

73. I was speaking of the total weight. But if

you look at those and compare home supply and
imported supply, you will find, I think, that the

calory value of the home supply of cereals represent-,
only about 10 per cent, of the total supply of calory
value for the whole of the population? We have

A 4
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cr*k, 3.7 in limn calorie* out of a total homo pro-
duction <>f VI.'J million ruloriiw. That u more than
9 per cent.

74. I am sneaking of the total supply of f,l to

the t'niunl Kingdom, which in tln> column to the

right?- Home production was about 4'.' |>cr cent in

calorics. Of conn*-, n you whittle it. \..u

represent anything that' we produce as negligible.
Thai ia a perfectly consistent argument. You can
take the line, if you like, that British agriculture
and the food it produces is negligible, and ought
to be written off; but that is n.it .nir ljn art- tin-

Board of Agriculture, nor the policy that I stand for.

I do not wish to whitt.le it olf. I ju.-t

wiah io state the facts, as near as I can state them
in roiiml figure*, ami that is roughly tin- |M*.ition:
that- of the total weight of food consumed we pro-
duce in cereals about 2 per cent.. nd of the total

energy value of the food we consume ,. produc .

in cereals roughly nlM>mt 7 per cent. The question
waa whether l>y guaranteeing prices for that 7 per
cent, you did seriously affect the total supply of
food to the t'niUMl Kingdom? I i-li you could turn
it into cash rot-urns to the typical farm. I think we
could get a better idea of how far the pri<v of cere il-

ia going to affect farming from that th.-in from con-
sidering what fraction it bears to the total .supply of
food to the country.

76. In paragraph 4 of your prrcii you use the
phrase

" The minimum living wage."' Would you
define that from the Board of Agriculture point' of
view?-! cannot define it. I think we should all

agree that it cannot be defined.

77. You would not suggest that the minimum wage
hied by the Agricultural Wages Board this spring
has exceeded what could bo defined as a minimum
living wage? No; I certainly should not myself make
the suggestion.

You agree with Mr. Anker Simmons that the
depression in prices between 1885 and, say, 1907 de-

populated the country? Yes, in certain districts.

79. You would agree, I suppose, that the greatestamount of depopulation both an regards total num-
bers and as regards the proportion of the rural |pu-
lation occurred between 1851 and 1881. and l-iil and
1871, at a time when the amount of arable land was
increasing antl when British agriculture was exceed-
ingly prosperous? Yon mean that the fall in the
rural population waa greater between 1861 and IS7I
than between 1871 and 1881?

90. Yea; or between 1881 and 1*!H :- I mu-st take
your word for that. I do not know the figures of the

population during that time.

81. That is the case. The |x>int I mint to bring
oat is thin, that it was not only prices. hut certain
changes were being made in methods of production
which called for leas manual labour?- Yes, there was
no doubt that that process was and is going on,
economy in the production. The reaper and hinder
alone has enabled the corn land to be farmed with
fewer men.
W. And that partly accounted for the depopula-

tion? The point I rather wanted to make was this.
that while that process was going on, the introduc-
.ion of machinery which called for less hands on th

farm, then- was no
temptation

to the farmer to more
intensive production which would have occupied the
ante number of hands.

I nge<> ; but do not you think that it was
inevitable that there should be'some depopulation of
rural Kngland during that

jieriod
even if prices hadWn maintained- Yes. I think there would Have IMVII

a reduction, but there nonld not have K.cn the whole-
sale laying down of certain areas to grass.

84. Mi I'uiiflrii: I understood yon to say that

you considered the uar had shown that we ought
to have in this country a.s much arable cultivation as

possible? I think the war brought home to us the

necessity of it.

85. Would you also a^rec that to make good man-
power, whether for soldiers or for an industrial army
we rhould also have n large an arable itopulation ns

Me!- F l.elieve in the value of the rurnl popu-
lation a* an eleir

86. Whether it is to make good the wastage of the

town or the wantage in armies? Yea.

87. Could you tell u how many more men are em-

ployed on arable land than on grat* land:' Arable.

I. in. I would employ from 3 to 4, say 4 men. per 1(K>

acrci-. and the grass farm alx>in <>M,.. It depends.
You may get a grout farm wh> tin-re is ..ne man to

500 acre* or one man to 900 acres.

88. And a more intense cultivation and better culti-

vation of arable land, the more men could be. employed
and greater production could he obtained. Do you
agree with that:- On the very best arable farms that

I am acquainted with, and I am speaking before tin-

war, as, for instance, some farms in the Kant I/othians

and some of the Fen farms, you would rise to 5 or 6

men per 100 acres. Then, of course, when you come
to fruit and market gardening, you get a man to

5 acres.

89. Should I he also right in saying that you can

produce milk bettor on arable land than you can on

gran land!'- -You can make sure on arable farming
of an even supply throughout the year, which you can-

not do on grass.

90. Therefore, for every reason, it is desirable to

have as much arable cultivation as possible? Yes.

91. You have to ensure having workmen? Yea.

'.'-. Therefore, the first problem is. is it not. to see

that the men are paid as well a.s the industry can

afford to pay them: do you agree with that? I do
not think I can accept your limitation. I mean you
must pay the men to compete ith other indunt :

93. I \\ill not say the industry then. Shall 1 say
well as this country can afford? V

! 1. The better the wage, the more contented the

man, 1 take it: would that be so? Certainly in the

end.

95. To gel these men is not it desirable that the

agricultural wage should be more proportionate to

that which it is in the towns? Yes.

!H>. Are you quite sure that good wages increase

production? Certainly in the end.

!)7. I am not sure that the miners' results have
shown it. hut you think it does? It does. My own
experience would be that sometimes you have a little

temporary set -hack as the first effect of increasing
wages.

98. Was it from that point of view, to get the men
on to the land and to make them contented and more
piodu< -live, that the minimum wage was fixed in the
Corn Production Act? It was the feeling that that
was necessary to secure the position of labour.

99. And in that Act for the first time in any big
industry, at any rate, the wage was to be fixed quite
independently of the selling price of the articles pro-
duced by the workman? Ye*, that was so.

1<H>. That is a new principle in this country, at any
rate? Yea, as far aa any big industry goes.

101. I am speaking of a big industry. I a t

speaking of sweating ti:u: > s, that is so in a big
industry.

IH2. Then does not it follow that il you fix the

wages independently of the wiling price of the article
there must conn- a time some time or other- w hen the

industry cannot pay the wages? That would be so,
or certain parts of the industry

10:t. The result would then follow, would it not, that
the employer will go out of business:'

]O|. |5ut he would be put out of business by the
action of the- Stall- : lie would.

10."). In fixing the wage independently of the cost

of production and independently of the selling price r

Yea.

106. Therefore. I think you will agree with me
that it is a State's duty to take soi>

that the employer is kepi in business:- If the
thinks that the l.nsineKs is one to keep him in. yea.

1117 Otherwise, industry g". W.- .-\acilv.
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108. Was it from that point of view that the

principle of the guarantee was inserted in the Corn
Production Act? It was.

109. Yet you have told me that the prices fixed by'
that guarantee had no reference to the cost of

production? They wore not calculated one with

reference to the other
;

there was no attempt to

balance them off.

110. Then, so far as the origin-al prices were <;m-

cerned, they were mere guesswork? Guesswork in

the sense that they were derived from the practice
'

i'f the industry at the time. The only thing exist-

ing to guide us was what had been the prices at which

farming before the war was managing to keep its

head above water. We know that farming had l>een

reasonably prosperous for five years before the war
at a certain scale of prices; we had those two sets of

figures before us.

111. So that assuming that the method of fixing

wages is the best that can be designed according to

the Corn Production Act, the sole question remain-

ing, in your view, is whether the guarantees are

sufficient? Yes.

112. Have you considered at all whether there is

any other principle to make good to the employers
except by> guarantee? If you mean duties, we will

say

113. I was not thinking of any. I am asking you
for information. Have you or the Board of Agricul-
ture anything? I think we have reviewed a good
many possibilities as to payment to the producers,
and we adopted the guarantee as the one that, on
the whole, was the soundest ami interfered least with

the industry and least with the normal play of the

market.

114. Then I take it that you have no other pro-

position to put before us to-day, except the one of

guarantee? No.

115. And. so far as you are concerned, the whole

question is whether the guarantee is sufficient?

Yes.

116. Why do yon fix only a guarantee for cereals?

For the reason I think I have explained, that it

was in cereals that foreign competition is felt.

117. You mean the price of English cereak mid
the cx*t of production had nothing to do with the

market price? No, nothing at alL The price was
fixed in Chicago.

118. What I want to know is. how can fixing the

prioo of cereals to the grower in England be any
assistance to the grazier, for instance, the grass
cattle or sheep fanner? We consider that he has

pretty well his market to himself.

110. Is not the beef and mutton market equally
control!.-.! by the foreign supplies? Not to anything
like the same extent.

120. But surely? I am not speaking of now, but

surely tin- price in normal times is fixed entirely by
the foreign imports, is not it? T should not have

thought so. Wo had about one-half of the meat
trade, and our prices were above the prices of the

imported stuff. It is quite true that they were kept
down to a certain extent.

121. How can tho guarantee to the corn grower
next door a payment to him assist the grazier,
w bo simply has to buy grain and yet has to pay the
increased wages? What I would say is this that the

grazier is -not necessarily next door; very often the

gra/.ier who is producing the beef is also the corn

grower. We were not particularly concerned with the

pure grass farmer; we wen- not trying by the Corn
Production Act to benefit the pure grass farrm r.

122. Then you would agree with mo that he does
not

fjet
as much benefit as the corn grower?

Certainly not.

123. Then let us take the dairy farmer; what
advantage do*i be. get from the guarantees? None;
lie is not meant to.

121. But that is a very large trade, is it not?
There again, as I have already said, the Kir/li-l:

farmer has the milk market entirely to himself.

125. What benefit does the market gardener get?
He has his market pretty well to himself.

126. You mean to say he can recoup himself by
putting up the pfice? Yes, by putting up the price.

127. And, I suppose, as to the fruit grower, you
say the same? In the main. yes.

128. Under the Wages Board, the wages have to be
fixed by the employers and the employed, have not

they? Yes.

129. And they are unlimited in the amount which
can be fixed under the Act? In theory, I suppose an
unlimited wage can be fixed.

130. The loss would have to be paid by the

guarantee? The guarantee has to be verified by Par-
liament.

131. Exactly; and therefore the only limit is by the

guarantee. Is that the best arrangement, do you
think, that the employer and the employed shall agree
amongst themselves to put up the rate of wages,
for instance, and leave the taxpayer to pay it? No;
and that was certainly not the intention.

132. But is not it likely to work out in that way?
No, I do not think it is.

133. The workman has no inducement to keep it

down and what inducement has the farmer? By the
fact that if he wants a higher guarantee he has to

go and prove his case to Parliament.

134. No. The guarantee has to be fixed by Par-

liament, I understand? Suppose tho employers and
the employed upon the Wages Board at the present
time arrived at an agreement amongst themselves to

pay 10 a week?

135. We will not say anything absurd? But does
not that dominate the situation? People would not
do things which are absurd, and your claim is that
the parties may conspire to bleed the State.

136. I do not say to conspire, but their mutual
agreement is the result of calling upon the State to

pay, is not it? Well, the State will refuse to pay at
a certain point.

137. That is the only thing you can say ;
that is

the only protection that the State has? That is so;
but you see, as I tried to make out in my evidence,
we never conceived that this Wages Board would
be fixing rates of wages. We conceived that it would
fix a minimum, which is to be a minimum -the wage
any decent man ought to have in the country ;

but it

is not concerned to fix the actual rate of wages.

138. But you are aware, are you not that iu very
many wages the minimum becomes the maximum?
That may be true about prices, that the maximum
may become the minimum, but I do not think it

follows in this case of wages. I think you can still

have before your mind a possible action of the State

fixing a minimum rate of wage of all the men in the

country.

13S). I agree with you that that is what the Act

tays; we are starting on that basis; but is not it the

fact, as to the wages now being asked for under the

Wages Boards, that the better class workman com-

plainc- that he is put on a par with the worst and
least competent workman? No, I have not heard
that complaint myself among farm employees. I do
not see any more differentiation or any less differen-

tiation in tho wages on individual farms to-day than
before

; it was a great complaint before the Wages
Board.

140. And I suggest that it is greater now? When
the flat rate of wages prevailed, there was great com-

plaint.

141. You agree with mo that the skilled agricultural
labourer is a very highly skilled man? Yes.

142. And an ordinary labourer would not be a
skilled man? He may be very indifferent; there
are enormous variations in quality.

143. Leaving it there for a moment, I would only
y-k you this: If you get a minimum rate of w:i e

fixed, I take it that at tho present rate that cannot
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cruelly lx> paid by tho bad laud, the medium lan.i

and the
(food

land in the same way, can it? I think
to. I think the method of dealing with the bad

land and good land mutt be varied, but I do not
* that you can vary your rate of wages according
to the at vie of the land! It would be so if you were
forced to cultivate all the land alike.

144. What I auggast t<> >.MI is that whore you
attamptod either a flat rate of wage* or one minimum

wag* fur all purU uf tho country, you would in-

variably have bad land which cannot afford to

Cy
it, and medium land which iimy or may not

able to, and the good land can pay it. Doe*
this guarantee make any provision for that? I

should not agree with you that it follows.

146. I suppose you would agree, would you not

that very heavy clay land is lew productive- and
much more costly to work and produces lessP The

ktyle of land dictates the type of cultivation. It

we are to apply, aay, a four-course rotation to each
of these nlsssrri of fand the good, {he medium, and
the bad, then on the style of cultivation the wages
paid may render one unreraunerative and the other

remunerative. But there is another factor that

usually provides for these differences in quality and
that M the factor of rent.

146. But you do not suggest that the rent makes
good the deficiency. Take the land, say, in the
Holbeaoh District of Lincolnshire, and compare that

with the yellow clays of Sussex : do yon suggest that

there is any comparison with the yield that can
be got from them in the difference of rent? No.

147. Take that blowy, dusty land in Suffolk: do

yon suggest that could pay the minimum wages
with the present guarantees? It certainly can, I

think, if it is properly handled.

148. You still think it can!-- I think so. I think

you have to devise a method of handling each of these

soils, taking it as your condition that you have to

pay a given rate of wage.

149. I suggest to you that your system of gua-
rantees provided by the Act does not meet these wide
differences in the character of the land? 1 might
agree to that as regards the prices of the produce.
but I do not agree to it as regards the variation

in the minimum wage.

160. I am speaking of the guaranty I am
putting it to you that you cannot grow enough
on the bad land to pay the minimum wages even
as now fixed P It is quite true that there may be
land which we cannot keep under cultivation under

any system of farming that we adopt.

I.M. That is what I am coming to. Have you con-

sidered at all if you go so far with me where that

line is to be drawn, and what land is to go out of

cultivation and what not? Yon mean, has cm-

drawn a map of the country!*

169. Yes; or as to the character of the land. Put
it in this way: You have told me that a guarantee
of 46s. is a pure guess. That is what I understood

you to say? No, I do not think I would admit that
for a moment. I said that the -15s. was founded upon
the prices of wheat which had been made, say, for five

yean before the war. Take, it roughly as an average
of 86s. From the increased rates of expenditure that

we saw to be in sight, 45s. was put down a likely to

those increased costs.

I do not think we do ourselves justice. The
f 46s. was fixed in 1017 for the price of wheat in

1990, so that it must have been pretty well a guess P

>as guessing in a sense then, because we knew

nothing about the trend of prices or what the con

of the war Mould be. hut the general

presumption which prevailed at that time was that
- would begin to come don n again. You nnnlit

say that all those prices which were put down \\en-

rendered ridiculous hy the trend of events. All prices
of production have been rendered ridiculous.

164. If you object to my word "
giu-Hs." I will say

if yon fixed the guarantee for the future, whether
it is to be the name as now or more, have you at all

considered what the datum line is of the land which'

is to be allowed to g.-i out of cultivation. You and

I are a;- iced that it i, deMtahle to keep aj- much in

cultivation a we inn. hut to keep it all in cultiva-

tion 1 think u, time, whatever tin- pn<
will require sotnu guarantee to lie paid: NVc shall

have to keep that acreage or the n or

the 1872 acreage, we will say, and that would n-<|uire,
we will say, a certain level of prices.

I ""i. To keep in cultivation the land that hiu* re-

cently been ploughed up would require a higher level

of prices P Yes.

166. Have you considered at all what level we ought
to keep in the interests of the SUteP What level

of cultivation P

167. Yes P Wo have always said we want to go back
at least to 1872.

168. You have in mind 1872, but you let the other go
which has been ploughed up recently? 1872 would
mean more; the level is much higher; it would add

4,000,000 to the arable acreage of the year 1

169. So yon take the view that we ought to get
back to that? Yes ; that ie what we are deliberately

hoping to try and do.

159a. I suggest to you that even with the present
minimum wages that will mean a large guarantee
which would be an effective guarantee? Is jiot that

the question which this Commission is asked to sot tie :-

1596. Yes, quite right; and I am asking you if you
have any information to give me? I cannot give

you any calculation on that point. As I say, the

Board have no figures which are really germane to

the point.

160. Mr. Dallas: Just to follow the argument you
have been dealing with up to this moment; suppos-

ing a price was fixed that would make it profitable
to cultivate the bad lands; is it a reasonable assump-
tion that the profit would be a very large one on the

rich lands!' It is unless the rent were adjusted.

161. You suggested that tho Agricultural Wages
Board was the first body that lias fixed a legal
minimum wage irrespective of prices or cost*. For
instance. I think it was fixed with regard to the

miners in 1911
;
the Government fixed a wage for

them irrespective of selling prices, cost, or anything
else? I knew of the existence of Trades Boards in

certain instances.

162. You remember the big Miners' Strike ; follow-

ing that Miners' Strike the Government introduced

a Bill by which, I think, tho figure of 5s. and 2i>. "as

fixed. It fixed the datum wage for miners? Yes.

163. Are you aware that it is the policy of the

Government at tho moment, apart from your Depart-
ment, to set up Trade Boards in as many trades as

possible? For instance, during the past three months
a large number of Trade Boards have been set up or

are in tho process of being set up? Do yon mean
Trade Boards in the technical sense, or Whitley
Councils P

164. No. There are two policies. InWe is one
Government Department organising Whitley Coun-
cils and another Government Department at the
moment organising Trade Boards, which are

altogether distinct. The latter fix wages, and ha\e

legal sanction in the >ami> way exactly OH the wages
fixed by the Agricultural Wages Board? Yes; I

know the extent of the movement that is going on.

166. I should like to go back to this question of

the 26s. The guaranteed prices were fixed and were

agreed upon by the representatives of the fai :

organisations. When the guaranteed prices wen-

put in tho Bill they were consulted. Here they not !-

1 do not recall a'ny consultation on those figures,
liut I speak under correction.

166. Would you be surprised -it the official .Journal

of the National Farmers' Union at "the time
that the 26s. put in the Bill was a bargain hi-tw.-cn

tho farmers and the Government? I am surprised
to hear it.

167. I understand also thai Sir F. K. Bmitl
he then was, stated in > !>,!.. it.- iu the .ll.

Commons that that was BO. I can .10511 re you that

in the " Mark Lane Express
" of that period 'there

is a statement by one writer to the effect that the
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25s. was a bargain between the farmers and the
Government. You remember that was stated to be
the case when the Labour Party desired to get 30s. ?

I think I cau assure you that there was no bargain-
ing and no consultation of that kind.

168. I will get the "Farmers' Union Journal"
iater. You are quite familiar with the composition
of the Agricultural Wages Board, are not you?
Yes.

169. You know that it is not composed entirely of

representatives' of the employers in that industry
and of the labourers? There are 7 appointed
members.

170. And, as you know, the 7 appointed members
have a very large say in the determination of the

wages? I suppose they act as peacemakers and

bring the others together sometimes.

171. No. My point is that that is a safeguard to

the community in that both sides have to state
their case, and the 7 appointed members act very
largely as the jury and the judge also, both sides

having to prove their case before they can get a

decision or judgment?. Yes. I agree that was the
idea of it.

172. Therefore, it is not very likely that a Board
composed in that way would fix minimum rates of

wages beyond which the industry could afford to

pay? There comes a point at which the people in

the industry can, as it were, settle alone what they
can pay.

173. But I want to say that the people in the

industry have the opportunity of stating their case-'

Yes.

174. And, after all, the Wages Board is of the,

nature of a judicial bench:' The point I wished to
make in my evidence-in-chief was this, that 1

do say there is a point when a body of farmers have
a right to say:

" You are imposing a rate of wages
upon us that we refuse to pay and cannot pay;

"

and in such a case they ought not to have to opposo
what is actually the law. I do not want these men
if they get to the point of striking against the
rate of wages, to be then striking against the

law; just aa, on the men's side, if you want to
insist upon a rate of wages that has not been awarded
by the Board, and you strike to obtain it, you do
not want to be made outlaws by the act of striking.
That is where I conceive the position of the Wages
Board comes in, in laying down a minimum rather
than the actual rate of wage.

17o. You arc aware, of course, that the Wages
Board takes into consideration local circumstances
and does not fix one uniform rat of wages for the
country:' Yes.

176. Kor example, in the immediate neighbourhood
of London, say. in Kent, Essex, Surrey, Berkshire
the Home Counties there is a different minimum
in almost every one of those counties? Yes.

177. Would you agree that the workers in the

agricultural industry have a right to a wage that will
enable them to live in decency and comfort? Cer-

tainly.

178. Kven if the cost of living should not rise.

would there not be room for even a higher wage be-
fore that point was reached? Than the pr>
rate?

179. Yes? I would not like to express my opinion,
f '!<> not think we at the Bonrd have any opinion as

to what is the right wage.

180. I do not want you to give any figures, and I

do not suggest that you should give any; but I would

suggest that the present minimum rates are not rate-.

that allow of an ordinary working man, an agricul-
tural lalxwirr-r, doing justice to himself, his wife and
his family, and that therefore even if the cost of

living should not rise, there should still be an oppor-
tunity for his wage going a bit higher? I would
simply nay this: Are you persuaded that the Agricul-
tural Wages Board have got a minimum wage in

existence which represents a decent minimum living

wage? Tf not yon may persuade thorn that the existing
wage ought to be altered, and that the agricultural

labourer ought to have a higher wage ;
but are you or

are you not satisfied that a security wage has been
arrived at?

181. Just one final question. What protection is

given to the nation by the fixing of any guarantee?
For instance, if farmers and employees know there
is a certain definite guarantee on their produce,
what guarantee has the community that you are not

subsidising inefficiency? I think you would be right
if these guarantees were meant to fix the prices, but

you see that is what I want to avoid. I think if you
attempt to fix year by year, as some people claim,

the prices of wheat, the prices of milk, and so forth,

you are then in the difficult position of not know-

ing whether you are subsidising indifferent methods
of management, indolence, and so forth. I see

all those difficulties in fixing the prices. But we
claim that the guarantees in the Corn Production
Act should not be the actual prices, but something
below the average run of prices ; something that would

just provide a minimum of security should there be a

run of bad seasons or of competitive prices, andwould
prevent the farmer's capital being depleted. In

farming you expect ups and downs.

182. Mr. Ttunran: Then I take it that the reply
you have just given is based on the idea that, nor-

mally, prices in farming will be remunerative? I

think so. I think we must get our farming' based

upon realities.

183. And that this method you are proposing is

simply to guarantee the cost of production, eliminat-

ing return on capital or provision for depreciation?
I do not see how you can have any prices

guaranteeing cost of production, because A's cost of

production is entirely different from B's. I can only
see a certain level, round about the average coste ol

production, which will keep people in the business.

184. For that purpose you arrive at a rough figure
which will have the effect of keeping land in cultiva-

linn which otherwise would go out of cultivation ?

Yes, that is what I want.

18o. And would therefore be based on the cost of

production of the least profitable land? Yes, as

judged by the average level which keeps people going.

186. So that even in these exceptional years when
the price falls, the guaranteed price would actually
guarantee more than the cost of production to a pro-
portion of farmers? Yes, certainly it would. On
highly favourable land, of course, the costs of pro-
duction run down to something comparatively
small.

187. So that, normally, agriculture would be left

with its profit during the years when prices were

remunerative, and a proportion of the corn farmers
would be left with profits when prices are not re-

munerative on the poorer class of land. These facts

are not to be taken into account in fixing a guaran-
teed price? I think they would be taken into account
in the process of finding the level, as it were, which
will induce a certain area of farming. If you take,

say, the 5 years prior to the war, that is 1909 to 1913.

you then had a certain area of arable land being main^
tained, or rather it was not being maintained, for it

was actually shrinking. You might say that the
35s. level that we had then was clearly under those
conditions not quite good enough ;

it probably was
good enough, but men had not quite tumbled to tho
fact.

188. Will you take tho statement in the last sen-
tence in paragraph 3 of your evidence-in-chief, which
statement does not quite square with your answer
you have now given? No; it cau be read not to.

I am trying to suggest there that this protection
should not do more than on the average you can

only take these things on the average and only <>:

the broad issue pay expenses I would not ask for
more.

189. What I want to get at is whether the

iuaranteed price is to guarantee a farmer against
actual loss, or whether in fixing it the profits he

may be making ovei any period are taken into
acrount? It is to guarantee him against loss over an

:i>erage of seasons.
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190. How than will you arrive at the average work-

ing oasts? In the fimt place, on tin- hroud issue

whether t.r not men ki-cii in the industry or not at a

crrUin level of |>ru-t. That. 1 take it, is one guide at

t.i whether tin- indiism is paving or not. Tlu-n. .it

course, an iin> system of State guarantee* has got '"

he founded n more exact figures, I hope we -hall in

^tnro have at our dis|>oHal a great many more

hjjurea as to the working e\pen-c- of farms in the

different dii isioiis.

191. Hut von ate drilling with wages as on.- of tin-

main items of working costs P Tee.

192. How are you to arrive at the avciagc working
coats without taking into account tin- remuneration
of labour? You mean tin- labour might go "p after

you have fixed your guarantees P

193. Yes? Of course, you cannot take that into

account.

194. In your view then the guarantee of price for

produce will not take into account any attempt at

adjusting a balance between the prices of commodities
and the remuneration of labour? If you offer

guarantees for certain years ahead, you have to base

them on certain hypotheses, and labour is one of those

hypotheses. You have to estimate what it is likely

to be. Your calculation may be upset by the rates

being raised.

195. You do not think it is possible to adjust prices
and the remuneration of labour? No; my conception
is certainly not that of adjusting between the two

any more than I should want to scale labour down
below the minimum if prices were not remunerative.

196. Mr. Edwards : You have already explained to

ut that the principle adopted by the Board is the

guaranteeing of prices. In answering the question

just now, you spoke about good and bad land. You
aid that good land would be in a better position
unless the rent those are the only words you said?
\Vo have always been brought up to believe that

rent represents the margin between tin- cost of pro-
duction, including the profit at which the farmer is

willing to work it, and what the land is capable of

doing, and that the very good land will fetch a rent

to correspond. We know that it is not absolutely

true; but, in theory, the farmer ought to get the

same return on poor land as on good land : that is,

the same return to himself. The owner of the land

will absorb the margin.

197. Does it not follow, then, that really the value
of the guarantee is to the owner of the land and
not to the farmer? It is, to a certain extent. We
are assuming that the rents are going to remain
the same, we will say, or thereabouts.

196. Has the Board any data as to the tendency
of the rente at the present moment, because a

guarantee principle lias now been in vogue for some
year*? Has the Board any figures to enable us to

conclude who is really benefited by the guarantee?
You see, although these guarantees have been in

being for three yearn, they have not been opera-
tive. The actual market price has been a long way
above any guarantees, so that the guarantees, at any
rate, cannot have touched the question of rent.

199. But has the Board any data as to the ten-

dency of what I may call the rent which the farmer.
that is, the man operating the land, luis to pay?
This i*. pcrha]*. not particularly germane, lint the

point that we see is tin-: at the present time the

difficulty i* that of getting rent* adjusted to

the change in the capital value of the land \\

have at the present time the ciirioiiH *|K>ctaclc of.

ay, land that is selling at L'.'iO an acre only pro-

ducing a gross rent of 1 an acre. That is the

difficulty we are in with ic^.nrd t<i the purchase of land
for settlement purposes. So that, a* far as we can
see. rents have twit rison anything like the capital
values of land.

200. Rut are you not aware, and has not the Hoard
I-- t<"l tin- s-lent revolution that is taking place in

the land M-ntem of this country now? You mean the

change of ownership?

901. Ye*? Well, it is hardly silent

302. You see. we are meeting, us the Chairman has

put it. to make a hala ami \\hai I want
to get is the data. 1 should like to know whether

the Board, as the authority handling these questions,
can supply us with any figure- a- 10 this great change
which has taken place, and its economic .-(feet on tin-

industry in the future!' As to the amount <jf land

which has changed hands, do you mean!-

203. Yes, and aa to price- ami things like, that?

We, doubtless, could provide some evidence as to

changes in prices which have taken place, hut 1 do
n.'t think we have any actual data as to the amount
of land sales.

204. You are aware, In i have said al:-

that the Board recogni-e the fact, that the present
prices paid for land are alarming. These are your
words: "The Board view with great alarm the

immense appreciation in land at the present time"?
In certain classes of land, yes.

205. You say here that the rent, taxes, and rate-

are items that have to he taken into account, an<!

I presume it-he interest fanner.- have to pay for the

purchase money will be reckoned in the same w

That is what rather alarm- <me.

206. As to the future prospects of the industry,

you say in your third paragraph that the State is

interested in two things: The maintaining of supplies
and the enforcing of a wage which will provide for

a decent standard of living. I presume the Board
has never been satisfied with maintaining the supplies.
You have in view the increasing of the supplies?

Yes; I think " maintain
"

is used rather loosely in

that sense. It means to maintain the supplies whicn

the nation needs.

207. The Prime Minister spoke, not long sine.-.

about the security of capital. Has the Board any
data to give us as to the effect on the operator of

the insecurity to which his capital is at present ex-

posed? You see the land is on sale, and we have here

Mr. Frank Lloyd, one of the biggest auctioneers, who

says the whole of Cheshire will bo sold in a few

years. That being so, I think you will admit that a

good deal of the capital of the operator is in a very
insecure position. Has the Board any views on the

effect of that on tho ojwrator. both at present and
the likely effect in the future!- I cannot say that

we have 'any evidence. My own opinion is that the

operator is not thinking of the risks to his capital
in the business as much as he i* thinking of the risks

of future prices. That is what is holding him up
from developing his farm. He does not fool any
security about a continuance of the prosperity of the

industry. That has been one of tho chief reasons

why we suggest a guarantee.

208. So in your opinion, representing the Board,
taking my own case, for instance, the fact that I

can receive notice to quit and lie compelled either to

buy nvy farm or to pay an increase of rent, or find

another farm in another part of tho country, has
no effect whatever on the development of the

industry? I certainly would not say that at all,

that it has no effect : but I do not we from the .-\ i-

ilcncc before me. of complaints (that it is tho big
(actor in the feeling of insecurity amongst farmers,
and in their doubts IM to intensifying their industry.

200. Does not it strike you. imperially a- to in-

t--nsifyiiig industry on the face of it. whether it is

expressed or not. that to bo in such a position is n

impossible one for any industry? I would say. as I

always have said, that 1 have always wondered how

farmers would go into this bargain of the yearly

tenancy and found a business of that character U|KHI

-uch an insecure basis. Looking at it from the

outside, it ha- alwayn been a wonder lo me that they
wiinld undertake it. and that they would refuse, and

do refuse, t havo leases. Tn any other biisin-

which n mnn is going to embark hi* capital and risk

so much lofis on being turned out. he would insist

on having n 1. '< -rmer do-s not only not

on a lease, but ho refuses a 1. i . \ I .,. it ha-

:du:i\- IM-CH a ni\stor\ to in'-, though one can under
-land to ;i certain extent how it ha- come about.
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210. How do you moan? That he had faith in his

landowner and knew, taking it on the whole, that
the landowner would consider himself bound to keep
him going, while he himself was able to give notice
to leave in a year. It seems to me the farmer has

always asked to have the best of both worlds in this
matter of his tenancy; and now th'at the old race of
landowners is going out of business, as it were, I

daresay we shall have to have a change.
211. Mr. Green: Can you enlighten us as to why

the guaranteed price was suddenly changed from
55s. to 75s., considering that you had no data to go
upon? You mean as regards this year, 1919?

212. Yes:1

I must repeat that there is no connec-
tion between the 55s. or the other prices in the Corn
Production Act, and the promise given last November
of the Government to buy the corn crop of this year
at tho maximum prices that were then guaranteed.
You see it was simply a promise to continue those
maximum prices, or to make those maximum prices
actual prices.

213. Would the Board in the interests of the State
be in favour of buying at guaranteed prices for the
community? Are you speaking of guaranteed prices
as a permanent measure?

214. Yes? I think at the Board we are opposed
entirely to the idea of fixing the prices at which
the State may buy.

210. You are? Yes. We believe that that is an
unworkable plan.

216. Have you no data of the cost of production
on the Holbeach and Patrington Farms? Yes, we
have for the year and a half since Patrington began
in April, 1917. We have a year and a half's accounts
complete and we have a year's account of Holbeach.

217. Shall we be getting those from Mr. Floud?-
They are printed in a Parliamentary- Paper.

218. And the costs of production? No, I do not
think tho costs of production are there. You mean
dissected for the crops?

219. Yes? No, I do not think they are. You
see the costs of production would be very little good
for the year of starting as evidence. What I sug-
gest to you is that those figures, which are quite
open to you, are of very little value as bearing upon
the general costs of the industry.

220. Do you think that the guaranteed prices as
n policy have really stimulated corn production in
this country? Certainly not. I should say not,
because they have never been in operation! You
see the actual prices that have prevailed since the
Corn Production Act was passed have been a long
way above the guarantees of the Corn Production
Act, and a long way. below the world's market prices.
Tin' world prices, for instance, in 1918 for wheat
would ho over KXK. instead of tho 7.V. that we have
been tied to.

221. Therefore they have been quite ineffectiveP -
They have not been in the picture at all.

222. You have mentioned somewhere in your book
that tho farmer's jxrs<mal profit does not coincide
with the national interest; and following on that
statement in your little book,

"
Agriculture after

the War," you have said tlw> moet effective lever
to secure the better farming that is now needed in

the national interest would be to give the State
powers to take over any land that has been inade-

quately used. You say the most effective lever.
l)o you still hold that

'

opinion? Certainly. That
is another provision of the Corn Production Act.
The Corn Production Act takes its stand on that

point, that while it deals with security for the
lal>ourore' remuneration and security for the farmers'
remuneration, the community shall he guaranteed
good farming by giving the State powers to take

possession of land whieh is inadequately used.

223. I think, if I may say so. the Board was rather
nervous of getting farmers to stick to their busi-
ness during the war time, when the case of deter-

mining leases was put into force. T believe about
on.DOO acre- have boon determined in that way.
T)o you think it would bo a very good plan especially
in the case of helping a man who is a very skilled

man, if he were put in as bailiff of many of these
farms which have been under-cultivated I mean
men such as agricultural labourers, cartel's, and so
on? 1 think wherever you can see how to
handle a piece of land whieh has been taken
possession of in this fashion, it will be
done; but very often with regard to this land
which has been taken possession of and
cultivated compulsorily by the' Executive Committee,
it is extremely difficult to see how you are going to
handle it permanently. I will give you a case 1 went
to see in Essex ten days ago. You go down in the

neighbourhood of Southend. You have what they
call in that part of the country plot-land estates
which were sold in little blocks of twentieths or
fortieths of an acre for house purposes. The buyers
very often let their title lapse, and there was a dere-
lict area of the country with here and there a house
scattered about. A lot of that land was brought into
cultivation during the war. The Essex Committee
set to work and ploughed it up ; but there is no farm
there. There are plots, there are fields, as it were,
without any buildings. The labour has been brought
from a distance to do it. The horses perhaps walked
two or three miles. There is nothing that you could
offer a man to settle upon ;

and there is very great
difficulty in seeing how that land is to be resettled,
and whether one can afford to do anything but let

it go back to the owner.

224. In your book also you make a general state-

ment that most farmers are deficient in brains and
capital? I do not think I say most farmers?

225. I have the passage here. Do not you think,

bearing that in mind, that a good deal of the agricul-
tural depression and the farming which did not pay in

that time was due a good deal to the inefficiency on
the farmers' part rather than the prices? I quite
agree that the efficiency is not at the highest level

or as near a high level as we should like to see it.

Hut you have to take people, including farmers, as

you find them. If you want the land cultivated, they
are the only people who can cultivate it. You have
not another race of heaven-made farmers to put in

their place.

226. You mention skilled men, agricultural
labourers. Bearing on that point, you say in a type-
written sheet issued by the Board of Agriculture that
" In most counties the best farmers have shown great
keenness to co-operate with the Government in train-

ing ex-service officers and men, but in one or two
counties difficulty is being experienced in finding up-
to-date farms for the purpose." Would you inform
us generally where those counties are? I really would
not like to say off-hand until I looked up the figures.
I have not that in my mind.

227. Gould you give us a statement of the com-
parative acreage taken up between corn-growing
farmers and, we will say, market gardeners, fruit

growers, and dairy farmers? I will have that lire-

pared for you.

228. Mr. J. M. Henderson: The result of the Corn
Production Act has been to increase the cereal area

by how much? I do not think the Corn Production
Act as such has had any effect in that direction. It

has been, as it were, overridden by the war situation.

229. But was not the real object of its introduction
in the House to encourage men to cultivate pasture
land and break up land whirh has not been broken up
before? It was introduced as a measure of per-

manency to show that the State was permanently
interested in the arable land

;
but the factor which

had the immediate effect was the order of the Com-
mittees to plough.

230. What I mean is this. The original intention
of the Act. as stated by the Minister who introduced

it, was to encourage the increase, and it
only applied

to the increased area which was to be cultivated?

Yes, that is so.

231. L,ator on it applied to everybody, and the re-

sult was that the original object failed? But I would
still insist that the action of the Corn Production
Act in that respect was altogether overriden by the
other actions that took place, that is. the action of
the Committees.
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Which CoromitU**? The War Agricultural
the Kxecutive Committee*, who ordered

men to plough.

333. My point ia this. According to your evidence

it ha* not increased the area? The area under the

I'll.ugh has been increased by nearly 2 million acre*;
I.ut I would not put that down to the Corn Production

'lit to the much -more draatic action of the Wai
Executive Committee*.

334. I will only refer to wages for one second. \~

you said, the 25s. has no relation to the OOs., the

price of wheat. 26s. was the estimated amount at

which a man could hold body and soul together,
wan not it? Yea, it was at that time a minimum

wage.

235. At the time that 60s. was put in the wheat

price in the Act, that was about the price of wheat
at the time, was it not? I think it was well below

the price of wheat at the time. You are speaking
of June, 1917. I think the price of wheat at the time
was then mounting very rapidly. It was 78s., 80s.

and 85s.

236. How much area do you say at the present time

is under cereals? I will put it in another way : How
much out of the 100 per cent, of cereals that we use

in this country, do we grow ourselves at the present
time-' Speaking of wheat, we used to grow about

20 per cent. ;
and we increased our wheat produc-

tion in 1918 by more than 60 per cent., but not

permanently, because there was an extra wheait

acreage put in over and above the gain to the general
arable land.

237. What I mean is this: To feed the country
how much wheat do we require to import? We re-

quire to import four-fifths or perhaps three-quarters
now of the total that we consume.

238. Has this occurred to you. that whereas we

only grow a quarter per cent, of what we want, if

you havei. lot us say. a maximum price to the British

farmer of 70s. and the Chicago price is 60s., what
is going to be the renult? The farmer will get paid
10*. on every quarter of wheat he grows.

239. Above the market price? Yes.

240. That means the consumer has to pay it? The
nation.

241. I can imagine such a thing might happen that

tho guaranteed price might be 70s. and the world
W. ami that the consumer, the Government .

or the taxpayer will have to pay 20s. a quarter bonus
to tho British farmer? That is what we conceive

might happen at times, and must expect to happen.

242. I suppose you remember that the price un-

fixed for potatoes in 1917 at 6 a ton. and the farmers

were only too glad to sell at 3 10s. Od. a ton, and
did not claim a differenc. l)n you remember that?
Yon will agree with me that I am not claiming at

all that the Government should fix a price. That
i* just the thing I want to avoid.

243. You fix a price that the Government will pay?
it return that they will make up to.

244. No, the Corn Production Act guaranteed to the

farmer that it will pay him a certain price? No, it

does not guarantee to pay him a certain price.

246. Whatever he has to sell under that, they pay
him the difference? They will pay him a difference

between the average price of the year and the

guarantee, yes; but they leave the market perfectly
free.

246. I know that, so long an the market is above
thn price; but when tho market gets below the

minimum price? It is an equally free market.

247. It in an equally free market until the farmer
"omen and demands the difference. However, it, is

jn-t as well wo should know th'in. A good deal of

examination, if I may say so, has been turned upon
the question of policy and politics. What I take it

your Board require from us and from the l.-tt.i

read to-day seems to be somewhat peremptory about.
and ask for an immediate report, though I do not

w they are going to get it is what our Chair-
man properly said in a balance sheet of to-day and

a balance sheet of to-morrqw. Now you know that

you oannot prepare a balance sheet of to-day or of

any other time unless you have the costs. -I am
afraid iu tins //M<M oi youis you do not give u any
assistance as to how wo are to frame the costs of

I'lodiirtnui on various farms. Take three kinds of

farms aay, a 50-acro farm, a 160-acre farm, and
300 acres and upwards. After all, as they say in

Scotland, one would be a one-pair horse, another a

two-pair horse, and another a three-pair horse.
Each of them would be very different, or at all

ovoute somewhat different, in their production ; and
what we would like to get, and we do not seem to

i or likely to get it unless we search it out
ourselves, in what the cost of production of cereals
on any of these farms is. We want to begin and
make our balance sheet, and we have not the first

item. We require the revenue from cereals on each
of these subdivided as you like, so long as it has
some relation to actuality. What we want is to get
our balance sheet, and see how much is the revenue
from each of these and what is the cost of working it.

Chairman: I do not think we can get that from
Sir Daniel Hall.

248. Mr. J. M. Henderson: No, hut 1 should like
him to say whether he knows where we can get it?
I think you will have to go straight to the farmers.
We can help you by putting you in the way of
certain farmers who may have figures to supply you.
AU my evidence-in-chief was that at the Board
itself we have not tho figures of our own production
which are likely to be of much value to you.

249. I suppose your costs are pretty heavy, and
you would not reckon an ordinary farmer's costs to
be the same? Our costs are first year's costs. \\Y
have only been doing farming within the last year
or two.

250. You cannot help us to get at these elements
of a balance sheet which we are asked to prepare in
order that we may be able to advise on the economic
position? Xo; I have no official evidence to put
before you on the point.

251. Mr. T. Henderson: You said, in reply to
Mr. Green, I think, that you admitted farmers wem
not at tho highest level of efficiency. Do you mean
by that the usual imperfections of human nature.
or would you say a lower average than any other

industry requires? I do not know enough about
other industries. You are always apt to judge your
own family most severely, are you not, from being
in close touch with them.

252. At any rate, you admit that they are not at
the highest level? Certainly not.

253. Do you admit the economic effect of the
Knuwntoad price in iteelf is really protective;
that

is^
fco say, it eliminates competition to a certain

extent? What one was hoping about thi.-

theory of guaranteed prices the guarantee which
is a security guarantee is that it still leaves all
those economic pressures to operate. The man who
can grow good wheat will get his advantage from
growing better wheat than the average, and the
man who can grow more wlie.-it will get an advantage.
This system of bounties, we think, has not the same
deleterious effect upon the industry that, say. a tariff

wall has, behind which certainly very imperfect
methods can shelter.

254. But you would agree, I think, that there is

a certain element of i i^k in that. It may be that the
methods would tend to be stereotyped under a

guaranteed price as under, say, duties? I do not

think they are the same. If you are going to

guarantee the price that you will pay the farmer for
Ilis matt-rial, then T helieve you do awny with all

incentives to improve; but if you arc leaving the

play of the market, and only providing certain

guarantees to prevent what I call a knock-out blov
to the industry, you do not.

255. Then, conceivably, an alternative to your
method would be to deal with the question of the

knock-out blow by itself and not consider it as part
of the general policy in the industry. What is the

objection to that policy? For instance, suppose tho
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farmers have a very bad year and we all admit they
do have a bad year why not deal with the

phenomenon of that year by itself instead of setting

up elaborate machinery? You cannot put the
farmer's years into watertight compartments. He
has to lay his plans for the future.

256. It seems to -me that in normal years, when

industry is getting a fair return on the capital in-

vested, the
^effect

of the guaranteed prices will cer-

tainly be to' increase purely economic rent. I do not
mean agricultural rent? It might bp. Of course, I am
bound to say, from a theoretical standpoint, that any-
thing that increases the safety of the industry in-

creases the economic rent. It must do; but I think
that is a theoretical argument.

257. Could you tell us what is the actual purpose
of this policy? Is it to be a war policy for the

future, or is it to increase the supply of men in the

country, or is it to increase our food supply? To
increase the user of the land, the production from the

land, and to encourage the better use of the land.

258. That is really to increase the food supply of

the country? It will increase the food supply and
it will increase the man supply of the country.

259. To put another theoretical question, is it

possible to conceive of an increase of food supply
and at the same time a diminution of the man supply
of the country? Of course, you could conceive those
two things going together under certain conditions
that by extreme efficiency you might reduce the actual
number of men employed upon a farm and increase
the output from it.

260. I think you suggested, in answer to some ques-
tion that you hoped the effect would be that intensive
methods would be more likely to be adopted? Yes.

261. Do these intensive methods really require
more men, or does it not mean they use the men
they have more efficiently? I think the two go hand
in hand. Wherever I see an intensively cultivated
farm I find more men upon it, because the man deal-

ing with the farm finds his profit both ways. He
may be doing one particular kind of operation with
less men, that is, less skilled men

; but he carries on
more operations.

262. Is that general? I think I should say that is

almost generally true; that the high farmer is also

employing more men.

263. The high farmer usually tends to employ moro
machinery? And more machinery; but he is follow-

ing the more intensive system altogether.
264. With regard to the question of supplying

yourselves in time of war, you admit that the
guarantees did not come into operation ? Yes.

265. That is to say, the ordinary economic lure
was sufficient to protect the farmer? Yes. Wli:it
did increase the cultivation during the war was tho
direct orders which were imposed upon men to plough
up their land without any question of price; and tho
thing which hindered even greater development of
these orders to plough was the lack of arable land.

266. And the lack of labour? The lack of men
horses, ploughs and buildings.

267. How far has the Board used its powers for
taking over inefficiently worked farms? I think I

would like to put in those statistics. Roughly speak-
ing, 70,000 acres of land i,ere taken over by executive
committees.

268. Mr. Prosier Jones: You told us that you wore
desirous of getting back to 1872. What you mr-ai,
by that, I take it, is that you want to get to the
acreage you then had under plough?- That was the
ideal that we set before us when we started on the
plough programme in 1917. We want as much arableand M we can t but when fnrmere objsaid: ''This land is not fit to plough," it was a
reasonable answer to them and to their counties to

that at any rate it was ploughed in 1872, and 'youran at least get back that far. I would not say
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Uld bY ntent "Mi the position1872. I do not see why we should not have n
I ront deal moro arable land.

269. In addition to the guaranteed price for the

farmers, what other factors are there that aT*e likely
to attract people back to the land? Housing con-

ditions have got to be improved throughout the

country, if you mean questions of that kind. The
man must have a decent wage or he will not come
back, that is certain

;
and he must have reasonable

conditions of living, of which housing is perhaps the

biggest factor.

270. Has the present minimum been some induce-
ment to get men to return to the land, or do they
still leave the land for the industrial centres? Con-
ditions are too disturbed. We really have no evidence
at the present time. I do not think we know whether
men are coming back to the land or not.

271. We hear a great deal about guarantees to
the farmer as to security of tenure. Have you any
suggestions to make as to security to the farm
labourer as well, who lives alongside the farm? The
security of his employment?

272. Yes, as well as security of a plot, say, of so

many acres? I do not quite follow.

273. I want to put it in this way. A farmer has
100 acres, and he wants security of that 100 acres.

He wants to remain there for 10 or 20 years before
he feels satisfied to put out his money. He does not
feel at home. The labourer who lives alongside of

him has only a guarantee for one year. Have you
any suggestion to make as to how that man would
get more time in that particular area? I have no
official suggestion to make. I mean, does not this
lead us into a long discussion of what you might call

general social politics?

274. I take it if it is the desire of the Government
to get more men on the land, then surely it is the
Government's duty to find means to attract those men
back to it? What we say is this : we are going
on a policy of housing and providing small holdings
of the most graded sizes, the house with one acre
and so on, which we believe is one of the great steps
towards rendering life in the country attractive to
the man working for wages.

275. Mr. Langford : I almost hesitate to put a
. question after we have heard so much of the low
intelligence of farmers; but I will venture one or
two. Is it your opinion that one of the reasons why
you find less intelligence in the country, both in the
farmer and the farm labourer, is that trade and
professions offer better advantages to the intelligent
boy both of the farmer and farm labourer than the
country does? Undoubtedly that has had a very
serious effect during the time of depression. There
were very much better openings offering in industry
and commerce.

276. It is your opinion that better profits and
greater fortunes have been made during recent years
in trade and professions than could possibly have been
made in the business of agriculture? Certainly.

211. .Mention has been made that from 1860 to 1870
farming was more profitable than it has been since.
Do you think that at that period a greater standard
of intellect was engaged in the industry than has been
subsequently? I really could not say. My memory
does not take me back.

278. But it is an important point ; because we want
to clear up whether the industry is unprofitable in
consequence of the inability through lack of intellect
on the part of the farmer to conduct the business, or
whether there are other causes. Several other
questioners have tried to show it is because a man
is incapable of conducting his own business. I take
it you have had many business transactions with
farmers? Yes.

279. Have you found them incapable of looking
after their own business when you have dealt with
them? No. As you know, I have a very high opinion
of a farmer.

280. It has been suggested that if guaranteed prices
are given by the Government, there may be a con-
spiracy between the farm labourer and the farmer to
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give higher wagw in order to get back from the State

the additional expanse to the laimer. Do you think

that ii likely t No.

881 A* you know, there is another person equally

.tr.nig, in fart, stronger than the other two, largely

interested in ngn. "Iture namely, the landlord. Do

v ,u think it is t itll likelv that ho is above conspiring

with either of the other two in order to get an

increased rent from his land if the prices of oom-

niuditie* grow ? No, I see no evidence of that.

I'-L' You see no evidence of why he should or should

not? No, of the land owner ever having done so.

283. You have heard of tho Agricultural Rating
Act. That Act, 1 think, was given by a Government

at a time of considerable agricultural depression.

Before that Act came into operation, rebates were

given very largely for rents, were they not ? You

mean that landowners were giving rebates on the

current rents?

284. Yea? Ys.

285. IB it within your knowledge th'at the moment
that Act became operative those rebates became less

and less, until they died out altogether? I am .not

aware of any cases within my own knowledge of

the rebates being stopped because of the relief of

rate*.

286. No; but they did stop as a matter of fact?

The relief of rates began, and coincided in time, with

just the turn of the tide in agriculture generally,

did it not?

287. I understood that the relief was given in order

to give some advantage to the farmer at a time of

tress F Yes, I suppose it was.

288. It was given at a time he wanted it? Yes.

289. Is it not an open secret that immediately
after that the rebates given by landlords were with-

drawn P It is not within my knowledge.
290. But they had been given for many years,

had not they? Yes. 1 should say so.

291. Then would it be a fair assumption that the

advantage which accrued to the farmer primarily,

subsequently went to the landlord by increased

rents? I do not knqw. I think historically that

coincided with a time of rising prices.

292. I take it that the extra food that has been

grown daring the war has not been a negligible

quantity? No, certainly not.

293. It has been a considerable item, in assisting
in a national crisis to feed tho people of this country!'

Certainly.

294. Do you believe that it would imperil the

security of the State, and possibly endanger the

lives of the people, to allow agriculture again to

recede to the position it was pre-war? That is the

position I stand for above everything else that it is

not safe to let agriculture go to the wall in a country
like this.

295. Then may we take it that it is the policy of

your Department that agriculture in the future shall

be something in the nature of a security for the
State an insurance, so to speak? Yes.

296. Then if it is to bo an insurance to the State,
coincident perhaps with keeping up a big Navy and
a tolerably large Army, the State must pay for it?

If need be. That is what we maintain.

297. If prices had not been regulated by the Food
rol Department during the war they would have

beon much higher than they would have been for
farm produce, do not you think? Yes, much higher,
for all tho farm produce. All the food prices during
tho war, o far as they have been fixed, have marked
drprn the farmer's produce.

296. Then nothing has been given to the farmer by
the war of fixing prices? A great deal has l>een taken

away from him.

299. A good deal has lately been aid about putting

upon
th land discharged soldiers, sailors, and some

of the Air Force. Do yon think it is right to fix

these men up in small holding* unlev* a po1'< v ..f >the

is first inaugurated that will make those

holdings lairly and reasonably profitable to them?-
1 think it would be cruel to put them upon the land <(

we knew they could not live upon it.

300. Something has been said by a previous speaker
as to, if you give a guarantee only to cereals, how
the feeding farmer and the dairy fanner is to com.'

off. Is it not pretty general that a feeding farmer
has also a good deal of land under the plough!' Yes,
I should say so.

301. If he has not, it is from choice; all his land

would be capable of growing a good crop of cereals?

Yes, I think so, in most cases. It is only in certain

special cases he is not.

302. Is it not also a fact that the people of England
are now beginning to appreciate/ home-fed meat at

it^ proper value!'- I should judge so from the demand

dining the- war to have it at any price. Meat i-

to be kept under control for another year, not BO

much because of any anticipated real scarcity, but
because it is feared the price of home-grown meat
would run away so tremendously.

303. Then it is fair to assume that, in the future,
the same will operate, and a biggish difference will

be charged for home-grown meat beyond the price
obtainable for foreign meat in the same market?
I think the British farmer could always maintain a

considerable difference between his product and the

imported article.

304. The dairy farmer also, as a rule,, grows a

good deal of cereals? Yes.

305. Therefore, if he grew cereals, he would have
oa much advantage from guaranteed prices as the

strictly cereal grower would? We also believe, of

course, that if the dairy farmer is a buyer of oats,

if we have encouraged the growing of oats by our

guarantee, we are helping the supply and helping
the dairy farmer in that way.

306. Something has been said with regard to the

constitution of the Wages Board, and that employers
of labour are represented upon it equally with repre-
sentatives of labour. That is so, I believe? Yes.

307. Is it not also a fact that there are what is

known as independent members of that Board?
There are seven appointed members.

308. And they have the power to sway the pendu-
lum, so to speak? They are in the position of

umpires.

309. Would it be fair to assume that at least some
of those independent members know little or nothing
of agriculture? That is rather a personal question.

Mr. Langford : I do not press it.

310. Mr. Lennard : In your evidcnce-in-chief you
say:

" Were not the State driven to ensure supply.
the State might abandon guarantees and view any
downward movement of prices with indifference.

Can you give us any opinion as to the probable
future of market prices? Has the Board any in-

formation, for example, as to recent agricultural

developments in countries from which agricultural

products have been or may be imported, which would

throw any light upon the probable future of market

prices? That is one of our very great difficulties, to

forecast the future trend of prices. The wisest fore-

casts nine months ago predicted a considerable fall in

cereal prices to take place this autumn ;
and Sir

James Wilson talked about wheat at 40s. All those

promises have simply gone by tho board. It is very
difficult to foresee the course of prices; and my own

impression is, that we shall see a considerably higher
level of prices prevail. When one conside.rs that the

movement for the better payment of labour is not in

this country alone, but is world-wide, and the fact

that freights, however much shipping returns, are

hound to he higher because of labour, coal, and cost

of material, and that a great world-wide destruc-

tion which has been wrought in the war areas all

these conditions lead one to suppose that the- prices of

agricultural products are not going to fall at all

rapidly. V'w I am speaking really more from in-

tuition than from statistical knowledge. Then one
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had the kind of feeling just before the war that we
were seeing the end very much of a period of
lowest price agricultural development. Country
after country had produced cheap wheat as a
means of clearing (the country and of breaking
up the land and getting it under cultivation,
and was then going out of wheat. You saw the wheat
zone go sweeping across the Argentine. It was the
means by which the new countrv was reclaimed.
One saw the wheat belt in the same wy
used as the means of breaking in parts of dry
land in Australia. We seemed to be nearing the
end of that expansion. There wore certain unknown
factors. Siberia was an absolutely unknown factor

;

but we were certainly nearing the end of the un-
limited supplies. Again one of the characteristic
features of the situation two or three years before
the war was the way the groat [Kicking houses were
trying all over the world to get freeh supplies of
meat. They were not able to meet their demand.
What we do not know, and what I say is the great
doubtful factor in the situation about prices in the
future, is the purchasing power of the peoples and
how far that has been impaired on the one hand by
the destruction wrought by the war. and on the
other hand increased by the higher rates of

.wages perhaps real rates of wages which have come
into being. We see a change amongst our own people,
for instance. There will be amongst our own
people greater demands for meat and milk, and for
the better class of vegetables per head of the popula-
tion in the future than there ever have been in the
past. You can count confidently on that greater de-
mand. What I do not know is, whether there is going
to be the money to pay for it; and that is just the
uncertain factor in the world's situation.

311. Does not the opening up of new back lands

very largely depend upon railway development; and
is not it possible to gauge the extent to which that
has been retarded during the war? That, no doubt,
is a factor; but I do not see the immense amount of
new back land in the world left to be opened up, of
the kind that is needed to grow our temperate agricul-
tural produce.

312. Would you, on the whole, agree with this
statement which was made by Lord Ernie, then Mr.
Prothero, in 1916, in evidence before the Depart-
mental Committee: "

Anybody who looks far ahead
will see that prices must rise to a remunerative level
for the farmer "

? Was he speaking of world's prices
when he said prices must rise?

313. I gather BO? He was meaning that the prices
would ri

314. Yes. He goes on :

" The American competi-
tion, for example, is of course decreasing in force.

IM tin' American now has t<i adopt our plan of

raising produce. He has to use more fertilisers, and
it is more expensive for him to raise it"? Yes; I

should share in that opinion, that the trend was up-
wards. We were nearing a limit of this big flood of
stuff coming in cheap. There is no doubt that in the
'nineties wheat was sent into this country below any-
thing you could call the costs of production.

315. Do you consider it would be at all possible to
estimate what would be the effect if market prices
were left to govern agricultural operations unim-

peded? What would be the probable effect on the in-

tensity of cultivation in this country, especially of the
arable area and the area under corn, and, secondly,
on the number of persons employed in agriculture?
You see I am myself a believer in the future con-

tinuance of good prices. But, as I say, there is an
enormous element of speculation about that

;
and

then- is not the slightest doubt at all that, in the

minds of the agricultural community, there is a

great feeling of uncertainty and doubt. They
are holding back to see a little bit how the

position is going to be. We want every factor
we possibly can get that will tend to stimulate
men towards production and towards starting up
tho industry on the best scale; and I think simply
to s;iy to the farmer,

" Conditions shall be free. You
will take your risk and you will get good prices" that
I consifler would have a danger-oiii effort upon produc-
tion. There is such a temptation at the present time

251 2f,

to a man to realise the capital he has in his business
and go out of it, and sit on it until the situation
looks a little more stable. That is what we want to
avoid. We want these men to step in and
increase their farming. So we say :

" Give them some
measure of security for the future." Do not say," We will leave you in this whirlpool that is resulting
at the present time from all these unforeseen forces,"
but say,

" We will not leave you just to the sport
of these currents, but we will give you some security,
and that will encourage you to start up your
business."

316. Have you considered the possibility of this

insecurity of fluctuating prices being met, not by
State guarantees, but by business arrangements
between farmers and insurance companies, or by some
form of compulsory contributory insurance? No; I

certainly have not reviewed that way of dealing with
the industry. You see the State is in it at the present
time. The State will come in and lop oft' the farmers'

profits by maximum prices. It insists on con-

tinuing to do so now, this year, after the war is over.

317. You have spoken in your evidence-in-chief of
certain agricultural undertakings, such as those of
the Food Production Department, providing no

proper evidence of the real cost of production in

agriculture. Would you agree that the financial
results of farming during the war, on an average,
could not be taken as an index of the real cost of

production in agriculture, and that this cost of pro-
duction might be considerably reduced by changes
in the size of farms and by a levelling up of farming
efficiency and method? The reason that I say these

agricultural undertakings, say of the Food Produc-
tion Department, do not give evidence of the real
cost of production is that they were very special

enterprises, not founded on an economic basis, but
done to get the land into cultivation. For
instance, you would have a derelict farm. Perhaps
the tenant was left in possession of the farmhouse
because there was nowhere for him to go. It might
be an old man past his work, and it would be cruel
to turn him away. The land was taken away and
was given to a man two or three miles off to farm.
He brought his horses, men, and so forth, and culti-

vated the land, and we got the crops off it. The
operations did not afford any guide to what that
farm ought to have cost to work. First of all, there
was all the cleaning and work of getting the place
straight, and then there were these facts, that it was
farmed at a distance and under physical disadvan-

tages which would not prevail if it were a proper
self-contained farm with its occupier engaged in

the normal course of his operations. As to the second

part of your question, whether the financial results

of present day farming are unreliable as an index to

the real cost of production, do noti you mean ideal

costs of production? Is not the real cost of produc-
tion the actual prevailing average?

318. I would say the best possible, rather than the
ideal? I will admit that.

319. But meaning by best possible that which
could be achieved if, for instance, the size of farms
was changed? Possibly the size. One must admit
it is conceivable with better farming than prevails
on the average.

320. Is there not a danger that guaranteed prices
fixed so as to secure the income of the existing
farmers and the profitableness of the existing farms

might prevent, or hinder, improvements, either in

the form of the supersession of the least efficient

farmers by the more efficient, or in the way of adopt-
ing a more economic unit of production? I mean if

we take the costs of production on an average 300-

acre farm, and guarantee prices which will make that
farm profitable, may we not hinder a valuable

economic tendency to develop a more efficient unit of

production, say, a 1.000-acre farm, with a greater
use of machinery? There are two points there. We
are not guaranteeing the actual price to be paid. I

believe it is mischievous for the State to guarantee
the actual price ; but whore the market is still at

play, I do not see that so much evil results. But
from this point of view does pressure on the industry

B
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make for improvement, or does not rather the profit-

ahleiims of the industry make for improvement I' I

believe tin- profitableness of the industry makes for

improvement; and that when you look back to the.

pcrml 1SS.V.I"), 1 ilo not think we saw an improve-
ment in farming then going on under the

:ik- squeezing that was taking place. 1

.1.1 see a good deal of improvement going on

from, sy, 1897 to 1907, when prices !

ruing and things were getting better. I think,

on the whole, merely as a piece of psy. -hology, when

you are dealing "with an industry, tin- liacl

time, that is, the time of falling prices, does not

produce improvements to meet it so much as it

causes men to leave the industry nnd go out of it

altogether, getting away and cutting tlicir losses.

331. But may not it lend to improvements after a

certain time? la not it the fact that some of the

greatest improvements in agricultural practice
have

taken place in counties which were especially hard hit

in the bad time, su-;h as the County of EssexP Yes;
I admit that pressure works both ways.

323. Can you give us an idea of the extent of the

change which would be involved by the general adop-
tion of the most economic unit of production? I

mean, how great an area would have to undergo
change and to what extent would the average cost

of production be reduced by the change? No; I am
sure I could not translate that question into terms.

You see, it is like asking: Suppose you went d;mn
the Commercial Road, we will say. and .swept up all

that succession of little retail shops into two or throe

great emporiums; what economy would you effec t in

the district in the man-power? I could not put into

figures what economy you could effect in a given
county of England, or a given agricultural unit of

country, if an all-wise fanner were given that land

to lay out as an agricultural area I have no doubt
he could do great things ;

but I could not turn them
into figures.

323. You would agree there is very considerable

room for a lower cost of production, due to changes
in the unit of production? There is room:, that is

to say, there is a margin; but I must not bo sup-

posed to commit myself that we can attain it forth-

with in practice.
324. But you think some improvement is to be

obtained in practice? I think, by degrees, we can
move in that direction. For instance, to take the
-..it of thing I am thinking of; we are farming at

the Board of Agriculture perhaps 20,000 or '30,000
acres. I believe we shall effect some improvements
by our action. I do not for a moment sup-
pose I could do the same over 300,000 acres, and still

less over 3,000,000 acres, or 30,000.000 acres. The
task get* beyond organisation and the man-power
available.

325. Just one or two supplementary questions which
have suggested themselves to me in the course of the

Session : Some questions were asked as to the basis

of the 25s. minimum wage drawn by the Corn Pro-

duction Act. Is not it a fact that this figure was
first reached by the Ministry of National Service in

id to men without agricultural experience who
were physically unfit for active military service, and it

wa applied to agriculture in general at a time when

military service had depleted the supply of young
;.tiil lit men for agricultural labour? I do not know;
I should have to look up the dates. I think it was
somewhere about March or April in 1917, was it not,

that that figure of 25s. was first put down ; and it

was put down as being the minimum which the
National Service Department had adopted at the
time not for agriculture but for all services for which

they were enrolling men. It was, if I may say so,

re-ally convenient to take a miniinnim which had been
arrived at by a body outside the agricultural com-

munity. Wo were, in a sense, glnd to have taken

away from us the responsibiF'ty of saying what a
minimum wage should be.

326. But am I not right in suggesting that the
labour to Which it I 'n|, I:,!". I that \\:<l'i should
bo paid, and for which that should be the minimum
wage, was owing to war conditions physical!
inferior to the normal supply? Is not the conception

of a minimum wage without relation to the- work

done. It was to lie the minimum that would provide
for a man to live upon; and whether your sn railed

illy unlit man of the Labour Department could

do a full day's work was not the i|iiestioti ; it Mas what

ho could live upon at the time I; ood him just as

much to live, whether he was doing a full day's work

or not.

327. Then some questions were asked about the

extensive sales of agricultural land which h.i\.

recently been taking place. Is not it a fact that

many farms have been purchased by the tenants; and
does not the tenants' willingness to purchase indicate

that they coiisidei the prospects of the industry to

be good? I should say a very largo proportion of the

purchases have been made by tenants. Of course, in

some cases the high pri.es were also partly duo to the
fact that the tenants had money in their pockets.

328. Do not you consider their willingness to pur-
chase indicates that they considered the prospects

good? Yes, certainly, I think they did.

329. Then there are two questions which arise out
of questions Mr. Langford asked. In answer to one

question, you spoke of greater fortunes being made
in industry than in agriculture. Did you mean that

the actual rate of profits tends to be, or has been, ntr

certain periods greater in industry than in farming;
or only that in urban industry there is a greater

opportunity for a man to expand his industry into

a larger scale, though the rate of profits are not

necessarily higher?

330. I'hnirmnn: The rate per cent, on capital em-

ployed, you mean? (Mr. Lennunl: Yes.) Yes; I

think I would agree with you that, taking the years
immediately before the war, the rate of profit which
it was then found men were earning on their capital
was a good one

; but, of course, there were .not the
same opportunities of rapid expansion of a man
taking on farming that were present in the industries
and in commerce. It would be a commonplace
in talking to farmers about their sons, to hear that
so and so who had gone into the town had done better
and was making more money. There is no doubt
that, speaking of the period of the late 'eighties, or
the early 'nineties, and 1900, there was a great drift

away of capable young men from the farming
profession.

331. Would not an increase in the size of farm
tend to obviate that, and give a greater opportunity
for the really good man!- Of course, I mvself hold
very much that if we had more large organised farms
with positions of sub-managers and assistant-managers
and steps by which young men without capital,
but with good promise, could come into the farming
business, wo should give an opportunity for many
men who would be of value to the industry. Of
course, as an old head of an agricultural college,
I used to regret very much that when you got a very
capable, youngster fully

bitten to work and educating
h'msclf well that if he did not want to teach, or
did not want an administrative post, very often he
found there wae no opening for him in this country.
He could not got a paid job in farming, and he
could not start in farming as he could in insurance,
banking, or a metal house or something of that
kind. Ho either had to put up his capital in a
farm for himself, or what he usually did was to take
his energy and knowledge abroad to our Colonies,
because then' he could save enough to start on a
small capital.

332. So that you would say thcro is n supi.lv of
Riiitnhln men atailahlo, or who <i>uld ho MWted
as required for positions in farming, who would he.

capable of running a number of these larger farms?
Certainly, that supply would soon come forward

if there was a demand.
.'t.'tt. .Mr. I.anglord also raise<l the question of

soldier .smallholdem. As smallholders are not usually
growers of eeroals, would guaranteed pn<

ils do much more for them "than possibly create
on upward tomlenry of rnts all round;- The- small-
holder more often wants to buy cereals. You see our
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guarantees will increase supply without increasing

price. We will leave the market price free
;
and

the smallholder who wants oats, we will say, to

grind for his pigs has all to gain by having plenty
of it grown round about him.

334. Yes; but not being mainly a cereal grower,
he gets no direct advantage from the guaranteed
price for cereals? No, he does not.

335. And is it not possible that the guaranteed
prices for cereal production would create a general

tendency for rents to move upward, and that the

rent of" the land which the smallholder cannot use

for cereals but which, if otherwise used, might be

used for cereals, would tend to advance? I do

not think the smallholder's rent, as a rule, gets

pushed UD bv the rent of farm land round about
;

the smallholder's rent ie nearly always conditioned

by the convenience of rthe land and by its quality.
I see corn growing mainly on land the smallholder

can do little or nothing with.

336. 3/r. Xicholls: I wanted to ask you a further

question with regard to the Holbeach Farm Colony.
That I think you said has been running about 18

months? Yes, since Michaelmas, 1917.

337. What I wanted to know was, in speaking
about the returns from that not being much use to

us, is it not a fact that that farm has really been

cultivated by the Board to get it ready for the

settlers who are going in, and that, therefore, it

would not be expected to be an economic success

from the Board's point of view? It has paid its

way. It made a considerable profit during the one

year for which accounts are available.

338. Now the outskirts will be divided, and 90

men settled on it following up what Mr. Lennard
mentioned ? Yes.

339. Do .not you really think that when the 90

men get settler], it will employ more labour and

really settle more men? When I speak of settling.

I mean sticking them fast on it. Thev will feel

settled. They have got something there of their

own, and there will ho a better production from
the same farm than there was prior to 18 months

ago when it was taken over? Yea; that farm will

br much intensified by being cut up. It is piece
of the richest land in England, most capable of

intensive production. A man will live more oom-

fortiibly on that land on 10 acres. It will be farmed
for celery, onions, potatoes, and so on. Before

it was growing corn and so on. That is a very

special piece of land.

340. Then, with regard to the security of tenure for

the farmer, a great point has really been made on
that. Do I take it from what you said that you
really think farmers could get a better security on
their holding if they would agree to take a lease?

What a man really wants is to feel he is settled and
he can spend his money and feel he is all right there,

say, for 20 years. If he wants to be there for 20

years, do you suggest it would be better for him to

take a lease, say, for 10 years, and a second for 20

years, rather than hang on with this year to year
business? I think, if the system of farming on leases

became general, it would encourage a man to put his

capital into his business and make certain arrange-
ments for his withdrawal at the close. But tenure

is a very big and complicated question, which one

would rather like to go into at length, if at all.

341. The only point which was in my mind was that

the farmer says,
"

I want something to make me
secure " and he cannot be secure on a yearly

tenancy. Has not he some remedy in his own hands.

and to say: "I will take this farm for 10 years."
Then, of course, the labourer wants security, and the

farmer could turn round to his horsekeeper and say :

"
I will give you a lease for 10 years In your cottage."

That would help us over one of the other troubles

also. Do you think there is really anything in that?

I think as certain forms of farming grow in this

country, the tenants must obtain leases, or else the

whole thing will stop.

J6125

342. Another point with regard to the question of

rent. It has been suggested that as soon as the
Government guaranteed 'prices, the advantage really
went to the landlords. From your knowledge,
do you know whether during this period there has
not been, on the part of farmers, a very much greater
demand for the land, and they have been running
after the farms, with the result that the fact that
there has been the demand has really sent up rents

rather than the Corn Production Act having done it?

Certainly, the Corn Production Act did not do it;

because, as I say, its guarantees have been over-

shadowed by the market prices that prevailed, and I

should say, from all knowledge that is before me,
either personally or officially, rents have not been
raised during the war period to anything like the

extent that could have been exacted. One of the
reasons for the large volume of sales, we are confi-

dently told, is the fact that the owner 'can realise

cash for the land at a figure altogether out of scale

with the rents. We can give you some remarkable in-

stances of that kind within our purview.

343. Then with regard to the fixing of the scale

between the price and wage in the Corn Production

Act, is it within your knowledge that farmers, during
quite five years before the war, were constantly
advocating, "If we could get 2 a quarter for out

wheat, then we could give 1 a week or 25s. in wages,"
and that that had something to do in the minds of
the Government with their coming to a settlement.

They said, roughly,
" This has been made an offer,

and we think it is a rough guide for us "? I would

say again there was no bargain of the kind made at
the time the Corn Production Act was passed ; but,
of course, in the figures that were put down, what
we had to guide us were the previous demands that
had been mailc on behalf of the labourers, the
existence of the minimum wage of the National Ser-

vice Department, and again the history of the trend of
corn prices for five years before the war, and the
evidence that had been put forward, say, at the
Milner Commission, as to ,what sort of guarantee
would tempt the farmers then. You are quite right
in saying 40s. had often been mentioned as the price
farmers wanted to see guaranteed on wheat.

344. Is it within your knowledge that the wheat

prices did actually go up to 4 a quarter before the

wages were fixed by the Board at 30s., and that even
after the wages were fixed some farmers refused to

pay that 30s.? Yes; there have been prosecutions,
certainly. If I remember rightly, corn prices had

gone up to over 80s. before tho Act became law. The
Bill was passed in August, 1917; and it was in June,
11J17, that the highest level of corn prices was reached,
because that was just before control came on.

345. Do you really think that we can ever hope
to be relied upon in this country as a wheat or cereal

producing country, in competition with tho soils of

the new countries? It is not the soils; it is the
the extent of them the fact that you can get a fine

flat area for next to nothing that renders the wheat
from these new countries so cheap. I do not know
that it is always going to be so cheap from these new
countries. As I say, wheat was often the crop with
which men broke in the wilderness. But I will again
say, I hope a great deal of our farming, if we can

pet the land under the plough, will develop in tho
direction of crops which are worth more than wheat.
As long as we have' the land under the plough,
let the farmer grow what is most profitable
to him. If he has the land under the plough,
and then we are pinched, as we were two years ago,
it can be put in wheat with a minimum of trouble,
and the land is there ready for the wheat to go in.

But if he grows chicory, celery, potatoes, or caraway
seeds, or anything of that kind in the intermediate

time, it will pay better to let him do so.

346. Reference has been made to the heavy clay
soil being very difficult and almost impossible for

many of the farmers. Is it within your knowledge
that some of tho heavy clay land is often the best

cereal producing land in the country, both in quality
and quantity? Yes; you can grow the finest wheat
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in Ef*>* on that heavy chiy land. It \ only tli.n

it u expensive; but you can grow the best wheat

and get the biggest crop*.

347. K u n.it <-f ton tho fact th*t some of that most

difficult Und to work U some of the cheapest land to

work:' Tlu- rents aro low or. as a rule The

are lower. There were times when you could have it

for nothing, if you paid the rates.

348. Mr. Parkrr: The question of security of tenun

and leases has been just raised. I have no doubt it

must be within your knowledge that up to about

1879 a great deal of the land of the country was held

on leas*. There were great documents, I remember.

as big as this room. They ceased to .-\i-i. I

think, about 1880, not at the instance of the land-

lord, but by the request of the tenant. It seems to

me that these leases an- very suit a Me- during good
times of ^agriculture; hut if a bad time comes, tin-

tenant himself wishes to he released from the lease,

the amount of rent fixed, and all the restrictive

covenants. Is not that so? That was so. Leases in

England, at any rate, received a great blow at that

time. They were held to ruin certain tenants.

349. But are you an advocate for coming back to

leases, with all their covenants, restrictions and one

thing and another? Not that kind of lease with its

great restrictions, because in many cases the restric-

tions ruined the tenant even more than the rent.

350. I am a little doubtful whether the leaso is in

favour of the farmer himself. I want, if I mny. to

ask you to clear up one or two questions that have

been touched on before. If it is a policy of the Corn
Production Act that guaranteed prices of wheat or

oats are just to cover average working cost, includ-

ing a minimum wage to the labourer, rising or fall-

ing in accordance with the cost of living, does it not

logically follow that a sliding scale of minimum prices
for wheat and oats, rising or falling with the minimum

living wage ruling from time to time, will be neces-

sary in any amendment of the Corn Production Act
'

This point"was touched upon by Mr. Rea. I think it

is a very important point ;
and I would like to know

whether""that is absolutely ruled out? I should not say
it is absolutely ruled out; but I soe great difficulty*

in drawing up that sliding scale and in saying wages
is a factor in the security price.

351. But it does seem, from the policy set out in

your evidence-in-chief, that it is almost a logical con-

clusion that there must be a sliding scale. That is

the point I am getting at? Yes, except that one -an

such great difficulties.

352. In 'the third paragraph of your evidence-in-

chief there are certain limits which would just cover

the average working costs. Do you draw a distinc-

tion between average working costs and costs of pro-
duction? I did not quite understand you? When
I was saying average working costs there. 1 meant
the cost* of production without the profits.

353. Then average working costs as contemplated
by the Corn Production Act, are not to include :mv-

thing to the farmer at all by way of interest, on tho

money invested in the farm and to repay him for his

brains and supervision? If I may explain, tho line

I wanted to take was this. We did not want 60s.,

or any figure put down in the Corn Production Act
as the price at which it will pay the farmer to grow
wheat; because it would logically follow, if we put

down 60s. as the price it would pay the farmer under

any conditions to grow wheat, the State would have
a right to claim that wheat at 60s. If wo agree ih.i

60s. is the price that would pay, I would put down
a price, in the Act, of Ray WH . which will cover tin

average cost of production just tho bare cost. Now
let me have my 55s., and never let me get beaten down
below 65s. ;

but if the world's price goes to 70s., let me
barn the reward and lot me get. my money.

354. Yes. but I do not quite follow that; because

dupponing tho farm was being farmed by a farming
company wih a manager, as there, are one or two

springing up in Norfolk, tho manager's salary would.

of course, bo a part of tho working expenses or rost*

of production. Would not that Ho o? Yc

:V.'i. Then why should some remuneration for the

fanner In- ruled' .mi:- I will put it in another v.a\.

Supposing e had very largo iinhistii.ih-.Ml lurins

employing the young "men thai you eonu-m|
>\oiiid probably ho companies registered under

the'. I

~
k Ac't.s. \\ith managers and

other ..theials. Tli. of those officials would

In- part .it the co.st "I production or working expenses.
would they not"- They would.

356. Then whv imt tor the farmer:- 1 cannot see

tile distinction myself r It you like -to include within

your working c>sts the payment of the farm-

manager. 1 think I would give you that point. We
ill ruling out profit, are we not:'

307. No; but the minimum prices of tho Corn Pro-

duction Act covei working ox]>eiises. You give the

point that some remunei at i.m to the farmer as

manager may be included. You have to find out tlu>

costs of production of agricultural commodities; and

surely in the costs of production we must include

some item for those, whether farmers, manage-
whoever they may be, who are doing the work. Is

not thait a fair way of looking at it'r

358. That is understood, is it, that there may be,

in the balance sheet we are asked to prepare, some

remuneration included for the worker, whether he

is working on his own behalf, or a farming company,
or a co-operative farm? Yes.

359. I wamt also to clear up my mind on another

point, as to how the average working expenses axe

to be got at. Are they to be got at from taking the

average working costs from large farms, say, over

300 acres, or are they to be got at by taking the

costs of production on farms of 5 acres to 50 acres,

or 50 acres to 300 acres? If any legislation is based

merely on the working expenses of the large farms,

it seems ito me that the .small farmers will be

prejudic<xl. 1 do not know whether the figures before

me are correct; but I looked them up in the Year

Book, and I see they are that the holdings of over

300 acres in 1918 only amounted to 16,688, whereas

the holdings from 50 ito 300 acres amounted to

53,918. So it is quite evident, to my mind, that if

the small man is not to be prejudiced these working

expenses, which are greater on the smaller farms,

must be the basis on which ithe average is taken ?-

I suppose, as a matter of statistical fact, if you an

going to try to get the average working expenses,

the average costs of production, you will have to

make your average coincide with the industry : that

is, you will have to include the small farms and the

large farms, and you will have to give due weight
to the part that they respectively play in the

industry.

360. Can you tell us whether the Costing
Committee which is at work is working on that

principle? They are only collecting materials. They
have only just begun to get to work.

361. Have they not got to work? I do not think

they have any materials yet.

362. Because that is evidence we shall require. I

think ;
that is ito say, the difference between the cost

of working on the various sized holdings? If I may
say so, I believe this is the trouble that is before

you ;
that the data are scanty and imperfect, and

that you will have some difficulty in getting a volume

of information accurate enough to enable you to form

your average with much accuracy.

363. But the fair way would be to draw
tlipse

average** from the different holdings in proportion
to their sizes and then make a rough average of

the whiih-:' In proportion to the share they bear in

the general production.

864. Is there any information within the knowledge
of the Board of Agriculture showing the 'acreage held

by the 16,000 holders of over 300 acres; I mean tho

total acreage? Yes; we could give you the acreages
of those groups.

365. Chairman: Would you kindly oblige us with

this at your leisure? Yes.

366. Mr. Parker : The groups are 1 to 6 acres, 6 to

50 acres, 50 acres to 300 acres, and over 300 a<

Those figures are available.
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367. I understand the policy of the Committee is

to provide a minimum living wage. A flat rate of

wage over an arbitrary area, say a county, which
is quite arbitrary, is'sottled by the Agricultural
Wages Board. This area of county must include

good, bad, and indifferent land. Taking my county,
take the land known to you in Littleport Fen or

Ramsay, or round Bigglcswade. That land, being
very productive, would pay the mini num wage with

ease; but, taking the stretch of land, say, from

Bishops Stortford running away to Newmarket,
which is light thin land, it is doubtful whether that

class of farm will pay the minimum wage. The

difficulty is that we have the flat rate quite irrespec-
tive of the units of productivity of the various farms.
I want to ask you to tell us if there is any way you
can suggest in which that difficulty can bo got over.

It is the flat rate extending over the whole of the
area which seems to produce the difficulty? But
before there was any minimum wage regulation, did

you find that in these rich lands higher rates of wages
prevailed over the poor lands?

368. Certainly, the rates of wages in the good lands
were always far better than on the bad? Was that

the case, taking things widely in England?
369. I do not know; I am speaking locally? 1

should never have been able to trace, in my own
experience, any connection between the rate of wages
and productivity of the land : sometimes rather the

contrary.

370. Not between tbe rate of wages and productivity
of the land ? No

;
I never saw any connection.

371. I think I could give you several instances;
but is there any way you can suggest? I think what
one can say is that there must be a flat minimum
rate of wages. You have no right to ask
a man to come and live on the poor land
and farm in a certain way, because you say: "I
can only farm it this way by cutting your wages
down." That is what the State says the farmer must
not ask. It says: "We will come to the farmer's

help, rather. There is a certain rate of wage which

ought to be paid ;
and if not, the style of farming

must be changed."
372. That is the answer or the land go out of

cultivation ? Yes.

373. Mr. Eobbinx : I understood you to say that

you thought, or you held, that the State interest

required that we should get as much land under the

plough as possible, for reasons of national safety and
reasons of providing employment ; that, even if war
were impossible, it would still be in the interests of

the State to foster arable cultivation, and it is

desirable to get back, if possible, to the 1872 arable
area? Yes.

374. That, I take it, is the view of the Department?
Yes.

.'!"">. Could you give us any indication as to how
far the Department have succeeded in persuading the
Government that that is a sound view? As far as
the present Government goes, I should say that it

committed itself in the Corn Production Act to the

principle of assisting agriculture ; and all the
assurances one has at the present time are that this

current Government is still committed to that point
(if view, and only want the necessary policy defined
and put before them, when they will do their best
to carry it out. Every declaration I have heard from
the Government and from the Prime Minister is

that they stand on the position that the prosperity
of agriculture is vital to the nation, and, if need be,
must be paid for by the nation.

376. Then it will be safe for the Commission to
conduct its inquiry on that hypothesis? I think that
K what the Commission is asked to do.

377-8. I understood you to say, in reply to Mr.
Cautley, that you considered the style of hind should
dictate the form of cultivation. You would not then
favour the policy pursued by some Executive Com-
mittees, although I do not say it was unnecessary
during the war of compelling holders of land to
pursue an uneconomic policy with regard to their

Klifi

land? I do not think you can do that in future.

In the war you could do anything, of course. You
had to get the stuff grown. It was not a question

always of whether it paid or not. But I do not think
an Executive Committee in the future can ask a man
to do an uneconomic thing. It may ask him to do

what he thinks is uneconomic; but that, if I may
say so, is rather a different story. You see, one man
may think it is economical to run his land as a

rabbit warren. I know men who do maintain that
is an economical way of handling quite good land. I

hope we shall not allow it.

379. Them I understood you to say, in answer to

Mr. Cautley, that market gardeners could recoup
themselves by putting up the price. You do not

seriously suggest that the growers of perishable fruit

and vegetables can arbitrarily control prices under
normal conditions, do you? I do not mean put up
prices in that sense

; but they make their own market,
do they not, taking it year by year?

380. I wish they could? You have the market to

yourselves pretty well. You have not been really in

fact bound by foreign competition.

381. During the war, you mean? No, before the
war. We cannot argue during the war, can ,we?

Mr. Itobbins : I should not agree with that view
before the war, certainly.

382. Mr. Smith : Can one assume, on the answer

you have given, that the farmers to-day, if they have
any grievance, it is not because they have not a
guaranteed price, but because they are not allowed
to get the world's price for their goods? The question
of farmers having a grievance is new.

383. It is not my experience, but I will put it in
another way : in so far as the industry is in diffi-

culites? It is the future we are looking to, are we
not? We are thinking about the future. Our
question is what is going to get the farmer to continue
to expand his business.

384. I think we are entitled to consider present
facts so far as they are ascertainable? I see, and
hear, and learn in various ways, that farmers at the
present time are laying down large tracts of their
land to grass, and are going out of arable farming
because they dread the future. They see, at any
rate, that the costs are going up, and they say,

"
I

have no guarantee at all about the prices of my
produce, so I am going to set to work to cut down,
at any rate, my outgoings." We want to give them,
by this policy of guarantees, I say, such a feeling of

security that they will not turn the land down to

grass, but will continue their arable farming. We
cannot continue our compulsion of men to plough
uneconomically.

385. My point was that at the .present moment, if

I understood the situation correctly, judging from
some of your answers, it is not the guarantee at the
moment that would do the industry any good, or
giving the farmer a guarantee at the moment
because he is complaining of restrictions. I think
one of your answers was that the industry was suffer-

ing to-day from the restrictions? Do you meian
this : that at the present moment farming pays at
the current prices and the current prices of labour?

386. No. I merely want to ascertain whether it
was the fact or not that at the moment it is not the
absence of the guarantee th'at is handicapping the
farmer ? No.

387. The present world prices are satisfactory to
him, or would be if he could get them? That would
be very satisfactory, if he could get them.

388. What is your view as to how far these prices
are likely to change? As I have explained, I am
more of a believer in prices rising than many
people are. I see, I think, reasons, which I tried as
well as I could to define, for a continuance of high
prices for some time to come.

389. I understood you to nay that the development
of land which produced it ho cheap wheat had almost
reached its limit before the war? -That is my own

. private opinion.

390. I was just wondering how far it had any
bearing on the situation in the direction of per-

B l!
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?i. ii not the.M> full prices, the prices to in-

-..lined at tin- l.\.l tn. \ luivo lie.-n in the past?
What I cJiould like to aee is these guarantee* ),.-,.!

in operation. I should like to .-wo such guarante. -

us would encourage the farmer to go all out to

I hia ml ti vat ion, and BO forth; and vet the
I oi prices bo good enough to prevent the

guarantee troni ever calling ujion the (J.ivernment.
not want to fix such a level of guarantees that

the Government must have to pay.

391. IViuld you toll ux how far the industry ha>
l-ocn handicapped in this country h\ lack of adequate
Iran-,

-
.nie forms of the industry h:m> Ixvii

\i-ry much pinched by had transport. I think it

would bo familiar to anybody, say, in the fruit and
vegetable market gardening business that transport
was a very serious handicap on some.

393. Coming to the question of the Corn Pro-
duction Ait, is it fair to assume that the Board,
in framing its proposals, considered not only tlu>

p-neral interests of the country, but also, if one
may say so, the special interests of the labourer
and the former as well? We tried. Really the
endeavour of the Act was to give to the farmer and
to the laliourer a measure of security, a sound
position, and then, as either of (those securities might
involve some expense to the State, to give to the
Siat.' its return by saying:

" We shall require from
the farmer such and such a standard of cultivation."
\Ve do away with the idea that a man may do what
he likes on his own land.

393. I think I understood you to say that you
considered that one of the essential conditions of
the industry was that labour should be well paid?
Yes, properly paid.

394. Do you consider that the 25s. fixed by the
Act was an adequate wane for the labourer at that
time?- Ii was a great deal higher than was being
paid. You must again remember that wo did not
propose 25s. as the rate of wages to be paid, but as
a minimum ; if we could ensure that it would bo doing
much for the position of the labourer. Even at
that date, we had evidence before us that rates of
about 1 and as low as 15s. were still being paid.

395. la one entitled to assume, further, that the
Board had the idea that that rate would be increased
by the provisions of the Act? We knew that it
would be increased by the normal play of economic
forces; because we knew it was actually exceeded
at the time in certain districts.

396. I think tho constitution of the Wages Board
and the District Committees might be taken as
evidence that they anticipated there would bo some
adjustment, and that wages would rise from the
96.P Exactly. We never laid down 25s. us a wage
thai was to be paid.

:!'7. According to the other sections of tho Act fix-

ing the price for corn, tin- price for the first yearwas fixed at 60*., and then there was a reduced figure
for two further periods, 55s., and ultimately 45s.
Tan you t^ll us what the Hoard had in their" mind
bjr reducing the price of the corn, and at the MOM
tune anticipating a rise in the wage*? I can tell

you what we had in our mind. We had in our mind
tho fact that the price of corn at the moment
very much higher than tho 60s.

;
and what we should

like to have looked to was
simply the future, the price

three or four years hence, leaving out of an omit
the pnr,. for, say, 1917, 1918, and 191!). bocMM WB
knew really a I bottom that those wen. going to be
high prices duo to war conditions. Hut we had to

igure in as a figure which, under conditions,
felt would encourage a man to feel ho could .

ploy lalHMir and produce with safety. You see the
button changed o rapidly about that time. Fit'

iade nonsense of, I mean, a soon as they i

written down.

1 would like to Hiign...! to you that it
icr strange the Hoard should anticipate and make

ion for a higher wage than was fixed in the
I 2-n.

, and at the same time provide for lower
>nc* for corn. I should like to ask you whether

t ran >*> taken ax an indication that the lt-,,,,1
wore 1 that there were ,,th,., ,

, ,|,,, t

could be effected in tho induct i\
- V. If 1 m.iy

say so, < were thinking solely l the point of

ay 1 am speaking ot. Tho 46s. that was our
ultimate figure tor wheat was not tho figure that we

:.(! win at to IM. sold at. As 1 was saying, it was
11. .1 tin- pi in' at which we thougnt wheat ought to be

produced !>y
the l.iimer or could lie ilainieti by the

luit a sort of security price below which we

thought the farmer ought not to l>e pushed down.

.'!:'.. Kvrit then, do you not think it is somewhat
strange that tho price of the corn should bo reduced
whilst the wagos had a tendency to in. r ...-.-.- \\Y

made no provision for an increase <>i the wagos.

400. You provided machinery which rather sug-
gested that possibility? And the same machinery,
it you follow the same reasoning, could also lower the

rate of wages, oould it not?

401. I do not know whether it could or not, under
the Act whether or not the 36s. is not fixed? Yes.
our 25s. is the minimum; but you are saying we had

provided machinery for the wages to go up above
that. So we did. The same machinery which could
raise it to 30s., 35s., and so forth, could also bring it

down, if it is a mere question of machinery.

402. I do not know what the idea of the Hoard

was; but it seems strange to me that, on the one

hand, they should contemplate high wages, and then
fix a lower price on the other hand. One would have

thought they would have maintained the price; and
it rather suggested itself to my mind that they had
in their mind tho idea that there were some other

adjustments that could take place in the industry
and still make the industry a paying proposition on
those figures:

1

I am afraid you are reading more
subtleties into this than were in the minds of the
somewhat harassed legislators at tho time.

403. On the question of the farmer and farm

manager, do you agree there is an exact comparison
between a manager of what one may call a large in-

dustrial farm and tho farmer himself on a smaller

farm, as regards duties and services? I do not quite
follow for the moment.

404. It is following up the point asked by Mr.
Parker as lit items that should lie allow <d tn enter

into the cost of production. I want to know, in thnt

respect, whether a farm manager, acting on behalf

of a company as a paid servant, can be compared,
from the point of view of cost, with the former

owning his own farm ; lx?cause it is not merely a

question of remuneration, but it is a question also

of services rendered. Are the two comparable in that

sense? I think you can dissect, if you so wish,
the services of the ordinary farmer in three directions.

Ho is the lender of capital on which lie is entitled

to a return merely as a capitalist, and ho la a

manager, on which he is entitled to a return, and
then he is also the entrepreneur of tho whole farm.

405. But do you agree that the positions nre
similar in the wne that 'the two ought to lie counted
on the same level from the point of view of income
to be charged on the business as part of the
of production? I would not sny that the whole of

tho return of a small farmer. >ay a farmer of 200
which he derives from the farm, is manager's

salary. As I say, only a part of his return is

manager's salary, because you ran ask what
could you get it done for elsewhere. Applying
pro-war figures, you could say:

"
1 could got, a farm

managed for something between 5s. and 10s. per
acre."

40(5. W'ould it not ! true to say that the farmer
would still be paying lal>our that would be doing at

nine duties that would !>e done by the manager
on the other farm : and therefore it would not make
their two position, comparable as to what tliev would
m-fually take out of the business? No. Krom that
point of view. I would M.V tin. paid manager does
exactly what the farmer clow, and the farmei
exactly what the paid manager does.

407. Do you think their duties would correspond ?
1

i nly.

40fl. And that if there was a market in the ili--

tnct OTery day of Ihc week, the farm malinger
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go there? He would go just as often as his business
demanded it. It is quite possible that with a
big business you might do away with the attendance
at the small markets.

409. You mentioned that nothing had been given
the farmer during the war; but as a result of the
restrictions much had been taken from him. Is it
true to say that the farmer has been taxed in the
same way as other industries? Has the taxation he
has had to bear been the same as that of other
industries? No; he has not been carrying any
excess profits.

410. Mr. Walker : May we take it that so far as
you are personally concerned you do not favour a
sliding scale as to wages such as has been referred
to this evening? As to a sliding scale between wages
and guarantees I find difficulties.

411. And you personally do not favour it?

Personally, no.

412. And you cannot, of course, commit the Board?
Certainly not, because ,the Board has not got an

opinion as yet on that point. I mean, our only
opinion is that it is extraordinarily difficult to see
how you could calculate such a thing. It is really
one of the questions the Board asks this Commission
to explore for them.

413. So far as the present guarantees are concerned,
is it not a fact that some conference or arrangement
was entered into just prior to the introduction of the
Bill, and that reference was made to this kind of

bargain, whatever it was, on the floor of the House
itself; and that when the position was challenged
as to where the agricultural worker came in, con-

sidering he was in the Bill to a certain extent, there
was no reply, but the statement was definitely made
that there' was an arrangement of some sort so far
as the real guarantee was concerned. Is not that a
fact?- -Whether there were statements made

414. On behalf of the Government? I do not think
80.

415. Hansard will prove it? It is 2$ strenuous
years ago ;

and aU I am clear about is that no bargain
was made between any party representing the
farmers say the National Farmersr' Union and
the Board of Agriculture, representing the Govern-
ment.

416. My point was that so far as any bargaining
was concerned, if there was a bargain struck between
the farmers on the one hand and the Board on the
other, they got something as the result of that
bargain that evidently was agreed to. That is why
I refer to the matter. We understand clearly that
there is no attempt to correlate the wage fixed under
the Corn Production Act with tho guaranteed price
given to the farmers under the Bill at the present
moment? No.

417. No attempt whatsoever. Is it the decided
policy of the Government or tho Board of Agriculture
that there must be guarantees under certain circum-
stances? Yes; we believe that if we are to maintain
the position of a minimum rate of wage, which must
be paid, you must give a corresponding security to
the farmer.

418. lhat ta the decided policy of the Board?
Yes.

419. In your main evidence, in paragraph 6, is

there not just too much connection here between

wages and prices? I would like you to explain that
further? Do you mean where I say that the State
has no basis of principle on which it can determine
what wages ought to be, or what prices ought to be?

420. Yes? That is our position, as it were: that
we are not prepared to say that wages ought to be
3 a week, or 5 a week. We are prepared

to say they ought not to be below 25s. a
week, and to that extent we are prepared to go
against 1 a week. But what we mean to say is

that we do not see a logical basis for stopping at 3,

5, 10, or anything: that there is no basis of

principle. In the same way we see very great
difficulties, difficulties that are almost insuperable as

2512.->

long as you maintain our present system, of

saying that wheat ought to be sold off the farm at

60s., 70s., 80s., or any fixed price. All through this

war, and this price-fixing time, we have seen the

very great difficulties and inequalities (that result
from fixing prices at which things have to be bought
and sold

; and so we want to see a play of the market
in these prices. But we want to provide, as I say, a

security that the play of market shall not ruin the
farmer or, of course, throw labour out of employment.

421. During the passage of the Corn Production
Bill, you will admit, I suppose, it is a fact that
Lord Ernie emphasised the fact on more than one
occasion that the 25s. was a minimum? Yes, it is.

422. And that it was left to the workers, through
their organisations and otherwise, to bargain
collectively to raise that minimum? Yes.

423. So it was there anticipated that that
minimum might be raised; and as a matter of fact
at that time, as you have already stated^ there
were many districts paying more than that?
Certainly.

424. And as far as the minimums at the present
moment are concerned, up and down the country
the minimums fixed by the Wages Board are ex-
ceeded. I suppose .you would admit that? Of
course, we know that a great many wages are above
the present minimum.

425. So far as unremunerative farming is con-

cerned, could you give us your view briefly as to

why that is so in some cases? [ hare in my mind,
for example, threo points efficiency, intensive culti-

vation, and the question of transit? Are you
speaking of individual farmers or of farming
groups?

426. I am speaking generally; because you
generally get the statement that farming is

unremunerative, and thore might be a cause. It
is to find out that ciuse. I have mentioned three

points that I would like your views upon, parti-
cularly transit? [ do not think in tho hands of the

reasonably skilful men farming has been unre-
munerative of late. 1 do not think it was
immediately before the war. It is that time one
had better go back to in one's mind. Farming
was earning a reasonable rate of remuneration then.
It was not as good in certain districts as it ought
to be, or in certain individuals. I would not like

to speak of individuals, because we know p.ll men
are not equal in their performances, and so forth.

You cannot expect an equal level of eificienc}'. But
one certainly saw certain districts where one thought
tho type of farming might be improved, and that
the general method followed was not what the
best farmers would carry out. Wo believe there
are improvements of that kind possible at the

present time; and our whole educational campaign
which we are intensifying very considerably,
is directed towards the improvement of farming
from thnt point of view, by administration and by
education and persuasion to show men that there
are improvements possible. But we do say that at
the bade of all this educational effort you must give
the farmer a sort of feeling that he has
embarked on a reasonably secure line of business
that is not going to be upset by some cause entirely
outside his own control. I speak now as a man who
began to teach in connection with farming in 1892.

,

When I first came amongst farmers teaching, I found
the difficulty one used to meet was this. They said :

" I have had such a knock-out. Prices are going
down year by year. I have lost money. I see so-and-

so ruined on every side. You must not ask me to try

experiments, or to try any of these new things, or to

spend much money. The only safety is to sit tight
and to reduce my outgoings." Now nothing did

more harm or made it more difficult to anybody like

myself trying to teach the application of science and

improved methods than this feeling that people were

living upon tho edge of a precipice which might
crumble under them at any moment. You never

know what next year's prices were going to be. We
B 4
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do tny that you must offer some security to the

fanner, in this reconstruction time in particular,

when we are trying to get men to start improved
method* ami to "have courage in dealing with their

land and t embark more capital in it and, mind

you, we are enormously in want of more capital

in farming at the present time. None of that

i>xtra capital will come, and nono.of the extra enter-

prise will be entered upon without confidence and a

idling of Mvurity. Therefore wo say, even if our

guarantees arc not really needed, because we have

reasons to believe that the course of prices will in

itself be such as to make farming remunerative, let

IK have these guarantees in order to got the con-

fidence of the operators. I do not believe myself
that farming can be permanently prosperous if it

has to live on tlu> prices that the State guarantees
to it. It can only be permanently prosperous on the

prices that it ran mako in the open market; but for

all that. Uie existent* of the guarantees may be of

great assistance to the industry and may be of

enormous assistance in starting it up at the present
time.

l'J7. Do you know of any other industry where

good wages and good conditions prevail that has
suffered in any way ns the result of those, good wages
and good conditions? No. I am entirely a believer

in good wages.

Would you favour a policy of .so many workers

being employed to tin- aero, taking into consideration.

of course, the nature of the soil? You mean of

laying down a condition on the occupier of the, soil

that he must employ so many people?

4i!9. Yes, according to the nature of tli.v soil?---. \nrl

suppose he said he would not. what then?

4;ft). I have aske<l your opinion?--! want to see

what follows. Y'ou can lay down this condition as

one of the conditions of holding the land. Supposing
the man says:

"
I cannot do it. You have told me

to employ four men. I can only take three "
: what

would vou do with him!'

4.U. If you will allow me, that question rather

leads up to my next, which was: Do you think with

proper application we can produce Millicient cereals

in this country to meet our own re(|uireii;-iitsr The
last question and that bear o-ie on ihe other? I do
not think we could. 1 have calculated this question
out at length at times. I know we. could in a sense,

and it is humanly possible to do so; but I rather

doubt, in fact, 1 more than doubt, that we can do

liin 10 or 16 years, or that \\e can do it

economically with the ma'crial we have at our

disposal.

432. But, of course, you would agree that the

Government could take powers to see that land was
cultivated as it does now through its county
agricultural committees? Yes; we can take our

jK.ners lull we cannot find the men. It you will

guarantee me an unlimited supply of Mr. Overmans, I

will cultivate the country for you as you want it

cultivated, and grow your requirement of cereals
;

hut if you ask me as an administrator to turn this

or that farmer out if he will not employ a sufficient

number of men. 1 simply say that we would soon come
to a deadlock, because I have not the men to put in

their place.

433. 1 do not think it is the experience, at UM

present moment that the men cannot be found?
I have been looking for farm managers of late,

because we are rapidly extending the area that is

being cultivated by the Board; hut they are not so

very abundant, men to whom you will entrust the

farming of a couple of thousand acres of land with
confidence. They have to be grown.

434. Y'ou would agree that the county executive
committees did good work in that direction in seeing
that the land was properly cultivated? -First rate.

They have been a most stimulating and valuable
influence.

435. And it would be a good thing to continue that
work? Yes.

Chairman: Thank you very much, Sir Daniel, for

your most valuable evidence.

(The Witnesi withdrew.)
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/i : 1 will ask Mr. Smith to begin.

4.'l'i. Mi. ,<n'//i : You refer in your /<'< i.< to a

number of statistics.* Are those available, as I do not

know that we have seen them;' Yes. they are. Per-

haps I should say that I am not, strictly speaking,

offering evidence at all, but I am simply presenting

myself here to the Commission telling them what

ligures and sources of information are available

which may bear on their inquiry. But -unless I

have any direct wish by the Commission to deal with

figures in some particular way I thought it was

hardly worth while my putting them together. The
Commission having to deal with the economic prospects
of agriculture. I did not know and do not know. of

course, how far they desire to go back on the past

history of agriculture with which these returns are

concerned.

437. Chairman : Will you allow me to put in your
statement without reading it? If you please. Might
I just add, that I have enumerated therein five sets

of documents which may lie of interest to the ('oin-

>n. To those I would like to add two pnblica

by ithe Board, one a report on " The Decline in

Uie Agricultural Population of Groat Britain between
!-^l and 1906"; and another, a report on "The
Migration from Rural Districts in England and

Wales," that being a report prepared in 1913, just
before the war.

438. Will you put those in? Yes.

439. Mr. Smith: In the investigations the Board
have made from time to time, i:, there anything ><\-nl-

able in the way of statistics or information bearing on
the cost of production in the industry? No. The sta-

tistics, generally speaking, do not throw any light on
the costs of production, that is. the costs of produc-
tion of particular crops.

440. Is there any information available as to any
particular way in which the industry is handicapped
by the absence of any facilities ; I mean, such as trans-

port and things of that description? Is there any-
thing available at the Board which shows how far the

industry might be handicapped by lack of certain
facilities? I cannot think of anything definite that
could he supplied in the way of statistics on a large
scale.

111. Could you tell us whether the Board have

recognised at any time that the industry is handi-

capped because of the absence of certain facilities or

machinery or anything of that kind? I am dealing,
of course, with statistics at the moment. I do not
know that the Board have recognised that the indus-

try i* handicapped bemuse of the absence of statistics

except in one respect, and that is that what is called
the census of production which was taken, so far as

agriculture is concerned, and also so far as industry

'-"re A|ip'n<li\ No. I.

is concerned, for the first time in 1908, a periodical
return of that description would, I think, be of con-

siderable value to the agricultural interest. It had
to be suspended during the war. We are hoping to

resume it as soon as circumstances are favourable.

442. Is there information available from the Board
in regard to the cost of production in farming as

between the different kinds of farming? No. There
was a paper presented to Parliament, which no doubt
the Secretary of the Board dealt with yesterday, as

to the cost of growing wheat
;
but beyond that, I

cannot say there arc any statistics available bearing
directly on the cost of production. You, of course,
are familiar with the report of the Committee of the

Wages Board that I am bringing to your notice; hut

that hardly can be described correctly as one of the

statistical returns of the Board of Agriculture.

443. I suppose the Board were practically responsi-
ble for the framing of the Corn Production Act, when
it was introduced in the House of Commons as a Bill?

I should prefer that questions of that nature with

regard to the preparation of the Corn Production Bill

were addressed to the Secretary. It so happens I was
not at the Board at the time.

444. You could not give us any information on that

point? No; I should prefer that those questions be

answered by the Secretary.

445. Could you tell us how far, in your opinion,
the industry is handicapped by the lack of adequate
transport? I think at the present moment agri-

culture, like all other industries, is very seriously

handicapped. In my belief the difficulties under
which we are suffering, speaking in the broadest

. are very largely, if not mainly, difficulties of

distribution rather than of supply.
446. And if there were an adequate system of trans-

port which enabled markets to be reached more

readily, it would be of considerable help and

advantage to the industry? Undoubtedly.
447. Mr. Walker : Did I understand you correctly

to say that you are not altogether prepared to give
evidence apart from the returns mentioned in your
precis? I am open to answer any questions within

my capacity and within my scope. What I said was
that I was not prepared to answer questions with

regard to the share which the Board took in the

preparation of the Corn Production Act.

448. I take it that we can have all those returns

sent to each Commissioner which you refer to here?

Certainly ; though all is rather a large, order.

449. All referred to, I said? I do not know whether

you want all the annual returns since 1866. Any
returns tho Commissioners desire to have, of course,

they can have.

450. Any particular one which we wish to have?

Certainly.
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. 451. Might I afck you what your personal views are

with regard to the guarantees given to the farmers

so fr as the cereal crops aro concerned? In what

way?
452. Do you favour those guarantees? I think that

if tho State- agrees that it is necessary to support

agriculture in tho national interest, that some system
of State support must obviously bo devised

;
and -<>

far as I am concerned, I cannot think of a better

nystem than that wh:ch is embodied in the principle
of the Corn Production Act. Of course, it is entirely
a controversial matter as to whether that is or is not

the best method of supporting and maintaining agri-
< ulture above the level to which it might fall under

ordinary economic conditions.

458. Without admitting that farming is nn-

it ;in. r.ithe, has any other system been considered,
to your knowledge.' Sevorul ayt>u-in.t musi n.

t>arily have been considered. As wo all know, for a

great many years systems of tariffs and bounties have
been considered as possible means of maintaining

agriculture.
454. At the time the Corn Production Bill was being

framed, were those other considerations taken into

account P Was consideration given to any other

method at that time? As I have already said, that

is really not within my knowledge.
455. Mr. Rabbins : You referred to the agricultural

output of Great Britain. Have you information at

your Department that would enable you to bring these

tables to date? Yes, we did collect a further return,
which was interrupted, and it may be now at this

date hardly worth while completing that return.
What I should hope to do would be to make a fresh'

return as soon as possible.

456. It .would not be possible without a great deal

of trouble to go through Table I. up to date, which

gave the acreage under each group of holdings, also

showing tho portion under arable and that under

grass? Yes, that could be done without difficulty.
But might I suggest to the Commission that in the
first section of the report to which I have drawn
their attention, on the wages and conditions of em-

ployment in agriculture, will be found a survey of

farming which I submit gives fairly up-to-dato in-

formation, and an analysis of available figures, which
would probably answer any question in that parti-
cular direction that you would want to put.

457. It had escaped my notice that it was in here,

although' I did not know it, as a matter of fact? I

would rather, if I may, draw the attention of the
Commission to that particular section, and also to

the information given with regard to the labour

employed in different types of farming, size of hold-

ings, and under conditions of different districts. I

am particularly referring to Section 1 and pages 7

and 9. It gives some rather elaborate tables of per-
sons engaged and employed in agriculture per
thousand acres and per holding, and also deals to
some extent with the amount of labour per aero and
per holding on farms of different types.

4o8. Haw you seen the Food Journal for July
9th, in which there is a table showing the percentages
of home and imported supplies of the principal food-
stuffs? What I wanted to know was, whether the

figures given as to tho percentages of home food

supplies are based on information given by your
staff? Yes.

Mr. 1'nrkcr: Can you tell us whether there is

any information available at the Board with regard
to the amount of capital employed in tho agricultural
industry:- No. tin-re is no direct information.

460. There is no data at all on that head? No.
Estimates have been made, of course; but they are

only estimated ha*od on a certain amount of data
with regard to the average capital per acre.

461. Do you Icnow whether it is considered that tin-

farming industry i in need of further lapital

generally? Yo*;'l think it has always been argued
with a good deal of fon e that farming, generally

opoaking, has boon under-ciipit.iliM-d.

Have tho Board any information with rogard
to thp probable range of world prices for it-reals in

the next few years? Is there any information avail-

able as to wha't world prices aro likely to be? I think

we have access to all the information that it is

possible to have on that point; but in the nature of

things it is entirely speculative.

463. Do you consider that security of tenure,

coupled with some guaranteed security with regard
to prices, would attract more capital to the land I-

Yes, I should say so.

464. Mr. yirhollt: I only wanted to ask in this

connection, from your knowledge, whether much tin-

larger proportion 'of labour is employed where tln-rt>

is less cereals and more land under other kinds of

cultivation, such as potatoes and those particular

crops? Broadly speaking. 1 think it can be shown

that the more intensive the cultivation of the soil, the

more labour.

465. And the least employed in tho dairying areas?

Probably the purely rearing areas or cattle-

breeding areas would come out lowest in the scale of

labour employed.

466. I am referring now to per acre? Yes.

407. Mr. Lennard: Can you tell us with regard to

the annual returns of the produce of certain crops,
returns which I understand are summarised in the

agricultural statistics published, whether Uiey are

calculated from samples or are based on actual totals?

No; they are collected through our staff of crop

reporters. We have about 351) crop ie|M>ru>rs, to each

of whom is allotted a definite area, and who give* us

a return of his estimate of the crops of each parish
within his area. That estimate is obtained by per-

sonal observation and inquiries of farmers, threshing-
machine owners, and so forth, by the best inean^ he

can. There is no attempt to collect samples directly ;

and, in fact, if there were, I think the result would

probably have been more inaccurate.

468. Do you think there is any danger of these

figures giving undue weight to production on the

better-managed farms, because the crop reporter
would naturally come first into touch with the more

prominent farmers? There may possibly be a slight

tendency in that direction; but, then, of course, tin-

better farms are generally tin- larger, and there)'

they ought to have a rather heavier weight.

469. Can you tell us more particularly what infor-

mation you have as to statistics of agriculture in the

British Empire and in tho foreign countries ; espe-

cially have you any information as to recent agri-

cultural developments which would give us any better

light upon tho probable development of foreign, or

rather, extra-Brjtish, supplies? So far as the British

Empire is concerned, the statistics aro now fairly

good. Wo, of course, are directly in touch with tho

statistical officers of the various Dominions; and wo
also have all the publications of tho International

Agricultural Institute, which has developed its statis-

tical service to a very marked degree. So far as

foreign statistics aro concerned, of course, obviously

of lato they have had a good many gaps ;
but as soon

as things become normal again we shall have, I

think, full information of such statistics as are col-

lected. They are very partial, of course, as you
know. In different countries and in some of the

most important countries tho service is clearly as yet

quite defective; and so far as one or two very impor-
tant countries, such as Russia, for example, at.

corned, which, of course, was a very important

country from the supply point of view, there have

(ecu practically no statistics worth having during the

war.

470. Would it be possible for tho Board to supply

US with figures, say for ten years In-fore the war.

showing the movements in tin- bulk of export* from

various foreign countries, and the move nts in tin-

bulk of import-- recohi-d l>y this country from those

Ming countries, by wliich we could trace the

development of tin- exporting capacity of various

countries? Yes. That could ho done. The import.

and export figures are. of cour-o. the most reliable,

so far as world's supplies are concerned, and tin-

best guide to future prosp.-cts. Just before the war
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I myself in the reports of agricultural returns,

attempted to deal with one or two aspects of meat

supplies and wheat supplies and the prospects in the

future, judging by the past; but I did not actually
deal with it from that point of view, though I have
in other connections), that is to say, dealing with the

export figures. But if it was of interest to the Com-
mission, I would see that information on those lines

was laid before you.
471. Would it be possible to supplement that for

the war period by collectng any information, for

instance, as to the import into these exporting coun-
tries or into other agricultural countries which might
in future become exporting countries of agricultural
machinery? What I am thinking of is this. I

imagine that the farmers of the Argentine, for ex-

ample, if developing wheat production, would import
their machinery either from Great Britain or the
United States or from some other industrial country,
and that the future of wheat-growing developments
in such regions might be gauged for some little time
ahead by observations upon the introduction into

those countries of agricultural machinery. Could we
for the war period supplement our information in that

way? I doubt whether the returns during the war

period would be really of much value. You see the
normal course of trade has been so tremendously dis-

located that it might quite well be that there has
been very little import of agricultural machinery
into the Argentine during the war.

472. Yes; but would not that be an important piece
of information if we could establish that fact? It

would suggest that agricultural developments in the

Argentine, for example, had been retarded because
of the war, with possible consequences on the volume
of supplies, and the future prices of imported pro-
duce? It could hardly be expected to have any very
immediate effect. I mean, assuming for the sake of

argument, they were in the habit of getting a regular
supply of agricultural machinery, and that that

supply was suspended during the war, it would hardly
have had time to have had any real effect on their

output, and in the case of a country like the Argen-
tine the real measure is exports. We have fairly
complete returns. We have certain figures of acreage
and we have certain figures of live stock, but neither

figure is of very great value. Their internal shiti-
tieal service is very imperfect, but the returns of

exports are fairly good ;
and those I think are the

best measure you can have of the progress of the
Argentine, and of course are the only figures really
which affect the world generally.

473. Have you in view any regions which have not
yet been able to export agricultural products, but
which may in the future send u.s any large mass of
such products ? -It is difficult to say. Undoubtedly
the war has stimulated production all over the world,
outside of Europe, and we have had to a small extent
supplies of grain and to some extent of meat from
new sources. Whether with the return to normal
economic conditions those new sources, which do seem
to bo promising, are likely to develop, is just on of
the problems so difficult to estimate. Take, for ex-

ample, South Africa as being a fairly good instance.
South Africa has exported more meat, and is still

increasing her capacity for exporting more meat
;

but that has been stimulated under war conditions,
and whether a return to normal conditions will enable
her to continue the development or check it is just
one of the difficulties ono has in estimating the future.

474. Does the same difficulty apply to corn produc-
tion ? Yes, I think it applies in a very marked degree
to the production of corn. For example, Australia.
a^ you know, has largely increased her export of
wheat. Again, whether that will be continued in the
future is a most interesting problem, and would help
i;s \ei-y much .in estimating if we knew. It will

'! |i'-Tid, of course, very largely on freight and the
future ^upply of shipping.

475. Have the Board any information about
freights and the policy of development, of shipping,

ulrl we go t<> the Ministry of Shipping for that?
Of r.our.-o. tin* Ministry of Shipping could give yon

more precise information; but, broadly speaking, 'the

world's shipping \n now rapidly approaching its pre-
war level, f'nfortnnatelv, its effectiveness is verv

greatly reduced. Quite broadly speaking, there are

nearly, if not quite, as many carrying ships in the

world at the present moment as there were before

the war, but their efficiency has dropped, we might
say, by 20 per cent.

476. On what ground? Difficulties of handling,
troubles at the ports, and delays in the use of ships.

477. I suppose the cost of shipbuilding will have

gone up, and that would tend to make freight rates

higher? Yes, costs have notoriously gone up very
heavily indeed.

478. Mr. Langford : Arising out of the very excel-

lent questions which have been put to you by Mr.

Lennard, you do not anticipate that the world's

supply of food will be short in the near future? My
personal opinion is, no.

479. But I think the Board view British agriculture
and the stimulation of it from the standpoint of

security of the nation rather than otherwise ? I think

so, certainly.
480. There may be a period again, if we ever get

another war, when our carrying capacity may be

seriously interfered with? Certainly.
481. And that unless we put our homeland to its

fullest use we may again be in a perilous position
with regard to our food supplies? Certainly. 1

presume the main argument in favour of maintaining
arable cultivation in this country by special measures
is as an insurance against risk.

482. And again, inasmuch as this country is now
on the verge of bankruptcy, it is essential to grow
foodstuffs here rather than send our capital away to

purchase them from foreign countries? Yes.
The Chairman hero expressed the view that it was

not relevant to discuss the financial position of the
British Empire.

483. Mr. Langford: May I put it in another form?
Is it, in your opinion, highly desirable and necessary
that we should reserve our resources by growing as
much food as possible at home? >Yes, it is; and may
I say that was the only part of your question which
I answered.

484. At the present moment the Board of Agricul-
ture are farming largely? Yes.

485. Actually farming land themselves? Yes.
486. If in future fixed guarantees are to be given

to farmers, it will be highly necessary that your Board
should be able to have the cost of production of each
individual crop ? Yes.

487. la it your opinion that in order to check the
costs presented to you by individual farmers, it would
be advisable for the Board to experiment on the costs
with care, on their own farms? It might be advis-
able. I am not quite sure that it is necessary or will
be necessary. As you know, there is a machinery
being set up which we hope will result in getting
reliable information from farmers in business on their
own account, as to the costs of production of various
crops. If that proves to be successful, I should rather
deprecate the spending of public money on obtaining
results which may be obtained otherwise.

488. But if we are to pay public money by way of

guarantee to the farmers, we have to satisfy the public
that that money is necessary? I entirely agree; and
if it turned out that the machinery, the Agricultural
Costings Committee, should fail, then I agree that
the matter would be so important that some -other
method should be devised for enabling us to ascertain
and to check the costs of production.

489. Is not it a fact that the operations of the
Costings Committee will bo with regard to the farm*
that are farmed by the individual farmers for profit?

Certainly.

490.^
But in order to check the findings of the Cost-

ings Committee not that I regard them as inclined
to shirk their duty or neglect their work but in
order to satisfy the public mind, do not you think it
would be advisable that certain farms should be set

up by the Board on which they could check the cost of

growing various crops that are grown on the farms?
I am not seriously objecting to the proposal, but I
have not particularly considered it. But off-hand I
am a little inclined to think that for that purpose
alone, it would be unnecessary if the Agricultural
Costings Committee wore successful in their efforts.
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Because, after all, the only thing that matter*, or it

of value, is, what are the cost* of product inn by an
efficient farmer conducting his basinets for a profit.

491. The question has been put to you as to whether
it would not be advisable to extend the area of

growing potatoes. Is it not a fact that very much of

the land in England is not at nil suitable to the

growth of that crop? -I should say so, although that

is a practical question on which 1 do not profess to

be an authority. But. so far as extending the area
of potatoes is concerned, we are growing at the present
time, with anything like an average crop, more pota-
toes than we can eat.

493. If a guarantee is given to the farmer, how do
the Board propose to prevent the advantage of high
prices getting wholly into the pockets of the land-

lords by increased rente? You say how do the Board

propose?
493. Tes? I ain not here to speak of the general

policy of the Board; and those questions, if they are

proper questions, should be addressed to the Secretary
of the Board, and I am afraid I cannot answer that.

494. It is within your knowledge that land rented

at, say, a pound an acre, or so, has been recently
sold at prices of 50 or 60 an acre? Yes; I know

generally that is very likely true.

495. I frankly admit that fanners have done

tolerably well during the war. You would agree with

rue that where landlords have sold their land, they
have had 11 greater advantage, without contributing

by labour upon the land or improving it, in the

high prices than the farmers have had. and have
made more profit in consequence where they have
sold their land? Yes; I dare say that is so, in some
cases at any rate.

496. Mr. Prosper Jones : I should like to have your
opinion as to whether farmers who farm grass lands

are more secure from any depression that may come
in future than farmers who till the land? Under the

conditions existing before the war, certainly.
497. Mr. T. Henderson, ll.-i- \oiir Department

made any attempt to correlate agricultural prices and

wages;' I do not know that we have made any
systematic attempt to do so.

498. Has any attempt at all been made? I am not

quite sure what you moan
; because amongst other

things, that seems to me to be what this Commission
has to do.

499. Yes
;
but has any attempt been made to set up

a sliding scale? No.
500. Any estimate at all? No.
501. You expressed the opinion, I think, that,

broadly speaking, intensive cultivation employs more
men? Yes.

502. Does that imply growing the same crops as
before the method of cultivation was changed? I am
not sure I follow the question.

503. Ordinarily speaking, intensive cultivation
would monn employing more machinery; and I have

difficulty in understanding how more men could be

employed, if improved methods of cultivation meant
-lib-it it ut inn machinery for men- When I wan talk-

ing of intensive cultuation, 1 wa thinking of vejje
table i to|.s and crops of that description rutlu-i than

and 1 said that, broadly speaking, crops of that

-I
it ion and the cultivation of land for crops of

that description, would involve the employment of

labour. It is true, of course, that "intensive

farming in another sense would probably mean a

greater employment of agricultural machinery ; but
T do not think there is much evidence to show that
the greatest use of machinery per acre or per
thousand acres, in itself moans less manual labour per
acre.

504. But it is quite possible, I suppose, that \<m

might increase your food supply without increasing
your man supply? Quite.

506. Improvements in cultivation might not lead to

rural re-population in this country? Certainly.
.MMi. I prc-umi- that the results of the farming of

Hie Hoard will be
placed

before thin Commission?
They are quite at their disposal. T am sure.

VI". Wi ./ M II mill i ini, \ ... MI your prei-i-
tbat the main statistics are the annual return of

acreage, Ac., an annual return of produce, and so
forth. As I take it, there is nothing in any of these
which will help the Commission to the immediate
object they have in \ lew? That is rather a n
of opinion.

608. What do you suppose is the object of our Com-
I want to get at that, bco.au.-* e are

wandering a good deal, it seems to me? I am not

quite sure that I am a competent witness on tin

point.
609. What really do the Board of Agriculture hope

or believe that this Commission will report, for or

against the minimum, or se forth? What is the real

gist of what we are after? I am afraid I must leave
that to the Commission (<> decide for them
They have their reference from the (iovermncnt .

510. You say a Costings Committee ha

up. Can you tell me what that Costings (oinin tt<r

amounts to in numbers? I am afraid I cannot off-

hand. Do you mean the office staff?
511. I mean the staff of accountants that you mean

to set loose, or have set loose'on the country, to find
out the facts.

Chairman: We have a witness from the Costings
Committee who will be able to answer those questions
hotter than Sir Henry.
Mr. J. M. Henderson : He might answer them w ith

greater prepossession; I would rather get the view
of Sir Henry.

512. How far has this Costings Committee staiinl
or effected any investigations on any farms through
out the country? I dp not think they have actually
started the investigation of any particular farm as

yet. They are just now engaged in laying out the
scheme of inquiry.

513. How long have they been established? I

should say off-hand two or three months, or perhaps
:i little more,

514. And they are still at the scheme. However,
it comes to this: that this Costings Committee have
submitted nothing to you, and have no data which
would help this Commission to get .it what they are
after? The Costings Committee so far have not fur-
nished the Board with any facts Itccaust', as I say,
they are not yet in the position to furnish them ; but.

the Director of the Costings Committee is, I believe,

coming before the Commission, and he would answer
those questions more authoritively than 1 can because
I am only speaking from memory.

515. At all events you have no result of the cost
of working any farm, large or small, or the revenue
from the produce of the farm, which you can .submit
to the Commission as reliable, on which they could
base their Report P The only definite information of
that nature at all to which I can refer the Com-
mission, i.s that contained in the Report of the Wages
Board Committee on Farming Costs.

516. How long do you expect it will be before you
get any data? -I really do not know; because it en-

tirely depends, of course, on how far it will be
possible to get accounts which have already been kept
by farmers in a form in which the Costings Committee
would like to have them. It is quite obvious that if

the Costings Committee do commence to collect in-

formation as to current operations as from, we will

say, three months ago, any figures at the eml ef three
months would not be of much value to your Com-
mission.

617. Sir Daniel Hall, who was examined yesterday,
said that the Corn Production Art was to provide a

guarantee to the farmer to keep the average price up
to a certain figure. T put it to you in this way.
Supposing next year the minimum price is 70s. a

quarter, and suppose the world price is 60s. a quartei .

the farmer has to sell his wheat at 60s. a quarter,
and ho then comes down on the guarantee for 10s. a

quarter. Would that be so? Yes.

518. Reverse the operation. In the year after that
he sells it at 80s. a quarter. He does not come upon
you for anything, but does he repay you anything?--
No.

619. So it is heads he wins and tails you lose?
The giving of the guarantee may or may not bo a

wise proceeding, but obviously that is the effect of a

guarantee.
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520. That is the result of the guarantee. You spoke
about potatoes. As a matter of fact, are not potatoes

practically the only thing that our land produces that

we ever export? No. Our main export, in value at

any raite, is pedigree live stock in ordinary times.

521. I am only speaking of crops. Is not potatoes
the only thing that we ever export? We export them

occasionally when there happens to be a short crop
elsewhere. In one particular year we exported, I

think, a substantial quantity to America because

there was a very short crop there.

522. As a matter of fact, when we have a good crop
of potatoes here, is not it the fact that we constantly

export them to America and elsewhere? I think it is,

relatively, a very small proportion.
523. At any rate, they do not require any guarantee

for potatoes? No.
524. If it can be shown from the accounts that

farmers have for the last four or five years made

good profits, would it be the policy of the Board to

continue this machinery of the guarantee? The policy
of Parliament, of course, is to continue the guarantee
at the present time up to the year 1922.

Mr. Cautley: Which guarantee are you referring
to?

Mr. J. M. Henderson: I am speaking of the Corn
Production Act guarantee.
Mr. Cautley: It has not been operative yet.
525. Mr. J. M. Hendenon: I see in the Scotch

Report there is a balance sheet of the dairy stock
account in the west of Scotland? Is that the Report
of the Scottish Board of Agriculture?

Chairman : The next witness, who is from the
Scottish Board of Agriculture, will deal with that.

526. Mr. J. M. Henderson : I am only speaking
relatively Have you a similar account of dairy stock

produce for England? We have the number of cows
and heifers. I am not quite sure what the figures you
have are.

527. I only want to know whether you have a similar
one for England. I am referring to page 33? This
seems to be a leaflet on the cost of production of
live stock and dairy produce. I could not tell you
off-hand whether we have one exactly similar, but
we have a good many like this

;
the subject has been

dealt with in the Journal and in leaflets of the
Board.

528. If you have anything similar, will you be good
enough to let us have it? I will.

529. Mr. Green : With regard to American com-
petition in this country, I understand that farmers,
generally, did not take up the use of the self-binder
and mowing machine until after 1872. They were in

operation in the United States long before that, were
they not? Yes. I am not quite sure whether it was
1872 or 1874. I think it was first in the Royal Agri-
cultural Show about 1874.

530. I am told that the American farms are now
smaller than they used to be; and that the tendency
is to approximate to the 200- or 300-acre farms in

England rather than the large ones? I should think
that is the distinct tendency.

531 . With regard to the produce, we know that the
American average is about 14 bushels to the acre,
is not it? I thought it was a little higher than that;
but I dare say you have the figure before you.

532. Can you tell us whether wages there are higher
or lower than here? I believe they are higher.

533. Do you not think that the shipping freights
will be much higher than they were before the war?
I think they will be higher than they were before.

534. The cost of steel, iron and insurance will all

bo higher? Yes.
535. A friend told me that he got a quotation for

the carriage of wheat from California at a lower price
than he could get it down from Norfolk to Ix>ndon in
trucks? When?

536. Before the war. Do you think that at all

probable? I should think it is rather an exceptional
rase : but it might have been possible.

537. Ho tells me he can show me figures to that
effect. Then with regard to Australian competition.
Are wages there higher or lower than here? J am
afraid I do not know accurately. I should say they
are probably higher. T/nbonr. of course, is very

there.

538. And freights will be higher in the future than

they have been before the war? .Yes.

539. Would you say, with your vast experience on
the Agricultural Wages Board, and with your know-

ledge of prices, that the fixing of prices was at all

dependent upon the rate of wages? Do you mean
the prices fixed by the Food Controller?

540. Yes? I imagine the Food Controller, in fixing
the maximum prices, had regard to the costs of tho

farmer, including the cost of labour.

541. You think he had? I. assume that.

542. Ho,w do you account for things like this hap-
pening? In 1917, when wheat was about 80s. a quar-
ter, wages in some counties were about 13s., 14s., 15s.,
and 16s. a week. There is no relation between wages
and prices? I am not sure that wheat was then at

80s. in 1917, was it?

543. Sir Daniel Hall said so yesterday, and I think
he was correct. It was in June and July. Can you
explain to us why, for instance, a Sussex shepherd
will be getting only 25s. a week and a. Northumber-
land shepherd will be getting 40s. a week? Those are

instances, if they are correct, of the difference in the
rates of wages which prevail in different parts of the

country.
544. Do not you think wages are really a matter of

custom rather than of prices of produce on the farms

throughout the country? I think custom had, and

always has in all agricultural matters, a good deal
of influence, but I do not think that is a complete
answer.

545. But that has been largely so in this country,
has it not, that custom has ruled? I think if you
make a comparison, not between the wage of tho
individual labourer but between the total amount of

the labour bill on a given acreage, you will find the
difference between the underpaid districts and the

higher paid districts was considerably reduced.

546. May we have your opinion as to security of

tenure; that is to say, can you explain to us why
farmers, who are averse to long leases, I understand,
are so averse? I think you should ask the farmer to

explain that himself. The psychology of farmers is

not always quite clear.

547. Then with regard to Mr. Langford's very in-

teresting questions about experimental or demonstra-
tion farms, can you give ue any information about
those in Ireland? They have been very successful in,
I suppose, forming some kind of costings rates?- -I am
afraid I have not any particulars at all in my mind.

548. I think that will be very interesting for this

Commission if you get hold of any figures with

regard to Irish demonstration farms, which are in
almost every form, are they not? Yes, I think they
are.

549. Chairman: If Sir Henry could get them for us?
I do not know if the Commission are going to hear

a representative of the Irish Board of Agriculture.
Chairman : It might be useful for us ; but our refer-

ence is to enquire into the economic prospects of the

agricultural industry in Great Britain, and not
Ireland.

Mr. Green : No ; but we have to deal with competi-
tion, have we not?

Chairman : Yes. If the Board have them, I have
no doubt Sir Henry will put them in. If the Board
have not got them, then the Commission will have to
consider whether we should ask any representative of
the Irish Board of Agriculture to give evidence.
But I am a little doubtful, because tho scope of our
reference only covers Great Britain.

550. Mr. Green : That was one of the recommenda-
tions of Lord Selborne's Committee, was it not : that
this country should set up demonstration farms in
almost every county? Yes, I think it was.

551. Mr. Edwards : Dealing with your immediate
figures in these returns, leaving of course on one
side prices, which are really no measure, have you
known, say before the wa/ and during the war,
whether there has been any real progress in the

quantity of produce from a given area in this country?
Do you mean over a series of years?
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652. Yes, before the war and during the war?

Tea; on tin- h..l.- the average yield per acre of .

crops has increased in the last 30 years or so.

663. And the same may be true of the animal pro-
ducts like beef, mutton and dairy produce? 1 1 is

extremely difficult to measure it; but of course tin-

total niiintxT of cuttle has increased, and I think it

is evident thaUthe output of meat from a given num-
ber of cattle, returned once a year, has also increased.

I am not speaking, of course, of the very exceptional
conditions of the lost year or so ; but, broadly speak-

ing, the number of cattle returned on the 4th June

represents now, under ordinary conditions, a bigger

output of meat than it did, we will say, 30 years ago.
I might add that the same, in my opinion,

anil there

is evidence to show it, applies to milk. In that case

there is a certain amount of evidence. The number
of cows of course has increased, but it has not

increased proportionately to the increase of the popu-
lation. I could give you the figures if you wish.

The number of cows has maintained a supply to meet
the total demand of milk in this country; that is to

say, we do not import, notwithstanding the growing
population. Therefore, as the consumption of milk

per head of the population has certainly not

decreased, but has probably increased within the last

30 years or so, it is clear that the output of milk

per cow from the farms of this country must have
increased substantially.

554. You said, in answer to a question, that it is

generally considered that agriculture is under-capi-
talised. Do you mean capital in the hands of the

farmer, the operator; or the capital, taking both the

landowner and the farmer together? I was speaking
entirely of the tenant farmer's capital; the working
capital of the farmer.

555. Bearing in view the revolution which is prac-

tically taking place in this country at the present
moment, that is, laud passing into the hands of the

operator, what effect will that have on the working
capital of the farming community? The effect will

In- that a man with a given amount of capital can

only take less land.

556. That means that the actual operator will be

handicapped by the present revolution which is taking
place in this country? It does not necessarily amount
to that. It depends upon the relative profit from a
certain number of acres. It may bo that a man
who, we will say, for example, before the war employed
10 an acre, might have taken a 500-acro farm,

will now only be able to take a 250-acre form. But
whether he will be better or worse off with it is

a matter of opinion.

557. I am referring to this point. It is generally
taken that the landowner in this country provides the

capital in the shape of land, and the tenant pro-
vides the working capital. Now the change which is

taking place in this country puts the burden of

providing the capital in res|>ect of the land, and
also the working capital of the farm, on one and
the same person? You mean if he buys his farm!-

558. Yes, which they are doing; and if they are

under-capitalised now, surely they will be more
under-capitalised in the future. That is the point 1

am driving at? I think that is so in the case of the
man who buys his farm at present prices.

569. Mr. Duncan : I think you made the statement
that labour cost on farms where high wages were paid
was not necessarily greater than the labour cost in
those districts where lower wages were paid. Have
you any data on that point? I have not here or in

my memory ;
but from time to time I have looked

into that question, and I think as a general very
rough statement H can bo supported. I am speaking,
of course, of before the war.

660. 80 that there is no necessary relation between
the prices of agricultural produce and the wages paid ?

Tt depends what you moan by the word "
necessary."

In the long run there must bo a relation, I think
;

but if you say that looking bark on the past you
cannot trace any close relation bet we. n pii.-cs and

wages, I agree.

661. Do the Board get any information as to the
rate of wages <to be paid in the \:ui..us .1 Mricte in

Knglund and Wah*:- No. Some information ha-.

been collectisl in the past, at one tinn> liv tin- l..il...m

Department of tin li'.n.l of Trade; Imt it has not
In en drought up to duto; ahe latest information on
the subject is contained in that report to which I

h.ive already directed your attention on the Mag.--;

and conditions of employment.
5C2. Do your crop reamers make any report from

time to time as to changes of wages? No; wo have
not asked them to do so up to now. We do ask them
general questions with regard to the supply of labour
and the position of labour.

563. So that the Board hayc no information as to

wages over any period? No; the Board themselves
have no information, except by reference to returns
collected by other Departments.

564. Coming to your work on the Wages Board, as
a matter of actual practice the wages are being fixed.

Have those wages been fixed in relation to the prices
of farm produce? Undoubtedly the. prices of farm

produce have been one of the elements taken into

account by the Wages Board in fixing prices.

565. And, as a matter of practice, has the minimum
rate boon fixed in relation to the prices of produce :-

It is a difficult question to answer, and it is a specially
difficult question for me to answer. There are

bers of the Wages Board sitting round this table, as

you are aware; and the exact arguments which they
advanced in support of or in discussing the particular
rate of wages, of course, took into consideration the

question of prices, but took into account other mattei-

as well. It is very difficult for me to sum up the

reasons which swayed them in arriving at a particular
decision. I am only a thirty-ninth part of the Hoard.

566. May I put it in this way then, that your
Wages Board fixed a minimum rate first at the begin-

ning of this war and has since increased that mini-

mum rate? Yes.

567. Was the application for the increase based on
the prices of agricultural produce or on the cost of

living? I think on both; I should say predominantly
on the cost of living.

568. Have the Board any information as to the

prices at which agricultural land has been selling
within the last 12 months? I cannot say we have not

any information, but we have no systematic informa-
tion as to the prices.

569. Would it be possible for the Hoard to give u-,

or to get for us, information as to the price at which

agricultural land is being sold? It is very difficult,

of course. The information exists in the. hands of the

auctioneers or people who sell the estates. An at-

tempt could be made. Of course verv largely Liu-

figures are published; and at one time I did attempt
to get some information of that sort as to Bales of

land. It is not \ ery easy to get it complete; but

something could be done, if it was thought worth
while.

570. Could you supply us with such information as

you have? Yes, I will see what we have.

571. Mr. lltillnn: It has been suggested here that
the employers and the workers on the Wages Board

might be likely to put their he-ids together with the

object of conspiring to Meed the public by getting

good prices and good wages. From your experience
of the, Wages Board, do you think there is any likeli-

hood of that as a possible contingency? No, I should

say not, as the Board is at present constituted. I

.should not have thought that was a serious risk.

572. You thinlt that even on the Board the interests

of the public are quite adequately .safeguarded? I

think it is fair to say the interests of the public and
the community at large are generally a consideration
in the minds of the members of the Board as a whole
in any action they may take.

573. Supposing the Corn Production Act is per-

petuated f<ir some years, could you suggest any method

whereby the public interests would he safeguarded ;

that is to say. the public money would not be spent
upon subsidising farmers who would not care for the
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general interests of the community? Do you mean
that the subsidy should not be paid to farmers who
were not, so to say, doing their duty by the land? Is

that your point?

574. Yes? I think that is provided for by the prin-

ciples of the Corn Production Act already. There is

power in the long run to eject a farmer, if it is

thought he is not dealing with the land properly.
575. Do you think the Corn Production Act

generally does that? Yes, I should have thought so.

576. Mr. Cautley : I have one question on your
precis. Towards the middle of it, you submit a table

showing at five-yearly intervals the changes in the

acreage of cultivated land, arable land, corn crops,

wheat, potatoes, vegetables and small fruit crops.
I have not had the advantage of seeing it yet; but
can you tell me, does that in terms show any relation

between tho rate of wages paid and cultivation? Are

you referring to Table 2?

577. I have not seen the table yet, but it is (a) in

your precis. Does that return show any relation

between the rates of wages paid in agriculture at
those particular periods? No.

578. You cannot deduce anything from it? Perhaps
I might explain to the Commission what this table

does show. It shows in the years 1893, 1898, 1903,

1908, 1913 and 1918 the acreage of cultivated land;
that is to say, the total quantity of land under crops
and grass. That is the farming land of the country.
It shows also the total amount of arable land, the
total amount of land under corn crops, under wheat,
under potatoes and under vegetables (though those

figures are not strictly comparable) and under small

fruit. The object of that table is solely to show what
has been the progress with regard to the utilisation of

the land of the country under these main headings.
I may add that the only table which I have sub-

mitted which touches on the point of labour is the
second one, which shows you the cultivated land
at each census year from 1881 to 1911, for England
and Wales respectively, alongside the number of

agricultural labourers in England and Wales respec-

tively.

579. I was asking about the rato of wages. Have
you any return showing tho rate of wages paid in

those years for which you get a return of the culti-

vated land? There are returns of rates of wages,
which, as I said just no,w, were collected by the Board
of Trade. Whether they are for those particular
y.-.ir-, I could not tell you offhand; but there are

certainly some returns.

580. Is it not a fact that during the periods of

depression, when land went out of arable cultivation,
the number of labourers and the rate of wages steadily
diminished? Yes, I think so.

581. And was not that due to the fact that growing
corn and cereals was unremunerative? Yes; the
diminution of the land under arable cultivation was,
of course, primarily, if not entirely, due to the un-
remunerativeneas.

582. Even though wages were reduced to the very
low level they got to? Yes; but I am not quite clear,
at the perioa of which you are speaking, whether there
was a reduction in the wages as compared with the
arable land.

583. I think you will agree that wages got down
to the smallest possible point where people could live

in health, and the very plain living which the agricul-
tural labourer had? Yes, a very inadequate wage.
The period you are speaking of is about the middle
of the 'nineties; but, if I remember rightly, that was
not the worst point for tho agricultural labourer.

584. Which was tho worst? In the 'seventies, I

should say. I am speaking again offhand
; but I

should have said the average wage of agricultural
labourers in the 'seventies was worse than it was in

the 'nineties.

585. Despite the very low wages which were paid,
agriculture and arable farming could not go on?
Yes, that is true.

586. Tinder the Corn Production Act the machinery
has been set up for fixing a minimum wage? Yes.

587. If the Government forces on the employer the

payment of a particular rate of wages, is there not
a duty on the Government, in your opinion, to put
the farmer in such .a position as to enable him to pay
that wage? Yes, I should say so, as a general prin-

ciple.

588. And with that idea, we have been told a
minimum wage was fixed below which you should not

go in the Corn Production Act, and a corresponding
guarantee. That was in 1917. We know tha-t the
minimum wage below which it could not be fixed was
25s., and the guaranteed price for 1920 is 45s. far
wheat. Leave out the corresponding price for oats.

If that is so, you would agree with me, I take it,

that as the minimum wage has very much increased,
that guarantee, if it was right then, must be hope-
lessly wrong now? Yes; if the two were intended to

be adjusted, one by the other, it is, of course,

obviously out of relation now.

589. But the Act was to adjust them? As I have
said, I am not prepared to say what was the object
of the Act.

590. Was there any other reason for giving a
guarantee, if it was not to adjust them? I did not
know it was argued that the only reason for the Corn
Production Act was to allow a minimum wage to be
fixed for labourers.

591. What other reason was there? The general
reason at that time of increasing the amount of arable
land in the general interests of the country. That
was the object of Part I, I take it, taken by itself.

592. You do not suggest the guarantee was to give
an undue profit? No, I do not.

593. Just to make this clear, you would agree with
me, I think, that the guarantee under the Corn
Production Act has never been operative since the
Act was passed? That 13 so.

594. And that such maximum and minimum prices,
as have been fixed for agricultural produce, have been
fixed under the powers of the Defence of the Realm
Act? Of course, the maximum prices have been fixed
under the powers of the Defence of the Realm Act.

595. And the minimum, too? I am not sure that

any such power is required to fix a minimum.
596. There is a minimum price fixed for this year?

.A minimum price is the guarantee.
597. I suppose you do not know how it is going to

be fixed? Are you speaking of corn?
598. Yes? Yes, the guaranteed price fixed by the

Government.
599. I suggest to you there has been no Bill brought

in
; there is only a Ministerial statement at present.

However, I will not trouble with that. I understand
you are Deputy Chairman of the Wages Board? I am.

600. Will you tell me the average agricultural wage
to-day? It is not quite easy, and I am afraid I
have not the exact figure. Of course, it is not uni-
form throughout the country. As a generalisation,
the lowest wage is 36s. 6d. at 21.

601. I am only speaking of men who are 21. Should
I be right in saying it is about 40s. or 41s.? I do
not think it is as high as that; it i.s approaching that.

602. Have you made any calculation as to what is

the increase in the average wage now, as compared
to what it was before the war, after allowing for
reduction in hours and for overtime? No; but if I
remember rightly, the average before the war was
about 17s., including allowances. The present wage
of course also includes allowances.

603. I put it about 41s. You think it is not quite
so high? I do not think it is as much as that.

604. Perhaps you will get it for us? Yes, I will;
but your neighbour knows.
Mr. Ashby : They are all in the White Paper, except

the last increase.

605. Mr. Cautley: What I put to you, and will

you tell me if I am correct, is that the average wage,
after allowing for the shortening of the hours and
the overtime, that will have to be paid to bring up
the hours to what they were before the war, has
increased 200 per cent ? No, I could not accept that
without looking into it.
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606. I thought you would be the person beet able

to give them to UK-. 1 want these figi.

I will IM- very g'ad t<i ch.x-k them and have a .-

ment prepared Tor you. Inn I was not ready fur it.

607. I suggest, taking into in muni bringing up the

hours to what tho u.-n before tin- war and charging
the extra hours now at the overtime rate, the wage*
have increased 200 per rent. You would agree with

me that the isi ni niachinoiv ami the iiiipleine>ils
used by a farmer. Imve im-rca-ed at least 250 pel
wince just before the war- No. As n matter of fact

I am handing in to the Commiiaion a fairly elaborate

fitatement brought up to date from the Id-port nf the

Farming Costs Committee.
608. I prefer to-day's figures to those figures? It

ia to-day's figures I have got. I have brought thc-e

figures up to May this year.

009. There lias been a good deal of change since

M.i\. I believe, about machinery; but I am not

giving evidence:'- I should have thought that i-

doubtful ;
but I cannot say definitely.

610. Do 3-011 think I am overstating it when I *a.

it has increased 250 per cent. F Tes, I think so.

611. I put it to you it is more than that, in many
OM ll

612. Chairman: Will you put in the information,
if you have it? Yes, I will put in what information
we have.

613. Mr. i 'until i/ : Should I be right in saying that

feeding stuffs have increased at least 200 per cent.?

Yes. I should think that that would be so.

614. Speaking generally, then, everything that a

farmer has to buy has increased, I put it, from 250

per cent.. and I go further even to 300 per cent.?

If I may say eo, I think you are a little overstating
the figures ;

but something in that direction.

615. The only one you suggested I was overstating
was machinery?

Mr. Dallai : And wages.
Mr. CautJry: No, he did not suggest that.

616. Let us take the selling price. Is every item
that a farmer has to sell, except eggs, controlled in

price? Tes. I think that is so.

617. If a farmer had the play of the market, he
would be getting very considerably larger sums for

everything he grows on his farm, except eggs? Yes,

substantially, that is so.

618. Therefore, instead of the farmer being sub-

sidised, the farmer is subsidising the Government?
I do not know about the Government.

619. The country? Yes.

620. The Government stands for the country. Have
you got, or could you get, a statement of the present
controlled prices of all agricultural produce? Yes.

621. And we could have that up to date, I mean?
Certainly ; only you would get it more directly from
the Ministry of Food, I think.

622. Should I be right in saying that those prices
are only about 160 to 180 per cent, up, on the average?
A you know, it is extremely difficult to make an

average.
623. It is more difficult for me, a layman and not

an expert. If you have not it in your mind, I would
rather have the accurate figures handed in some time
else? As I say, in this statement which I have

brought to date, which gives the average prices of the
main farm products, I have given th figures com-

paring .June. 1913, to May, 1!)14, that is. to say, the
.Itii I tli" year just before the war. with th<> year

ending May 31st, 1919.

624. Does that show tho increase? It shows the

price* year by year and the percentage increase,

-howing the pre-war as 100.

626. Does that show the increase in the price of

beef, fat cattle, from what it was before the war, and
tin- :iNt May this year:' V a are 12-i:

vert
626. What was the percentage im-reiise in tin- price

of beef" -IIS per Tit. I have thn index tiiimlier

637. That is a fanciful figure. 1 am not so

partial to expert* myself; I like practice. Could you
ii-ll me- the selling price of l>eef Ix-foro the war, the

clling price for the year ending .'list May lout :- !

suggest it is not MS large an increase as that

I |:l |*

628. No. nothing like n I have not the actual

figure here.

Anvway. it is no good my taking each one in

dotail, because I ha\e not them worked out and I

was relying on you ; hut you think Sir William

Beveridgo will give it to me:- No; if you want the

increase of prices since In-fore the war, of course we
can give them t<> you. I am saying what you can

get from the, Food Controller is I lie prices they have
fixed as maximum prices.

il.'l i. It I am light that c\eryiliing the I.inner ha

to buy has increased nom '2(HI to INKi per cent., and
that everything he has to sell has only increased
from 100 to 150 per cent. I do not know quite, hut
the average is much belo.w 150 I should say -does not
that show that his industry must be much less profit-
able than it was? No, I do not think it do.

itself. It may be true, but it does not show it.

631. Would you explain what you mean by that

answer? It depends on the quantity he buys and tin-

quantity he sells; and, if I may say so, that is one
of the traps of peroenta.

032. I am not dealing with any special farmer; but
does not the normal farmer 'buy and sell about the
same quantity each year, allowing for a bad year
and a good year? Have you farmed yourself ever?
No.

633. I put it to you, if you have knowledge from
other people who have farms, are not the average
amount the farmer sells each year and the amount he

buys practically very much the same? I should think
that is so; but, with submission, I do not think it hat

is quite relevant.

634. Will you explain what you mean by your last

answer? I mean that on a given acre of land a man
will get, wo will say, four quarters of wheat. A rise

in the price of that, whatever yon may put it at 150

per cent. has no necessary relation as regards profit
from it to a rise in the price, we will say, of the
artificial manure that he puts on that acre.

635. Just think. Does not the whole cost of grow-
ing wheat consist of labour, the use of machinery, and
the use of his foodstuffs to make manure, and the use
of artificial manures to fertilise the land

; and, except
for rent, have not I included every item that a farmer
has to spend, and is not the cost of wheat made up
of those very items, and the only profit he gets the
difference between the cost ot boose items and the

price he realises in the market? That is perfectly
true.

636. Surely you must modify your answer, when
you said that what a farmer buys and what he sells

has nothing to do with the raite of profit he makes P I
did not say that at all. What I said was that to
make a comparison is not to take a percentage in-
crease on particular items; but you want to have the
actual amount spent on each of the itema and n
for the different items, and then you will get tlir-

balancc.

637. Of course I agree with you that you want to

j-.et the exact amounts. To go back to where I was.
1 suggest to you that these enormous increases on
\\hat the farmer has to pay, compared with the

relatively less increase of what he has to veil, has
made his (xmition worse in the future than it was
liefore the war:- That is an im]wvsMhlo question; I

cannot tell you. Of course, if you were- right ii

ing that at the present level of prices it is impossible
to make a profit on farming, then it follows that if

the present level of prices both ways continues (re-

name, it will .still he impossible to make a profit on

farming.

I do suggest it is iin and it is only
rendered p" ihle liy the litices fixed Milder the De-
fence of the Hcalm Act. Would you ngrco with that'-

V \ I aid. the prices fixed under the I), i
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of the Realm Act are maximum prices; and those

maximum prices, obviously, are not in the interests

of farmers. It is no interest to farmers to have
maximum prices fixed.

639. That is quite true; but the public demand,
and I think rightly, is that they should be fixed ?- -

I hope not indefinitely.

640. I agree with you. The war period is no index
of what the agricultural future will be; and I am
putting it to you, if it were not for the prices now,
mixed farming could not be carried on under the

guarantee given by the Corn Production Act? If you
do not like to answer that, I will put ito you a simpler
question. In other words, is not it impossible to grow
wheat to-day at 45s. a quarter? Yes, at present
prices it is impossible.

641. And, in your opinion, is it not impossible to

grow wheat at 45s. next year? Yes; provided the

prices the farmer has to pay remain the same, I

quite agree.

642. Do you anticipate .the prices he has to pay are

going down for next year? That is a difficult ques-
tion, of course.

643. Do you anticipate that wages are going down?
No, I do not anticipate that.

644. Mr. Dallas says that they are going up? That
is not for me to express an opinion on.

645. You are Vice-Chairman of the Wages Board?

Yes; but I am not controlling all their actions in the

future.

646. Do you suggest that the prices of machinery is

going down, a'nd the cost of carte, wagons, self-binders,

ploughs, and those sort of things? Of course those

sort of questions are extraordinarily difficult to

answer under present conditions.

647. You have the privilege of being an expert; I

have not? No; I disclaim that title in any connec-

tion, certainly in regard to the cost of carts. What
I was saying was, that if you asked me what fall there

is going to be in the case of any of these articles next

year, it is almost impossible to say. under prrsont
conditions. My general belief is that prices will

fo
down, unless they are interfered with, so to say,

y some extraneous causes.

648. Ultimately, of course, they will go down. We
are only concerned with the immediate future? For
tin-

:

i!iMir' H:it>- future, it is very unlikely. T tliink.

that anything which the farmer has to buy is going
down.

649. At any rate, you have told me that 45s. is an

impossible price, and I entirely agree. I understood

you to say you cannot suggest any other way of j-ro-

tecting the farmer, or I will not say protecting him,
but putting him in a position to pay present expenses,

except by a guarantee. You have no other system
to suggest than that? No, I can think of no other

better way of doing it.

650. If a guarantee becomes operative, it means a

subsidy to the agricultural industry? Certainly.

651. And we have this great industry simply being
maintained on a subsidy? Certainly; if the prices

naturally fall below the point, it must be maintained

by a subsidy.

652. You know, of course, that under the present
Corn Production Act this subsidy, or guarantee, is

calculated on acreage, and not on production? Yes.

653. Is' not that, in your opinion, the very worst

form of guarantee? You are asking me to challenge
the wisdom of the House of Commons?

654. Wfl], I luave not much opinion of that. I am

asking your opinion as an expert? I would not say

it is the worst ;
but I am not quite sure it is the best.

<>."> Has not it got this effect, that it induces the

farmer to scratch his land and not work it properly,

simply to get the larger acreage? I am not sure; but

that may be so, of course, in the case of some persons.

666. But is it not so? I think the ordinary incen-

tive to get big crops still remains under the present
form of guarantee.

2612.-,

657. But how? The more he grows, the more he
has to sell.

658. On the contrary, if you fixed the guarantee by
the acreage, apart from the yield, what inducement
has the farmer to grow corn at aJl? He has to pass
muster with' his farming decently. I agree if he farms
so badly that he can be convicted under, I think it is,
Part IV of the Act, the taxpayer is protected? And
there is a further protection, as you know, under
Part I : that the man who makes a claim under Part I,
if he has negligently cultivated the land, his claim is

reduced, and, possibly, disallowed'.

659. You do not suggest that that is going to work,
in practice? I do, most distinctly.

660. Do you not see, under the guaranteee, as it

stands now, if a farmer is growing 20 acres of wheat
and he adds to it another 10 acres, h gets paid on
the average crop of 4 quarters per acre on the 30,
whatever the crop is? He gets paid. The figure Las
been used that the average price of wheat in the
market has fallen to 60s. Under present conditions
he is guaranteed 71s. lid.

; therefore he will get paid
on that 30 acres, or whatever it is, and only that.
I mean we are assuming he is using the land on which
there is no likelihood of getting a crop, or, at any
rate, he will get a very bad crop, indeed, which would
not be of much use to him in the market, and what he
will get will be four times the lls. lid.

661. That is right. He gets a guarantee as if he
had grown 4 quarters on this land which he never li:is

done? But do you think it is worth his while, in the
event of prices dropping in the market and getting a

possible 2, or something like that, to go to all this
trouble of putting this Land under cultivation?

662. But if this guarantee becomes effective, that
is the only thing we are considering. If he does not

get the guarantee at all, I agree there is no induce-

ment; but the guarantee is to help him to grow wheat
and pay the minimum wage. Would not it be much
better that he should be paid on the actual wheat
he does produce? May I say the point you were

putting was, that a man would put under wheat or
corn a certain acreage, and would take no trouble to

get a good crop on it?

663. Yes, that is right? That is the point I dis-

pute. Of course he will put the land under, or we
hope he will. That is the object of it. But I still

think that the inducement to do his best by that land,
and get the best crops, still remaias.

664. What is that? That he will have more to sell,

in addition to the guarantee.

665. On the contrary, it makes no difference what
he has to sell. In the case put by Mr. Henderson,
with the guarantee of 70s. and the world price at

60s., he gets paid the 10s. on every acre he grows?
If he has a crop to sell off that land, it is better
that he should have four quarters to sell off it. We
will agree he gets a guarantee in both cases; but

urely it is better for him to have four quarters to

sell off that land than two, and he will do his best.

666. You think so? It seems to me it is human
nature.

667. Do you think it is a better way of paying
than on the actual weight ho produces? I did not

say chat. I do not say it is a better way than paying
on what ho actually produces; but you know the
administrative difficulties of paying him on the
amount he grows are much more difficult than the
method which has been adopted.

668. Is not that easily ascertained by the people
who do the threshing? It is easily ascertained in

an individual case; but it is not easily ascertained in

500,000 farms.

669. I suggest to you, in view of increasing pro-
duction and getting good farming, a guarantee on the

result of the quantity grown would bo much more

likely to be effective than simply on the acreage?
I am not disputing that as a general proposition.

670. It was suggested yesterday that farmers are

persons of low intelligence. Do you agree with that?
I am not quite sure. Of course I take it from you

it was so suggested.
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i.; I. I <li> not want to exaggerate, it; but it was

suggested that they were not of tin- intelligence of

townspeople. Do you agree with that? No, per-

K'nally. I do not. 1 think tin- statement that has
been made is, that there, are a certain number of

unintelligent ami iin-ilu i>-ut farmers in this country.
Tliat everybody would agree with. There arc

unintelligent men at the Board of Agriculture, I

daresay, if you hunted for them? I should certainly
..:..

073. And in tho House of Commons my neighbour
thinks he has an example; but of course there must
be. What I really want to get at is, do you suggest
the farmers are not farming their land as well aa

farmers do in any other country ? No, I do not.

If you will allow me to complete what I was going to

say, it was that, |>ut
in that form, that there are a

proportion of unintelligent an. I inefficient farmers,
we should all agree; but I think it would equally
apply to any other industry you may take, including
Civil Servants if you .wish, and I do nut think that
ili"

proportion
is greater than in any other industry;

I certainly do not think it is greater than in any
other country in the world.

G74. There I agree with you, if 1 may venture to

say so. I gather it was suggested that if you turned
townsmen and experts on to the land, they would
make a much better job of it than the farmers? I

do not know that anybody has suggested that, but I

should not.

676. You do not agree with it? No.

076. It is a perfectly nonsensical suggestion. Tho
farmer knows his business as well as the cotton man,
say, knows his business? I think farming wants

Iteming as well as any other business. But might
I add, as another element in the discussion on this

particular point, that farming does differ from other
industries very largely, in view of the fact that a
certain proportion of the occupiers of land do not

occupy it for the sake of a livelihood, but occupy it,

more or less, as a pleasant way of spending their
time. I mean, they do not occupy it as .a commercial

proposition, and that, I think, is an element which

might possibly tend to increase the proportion of

persons who are not using the land to its utmost

capacity.

677. I will leave out those gentlemen. Tho point
in question is this: that if the industry can be made
profitable, the existing farmer is the person to do it

;

that is the point I want to get at. You do not sug-
gest any alteration of driving the farmer out and

putting anybody else in his place? On anything like

a large scale it is almost impossible to put a new set
of men on the land in the country at once and

expect them to farm. That, of course, would be
absurd on a largo scale.

078. Tho methods of farming progress tho same as

they do in every industry. If that is so, what we
have to devise is the means of keeping him in busi-

ness, is it not? Yes, provided you do not strain that
too far and say you have to devise the means of

keeping every man now farming on his farm.

679. I have got so far with you that you think a

guarantee is a proper way. How do you propose the

guarantee should be fixed? A guarantee, to be
effective, must be fixed at such a level as will induce
farmers to occupy land and to continue cultivation.

680. That wns not the point of my question; but

you mean it must bo fixed at such n price as will
[.avc the farmer a fair profit? Ol< a rly ; otherwise, in

the long run, no one will farm tin- land.

681. What I meant was, whn is to decide on that

price? At present, of course, Parliament is decid-

ing it.

682. You will agree, will you not, that to make it

effective (because agriculture is a business where you
can only turn over your goods once a year nt tho

outside) it most be fixed some time ahea'd? Yes. I

do not think it is possible to contemplate a fluctuat-

ing guarantee, so to say. from year to year, or a
which expire* at the end of 12 months.

683. That is what I wanted to get to rule out

altogether a guarantee varying in amount, according
e*:---l think it is in the nature of a

guarantee in an industry like farming, that it must
bo for some little, time, not from yeur to year.

684. Would not that imply that you ought to have
a fixed minimum wago for MIIHO time too? I am not
so sure about that.

685. If not, how could you get the guarantee fixed

for some years ahead to meet the variations in the

wage? Because the cost of labour is not the only
element in the cultivation of the land.

686. No; I only took that because it comes first in

tho list of expenses. It is these difficulties that have
to be met at some time, and I want some help? I

think it is tho existence of these difficulties which

accounts, very largely, for the institution of this

Commission.

687. Quite true. Could you suggest how we are to

arrive at any figure which would cover these diffi-

culties? I think you can only arrive at a figure by
examining all the factors and taking evidence from
tho people who are competent to advise you. I am
sorry to say that I can give you very little help at

the present stage.

688. I thought you were the most likely person, as a

matter of fact, at present. Assuming it is true that
'

the minimum wage is likely to rise, now is that pro-
vided for by a guarantee? One is rather arguing in

a circle, of course; but any minimum wage, in the

future, would have regard to the existing guarantee.
Assuming the State makes up its mind to give a

guarantee to farmers for a certain period of years,
it is obvious one of the elements in fixing the minimum
wage must be that guarantee.

689. On the contrary, with deference, the Act pro-
vides that the minimum wage, is to be fixed entirely

independently of such considerations? I do not know
that it is quite true to say that. Of course, there

is section 5 (6) ; and, obviously, within limits, the

governing factor in fixing tho minimum wage is such
a wage as will enable tho labourer to five at a
standard of comfort which is reasonable for his .-lass.

690. That is, quite independently of the amount of

guarantee? It is not altogether independent, in a

sense; because the level of everything the farmer has
to sell is very largely dependent on the level of world

prices of all kinds; and I think that if prices them-
selves keep up to farmers, it means that the prices
of foodstuffs should keep up, and that, therefore, tho

standard of comfort, that is to say, the amount of

money that is necessary to maintain that standard
of comfort, must also be higher than it would be.

691. I will put the alternative. Supposing the

minimum wage goes down, and these gentlemen are
ken as to their prognostications, and you have

a fixed guarantee for a number of years, would Mr.

Langford be right that that guarantee would go in

the farmer's pocket or the landlord's pocket? I

should say, in those circumstances, it is very unlikely
tho minimum wage would go down.

692. But why? I am assuming, supposing the mini-

mum wage were to go down, and supposing there is

a general fall in all world prices, which is a possi-

bility, would not the minimum wage go down? I

think if there were a general fall in all world prices
aft or a guarantee had been fixed at a certain figure
at a different level of world prices well, it would l>o

very difficult to maintain the guarantee at that jwxr-

ticular price.

693. Yes; but the guarantee is fixed before that,

you see. These are difficulties I want help on. They
are difficm \. -m l>oth sides, and you do i.oi

help me much:- No, I am trying to help you to Hie

best of my ability; but it is very little. It seems to

me that the conclusion wo are getting t together is,

that it, is impossible to <!<> anything.

694. Wo have to find :v way of doir liing.

Let mo take you to another difficulty. We h:n.

land, b;i-l land, and what I call nicd'ium land. Is the

guarantee to enable- the very b.id land tobeciiltr

in your view? No, not the very bad land.
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695. Where would you draw the limit? That is

impossible to say. Again we are getting in a circle;
because the point at which you fixed the guarantee
is the point at which you decide what is the margin
of cultivation.

696. Exactly; and I want to know, in fixing the

guarantee, how you have to arrive at that point
where you have to leave it? I cannot suggest any
formula for arriving at the figure of a guarantee on
the basis of the land which you are going to keep in

cultivation.

697. Now let me itake the fixing of the wages for a

moment. Can you tell me the constitution of the

Wages Board? It consists of 39 members: 16 repre-

senting the employers, 16 representing the workers,
and 7 appointed members.

698. Who appoints the 16 employers? They are all

appointed by the President of the Board of Agricul-
ture

;
or I should qualify that and say there are

regulations made under which the Board is consti-

tuted, and by which half the employers and half the

workers are nominated by organisations on both sides.

699. The other half, that is, 8 employers and 8

workmen are directly nominated by the President?
Yes.

700. Do you think that desirable? I am not able

to suggest any particular objection to it.

701. Would it not be better if they were all elected,
one half by employers and the other half by the

workpeople? I am not quite sure that the result

would be very greatly different.

702. Does it in practice work out that if the em-

ployers and the employed agree, the 7 appointed
members are not called in at all? Yes, that is so.

703. Therefore wha1< inducement would there be

either to the employers or to the employed to keep
wages down, if there is going to be a guaranteed

price to cover them? Perhaps I was rather too short

in my answer to the previous question.

704. It is the accurate one? It is not quite an

accurate one; and I want to put the position as clearly
as possible. Although it is true that on certain

occasions the representative members have agreed
it is -not quite true to say, 1 think, that the appointed
members have not been called in in the strict sense

of the term. That is to say, there has been dis-

cussion lii'tw'-n all members of the Board; although
it is strictly true, of course, that if the representative
members agree on both sides, they being 32 against 7,

it is obvious the appointed members do not count
much.

705. I suggest to you that you were absolutely
accurate in the answer you gave ;

and that the way
the. Wages Board works is, that if the employers
and the employed agree amongst themselves what :

s

to be done the appointed members are never consulted

at all? I am saying that that is not accurate.

706. What is the use of the seven consultative

members if the itwo other sides havo made up their

minds? They have not always made up their minda.

707 The criso I put to you was whrn they had

agreed?- Well
;
that case has not occurred.

708. It is contrary to the information T have?

am sorry. I am giving you the best information I

have.

709. Take the last increase, the 6s. 6d.? That was

th" result of prolonged discu-ion for three successive

meetings. In all those discussions the appointed
members took part. When I say all I do not mean at

ovrry moment of the discuasions.

710. Who are the appointed members? Sir Ailwyn
Fellowfs is the Chairman. I have the bad luck to be

the Dfpntv Chairman. Lord Kenvon. Mr. Francis

ml Mr. Orwin, Mrs. Wilkins and Mr. Yates.

711. Are they appointed by the President of the

Board? Yes.

712. Do von know at all on what ground thev are

appointed? I think you will have to call ^he
I'

i I'nt to ask that.

18138

713. Are they appointed to represent the public?
Is that the idea, or what is the purpose? It is

a question which it would be a little invidious for me,
perhaps, to answer.

Chairman: Is it quite relevant to our inquiry? I

rather question it. For instance, how can Sir Henry
Rew criticise the President of the Board?

Mr. Cautley : He can refuse to answer the question.

Chairman : It is not relevant to discuss the com-

position of the Wages Board. In considering
remuneration of labour and hours of employment it

may be necessary to refer to the operations of the
Board. Moreover, the witness is not in the position
to criticise his superior, nor should he bo asked a

question which will result in such criticism.

714. Mr. Cautley : Then I will only ask you one
more question on this point. The word has been
used that there might be a conspiracy between the
labour members and the farmer members of the

Wages Board to agree on prices, because the

guarantee from the taxpayer .would cover them. I

protest against the word "
conspiracy." I never

used it; but I ask you, if there is an overriding
guarantee to make good the losses to the industry,
what inducement is there to the two to make the
best bargain, as the Wages Board is constituted?
I think, as the Wages Board is constituted, with all

its defects, it has a very considerable appreciation
of its responsibilities to the public at the present
time. But I find it very difficult to believe that, even

assuming both sides had nothing but sordid motives
in mind, farmers, by their natural instincts, so to

say, would willingly give unreasonable wages, because
in the long run they hoped the State was going to

reimburse them.

715. That is the only answer you give? That is my
view.

716. You have stated that the farmers are suffering
from difficulties of transport. What do you mean
by that? I am not quite sure whether I said that.
I said quite generally, that agriculture and the

community in fact are suffering very greatly at the

present moment from the difficulties of transport
and distribution

; but, as applied to agriculture, I

mean that I do not think the facilities at present
existing for distributing agricultural produce are

adequate or satisfactory.

717. In what way do you mean? I do not think
that the remoter districts are sufficiently well served
in getting to the market, more particularly in regard
to perishable commodities. I am speaking, of course,
in generalities ; but that is my general view.

718. Then, again, you stated that farmers were
under-capitalised. What do you mean by that? I
mean that in the past, under the pro-war level of

prices, so far as I am able to judge, there was a
general tendency for people taking land to take more
land than they had adequate capital to deal with'.

I do not say that that was universal, by any means;
but I think there was rather a general tendency in
that direction.

719. You agree, I take it, that the capital required
by a farmer now is about 20 per acre? Yes, I
should say so.

720. Before the war would it be 8 to 10? Yes.

721. And for milk farms is needed, of course, very
much more than 20 per acre? I think probably it

hi

722. Do you think 20 per acre would be enough?
I would not like to answer a question like that without
definite figures, because I have not gone into it.

7'J'i. You also stated that security of tenure with
femrity of prices would attract more capital to the
land. Will you tell me what you mean by security
of tenure? I really had very much in mind the con-
ditions which exist when a man takes a lease. That
is what I was thinking of for the moment.

724. You were thinking of a lease? Yes. It seems
to me almost a truism that capital will not be at-

tracted in the long run to an industry, unless there is

C2
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probability of the man in time netting a return.

No man would take a chop or a factory and sink a
lot of money in it unless he could be sure of recovering
dome Unit-

796. I'o you not know the farmers linil it pays them
not to tnke loaves!' I do not know about pay

1111; tin-in ! ti-T. Init 1 know as a fact they are re-

in. taut to take leases.

726. Does not that show that your statement cannot
be quite accurate."- No, I nm not sure that it does.
1 think, as a general statement, that if capital is to

!> attracted to an in<! : \\:int security nf

tenure in the industry, and some means of gi'ving

security of tenure to the person who embarks his

capital' in a particular spot. I think that must be
true.

7-7. Then, according to your view. the. farmer is

foolish not to take a lease? I do not know whether
lie is foolish from a purely business point of view.
1 should nay it looks foolish.

You will agree he can get leases in England?
\ 111'

I believe so.

729. I believe in Scotland they do take a great
many leases P Yes, I believe that still continues in

><otland.

730. In other words, I suppose a freehold would bo
better still than a lease? So far as security of tenure
is concerned, yes.

731. What I want to make clear is this. Of course
we know that some farmers demand a security of
tenure on one side, as it were, that is to say, that they
cannot be turned out, but they can leave at a
moment's notice. You do not mean that form of

security of tenure? I was not thinking of any parti-
cular form of security of tenure, except at the moment
of my answer I was thinking particularly of a lease.

7:!2. You are not a member of the Costings Com-
mittee, are you? Yes, I am.

733. Do you consider it possible to ascertain the
cost of agricultural produce? I know, of course, all

the difficulties; but I do not think they arc in-

able, provided, of course, we got the real help of the
|xx>ple in the business.

I will not ask you these questions, if \ve are
going to have the Chairman of the Costings Com-
mittee. or anybody else, who can answer them letter
than you. If not, I must ask you them:- I will
answer any questions which are within my scope; but
if there are any questions as to the dct'ails. he will
have them more in his mind than I, because I am
only a member of the Committee.

735. Wo are going to see him, are we? Yes.
736. It was suggested that the guaranteed prices

would put money into tli. -,f ;he landlord. Do
you agree, with that? I am not quite sure. I think
it probably would, under existing conditions, in cer-
tain cases.

7M7. 1V> not tht- landlords, at any rate, take an
op|>osite view, seeing they are selling their lands all
over the country? I am 'not sure that that is proof.
Th'-rr> may be mnny reasons at the present time.

738. It is a little inconsistent, is it not? I do
not think it is necessarily so. There may be many

s for their Belling land. That may 'be one, of
(Oiirse.

I have only two other questions. You stated
thnt the reports on cattle in the country on the
4th June showed an increase? Yes.

740. Are not those returns made under quite dif-

ferent conditions?- V..

741. Is there not a penalty on any farmer who
not make n return now? That is so. For the last

two years they have been compulsory, but were volun-

tary before.

712. \Vre IK. t a g'>od ninny of the returns wrong?
That is so; but it has made MTV little difference

indeed. as n matter of fact, to the comparability of
the returns. People who perhaps have not dealt with
> lir*1iiloi on a large wale. may hardl some
of the things which appertain to dealing with figures

on a large scale ! example, I have over and over

again tested a oolhx tion ..t tiguros on a large scale,
.sin h tut the agricultural returns, and have t

what llu> results were on a 60 or <0 per cent, sample
of the whole, and the results have been practically
tln< same as a 100 per cent., sample. You will find

that ovor and over again aa a truism of statistics.

My point is this, that although on the face of it

have been a certain numlH>r more of returns,

although not a very great proportion, yet in th,>

previous returns the officers colhvtmg the returns had
in each ca*e to make an estimate for the holding for

which he failed to get a return, and the err.

that estimate was very little compnra lively on indi-

vidual estimates; and lumping them all tog.
wa> negligible.

7 -13. Did not the returns formerly apply t'> a hold-

ing of three acres, and now they go dawn to a hold-

ing of one acre? No; there has been no change since

the very first two or throe years.

744. Mr. Aihby: You stated just now that the

average capital of English farmers before the war

would be about 8 to 10 per acre? Yes.

7I.">. Would you also agree that the margin of

profit per acre was comparatively
small say 1 per

acre, or less? Less, I should think.

746. Would you agree, from vour experience on

the Wages Board, that the average expenditure per
acre before the war was somewhere about 7? The

figure, I think, is 7 9s. 3d.
;
and the receipts per

would be about 8. Would you agree with the

margin of about 1? Yes.

747. Mr. Cautley says that the prices of the

requirements which the farmer lias to buy have gone

up 200 per cent., which would make thnt 7. 1:21 ;

and that the prices of farm products have gone up
roughly 100 per cent., which would make tha-

16. Therefore, on every acre a farmer farmed
last year, he lost 5. Does that not follow? Yes.

748. If that had been going on for two years, ho

would have lost the whole amount of his pre-war
capital. Does that not follow? Yes.

Mr. ''until''/: 1 should like to contradict Mr.

Ashby, as he is rather misrepresenting me. I said

ho would have lost it if it had not been for the

prices fixed under the Defence of the Realm Act.

749. Mr. Axlitn/: Excuse me, the prices fixed under
the Defence of the Realm Act arc those prices which

you state have only risen 100 per cent.; and I want

you, Sir Henry, to put this quite plainly: that it

the farmer has lost the difference between 100 per
cent, risn in prices of farm produco and 2fXI per
cent, rise in the prico of farm requirements, ho has

:m amount equal to his pre-war capital I-

it follows. That is why I demurred from accepting
the perci'!' any evidence at all of what the
farmer was making.

750. Have many farmers gone bankrupt during
the war? No.

751. And you would ngreo that they have on the
whole improved their financial position:* -I think
there is evidence of that; that farm profits, (ho last

year or two. have lx>en greater than tliey were before
the war. taking the country as a whole.

7.12. As to the reason for that, is it not true that
the total expenditure on the farm does not increase
with the increase in prices, because the amount of

supplies bought does not remain the same? For
instance, the enormous amount of recruiting in

agriculture during the ,war diminished the supnlv
of labour : and while wages rose, the total c<.

laliour did not rise in tno same proportion. 7s that
not true? Yes, that is true as a general proposition ;

but it was alsn home out tiv Midi evidence as we had
on the Farming Costs Committee. Therefore it

follows that to apply a percentage increase of wages
to tli.' individuals ns representing the increased labour
bill is not accurate.

Is it not also true that the. actual supplies
available for purcha.se of fertilisers, nnd so on, \vere
low.. i than in pro-war times? Yes, that is also truo;
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but, again, we must take the total bill, and not a

percentage quantity. But I ani bound to say the

questions addressed to me were, I think, rather on
the assumption that the quantities would be normal.

754. I am asking you now, as the Statistical Officer

of the Board, whether that is not true? That is per-

fectly true, as you stated it.

755. And the same position is true in the case of

feeding stuffs? Yes.

756. Has it not also been established, and is true in

the case of feeding stuffs, that certain economies
could be made in the use of feeding stuffs, and that

beef, for instance, could be produced with less feed-

ing stuffs and more economically than before the war ?

Yes, I think that is so.

757. And therefore that the profit would be greater?
I think I have finished one bogey.

758. Are you conversant at all with Mr. Wilson
Fox's reports on wages and agricultural labour of

1899 and 1902? Yes; I read thorn at the time, and
have looked at them since.

759. Do you remember the chart in which Mr.
Wilson Fox shows quite clearly that the cash wages
of agricultural labourers were rising steadily from
1875 to 1901, with the exception of a few years just
after 1880? I do not at the moment remember the

chart, but I think that is a true statement.

760. Will you have prepared a precis of what Mr.
Wilson Fox has to say on that point? Certainly, if

the Commission desire it. That is to say, as to the

general rise in wages of agricultural labourers after

1871?

761. Yes, from 1871 to 1901. Are you aware that

during that period, when the prices for farm produce
were falling, the prices of practically all the com-
modities which the labourer purchased were also fall-

ing? It follows, of course, in some cases? Yes.

762. Would you agree, then, that even if cash wages
had not risen, the real wages of labour would have
risen during that period? By the general reduction
in the cost of living ?

763. Yes? Yes.

764. Turning to another point raised by Mr.

Cautley, the question of the supply of efficient farmers,
is it not true that a certain number of farm workers,
and also a certain number of country bred people,
obtained farms, or entered into the tenancy of farms,

during the period of depression, and that in some
cases those or their descendant* are now the most
efficient fanners? Yes. Of course, I have not any
definite instances in my mind; but I should say, as
a general proposition, it is true.

70"). So that you think there is a possible supply of
more efficient farmers in the country areas, apart
from the race of present farmers? There is an
obvious source of supply of men who have been bred
and brought up on the land, and to a certain extent
trained in farming operations to take farms; but of
course I did not intend, in my previous answer, to

say that those were the only men who had weathered
the storm, nor I presume did you intend to convey, it.

766. No. Is there not also another possible supply
of efficient farmers, or is there not a way of obtaining
efficient farmers and an increase of the size of tho
farms farmed by efficient farmers; that is to say, if

you increase the size of the farms, you require a
much smaller number of efficient farmers? Yes, that
is clear.

767. And therefore if we want to increase the
number of efficient farmers, we are not at all depen-
dent on tho supply of townsmen? Yes, I think

generally that is so. Of course it is all a question of

decree of actual numbers. Thai there are sources

of recruitment for the race of farmers at present

existing, I agree ;
but all I said was, that you could

not contemplate sweeping away the present race of

farmers and replace them at once.

7i. J . It has been suggested that the landlords,
ruUirr anticipating benefits to be obtained under the

guarantees, are gelling their land, because they are
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afraid of the future. Is it not also true that there is

an equal or greater number of people willing to come
forward to purchase land at enhanced prices? There

must, at least, be an equal number, or else there

would be no sale.

769. Have you any opinion as to whether these are

wise or foolish persons ?

770. Chairman : I do not think you should ask

that? I do not think I can express an opinion as to

that.

771. Mr. Ashby: Turning now to the question of

foreign supplies, is it not true that before the war
certain changes were occurring in the sources of

supply of wheat
;
that is to say, that whereas 20 years

ago we were receiving much the greatest part of our

imported wheat supplies from the United States and

Canada, the proportion received from the Argentine
and Australia* was growing in the ten years before

the war? Yes; I should think that the proportion
received from the Argentine was growing. I am not

quite clear about Australia. Australia, of course,
before the war, was always a very uncertain supplier.

Occasionally she was not an exporter at all. It so

happened in the first year of the war she was not.

772. But is it true that, on the whole, the supplies
of wheat imported into this country before the war
were carried a considerably longer distance by sea

than those imported 20 years ago ? Yes, that is true.

The average length of distance which the wheat was

brought was certainly increased.

773. And the average cost of freight, irrespective
of freight rates, was also greater because of distance?
Of course, during that same period, while, owing

to the alterations to some extent in the sources of

supply, the average length of haul was increased,
there was, for other reasons, a tendency for freights
to fall.

774. I agree up to about 1907; but beyond that

date, I think you will find they were rising? You
may be right.

775. Is it not a fact that, say, five years before the

war, the shortage of what arc known as visible sup-

plies of wheat was becoming a serious matter for the
whole of the wheat consuming populations of the

world? No, I do not think I agree.

776. Would you agree that about, say, the end of

lest century there was at any given time something
like six months' visible supply, and that in two or

three years before the war the visible supply was
never greater than two months? I should think that

is likely. I do not remember it in those terms
;
but the

fact that supplies were keeping up quite adequately
to demand is shown by the prices.

777. Adequate to the demand, I admit; but not

showing such a surplus over the necessary amount
as was the case ten years previously? That merely
meant the perfecting of the means of transit and
distribution. The more you perfect the means of

distribution and it applies all over the world as well

as in this country the less stocks you need carry.
You could run this country, and it was ran before
the war, on a four weeks' supply of wheat, quite
easily, because the distribution was as nearly perfect
as things can be. You run a considerable risk now in

running it on eight weeks' stocks.

778. I admit all the improvements in the organ-
isation of the market and the means, of transport;
but I suggest to you that is not the sole explanation
of the difference. The difference is, that tho amount
produced was not keeping pace with the increase
in the consumption of wheat? I do not agree. Tho
increase of wheat and the supply of wheat under
the free conditions which existed, and, as I say,
with tho perfection of tho means of transit, year
in and year out, the supply would keep pace with
the demand, and there was no risk it was not going
to do so. Of course, there was always a theoretical

risk that any particular crop in one year might
fail everywhere, in which case we should have gone
uncommonly short. That still remains, and will always
remain a theoretical possibility. But for that, the

3
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dutanco of the supplies, und tho number of the sources

of supply, was of course a guarantee against that,
the only guarantee you had.

779. It is suggested to me, by your preface to Sir
William Crooks' book on wheat supplies, that you
have admitted that tht risible supplies wore much
smaller than formerly? It is always very dangerous
to have wrijton anything, and I may possibly have
said it. If I did, 1 do not go back from it, because
it is perfectly true. But I nare already said that it

is the natural tendency, in my opinion, with the

perfection of the means of distribution, to hold lees

780., But between the difference in the vi&ble
supplies and the longer distance supplies which now
have to be carried, English farmers hare loss to
fear from foreign competition than formerly. Does
that not follow? No; I am not quite sure I Bee
how it follows..

781. Would it bo possible for you to offer us any
information about tho total production of wheat
in the world and the total consumption, say, for
two years before the war, and for the last two
war years? Certainly, if the Commission would like
to hare it. The last two years, of course, are
abnormal, as you know.

783. Hare you any data which would enable us
as regards, say, the three chief suppliers, the United
States, Canada and the Argentine, to arrire at an
idea of the comparative increase in the cost of

production during the war? I should think it is

very probable. You know better than I do, very
likely, that there are data collected in the United
State*. I doubt reiy much whether there is any-
thing in any other country.

7d3. Do you agree that the security of the supply
varies directly with the basis of supply; that is to
say, that the broader the basis of supply, the more
secure the total supply? Yes, as a general proposi-
tion, I agree. It must almost be necessarily so in
the case of any natural product.

784. Is there any evidence of severe fluctuations in
the production per acre of wheat in our own country '(

Yea. If I remember rightly, the famous year of
low yield was, as you know, before the days of the
official estimates, and was put by Sir John Lawes at
somewhere about 20 bushels in 1879

;
and it has ranged

up to somewhere about 35, I think.

785. 34? Yes, that is the range in living memory.
786. The range, that is to say, is between 20

bushels and 34 bushels, or thereabouts? Yes.

787. As regards the importation of wheat from the
British Colonies, hare you ever estimated, or taken
out a figure, as to the value of the total exports
for Canada sent out in the form of wheat? I am not

quite sure I understand.

788. What would bo the proportion of tho total ex-

port* of Canada, represented by wheat? I have for-

gotten.
789. But you would agree that for every shipload

of wheat we fail to bring from Canada, we also fail

to send a shipload of tho products of our industrial
areas? Clearly, wo have to pay for it.

790. Mr. Batchclor: Previous to the fixing of mini-
mum rates of wages, is not it tho case that farm wages
wore principally and almost wholly regulated by tho

ordinary play of supply and demand? Yes.

791. Mr. Oternwm:! have only one question; but
I do want to put to you the question which Mr.
('nut ley asked you, and that was as to the reliability
of the agricultural returns before they wore mado
compulsory. You confirm what you have said to him?
Ye.

793. Sir Daniel Hall stated that a very large
quantity of land was going back to grassland again.
I take it in those years of agricultural returns the

large quantity laid down to gratis seeds this spring
will not be shown, inasmuch as such land will be put
in as arable land? Yes.

793. Is not it possible for you to add the acreage
put down to seeds in the spring? We have to wait a

year before we know whether the land is going back

to grass or not, and 1 would suggest to tho Board
it u a very important |*MIH ili.a wo should know.
1 would suggest u column- being placed iu the Agricul-
tural He turns showing what laud is seeded down from
cereal crops? Yes, it is quito piiohiblo, and 1 will

look into tho point.

Sir Daniel Hall had roally no statistic* in

making that statement that land is going down to

grass this spring? No; there are no general statistics,
but wo get reports from all over the country.

.Mr. .\itktr NiiiimonJ: You said in your
evidence that you had access to information as to tho
world's supplies and the probable world's demands.
Have you any figures that you could put before us

relating to those two points? What 1 said was in

answer to Mr. Lennard, that we have figures showing
of course what hare been the imports and exports each

year down to a fairly recent date. From those 1 sug-

gested that they were the best means of forming
opinions for the future. But of course there are no

figures as to what the probable supplies will be,

except by inference.

796. We are asked to present as quickly as possible
an interim report, which is apparently in order to be

a guide to the Government as to what it is necessary
to do in the immediate future. Would you say it is

more important to us to direct our attention to the

probable world supply, and probable world's demand
within the next 12 months, than in any other direc-

tion? It is the most important factor, or very nearly
the most, that you have to consider, I should say.

797. Except, of course, as to the available shipping?
Yes, it is included in supplies.

798. Would you say from your general knowledge
that there is .any great risk of the present prices
of cereals and

'

meat, milk and wool, seriously

dropping in the immediate future? Of course that

is so extraordinarily difficult to answer, because it

depends on factors, one of which at any rate is one
with which I cannot profess to deal, and that is

tho effect of inflation and the general effect of fiiiiinco

and financial relations. That has great effect on
the level of prices; and as to the extent to which it

exists I should not like to offer an opinion. So far

as actual supplies of the commodities for the world's

effective demand are concerned I am one of those,

though others differ from me, who do not think
that in the immediate future, or at any rate after

the immediate future, there is any serious prospect
of a shortage of supplies. Whether we shall get (them

and what we shall pay for them is another matter.

799. The present guaranteed price of cereals for

the 1919 crop is a minimum price, is it not? Yes,
the guaranteed price is a minimum price.

800. And taking barley, for instance, itho present
price of barley is far in excess of the minimum
guarantee? That is so.

801. Do you think it probable that the question
of a guarantee, oven on the basis of this year's

guarantee, is likely to become seriously operative?
In the case of barley?

802. Take them all wheat, bnrley and oats. Do
not you think that the world's prices will be main-
tained at any rote to the present level of tho

guarantee? I think as conditions are at the present
moment, ns far as one can see, the probability ds

that they will; but of course, again there are tho
fin-tors of the Government action in the States
followed in Canada, of fixing a price which is not a

competitive price of the wheat for export.

803. Tho loss of our ordinary supply from Russia
alone would require a great deal of making up from
other quarters? YOB; but there was an addition of

19 million acres to the world's supply directly the
war began, although, strictly speaking, it has not
been iniiintainod. Tho supply from Russia has been
moro than made good in the world's normal demand.

804. In arriving at tho information we shall require
in order to make our final Report you would .-igree

that the basis of it should be the cost of production?
Yes, I do not see how you can get away from that;

you must hare the cost of production.
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805. Would you agree it is practically impossible
to obtain any reliable figures as to the cost of pro-
duction until the Costings Committee has been in

operation for at least a year? I am not quite sure

I no ild go as far as that. In any evidence laid before

you, for all I know, you may have sufficient data

supplied by individuals to enable you to form a judg-
ment.

806. That would have to be quite a cursory judg-

ment, would it not? The percentage of farmers who

keep such accounts as would enable us to get from
them the cost of production is very, very small? You'

know better than I. I should think that is so; but
I think Mr. Howell, the Director of the Costings

Committee, who has been in touch with a great many
farmers throughout the country, will be able to give

you a much better guide than I can.

807. Do not you think Mr. Orwin, of Oxford, could

give us more information? Yes, Mr. Orwin has been

at it a much longer time. Mr. Howell has been

circularising many people, and he also may be able

to give you information on that point.

808. Mr. Rea: You have given us a list of a

number of Reports and Returns which the Board
have. Do you remember if those Returns show
whether the yield,- as a rule, is better on large or

small farms? No, I am afraid I do not remember

having attempted to work that out; I am not quite
sure it is not contained in that Report I have
referred you to. It contains a lot of information.

809. Do the Returns give any guide as to whether
there is a tendency to increase or decrease the

amount of labour per 100 acres? Of course, I am
referring to the period before the war? The table

which I have here, which gives the amount of cul-

tivated land, the total farmed area and the agricul-
tural labourers, for 1881 and 1911, the two census

years, which you can only take for this purpose,
indicates that in 1881 the number of agricultural
labourers per 1.000 acres of cultivated land in England
and Wales was 31-7 per 1,000 acres. That is just
over three per 100. In 1911 that had dropped to

24 per 1,000; that is, practically, 2J per 100. The

figures for Great Britain are very much the same;
so that, on the face of it, there had been a reduc-

tion, although those are broad general figures, in the

extent of manual labour employed on a given acreage.

810. Have you any idea whether that would be

made up for by the increased use of machinery?
I think the increased use of machinery has been a

considerable factor, that is to say, the more wide-

spread use of machinery. That was a point which
was dealt with in the Report on "

Migration from
the Rural Districts during the War."

811. You said you thought that if an artificial

method of stabilising prices was necessary, a guarantee
was the best system of maintaining it? Looking at it

all round, it is the best system I can think of. There

may be a better.

812. Of course, that would have to be justified ;

and to justify it, would you consider that the safety
of the nation demanded that the land should be kept
under cultivation?- The safety of the nation and a
sense of insurance. As I said before, it conies to

the same thing; that is, less reliance on imported
supplies, both from the point of view of security
and the point of view of general trade.

813. That would justify the nation in paying a

guarantee ae a sort of insurance premium? Yes.

Those seem to me to be the two considerations on
which it can be justified.

814. The actual figures stated in the Corn Pro-

duction Act have been several times mentioned ; but

seeing the absolute state of uncertainty as to the
future when the Corn Production Act was drawn up,
do you think we ought to consider the figures stated

there, or merely look upon them as being an index

principle it was wished to establish? I think that
is a matter upon which the Commission must
formulate their own opinion.

815. Mr. Cautley implied that the guarantee on
the acreage basis was likely to induce bad cultivation,
because there might be a tendency for farmers simply

2512.-,

to scratch in putting in corn, without giving it

proper working, so that the yield would be less than
the actual number of quarters on which they would
be guaranteed. But would not this be safeguarded
by the instructions of the Board to their Inspectors,
that they would have to report cases of insufficient

cultivation? That ,we intend to use as a safeguard,
and it is being so used. They have definite instruc-

tions, that they are not to pass any claim if they
consider there is negligent cultivation. As you
know, against that prima facie finding there is au

appeal to an officer appointed by the Agricultural
Executive Committee.

816. So that that would not be a real danger? It
is guarded against to that extent, certainly.

817. Also, in the same line of argument, it would

pay the farmer just as well to grow a small crop as

a big one. Would not the principle of standardisation

get away from that, and if the guarantee paid on,
say, four quarters of wheat compensated him for extra
costs of production, suppose he grows six quarters
and suppose the market price was 60s. instead of 75s.,
he would sell the additional two quarters at the market
price of 60s.? Quite.

818. But would not that 60s. or 120s., in the case of
two quarters, more than compensate him for the little

extra cost of labour he put into his land to grow six

quarters, so that he would, in effect, be getting a

profit on the additional two quarters? Your opinion
on that is better than mine; but I should say it is

perfectly correct.

819. So that really it does give an incentive to

cultivate? I think it gives an incentive to grow the
best crops. I cannot imagine why a man should re-

frain from growing as good crops as he did before.

820. Dr. Douglas : I want to go back on one or two

questions. In answer to questions, you spoke of the
increase of transport facilities. That has been made
a good deal of recently in public discussion

;
and I

should like to know whether there is anything

definitely
in your mind, or known to you, affecting

the agricultural situation. You referred to certain

improvements, no doubt, but on a small scale, with

regard to perishable commodities which are affected

by the lack of local transport. Have you anything
in view as to the main staples of agriculture? No;
I am afraid I cannot say I have very definitely. I

was thinking more particularly of perishable produce,
and things of that sort.

821. Apart from those it really need not enter into

the minds of the Commission? No. I think it is

possible there may be some minor improvements made
with regard to tha transport arrangements for cattle

and dead meat; but, as you suggest, I was thinking
rather more of the minor products.

822. We may really leave that on one side in the

main discussion? Yes.

823. You have spoken about security of tenure, and

suggested it would stimulate the application of capital.

May I take it from you that you have not in your
mind any special scheme? No, I had not. It was

put to me as a general proposition.

824. And with reference to any special scheme, you
would wish to examine it on all sides before pro-

nouncing an opinion on it? Certainly; I am not

prepared at all to discuss the matter in detail.

825. Then you expressed the view that dairying,

simply as an agricultural industry, employed less

labour relatively than other types of farming? Than
corn growing. If that is the main occupation, I

should say it employs more.

826. But you are referring purely to what I may
call grass dairying, are you not? I had that mostly
in mind.

827. You would not say that of arable land? No;
I was thinking predominantly of grass country.

828. So you really distinguish, from the point of

national production, between that dairy farm which is

carried on by the use of imported material and the

dairy farm which is carried on by the home produc-
tion of a great part, at all events, of the food of the

animal? Yes.

C 4
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by a Committee on which several of us worked
under your chairmanship. That Committee prepared
schedules of inquiry, of which about 1,500 were circu-

lated, and you received only 119 returns, of vhich

only 45 came from farms occupied by tenants or work-

ing farmers, and you expressed your regret that the

response to your appeal was disappointing. I suppose
if that schedule had asked for information for fewer

years than five, you would, perhaps, have obtained a

larger number of returns? Yes, I think that might
have been so.

859. Have you any suggestion to make as to the

way in which we could obtain a larger number of

returns? For instance, does your experience suggest

any improvement in the form of inquiry in Appendix
13 on page 71? I do not think it would be easy,

except, as you suggest, by reducing the number of

years, to reduce very much the amount of informa-
tion you asked for. As a matter of fact, from the

point of view of this Commission, you probably want
to increase it.

860. For which agricultural year should we
endeavour to obtain information, in your judgment?
As far as income is concerned, we are -now in the

middle of an agricultural year ? Yes
;
we are getting

near the end of what is ordinarily reckoned as the

agricultural year, from Michaelmas. At least, that
is the year we find convenient for the purpose of

returns. I do not know. The difficulty is that if

you only confine yourself to a war year, like 1918-19,
or 1917-18, you have to make allowance for the abnor-
mal conditions." You certainly could not get anything
now, for some little while to come, with regard to the

complete year 1918-19. You would have to wait till

after Michaelmas.

861. Without keeping you longer on this matter,
would it be possible for you to send in some notes
or observations with regard to the form of return,
for the benefit of the sub-committee which has been

appointed? Yes, I should be very pleased to do so.

862. Then you say, with regard to the return
from home farms, on page 15, that in fact the
home farm is frequently regarded as an amenity
of the estate, and not primarily a:s a commercial
venture, which tends to make them unrepresenta-
tive of ordinary farms. Do you think it is impossible
to distinguish between what you may call amenity
nome farms and commercial home farms ; so im-

jiosKiMe that e liarl bettor nay no attention to
information coming from home farms? No; it might
not be impossible, if you can be assured in every
case it is run as a commercial proposition. I do
not think it would be impossible.

863. Then with regard to the
co-operative farms,

on page 18, there seem to be two difficulties: that
it is iiot MMnMe in most cases to separate the
records of the farming operations from the ordinary
trading operations, and, further, that in most of the
returns even the acreage of the land is not given.
Do you not think it possible to obtain from the

Co-operative Societies information which would over-
come those two difficulties? It ought to be possible,

certainly. In some cases it was furnished, of course.

864. Finally, you had to base your conclusions,
in the main, I gather, on 26 returns. I have not

worked through these yet very carefully ;
but it does

not seem as if you were able to classify those 26, either

according to the size of the farms or according to the

character of the agriculture? It would have been

quite possible to do, but it was not done, because the
number we had was too small to permit any sub-

division of it.

865. Then in your final summary, on page 44, the

general conclusion with regard to the position of the
farmers in 1918, in paragraph 205, seems to be

limited according to paragraph 204 to mixed farms
of 300 acres. Is that the meaning of those two

paragraphs ? Yes .

866. I suppose if one works carefully through the

preceding paragraphs one will see how you can get out

of these 26 farms which you do not classify, a figure
for a mixed farm of 300 acres. It does not strike

one as very obvious, when one turns over the pages?
No

;
I think, if I remember rightly, it is explained

in the text, but I have not it in my mind.

867. In paragraph 73 you say: "A large number'
of estimates of the cost of producing cereal crops,
and so on, were submitted

;
but the element of actual

record is so small that the Committee did not feel

justified in making use of this material." Is that

material still in existence, or has it been destroyed,
"or is it still in the office? I believe all the material

is still in existence. Whatever is in existence is,

of course, at the disposal of the Commission.

868. And although, as covering five years, it might
be very defective, it is conceivable that it would
bo of some use for the most recent years? Yes.

It might quite well be looked through. Of course,
when I said offhand it is at the disposal of this

Commission, I must make a reservation. It may
be that in some cases we should ask that the indi-

vidual's name should not be revealed, as it was

given to us in confidence ;
and I could not hand

over the name without the consent of the person who

supplied it, although I could hand over the material.

869. Would you be good enough to look through
it and see whether apparently it is of some material

use? Yes.

870. Chairman: I am asked by a member of the

Commission to ask you if the Board of Agriculture
would kindly furnish the Commission with the prices

paid by County Councils for land at the present
time. Are you able to furnish that? Yes, I think

we can give you some information about that.

871. Then as a matter of form, will you be so

kind as to put in the statements you have mentioned
in your precis of evidence? I refer particularly
to the statements following the words " I submit,

by way of example "t Yes, I have them here, and
will do that.

872. Then there is the Report on the wages and

conditions of employment in agriculture, which you
will put in? Yes.

873. And the Report prepared by the Committee
of the Agricultural Wages Board on the financial

results and also copies of the Orders of the Agriculi-

tural Wages Board now in force? Yes.

('liiiiniiiin: We are very much obliged to you
for your extremely valuable evidence.

(The Witness withdrew.)

Mr. J. M. CAIE, Called and Examined.

874. Chairman: You are the Assistant Secretary to

the Board of Agriculture for Scotland? Yes.

Chairman: You have put in some Tables of Prices,
Ac. I will ask Dr. Douglas to examine you upon
them.

876. l>r. l>(i\igl<is : We have only got from the

Board of Agriculture for Scotland one paper, namely,
a precis of the fixed Government prices for various

products? (And the 1913 prices, which of course were
not fixed.

876. Yes, that is so. Perhaps it would be con-

venient to ask you kindly to state what you have

to say to us, as wo have no precis of your evidence.

877. Chairman: We have only got the Table of

Prices which you put in? That is so.

878. It wouldj therefore, be more convenient if you
would kindly make a statement, as we have no formal

precis of your evidence? When the Board were asked

by the Secretary of the Commission to submit any
available information they had with regard to the
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<ti nl pr.idtn -lliill, Mil Mill I <v lived tllli

IIIIIU'I 1*1 Ht old lIlKJKJMll, 1111(1 Ulllli li,. I

Limit i^ni. ill.' mi .inplctonoM <>( lli

tlml 1 miiiinit hero, they are alrind it i> >nij<

fur I In-Ill to |JO Illlllli'l III till' matter tllllll
tiny h.Ho

duno. I iihmit IHTII Tuliliw showing lli" prices at
tlitfurout ponixU of i. ii mil'. |irxlii( u j.i.>dii..- ! by the

(rmi<r nml nf certain materials which tho i

I. in- Tho olivioiu gap in UiU evidence in il. ii Mi. ...

in nothing to chow the ell. t "i i

III tlll> l-Olllllludltie* which till' IlirllKT bu\>, "II till'

iilliniui.- t <>l jiriHlui ti..n <.l ll in i- liidi

ho nlU, find I am afraid that tli<< II .n. I me quite
iinnhln, with tho material* at tlifir dnp<wal, to link

ii|.
tlnwo two things. In fact, we take it that data

on considerable ncalc mich a* tin -..ould

wwh dn not oxiit, and I take ii that rhs> appointing
of a (>tingi Committee to im. ... ii- ih.it niaticr

boars out what I say. Accordingly, < thought tli.-it

a ittatnmont <>f this nort, such an 1 li.no pu: in

might possibly bo of omo little . !" Com-
miioion I do not aay much if not directly, :it any
rate imlini-lly, in assisting tin-in to < hi-ek any in

formation li!rli they tn'iv rocoivo IIH to r.tni <>\

iliirtinii from individual farmers or MMoUmoni
of farmers. I should odd, too, that I nrn hero purely
in an ofTlcinl

cn|i:icily. simply to put in any definite,.

official information which tin. Hoard have. I should

also add that I \vill l)i- very clad indeed to take a

IK. i.- of any additional information which lln- <'->ni

tuition might wish und which lln> l!.>t:d mn\ IKI nhlo

to prepare lor them. IVrhaps I miglr rlly,

run through tin. Tallies that I have [nit in if von
wish mi- to do that.

879. If you please P (As regard* tho farmers' pro-
I havo Mad extracted hen- from our

statistics the various prictw of wheat, barley, onto,

potatoes, fat stock, dairy CO\VH, milk, ryegrass hay
and oat straw, showing th.. a\cragn prices of these

commodities in 1913, 1918, and tho first half of

Mild, with u calculation thowing 'he im-rcn

for th" firtit qitart^-r of 1919 aa compared with 19J3.

A* Dr. Douglas poinU out, of coiirw. many of

I piieiw; but whi'thcr they arn fixed or

otlieru !<, they \\.-m the prii.-s. | !. d liy the

Hoard'* rniirket rnjiorterH, at which farmer* were

actually Belling their prodnri \ Ihe thne
- iven, and jM.tMtoes, it, will ho noted that Ihe

incroascH of price* in 1910 on
'

lln-

last whole pn>-wnr VMIT -Iv i^pial, Tho in-

- are roujj;hlv round :il.ut 1.TO por cent. In

Table .'I i "i ie |ii>iidinn figure* are j^iven for fat. cuttle.

fnt nbei.p. and fat pi(;s, the increase'; running from

75 percent, and !K) pi i e.-nt. in the CUM' of sheep up
n.siilerablv over 100 per cent, in the case of fat

In Table 4 you will find xot out the- average
price* of first-quality dairy cows. The in

in 1!)19 over lill.'J for AyrBhire in milk in 11H

.nl., and for Shorthorn ('rowM-H in milk 1 t'J pel
In Tiidle r, tho in "f milk in

!?l t per cent. I may -ay that in all thoso T
nhicli are puhlislu^l in our nnnual volume .i

I Imvo taken what s<M'in to bo it he more impoilant
but if tb<< (VuniniKsion wiKh mo lo do -o I i-ould

amplify these not us regardi* the nature of tho

videtiie but as regards oilier commodities not

in the Tahlem. I did nrnt incliido them In i-atiie I

simply did not want to overburden tho Tallinn at

thin nl age with too much detail. In the same way I

i ferl ilivi-r-i- and feeding xtuffs, taking
a few lyiiic.-i! of eaeh. Thoso :

amplifv if the (\mimifwion wish. T can havo, corro-

uponding facts for other moteriaU extracted. In
Table !l I thought il ini(.'ht possibly be. of omo uno
ti the ( 'OIMTH ssioii if they had a record of tho

nial avera;-i> produee of the various cro;

nid for thi> puriio-- of e.nii|iai i^on with tbn

actual produce in 191ft. It may 1>e of -oiee little

interest to noto in paiwing that, except as regard*

hay, all Uio avorago yiold* in 1!M^ were highei
tlu. decennial arora#o. not withntnnditi).' tin. difficult v

ngriciilturo wa* labouring under through f.borl

lalxinr. fortiliMNrs. and vnriou* othe-r things. In

lo show how widelv the yield I"
1
'' acre varies

in Scotland it varies CM M where, of course, but

porhapn more in Scotland than in Kngbind I havo

jiut don u in np.ii.it I'.lniiuis the hightwt und 1uw*t
iuro aa returned to us !

H-. i.! ill i show*
that i Id !! '

u nun and ix HI.

ablii v anal ion. 'I'he liuit two 1'ages
tlial pi lee* which u. : loi I I,.. |nl.

ol tb- .K loi the IMMWOnH
l!H7 !> and l!MK-|;i. Thtiie tractor ohargm, I Ul

kiiind fiom the Hoard's chief engineer, were baaed,
a* nearly aa could he .1, i..- at the time, on wh

.Ji ul.-uted a I. n M. -i could run a i-

himscll The nubject, <

liy, Imt I am . 'indeintand I.

engine, r ih.it tlu^i liguie-, would roprcHen
. the co^t that it H.iul-! larmer i;

tin. tractor luiiiM-lt. The way in which lie put
me was thai, lie- laim.i Id probably do il

i thoho figure*. I should explain tb.it it actually
coht the lloaul a hit more than thai. ! .ii,< of

I < IK u instance-. 1 readily the

iiihiiHiciency of thi-ao Tabled, but on H <-areful, if

..in, u but hurr4ed, consideration of the malen
the lloanl h diiposiil -bort notic,. ubicb
I know wa i.'u-vitable) it did m

\\as any additional inioi n..

and ollicial kind whi'li we could n-. -fully put I

the Commi -si-iii, but, afl 1 .said heli.i. :. are

any addi'tional inaterial.s .- can eslract. Cor you we
will very willingly do BO.

/
: In a pamphli t w In

IM us piihlishcil by tin- Una id "I

ciiltui tland thorn aro mime figure, *.

on page .'i.'i und.r tin- of "
Dairy I

s

-lit for the year i-ndcd ~"M! 1917,"
and i -us information, including

given. I am not i in|ielcnt ito go into the <.

of that, but I hoo tho ngures aro published on the

authority of Mr. Wylle t iland

Agriculture. I rd undei-

'isihility in respi i i <il iln-m:' Thai i

so. In t'he Journal of the Hoard, in which
s articles, thoro in an express statement that

B 'id t il... no rs|)on(iiliil)tv for anything in a

Uiited ai- that tncRO figures aro not

[)llt forward b; typical 01 aiitheiilic in

any ,

Is Mr. Wyllie an official of th.

ln> i.s an ollicial of I
' '

'

,!lnie.

Why I ask the i|Uestion is th.il

particular
farm '.( mile, fiom Glasgow which ho aayn

IK typi<-al of a large number of daily farm;,. l>

tliinK i: would be pos.ible for hii >uo else in

his po-.ition, t-o get later i

sh<iuhl think very probably Nl i . \\ylKe would be able

to f 'i " illl lie

our Hoard in contact with n number of

gentlemen who could pretty quickly give us I

for fiirm- of ilillci and Kinds, or is tl

mere accidental example? Mr. Wyllie i an official

of Ihe College, who 1 happen to know takes n

tiidcrablo inti te,( in the subject and docn groat dc*l

of work in get I inc
' why

1 got him to write this article, but I am quite (turn

the Hoard, if the ( 'oniini-..ion wish it, i-mild |.<

suggest farmers who to our Knowledge do Keep
its.

884. With regard to your Table !>. the third

column. " Yield per acre": is that, nn nvera

di-li a\i'la^'e H\.I the whole of tho salon?

The average for Scot hind?

Yes. Mow do you get that avpragnP- I

! upon evidence collected by our crop rep.
i ml in an iviiniHlc foi

parish based on tb, n own Knowledge and in)

lion and in., t of them do make some pracl leal

I i m irish figuie duly
idlii;- to the acreage, the

up foi the district- and lei the ,.,.;n-i

whole.

880. That in whal 1 wanted to know, wh.

a w. i (is.

/'/ /(|,l/,//,M: With lefclelCe lo \ll \\'\llie's

publication, that I think wns part of Ihe result of an

enquiry which the Wont of Scotland College made
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through him as an official at the request of your
Board, was it not-' I am not sure of that.

888. To revert to the question that has just been

pat to yon with regard to the average figures, are

these figures a true average ? Take the 40-65 bushels

of wheat and the 41-53 bushels of oats in the year
1918, for example. Is it an average, taking into

account the quantities produced at different rates

per ai r. r It is a weighted average at any rate,

starting from the parish average. The reporter fur-

nishes us according to his information with what he
believes to be a fair average for the parish.

880. Does be give yon a total for the parish? Yes,
a return is supplied to him, giving the acreage of each

crop by parishes, on which he subsequently fills in the

yield figures.

890. There was a very considerable extension of

cropping in Scotland daring the harvest of 1917 and
1918 with the result that a good deal of land was

brought into cultivation which bad not been culti-

vated for a very long period? Yes.

891. Is it within your knowledge that a very con-

siderable part of that land in some districts was very
imperfectly harvested? How much does " a very
considerable part" mean?

892. May I take yon to the district of Kirkcud-

bright? I do not know the condition of their harvest.

893. Take North Ayrshire? I believe some of it

was not well harvested I have heard that.

894. There was a great deal of it lost in the har-

vesting, was there not? I believe there was a certain

amount lost I do not know bow much. I know they
had a very difficult season.

895. The loss in harvesting in many parts of Scot-

land was so great that it formed one of the principal
reasons for discontinuing the cropping of this land?

Yes, bnt of coarse under war conditions farmers

put land under crops which they would hesitate to

do under ordinary circumstances.

896. How do these facts reflect themselves in the

figures submitted by yon? Are they taken into

account? Oh certainly. It simply means that in the
other districts the crops were good enough to make
up for that. The proportion of wheat, I take it, in

the south-west is not very Urge.
897. Are you certain that ail these losses are taken

into account by your reporters in the average they

put forward? Yes, I think so, although I do not want
to put too great a value upon the reporters' figures.
The reporters are in the great majority of cases them-
sehrtsi practical farmers who are familiar with the

yield of the crops in their own districts. At the
same time, I do not assert that they are statistical

experts.
898. May I take it that there is a very large element

of conjecture in the results arrived at in these
Tables? Xo, I would not say there is a very large
amount of conjecture with regard to them, although
I do not say they are mathematically precise.

899. What quantity of oats, for example, are

weighed and fully accounted for, say, in Ayrshire?
I cannot say.

900. You do not know what proportion of farmers

give a full acount of their granary work? It is left

to the reporter to go round and visit the different

places which he does do and ascertain the facts

from the best means at his disposal and put down
what be considers a fair average figure for the parish.

901. I put it to you that a very Urge proportion
of the oat crop in Scotland i produced not for sale
but for use on the farm? Yes, that is so.

902. And that in many districts it is common to
thresh it week by week ? Yes, and in some parts day
by day even.

903. Do you believe, it is the general practice of
farmers in districts where no selling is carried on to

weigh their weekly threshings? So far as my know-
ledge goes I think farmers have a very shrewd idea
as to the total amount of their yield.

904. How do they get that idea? From checking
their stacks and their threshings. I am speaking
of the north-east particularly.

905. It is on the farmer*' statement of these weekly
or daily threshings that the reporter makes up his

report:- It is on the best information that the

reporter can get from whatever source or means.

906. Is that the general character of his information

in many cases? To some extent to what extent I

cannot say.

907. He most often rely on statements of that

kind made by the farmer, must he not? I should

think so.

908. He does not himself attend the threshings and

weigh the proceeds, does he} I should not think so.

909. Does he ever do it? I cannot say.

910. If he does not do that he is dependent upon
the statements which are made to him? Yes, and,
of course, his own judgment also. I have no doubt
be got, round and forms the best opinion he can from
his own observations, but obviously these figures are

open to a certain amount of statistical criticism

because they are based simply on a practical
estimate. At the same time I do not think they are

so bad as yon appear to indicate from your questions.
911. I think you have answered most of my ques-

tions in the affirmative. With reference to your
tractors and horses I believe yon mentioned charges
for hire which I think you and I have already dis-

cussed elsewhere? Yes.

912. Did yon make any money out of these trans-
actions? No.

913. How much did you lose? I believe, speaking
from memory, we lost at the rate of about 30 per
cent., the reason for that being, of course, in the
first place, that these tractors were used mainly for
the cultivation of new Und for additional cropping.
It was difficult for the committees in the district*
to arrange for all the land in one district to be

ready for the tractor work at the same time. Some
farmers required a little more persuasion to plough
than others. The result was that a tractor might do
a little bit of work in one parish and then move
away to another place, and at the time it had
finished at the second place a man in the first

district had made up his mind to plough, and the
tractor would go back to that district again. A
certain amount of time was lost in that way, moving
about from one place to another. Secondly, during
bad weather the tractor men, of coarse, had to be
paid; and, thirdly as it was a matter, apparently,
of vital importance that Und should be ploughed
the tractors were very frequently put on Und which
was probably not altogether suitable for tractor work,
simply because that was the only way of getting the
Und cultivated. Consequently, the bill tor repairs,
breakages, and so on, was a good deal higher than
it would be where a farmer was using a tractor him-
self, and using it to the best advantage.

914. My question was not at all intended to
criticise the fact that money was lost. I only wanted
to make it dear that these figures do not give us

any clue whatever to the actual cost of cultivation
under normal circumstances? The 1 evidence I am
giving now is secondhand evidence. I am simply
quoting from what the chief engineer told me,
bating his information on what he had been able to
collect from local engineers and so on, that this
would bf; a fair indication of the cost at which a
farmer could run a tractor himself. I do not give
that with any official authority behind it.

915. It is very difficult to check the. accuracy of the
figures? It is very difficult to check.

916. Mr. Ba : I rather gathered from your answer
to Dr. Douglas that your figures in the tables are
not based upon actual results? Not entirely.

917. They are not taken, as they are in England,
at harvest time? No, we get them in early in tho
autumn. I believe the reporters do try, as a rule,
to get rwirdg of actual threshings as far as they
can, but, of course, the figures are not based on
threshings running over the whole of the winter.

918. So that really they are practically compiled
from estimate*? Largely so.

919. I see that the average yield of wheat was
five bushels in excess of that of barley? Yes.
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yju. Do you attribute that to the fact that only
the bwt land was put to the growing of wheat, or i

thvro some- other reason for it? I should think that
is probably one ui the principal reasons. Of course,
Scotland in not a groat wheat growing country, and
it is probably only on tho beet land and under thu

most favourable conditions that farmers think it wine
to go in for wheat.

IKil. Barley is grown inoro on land of average
quality." Yes. Barley is grown largely in the north
and on lighter laud where they couldnot grow wheat.

922. Do you think, now that the -danger of our food

supply has gone, that much of the land that was

ploughed in Scotland during the war will go back to

grass again? I should not like to express an opinion
as to that.

923. Mr. Anker Simmons : Would it be possible
u to give us, by way of addition to these Tables,

uny statement with regard to the cost of labour,

bearing in view the present scale of agricultural

wages;' I should have mentioned that in my
preliminary remarks. I looked into the materials

that wo have at the Board as to wages and so on we
have a certain amount of information with regard
to wages but it did not seem to us to be sufficiently

complete to warrant us in putting a statement before

the Commission. The Board desire me to suggest to

the Commission for their consideration that if they
want fairly precise, and I presume reliable, figures
as to wages, the Commission might consider it advis-

able to call Sir James Wilson, the Chairman of the
Central Wages Committee, as a witness. I believe he
has fairly complete statements as to tho standard
rates of wages. We could quite easily put in tho
minimum rates as fixed under the Orders, but, in

addition to those, Sir James Wilson could probably
produce figures relating to the standard rates at

various periods.

924. The standard rates would be of more use to

us than the minimum rates? Obviously.

I'i"). Similarly would it be possible for you to collect

information showing the difference in tho amounts
awarded by valuers for such items as ploughing,
harrowing, drilling, and that sort of thing, as be-

tween 1913 and the present time? Have you any
Association of Valuers who could give you, and

through you us, that kind of information? I do not
think it is information we should want at the moment,
[xrhaps. It would bo useful to us when we are con-

sidering tho future? I do not think wo have any
official record of that, but I will consider where we
could suggest that information can best be got if

you wish me to do so.

936. If you would. I take it you have no informa-

tion at the present time which would give us any
information generally as to the cost of production?
No, I am sorry I do not think wo could go a bit

beyond the information we have given you in these

Tables as regards that. We thought this out very

carefully, and wo could not see any possibility of

going beyond these, which I admit are very insuffi-

i ient data.

927. What would be the natural end of the finan-

i.il year in tho case of your farmers' accounts? I

should think after harvest. I believe some of them
run tho calendar year, but of course so few farmers

keep accounts that it is difficult to generalise on that

question.

928. Mr. Overman : With regard to the charges for

i--, how did you say these figures were arrived
* Mi the best information which could be

gjot
at

thu time, as to what it would cost a farmer himself

to run the tractor.

929. Did you get that information from the farim-i

themselves or from your engineer*? Both, I think,
but probably principally from the engineers.

930. I suppose you have arrived at tho conclusion

that these charges wero inadequate? They worn

inadequate to cover thn cultivation as done by tin-

Board s tractors. At the same time we had to put
on a figure that would not frighten a farmer off

altogether.

931. You have put down tho price for ploughing at

25s. an acre for I'.'!. >ncludo that the tr..

would average about three acres a day in your

country? It varied very much; I could not tell you
at the moment what it was.

932. Taking three acres a day as the n

means that at 25s. an acre it would amount to L"t I'm.

a day. Grubbing you put down at 12s. txl. I do not

think that these figures can have been taken out

at all accurately, because everyone knows that you
can grub ten acres of laud comfortably in a day.
that tho charge of 12s. Cd. an acre would represent
iXi 5s. a day for grubbing alone. At the bottom you
have got

" Use of tractor alone for one day, 55s."

That seems quite out of proportion, and I must say
that it appears to me these figures are very inade-

quate:' I simply put them forward as the
;

933. All I can say is that in my opinion they are

not at all adequate* and they are not at all propor-
tionate.

1W-1. Mr. Hntchi-lvr: Can you tell mo whether the

Scottish Board of Agriculture are farming any land

themselves at the present moment:- Yes, land which

has been taken over under the Colo.nios Acts, on

which holders have not yet been settled.

935. Could the Board make up a balance sheet in

respect of their farming operations over that land

and produce it here? That might be done.

936. What we are anxious to get at are balance

fchcets for the crop of 1918, and if the Board are

farming any land, I would suggest that they should

supply us with copies of their accounts? I do not

think we wore farming very much land during the

whole of last year.
937. However, if you will look into that, and supply

us with balance sheets of any land that you

farming for the 1918 crop? Yes, I will look into that.

938. Dr. Doutjlas: You could get accounts in

respect of the West of Scotland College farm, could

you not? We could. Do you wish us to get that

information for you or would you prefer to get it

direct yourselves?
939. The accounts are in your possession, are they

not? I am quite sure ,we can get at them anyway.
940. Chairman : You will get those accounts for us,

will you? I will endeavour to do so.

941. Mr. Ashby: With regard to your Tables No. 1

to No. 8, taking the first group, have you any in-

formation which will enable you to weight these

averages with the addition of overages for other pro-

ducts which would give you a general average iacKMM
in prices? We have tho prices of all the various

commodities sold in the markets and we have the total

produti-. We have not a complete record of nhat is

sold and what is used on the farm.

942. No, but have you any information on which

you could assign given weights, say. to thu three

cereals and potatoes, fat stock, dairy.cows, milk, hay
and oat straw, which would enable you to say that the

general average increase in price of homo prodi:

such and such a figure? I think we could do that as

regards the cereals and potatoes, but when you come

on to fat stock it is a little inoro difficult to get tho

precise amounts, and weights.

943. You have never attempted, as tho English

Board have, to establish a series of weights for these

things? No, wo have not done that.

944. Do you think it would bo possible to do that

It would bo possible, but whether w< can do it ju-t

at tho moment I am not quite sure without further

enquiry. That is one of the things we had in view,

but we had only been in existence two years ln-n

tho war began, and wo havo been fairly busy ever

since.

946. Would you agree that in tho absence of eueh a

series of weights these figures are of very little value?

You ha vi- three cereals, and you say the percentage of

increase f,,r 1919 over 1913 is 133, 130 and 129 respec-

tively. For fat sheep you have some at 78 and some

at 75 percent, increase? Yes. I readily admit that

that is a weak point in the figures.
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946. As regards the purchase of farm requirements
you would also agree that the statement of the average
increase in the price of fertilisers and feeding stuffs;

does not give you any adequate idea of the increase
in price of all farm requirements? I quite agree.

947. Chairman: Did you not offer to give us details
of that point if we wanted it? I can give you corre-

sponding figures for practically all the fertilisers and
feeding stuffs on the market; I merely selected these
two or three, as I did not want to overburden the
Tables.

948. Mr. Ashby: Will you consider taking the
\\ hite Paper which the Secretaries can supply you
with whether it would be possible for you to give
us the average prices for as many of the farm pro-
ducts as you have and to assign to them a series of

weights, and then to take the prices of farm require-
ments in so far as you have them, and assign to them
also a series of weights, and make an attempt to state '

the weighted average increase in price of farm pro-
ducts and also the weighted increase in price of farm
requirements? It would be very difficult to do that
in the case of the farm requirements. I doubt if we
have sufficient information to enable us to do that
but I quite see the importance of it.

949. You have no import information, for instance,
with regard to the prices of farm equipment take
harness as an example? No. We have no record of
that.

950. You would have, 1 presume, statistical records
with regard to Scottish agriculture for a number of

years. It is true, is it not, that the decline in the
area of arable land in Scotland from 1880 to, say,
1913 was nothing like so great, proportionately, as it

was in England? I should want to verify that by
reference to the statistics.

951. I think we can ascertain that for ourselves
from the published statistics.

952. Mr. Cautley: Will you look at Table 5, the
one referring to milk? Were milk prices fixed in
Scotland during 1918 and 1919? I think so.

953. Was it a fact that in Scotland the farmer was
getting 27^d. 2s. 3}d. a gallon in June last? That
is the average for the year.

954. Yes, but he never got more than 2s. 3^d. at

any time? This figure I thould say is the average
of the prices recorded at Aberdeen, Dundee, Edin-

burgh, and Glasgow, including the two prices for

Kdinburgh milk milk produced locally in the town
dnirifs, as well as the rail-borne milk.

9-Vi. \\'as not the price of milk received by the pro-
ducer fixed ? Yes, this is the wholesale price.

956. I am speaking of the wholesale price? There
are two prices in Edinburgh.

957. I do not understand what the 27^d. means?
It is the average of the prices recorded in the four
markets I mentioned, and I am including the price
of milk produced locally in the town dairies, as wcU
as the price of rail-borne milk.

958. In England there is one price, and one price
only, to the producer, plus carriage. Is the system
the same in Scotland? I cannot profess to carry all

the Ministry of Food Regulations in my head, but 1

am quite certain there are two prices fixed for the

Edinburgh milk.

May we have them, because 2s. 3^d. as an

average price for the six months of this year, 1919,
is out of all proportion to what the English farmer
received. In June the price of milk in England was
Is. 3d. or Is. 4d. per gallon? Would not the price
in the earlier months bring up the average?

960. It was never more than 2s. 3^d. I think the

highest price as 2s. 2Jd. ? I will look that up for

you.
!>''il. I am told that 2s. 3d. was the maximum for

England all tho time. It went down in June to Is. 3d.

:imo thing applies to your fignro of 23^d. for

1918. Will you inquire into that also? Yes, I will

have that looked into.

962. Now, if yon will look at Table 7, the average

prices of fertilisers, you will agree with me, will you
not, that prices are higher now than they were?

Take sulphate of ammonia, for instance. Am I right
in saying that the price of sulphate of ammonia is

at least 19 a ton now? At the present moment?

963. Yes? I am quite prepared to take that from

you,

964. I would rather you did not take it from me.
I am not giving the evidence, you see, but I speak
from a little experience? I cannot say what the

price of sulphate of ammonia is at the present
moment.

965. Has not nitrate of soda also increased beyond
the figure shown here? That is the average of six

months for the first half of 1919.

966. Are not the prices of these two commodities

considerably higher at the present moment than the

prices you have put down here? I can supply you
with the prices at the present moment.

967. I should like to have them, but I do not want
to overburden you? I shall be delighted to supply
you with them.

968. Thank you. Will yon turn to the next Table,
Table 8? I would ask you the same sort of question
as to that. You put down the average price of

linseed cake for the first half of 1919 as 19 2s. 7d.

a ton. Was that the price from tho merchant? I

should think so.

969. Is not the price to-day from the merchant 26?
At the present moment?

970. Yes? This is the average for the six months.

971. I quite understand that? Do you wish me, in

effect, to add another column to this Table showing
the present prices?

972. I do not want to overburden you; I only
want you to answer the question, if you are in a

position to do so? I have not got last week's prices
with me, or I could tell you in a moment what the

present prices are.

973. Chairman: Will you furnish us with those?
With pleasure.

974. Mr. Cautley : Is not the price of cotton cako

to-day 29 10s. a ton? I am in the same position
with regard to the price of cotton cake.

975. Will you toll mo how these average prices of

feeding stuffs were arrived at? They were simply
made up as an arithmetical average of the prices
recorded in our weekly reports.

976. The weekly reports made to the Scottish

Board? Yes, by the Board's market reporters.

977. Are they made from price lists, or are they
made from information which your reporters gather
from the markets? They are made on information

gathered from the markets in all cases.

978. But from no merchant's price list, or standard

prices, or anything of that kind? They are a record

of actual transactions.

979. Will you now look at the prices charged for the
hire of the Board's horses? Is the present price for

two-horse ploughing 25s. an acre? That is the price

you state. It is headed " 1917-1918 "
? Two para-

graphs down you will find a record of the prices

charged for 1918-1919.

980. Are these the prices actually charged by the
Board? Yes, to the farmer.

981. That was for doing tho extra ploughing the
farmer had to do under the orders to plough upr--
Yes, or where the farmer was not able to undertake
it himself, whether under order or otherwise

982. Does the answer you gave with regard to

tractor ploughing, that you did it at a loss, apply
to the horse ploughing? No, I think we came out

just about square in the case of tho horse ploughing.
983. Have you any accounts to show that? They

are now being made up.

984. Are we likely to have them? If you wish.

985. Yes? Certainly.

986. Can a farmer to-day get his ploughing done
for 289. a day pair horse ploughing? (By tho

Board's horses?
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987. No, anywhoro? That ie a matter of local

circumstances.

968. You do not know? No, I have :

information as to whether ho can or not.

989. \tr. Itnlliif: You have no ligunw -, i.

wages. You suggest 'hat we should got those

somebody else? I think you will .i-olmMy got them
moro completely from the Central Wages- Committee,
who hnvo collected thf figure*.

990. Surely tin- Board of Agriculture have got
figure* prior to tlio sotting up of the Wage* Com-
mitti-e- Wo have got a certain umoiint of ii.forma-

tion, luit it is not of such a complete- ami authentic
kind that I could put it before the Commission PS

being reliable.

!>!>1 . Wo have been told that the English Board
of Agriculture arc very koen on Mv>ing that ngri-
culturo is made as prosperous an industry as it is

possible to make it in order that a very large
number of people should be kept on the country-
side. Do the Scottish Board of Agriculture take
the same point of view?. That is part of the reason
for which tho Scottish Board of Agriculture, was
cnllcd into existence to endeavour to develop the
small holding system. That is one of their duties
under the Act under which the Scottish Board of

Agriculture was formed.

992. I was not thinking so much of small holdings
as of the agricultural industry generally and of
the creation of a large agricultural and rural popu-
lation. In order to obtain that, they evidently think
it necessary to give some guarantee to the farmer.
Do your Board take that view as well? That is

a question of policy with regard to which I am not
in a position to give any opinion, and I do not know
whether the Board would express an opinion on that

subject.

993. Can you give us the produce and the acreage
in 1913 for wheat, barley and oats? Yes, I will

supply you with the information.

995. Mr. Duncan : You stated that the Board had
some information about wages. la it not the case

that your reporters do report as to changes of wages
in tho various districts? Yes.

996. Were not your reporters reporting prior to

the establish merit of the Central Wages Committee
in Scotland? They did furnish a certain amount
of information, but it was not given in a very
precise or tabular form in which it would be easy
to extract it and prepare it for such a purpose
as the Commission desires. Wo went into it very
carefully and spent a considerable time going through
it, hut the result was not quite so good as one
could wish, and wo know that Sir James Wilson
does have Tables containing the information.

997. You seem to laa re the Commission under
the impression that Sir James Wilson has got
information which the Board have not got. In view

of tho fact that Sir James Wilson did not arrive

in Scotland until the year 1917, and that he had
no machinery for arriving at wages prior to

that date, would he be in any better position than
the Board's officials to give us any information about

waged from pre-war times up to tho present?
I understand that he collected Information as to

the standard rates of wages in the year 1914. I

merely put forward the suggestion to tho Commission
as I was instructed by the Hoard to do. It is entirely
for the Commission to consider whether they should
hare Sir James Wilson before them or not.

998. Would it he possible for the Board to give
as information as to the rates of wagon current in.

nay. four typical counties in Scotland in tho months
of Juno and December from the year 1913 onwards,
nnd at tho snmo time to give us tho prices from
their weekly reports of cereals, fait stock, milk and

potatoes for the same period :- Wo could certainly
give von tho price* of tho commodities. As t<v whether
our figures with reference to wages are good enough
for ynur purposes I nrn very doubtful. 1 may say wo
wont into this very carefully and that is the con-

clusion at which wo arrived

999. If I were to ask tho Board to pi.-.!u. e theee

figure.-. l"i. .-.iy. tin' counties <>f Hiiddington. Forfar,
AM .in. I Aberdeen, would it not be possible for tho
l(.<;i!.i :.> make enquiries as 4o the rates of wages
at the time 1 have suggested:- I should say that

obviously tho boat persons of whom enquiries of that
kind should be made are tlh> iVmr.il Wages Com-
mittee. 1 do not know what the Board would do,
but I .should think, having regard to tlin machinery
which was specially set up for' HMVI tinning these

figures, the Wage* Committees would naturally bo the
for providing die information. I Imp-

you will nut look upon that as 11 refusal to get any
information we can for you ; it i.s simply a BUgg<
as to the best source to which to apply.

1000. I know the information exists ami that it is

available to tho Board? Wo have certain informa-
tion on our files, which I ,-aw, I nit if I wero to put it

forward I should be merely putting before you some-

thing at second hand, something for which I was not

responsible.

1001. The Chairman of the Central Wages Board
would bo in the same position, as obviously ho was
not in the country himself at the timo, and had no

machinery existing beforehand for getting the

information with regard to tho cost of the working
of tho Corn Production Act, Part 2? Yes, I can

supply that.

1002. As to the prices charged for the hire of the
Hoard's tractors, did tho Hoard consult with the
district Agricultural Committees as to the ju c

be fixed for the use of tho tractors? I am not .sure.

I could not tell you from memory whether we did
or not.

1003. My impression is that they did? I think it

is probable that they did, but I should not like to

give :i atogorical answer to that from memory.
1004. .Ur. tlrrrn: The area in Scotland allocated

to discharged soldiers and sailors id 20,000 acres,
is it not? That is so under tho Act now.

1005. Have you got applicants for that amount, do

you know? Wo have a considerable numli.

applicants; I have not got the precise figures wi:li

me.

1006. How many acres are the Hoard farming at

the present moment? I cannot tell you offhand. I

can get that information for you.

1007. I understand that small holdings are not

popular in Scotland amongst tho farm workers: is

that so? I really could not say; I should think

probably opinion varies with regard to that. What
tho average general opinion may be I could not tell

you.

1008. Are tho majority of them corn growing
smallholders, or grass-growing smallholders as a
rule? 1 should say the majority of them are work-

ing arable land. Of course, in the Highlands part of
the holdings is for sheep, but some of it is arable.

1009. Market gardens chiefly? No, not chiefly;

very few I should think.

1010. Do you tell us that the Scottish farmer does
not. as a rule, keep accounts? I always thought ho
was far better educated than the English farmer?
That is tho popular belief in Scotland, but I cannot
offer any evidence on tho subject.

1011. Mr. J. .!/. llrn<l<i.>n : I gather that you have
made any really serious attempt to ::

balance sheet from any farmer? No, the Board have
not had to do that.

1012. Tho popular idea is that farmers cannot

keep accounts? I do not know what the popular
idea is, hut that is not my idea. Many farmers do

keep accounts, and I do not want to lie taken for a
moment as saying that farmers do not keep accounts

far from it. I know some farmers who keep
accounts, and most excellent accounts, and many
other farmers koop accounts of kinds.

1013. You have not got anything from farmers to
enable you to givo tables such as you have done in

tho "aso of stock? No, we have never gone so far.
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1014. In working out farm wages, I presume you
would make allowance for the fact that in Scotland
almost universally the farm servant is kept by the
farmer. Do you allow anything in his charges for

board and lodging F Yes, certainly.

1015. Have you any figure for that? No, not at
the moment.

1016. In making up such an account, I take it you
would have to give credit also for the assessed rent
of the living house? I should say so, certainly.

1017. And the keep of the family which they get
off the farm? Everything, I should say, that the
man gets in payment, whether in kind or in cash.

1018. I am speaking of the farmer himself, not of
the farm servant? I should point out, of course,
that in answering these questions I do not profess
for a moment to be a costings expert.

1019. It does not want an expert to know that?
I give my opinion simply for what it is worth.

1021. You spoke of the Board doing some farming?
X 68.

1022. Would that be college farming? No, .1 had
not that in mind when I answered that question.

1023. Is it more in the nature of a demonstration
farm ? No, these demonstration crofts are run by the

colleges and the Board are financially ultimately

responsible for them. What I had in mind when 1

answered that question .was that the Board have

recently bought one or two farms for the purpose
of breaking them up under the new Colonies Acts,
which the Board are carrying on. at the moment as
a purely provisional arrangement.

1024. You are not, therefore, in a position to put
that forward as a criterion of the profits of farmers?

I should be very doubtful as to the value in that

respect of the accounts relating to these farms.

1025. With regard to average prices, you have tho
fiar's prices on which the stipends are fixed? Yes.

1026. Do you really look on those as fairly accurate?
We publish them in our statistics.

1027. Have you taken those into consideration?

No, they are not included" in these Tables.

1028. You have taken the actual local prices in
the market? Yes, it has been more convenient to do
that. I do not cast any doubt on the fiar's prices,
but it was more convenient in making up our Tables
to take our own market reports.

1029. Do you think it would help the Commission
if the Board of Agriculture for Scotland there are
some very able men on it were to get into touch
with one or two farmers and get from them all the
facts that it is possible to obtain, so as to prepare
something like a balance-sheet such as you have
done in this other case? Do you mean, in effect,
that the Board of Agriculture should collect evidence
on behalf of the Commission?

1030. We are allowed to get evidence from whom-
soever we can, and you are a Government body, and
you ought to help us, if it is within your power to
do so? I am quite sure, if the Commission wished
us to help you in that way, that the Board would
do it.

1031. You have great facilities, and you could

easily tackle one or two of tho farmers say one or
two big farmers and one or two small farmers and
get their figures as fas as it is possible, and criticise
them as far as.you are able, and let us have as near as

you can what you make the balance-sheet to be.

1032. Chairman : I think what we should be most
delighted to have are the statements of account from
farmers. I feel sure that you could get them readily,
because you would know the people to whom to 'go,
whereas we do not? Yes, I am sure we could help you
in that way.

Chairman: We shall be glad if you would go to
some of these people and get statements of account
from them and be so kind as to send them here with
any comments you have to make upon them, and, in

case of need, we could ask the farmer to come up and

give evidence here, or we might use the statements
of account as sufficiently vouched by your having
seen them and sending them to us.

Mr. J. M. Henderson: Thank you, Sir William,
thai is exactly whai I want.

Witness : I am sure the Board will be only too glad
to help you in that way.

1033. Mr. Thomas Henderson: I gather from your
reply to Mr. Duncan that you are going to prepare
thes typical wages! from 1913 to the setting up of the

Wages Board? I do not want to undertake it

definitely. I will certainly go into it again more
carefully when I go back, and if it is possible to put
forward any figures that we can stand up to, I will

certainly do it. At the same time, I should be very
reluctant to put forward figures that we could not

guarantee as accurate.

1034. Assuming you fail in your efforts, would it

be too much to ask you to lot us have your returns,

incomplete as they are? I question; whether the
Board would put forward any figures that they could
not stand up to.

1035. We only ask the Board to give us such in-

formation as they have with regard to wages.
1036. You have the monthly reports? Yes, we have

those, and we extracted all the information we could
from them.

1037. Are you prepared to do that? Certainly.

1038. Have you any information regarding the

migration from the farming districts in Scotland
before tho war? Special information of our own?

1039. Yes? No, I do not think so.

1040. Do your reporters not give you any informa-
tion at all about that matter? They give information
in general terms as to tho supply of labour, but they
are not in a position, in fact, to give any precise
statement as to migration. I know we have to rely
on the Census Tables ourselves if we want any in-

formation of ithat sort.

1041. Have you any information regarding the

financial results of smallholdings in Scotland, or could

that bo obtained? That might be obtained; we have
some accounts relating to that in the office.

1042. Those would be very helpful to us, I think.

Do you keep any sort of register of applications for

smallholdings? Yes.

1043. Is there any kind of tabulation you resort

to in dealing with those applications? Do you
divide your applications into previous occupational
categories, for instance? Yes, I believe so.

1044. Can you tell us how many farm workers have

applied for smallholdings ? I think so.

1045. Would you supply us with that information,
please? Yes.

1046. ] do not want to put any invidious questions
to you regarding matters of policy, but it was stated

hero, I think, that the policy with regard to the
Corn Production Act was arrived at in consultation
between the Government and the Board of Agriculture
for England. May I ask if it is a fair question
whether the Board of Agriculture for Scotland were
consulted? That is a matter with regard to which
the Secretary for Scotland would be the ultimate

authority to approach. I could not answer with
reference to that.

1047. Can you tell us what amount of land has
been taken over by your Board under the provisions
of that Act? Do you mean for cultivation?

1048. Yes? We have not done anything under that
Act so far. Up to the present we have been acting
under the Defence of the Realm Regulations.

1049. Has1

any land been taken over compulsorily?
Entered upon and taken possession of?

1050. Yes? Oh, yes.

1051. Will you let us have that information, too?
I will.

1052. Mr. Langford: With regard to Table 5

dealing with milk, could you tell us whether this
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"
vorgo wholesale price

" means the producer'*
price or whether it moans the wholesaler's price,
whirh is a very different thing?--lt is the producer's
price, 1 In-Ill

I 1 >">.<. I am not here to givo evidence, but I do nof
think you are quite accurate there)1 Do you think
1 am wrong f

1054. I am certain you are? I am quite prepared
to look into that again. 1 have had these Tables
prepared, as I hare already indicated, under the
greatest pressure.

1056. It would be a pity, if it is wrong, for this
to go out as the. producer's price. It would appear

> that the producer's price per gallon in tho first
half of 1919 was 3s. 34d., whereas it is more nearly
approximating to Is. lOd. The producer's price for

May was Is. 6d. and the producer's price for June
which would In- thi lat.'M month of the half-year-
was Is. 4d., and I think I am right in saying that
tin- price for January. Kebruary, March, and April
certainly was not more than 2s. 3d.? I will have that
checked again.

J)r. Duuijltif. Would you ask whether the special
prices allowed in town districts have been added to
the normal average prices. If so, it confuses the
figures.

1056. Mr. Lanyford: Even assuming that those
psoial prices are included, which are applicable only
to two places, Edinburgh and Dundee for stall-fed
oom, tin- prices could not be 2s. S^d.? It was only
included as regards Fxlinburgh, and the effect of that
one figure would not be very great when you take
tho whole into consideration. 1 do not think it would
mean more than Jd. a gallon probably.

10-37. If my suggestion is right, the price would
work out at Is. lOd. instead of 2s. 3Jd., and if
Is. lOd. is approximately the figure, the increase
instead of being 214 per cent, would be more nearly
150 per cent., which makes a very considerable differ-

-This is certainly the average of the prices
returned to us. but I will have that looked inito, seeing
that some doubt appears' to exist on the subject.

1058. A question has been put- to you as to tho
amount of tillage that has reverted to pasture within
lecent years pre-war. I put it to you that a good
deal of the land of Scotland does not lend itself suc-

tlly to being laid down to permanent pasture?
I think that is generally recognised.

1059. That is probably the reason why a less pro-
portion of the land reverted to pasture in Scotland
than was the case in England? Possibly.

1060. Mr. Lrnnard : Have you in Scotland any
system of grading milk, at different maximum prices,
in the ca.se of certain producers under certain con-
ditions!' -I think not, so far as I know.

1061. If that is so, the 2s. 3Jd. 'an not be due to a

preponderance of a better quality of milk or grading?
No, this does not include any allowance for grading.

Whether any local grading is done or not I do not
know.

1062. There is no higher maximum price for graded
milk, or a specially good quality of milk produced
under social hygienic conditions'? I believe in some
cases that is so, but that is certainly not included in

this Table here.

1063. You mean this only includes the ordinary
quality of milk and does not include any special
quality !'

- That is no.

1064. I notice that in reference to all the farm

product* for which the figures are given here, with
the exception of first-quality dairy cows, the average
price for the first half of the ye-ir I!M!> is higher, and

in some cases considerably higher, than the average
price for the year 1918. Is it usually tho case that
tho price for tho first half of the year runs higher,
or is this due to a general upward movement of priced

during the first half of this year? I should not like
to go into the causes of Uie increase of prices. There
are many factors affecting prices just now, and I

should not like to allocate a cause for tho rise.

1065. Supposing you take the first half of 1913
instead of tho average over the whole of the year,
and compare the average of the first half of 1918
with the first half of 1919, would you still find a rise?

I do not know. It would depend upon the circum-
stances of the year entirely, would it not?

1066. Could you give us those figures, so that we
may be in a position to compare them? The figures
for the first half of 191s-

1067. Yes. Tho figures we have here are for the
first half of 1919, and it may conceivably be the case
that prices generally run higher in the' first half of
the year. Therefore, if we get the corresponding
figures for the first half of 191s, we shall get a better
indication of the movement of prices by comparing
tho first half of 1919, not with the annual average of

1918, but with the average of the first half of 1918?
I quite see your point.

1068. Mr. Nicholls; I only want to ask one ques-
tion, that is with regard to your reporters. There
is some doubt in my mind with regard to your system.
Did you say that your reporters are practical
farmers in most cases? In practically all cases; and
where, a reporter is not a man who is actually farm-

ing land himself, he is a man in close touch with

farming.

1069. If a practical man goes to a farm, say at
harvest time, or just after harvest when the first

threshing is on, and gets into conversation with the

farmer, is it not quite possible for a practical man
to form a critical estimate as to what the yield per
quarter or bushel will IK> in the case of that farm?
That is certainly the doctrine underlying the gyn. in

on which these reports are got.

1070. It seemed to me the suggestion was that the
man ought to go round with a machine and weigh
every bushel of corn before he could express an

opinion. It seemed to mo that he could form an esti-

mate, and if he is a practical farmer himself, do you
think there is any danger that h would overestimate
the yield? I think a practical farmer would probably
come fairly near it, although he is certainly liable to

error.

1071. If there was any error it would be rather the

other way, would it not? That, I think, depends on
the temperament of the farmer, Joes it not?

1072. Mr. 1'nrkrr: I do not wish to ask any ques-
tion. I should like just to make one suggestion to

you. You have kindly promised to obtain and send
us some balance-sheets? If they can be obtained.

1073. Could they represent different sizes of hold-

ings and different districts and methods of farming!'
So far as possible.

1074. Chairman : It is understood that you are

going to prepare and forward to the Commission these

amended figures which you have kindly promised to

get? Yes, as far as it is possible to do so.

1075. As to the balance-sheets and other things that

you have agreed to recommend the Scottish Board
to get for us, you will undertake in do your best in

that direction and to forward them as soon as you

possibly can? Yes, I will put it before the Board on

I'Yidav' morning, and " ' cvervth : > I

can tn supply yon with what is wanted.

(The Witnets withdrew.)
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THIRD DAY.

TUESDAY, 12ra AUGUST, 191 Jr.

PRESENT :

SIR WILLIAM BARCLAY PEAT (Chairman).

DR. C. M. DOUGLAS, C.B.

MR. G. G. REA, C.B.E.

MR. W. ANKER SIMMONS, C.B.E

Mn. HENRY OVERMAN, O.B.E.

MR. A. W. ASHBY.

MR. A. BATCHELOR.

MR. GEORGE DALLAS.

MR. W. EDWARDS.

MR. F. E. GRKEN.

MR. .). M. HENDERSON.

MR. T. HENDERSON.

MR. T. PROSSER JONES.

MR. E. W. LANGFORD.

MR. R. V. LENNARD.

MR. GEORGE NICHOLLS.

MR. E. H. PARKER.

MR. R. R. ROBBINS.

MR. W. R. SMITH, M.P.

MR. R. B. WALKER.

MR. HARRY GEORGE HOWEU,, F.C. A. (Director of Agricultural Costs under Agricultural Costings Com.
in it tee), Called and Examined.

Chan limn : Perhaps you would allow me to put in,
without reading it, the memorandum which you are RO
kind as to givj us with regard to the Agricultural
Custings < omniiltee.r' Yes.

1. Ct.nititiition and Object* of the AyriciiUural
Costings I 'iiiHiiiitttr.

1076. The Costings Committee was set up recently
as an independent body hy the Board of Agriculture
:ind Fisheries for England and Wales, the Hoard of

Agriculture for Scotland, the Department of Agricul-
ture and Technical Instruction for Ireland, and tin-

Ministry Of F(KI(I.

1077. The appointment of the Committee was ren-
dered necessary owing to the complete lack of reliable

data concerning the costs of production of farm pro-
ducts, and other information bearing on the economic
and financial aspects of the industry.

1078. During the war the absence of such informa-
tion was especially felt in the endeavours made to

fix prices equitable both to the producer and the

consumer, and in considering fair rates of wages.

1079. When prices were under consideration the
invariable and natural demand of the consumer was
for reliable costs of production to justify the prices
which were being adjusted, and tho absence of such
information caused a spirit of distrust and dissatis-

faction on both sides.

1080. In the .same way the Wages Boards have been

handicapped in their efforts to determine rates of

wages.
1081. It was considered, however, in setting up the

Costings Committee ithat the guidance furnished by
the statistical data would assist in the formulation
of a national agricultural policy; would be valuable

to the agricultural industry in various ways, and
also to the individual farmer, as bearing on the

question of good farm management.

?r,12r,

1082. The Costings Committee is intended to be a

permanent body.

1083. The scope of the Committee's investigation
extends over the whole of the United Kingdom and
the results obtained will be collected and centralized.
It was considered essential to have one, controlling
body to deal with the organisation and returns of the
three countries, in order to secure uniformity of
treatment in the collection and presentation of the
results.

1084. The functions delegated to the Committee are
two-fold.

(1) Temporary. To obtain costs of production of

particular items of agricultural produce as

may be required by the Ministry of Food
for their special duty in the control of

prices.

(2) I'rrm.'inrnt. To obtain such permanent in-

formation as to the costs and results of

farming as is required by the Departments
of Agriculture and the Agricultural Wages
Boards.

The subjects, of the Committee's investigations will

therefore include the following information in respect
of all types and classes of farms:

Costs of Production generally.
Profits (or Losses).
Cost of Wages.
Cost of Feeding Stuffs.

Cost of Fertilisers and other expenses in the

carrying on of the industry.
Rents.

Value of Land.

Amount of capital invested by landlords and
farmers respectively in Live Stock, Machinery
and Implements, Land and Buildings,

Drainage and permanent improvements, etc.

P
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1U86. Ki-.ni this ilirtu statistics will be avuilabl.

iiuwing, in addition to coste and profits, a consider -

ble amount uf informatiun roluting to the eoonumii -

ul the industry such us:

Amount uf LapiUl invested per acre.

Itetiirn on capital per cent.

The most economic sieo of farms.

The must eooiiomic type of equipment.
The districts whore products are grown most

cheaply.

Operation costs of various types of equipment.
etc., etc.

1086. The Committee is executive in character and
can initiate necessary schemes and t;iko steps through
the machinery that is available to obtain any informa-
tion required.

1087. The status of the Oomuutt. , i> that of an

impartial body, independent of any of the interests

concerned anil without political bias; whose duty is

to ascertain facte, and whose findings can be relied

on by all panties concerned.

1088. The Committee has no compulsory powers to

require information to be furnished, and is dependent
in its work on the co-operation of all concerned in

the industry.

1089. All information furnished to the Committee
is under a guarantee of secrecy, ito be used anony-
mously for the Committee's statistical purposes. The
farms will be denoted in the Committee's records by
a letter or a number, and the information obtained
will not be used in any way for taxation purposes.

1090. For the time being the Minister of Food
answers to Parliament on behalf of the Committee.
If and when the Ministry of Food ceases to exist the
Committee will continue its work, but the responsi-

bility to Parliament reverts to the Boards of Agricul-
ture.

1091. The Committee is to report its proceedings
to the Ministers of the four Departments (i.e..

Departments of Agriculture and Ministry of Food)
named above.

1092. The names of the Committee are as follows:

Representing Ministry of Food:
W. H. Peat, Esq. (Chairman).
Lord Bledisloe, K .11. K
E. F. Wise, Esq., C.B.
W. Anker Simmons, Esq., C.B.E.
O. B. Fisher, Esq., C.B.E.
A. P. McDougall, Esq., C.B.E.

Representing Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries :

Sir Henry Row, K.C.B.
Hon. E. G. Strutt, C.H.

Representing Board of Agriculture for Scot-
land :

Sir Robert Oreig.
P. A. Francis, Esq.

Representing Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction for Ireland:

1'rofofwor J. R. Campbell.
Dr. Hinehcliff.

Representing Oj-ford Institute for Research in

HiKimic.*:

C. S. Oruin, Esq.

Representing Consumers' Coune.il :

Mrs. Reeves.
R. B. Walker, Esq.

Representing Agricultural Council:
E. W. Lang'ford, Esq.
A. Batchelor, Esq.

Reprc.tr nl in i/ hish .1 <irirtiltnri*ts :

Col. Sir Nugent. Kvernrd, Bt.

2. Progress of the f'ommHli '. Work.

1003. The. Committee up to the present has tx*>n

engaged on necessary preliminary work, and in the

development of n permanent scheme of organisation
for it* future work. As a first step represent I

'

vh-- Commititoe had mooting* in the three count-no*

leading agriculturists and obtained their

on the best means of carrying out the liiimitte'i

objects.

;. At the uml ot' .May last, a ( oiih-icnrii was held

with repreciitati\i<N of tlio leading Agricultural

Organisation!* named below to i-mi-nler tho object*
ami methods of tho Costings Committee, and to dis-

. potwibhi method* of co-operation :

Tho Central and Associated Chambers of Agri-
culture.

The National Farmers' Union.

The Royal Agricultural Society.
Tho Farmers' Club.

The Agricultural Organisation Society.
The Co-operative Wholesale Society.
The Surveyors' Institution.

The Central Landowners' Association.

Tho Land Agents' Society.
Tho Tenant Right Valuers' Association.

The Workers' Union.
The National Agricultural Labourer*' Union.

The Welsh Farmers' Union.
The Welsh National Agricultural Council.

Tho Scottish Chamber of Agriculture.
The Highland and Agricultural Society.
Tho National Farmers' Union of Scotland.

The Scottish Smallholders' Organisation.
The Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society
The Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society.
The Scottish Estate Factors' Society.
The Scottish Form Servants' Union.

1095. Representatives attended from practically all

these Organisations, and the following Resolution w;u

passed:
" That the members of the Conference present

fully endorse the value of the work of the Agri-
cultural Costings Committee and are anxious to

render all possible assistance on the lines of the

Agenda put before them."

1096. Further steps have since been taken to

develop tho co-operation of these bodies.

1097. Another Conference, with tho same objects,
has also been held with representatm-s of the various

Agricultural Colleges in England and Wales, at which
a Resolution was also passed agreeing to co-operato
with the Committee.

1098. Having thus ascertained the views of those

connected with the Industry, tho Committee prepared
u Scheme of Organisation and submitted this to the

Treasury for the necessary approval, which after

some time was granted.

1099. Immediately the Treasury sanction was ob-

tained., steps wore taken to secure a number of

Costings Officers to assist farmers throughout the

Kingdom to keep the nece-ssary accounts and records.

and to collect and analyse the data obtained. The

appointment of these officers will be made within the
next two or threo weeks.

1100. Pending tho appointment of these Coatings
Officers, a large number of the principal farmers and
others have been approached by means of correspon-
dence from tho Head Office. At present about 400

havo written offering their assistance and agreeing
to allow their financial accounts to he used by the

Committee. With the full development of the Com-
mittee's programme of publicity and propaganda, :i

much larger number of farmers will be got in touch

with in the future.

1101. The necessary forms and systems of account
have been prepared.

3. Future work of the Committee.

1102. In general terms, the future work of the

Committee will be in co-operation with the existing

agricultural organisation, the agricultural colleges,

<'oimty Executive Agricultural Committees, and other
available machinery, to induce farmers to keep
financial accounts and cost accounts, and in return
for information supplied, to give where necessary,
some degree of assistance in the keeping of the

records. The information so obtained will be cen-

tralised and tabulated at tho Head Office. The
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accounts referred to will be framed on uniform lines,
so that reliable comparisons may be made.

Xote. By financial accounts is meant the usual

accounts of income and expenditure which issue

in a yearly profit and loss account and balance

sheet, showing the total profit or loss on the work-

ing of the farm but not showing the result of

each branch of the farm.

By cost accounts is meant the further detailed

records, in addition to tho financial accounts,
which are necessary to ascertain the costs and
result of each separate crop, class of live stock,

etc.

1103. An endeavour will be made to assist in stan-

dardizing the teaching of farm book keeping and
accounts throughout the Kingdom.

1104. In addition to encouraging the keeping of

the accounts mentioned above, the Committee will

undertake surveys and investigations into costs and
financial results generally.

HOo. It will also endeavour to promote the forma-
tion of local organisations, on the line.* of the book-

keeping bureaux in existence on the Continent and

elsewhere, to furnish local assistence to farmers in

the closing and balancing of their yearly accounts,

the preparation of annual inventories, etc.

1106. In consequence of cost accounts as distinct

from financial account^ requiring more detailed

records, a greater degree of assistance to farmers will

be necessary with these accounts, and for this pur-

pose the country 'O-,ting_s
officers of the committee

will be used in the following way :

1107. In each local area, a group of typical and

representative farms will be formed. The costings
oflieer will be made responsible for this group. He
will visit each farm periodically and will give
necesary advice and assistance to the farmers as

regards the records. The farmers will bo asked to

keep the original record of the analysis of labour,

consumption of foods, etc., on forms rendered 'as

simple as possible, and tho costings officer will under-
take the necessary further analysis and tabulation,

and will then forward the results to the Head Office

of the Costings Committee.

1108. Owing to tho backward state of account

keeping in the industry, and the fact that the Com-
mittee possesses no compulsory powers, a considerable
amount of continued publicity and propaganda will

be necessary, and this will be undertaken by means
of the press, farmers' meetings, issue of pamphlets
and publications, agricultural shows and market*.

ft, etc.

4. Accounts Available.

1109. So far as can bo noortainrd there aro very

few reliable cost account* in existence, although
niimcrniis estimates of doubtful value are put for-

ward from time to time.

1110. There is a much larger number of financial

accounts of various kinds, the majority of which are
not audited, and an annual inventory is in many cases

not taken.

1111. In a large number of cases some analysis of

the labour is also kept in a, labour book and in certain
cases this might lx; made a foundation for an invest!-,

pation into the costs of the different branches of thje

farm, though such investigation work would involve
the expenditure of some time and would be of only
approximate accuracy.

1112. R .should be remembered that, generally
(peaking, the farms where accounts are kept would
bo th larger and better class Farms and to that ex-
tent not representative of the industry as a whole.

5. Financial Accounts.

1113. Owing to the operation of the Income Tax
assessments and other causes, farmers in much larger
numbers are now said to be keeping financial accounts.

1114. The difficulty involved in keeping these
accounts lies not so much in the current day-to-day
book-keeping work, but in the opening of the
ai-runt* in the first instance, and in the annual

2.M25

balancing and closing u, and preparation of the

inventory, and it is in this work that the local book-

keeping Bureaux previously referred to would prove
useful.

1115. In comparing financial results as shown by
accounts care must be taken that profits are arrived at
on a common basis, e.g., that all receipts and credits
have been included in each case, and that the nature
of the expenses charged against the profits is also
uniform as regards:

Personal drawings and private expenses.
The cost of farm produce consumed by the house-

hold.

The cost of improvements or other capital outlay
as distinct from recurring revenue charges
for repairs, etc.

Interest, including interest on capital.
Amounts owing to and by the farm at the date of

the balance sheets.

Labour contributed by the family.
Depreciation.
In the case of home farms, supplies to and

work done for estate owner, etc.

1116. Also, the basis on which the annual valua-
tion has been prepared (e.g., whether cost price or
market value) has a material bearing on the profit
shown for that year.

6. Cost Accounts.

1117. As has been stated, this branch of accounts
has hitherto received very little attention from the
general body of farmers. The additional records

necessary, in order that the cost of each branch of
the farm may be shown are : a record and analysis
of labour (man, horse, and tractor), foods consumed,
manures and fertilisers applied, seeds used, etc. an
apportionment over the several branches of the farm,
of the amount of the rent and rates, unproductive
and idle time, and general overhead expenses the
unexhausted values of manures and the cost of clean-

ing land, must be spread over the crops in the rota-
tion, and an adjustment made in respect of the
manurial values of foods consumed by the live stock.

[This concludes the evidence-in-chief.]
Chairman: Then I will ask Mr. Walker to begin his

questions on the subject.

1118. Mr. Walker: The Agricultural Costings Com-
mittee, I believe, is a Committee set up for the pur-
pose of obtaining information concerning the cost of

production in the industry? Is not that so? Yes.

1119. Do your Committee then assist agriculturists
to keep accounts? We shall have to assist the indus-

try, to some extent, to keep accounts.

1120. At whose expense? At the expense of the
Committee, for the time being.

1121. In other words, at the public expense? Yes,
at the public expense.

1122 Is one of the objects of the Committee to use
the information when obtained, for the purpose of

fixing and determining wages, or to assist in the fixing
or determining of wages? That has never been speci-
fied as one of the objects of the Committee

;
but the

results obtained cannot fail but to be helpful in the
consideration of all such questions as wages and other
important questions affecting the industry.

1123. I put that question, because in your evidence-
in-chief you use these words: "The Wages Boards
have been handicapped in their efforts to determine
rates of wages

"
owing to the cost of production, end

so on? Quite. One of the objects of the Committee is

to got such information as may be required from time
to time by the Agricultural Wages Boards.

1124. So that there is a connection between the Agri-
cultural Costings Committee and the Agricultural
Wages Board to that extent? Yes.

1125. That is clearly understood, so far as your Com-
mittee is concerned? That is so. One of our object*
is to get such information as may be required by the

Agricultural Wages Boards.

1126. Has that information been sought by anyone
eonnoctod with tho Wages Board of Agriculture itself?
The Irish Wages Board lias asked us if we have any

information yet with regard to tho rost of production
of cereals.

D 2
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liar. I MII dealing principally with the English and
Welsh Board. Has that information IN-CII nought by
any ronponaible official in connection with that H...H.!

No, it has not. What has happened in that I have
written to the F.nglish Wages Board, tolling t)i<>in

what they proKihly know already, that one of tho

oujecU of this Costings Committee waa to obtain ouch
uil< rinntion its they might from time to time require.
and .i-kin^ them if. wln-n they icquirc an\ -; iiic in-

formation, they would let us Know.

1138. The reason 1 .i^ki-.l that question i

I want tn knou on wh.it authority you make the state
nieiit I quoted from your chief evidence!-- You mean
that we aro to require information as required by the

Wages Board. Is that your point:
1

1129. Yes? That is embodied in what I roughly
torm our charter, that is, in the particularH drawn up
l.y tht Departments of Agriculture and the Ministry
of Food jointly when tho Costings Commitu-o was
formed.

1130. My next question is: Are you aware that there
was no attempt to correlate the wage fixed under the

Corn Production Act with the guaranteed price to the

farmers, or that, in fact, in fixing tho recent advance
in wages, there was no correlation between the cost of

production and prices cbtained? Were you aware of

that? I was not.

1131. Hns your Committee so far obtained any
statistical information regarding the cost of produc-
tion? No, it ban not.

1132. When do you expect to be in possession of
such information? It is rather difficult to say. It

depends on the particular costs that may be required
from time to time. For example, if you want the cost
of production of cereals throughout the country you
cannot possibly get it until a full year from next
Michaelmas has elapsed, in order that all tho costs
which haxe ocrurred during that year of production
may bo properly recorded. If you want the costs of
other products they could be got in a much shorter
time,

1133. Could you give us the actual date when this

Costings Committee was fdrmed? Towards the end
of last year, I l>elieve.

11:11. And up till now there. is absolutely no infor-

mation that is of any use to this OonuniswooP That
is so.

1135. Mr. Smith: Can you tell us what steps you
have taken as a Costings Committee to obtain infor-

mation? The steps are to some extent indicated in

the prefix of cvidenee I have put in. We have had
to prepare a scheme for the working of the country
generally, that is to say, lay down the general lines

on which this information shall be- obtained. We are
now on the jHiint of appointing costings officers who
will act in the various parts of the country, giving
tho necessary assistance to farmers in keeping the
coat records.

1136. Some, farmers kept their accounts previously,
did they not? Yen, accounts. I was speaking then
of coat records as distinct from the ordinary receipts
and payments account.

1137. Can we take it that as a Costings Committee
you have not come across any instance of accounts

being kept showing costs of production? Yes, there
are cost accounts in a few instances kept up and
down the country. There are not many, but there
are some.

11.'W. Would they bo available for your Department
for tho uso of this Commission? A certain numlior
of them would, yes.

1139. Do your Department, in taking these figures
of these accounts, take any stops to verify the infor-

mation contained therein? In he. cost records which
aro to be taken in the future we .shall tak>

steps.

1110. Would you think it fair to say that the in-

ii-iic-e of farmers in the matters of accounts

might load to errors in the compilation of the

returns?. That is quite |>ossiblr.

1141. And therefore these accounts might h:i

be subjected to very careful scrutiny In-fore they could

be submitted aa anything in tho nature of real

As I say, they would bo subject to that

scrutiny irom wi--k to week, or at frequent interval*.

I am referring now to the c.st nxoril-, which will De-

compiled in the future, and not t<> Mich as may
already exist.

1112. And at the moment you have no ovidonce?-
Xot actually in the possession of tho Committee. \\

can get a considerable l>ody of evidence by request.

lll:t. \\ill it 1*< part of the work of your Depart-
ment, in dealing with these accounts, to go through
them with any idea <>i Miegesting economies? Yes;
that will ti that tin- information
will show when it is compiled. It will show possible
avenues for economy and efficiency.

1144. Could you give the Commi.sM.m any idea as to

the lines you propose to proceed upon? May I ask,
have you a model list of headings, or something of

that kind, which will indicate the line of procedure
you propose to take? As to getting these costs

records, do you mean?

1145. Or the form in which it is best to huve them

prepared? Yes. The lines on which we propose to

work the country are these, that a certain number of

costings offiean arc on the point of being engaged.
They will then be placed in various parts of the

country, and will assist such farmers as are willing
in the various areas to keep costing accounts. They
will a-^ist those farmers, and their duty will be to

visit each farm periodically and scrutinise the entries

that have been made in the interval since their last

visit and to analyse those up, put them into pixi|M-r

shape, and so on. That will mean at very frequent
intervals there will be an actual scrutiny on the part
of those officers of all transactions which have taken

place on any particular farm.

114G. Mr. Jtubbins: You speak in your precis about

farming accounts you aro supplying the farmers with.

Do you put copies of those in? I have not put them
in. They aro only in rough manuscript at present.

1147. May we have them, when it is convenient to

the Committee? Yes, I shall be very pleased to do

that.

1148. You say in your precit: "The subjects of

the Committee's investigations will therefore include

the following information in respect of all types and
classes of farms : costs of production, generally ;

profit*.
" How do you define profits for the. purpose of

this investigation?" For the purpose of cost recording
aro you moaning?

1149. No; for the purpose of this investigation
which you aro conducting with the view to getting
not only records of costs, but financial statements?

The profit would be the balance remaining; that is

to say, tho surplus of tho income over tho expenditure
on that particular farm.

!!.')( I. You have told us already, I understand, thnt

you are not at tho moment in a position to furnish the

Commission with reliable data under any of these

headings mentioned? No. We could, on request, get
tain amount of cost record evidence. Wo have

had promises given to us t<- furnish them, if required.

1151. Then you say, in a note in your /nV/x, under

the (leading of "Future Work of the Committee "
:

"
By financial accounts i* meant the nusal accounts of

income and expenditure which issue in a yearly profit

and loss account and balance sheet." Do you regard
an annual valuation .-is essential, or do you adopt tho

Inland Revenue view that if there lias been no

material alteration in valuation there need not be a

fresh one? I think there should bo a valuation each

year.

ll~>2. Upon what basiscost or market value? I

think the, basis should be a cost basis.

ll.VI. Then under: "Financial Accounts
"
you have

an item. You say:
'' In comparing financial results

as shown by account*, caro must bo taken that profits
are arrived at on a common basis, e.g., that all

r<>ccipt and credits have been included in each case,

and that the nature of tho expenses charged against
the profits is also uniform as regards," and then
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you set out a number of items. Then you say :

' ' In-

terest, including interest on capital." What is meant

by that phrase? It means you might, if you had
two accounts put to you, in ono case have interest

on capital charged up as an expense, and in the

other case you might not have it so charged. It is

so entirely a matter of personal opinion whether it

is or is not charged. You would want to make
sure, in comparing those two accounts that in either

case it was the same charge or omission of charge.

1154. That was not exactly my point. What other

interest would there be but interest on capital in

the costs? There might be interest on loan. I

meant the farmer's own capital when I said that.

1155. I follow. Then there is an item of deprecia-
tion you mentioned. Have you any suggestion to

make as to what is a fair deduction for depreciation,

ay, for farming machinery, for example? Only in

the very roughest way that would be of no value for

any particular purpose. That is part of the in-

formation that should be brought out by our investi-

gations, the actual experience as regards th necessary

depreciation.

1156-7. I paid 395 for a tractor last year and sold

it by auction for 50. Should that difference be

written off?

Chairman: I do not know that that is quite a

question which Mr. Howell could answer.

Afr. Rabbins: I do not press it.

1158. Then at the end of your pricli you mention
under " Cost Accounts " that food consumed should

be reckoned in the cost account. What basis do you
favour for the assessment of the value of the food

consumed at cost or market value? You are speak-

ing of food produced on the farms, no doubt?

1159. That is so? That 'is a somewhat difficult

question to answer. Strictly and in principle there

is no doubt, in my mind, that it should be the cost

of produrtion ; but shall I say from the point of view

of the intention of the farmer in keeping his accounts

that absolute jxiint of view might not ;'.J>ply. I say
that strictly, and on a point of principle, it .should be

cost of production: lint there are qualification! whirh
in given circumstances one might wish to put into

that.

1160. Do you include interest on capital as a cosrt

of production? There again, if one may speak, I

would not say in a pedantic way, but from a strict

principle point of view, interest on capital 'is not part
of the cost. It is part of the profit.

1161. Kven if a farmer is trading with borrowed

capital?- Tw.
1162. You would not then put it to part of the

cost? No.

1163. Would you include fanner's remuneration as

manager a-s part of the cost? I think not. You
should .strike a balance before having charged any-
thing for the farmer's remuneration in order that

you may sec what balance remained lK>th for interest

on capital and for his own remuneration for work
on the farm, etc.

II' 1. In a large holding such as Sir Daniel Hall

lias told us he, favours, would you include the re-

muneration of departmental fore-men? If they were
whole-time and salaried men, yes.

!!(>.">. Mr. I'tirkir: You say in your evidence in

chief that the statistical data will assist in the

formulation of a national agi icultiiral policy. You
moan, of course, tlie data obtained from actual re-

sult.s. I think you have told us that: that you could

no* give any information this year, but would have
to wait until after September next year for actual
results? Yes.

1166. When you have obtained the actual co,ts on

your costs account, do you think with that evidence
before you any general average of cost obtained
from these statistical data will give a basis reliable

enough for legislation, seeing that there arc so many
initial difference-;, for instan^, in the fertility of the
soil where county differs from county and district

from district ami farm from farm, and even field from
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field
;
and how do you propose to get over those

figures? That is a difficulty; and when this informa-

tion is first got out, say, after its first year, it would
not have anything like the value that it will possess
when it has been compiled for a certain term of

years.

1167. Then for some time to come the statistical

information from the costing accounts will not be

very reliable? It will be reliable as reflecting the

results of the year which may have been dealt with.

1168. Of a particular farm? Yes. It will show you
the actual results on a given farm

;
or again, if the

farms in that district be averaged, out, it will give

you the average resulting cost in that particular
district. You will undoubtedly get wide variations,
as you say, not only from district to district, but

from farm to farm within that district.

1169. Will that not make any general assumption
wrong and the basis wrong, seeing that farms will

differ and fields will differ? Is it not a very difficult

problem? I do not think it will necessarily make any
assumption wrong. It will at any rate put those

who have to make such decisions in a better j>osition
to know what are the facts than they are in at

present.

1170. It will be good for the individual farmer.
He will be able to draw inferences from the data;
but will it be reliable as a basis for legislation? That
is the point I was asking? It will want careful con-

sideration from that point of view
;
but it will give

the broad general guiding statistics that will be re-

quired for that purpose, I think.

1171. There are other difficulties too. There is the
difference which arises of the holdings, the cost of

production on the smaller holding being certainly

greater than the cost of production on the largo

holdings. Will that difficulty be able to be sur-

mounted in a general average? I am not sure but
what you are asking me to answer something which
is somewhat outside my province, if I may put it

in that way.
1172. I am sorry; but it seems to me important ?

Perhaps I am wrong in saying so; but are you not

suggesting what may follow from the consideration of

the statistics which the Costings Committee may get
together? Our only duty is to compile these costings
records.

1173. I am really trying to obtain from you
information which will help us in coming to a con-
clusion to-day with regard to the costs of production
on what evidence we may have before us, and it seems

. to me the initial differences are so great that it is

very hard to arrive at. There are all sorts of initial

differences. There is the accessibility of one farm
to a station, for instance.

Mr. Asltby: Might I suggest, Sir, that Mr. Howell
is here as a representative of this Committee,
and he cannot bind his Committee by any statement,
but as a professional accountant he might also be

speaking sometimes in his personal capacity. He
might speak in a dual capacity as representative
of the Committee, and sometimes in his personal
capacity as a man who has given some study to this
matter. I think we all ought to realise there are
some- questions of policy, even in account ing. which
will be cVcided and slettlcd on tho collective responsi-
bility of his Committee, and not on Mr. Howell's

opinion.

Chairmun: My view is that the questions to Mr.
Howell should be addressed to him as a Director of
the Costings Committee, and only such information
as he has in that capacity should be obtained from
him. One /of the questions which might not have
been put to him was put some time ago, as to the
difference between 50 and l.'WO which was given
for a tractor. That is a mere matter of opinion, on
which the opinion of Mr. Howell might be very useful,
but would in no way be binding on the Costings Com-
mittee which he represents. Subject to what other
members of the Commission might feel. 1 should very
mm h'Mike that questions addressed to Mr. Howell
should be questions which he could answer solely in

his*capacity as Director of the Costings Committee.

D3 '
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Mr. 1'arker: I am seeking to lind out what Mi

Hawaii's view* are as to codings owing to cvrtain

difficulties 1 Bee, but I will drop that.

II ifw: If 1 might intervene, 1 think tho infor-

mation is bound to be of HCIAKC in various way.-,
when it is compiled, even although one may admit
one would have to wait w>im> time i..-i..ro its full

value could be shown up. You would have m
information with regard to, say, prices or wages, or

tho whole subject one may term as the general
economics of the industry, that is to say, the most
efficient sire or type of farm and the most ellicieiit

capitalisation of that farm or its equipment as regards
machinery and the number of labour, and as regards
also the respective shares of remuneration that should

go to the three great classes who arc interested, the

labourer, the farmer, and the landlord, if we may
roughly divide them in that way. In those and
other general economical bearings this information
cannot fail but to be of distinct service, I should

1171. Chairman: But you are responsible only x>i

the giving of information? Our work ends at the

getting of the information.

Chairman: That is all .that you can possibly
answer: as to how you get at the information, and
not what use is to be made of it when it is got. Those.

are the only questions which it seems to me are

material to be asked of the witness.

1175. Mr. Parker: You say in your pr6ci* in the
note: "By financial accounts is meant the usual

account* of income and expenditure which issue in a

yearly profit and loss account and balance sheet,

showing the total profit or loss." In arriving at

the total profit and loss the valuation is made.
Should that valuation be made at the cost price and

kept more or less constant with the guarantee, or

should tho value bo written up to the market price of

the day? No; I think the valuation should be taken
on a cost basis where possible.

1170. And kept as constant as possible? Yes. If

it were kept on a cost basis, it might fluctuate accord-

ing as the cost went up and down. You see what f

mean.

1177. Tho farmer's balance sheet of the last year
would show a largo profit, but a groat deal of the

profit would be shown because tho value has been

written up? Yes.

117". Would you consider that real profit? No, it

is not real profit in my view.

117U. Mr. Xiclutlls: Has your Committee any com-

pulsory powers to require information from, farm-

ers? No; it is quite voluntary.

1180. Have you got offers of assistance from the

farmers in the matter? Yes, a very large number
hare offered us assistance.

1181. Supposing your officials in a certain year con-

sidered it would he useful to your Committee to get
information with regard to a certain farm or sot of

farms and they worn not willing to give it, you
have

no power really to step in to get costs under those

conditions? No.

1182. What I am thinking about is, that you would

get the evidence from a good type of farmer, but it

would bo useful sometimes to get information from

tho other type, and there are no means by which yon
cn got it 'if they refuse? No, we have not compul-

sory powers; but'so far as wo can, we shall endeavour

to get in touch with all typee of farmers, and no;

only the moro prosperous ones. We are fully ah\.

to 'thi' ii'-ed of making the information as represen-
tative as it is possible to be.

11R3. What evidence you get is kept secret. They
know that? It u.

11-1. I moan it is not used for any particular pur-

pOBeP No. Whatever purpose it in used for, it will

be quit* anonymous. We denote a farm by a letter

or number, or' some thing of that kind.

11 So. And when you get the inclination, wlunis it

YOU ro|x.rt the information to which you get? We
re i'ij>poM>d to make a periodical report to V>e

Minister of Agriculture.

1186. Any other department? No.

1187. Mr. Lennard: In answer to Mr. Walker, you
hikid that the full information with regard to the

accounts you were collecting would not U< available

until IlkhMlBM year? I said as n : :""

I arm product*, they will not br.

1188. Yes, I think it was with regard to cereals

In tho course of your negotiations with farmers,

have you l*-n al.lo to obtain any information from

accounts tliev ha\e lieen in the hal.it of keeping
which would '^ivc us data in regard to last year or

this year? I am now in process of asking a certain

number of farmers we are in torn h with lor that

particular information for the purposes of this Com-

mission.

1189. How' soon do you think wo might expect to

have that body of evidence!- I nm speaking now of

the request which was made by th.

hist week to the t ostiniis ( ..iiimittee to get togelh. i

what information they could. That I will do my
best to get together in, say, three weeks.

1190. Apart from actual accounts, would the infor-

mation possessed by the Costings Committee make
it possible to construct ideal balance sheets of farme

of the most economical size? When a sufficient

amount of information has been put together, yea.

1191. Within the next few weeks, or only when the

re-nits of next year's inquiries are available?-- -1 would

like to be a little moro clear as to what you mean

by an ideal balance sheet.

1192. I mean taking not the accounts of any

particular farm, but taking such information as you
ha\e evidence of, of the oust of labour, the cost of fer-

tilizers, and all the other requirements of the farmer.

and then considering how that would plan out for a

farm of a given size and a given quality of land?

Ws ; 1 think to a certain extent that will be able to !

done by the information I am now endeavouring lo

get together.

llii.'l. Mr. Langfonl : Mr. Lennard has asked jou
about an ideal balance sheet. I take it one of the

objects of your Committee would be to ascertain the

cost of growing particular crops in the various

YOB.

1194. And by eo doing it may be found that in

some particular district a farmer is trying to grow
a crop which to him can nover be a profitable crop?

1195. And in that case, 1 tako it, your Com-
mittee would advise, him to grow something which

was more profitable to him? Yes.

1196. Is it your opinion that some farmers in

various parts of England arc perpetually trying to

grow crops which their land is not suitable for? Yes,
I think that is quite probable.

1197. I would like to ask you this question: Is your
Committee responsible for taking costs throughout
the United Kingdom or does it merely apply to

England? Ye; our Committee is supposed to cover

the whole of the United Kingdom, owing to the

necessity of tho information being compiled on uni-

form lines and presented in a common way.

1198. The question has already hecn asked yon n*

to whether you have compulsory powers; but whilst

you have not Mnpulsorv powers, yon lx-licvo that the.

farmers, gem-rally speaking, will co-operate with you
with regard to re-ndering every assistance for costs to

iken on their particular funnel I can only

judge from the evidence we have alreadv. which if

lilo; and by that I think they will co-

operate.

119!'. I ; i oin your /i;<Yi.i that you ha\c already-
had a conference with no less than 22 farmers'

organisations?- -Yes.

1200. Have you found in conference that they nave

willing or otherwise to render assistance?

Ignite Milling in every way so Tar.

1201. As a matter of Ret, the basis of levying In

Tax is compelling farmers to have recourse to

keeping accounts? Yes, that is so.
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1202. And they welcome the wssistance of yourself
and your Committee? For that, amongst other

reasons, yes.

1303. Mr. Prosser Jones : You have told members of
the Committee that farmers throughout the country
are willing and agreeable to give any information and
help they can to this Committee. Does that apply to
Wales and Scotland quite as much as to England?
Comparatively speaking, yes. I mean, compared with
the number of accounts that may be kept in Wales,
for example, the response has been quite as good.

1 ;304. In dealing with arable land and grass land,
which of the two methods of farming would you say
was the easier to compile an account of? It would be
easier to compile accounts of the pasture, I should

ay.

1305. Does your Board propose to make out an
annual costing sheet, or is it a two to three years' cost-

ing sheet? Annual.

1206. Would that be fair, in your opinion? It

would be fair, I think ; but its full significance would
not be shown until the full result of the rotation had
been brought out.

1207. Do you agree with me that your Committee
has been set up too late, or that this Commission is

sitting too early?

Chairman: I do not think that is a proper question.

Mr. Prosser Jones : I am only asking his opinion.

Chairman : He could npt give his opinion on that

subject ;
at least if he gave it it would be of no use-

1208. Mr. Thomas Henderson : How many costings
officers are you proposing to appoint? Twenty-six
assistants and four chief costings officers.

1209. Is that for the whole of the United Kingdom?
-Yee.

. Can you tell us what tho cost of your Commit-
tee w ill be when it is in full operation? No. I do not
think I am in a position TO state that.

I '21 1. You are not at such a point as would enable

you to say yet? No.

1312. You say in your precis under sub-paragraph
1

2)
" Permanent "

: "To obtain such permanent infor-

mation as to the costs and results of farming as is

required by tho Departments of Agriculture and the

Agricultural Wages Board." I am not quite clear as

to what kinds of information you refer to there. What
information would be in the possession of your Com-
mit ton which would be helpful to the Agricultural
Wages Board:' -I do not know that I am much clearer

than yourself on that particular point.

Chairman : He has already said he has only to get
the facts, and those to whom he has to give the farts

will make as much use of them as they think desir-

able. I do not think he can tell you whether the

Agricultural Wages Board will or will not use th

fact*.

1213. Mr. Thomas Henderson: Surely, with defer-

ence, when you are going out looking for facts, which
are going to be required by another Committee alto-

gether, it is as well to have some notion of what sort

of facts you are out looking for? I take it we uliM.

have, when we have been required, as our charter says,
to get specific information for the Agricultural Wages
Board.

121-1. You have not been so required yet?- -Nut

far.

12l-">. Then you say later on in your precis: "Tho
farms will be denoted in the Committee's records by a

letter or a number, and the information obtained will

not be used in any way for taxation purposes." Do
the farmers, in your opinion, consider that a sufficient

guarantee? In the great majority of cases, yes; not

all.

1216. Suppose your returns, when they are com-

pleted,
show that the industry, comparatively speak-

ing, is profitable, they are not afraid that this largo
mass of anonymous information might be used to

justify an increase in taxation. Is that a view \\lnYli

has been put to you at all? -Yes, we have had that

put to us.
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1217. But in the majority of cases they think it is

groundless ? Yes.

1218. Mr. Green: With regard to getting tho cost-

ings of any crop, do you not think the size of tho field

is really more important than the size of the holding:'
It is an important factor, certainly.

1219. Will you be able to get any costings data of

any practical use to us in time to be issued in a

report by the 30th September? Detailed costings
data I cannot get much of. A certain amount I will

try to get ;
but the information I shall be able to get

is more of a general financial nature, showing the
result of the working of the farm as a whole.

1220. Who are these costings officers; what class are

they drawn from; are they land agents, or what?
Laud agents are a numerous class in the applicants.

They must be men primarily with a knowledge of

agriculture, and also, if possible, men with a know-

ledge of accounting.

1221 . In growing a crop which obviously would not

pay, would your costings officers place that amongst
your data which will be presented in your general

averages, or would you exclude such a crop? No. If

that is part of the normal working of the farm, it

would come in with the other figures.

1222. Mr. Edwards : Do you recognise the funda-

mental difference between the agricultural industry
as compared with other industries arising out of

causes beyond the control of the operator or farmer ?

Yes; there are very important differences.

1223. Therefore, in your opinion, perfectly correct

accounts for the year, or even two or three years.
would practically be of no value as far as any per-
manent legislation for the industry is concerned? I

agree when you say one year ;
but for longer periods

the records would acquire cumulative value.

1224. Has your Committee discussed the principle
of the valuation of feeding stuffs, for instance, in the

cost of milk production ? I ask that question because

I find a tendency to divide up the work of the farmer

into certain more or less watertight compartments
milk production, corn growing, potato growing, and

so forth. Then you work the costings of these various

crops independently, as it were. I want to know

whether in the case of milk production, for instance,

you have taken any principle on which you intend to

value feeding stuffs in the cost of milk production?
As regards milk they have not definitely decided on

this point, I think mainly because at this present

time, when they were thinking of the costing of milk

there were no coste in existence to base such a price

on, even if they wished to do so.

1225. Mr. Dallas: Your Committee was set up last

vear, and we are now in the month of August. Is it

not rather a long time to elapse without having some

definite data from farmers who have even kept
.ummt9 in days gone by ? Apparently it does soem

a long time; but although it is true, as I said to Mr.

Walker, that we have not actually in the office
spgcific

data, there is a considerable body of data we caff get

for the asking, and which we are in process of

asking for.

1226. Can we have that?

1227. Chairman: I had a question down, which I

may a., well ask now. You said that you could givo

in three weeks such data as you possess, or such in-

formation as you may obtain from certain farmers

whom you could approach. Could you make it less

than three weeks? No. I am afraid not.

1228 May I say then about the first week in

September? Yes, about the end of the first week.

1229. Could you make it a little before the end

of the first week in September, so that I could circu-

late it amongst the gentlemen on the Commission, and

they would have the opportunity of considering i

during the week, because we are not going to sit

from the 8th to the 15th September?- Yes, I would

do my utmost physically to get it by the end ot

August but I am not certain whether it could be.

done. I want to make the position clear to you now

you have mentioned it. Your Sub-Committee has

requested the Costings Committee to get in touch witl

Di
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farmers whom HI- know uf anil a*k them to nubuiit

pit: ticular.s of their accounts. Now these farmers
H|I<NII we are in touch uh have promised to guv tin

Coatings Committee as MH-h the result of their records.
We now itre going to ask them, it they will, to give
thu information to the Hoyal Conimi.v.ion. 1 ex-

plained io the Sub-Commit tec that it does not neces-

umly follow they will be willing to give inforn

to the Hoyal Commission rather than to the Costings
Committee as Mich : M> that I would not like to

guarante at all as to the results of this appeal
win. h the Costings Committee is making to UK-
farmon.

1230. If YOU could kindly do that and get leave
to submit these accounts under a letter or 11 number
stMing the acreage of the land, so as to give us an
idea of the sir-e of the farm, the district, or county,
in which it is situated, and .such other information
of that sort which would enable us to place as much
n h.m.e and as much weight on the information as it

11 entitled to, without disc -living the name of the
individual who supplies it, it might help if you were
to assure the gentlemen who supply that information
(li.ii it would be as secret as regards names with this

Commission as it would be with the Costings Com-
mittee. I am not sure that it would not be more
secret with this Commission than with the Costings
Committee; but I will not express an opinion on that

Mibject. If you can kindly let us have it by the end
of August I shall be very much obliged? I will do

my utmost.

Mr. J)all(is : This Committee was set up by the

Ministry of Food, and I think was set up as an

impartial Committee not representing any particular
interest.

Chairman: No: it was set tip by the Board of

Agriculture for England and Wales, the Hoard of

Agriculture for Scotland, the Department of Agricul-
ture for Technical Instruction for Ireland, and the

Ministry of Food. All these organisations joined in

the setting up of this Costings Department.
Mr. 7M/cis : Therefore it was set up in the inU-n-.sts

nf the community, and not in the interests of any
particular agricultural interest.

1231. Is it not rather curious that one interest in

agriculture, the farming interest, the employers' in-

is very largely represented on tlrs Committee?
It is essentially our status that we are an impartial

body. If we are not that, we are nothing.

1232. I am not objecting to the nann-s of the

gentlemen, because I know some of them.

Chairman: If you are suggesting any change, it is

not for Mr. Howell.

Mr. Dallas : I am not suggesting any change ;
but

I want to show tho Committee is not quite so impar-
tial as I think it should he. or might have intended to
be.

Chairman: If you mako a statement of that ort
it wfll 1> taken down, but it will nut he a question
tn the Witness. Your stat-ment is that the Costings
Committee i/i not properly rcprescntat ive ?

Mi- VaOat: My .suggest ion is this, that the- Co-t-

ings Committee Bbould either rcpriwiit. no direct in-
in agriculture, or it should represent fairly all

tho interests in agriculture.

Chairman: The names are In fore you. no doubt;
hut Mr. Walker in there representing 'labour.

Mr \\'nlkrr: As a memlwr of the Parliamentary
Committee of the T:ade I'liion Congress. I was ap-
pointed a member of tho Consumers' Council: and as

reproeratiag the Consumers' Council 1 am on the

Coraagi Committee.

Chtiiiiiiiiii : Wo will take a. note of what you say.

U'l/nr.vt: Might I make a ...minent at that point?
Chaiimnn: I think not.

1233. Mr. Jhilln.*: You state in your /-riVi* thai

recently hnd a conference with largo number of
Imdir.i. Them wa a feeling, which is not eml.Hlii-d
in the resolution mi'iitioiied bcrc. that the accounts
should go to tho agricultural colleges rather than to

ili-i Agricultural Committees. Would you explain to

me why some of the officials ol your Department,
i that they ehould go to tho Agricul-

tural Committeiw, which are almost entirely

composed of employers, rather than to thu agricul-
tural colleges:' First, I cannot agree with your
.[.it, in, nt At tin- . onlercncxi you mention there,was
a certain amount of discussion: hut it centred round,
not tho point whether the account* when obtained

should go to the agricultural colleges or to the County
it i\e Committees not round that point at all.

The discussion centred round the point iu> to whether
the country officers of this Committee should be

.stationed for office accommodation purpotses either

with colleges or County Committee*. In either case

n would not happen that the accounts went to either

of those bodies, becauso they would not They would
come direct to the head office of the Conimittco in

London.

1234. Mi-, .\fhby: It ix true, ia it not. that four

members of this Commission aro also m'-mbcrs of tho

Costings Committee? Yes. that is so.

1235. Is the responsibility for the work of the

Committee collective responsibility? V-

123fi. So that any success or failure is due to the
collective work of the Committee as a whole? Yt>e,

that is so.

12.47. With regard to the duties of the Comm
they were entirely predetermine! by the Departments
which agreed together to set up the Committee?
Yes.

123S. And the Committee, itself is in no way respon-
sible for the directions as to duties? No, that is so.

1239. In your evidence-in-rhief you stale that the
information that you may obtain may lie of value
from the point of view of the national policy and
from the |x>int of view of private financial policy of
c.ich individual farmer. Is it true that in tho future

you expect your work to be of rather more imporU
.nice as regards tho financial |mlicv of the individual
farmer than as regards public policy ': Yes. that is

&0.

11! 10. Do you agree that some method of obtaining
detailed statistics is absolutely essential ai tho
moment and for the future? It is undmihtedlv, I

think.

1'Jll. Do you also agree that the method of costing
is the onlv method of obtaining those statistics?
Yc<.

1212. So that it i-: essential for the future well

l>einp of the industry that \\oik of this haracter
should be done by somebody ? Yes.

1213. And that it could only be done efficiently by
some public authority:

1 Some body quite impa'rtial
in its aim and standing.

1211. Have you made any study of the estimates
of costing and the n-siilts of costing conducted by
public- bodies in other countries, as. for instance, in

the I'nited States:- I have to some extent ; I have-
lead a good many of their publication-..

121"). Is it within your knowledge that a good
drill of the- food control work, thai has n-iently been
done in the I'nited State-, has In ,-n done mii<h more
efficiently than that in this country, simply l>.

they have pursued a policy of obtaining financial
records of farms for some years? I was not aware
i f that.

12l(i. Turning In a question asked bv Mr. l.angford,
I undcrsto:*! you to say that if in the course of work
you IV-uiid res, ilt-, to 'the effect that farmers were

growing unprofitable crops, your Committee would
advise them not to grow them I- not it true that
the duty of advising farmers would rest with the
I! aid of Agriculture and not with the Commit!
1 think that may In- so. I do not Know that there
h ; '

v hei n -,\ limit set in that particular direction to the
of the- Committee. It might naturallv follow

iry result of such work as the Com-
mittee did.

1217. Hut does not it follow, from \ <, in

I understood you to make, that the application of
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the results would rest not with the Committee but
with the Board of Agriculture, to whom the Com-
mittee has to report:

1 That is so.

1248. And that, in using the results for any parti-
cular purpose of advising farmers, the Board of

Agriculture might be influenced not only by the

position of the individual farmer, but to some extent

by national policy? Yes.

1249. There is also a question I should like to put
to you raised by Mr. Parker as to the application
of the costings results to the fixing of prices. Mr.
Parker. I understood, used the word "

average." How
would you use average costs so that you would avoid

using them to the detriment of individual farmers;'

Is not it true that you cannot fix prices on average
costs, and that you have never fixed prices on average
costs.'' Yes, I think so.

Chairman : Mr. Howell does not fix prices. Various

questions have gone outside the scheme of what Mr.
Howell can answer.

1250. Sir. Buichrlor: Although this Costings Com-
mittee came into being at the end of last year, it is

the case, I think, that you were not appointed Director

until April of this year:'- -That is so.

12/51. I think it is also the case that there was
considerable delay in obtaining Treasury sanction in

regard to the costings officers who are now to be

appointed ? Yes.

1252. And if not the principal, that is one of the

reasons for the position being so far back? Yes, that

is ono of them.

1253. Mr. (Jfi'i'man : Will you bo prepared to look

into farm accounts and balance sheets <>i farmers who
are only prepared to show yon these accounts without

keeping what we understand to be separate costing
accounts as affecting each operation? Y'es.

1251. You told Mr. Robbing that home-grown farm

produce should be charged at the cost of production.

Surely articles such as oat.-, and hay, for which substi-

tutes might be bought, should be charged at market

prices? For the particular purpose of getting at the
oo,t of producti'in of a product, I think not. Other-
H iso you are not getting at the cost to that farmer of

that product.

12.V). I will put it in another way. A farmer

grown 20 acres of oats, which he could soil it ho oho.se

at market price, and he could buy in pre-war days
maize or some other foreign commodity which would
be a substitute. Why should you penalise that from

any profit in farm accounts ? No; 1 think such a

farmer should not IK) penalised a regards any profit,
and I think, although for the particular purpose of

getting at his costs you take those home-grown foods
at the cost price, yet eventually such a fanner is

found to get some return for his trouble and capital
involved in growing those foods. I do not know
H hither I have made my moaning clear.

12.jf;>. I am thinking particularly of oats, because

tlioy are fed to the faun horse. Will that farm
horse show profit for having consumed those oats?
No. for the home-consumed oats it will not.

1257. As regards the ordinary yearly valuation, I

only ask this for your advice for the guidance of

myself and other farmers in taking valuations. The
valuer who takes my valuation every year is a very
well known man, Mr. Robert Simpson. When ho
came to take my valuation last Michaelmas ho asked
me: "On what lines do you want your valuation

taken?
"

I told him I wanted everything valued at

market prices; and he will value again this year and
I shall tfll him the sanv> thing. Are those the liu/ti

that you persuade farmers to have their valuations

made on? Personally, no. I think a preferable
basis is cost of production, particularly, shall I say,
under present circumstanc"s, where, say, for Income
Tax purposes you may be paying your Income Tax
on a profit that is only a market movement for that

particular year; or, if you have a profit sharing
M-heTiio. you may l>o sharing out your profits that are

riot real, but only the result of a market movement.

12-V*. Then you would have a valuation practically

ttanding on a steady level:' Yes.

1259. Chairman : You mean costs, do not you, and
not at market price? Yes, at cost. I freely admit
that in practice there are many difficulties in this

question.

Mr. Overman : I was going to put a question to the

Witness that the Committee is on the basis of im-

partiality, although I agree with Mr. l>allas it does

not look like it; but I must put in a protest that

Mr. Dallas' statement is not correct when he says that

the farmer has a balance in his favour on that Com-
mittee.

Mr. Dallas : I would like it to be clear on that

point that I mean employers in agriculture, not

necessarily tenant farmers.

Chairman: The statement Mr. Dallas made was,
that the employers in agriculture were overweighted
on the Costings Committee. Mr. Overman says that
is not so.

1260. Mr. Uca: You say you think the proper basis

for valuation is costs of production. How about the

entering tenant who enters upon a farm and has to

buy his stock and other things at market price?
In that case the price he has to pay for his ingoing
would become to him the cost price that he should

adopt for future valuations.

1261. Then he would really have to stick to market

price? Yes.

1262. And with any fluctuations of market price
from year to year he would alter his figures to meet
the time's prices, I suppose? I think not. Having
started at his ingoing valuation at certain figures, he
should adopt those same figures for succeeding valua-

tions irrespective of market movements in the mean-
while.

1263. But suppose those fall 50 per cent, in stock,

say, his valuation would not show his actual position.
It would show an unduly inflated position.

< 'haii-maii : That is a very, very difficult proposition,
and one so clearly of accounting, and accounting only.
I do not know that Mr. Howell can quite answer what
the Costings Committee would do

;
but as an

accountant, supposing a man came into a farm at

market value, at the end of the next year that would

figure as part of the charge to the profit and loss

account, but I do not think Mr. Howell could tell

how the Costings Committee would deal with a par-
ticular item. He can tell you on general lines. I

imagine that a particular question as to a particular
farmer would have to be dealt with according to the

circumstances of that particular individual.

Mr. Rea : It is a question on which a great many
farmers have difficulty ;

but your explanation, Sir,
clears it up.

1264. In view of the uncertain climatic conditions
ami the interdependence of one crop on another, do

you think it is possible to arrive at any reliable cost

of production as regards any particular crop? Yes,
I do; but I say such figures would have a growing
value, as it went on over thd time they had been

kept.

1265. For how many years do you think it would
be necessary to sec these accounts before you could

get a reliable estimate as to the costs? They would
not have obtained their full value until the rotation
had elapsed, I think.

1266. One particular crop may arise only once in

a rotation, and that particular farmer has put the
same amount of labour and the same amount of
manures into the crop which is not there, yet in the
next rotation he might have a good crop? Yes, that

is so.

1267. So that how would you arrive at the cost in

that case? The cost of that crop would be the cost

under those particular climatic conditions.

1268. You would treat each rotation as an indivi-

dual unit? Yes : although with due care being given
to apportionments, the result of each year can be

made of quite serviceable value without waiting until

the rotation has expired.
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... \\.:n..iit labouring the iu<>

1 want to go again into thu ijiu*>tion ni tlu< im tin*!

<>t tuluiug loud* consumed on a holding ii the

purpose oi producing something else. You take the

new which u common to all accounting in busineM,
thai tin- c-t of production i- ti proper baais of

valuation f Yes.

127U. But 1 think you recognise for certain pur-

pOMt a producer must un e.-tigato thu actual costs of

a particular Department <>t his production in a

different way P Yes.

1271. That is, if a man is to arrive at a division.

tor example, whether he is going to continue to be a

milk producer, he must calculate the cost of his milk

production by taking into account, at what he could

ell the farm produce which he is going to use in

milk production P It would be easier to ascertain

that fact if he had adopted the market value basis.

1272. That is to say, what you would 'consider in

deciding to undertake this class of production would

be, whether it would pay him better to use his home

produced materials in milk production or to sell

them if they were saleable. That would be his alter-

native P Yes.

1273. If the State is setting up prices for the pur

pose of guiding production into certain channels,

that would exactly correspond to the individual's

calculation P Yes.

1274. And therefore, eo far as that particular
matter goes for that purpose, that would be thp way
in which the State would assess those home-produced
foods \\hich were to be used in that now das- of pro-

duction. You said it would be strictly on the same
lines? Yes.

1276. You have got a certain number of existing

cost accounts as distinct from the accounts for Income

Tax purposes, have not you? Yes, a few.

1276. You would regard it, would not you. as

necessary to the best system of management that

farmers in some way should keep costings accounts ?-

Yes, I do.

1277. You would regard it as part of good manage-
ment? Y.

1278. Therefore it is not unreasonable to

that the farmer, who managed well in that respect,

would be a good farmer generally:- No. n is not un-

reasonable.

1279. Therefore probably in getting existing cost-

ings accounts, you are getting the costings accounts

of the best farmers rather than the average? Yes,

that is to.

1280. And you are getting none of the worst, I

presume? No.

1281. Therefore they would not present you with

any baais on which you could calculate average or

maximum costs of production. They would give you
the minimum costs of production only, would not

thoy? Yes, these existing accounts would. They are

too few altogether to build any generalisation on.

1982. With regard to the farmers with small hold

ings, I do not mean in any technical or legal sense,

but say farms of 50 or 100 acres, do you have COM in -
.

accounts from any of those? No, not so far.

'

It would be rather difficult, would it not, to

get full costings accounts of these where the labour

is family labour and there is no fixed payment of

wages?- '-Yen, it would bo difficult.

You would regard this as rather lying out-

-i.l.. \our iTnostigntion, would not you? Not nccos-

itarily.

1285. I mean to say. you would find it very difficult

to get anything to investigate? -It would be difficult

to get the coats ;
but it would bo very easy to get the

ordinary financial account from that class of farmer

It would bo easy to get that information.

1286. But very difficult to get real costings? -Yes.

1287. OosU of production vary enormously, of

oonrw. do not they? Tfcey do in most industries.

12*8. You have the two varying factors in agricul-
ture the different productiveness of different dis-

tricts and the different costs of the working of differ-

ent districts? Ye*.

1289. Not necessarily corresponding? No.

I-"HJ. Then you have great varieties of seasons ?

Yes.

So that taking into account tho whole of the

profit and low and the great variations, there would
be a very largo margin of error in calculating cost*.

would not there? I do not know about a very large

margin ; there would be .1 margin of error. 1 should

say certainly a larger margin than in other industries

generally. But we must remember that other in-

dustries also have their difficulties as regards costings;
and that while agriculture has a good many of these

difficulties specially emphasised, yet tho difficulties of

getting exact- costs do not apply solely to ngricultur >.

1292. But is it not tho case that the-e difficulties

in agriculture are additional to the difficulties whidi

beset other industries in accounting? In one or two

points, yes; in other points, no.

1293. But there are certain difficulties which are

special to agriculture in addition to those which are

common to other industries? As regards yield and
wo-athor I should say yes. But take your out-of-door

contractor or public works contractor. Hi also is

largely at the mercy of the weather in getting out

hia work, especially in tho winter. Ho get* his work
held up without end sometimes. So that I say
whore;i-- agriculture ie affected by the weather oilier

industries are also affected, but generally speaking
to a I. --,! extent tlian ngricultir

1201. But as regards the contractor to which you
have referred, in working out his costs it is calculat-

ing on a- definitely ascertained set of physical condi-

tions, soil, and so on, whereas in agriculture Nature
varies these conditions lor you, and tho costing*

officer, whoever ho may be, has himself to make
allowance for a great variety of conditions? But the

contractor cannot cost as regards future weather dur-

ing the course of his contract.

1295. I do not mean weather? But that i.s an im-

portant matter. Take a long contract which takes

three or four years to fulfil, an immense factor in

that is the weather.

1296. But there are other things which nro addi-

tional to that in the case of agriculture which cannot

bo taken into account in advancer That, is -o. On
tho other hand, there aro special conditions pertain-

ing to other industries that do not appertain to agri-
culture.

1297. Such as? Such as the incidence of, shall I

say, overhead expenses. With a liig industrial concern

with a lot of plant and departments and one thing
and another, tne question of tho allocations over the

respective jobs which may be in hand at any time.

of these overhead expenses is a very difficult matter

indeed, and is very frequently the biggest of the

items in the cost.

f'liniriiuin: Is it at all important that we should

discutn what relates to tin- other indu-P

12!)S. Iti . Hom/liix: I did not raise the point, hut f

did not wish to interrupt the Witness:-- I was merely

trying to bring out that wherea-. there ate difficulties

in agriculture them aro also difficulties in other

industries.

1299. But if. U >"ii have said, there is .% large

margin of error, that means you will require a, very

largo number of instance* in order to eliminate it?-

1300. So that it really is a very large investigation

to get at anything reliable and sfablo in tho way <,f

costings? It has lie.-n done on a \ery large to

regards number in the Tinted States for many
past.

1301. And you think that is necessary to have, a

largo number of eases over a number of ye:

order really to get trustworthy results-?- -T was going

to say that they have evolved means of conducting .1
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largu number of investigations with comparatively
little trouble, and I have no doubt we shall arrive

at tlie same point here in due course.

1302. But you agree that a very large number of

instances is required. That was the only point I was

asking? Yes.

1303. In determining the cost of any crop there is a

very large element of valuation, is there not; that is,

the valuation of the result of preceding crops and the
effect of operations upon succeeding crops;' Thi-re i.s

an element of valuation, yes.

1304. And that will vary in different climates and
soils, will not it? Yes, it will.

130o. With regard to so-called unprofitable crops, is

not it often the case that the coat of such a crop should
rather be regarded as appertaining to the production
of other crops? Yes, that is so.

1300. It is not necessarily unprofitable from the

point of view of management aa a whole; but it

should be made a charge against other crops? To be

clear, may I ask if you are referring to a root crop
a turnip crop, as a example.

1307. In some cases, or the use of clover, and so on?
In such a case you would endeavour as far as pos

lible to apportion the cost over the crops that would
obtain the advantage of those costs.

1308. The advantage of tb.6 manurial and cultural
residues ? Yes.

130'J There might also be a crop which from a

strictly financial point of view would be unprofitable,
but which would be necessary or very desirable in view
of other conditions of farming? Yes.

1310. The production, say, of certain classes of root

crops unsuitable for the locality, but necessary for cer-
tain times of the year? Yes.

1311. All that would simply be a matter of book-

keeping and spreading it over the different crops or

departments to which it related? Thait is so.

1312. There is one other point, a small one, but
it lias been referred to more than once, and that is

the remuneration of the farmer. If you allow

nothing for the farmer's work in overseeing his work,
does not that create a certain inequality of calcula-
tion between the man who oversees all his work
directly, and the man who either from farming on a
different scale or for other reasons employs paid
management for that purpose? Yes.

1313. Should there not he something to equalise
the basis in the two instances ? It depends what
particular purpose you have in mind.

1314. I mean to get at the cost of production?
No; in getting at the cost of production I do not
think you should attempt to equalise. You ascertain
tile facts in both cases.

1315. Yes; but the fact is that Farmer A devotes
his whole time to looking after his whole farm,
whereas Fanner B, either for his whole farm or part
of his farm, or for a separate farm, employs a. paid
manager who does nothing else than that. If you
allow nothing for Farmer A's supervision of the land
which he occupies, are not you concealing an integral
fact or failing to give effect to it? No, I do not quite
see that.

1316. I do not want to argue the point at all?
1 am not attempting to argue it.

1317. I put it to you there is an inequality in the
two conditions? There is inequality in the result of
the balance of income over expenditure in those two
farms; but I dp not see that there is inequality in

regard to the costings of those two farms. One costs
more to work than the other, and the owner of that
farm, say, with a bailiff, expects to get less as a net
result from the farm than the other man.

1318. You would not regard his t'wn services as

something that you ought to put down in a separate
account? No, not in order to get at costs.

Mr. Lennard : Before Mr. Howell goes, might I, on
a point of order, raise the question whether the
Costings Committee has any of these American pub-
lications which would be of service to the Commis-
sion ? It eeenis to me that information about changes
in the costs of production during recent years in the
United States would be a very valuable supplement
to our information.

1319. Chairman : Have you such information from
the States, Mr. Howell ? We have some of these pub-
lications. Mr. Ashby, I believe, knows of the exist-
ence of others.

1320. If you have got it, would you be so kind as
to send it here and let us see the papers which Mr.
Leonard desires to have. If you do not have it, would
the Board of Agriculture have it? Yes, they would
p.robably have others; or if they have not I would
suggest your wiring to the States to get what you
want.

1321. Have you got what you want by wiring?
No, we wrote, but we have not nearly all that they
have published on this subject yet.

Chairman: We are much obliged to you, Mr.
Howell.

(The Witness withdrew.)

The Hon. EUWAKD STBUTT, C.H., Called and Examined.

1322. Chairman : You have been kind enough to give
us a precis of your evidence? Yes.

1323. Chairman: Would you allow me to put that
in without reading it? Certainly.

The following precis of evidence was handed in by
the Witness:

1324. (1) I understand that the Koyal Commission
wishes to be informed as far as possible of the cost
of the production of crops on Agricultural Land, and
what the position of the occupier at the present
moment and in the near future is likely to be com-
pared with what it was in pre-war times, especially in

respect of the expenses of cultivation of arable land.

132o. (2) We may assume that it is the wish of the
country that the land of England should be cultivated
in the best possible manner, whether it is arable or
gram, and that the gross produce should be consider-
ably larger than it was before the war.

It is Imped that the larger part of the grass land.
which has IMTII ploughed up during the war, should, if

possible, remain in arable cultivation and that po.
as time goes on some land which is especially suitable
my yet further be converted from grass to arable.

There is little doubt that during the hustle of the
war, a proportion of the grass land ploughed up was
unsuitable for the purpose, and only the urgent neces-
sities of growing corn at all costs would have justified
the breaking up. This would probably in many cases
revert again to grass, and it is wise that it should do
so.

There is, however, a danger that owing to the in-
creased cost of production and the fear that prices will
not be sufficient to pay this cost a great deal
of land which is quite suitable as arable will be laid
down again to grass. There is no doubt a widespreadfear among farmers that herein lies their salvation
and they are justified in this by the high price which
grass land fetches in the market compared with arable
unless the latter is of very first-rate quality.

1326. (3) It is hoped that this Commission may see
their way to make recommendations which would
give the farmers confidence in the future and enable
them to continue arable cultivation with prospects of
a reasonable return on their capital and a reward for
the time and energy they are putting into their busi
ness. Farming, especially arable farming, is a ri*k\
business, and it is important that the rate of interest
should be sufficient to attract capital.
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1327. (<!) The kitualiou ut the mumi-nt bus bovu
usj by our having hud one ot tin

blutuiM ami upringb ever known, at n\ talc 111 the
bouth ot England, lor arable cultivation, ihe. land,
tm ing to prowure of cropping and shortness ot labour,
ha* got into a very bad suite ot cultivation, and there

ill uo a largo outlay to be made by nearly
farmer to bring his laud back into the state in which
it a* in 1U14.

13M. (5) In many districts uluo them is a great
want of cottagt* which it in an economic impossibility
tor any private person to build at the present time,
aud in many cages also a considerable scarcity ot

good liirm buildings, suitable for high cultivation.
ihu IN probably more [.ie\al. nt in the bouth and East
uf Knglund than in the North.

132V. (0; 1 huvu thought carefully over the best

way of putting sonio figures before you, and realise
that thu expenditure ot the last year or two is no

guide to that of the present time and the immediate
future. 1 iiuvu ihcreloi-u come to thu conclusion thut
it will be best to show you the average expenses on
certain farms and groups of farms for the years 1912,
1913 and 11)14. The increase in cost at the present
moment, in which we see a tendency to rise rather
than to fall, under different headings will show tho
Commission the probable cost for the farming year
1919-20.

Taking tho group of farms marked No. 1 which 1
am putting forward are under one owner. There are
3,600 working acres, mostly fair mixed land, about
two-oevonths grass and five-sevenths arable. A large
herd of cows are kept.

Tho cost of every item of expenditure has gone up,
some very largely aud others only to a small extent.
Th.i first item is rent, interest on buildings, tithe,
and land tax. In tho Eastern Counties, where tho

.

tithe is high, it will be increased by 2s. per acre
since the war. 1'he cost of landowner's repairs is at
least doubled, aud in fact, at the moment, is more
than this, so that another 2s. should be added. So
as to put the landowner in the same position as in a
pre-war period on a rent of 1 an acre, 20 per cent,
should be added to it. Kates have increased slightly,
with a probable further increase of, say, 10 to 20 per
cent.

Per cent.
The cost of Seed increase, say 150

Manures 100
Labour 184*

Threshing ... 150
Steam Cultiva-

tion 100
Fuel 100
Horse Fodder ... 100
Implements ... 120
Sundrie* ... 100

Table No. I. A|,|.nilix III

As regards wages, I am putting in a statement
(marked No. 1 A) showing tho cost of labour for
M>ven weeks from tho beginning of Juno for tho
year. 1913, 1014, 1915, 101C, 1917, 1918 and 1919.
Th<. member* of th<> Commission will *>ce that the

in.-rcaw. in this caao is 174-8 per cent, which,
boMVir, doe* nut fully reprowjnt the inrreaso of 1919
IT, perhaps, some of 1918. Dining these years tin-re
have Iwcn thro., tractors employed and two hauling
engine* which arc not worked from the farm ilii.

bat tho farms are charged so much an acre for the
land ploughed, or w> much per ton for the material
hauled, and tho hand labour employed on workingthm implements must bo added to tho 1919 cost of
hand labour.

So far as one can ee, this will bo an increase of
ome 16 to 20 per week. Taking it at 15, it will
mak* an additional 105 on the total cost of labour
for the wvc-n weeks. This would add !> per cent.,
making a total of IS! per rent.
Thiv yon will nWrrr, is higher than the nominal

inrrenv- in wage* paid \,, tl,,. ngricnltiirnl labourer
'in thos< farm* in pro-war years the minimum

wa 16*. This now. in Essex, is 38s. 6d., which

is an increase of slightly over 150 per cent. The
increased cost must be owing to the shortening of the

(
hours and the payment oi oveuimo, especially tm-*

cowmen and horsemen. Thw will bo further incrcued

hy the khortcning of hours on tho 1*1 November in \t

and through tho summer of 192U as at present
arranged.

1330-40 (7) (in the other statement marked
No. 2 A, Farm A is a light land farm, highly
cultivated, of about 1,400 acres, on which liX) cows
are kept and a flock of 500 sheep.

!' I Wfl 2 B) is a rather heavy land farm in

North Kssex of not very first-rate quality, with an
area of about 350 acres.

C Farm (No. 2 C) U a useful mixed farm of about
600 acres with not more than 2H |MT cent, of grass.
No cows are kept, but there is a gool deal of other
stock.

The other expenses, apart from labour, would be
tho same as on the other group of farms, and a
statement is put in showing tlia wages (marked
No. 2 I)). The increase in this case, you will sec is

not so large, amounting to 158 per cent.

It will be seen from these figures that, apart from
the interest on capital, the increase in exjiense-t with-
out taking feeding stuffs into account averages in one
case 126 per cent, and in the other 116 per cent.

This is on the assumption there is no further increase
in expenses of any sort manures, implements, or

wages. O.wing to the drought of this summer, the

cost of feeding animals will bo very severe this

winter, which must add, of course, to tho cost of

production.
You will observe in No. 1 .statement that manure

is 9 per cent, of tho expenses in tin. three

previous to tho war, and 8 per cent, at prevent for

1919.

Kent, interest on buildings, tithe ami land tax
were 16 per cent, in the first period and SJ per cent.

at the present time.

Labour was 42 per cent, in tho first period and
53 per cent, in the socond period, and this l>cars, of

course, a very large proportion of the cost of working
the farm.

It would seem from these figures that without any
increase of expenses at all it would not be easy for

tho avora'go land to remain Under cultivation, unless

the present prices are maintained, though then, may
be some methods of cheapening cultivation which
have not yet been put into general practice. .Many
think that better education, more scientific farming,
more use of artificial manures, more efficient organisa-
tion and account keeping, better railway transit,
better organisation for buying and selling, and
abolition of tho middleman's profits might consider-

ably lessen the cost. These no doubt will do some-

thing, but unless the expenses fall it will be very
difficult to carry on, except on the better class arable
lands .which are and will probably be always well

cultivated.

I fear that tho poor, heavy threi>-horsc land* are

already doomed to either grass or perhaps lucerne
where dry enough.

1341. (8) I am nlso putting forward a .statement

(No. 3) showing cost of wheat for Mils taken from
u tillage Ivook which is kept on two of the farms
with which I am connected. In reference to i

figures the cost of manual laliour in the operations
of e en fi,.|d has been charged \\here\er possible.
but tho item of 9s. per acre is charged against each
field for sundry expenses, such as fencing and odd
jobs which it is impossible (to charge to the. account
of any definite field or crop. This charge has IMM-II

calculated to meet tho average expenditure of this
character.

As regards horse labour, the total cost of keep and
expenditure incidental to maintaining a pair of
horses and the implements used by them has been cal-

culated, and a daily charge has been made for (.[,,

of the horses according to tho time of the year. The
Male varies from 8s. per day in the busiest, time to
4*. per day, when there is less stress of work.
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With regard to the crops, farmyard manure is

charged against the crop to which it has been applied ;

the unexhausted manurial value is carried over to

succeeding crops.

The Commission will observe that the total cost for

growing wheat amounts to 14 11s. 9d. for 1918, in-

cluding superintendence and interest on capital, but

allowing nothing for profit. The cost for 1919 would

naturally bo larger, but the crop is lighter and so
harvest expenses \vill be considerably less, and there-
fore it may not come to very much more money. It

has to be remembered that the capital now .employed
in agriculture is from 15 to 20 an acre, whereas
it used to be from 7 to 10, and so a considerably
larger return per acre is necessary to make it worth
while for anyone to invest in farming.

1342. (9) I am putting forward a comparison be-
tween a mixed arable and grass farm and one entirely
grass (No. 4), stating the expenses for the average
three years, 1912, 1913, and 1914. The grass farm
is on the marshes adjoining the sea, and is entirely
unsuitable for cultivation. It will be observed that
the labour on this grass farm is 86 a year when there
was one man kept all the year round, and a little

hay made for winter use. If this were increased by
150 per cent, the additional cost on the 500 acres
would be 129, which would represent on the 500
acre* 5s. 2d. per acre. The same rise on the mixed
farm would amount to 1,995, or a rise of 4 4s. Od.

per acre.

There is also of course an increase on seeds,

manures, expenses of horses, implements besides this
on the mixed farm which does not apply to the grass
farm. Is there not a danger that the farmer will
wish to lessen his risks, and perhaps increase his

profits, by putting his farm under grass?
1343. (10) Under the Corn Production Act the

minimum price guaranteed for wheat is 45s. for 1920
and the two succeeding years; and oats, 24s. Though
of course the minimum

price is not the maximum, it

is quite evident that this price will not be sufficient,
and if the desired result it to be obtained, and con-
fidence given, this will have to be considerably raised
and the period lengthened.

Personally, I have been a strong supporter of the
Corn Production Act giving a guaranteed minimum
I>rire and a minimum wage for the agricultural
labourer. Among those who originally supported
this proposal, the suggestion was that the Wages
Bo*rd should simply fix the minimum wage and should
not attempt to fix the standard wage for men em-
ployed in the industry. If this were done a good
deal of difficulty might be avoided, and the less effi-

cient agricultural labourer would not be in danger of
being out of employment during the slack months
of the year.
KM 4. (11) It is generally desired by those who con-

sider the health of the community that there should
be a large increase in the supply of milk. This at

it will be very difficult to provide, as farmers
are nervous if they increase the number of cows, one
day there may come a slump in the price of milk and
the Value of oows, then there will be a large loss of

capital. Milk is also a very troublesome business
and is a constant worry. Many who have thought
over this matter are of opinion that the only way of

maintaining such milk supplies as are required will
!*

l>y guaranteeing the price of cheese. There was
an art id., in the " Times" by their agricultural cor-

>mmending this course some months
ago, and probably this, combined with the increased
guarantee under the Corn Production Act, would do
more to keep the land well cultivated, and an agricul-
tural population on the land, than anything else that
can be suggested.

[This concludes the.
e.vidence-in-chiff.]

Chairman : I will ask Dr. Douglas to commence the
questions which he may think necessary to put to
you.

l.'!(5. Dr. Douglas: I see you say in the third part
of paragraph 2: "There is little doubt that during
the hustle of the war a pro]>ortion of the grass-
land ploughed up was unsuitable for the purp
Would von develop that a little and explain

why and in what respects? The Agricultural Com-
mittees were asked to get as much grass land ploughed
up as possible, with the object of increasing the pro-
duction of corn. This was done a good deal through
the District Committees in the English counties, and
some of the District Committees had an idea that

everybody should do their share. The result was that
some people who had some very unsuitable land for

ploughing up were asked to plough their land up, and

they did so. The probability is that it was eco-

nomically a mistake to do that. It was only the
absolute importance of getting more corn that justi-
fied them in doing it at all.

1346. What were the chief causes of unsuitableness
and loss? Through the land being very wet and un-
drained in many cases, and perhaps being very heavy
land. Those would be the chief causes.

1346A. Was there much loss from parasites? Yes,
from wireworm of course, but I do not think that that

applied to any one description of land more than

another; I think it depended a good deal upon the

management.
1347. There seems to have been a great deal more

loss in respect of that land in England than in Scot-

land ? Yes, I think that is so.

1348. Can you suggest any reason for that? I

think the reason was because perhaps the District

Committees did not do it in Scotland the same way
as they did it in England. The District Committees
were so. anxious to be fair, as they thought, and were
so anxious that everybody should do their share in

this country, that the result was that some people did
their share who ought to have done nothing at all

because their land was not suitable. I think that is

the reason.

1349. On the whole, was the land ploughed to a suffi-

cient depth, do you think? Some of it was. Some
people did not do it properly and some did not try
their best, but on the whole I think it was ploughed
deep enough.

1350. Has a good deal of that land reverted to grass
already, do you think? Yes.

1351. If you compared the years 1914-15, is the

proportion much less than in 1919? I should not like
to say that. I asked for the June statistics the other

day, but they had not got them. There is a certain
amount of the land which was not cropped in 1918
at all

;
it was only bare fallow. That land was cropped

for the first time in 1919.

1352. Ploughed up without being cropped at all?

Yes, late in the summer July or something of that
sort.

1353. Was that by the instruction of the District
Committee ? Yes.

1354. Would you think it unusual to find the same
amount of land under grain in a district in 1919 as

compared with 1918? I should not like to say that.
I personally have not got so much land under grain
this year as I had in 1918 quite, and the season has
been very bad for this year too. That would affect
it as well. The season would make less for 1919.

1355. I have been surprised to find exactly the same
amount :n certain districts that are known to me in
191!) as in 1918? I do not think there would be so
much less as people generally imagine. That is my
view; but we do not know, you see; we shall know
soon.

1356. You think there will be in the near future a
strong tendency for land which has 'been ploughed up
to go back to grass? The heavy land will go back
the three or four horse land.

1357. But not on the whole the light land which
was in pasture will not go back? That depends on the
prices.

1358. Your answer is that that would depend on the
farmer's view of what prices are likely to be? Yes.

1359. At present prices, or approximately present
prices, do you think the land would remain in cultiva-
tion? I think all except the very heavy land could
remain in cultivation I do not say it will
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1960. It ha been stated that there has been a great
tendency to put land back to grass? That is tho view

i thi> farmer at the present time. He is worried over
labour troubles at prevent, and be is inclined to do it,

1 think.

1361. la that because he is afraid of prices, or
because he wants to work his land in an easier way?
1 think it is both.

1969. Do you think guarantees regarding prin -

would overcome the other difficulty, or that then-

would still be that tendency? I think it would help

very much to overcome it.

1363. You say in paragraph (4) that land 1m-

pit into a very hod state of cultivation owing to pres-
sure <>f cropping and shortness of labour, and there

will be a large outlay to be made by nearly every
farmer to bring his land back into the state in which
it was in 1914 F That is very much the case; it will

take a very large sum to put it back in the condition

it was in 1014.

1964. Is that shown in the condition of the crops

generally P Yes, I think it is.

13G5. In the foulness of the land P Yes.

1366. Of course, it is difficult as a matter of im-
mediate policy, but do you think there is a great
deal of land capable of cultivation which is kept out
of cultivation owing to the absence of adequate drain-

age? No doubt drainage would help land to be culti-
:

: there is a good deal of land at the present
moment that wants draining.

1367. Part of it was cultivated in a mistaken way
during the war and part of it was not cultivated at

all? Yes; bat, of course, the cost of draining is very
heavy now compared with what it was.

1368. The cost of the ordinary equipment of land

you put down also as baring increased very much?-
Yes, very much. Maintenance and repairs is probably
three times what it was. I h.tvo put it down as twice

myself, hut I think it is probably nearer three times.

1369. Do you suppose these are considerably in ar-

rear? Yes, they are very much in arrear in my opi-
nion.

1370. Landlords have not been able to spend the

money, even if they have been willing to do so, owing
to shortness of labour? Yes; I think they would have

spent their money on more productive things even if

they had had the money.
1371. And also, of course, the cost was a deterrent?

Yea, the cost affected it of course.

1372. Landlords had no increase in revenue to make
up for this additional cost of maintenance and farm
(Hjuipment? No, unless they raised renta.

1373. On the whole, have they raised rente, do you
think? No, I should not say generally, but occasion-

ally where leases have run out, and so on, they have
done so.

1374. Raton have increased slightly P Yes, but not

very seriously.

l.'17">. Are you including in tho 10 to 20 per cent.
the probable incidence of tho new education r:

N"<>. I wan not, but they havi- in> i..i-..l MTV little

indeed during the war only a trifling SHIM.

l:<7<>. Rates to a considerable extent depend upon
services and labour, the cost of which has all in-

creased? Yes, and it is sure to increase itill more, in

tho future. I hnvp put it at 10 to 20 per cent., hut
it in probably a good deal more.

1377. As you are speaking of rat's, have you any
idea of the cost of the administration of the Educa-
tion Act? No, I should not be able to give you an
'.pinion that would be, worth having with regard to

that, I think.

KIT". You have no idea of what effect it will have?
I have not.

1379. Tt is an important point? Yes, it is a very

important point, and T am afraid T have treated it

too lightly. Road* aluo. T think, will bo greatly in-

in rout.

1. 1-' i Would it surprise you if in some cases the
.ion rate will be doubled ? V>

l:i-l I , an speak of cases in which it has been
doubled:- 1 have evidently not allowed enough ior

the increase in rate*.

1382. You hubmit certain figures dealing with a

group of farms. What sort of conclusion with
> tho cost of production of wheat do these i

.ul you to? Taking it on the whole it produces an
IM> of 126 per cent., and ii you tak. whout

alone, I suppose it would bo about the same.

1383. You have given the 1918 figures as being
111 11s. 9d.? Yes, from another set of books alt..

getht r.

l:t-l. What sort of yield would that be? That
\\ould be 5 quarters to 'tho acre. Last year wo had
that; it was a very big crop last year.

l:tv>. I am at some disadvantage in putting ques-
tions to you on your precis because we have only had
it, before us in the last few hours. I should. there-

fore, like you to bring out any ix>ints in connection
with wheat prices that soem to you to be rdc\
Would you like me to go into the statement as to the

cost of growing wheat that I have put in?

i :'.*>. Yes, I think so? I have explained to you how
these figures are arrived at in the statement. I do
not think I need go through that. We have a I

account against' each field, and the labour and horse
labour and manures, and any other expenses aro put
down every w-ok as tho amounta are expended. Of

course, certain things have to be more or less estima-
ted. We have to estimate, for example, what we
should charge for the use of a horse and the imple-
ments that are used. Tho price we have < harmed for

1918 was 8s. in the busy time and 4s. when .slack. We
used to charge about half that price, and I do not
think that the 8s. is really enough now.

1387. As to these charges for horse labour, have

you checked them, having regard to the cost of main-
tenance and the depreciation of horses, and so forth!"

I cannot tell you for 1919, but my impression is it

is too little for 1918. You see you have to fix those

prices at the beginning of the year. AVe had to fix

these prices for 1918 at Michaelmas. 1017. and al-

though they seemed sufficient then. 1 think it ought to

be rather higher now, because if a horse died, owing
to the high prices it is a much more serious loss to

\ ou .

13S8. These prices were assessed before tho experi-
ence of 1918 was complete? Yes.

1389. They were based on tho experience of 1917?-

Yes.

1390. They are really 1!17 cost figures? Yes, but

probably one looked ahead a little and saw that

).
rices were going up, and put thorn in at a little

more.

1391. But generally the experience on which they
are based is 1917 experience? Yes. There is another

item which I do not think I have put quite high

enough. That is for threshing and delivering. That

was fixed, too, at the .same time Michaelmas, 1!17

.but, we found that the cost of threshing was a good
deal higher than wo expected. Them was a lot of

straw and the corn yield ,was very bad. The weather

was very bad, and it cost more than what 1 think I

put dow'n. I think at least another .
r
>s. an aoro ought

to be added on to that.

1W2. Speaking of labour COM. a suggestion has

been made to us I do not, make it myself, nor does

it correspond with my own personal experience that

thorn has been a very general loss of efficiency in

labour. Have you anything to say about that? I

.im tho la*.t person who wants to find fault with the

agricultural labourer. I think the best of thorn are

the finest fellows that ever walked, but in the case

me of them I think there is less efficiency

1393. Tt has been necessary during thn stress of

i h<> war to employ a great deal of labour which is

unskilled and inexperienced, and obviously less

efficient, but the suggestion is further mado that

there has been some decline ill the efficiency of the

skilled agricultural labourer himself- 1 am nfr.iul
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that is so. I think he does not see the necessity for

working so hard as he did, but it is very difficult to

say. I think that is one of the reasons why the cost

of the labour on one's farms is higher than it ought
to be, bearing in mind the ordinary rise in wages. It

is certainly a general opinion among farmers that

that is so, and I think it is also the opinion that is

hold among farm bailiffs. I do not think it applies
to some of the best men, but it does apply to some

others, I am afraid.

1394. You would not say it is general, but you have
evidence that it occurs? -I think it is rather general.
I think the real reason is that everybody is tired,

you know. I am tired myself, and I think they are

all like that, and we all want to do a little less. T

think. There is another point on that I might
mention. It is very difficult to get the agricultural
labourer to take piecework now. He will work by the

day. My own opinion is that if you always work by
the day you do get to a lower standard somehow or

another. I think that is what it comes to. I hope,
however, that we shall get over that difficulty

presently. Another thing is that it has been very
difficult for us to fix the price of piecework in the.

past, as the labour changes so much.

1395. Your view is that in order to maintain cul-

tivation a guarantee with regard to prices is

necessary ? Undoubtedly.

1396. And you submit the figures which are your
estimate for 1920 which you have taken as the basis

for that suggestion? Yes.

1397. Have you anything to add on that subject?
I do not know whether you want mo to say what
would bo an adequate guarantee.

1398. You have gone into costs very carefully, and
I think the Commission would wish to know that?
Of course, under the Corn Production Act it would
bo 4os. for the next three years. I think my figures

undoubtedly show that that would be a hopeless price.

1399. That price would represent a heavy loss?

fw Of course, when the Corn Production Act

prices wore fixer! it was supposed to be the minimum.
It was not supposed to be the maximum the farmer
would get. or even a profitable price. The idea was
to defend him against any serious losses, so that ho
should not bo ruined.

1400. The object of the Corn Production Act was
to guarantee a minimum price? Yes, and for that

reason I should not put the minimum price so high
as a great many farmers would desire it to be put.

Personally I do not know that we really want a

guarantee at all very much for the next year or two,
because I think prices will be high probably, but
fanners generally do not believe that.

1401. That would lead you rather to conclude that
the Government might safely give a guarantee?
Yes; the effect of giving a guarantee would be very
inexpensive probably. When the Corn Production
Act was passed is was prophesied that it would cost

millions a year. Some of us did not believe that,

although wo were too low no doubt, but I think it is

:iry to give a guarantee now, otherwise people
will not have confidence. The figure which I think
it ought to be is a low figure compared with what
tho farmers would export. Ninety-nine farmers out
of one hundred would tell me it would not be suffi-

cient. Tho figure T should put would be 60s. ;md
a oorros|H>mling price for oats.

1402. In your view, the relative prices of wheat
and oats in the Corn Production Act should be in

proper relation ? Yes.

1 103. T)o you think that would give confidence to
farmers 5

1 think in the long run it would, although
they still say it would not. I think when they came
to think it over it would, and that i/fc would prevent
tho land from rushing back to grass too fast.

1404. It would prevent some land going back at all

event -t would prevent the moderately good
land rushing .back. I think of course with the pro-

of s;ettiii^ more than that very likely, because
that would onlv be the minimurr if the market jus-
tified

1405. There is another matter that you refer to at

the end of your precis, that is the question of

guaranteeing the price of milk by means of a guaran-
teed price of cheese? Yes, I attach a great deal of

importance to that, because I have been in consulta-

tion a great deal with doctors and people who are

very anxious that there should be more milk con-

sumed in the country. The only way of getting more
milk is to get more cows in the country to produce
it. I do not think anyone ait the moment would be

prepared to go in for much fresh cow-keeping unless

they saw there was a prospect of milk not slumping
down. The moment you get a surplus now I am
not talking of the price to-day, because the price to-

day is quite exceptional but in the future, if the

price goes back to, say, 50 or even 75 per cent, above
the pre-war prices, or perhaps 100 per cent, on pre-
war prices, it is very essential that the farmer should
feel that if he launches out, builds cow-houses and
starts a herd of cows at the very high prices which
are ruling to-day, he will be able to continue cow-

keeping at a reasonable profit. There is sure to

be a surplus of milk at certain times, and the only
way he can be assured of a reasonable profit is by
his having a guaranteed price for cheese.

1406. The price of cheese does not exercise in

normal times a controlling influence upon the price
of milk? -Yes.

1407. That is to say, if milk goes down to a certain

point in price, the surplus is manufactured into

cheese? Yes. I should keep my price of cheese below
the price of milk. I should fix it at a sum, so that the
farmer who made cheese should on the whole not
make so much as he would by selling milk.

1408. That guarantee, if it were to be effective,

would almost certainly cost the Exchequer something,
would it not? Yes, I think it would be sure to cost

the Exchequer something.

1409. A guaranteed price of cheese adequate to

maintain the price of milk would be costly because
of the competition of cheese in the world markets?
No, I am not certain it would. You have the world
markets in regard to wheat also, and that does not

operate, or at least it would not do so to-day.

1410. It is very difficult to say, because the cheese
control is more extended to other cheese-producing
countries. We are influencing the prices of Canadian
cheese, are we not? Yes; but we are giving the
market price for cheese in Canada, are we not?

1411. I should not like to say? I thought we were.

1412. You agree that it would be a source of

expense? It might be a source of expense. I do not

say it would be.

1413. You do not agree that it would be a source
of expense? Not absolutely necessarily. I agree it

would probably be a source of expense, but I want to

get a supply of milk.

1414. You put it to us that the future of the milk

supply is a serious agricultural problem? Very, I

think.

i 1 1."/. Do you Hgree that the control which has been
exercised on tho whole has rather depressed milk pro-
duction? 1 would not say that, although I think

people do not like control. Personally I am not going
to find fault with the controlled prices.

1416. Mr. Rea : You have had a good deal of experi-
ence as a member of Commissions and Committees
yourself, have you not? Yes. I was on Lord
Milner's Committee and I was on Mr. Hobhouse's
Committee for Soldiers and Sailors on the Land.
There I signed the Minority Report with Mr.
Roberte, the present Minister of Food, and Mr.
Leslie Scott, rather recommending something similar
to the Corn Production Act. I was also on the Recon-
struction Committee, of which Lord Selborno was
Chairman, and which you were on yourself.

1417. Of course, that puts you in the position o'f

being able to speak with first-hand knowledge of the

subjects we are dealing with? Yes, I know what has
been going on most of the time.

1418. You said you would suggest that the

guaranteed price for wheat should be put at 60s.?

The minimum price.
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141V. Ye, M minimum. Tho > in I'rodut IKUI

.it pnwent runs out in 1933, doe* it not - Yes.

1420. Would you suggest that this OOs. should only
taka effect up nil then, or would you .suggest tlmt the

iin.-nt should intimate at an early-date whether

they mean to continue or not continue with the Com
I'n'xluction Act fcf I think it is very ini|M)rtnnt

thnt the guarantee should he for a OOOSadarftble

IIIIHI|N>I .if yearn. I do not think, for example, thnt

a (OWtttoS) for three years will be of much use now.

ir.M. No; that in what I Ic.-l
-

My own view is

that it ought to be at least 8 years.

1 122. With your recommendation of a fiOs. mini-

mum would yon couple a recommendation thnt the

guarantee should he for, say, 8 years? Yes.

1433. That would naturally give the farmer much

greater security than he would have with a shorter

term? Certainly.

11^4. In the figures you have put before us as to

farm results, I do not know that it applies in your
cfcse, but in many cases large figures have appeared
on paper of results for the war years without taking
into account the depreciation of the land which has

occurred. Have you allowed for that in your figures

or possibly you have kept up the condition of your
land': No;" these figures that I have given here have

not allowed for that nt all. hut no doubt land is in

a vory bad stato to-day. My land, and I know many
other people's land also, is in a bad state, and it will

require a considerable sum of money spent on it to

bring it hack into the condition in which it was in

1014.

1425. Could you form an estimate, taking the

country generally, of what proportion of the to-called

profits* during the last four years would be required
to restore the land to its pre-war condition? A con

siderable sum. I think it would take at least !> an

acre to put it right.

1426. So that what figures we really see are mis-

leading as to the farmer's actual profits? Yes, they
are very misleading.

1427. Of course, you know we are faced in t he-

beginning of October with a shortage of the hours

of labour from 54 in the summer to 50? Yes.

1428. I think it is contended on some hands that

the increased wage will produce increased efficiency in

the labour, and that we really shall not feel the

shortening of the hours in the output of work. Is
'

that your opinion? These figures which I have put
before you have not allowed at all for that shorten-

ing of hours; they are based on the existing number
of hours.

1429. To put it in another way, do you think we
hall get the same output in tbo reduced number of

hours that we did in the larger numlier of hours?-

I am afraid not; I think we shall get a reduction

of output. As things are at present, we certainly

shall, but what may happen in the distant future is

uncertain. At present wo are certainly getting a

reduction.

1430. So that you will require additional men to

keep your land in fertility;' Yes, except that yon

may be able to organise your labour better, but I

doubt whether that will )M> possible.

14.31. So that the cost of production will he in

creased to that extent? Yea.

1432. With regard to your Table No. 1, revenue ex-

peiMes, rent, interest on buildings, tithe and land

tax, you speak as an occupying owner? Yes, this is

in occupying owner's property I am referring to

here.

1433. Does 20 per cent, represent the actual in-

crease on thosn items? On the whole I am inclined

to think it would be. more than 20 per cent., but I

rather wish to put it in a moderate way.

1434. I ask because it struck me as being rather

small? I think, on the whole, it would be more.

because the cost of repairs is excessive just now
whether that will be permanent or not I do not

know, but nt present it is and also, of course, there

are the arrears to bo made up as well

1435. Owing to the fact that no repairs have Keen

carried out during the last lew years, there are not

onl\ the usual running repairs to ! done, but the

aireii' .irs that haie to IM- made up-
and for the future it will require to In- larger than
that.

I l.'lli. In i. lie or two of these items you put the

down an being less in pi'.tl than in P.M-

there any particular reason for that- The probable
cost for l!l|!l 20 is more or less an estimate,

figure tor the year l!'l is v. hat actually happened
to be in our hooks for that period It would look

as if the estimate for li'P.i 20 was not enough. I

did not intend giving you these P.lls figures at all,

but when .Mr. (ioddard saw the figures in the hooks
lie thought it would he interesting for the Com-
mission to see thorn, otherwise I should not have put
them in at all.

1 137. 1919-20 would work out at a larger sum, you
think!' -Very likely it would.

1438. Horses and horse fodder you have only put at
100 per cent, increase? Hat, of course, is not taking
into account the summer drought. I have taken the

season as a whole. I was considering the future year.
Of course, the price of hay will be a great deal more
than that.

I 139. And the price of oat*? Yes, it must be.

1440. You are not treating it on the basis of special
conditions in any one year, but looking forward to
what the- conditions will be in normal years- Yes.

I do not look upon that as a permanent circumstance
which will affect it. although you have to allow for

these occasional things, which do increase ex;

very often.

1 111. In tho cost of production you find that labour
works out as tho most serious item of increase?. Yes.
Yon will see, in the first place, that labour conies to

53 per cent, of the whole cost. In 1912. 1!)I3 and
1914 rent was 16 per cent., and now it is 8J. Manure
was 9, and is now 8.

1442. In view of tho cost of labour and of these
other items, do you think tho farmers would take an
unreasonable attitude if they strongly contended that

your figure of 60s. as a minimum is not a sufficient

figure? No. I do not think they would, although
1 have a sort of hope that by better organisation.
and perhaps \\ hen we get over this reaction of the

war. we may get a little more work done.

1443. You do not take that into account in your
figures, hut that you think may he- the case in the

course, of a- year or two? Yes, when we get settle*!

down.

II II. Do you think that this increase in the cost

of labour, tho increase in the e-ost of manure, and

cakes, and horse fodder, and implements, and one

thing and another will have a decided tendency to

induc- farmers to lay much land down to grass?

I'ndouhtedly.

1445. And that, therefore-, we may expect only the

best class of land to be kept in cultivation? If

nothing is done, 1 think that is what ultimately wil!

happen. Tho best arable land that is tho land which

has made the most profit during the last few
J

such as the South Lincolnshire land, and

no doubt l>e kept in cultivation, but 1 think that is

what will happen with regard to other land.

1446. What about the- housing question'- That

seems also to be a great factor in the e.*t of pro-

duction? That will be a difficulty. I think, he-cause

a good ele'.il of this land which lias bee-n ploughed up
has beon ploughed up in districts where the land

ue'iit down to grass 20 or .'*0 year- agei. and the

ci.ttageis were allowed te> fall down, and at the present
time- them are not the- cottages there' or suitable- farm

buildings. That will make it. very difficult to get it

el again and to keep up permanently as arable

laml.

1117. It would not be- reasonable tei expect tho

owners to build cottages unless thcV get some

guaranleo in rc-i"* -t ..f their outlay ? Tlint is so, no

doubt.
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1448. All these illustrations tend to make cultiva-

tion possibly more difficult in future? Yes.

1449. I do not think you suggested a price for

cheese? I do not think I am quite prepared to say
at the moment what the price should be. I have an
idea running through my head I have not thought
it out very carefully of something like Is. 3d. or that
sort of thing.

1450. With regard to the efficiency of labour, you
thought that there was at present rather a decrease

in efficiency? I am afraid there is.

1451. And a dislike on the part of the men to work

piecework? Yes, that is the real trouble. You
cannot get them to take piecework.

1452. Do you find the same disinclination to work
overtime? In some cases, and in some cases not; it

depends very much upon the leading men on the
farms. On some farms they seem to work overtime
with pleasure, and to be very glad to do it.

1453. That has a bearing on the shortening of

hours, because if you could get overtime worked

readily, you might make up the deficiency of the
shortness of hours in that way instead, of having to

employ extra hands? Yes, and that would be far
better for the farmer himself, because he would not
work overtime when he was not busy, and he would
not need to keep extra hands idle when he was slack.

There is a disinclination to work overtime on some
farms, but on others, as I say, they are glad to do
it. I think, on the whole, the tendency is for this

disinclination to increase.

!-)")(. They want their extra hours of liberty? On
the whole. But it depends upon what you ask them
to do. At harvest time and hay time they will work
overtime, and on drilling probably and those sort of

things. It is very important from the point of view
of the farmer that his horses should be doing their
full amount of work. If his horses are losing four or
five hours on Saturday afternoons, the cost of the
horse is very large. You not only lose the value of

your man's time, but you get so much less out of your
horses, and that, of course, increases the cost of culti-

vation.

1455. ^fr. Anker Simmons: You would agree that as

regards a very considerable proportion of the land

ploughed up, it really would be more profitable both
to the occupier and to the nation that it should go
back to grass? I did not say a considerable propor-
tion : I said some, I think. I would not go so far as
that.

1456. There was a great tendency on the part of the
Agricultural Committees, was there not, to return

acreage as being ploughed rather than to have regard
to the nature of the land that was ploughed? I
should not like to say that quite. I was myself the
rii:iinii:ni of an Executive Committee, and what we
found was that our District Committees tried to be
fair to everybody and make everybody do their share.
Some people had land which was not suitable at all,
but owing to that idea that land was ploughed up
because it was considered necessary in order to be fair
to the others. Other people, on the other hand, had
a great deal more suitable land which could have been
ploughed up, but only a proportion of which was
ploughed up.

1457. Labour is mo7-e directly interested in keeping
a big proportion of land under the plough than the
farmer actually is himself? Much more.

145y . It depends in a very large measure as to
what percentage of land is under arable cultivation as
to what the prosperity of our villages in future will
be? Certainly. 1 attach great importance to arable
cultivation for that reason, because if the land all

goes down to grass the population of the villages will

go down also it must do. Have you seen the figures
I have given you for mixed arable and grass farms?
If yon look at them, you will see the difference is

enormous.

1 l">f>. Yes. You are quite satisfied from your ex-

perience- because that goes I ack, like, my own unfor-

tunately, to that bad period of tho 'eighties and the

JM25

'nineties that it is absolutely necessary on the part
of the Government in constructing an agricultural

policy to give the farmer in some way or other some
kind of guarantee against such a state of things re-

curring;' That, I think, is absolutely necessary.

1460. You see no better way or alternative scheme
than that of a guaranteed price? I think that a

guaranteed minimum is the best way of doing it. I

have thought over these matters for many years, and
I have come to the conclusion that that is the best way
of doing it on the whole.

1461. Any other scheme would involve the cost of it

falling on the consumer instead of on the State?
Yes.

1462. It is fairer that the State should pay rather

than that the consumer should pay? That is what

my view is.

1463. With regard to piecework, you would regard
it from your experience as highly valuable that there
should be a return to the inclination there was in

pre-war days, particularly on the part of the good
men, to work by piecework rather than otherwise?
Yes.

1464. It is your good man who adopts the piece-
work system? Yes.

1465. Because in that way, and in that way only,
can he prove that he is a better man than his neigh-
bour? Yes.

1466. It is not desirable in the interests of agricul-
ture that there should be too uniform a rate of pay-
ment under which the good labourer is paid the same

wage as the bad one? That is rather my view.

1467. You have kept very careful accounts in rela-

tion to all your farms over a considerable period?
Yes.

1468. On the basis of costing? Yes, a ledger
against each field.

1460. That is what I was loading up to. The only
method really of ascertaining tho cost of a crop is by
keeping a ledger account against each field? That is

what I ithink. We thought it over a good deal and
came to that conclusion. We started this ledger
account 20 or 30 years ago.

1470. I know of no other method of arriving at the
real cost. With regard to your suggestion as to ithe

guaranteed price for cheese, are you quite sure that
it would not be better to consider the question of a

guaranteed price for milk? What I have in my mind
is this: Suppose milk were at a very low price and

everyone rushed to make cheese, would there not be
a grave danger of a severe shortage of milk, which
is really from the children's point of view more essen-

tial than the cheese? I would have the cheese price
lower than the milk price. I would not let the

guaranteed price of the cheese bo as high as the

ordinary price of milk.

1471. We have rather at the Ministry of Food

adopted the other principle of having a ratio at least

that is the one I have always advocated as between
milk and cheese, giving a certain allowance for the

cost of making the cheese. Do you not think that
would lead to more beneficial results than depending
upon the guaranteed price of cheese only? Tho diffi-

culty is that you very often have to find a market
for milk suddenly, and as long as the guaranteed
price of cheese does not interfere with the bulk, I

do not see any objection.

1472. We are pressed very much to issue an interim

report. We take it that is wanted in order to

assist tho Government in forming an immediate agri-
cultural policy. From your observation of

agricultural matters generally, do you think that it

is likely that any guaranteed price of any eereal, for

instance, will be within measurable distance of the
market value which is likely to obtain during the past
12 months? It is very difficult to say. My own
view is, and T think it is the view of mosit of the corn

merchants I have talked to, that the market price
is likely to be higher. The farmer has never been
allowed to get the full price that ho can get for his

wheat.

E
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147:1 All tin- guaranteed price* have been aguuut
the farmer *- YM. lie would probably have got an-

other 86. a quarter, would lie not, or something like

that)*

1474. Do you think theic is tin- slightest risk,

posing the QOTWUMBl did not declare it* |K>|I

onoe, of any farmer of arable land n.t cultivating

land with a view to obtaining the beat rciiult.-

the produce point of view during tin- next \'2 months:

1 think there il, because t..i -,,me reason or .1-1

other- I do not quite know why the farmers.

least those whom I have talked to. are all anxious

to kuow whore they are. ind it is vory reasonable,

I think, that they should.

1476. We do not all think. You yourself from

your wide experience would not cultivate your land

any differently if a policy wore- declared, or if it urn

not declared, within the next three months:' I do

not think I should myself. hut 4 have a little fear

that the Government might <ln something or another

in tho way of perhaps Ill-inking all the American

wheat over here for practically nothing, and putting
the price down and the farmer heing told that that

is the market price.

1476. Dealing with your No. 1 statement of revenue

expenses on the 4.550 working acres, I am rather

struck with the very large increase which you antici

Fate
on the item of labour for tin- year 1919-20?-

base that on an average of seven weeks commencing
on the 1st June-to the middle of July of the various

vears 1913 to 1919. You will see it on Table 1 (A).

That is the reason I took that figure. This is not

an estimate: it is a fact. It i- wh.it actually

happened.
1477. We may take it that all the figuras you have

supplied us with that refer to every year Tip to 1918

are actual figures taken from your books? Yes.

1478. The only estimates are those which refer to

the year 1919? Yes; but I formed my figures with

regard to labour on the actual facts of the seven

weeks between June and July of this year. You
must remember that June of this year was a very

light labour month compared with what it often is.

and in July we had very little hay and the weather
was also very dry.

1479. On the question of milk, what would be the

rile in the case of your milker? Assuming your
milker was paid 17s. pre-war, what would your milker

be paid to-day? I can tell you what my milk is

costing to-day, which is a better guide than the

other. My milk at the present rate is costing me
9 a cow for labour.

1480. Over what period is that? That is the aver-

age of the year, taking summer and winter. Before

the war it was something about 3- it might have

been three guineas, or something of that sort.

1481. That is the total labour in connection with

the cow? Yes, per cow.

1482. Take the last item hut one, sundries, is there

not a mistake there in the typing? You have put it

that the sundries rise from 636 12s. 8d., the average
of the three years 1912, 1913, and 1914, to 2,058 in

1918. Should that not be 1,058, because your
estimate of the probable cost for 1919-20 is 1,273?-

You mean we are so high in 1918?

1483. Yea? I do not know why they were high,

but they were high in 1918. They were only 636.

the average of 111]'.', 1!13 and 1914,' nnd I have taken

100 per cent, as the increase. These 1!U8 accounts

were put in afterwards, and they show that I under

estimated it a good deal, as it seems to me.

1484. I follow now You are calculating that the

expense of 1919-20 will be 100 per cent, more- than

1912, 1913, and 1914 and this year's figures?- Yes;
I am not working from the 1918 figures at all. The
1918 figure w only pnt in for the purpose of informa-

tion.

1486. The actual expenditure in 1918 was over

2.000? Ye*.

1486. So that that shows that your estimate is

rather below than above? Yen. During the war we,

have had a lot of sundry expense* that shall not

have now. Kurmer- hr.vc had a lot to put up with

during the war.

1487. On this point of a guaranteed price for

wheat, you say that 60., in your opinion, for eight

years w'lll U-'tair- 1 think, on tin- whole, u would

give more confidence and that it is worth while having
v at it.

I !--. I take it you have in your mind that it

uonlil be undesirable from a national point of view,

anil also to a large extent from tho agricultural

point of view, to suggest any kind of guarantee
which would be going beyond an insurance against
it-rtain !- I "I "iir wont my view?

exactly.

1489. That it is not in the interests of agriculture
to put such a guarantee us would check the efficient

man and make the lazy man lazier still!' Yes. I

think this guarantee i-. as much as we should reason-

ably ask tor. I think it is \i-ry in,|Mirtant that the

farmer should not ask for too much : that is my view.

1490. A high guarantee would in a sense discourage
rather than encourage high production, and your

guarantee would induce the man to use every en-

deavour to Jo his best in the way of production ?-

TTp to a point, I think, it is so. hut I do not think

I should go so far as to say that. I think the farmer

has been producing as hard as it has been possible
for him to do lately. I should put it iji this way. that

if you make it 60s. you will get the farmer to produce
as hard as he can. If you go beyond tills., you will be

giving a wheat subsidy at once.

1491. I am rather struck by some of your figures

as to the cost of production of the 1918 wheat crop.
For horse cultivation previous to harvest you have

put down 1 18s. 3d. per acre, and for hand labour

previous to harvest 1 Is. 6d. Those figures strike me
as being extremely low. What was that wheat after?

It was 285 acres of wheat. I cannot tell you what

crop it followed.

1492. It was on one farm? Yes. It would be after

different crops some of it would be after beans and1

eome of it after oats, and so on. and some of it after

wheat.

1493. You have told us that you think the item for

threshing and delivering is too small .- >

1494. My experience of this last year is that you
could not thresh nnd deliver under 8s. a quarter?
No. It ought to be a shilling more as I have said,

and I think very likely it ought to be 2s. more,
because the threshing costs a tremendous lot of money.
There was a great deal of straw, and instead of thresh-

ing 50 or 60 quarters in the day. yon only threshed 20

or 30.

1495. Mr. (h-i-riinin : In the third paragraph
of your prfris you say: "It is hoped that the

larger part of the grass land which has Been ploughed
up during the war should, if possible, remain in

arable cultivation." You have already stated that

you think the best way to attain that object is under
the Corn Production Act? Yes.

1496. You are a believer in the Corn Production
Act? I am.

1497. Do you seriously think that the moment has

eome when the farmer would be satisfied if you gave
him an offer of 60s. a quarter for his wheat for the

next year? As I told Dr. Douglas, I do not think the

farmers would be enthusiastic over it, but I think

when they come to think it oxer many of them will

have a try at it.

1498. We know from the evidence of officials of the

Board of Agriculture whom we have had before us

that land U now going down to grass even at present

prices? That is because farmers believe the present

prices are not going to continue".

1499. With regard to the cost of production of an
acre of wheat, which you put at 14 11s. 9d., and

which, I am sure, is a low one, assuming the yielil
to

be four quarters to the acre and the guaranteed price
to the farmer to be 60s., that would amount to 12,

so that you would be putting wheat on the black list
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at once? I do not say the farmer would only get 60s.

a quarter. 60s. would be the minimum price. He
would have a free hand and would get the market

price, whatever it was.

1500. The trouble is that the farmer does not be-

lieve in the future? Yes, that is so. When we saw
Sir James Wilson saying something about it being
40s. a quarter in the near future.

1501. Under the Corn Production Act the farmer
is paid on the basis of four quarters of wheat and
five quarters of oats? Yes.

1502. Do you think the Government have done the

right thing in making a reduction on the oats and on
the barley for the 1919 crop? Are they doing that?

1503. Yes, certainly. Do you believe in that policy ?

No, I do not believe in that policy at all, and I

am very surprised to hear that they are doing it.

1504. They are making a reduction. I am glad

you support the general feeling of agriculturists as

regards this, because I think it is a very strong

point? Under the present Corn Production Act you
get the whole.

1505. Yes, but not in the 1919 prices? We get the

whole of the wheat, but only a proportion of the

barley and oats. I do not think it matters much,
but at the same time I agree it is not fair ; I do
not approve of it.

1506. There is only one item I want to discuss with

regard to your wheat statement for threshing. Mr.
Anker Simmons' experience is that you cannot get it

done under 8s. My experience is that this year it

costs nearer 10s. With the price of threshing and the

price of coal, and so on, we worked it out at 9s. 6d. ?

I may l>o wrong about that. I fixed this price at

Michaelmas. 1917, and I did not realise that it was

going to increase so largely.

1507. All I wanted you to do was to admit that it

was on the low side? Yes. Perhaps it is 2s. on the
low side.

1508. An to the question of tho seed, how much do

you sow? Two and a half bushels. 8omo bailiffs like

to sow more, but if you ask me, T sow 2J.

1509. That comes to a good deal more than 24s.

under last year's prices. I have not reckoned it up,
hut it is a good deal more? Is it for 1918?

1510. Yes, on the 1918 crop? At 10s. a bushel for

2J bushels that would be 25s., and wheat was not 80s.

1511. You nro putting it at the minimum ? Taking
the average at 75s.. it would come to less than 24s..

would it not?

I"il2. I only wanted to point out that in my opinion
timnti' is a low one, and that you have admittoil

entirely? Yes, I admit that; but that is what we
paid and what we booked against ourselves for it.

I suppose we booked our home-grown wheat at what
wo sold it at.

1513. Mr. Batchelor: You have told us that you
have a ledger account against each field? Yes.

15H. Do the totals of all these field accounts in

your ledger for any ono farm come to the same total

a the- actual yearly expenditure on that farm? Yes,
when you take the stork and that sort of thing as

w.-ll.

1515. Do you make up a balance sheet in addition?
We bring it up pretty near. When I made my

address as President of the Surveyor's Institution
T worked it out very carefully before I put the figures
down. ] took it out then over 20 years, and I found
it was remarkably near. I will not say it is so near
tho last year or two, because we have not been able
to check things quite so much as we were able to

formerly.

1516. There is one item I should like particulars of
how it is made up. You say in your prefix -.

" As
regards horse labour, the total cost of keep and
expenditure incidental to maintaining a pair of

horses and tno implements nsed by them has been

2512.1

calculated, and a daily charge has been made for tlu>

use of horses according to the time of the year. The
scale varies from 8s. per day in the busiest time to
4s. per day when there is less stress of work." !.=

that 8s. per day per horse, or per two horses? Per
horse.

1517. Can you tell me how many days in the 365-

day year you are calculating upon? I cannot tell

you the exact number of days, but I should think
from 220 to 240, or something of that sort.

1518. Have you put against the various crops the
actual number of days that the horses have been
working at these crops? Yes, the actual number of

days the horses have been working on the field is

booked every week.

1519. How do you differentiate between the busiest
time and the time when there is less stress? On
the whole there is probably a good deal more busy
time than when there is less stress, but 1 should say
that the period of less stress would probably be from
towards the middle of December to January and
February if it is a late season.

1520. Can you tell me how much it costs to main-
tain a pair of horses for the year with implements?

I did know that, but I do not know that I can
tell you that to-day from memory. I had it all right
at one time, but I cannot say exactly now.

1.521. My reason for asking you is because your
figure seems to me to be very low? I think it will
be higher for the future, but these figures are not
based on the cost to-day. This began in Michaelmas,
1917, and it carried on until Michaelmas, 1918.

1522. You have not with you the details of how
that is arrived at? No, I am afraid I have not.

1523. Can you get those for us, because I should
be very interested to see them to find out exactly the
number of days that you estimate a horse is working
in a year, and the number of days it is not working,
either on account of weather or illness, or Sundays
or half-holidays, and on other occasions, to see

definitely how you arrive at such a figure as you
have put down here? The Saturday half-holiday does
not affect these figures, although, of course, it will
affect them in the future. This estimate is for 1918,
and. it does not show what it will cost in 1920.

1524. In this figure did you allow for depreciation
of horses and probable deaths? Yes, it is supposed
to allow for that it did, I think, at that time.

1625. One general question, which I think you have
probably answered to some extent already. Do not

your 1918 figures show absolutely on the face of them
that your estimates for 191 9-20 "are much below what
they ought to be ? I think it shows they are extremely
moderate. You will notice that manure is very high
for 1918 compared with what I have put down for
1920. We wero compelled, all of us, to get the biggest
production that we -could out of our land in 1918,
and we put as much artificial manure on our land
nb we could in order to get the maximum crop.

1520. Will you not have to continue that? Very
likely

I shall have to do so, as my land is in such bad
condition.

1527. So that for 1919-20 the cost of your manures
will be as high as it was in 1918? I think very likely
it will.

1628. Or alternatively your production will go
down? I think very likely that is so because of the
bad state of my land at the present time. I worked
it out on the basis of the manures I used in 1912,
1913 and 1914, and the increase in price upon those.

Sulphate of ammonia, for example, has not gone up
very much.

1529. In 1912, 1913 and 1014 there was a consider-
able unexhausted value in your land? Yes.

1530. Would you say there was any in it now?
My land is in very bad crder now.

1631. Instead of the land being due you anything,
you are due it something? Yes, that is so.

1532. Mr. Aahby: I am sorry I did not have your
figures rather rarlier, but there are one or two ques-
tions I would like to ask you. Do T understand the

E 2
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year you hare taken here is the year from Michaelmas

to Michaelmas? Yea.

1533. Michaelmas, 1917, to M.. h.u Imas, 1918? Yea.

1534. Turning to your first statement with regard
to revenue expenses, you do not offer us any state-

ment of receipt*? No". I thought that the expenses
wore the important part.

1535. Taking tln> thre years in the first column.
would there on the whole 'be a profit in those tin."

years? Yes, there would bo a profit.

1536. This is a farm devoted to general production :-

Yes.

1537. If you go to the second column dealing with

the ver 1918, the increase in your expenditure is

roughly round about 93 per cent., is it not? Yes.

1538. Would you agree that in that year the in-

crease in prices was just over 100 per cent. ? If

you say so, I will accept it, but I should not like to

say of my own knowledge to-day. I should think

probably it would be 100 per cent.

1539. The Board of Agriculture officials have put
it at that? I quite accept it if they say so.

1540. Would you agree that an increase of 93 per
cent, in your expenditure and an increase of about
100 per cent, in your prices represents that what-
ever profits you had in 1912 and 1913 and 1914 are
now double, or just over double? Would that be so

according to that would that mean that?

1541. Absolutely? I do not think it works out in

that way. I thought it would be the same according
to that, would it not? You remember that tho capital
would be doubled; there would be double capital to

pay on.

1542. Go to the third column of your figures, in

which you state there is a 126 per cent, increase

between the year 1919-20 and the average of the three

years preceding the war. I think you stated that that

may be a little too low. We will take it at 135 per
cent, if you like. Sir Henry Rew put in a set of

prices for June, 1918, and June, 1919, from which it

appears that the average increase in price of all

products was 135 per cent.:' What products?

1543. All farm products? Will you tell me what

they are?

1544. Cereals, wheat, fruit and vegetables, milk,
butter, cheese, eggs, everything but taking the three

cereals alone it is 135 per cent.? Above w licit:-

1545. Above tho 1913-14 prices? The Board of Agri-
culture papers do not show me that. I have got the

figures of the Board of Agriculture here, and if you
take the six years previous to tho war, you will find

that the present price of wheat is 116 per cent, above,

barley 121, and oate 145, I think.

1546. The statement we received from Sir Henry
Rew one day last week gives these figures, that the

percentage of average increase 'between 1913-14 and
1918 to May, 1919, was 130 per cent, for wheat? I

wish he would bring hi* book and show that, because
I have his book here and it does not show that. What
does he call the price of wheat in 19! -

1117. 73s.? I thought it was 71s. lid.

1548. He states his average as 73s. ? Of course, I

do not like to put my opinion against Sir Henrv
Rew's, but I understood that the guaranteed price of
wheat was 72s. That is what I have always heard it

was, and I have had opportunities of knowing as much
M other people about it.

1549. Has it not been 76s. during recent months?
That i not the Gazette price.

1550. In any case there is only Is. difference be-
tween youmelf and Sir Henry Hew. Sir Henry Hew
says 73s. ? I thought it was 72s. I have diw
it with many people and been present when
things have been arranged, and it hns alwav, l-en
called 72s., and the difference between 72s. and the

price* before the war is 116 per cent, as I n-.nl it in

this book here. I have the prie,-, here for 1!H. I9IM.

and HM4. I have taken tli ' nt if you
take the three years 1912, 1913 and 1914 it will I*- a
little more- it will be about 12s. Sd. That is 4s. 23d.

abatlMl.

1551. Is the average j
i:'i: and 1914 31s.

Ud. ? I cannot do more than point out to you tho
Board of Agriculture's books that 1 have hero in

I to nt of me.

1562. In any case if your expenditure for 1919-20

is 120 or 130 per cent. <>\er tli:it <>l l!'i:H4. and prices
have risen in the same propoi-non pi-oilis have also

risen in the same propoi linn- Yes, but there is

double the eapital employed, MI that it would not bo

any more interest on the capital. I suppose that is

all right, but it is a point of view from which I have
not looked at it quite. I have not really thought
of it from that )>oint of view.

1553. 1 wi-h MUi would think of it from tluut point
of view:' Will you just put it on paper for me
exactly:' Supposing the expenses were 1' 1,000

1554. Supposing your expenses are 5 that is a

simpler sum to take and you double them, that is

i'li i; and supposing your receipts are 6 and you
double them, that is 12. The balan
tho same proportion? Yes, that is so. I have no
doubt you are right there, but as the capital has in-

creased also, there is not any more profit at all really.
The capital is double.

Chairman: I do not like <th.at to be taken as a
definite Statement of evidence because you have pro-
duced no statement of income; you have only pro-
duced a statement of expenditure. Figures based
on assumption will not go very far in assi.sting us in

our quest unless you are disposed <to produce not

only your expenditure, but your income.

Mr. Ashby: If the receipts had been stated here
in tho same way as the expenditure is stated., there

would have been no need for my cross-examination.

Cluiii'iiiiiii : Mr. Strutt has not given us his income
and does not intend to do so, otherwise he would have
submitted it.

Mr. .-Ls/i'ii/: la. those circumstances, as Mr. Strutt

has admitted that there was a profit, I think I am
justified in trying to demonstrate that that profit
must have increased at a very fair rate considering
the increase in the rate of expenditure.

Chairman : I think that is a statement of yours
which Mr. Strutt does not confirm or otherwise as

regards his own farms.

11 'Unrts: I really do not know; I could not. say.
What I say is that even if it is so, the capital has
been doubled so that really the profit is no larger.

I'hiiii-iiHin : I should bo delighted if Mr. Strutt

would put in his revenue as well as his expenditure,
but I am afraid we cannot compel him to do that.

Mr. .7. M. lli'il<T.i<iit : On a |K>int of order, is "in-

set of figures of much value without the other?

\\'itnett: Do you consider the farmers have been

making more money than they ought to have done

since the war?
CltniniKiK : We are dealing with a m

piece of evidence, and that is the/ cost of growing
wheat on a farm of 285 J acres. If you gentlemen
will cross-examine as to whether that > irat.-

or inaccurate, that is all that it appears !> M" Mi

Strutt can tell you at the moment. When you
have got to that. cost, then if you know that the

\iold. as Mr. Strutt ha* told you, is 5 quarters to

the acre, you can make a very "fair estimate of what

the result" will be: burl to ask Mr. Strutt io produce
his revenue, which ho has not done, unless he is

willing to do it, is perhaps a little unnecessary ques-

tioning.

Mr. J. M lliiiil'ixuii: On a ]K>int of order, did

\\f get out in evidence from Mr. Strutt that he ad-

mitted that his yield was live bushels of wheat per

]\"iln-fxx: I do not say thnt was my average crop.

but for that particular year, 1918, it was 5 ipi.-irter*.

1556. Mr. .-I ./i/(i/: May we turn to your estimate
of tho cost of growing the 191H wheat crop? In the
item inte,e-i i.n enpital 15s., how do you arrive at

that? That is 5
j

.n the capital employed
per acre. That is just put in at the end. I do not

generally put these things in for my own purpose. It

is just a rough estimate that I have put in.
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1556. Is tho 15s. arrived at by estimating 5 per
cent, as the rate of interest on 15? That was the

idea. I put it in because the wheat cost roughly
15 an acre to grow. It was a round figure and it

cost so much less before. That is the reason.

1557. Now may we deal with your point that the

capital has been doubled? If you take the whole

farm, it has doubled, not for growing wheat only.
If you take the stock, it has more than doubled

cows, horses, and so on.

1558. Store stock has not doubled? Cows have
more than doubled.

1559. Have you not completely replenished the farm
since the war as regards cows ? Undoubtedly ; every
four years I replenish my cows.

1560. What have you done as regards implements?We have not bought so much as we ought to have
done. We could not get them, you see. We have
replenished a great many, but not all of the imple-
ments, but the cows we have quite.

1561. If you had a certain amount of mechanical
equipment of 1913 and 1914 value, you must have
doubled its pre-war value to arrive at its present
value? I do not think I have quite.

1562. I thought you said tho capital had been
doubled? So it has on the farm. I have got double
the capital on the farm to-day that I had.

1563. Arrived at by this method of doubling pre-
war values or by actual expenditure? By more or
less actual expenditure, except in some cases it is

not always by actual expenditure, but I should think
it is pretty well by actual expenditure now. The
reason I do not want to talk about the profits on
these farms is because there is a lot of Dutch cattle
on them and Frisian cattle, nothing to do with
ordinary farming at all. My son was very clever and
went in for some Frisian cattle, which have increased
in value very much, but that has nothing whatever
to do with the ordinary English farming.

1564. Leaving aside tho cattle, could wo not have
a statement with regard to wheat, as to which you
have not pointed out any exceptional circumstances?

It is difficult to get that, is it not? I do not see how
you could get it very well.

1565. Your position is that you show us your in-

creased cost and use that as an argument for asking
the public to guarantee a price to farmers, but you
will not show us any changes, cither up or down,
in your profits? I do not see how that affects it.

I am sorry, but I do not understand the point of your
question, or what you mean. Of course, this farm
which I am quoting is one of the most favourable
farms for growing wheat in the whole of tho country
of England, I suppose, and it is no sort of test of
the cost of wheat growing generally all over the

country.

1566. Could you trust this Commission to use fairly
any evidence presented to us with regard to this

particularly exceptional farm? Yes, I have no
doubt I could trust the Commission, but it does mis-
lead rather if you take one of the best wheat-growing
farms in England as an example for tho whole of tho

country. This is one of the most suitable farms for

growing wheat that there is.

1567. Do you suggest that the Commission would
use the information in a misleading manner? If I

had any figures of other farms which were not so suit-

able, I would be glad to supply it. Of course, I do
not suppose that the Commission would do anything
unfairly. I think I ought to say that we are here to
ascertain tho truth, not only on one side, but on both
sides.

H. Chairman: Are you willing to produce a profit
;im] loss account of your farm? I am not asking you
to <ln it; I am only asking you if you will? I have
a lot of Frisian cattle which have gone up in value

very much they have doubled or trebled in value
owing to the skill which my son has used in that way.

1.
r
>')9. If you were to exclude the profit on the

Frisian cattle, would you be willing then to submit

Mitt

a revenue account of your farms, showing the ex-

penditure and the receipts? It would be very diffi-

cult to show it.

1570. Do not take it that I am asking you to do it,

because I ought not to ask you to do a thing that you
exhibit any hesitation to do; but I know the Com-
mission looking at this expenditure would place upon
the further evidence of the income in addition to the

expenditure very considerable weight. But if you are

disposed for any reason whatever to say that you
would rather not do it, then we must proceed without
it? Well, Mr. Chairman, I feel this, that the past
does not apply to the future. The accounts for the

year 1918 will not be any guide for the year 1919,
because the expenses will be much more in 1919 than

they were in 1918. It would be no guide therefore to

you after you had got it.

1571. I do not know what use it would be, but you
have heard questions from Mr. Ashby, and no doubt
other members of the Commission will feel as he is

feeling, that only half the story is here that is, the

expenditure- and the other half of the story, which is

the income, is not here, and it might be that the

Commission would bo happy if it had the income.

But I am sure the Commission will agree that we can-

not ask you to do anything which you regard as un-

reasonable, but I invite you to do it, and I am sure

we should appreciate it very much indeed if you can
see your way to do it. But, on the other hand, we
cannot go further than that? You see, Mr. Chair-

man, everything has been rising in value during the

last few years. If you bought an animal at any time

during the last few years, it has always been worth
more money than you gave for it, so that, of course,
the farmer's profits are larger on account of that.

Now the view is that probably things are going dovm,
and, therefore, what has been done in war time will

not have the slightest influence on the future in the

least, and any figures I may give you would be ab-

solutely misleading altogether.

1572. I understand you would rather not give your
revenue expenditure and profit and loss accounts of

the farm? Yes, because I think it would be abso-

lutely misleading for what you are out for.

1573. Mr. Dallas : In some questions, especially
about the efficiency of labour, you will agree that the
war time has been a very trying time? No doubt it

has.

1574. Especially in the county of Essex. Owing to

the continuous air raids and that sort of thing it

must have had a considerable effect upon the workers?
Yes. You think it has made us excitable and tired?

1575. Yes, it gets on people's nerves. You know
your own district, and I know it well, too, and the

period that they have gone through has not been one

during which people would be likely to do their very
best? Yes, I quite agree with you, and I hope it is

not going to be a permanent thing.
1576. Would you agree also that there is room for

better organisation of labour? Yes, I think there is.

Talking about my own farm, I think I could do better
than I am doing. I do not say that farmers generally
are not organising well.

1577. We know that you are organising your labour

very well, and you say there are rumours of other

people also organising their labour well? I do not
flatter myself that I organise it well, but I do the
best I can.

1578. Is this disinclination to work overtime that

you refer to a general thing? No, it is not universal
at all. In most cases they will work overtime, but
in one or two farms they do not appear to want to.

1579. You would not be surprised if I tell you that
farmers in your district tell me that in many cases

the men are rather anxious to work overtime? Oh,
no

;
not at all.

1580. A point was ra :sed about a universal rate of

pay. A universal rate of pay does not prevent em-

ployers from paying men with special skill more

moiiey if they wnnt to? No, but of course farmers

cannot help feeling that wages have gone up enor-

mously already, and I am afraid that is the view one
must take.

E 3
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. ;h. y themselves make the rate of

fay a utiiftirni um> by refusing to increase the wages in

.i case*:'- \C.N. but tin- S\ ages Board have, thciu-
M<lvi tuadc in uniform. We thought th>

y
.-! going

to impose a uiiiuiiiuiii wage only, ami mil
,

standard wage upon us.

158- ! .mi rerj interested to hear
that yu, one of our greatest authorities, seen, t..

famur tin' principle of the Corn Production A
a guarantee of the prices of coi

feature. I suppose, in the agricultural jiolicy <if this

count linly, uivtil we get settled down. 1

do not say it is to be permanent. I think eight \.-.u.-

should he the minimum period. Perhaps after thai
time it will not be necessary, but for eight years I

think it would be wise to fix a minimum guaranteed
price.

1583. In the fourth sentence of your second para-
graph you say: "There is no doubt a wide-spread
fear amongst farmers that herein lies their salva-

tion, and they are justified in this by the high
price which gross hind fetch, s I:: tin- u.a.JM t compared
with_ arable, unless the latter is of very first-rate)

quality." We would like to know what exactly you
mean there: It y<m li:. farm, particularly
of the poorer description of land, you can sell it at a

much higher price if it is grass than if it '.s arable.

1584. Is that true of the whole country or only of
Essex? It is very true of the heavy land of Essex.
It makes all the difference in the world in the case
of the heavy land of Essex, and I think you will find
it is true generally, except as regards the very best
arable land, which i.s making a very high price".

1585. As 4o this system of guarantee, we have a
double one at the present time. We have the guaran-
teed prices in the Corn Production Act and we have
a eet of guarantees for this year only?

1586. That is a new principle. I should like your
view as to whether you think these guarantees have
had any effect on the capital value of land? Xot in
thr Irnst, I think.

in view of tho fact that there is such a ten-

dency amongst tho farmers to put down land to grass
and so forth, and that the whole nation and the
Government seom to be in difficulty as to the future
agricultural policy, how do you account for the high
prices of land which you "refer to hero!- When I

said " not in the least "
I meant it docs not affect it

at all; the landowners have had no advantages from
the guarantee at all.

1588. Yes, but a new principle is coming in. You
say yourself that this principle of guarantee is D

Yes, of course, up to a point I think arable land
will go down to grass. If it goes down to grass it
will be profitable as grass land, whereas it is not
profitable as arable at present. That is the difficulty.

you see.

1 "-!>. In the third sentence of paragraph 6 of your
precis you say: "The cost of every item of ex-
penditure has gone up, some very largely and
others only to a small extent. Tho first item is

interest on buildings, tithe and land tax. In
the Knstern counties, where the tithe is high, it
will be increased by 2s. per acre since the war.
The cost of landowners' repair* is at lea^t doubled.
and in fact at the moment is more than this,
" tll:i

'

''""Id be added. So as to put tile
landowner in the same |>osition as in a pr.--war i

on a rent of 1 an acre, 20 per cent, should be added
to it. and ao on. This Commission is to deal with

hole country? Yea.
1.59<l. I pi-c-uni;. you are well aware of the l.-r t

that thousand- and ihi.usands of acres of la?i,i

in the market, and have been in the market, and
that the large proportion of this land has been pur-
chased by the farmer occupiers?- Yen, that

tthat elf, ct do you think the tremendous in-
crease in tho shape of rent, haying regard to the
ntereat on the purchase-money, will have on prices in
the future?- I cannot nay <that thev are true in buvingJnd iit the high values of to-day.

!">. I want your opinion, as one
Of the grcatit authoritiw, IIH to the clfc, t ..t n,.,-

on tho futuro development of tho industry h I think
have a sort of feeling that il the worst comes

to the worst 'th.y >-..n put the land .i-.wn to grass.
I
h.-y have, also a feeling that the I'rimo Minister

has undertaken to see that agri' ulture will not go
down. He made that statement in the House of
i ..Minions in February, 1917, that he would see that

agriculture would not go down.
sort of focliug that he will see that it does not.

l.'i'M. And. then-fore. they are prepared to pay
the high pi i . th . they are doing at the present
time for their farms? A great many of them do
not, want to lose their farms; they want to

where they are. and therefore they have to pay the

prices iii order to secure them.

'I. Would you be surprised if I gave you a
concrete case of a farmer farming 80 acres and paying
a rent of 90. This farm has been bought by the
farmer for between 5,000 and 6,000, which means,
taking the interest on the purchase-money, a rent of

something like 250 instead of a rent of !!

great many rente were very low before. i;.-n;~ were
reduced very much .')0 years ago, and a great many
landlords let them remain at the same rent. Many
I a rins were let at much below an economic rent before
the war. I think that would account for part of it.

1595. You, a supporter of the guarantee of prices
for the farmer, are also aware, 1 presume, that our
land system is one which is not in vogue in any other

country that is. the yearly tenancy. All farmers in

this country, or a very large proportion of them, at

any rate, are yearly tenants? That is because they
wish to be.

1596. Yes, but that does not ni; all. 1 am
looking at it from the point of view of tho industry as
an industry? Yes.

1597. Is there not a danger that this guaraii;.
view of the fact that the farmer is so insecure, will
have practically no elfcct whatever upon the develop
incut of the agriculture of the country :- I do not
think that the tanner thought himself insecure, or he
would not have insisted upon the yearly tenaiu \

; it

is the farmer himself who wished the yearly tenancy.

1598. We are looking at it from the national point
of view. \\Y know that the land of this country in

past years has only produced about 11 an acre. That
w a* tho standard value in pre-war times. In vi.

the fact that we have a land svstem which is not in

vogue in any other part of the world. I want to know
whether, in your opinion, the guarantee of prices will

have a different effect, upon the development ot ;lie in-

dustry as compared with countries where all or most
of the farmers are themselves the owners of the. land -

I should not have thought so myself. 1 should like
to see the farmers own their land in this country.

1599. At present prices? Whatever is the fair price,
I should like to see them owners of their land very
much.

1600. You speak here of the prospects of a reasonable
return on their capital and for the time and energy
they are putting into their business. 1 presume you
are aware that the position of the farmer at tho pre-
sent moment, on account of the sales of land that are
taking place, has been very insecure- Yes. I c|uito
admit it has been very unpleasant for some farmers,
but that is the unfortunate position in which wo are.

1601. I want to know your opinion as an authority:
Do you think that will have any effect upon the future
development of tho agricultural industr\ in keeping
the land in cultivation, for install.

where a farmer is going to have his land sold over his
head next year ii would pre\ent him developing his
farm to the same extent as he would otherw ise do.

1602. Mr. Crrm: With regard to your wheat crop
of 1918, you told the Commission that you got five

quarters an acre from it? Yes.

1603. 1 suppose that was sold at 75s. a quarter?
or that sort of thing.

1 That would leave you on the grain alone a
of four guineas an acre: It, would on these

figures, but I have put the threshings and so on, as I

have already said, a little too low.
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1605. The average profit before the war on farm land
was 9s. or 10s. an acre, was it not ? I should be verv
sorry to farm it at that rate.

1(306. That is the figure according to the Costings
Committee? I do not know anything about that Com-
mittee. I am afraid it would be ridiculous for a
farmer to farm at a profit of only 9s. or 10s. an acre.

1607. Could you give us any idea of what sort of
straw you got-

1

I do not value the straw in these
figures, because the cost of rotation is not included.
You cannot grow wheat_one year after an.-.ther, and
therefore you have occasionally to grow crops that will
give you no profit at all. The cost of r nation, 1

think, would be something over 1.

1608. This, I suppose, would be heavy Essex land
three horse land ? No, not three horse

; this would be
two horse land.

1609. In paragraph (9) it seems to me a rather
extraordinary item that there has only been an extra
cost of 6s. 2d. per acre on grass farms!" The figures

have given are based on the estimate of 150 per
cent, increase on wages; it is not anything more than
that.

1610. What sort of farm is that: is that a milk
farm? No, it is entirely a grazing farm; in the case
of a milk farm it would not be anything like that.

1611. If we are to get back to the 1872 standard
I suppose we .should have to plough up a good many
of these heavy and badly drained acres again? Yes,
I think we should.

1612. With regard to piece work, do you not think
that the agriculturist would have to be rather a
mathematician to work out what lie would receive
from piece work nowadays, having regard to the
existing ratee of wages? Yes, that is one of the diffi-

culties in working piece work.

1613. It is not slackness on the part of the labourer
so much as indecision with regard to the price? I
think that is it.

1614. You speak of land rushing back to gnus.-.
Could not the agricultural committees stop thatr
Vou cannot make a person cultivate land at a loss.

1 ';!">. Could not the State take control as they did
during the war? As Chairman of the Executive
Committee, we have taken a good many farms in hand
and cultivated them, but I am sorry to say we hav
not done it at a profit verv far from it.

1616. Do you think that the output is more depen-
dent upon the increased efficiency of the farmer than
upon the number of hours worked by the labourer? I

quite agree with you that the efficiency of the farmer
is a quite important point. .One difficulty is to get
all the farmers thoroughly efficient.

1617. I t<*jk down your words with regard to

guaranteed price,. Yon said just now, in answer to

.Mr. Anker Simmons I think, that you did not know
whether the guaranteed prices would speed the farmer
up. You did not agree with him. Your words were:
" For some reason or another, I do not know why

"

I did not agree with Mr. Ajiker Simmons that the

higher you put the guarantee, the less you help the
farmer up.

1618. You say that everything is rising in value
just now. Therefore I suppose the profits would lie

higher next year than they are this year? No. We
had a very fine crop last year- 1918. The seasons
affect things very much in agriculture. In 1918 I

suppose, in the East of England, and in the South
of England also I believe, we had the best crop that
we have grown for years, whereas this year we have
a very poor outlook in front of us.

1610. Do yolu agree that there is a conflict between
the national interest and the farmer's own profits ?---

Yes, I think there is. because the farmer's own in-

terest is to put the land down to grass, whereas the
national interest is to keep it arable. There is a
conflict between them in that way.

1620. Mr. ,7. M. Ifr.nderson : This land to uhirh

you refer is in Essex ? Yes.

1621 Hatfield Peverel is not very far away, ig it? .

No.

1622. Does it include any pant of the farm at
Witham? These are my brother's farms we are talk-
ing about. Some part of it runs nearly into Witham.

1623. My friend here was not quite right in his

figures according to me. Taking your 285 acres of
wheat, together with your expenses for 1918, it brings
out 12 10s. an acre. You said your yield was five

quarters to the acre. Does not the best wheat land
in Essex give 6 and 7 and 8? Sometimes an odd field

will, but you do not get that taking the average of
your farm. You may get 7 quarters occasionally from
an odd field.

1624. Five quarters an acre would give you 18 15s.
as against 12 10s.? I thought it was 14 lls. 9d.,
and not 12 10s. There is 4 profit for 1918, that
is all.

1625. I was speaking of the group you put as
No. 1.

1626. The Chairman : May I point out to you, Mr.
Henderson, that group No. 1 is for 3,550 acres. It
is the revenue expenses, and it does not include super-
intendence or interest on capital, and a variety of

things of that sort.

1627. Mr. J. M. Henderson: 4 an acre on 285
acres is 1,150 profit? I have no doubt you have
done the sum accurately.

1628. You do not see your way to give us your
receipts in respect of this group or of this particular
farm. I do not blame you for objecting to do it if

you do not wish to do it? I have given you the profiton wheat 4 an acre. That is what you wanted,
is it not?

1629. There are some other things beside that.
There is straw and all sorts of things? I do not
think you should put in the straw owing to the cost of
rotation and the way we value our manure. We do
not value the straw; we put the manure in at 5s. a
ton all round. You cannot buy it at anything like
that.

1630. Do you not put down anything for bye-
products, fruit and so on? I am afraid not. We
have about 5 acres of orchard, but we do not go in for
fruit growing.

1631. I am afraid you are rather frightening us
with, a lot of costs as to tlw expense of the future,
but you do not see your way to give us the actual
income in the past, or an estimate of it for the
future? You see, Mr. Henderson, it is like this: I
think you may take it that, generally, farmers were
not making a large profit before the war. If they
had been, there would have been a great rush for
farms. This is comparing expenses before the war
with expenses as they are to-day, and what they will
be in the future, so that I do not see how the income
affects you at all.

1632. I want to see the other side of the account.
1 would not mind my costs going up 1,000 if I was
going to make 1,500 by it? How am I going to
make 1.500 by it?

1633. That is what I would like to see? We admit
! have made money during the war when prices

have been up, but as soon as they go down we shall

begin to lose money. For example, if during the

high prices we buy a horse at 50 and sell it for 30
when prices go down again, we are beginning to lose

money.
1634. But you have only given us one side of the

account, and you have put that in such a form that

you say: "There it is; that is the expense." But
when we ask you :

" What is to come in on the other

side," you say:
" That does not matter."? I will

tell you with the greatest pleasure when I have done
1919.

1635. It will be too late for our purposes then?
That is what you want to know. It is no use giving
you profits For a time when it is of no use to you,
it would only be misleading. I am prepared to show

you at the end of 1919 what the profits have been.
What 1 say is that the past can have no effect from

your jK>int of view.

1636. Mr. Thoni'is He.inlr.rxun : You are ruling,
Sir William, that questions relating to Mr. Strutt's

receipts are out of order?

F, I
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in: Yes.

:i. In that cat> 1 do not con.idcr it worth while

t<> [mi nii\ question*.
1U'<7. Mr, 1'rutter Jontt. I think you told us it was

possible to get more out of tin- land, ami even more
out of tlu land thai is at present under the plough I"

I did not know that 1 said that, but it in very
likely true. Do you mean wo could plough up more
laadl

1638. No. That we could get more out of what wo
have already plouch-

: I think wo could pro-
duce more out of the land than we are doing to-

day.
Iti'i'J. By what means? By higher and more expen-

sive cultivation.

1640. You told us, I think, that you 'ould not get
the men to take on piece work? That has been our
trouble rather.

1641. Is it your experience that the work performed
on the pioco-work basis is as efficient as work per-
formed on the day-wage system? I think it is, on the

whole. Sometimes there is an odd man who is not

80 good, but taking it on the whole, the agricultural
labourer is a very honest fellow, and generally does

his work well.

1642. Do you know that it is the experience right

through the country that people are getting away
from piece-work where they possibly can? I am
afraid that is so rather.

1643. Not only people engaged in the agricultural

industry, but in other industries also? I do not know
about other industries.

Kill. Ifr. Lanijfin-il : You said in answer to a ques-
tion from Mr. Prosser JoneS, that in your opinion
the land could be made to produce more than it does

at the present time? I think that is jMKsible.

1643. You think that is so? Yes, I think it could

be made more productive if you spent more money
upon it.

1646. Do you put that down to the inefficiency of

the farmer or to the fault of the system?- To the

fault of the system, I should say. I do not say that

every farmer is efficient ; some, farmers are not.

1647. Would you agree with me that one way to

improve the system and to enable the farmer to do
more with his land would be to give the farmer a

bettor security of tenure? Personally it has never

affected me. I have farmed a good deal of land,
and never felt in danger myself.

1648. It has come within your knowledge in con-

nection with the Board of Agriculture, has it not,
that a vast number of farmers are receiving very
nhort notice to quit their farms six months or some-

thing of that kind? I have not heard of any cf

six months. I thought it was twelve months.

1649. Is it within your knowledge that Earl

Beauchamp gave his tenants six months notice to

?uit
and put the farms up for wale? I heard that

x>rd Beauchamp had sold hH farms, but I did not
know that the notice was only six months.

1650. Do you consider that such tenure as that is

conducive to a high class of farming and heavy crop-

ping? No, I do not think it is.

1661. Would you agree with mo that if there is

a guarantee given, however small it i. it would give
Creator confidence to the farmer- although there

would need to be some legislation to prevent tho

landlord getting the full benefit of the guarantee?
Of course, under the Corn Production Act then- N
one now, is there not.

l'-VJ. There is a guarantee as to price, but no suffi-

cient guarantee to keep a good tenant farmer on
his holding? A landlord '-annot give notice to a
tenant to raise hi* rent on account of anything lie

has gained from tho Corn Production Act, can he?

1653. Is it within your knowledge thai Miany land-
lords are giving their tenant- notice in order to raise
rents at the present time!' There are occasional land-
lord* who do it. but I think they are obliged to raise

the rents because of their own increased ex|
I think it is only fair that they should bo able to do
so -up to a point.

>-!. 1 agree with you. Would \ou agree with me
the high prim which land is fetembg in the

I . 1 11.. .It.
1864.

that

open market to-day i-. \ery largely due to the I

prices which have been ruling since the war. and
that fanners an- compelled to pay high juices for

.. \\heii they arc put n]> for .-ale DYW their

rather than be turned out of them- I think

lai rs have undoul>tedly made money during the

war ami \\ant to keep in their (arms, and are will-

ing to buy them it they are for .--

!' \ou think that tho Agricultural Execu-
tive CommitN-es. or any Committees that are to re-

ihein. if they lia\i> power to turn out a farmer
for inefficiently tanning his land, ought, on the other

hand, to have a right to IM) able to retain a farmer

u|K>n his farm if he is farming it in a high state in
the interest* of the nation? You arc opening up a

very wide question there. It practically means that
tho land OH net- is only to be a rent charger if you are

going to insist on that.

Does it not affect the position of the whole
economic system? ] want to see the farmer the owner
of his farm. 1 want to see as many owners as we can
have.

1657. Is it riot the fact, if the farmer becomes the
owner at the present inflated prices, it will havo an

important bearing on the cost of production in the
future and a tendency to increase prices to the con-
sumer? I do not think the rental is a very imjH>rta,nt

part of it. The rental of this land here comes to
about 9 per cent, of the whole show, including the
interest on the buildings and the tithe and every-
thing else 1 think, as a matter of fact, tho rental

only comes to 8J per cent, in this cose.

1658. You are basing that rent, 1 take it, upon as

you have told us-- high-class wheat producing land
at an oxccpt.ionally low rental of 20s. per tu-re? I

think it is a little more than 20s. really now; it is

about 24s. now.

1659. In any case you would regard it as not an
average rente! for similar land in the country? No,
I think the rent is rather low. It is good wheat land,
but it does not follow that it is good land because it

is good wheat land. It is useful land.

1660. You have been asked a great ninny question*
as to why you have not put in a profit and ]os
account a balance sheet, showing not only the cost of

production, but the profit. You have put in a state-
ment showing the expenditure?-- Yen.

1661. You have told us that the yield ha.- been five

quarters to the acre on this particular farm during the

year 1918? I have given you, in the case of wheat, the

receipts as well as the expenses.

16G2. The difference between the cost of production
and tho price at which you sold that wheat would be

your net profit? Yes.

1663. So that it is a very easy matter, in tho case of
the wheat, to arrive at what your profit was on this
farm ? Yes.

1(10 1. Do you fallow much of your land? No<

lately; that is because \\e have been asked to grow as
much wheat as wo can. We have put jiotatoes in.

UK;"). Therefore there is no expense of fallowing in
these, figures? No.

llilili. This would not represent your average
system of farming? Before the war perhaps wo should
have one field _'' i ;i,res in fallow, 1 Mippose.

!()(!". You sjioke just now alx>iit the incllicioncv
of lalxnir. I put It to you that that inefficiency
which yon referred to was not inefli. iency on tin part
of tile habitual farm labourer so much as inefficiency
on tb part of the labourer whom \ou have hail to

put up with during the continuance of the 11

That has been so, of course.

V.ii do not anticipate that that incllieienc y
will continue when the experienced agricult uri

demobilised and return to their work? There will not
!> -

> much inefficiency certainly, but. I am ..haul we
1,10 in. i gelling quit,, the same amount of work out of
our people as we did Ix-fore llm war, but I think thai
in the future wo shall not get the proM-nt inefficiency.
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1669. Do you believe in the farmer doing every-
thing in his power to improve his methods of cultiva-

tion ? Certainly.

1670. You have had great experience with regard to

dairying, have you not? Yes.

1671. Am I correct in saying that you have gone in
for milk recording for many years past? Yes.

1672. Your object being to eradicate the more or
less unremunerative cows? Yes.

1673. Would it be fair to suggest that you have
now reached a very high standard of milk production?

1 am afraid my standard is not so high as I should
like to see it. Since the war it has gone down. Up
to the time of the war it had improved very much.

1674. I put it to you that milk production could be

very considerably cheapened by carefully recording
the milk and eradicating the unproductive cows? I
should think it would, and it would certainly be a wise

thing to do.

1675. Do you think there is a likelihood of a reason-
able profit coming from specialised farming in future?
What do you mean by specialised farming?
1676. Keeping pedigree cows, for example, instead

of non-pedigree cows? Yes, but that is a very small

thing compared with the whole of the industry.
1677. At any rate, that might be done on a much

larger scale than it is at the present time? If it was.
it might not pay so well, you know.

1678. Do you think that the Board of Agriculture
when it is re-constituted might very considerably
assist the farmer by setting up experimental stations
and demonstrating, and so on? I think something
could be done in that way. It would be some help,
but I do not look to that as making much difference
between profit and loss in farming operations. It
will help the thing no doubt.

1679. May I ask you to what you do look to improve
farming in the future? I look to better organisation.

1680. You have said in your precis of evidence in
sentence 9, paragraph (7) that tho farmer must use
more artificial manures? Yes, I think so, and a
great many other people think so also.

1681. More efficient organisation, better account
keeping, better railway transit, better organisation
in buying and selling, and the abolition of middle-
mr-ii's profits, would all be steps in the direction of
the improvement of the industry in the future? Yes.

\>>-*2. If the farmer is to use more artificial manures,
the compensation to the farmer for unexhausted im-

provements and manures will have to be revised? I
think there is no doubt the farmer ought to have
\\liatever he is entitled to for unexhausted manures.
I do not know what the present rule is.

H<). May I ask you how main working horses you
kei-p to the hundred acres? I profess to keep four,
but I think I sometimes keep a few more. I have some
tractors now, but I still keep four horses.

1684. On the basis of four horses to tho hundred
do you think you have put down sufficient

tO "iver horse labour in the future? To tell you the
real truth I do not think I have, lint if you are going
to use more tractors and things of that sort, I do not
know. I have not put down too much; I have put
it on the low side rather than lire high side. I am not
taking the cost this year of course.

1686. Mf. l.i -niinril: In your evidence-in-chief,
which 1 regret I have not yet had time to examine as

thoroughly as T should have likod. I gather your
method is to take the pre-war cost of certain farms,
and then to allow a percentage of increase on that?VI thought that was the best way of doing it.

Can you tell me a better.

No. I as not quarrelling with your method.
! only wanting to ask \oii whether you would

that that would not allow for any increased cost
on newly ploughed arable land? No

;' that would be
quite right.

Can you give us any idea of tho difference in
f production of the. poorest quality <>! the old

arable land as compared with the ]Mx>resl quality of

arable laud put under the plough during the war?
When I speak of the poorest quality of the new arable
land I meant the poorest quality which you would
consider it desirable to keep tilled that is, ruling out
cases where mistakes have been made in ploughing up
quite unsuitable land? I think, on the whole, land
that has been down to grass for 30 or 40 years would
be less expensive to cultivate than equally poor land
which has always been arable. I think it would be
less expensive after you got over the initial work

;
I

think there would be less weeds.

1688. That might continue for some time? Yes, that

might continue for three or four years. I may say I

think, on the whole, the land I have ploughed up has

paid me.

1689. You spoke of a decline in the efficiency of

agricultural labour. Have you noticed any change in

the efficiency of the agricultural labourer in the case
of the return of demobilised soldiers who were formerly
agricultural labourers? You would expect during the
war that among the older men who would necessarily
be employed that there would be more inefficiency?
The demobilised soldiers have been working splendidly
on the whole, but I do not think we get quite the same
amount of work that we used to get in times past. I

suppose they are just like I say of myself, tired. I

am tired, and they are tired, I suppose, and everybody
is tired.

1690. It is a matter of common experience, is it not,
that the demobilised soldier, although after he haa
been back at work for six months he may be an ex-

cellent workman, is often for the first six months or
so inclined to take things a bit slack ? Yes. What we
find about him is after he has been at work for some
time he is inclined to take a day off now and then
at least, that is what I am informed by my bailiffs.

1691. That is a temporary phase, you think? Yes.

1692. Do you think there is much room for piece
work in the agricultural industry? Yes, I think it is

the essence of it. If we do not have piece work I am
afraid we shall go back to grass. If you do not have
piece work there is a tendency for the standard of

efficiency to decline. The smallholder as a general rule
is the person who maintains the standard of

efficiency.

1693. 1 should like to know your opinion about the

feasibility of the extension of piece work with a mini-
mum time rate basis a man to work on piece rates
which would give him an opportunity of earning more
than the minimum time rate, while at the same time
being guaranteed the minimum time rate? That
might bo done, I think, but I think he ought to take
it as it is and make the best of it on the whole.

1694. Do you agree that fixing minimum piece work
rates would be a difficult matter? Yes; one field will
hoe quite well when it is in a certain state of friability,
and another time it will cost perhaps double as much
to hoe it. I think every farmer will feel that.

1695. Would you agree that the efficiency of a
labourer to his employer depends not only on the
physical and moral qualities of the man, but also on
the direction he receives from his employer? Oh, yes.

1696. Would you agree that on many farms there is

eonsiderablo room for improvement in this respect?
Mr. John Orr in his book on agriculture in Oxford-
shire thinks that fanners in Oxfordshire at least pay-
far less attention to the problem of efficient labour
direction than they do, for instance, to the problem of

manuring the land. Do you think, that applies to
other parts of the country as well as to Oxfordshire?

Yes; I think that better organisation is the best
chance- wo have of keeping wages up and of higher
cultivation.

1697. In that part of Oxfordshire with which I am
acquainted, it is considered a good day's work to
plough half or three-quarters of an acre. I have
been told that this is not the fault of the man hut
of the horses. Do you think that it is often the case
that men are prevented from doing as efficiently as
they might otherwise do because of the poor quality
of the horses and machinery, and so forth, on the
farm? -There is no doubt if a man has poor horses
he gets into .slow ways and goes the pace of his horses.
No doubt some farms have poorer horses than others.
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I do not say it it common, bat some of the smaller

fat-men ha* hone* that are not quite a* good as

yon find in other OMM.

1498. Any increased efficiency in labour would tend
to leMon Uie cost of production P Yes.

1690. Would you agree that the oost of produc-
tion would be lew on a farm of 1,000 acre* than on a

farm of 300 acres P No, 1 cannot Me why that should

be so. Of count*, the man who manage* 1,000 acre*

u< probabU a more skilful man than a man who

manages 300, but beyond that I do not we why it

should be so.

1700. It would be possible to have more scope in

the way of a ladder of promotion, and so forth.

the larger farms than on the small ones? Yea; it

might be that on the larger farms you have a better

position of offering prospects to your men to in-

duce them to try and progress and get on in the

world.

1701. You spoke of the danger of the less efficient

agricultural labourer being out of employment. You

ir aware that u good many men have been dismissed

since tin- rcceni ,ncr. .isv in tin- minimum wage:
I have not come across it myself, but I have been

told of it.

17Ui Do you consider that those dismissals were

economically necessary, or was there in the movement
an element of demonstration against the legislation :-

-There are some odd people no doubt who acted in

that way.

1708. Would you say from what you have heard

that it is the older men who are often dismissed ?-

Yes, I think it is so sometimes.

1704. Ho you think the situation would be eased

if men over a certain age were exempted from the

operation of the Minimum Wages Act? I think

it might be a good way of meeting the difficulty.

1706. Can you suggest any age? That is rather a

difficult question. Perhaps 65 might do, but some
men are so much better than others at 65. It is

*o difficult to say.

1706. Taking a rough average would you say 65:'

Yes, I should think 66.

1707. Yon spoke just now of a Saturday half-

holiday involving a greater loss to the farmers than

appeared, because their horses have to stand idle?

Ye*.

1708. Is that in any way peculiar to agriculture?
In the large engineering and shipbuilding and other

establishment* does not the Saturday half-holiday
involve their machinery standing idle? Yes, but
when you are comparing the cost at the present time
with the cost before the war, you have to bear in

mind that it did not happen before the war.

1709. You spoke of a 60s. guarantee for wheat
and a proportionate price for oats. If I remember
rightly, the President of the Board in introducing
the Corn Production Bill said that the prices guaran-
teed gave a preference to oats as compared with
wheat. Do you suggest that that preference should
bo continued? Yes, but I do not think a Scotsman
would admit that.

Mr. Kiln-unit; Or a Welshman either.

171(1. Mi. l.i -nii'inl : I understood you to say in

answer to Mr. Ashby that an increase in pronto
since the war means little because the amount of

the farmer's capital in his farm has increased. An
increase in thn value of a man's capital is prima
fucie a gain to him, is it not? Yes, it is. but that
i< the part of In, profita during th<> war which we
have talked about HO much an increase of his

capi-
tal. That U part of his

profit*
which make liis

profits appear big, but it will go down again directly.

I'll. V'.u .-|Miko ot tin' minimum rate ut w.ige.-

having become a standard rate, which was not what
wan intended hv the Corn Production Art. Is it not
the fart that tin- Corn Production Act . .nteniplat.cd
the j-etting up of a minimum wage by which a 111:111

.ii'l hi- family u'.tild li. .'..,!. I.. I I,, live

I aboil Id think that is true.

171'J You would not. suggeM. that a lower minin"iir
than tho one now in ojwntion would n* present prices

enable a man and hi family to live decently, would
Of course, it is rather difficult to say that.

\\ iii-n the Corn Production Act was brought in, 25s.

was the rate put in, was it not .- That was considered
.in man} jMople to be a very high rate at the

time. I belic\e certain people though; that It ought
to be 80s. 1 believe some of the. Labour Party
thought that it ought to be 308., and asked that it

should be ao. Therefore 1 presume they were of

opinion thai 90s. was the utmost it was necessary to

haie then. At the time the Corn Production Act

was under discussion and the 30s. was mentioned,
wheat was selling at 90s. a quarter and the loaf was
lid. to Is. it is now 9d., and I think meat was

]

well as dear as it is to-day. 1 think the agricultural
labourer on the whole would have been as Imdly otf

because prices were ruling very much against him then
as they are to-day, except perhaps in the case of

clothes and boots.

1713. Have you considered the l<c|M>rt of the Wages
Board as to the cost of living in the case of agricul-
tural labourers:- 1 have only just glanced at it.

Would that be over the spring of 1917? Bread was
Is. a loaf, I think, at that time, and it now is 9d.

1714. That Report goes into full particulars up to

the beginning of this year, if I remember rightly?
I think if you take the spring of 1917 March bread
was Is. a loaf, and you know the agricultural
labourer very well liread i.s a considerable item in

hi- expenditure: and I think the food which he uses
Ha* certainly quite as dear then as it is now, with.

as I say, "the exception of clothes and boots, which
were not so dear.

1715. There would he, ot course. :t lessor number
in many of the homes because .some memoers of the

family would lie in the Army;' Yes, that is so. 1

should have thought that if 30s. would have been a

fair rate to put for the minimum according to what

people thought then, it is as good a rate as it would
be now. The cost now is not any more, is it?

1716. You would maintain that the present mini-

mum is sufficient :- I would not like to say that. I

only say that .'!<)s. was considered 'the, utmost then.

and if that is so, it would be a reasonable rate now .

I would not like to mention a minimum rate for

the agricultural labourer, hut I .should have thought

myself that 30s. would he a good deal better for him
than his old wage, because : he agricultural labourer

has his garden, and he appears to be well off now.

compared with what he used to be. I do not grudge.
i> him in the least, but I think that is the fact, that

he is much better off now.

1717. If I might turn back to the question of

guaranteed price tor the moment, do you think there

is any danger, if farmern were guaranteed 60s., that

it might create an impn -ssion that those best able to

form an opinion considered that world prices would
fall in the near future. In other words, might not

security be dearly bought, at the price of diminished

ho|>e? I do not think that is the attitude the farmer
would take.

1718. It has occurred to me that the falling guaran-
tees of the Corn Production Act might have made
farmers more pessimistic with regard to the future

than otherwise? It may possibly be so. but I think the

60s. would give the farmer tip feeling that it would

at any rate prevent him from going to ruin if things
went to the had. It would not make his fortune.

but it would prevent him being ruined if pri<
<

to the minimum.

1719. Do not the high prices farmers ale paying for

their farms when they are put up for sale indicate

that farmers as a body ha\e a fairly sul.stant ial hope
that profits ^iill continue to he large?---! think the

u is that the farmers have been on a rising

market for the last five years, and that anybody who
has been in business on a rising market ha- been

successful and i- a lionet ill person, and will buy his

farm even at a high price, hoping that it will he .n

right in the future: and another reason is that he
does m.t \\ant tn leave liis home.

1720. That would diminish the need for a guarantee
would it not?--Yes; but the point in he would put hie

land down to grass unless he. has a guarantee. If
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you want to prevent him putting his land down to

grass, you must give him a guarantee. If you are
content to allow him to put his land down to grass,
the farmer will not ask you for a guarantee at all.

The guarantee is not for the sake of the farmer, but
for the sake of keeping the land arable and keeping a

population on the land. That was the idea in the

Report I signed.

1721 Mr. \icholls : I want to ask you about this

guarantee of 3 a quarter, and whether you have
discovered what really -is in the mind of the farmer.
If he gets his guarantee of 3 from the Government,
do you think he would be willing for the Government
in the interests of the public to claim his corn at the

price at which they guaranteed it? No; I think that
would be the minimum, and the farmer would get the
market price, whatever it was, above the minimum.

1722. The farmer wants help to prevent the price
of wheat falling below 60s., but if it goes up to 5
a quarter or more, he wants the whole of the profit?
He would want the present price at all events, but
the object of it is to give him a sort of security.

1723. Have you thought whether it would be an

advantage, rather than let the land go back to grass,
to grow more lucerne and other things for stock

purposes? I think that is quite a good suggestion.

1724. The poorer land would grow good lucerne?
It" you had asked me that question four or five years
ago I should have said that was a good thing and that
it ought to be done, but the last two winters have
.shaken my faith in lucerne. It has been killed off

by the weather of the last two winters; but if lucerne
were grown for six or seven years and then the land
was ploughed up for a year or two. I think it would
be a very good suggestion.

1725. And further drainage? Yes. but drainage,
of course, is a very expensive thing just now.

Do you think co-operation among the farmers
would be a great lever in the way of helping them
towards cheapening the cost of production? It is

going to bo a help, but it is not going to make all

the difference, I think.

1727. Mi. I'm l.i r: You say in your evidence-in-

chief that the farmer should have prospects of a

nable return on his capital, and so on, to induce
liim to put more energy and enterprise into his busi-

ness? Yes.

17'J~. [ think I understood you to say that you
charged your own capital account with 5 per cent.?
You.

I72!>. Do you consider that :> sufficient rate of in-

to charge on capital employed in such a risky
Ini-itiess MS farming;-- -No; I should want a very much

^r interest than that.

I73<). \Vhat would you consider a fair rate of in-

terest for the risk run: At present as I think you
know. a great many preference stocks have been
issued at 7 per cent, on first rate securities as far a.s

one can see. and I think any farmer would want at

least double that.

17:11. Would you consider 10 per cent, an unfair
of interest to look for in such a risky business?

I hardly think that 10 per cent, would be enough to

tempt a capitalist. 10 per cent, would be the mini-

mum. As I say I think it ought to be double the 7

per cent.

I7.TJ. You think it ought to be more like 15. we
will say to tempt the capitalist? Yes.

1 ":!.'). With regard to the time and energy farmers

put into their busi liens. what return would you give
them what do you put that. at. Fn your account you
put siipc rinlemlem e at 10s. an ncre? Roughly, that
i, a lonnd (i^ure which I should put it at. It is

rather lower than -o;m people put it at. On a small

farm it would bo too small, but on a large farm it is

about right.

!7:M. Tli lariin-i- in your opinion is entitled to look
for a return of from 10 to 16 per cent, interest on his

'apital and 10s. an acre for his superintendence?
I GB.

1735. I am not trying to get the receipts side of

your account, but you say the profit per acre on your
wheat was 4 in 1918? Yes.

1736. And you got 5 quarters per acre?- Yes.

1737. Are your returns at all comparable with the

returns obtained by your neighbours, do you know,
and with the returns generally throughout Essex?
The year 1918 that we are talking about was a very

good season in Essex, one of the best seasons we have
had for years, and there was no doubt a good crop of

grain, but I do not think the average would be above
four quarters.

1738. Would it average 3 do you think? I think

that last year it might have averaged four quarters.
1739. In Essex as a rule would you consider 3i

quarters to the acre good ? Yes, if you take the very

heavy land of Essex.

1740. If 3^ is a good general average it would bring
the profit down from 4 an a-cre to a loss ot

2 16s. Od. ? Yes. Of course, part of the expenses
are higher; the threshing is higher in a good crop.

1741. Compared with the general class of fanning
throughout Essex, your farm is very highly farmed on

very scientific principles? I do not know about it

being very highly farmed. A great many people
farm quite as well as we do and better j still I think

it is decently farmed, although I am not proud of it

at the present moment.

1742. You get a much better return from your farm
than is the case generally throughout Essex, or even

throughout England? I think we ought to get a very

good return from our farm
;
I think that we are our-

selves to blame if we do not.

1743. You said the profit per acre of wheat on your
farm was 4. You have also told us that owing to

excessive cropping the quality of your land has de-

teriorated, and that it will cost something like o an
acre to get it back into its pre-war condition ? Yes, I

think it will.

1744. Is it fair to say that the 4 an acre profit
that you made was really made out of your own

capital by letting the land down? You might put
some of it down to that

;
not the whole of it. It has

been gradually going back the last 4 or 5 years; no

doubt part of it went back in 1918.

1 7 15. No doubt a great portion of the 4 profit will

be wanted to put the land back into its forn\er con-

dition? Yes. I say it will cost about 5 an acre,

but of course that does not come off all in one year ;

it will come off over a course of three or four years.

1746. Owing to the war you did
1

not fallow any
land? No, but it is not 3 horse land; we do not feed

turnips on the land for sheep. We generally have
one field fallow, not much. We grow some tares, or

something of that sort, for the cows.

1747. If it were fallowed you would be entitled to

throw some of the cost of the fallowing on the wheat

crop? Yes; undoubtedly you must allow- something
for that

;
we grow a good many roots you see.

1748. What would you put the cost of that at?

JMween 20 and 30 an acre.

1749. Mr. Rabbins: May we take it that you adhero

generally to the Report over your signature to the

Reconstruction Committee ? Yes.

1750. With regard to the Report of the Milner
Committee .you say it is necessary to import food-

stuffs very largely from abroad. Do you think that
the reduction we have effected in the importation of

cereals is as far as we can go, or do you think that
we can do better than that? Yes, I think it is possible
we can do better than that.

1761. Mr. tfniith : Yon state in paragraph 4 of your
precis that the situation is very complicated owing to

the shortness of labour ? Yes
; owing to the very wet

seasons and the shortness of labour, the land has got
out of order ;

that is one of the reasons.

1752. I suppose you have been working during the

last few years -very short-handed as regards labour P-

Y'es. In 1918 we were very short-handed indeed, and
we have not spent the money on the land that we
ought to have spent.
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1753. To what extent do you vhink you were thort

of jour KTJ Kl M.mtUrtl ol' labour?- 1 have n<".

into it from that |x>int (if view.

1764. You would bo considerably down!- You.

*1766. The moro fact that jour laud i in a \.-rj

bad state now would allow that your pre-war standard

of labour was considerably higher- Yes, we were

rory thort of labour indeed.

1766. You itate that the pro-war wages were 16s.

a week in EsBox'r That waa tho minimum wage.
The men used to earn roughly about a guinea a week
in those days.

1757. The Corn Production Act came into operation
in August, lit 17, did it not? The Bill was passed in

August, 1917, and the 25s. came, into force then. 1

think.

-
Yen, and tho increase of wages passed by tho

Wages Board, which 1 believe was 32s. for Essex,

came into operation about June, 1918? I do not

remember the exact time; you probably know better

than I do.

1759. 1 think it is fair to assume that for 9 month-
..I tin- year the minimum wage was 25s. a wtvk. and

for tho last 3 months of the year it was 32s. ? -

Yes, probably that is so.

1760. That is an average of 26s. 9d. for the year?
You have worked it out no doubt, and I accept it

from you.

1701. Iti your figures for Labour Cost in Table 1 you
show that the average of the 3 years 1912, 1913, and
1914 was 9,628, and that it was 16,440 in 1918.

That is an increase of 90 per cent., is it not? If you

say so I will take your word for it; I have not worked
it out. I do not think it is 90 per cent, quite. I have
not paid any attention to the percentages with regard
to 1918, because I only put in 1918 for your informa-

tion, and nothing eke.

1762. I understand that these are actual figures?
Yes.

1763. I was just wanting to point out that the

average wago of 26s. 9d. for 1918 as compared with

the average pre-war wage of 15s. is only an increase

of 80 per cent, for labour? Yes.

1704. Your figures show an increase of rather more
than that on a considerably reduced amount of labour

employed:' I soe what you mean. Of course it was

inefficiency of the labour perhaps, as well as the

numbers.

1765. I understand you to say that the amount of

labour employed in 1918 was considerably less? It

was less in efficiency, and I think less in numbers
also. Wo had some soldiers who were not verj

r effi-

cient, and we had a lot of women too.

1766. It seems rather strange that on a smaller
amount of labour employed, the increase in your
labour bill should be 10 per cent, more than tho
actual increase in wages, even assuming that the full

number had been employed? Is it right about the
90 per cent.? Have you worked it out? Is it 10 per
cent, moro?

1767. I am taking your No. 1 Table? Is 16,440
an increase of 90 per cent, on 9,628.

1768. Mr. Athly. 72 per cent? Yes, it is only 7'J

nor cent. ; it is not 90 per cent.
;

1 thought you must
be wrong about that.

I "lilt. .Mr. Smith : 1 am sorry my figure was wrong.
Still, tho wages bill would ix> father high if the
amount of labour was considerably reduced !' I really
think the reason was that a j/n-al many women were
employed. They were splendid people and ga\.
tremendous lot of help, hut for all that they were
not cheap laliour I am afraid.

1770. I notice in your figures you have a consider-
able item for manure- "\

1771. What proportion of thorn; would bo artificial:'

'y tlie whole.

1772. I)o you produce no manure on your farms?
Whatever is produced it is not booked. The only

difference the actual amount would make in the

V..s would bo the <! ii.it there

was one year and what there was another, so that

piai t
it-ally you may tako it that lh- manure, pro-

diited .m" tlie fun would not affect the account*

in all.

1773. You would not allow for any increabo m
manures produced on tho larmsr No, 1 think

1 ilnnk you may take it that those figures ai<

artificial manures as nearly as possible.

177-1. In regard to your figures of tie cost of pio-

duting your J918 wheat crop, your figures show a
total cost of 11 lls. Vil. j-

1770. You have just admitted in reply to a qu<
ol .Mr. Parker's that 3} quarters per acre would bo

about an average crop!'- It would not ho an a\-

crop for me, but for tho hea-y land ol K.SM>X 1 .should

say that would bo about right.

1770. In suggesting a guaranteed price, of 60s. a

quarter you have put a figure at which in your opinion
the farmer would be guaranteed against loss? Yes,
1 hope so.

1777. Not iu order tint he should reap an advan-

tage from the guaranteed price, but that 60s. re-

presents a point at \vlm h the farmer would feel that

he would not make any loss!' Y'es; so that he could

keep going.

1778. 3i quarters at 60s. would be 10 guineas,
would it not? Y'est That would not enable him to

do it on very heavy three or four horse land, but
as 1 have said in my evidence, if you will road it.

I consider that such land is doomed.

1779. These figures, therefore, have not much sig-
nificance so far as the future of the land is oonoeraeor
These figures would not save the three or four horse

heavy land.

1780. You mentioned something in your evidence
about the. trouble with labour. What did you moan
by that? Of course, there are a lot of little disputes
going on now which did not tako place, before- there

is no doubt about it and it is a matter of anxiety
to the farmer and worries him.

17-1. Did you include shortage of labour as one of

your labour troubles? In the past few years that has
been one of our troubles; I do not Know whether
it is going to be so in the future.

1782. Is there a shortage at tho present time!-

In some places they are very abort, and in other places

they have got quite enough.
1783. If farmers in some districts state that they

can get more labour than they require for harvest-

ing would that in any way destroy the fact that
there is a shortage in other districts? There are
tome places where there is a preponderance of labour,
and there are other places where there is a great
.scarcity. Where I live we have enough labour, and
we .shall have enough for tho har\est.

1784. I take it that your idea in submitting this

evidence is to give us some idea upon which to base
a conclusion as to what tho future of the agricultural

industry is likely to be? Yes, I thought it would

give j'ou the expenses of those average yeais and
what the similar expenses will be in the. futuro as
far as one can see according to the riso in

;

That seemed to me as reasonable a way of settling
the thing as you could adopt.

1785. If anybody hftppMiad t<> semi \<>u n pros-

pectus of a business and asked you to invest in it,

and they only .submitted accounts to \<>u showing
what their expenses were, hut not I heir receipts,
would you pay much attention to it: I think you
must rcali-e that hat has been done in ihe la.st four
or five \. olutely no test for the future in

ilie flight e-t decree. I hope you will understand
that. It you do not. you will go wrong in a hope-
less dee.!

1786. I am sure we do want to understand, and
that is just my point of dilliculty. My difficult;! in

properly nnder.-taiidiiie; ail the fa'-t that

you have only given us one set of figures, and there-

fore I am not in n position to judge piopci-ly as to
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how the other set of figures! may affect the actual

state of the industry itself? Would you say that the

profits of farming before the war were unreasonable?
1787. I do not know; we have no figures? I know

you have not, but you have the general opinion that

no one wanted a farm much, did they ?

1788. As a member of the Commission I am anxious
for information which will guide mo on that point?

If you will wait until I have finished this

year you shall have it.

1789. The Government cannot wait until then. I

take it you agree, as a general proposition, that the

value of one set of figures cannot be accepted as

satisfactory unless the figures on the other side are

available also? In a general way of a prospectus

you would say so, but in the case of farming everyone
knows that farmers were not making big profits be-

fore the war, and these are the expenses at the present

day.

1790. You say that better organisation is needed
in the industry. Do you think that the industry-
would be helped by a better system of transport?
I am rather afraid that the transport is going to be

more expensive to us in the future instead of less
;

it looks to me as if the railway rates are going to

be higher. Motor transport or light railways might
help us.

1791. My point was rather as to whether the exist-

ing facilities for transport are as good as they might
be from the point of view of the industry? No, I do

not think they are.

1792. Some improvement in that direction might

help? Yes.

1793. The Chairman: You said you would recom-

mend that the Government should give a guarantee
for not less than 8 years? Yes.

1794. Had you any particular basis in your mind
for putting it at 8 years? Yes. I would say 8 \.MI-

beca'use it would allow for a sort of two-course period
in farming. I do not, of course, say that 8 years is

the only possible thing that would do, but I think to

make things reasonably safe you ought to make it 8

years.

179o. Three or four years would not be sulficient

in your opinion? No, I do not think that would be

sufficient, although of course it would he better

than nothing at all.

1796. Would you think that farmers would keep
their land in cultivation if they were guaranteed a

minimum price for 3 or 4 years from now? Thrco

VHI-S is the period taken in the Corn Production Act,
is it not?

1707. I am putting .'t nr : i<> you as an

experienced gentleman, and I should like to hear
what your opinion is with regard to that period?
At the time of the Corn Production Act it was sug-

gested that certainly 2 years before the end of the

period they would give the farmers notice if they did

not intend to continue it. That was the idea which
was brought forward at the time, so that farmers

should have ample notice with regard to it. Speaking
for myself I do not think 3 or 4 years would be

sufficient. It would help to a certain extent, but I

think it ought to be longer.

1798. Looking at your table showing the cost of

production of wheat, I observe you have an item for

horse cultivation. Does that include implements?
Yes, all the 'implements the horses use.

1799. No other implements? No, it does not in-

clude any other implements.

1800. There may be other implements used in your
particular farm that ought to come in as part of the
cost. Is that so? I should think there might be one

or two implements, such as a dressing machine, which^
has not been put in.

1801. Do you employ steam at all? Yes, but that
would be charged for under the steam ploughing.

1802. So that this table includes practically all the
costs? Yes; as I say, there might be a little tt, lie

added, but it would not be anything verv big.

1803. You say you do not charge anything for
manures produced on the farm, as it is a more or less
constant quantity? It is more or less a constant
quantity.

1S04. It is, in fact, debited in this account, is it not?
No, it is not, because supposing there was more used

one year there would be a debit, and supposing there
was less used another year there would be a credit
Supposing it was 1,000 one year and 1,200 the next
the 200 would be a credit, and if it was only 800
there would be a debit.

1805. I am not quite sure whether by that means you
get a proper cost account? On the growing of wheat
per acre the manure is charged. I thought you were
talking about the whole of these accounts.

1806. No; I am referring to your account with re-
gaed to the 1918 wheat crop on 285A acres? The
manure in that account is charged at 5s.~a load.

1807. What do you credit in that account to the
horses and what to the cows? I credit some of it to
the cows and I credit a little bit for the straw I
pay for a certain amount of straw and take into
account the expense of fallowing, which I do not allow
for in rotation.

1808. Do you consider that this estimated cost takes
everything into account that ought to be taken into
account in wheat growing? I think it fairly takes
everything into account except, as I say, it is too low
ither. It does not take draining in, for exampleWe did no draining in 1918. We have to drain our

land at intervals, but we did not do any draining in
1918, and the land therefore is getting wetter.

1809. Something ought to be put in for the reserved
expenditure to keep your land absolutely up to proper
condition? Yes.

1810. How much would that be? Not very much
5s. an acre, not more.

1811. If we were to add 5s. an acre for that, this is
a fair statement in your judgment of what the cost
would be of growing wheat on good land? No, I do
not say to-day ;

I am speaking of 1918.

1812. For the year 1918 this represents a fair state-
ment of cost, subject to adding 5s. an acre for drain-
ing, of what the cost was of growing wheat on good
land? Except one thing. I told you that the thresh-
ing was not enough. We fixed the price of threshing
very early in the season in September, 1917 and wo
found it was costing a great deal more than we ex-

pected. I should put on another Es. in respect of that.

1813. That is 10s. an acre that has to bo added to
your statement of cost ? Yes.

1814. You have already said that your expenditure
on hand labour was unduly large? It was.

1816. Can you say what wofiild be a fair representa-
tive cost of that, and would that involve deducting
anything? I do not think that it will cost so much
this year.

1816. The answer to my question is that, adding the
10s. you have spoken of on to the cost, it brings up
the cost to 13 16s. 9d. per acre, to which you have
to add superintendence, 10s., and interest on capital,
15s. an acre? Yes.

1817. Making a total of 15 Is. 9d. per acre? Yes.

1818. That is the position? Yea

(The Witness withdrew.)
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(1) S.,11.1. straw (till unsold. (2) Estimated, not yet
all Mild. The figures show ivi.viii as an abnormally

good season. The whc.it in.p was good and the

-..Id before prices were lixed. Sim-e

th. MI the cash balance* have ni>t lieen good, in 1U10-17

the wheat crop failed and potatoes did badly; in

1917-18 the barley and roots both did badly.

9. Ih-iluitiiinx nnil ( '<>iiil,i.ti<ni.i. These figures are

probably representative of much ol the heavy arable

land of" Kngliiud. On hetter-i -lass land the return*

would lx< limber and tin- expenditure nu more, often

leg*. Hut this better land is limited in extent and

would not provide as much foixl as ought to be grown
in this country.

Tho following deductions are drawn:

(a) The farmer is liabl,- to con-idi !-able risk of

bad yields and had prices from cau-es heyoml
his control. It is therefore difficult to draw

satisfactory conclusions from the result of

one or two years' observations.

(f<) Tho risk is much greater with arable hus-

bandry (which involves cereals and r.

than "with gross and clover. The risk is

intensified by the circumstance that the

farmer has to pay out the cost of crop pro-
duction many months before any return is

obtained, and lie has normally no guarantee
of price or market.

(c) The cost of production of arable crops is in-

creasing at a much greater rate than the

cost of managing grass land, whether tem-

porary or permanent. It is unlikely that the

farmer will bear the whole of the risk him-

self. If arable farming is to continue, it is

imperative that some means should be devised

for relieving the farmer of some of the risk.

(</) The most disquieting feature of the situation

is the falling off in efficiency of farm labour.

.V larger number of man-hours is now needed

than before the war to produce a given
amount of crop. Fortunately the most

skilled labourers seem to be less affected than

the ordinary workers.

(e) The situation can be met in my opinion by :

(1) Arousing the civic conscience both

among farmers and workers.

(2) Improving the methods of farming and
distribution and increasing the effi-

ciency of the worker.

Improvements can be and are being made as the

result of careful experiments by farmers and investi-

gators, and steps arc being taken to develop agricul-
tural education. Hut modern science, holds out no

hope of any short or easy road to food production or

any way round the old injunction
"

in the sweat of

thy face shall thou eat bread." Only by putting
honest labour into the soil can auything In- got out

of it. You cannot cheat the soil.

[Thit concludes thr evidencc-in-rh'n/.]

HH). I'hiiiriinin: You have put ill a
;>;-<

:

ri.< of your
evidence. May I take it as rend without reading it

over, merely for the purpose of record? Yes.

l-l'u I will ask Mr. Smith to begin the questions

upon it.

1890. Mr. Smith : It is stated here that this is an

Experimental Station. Does that indicate that the

farm is not worked or run on the same lines

ordinary farm would lie? No. The fields that I

to here are worked on ordinary commcicial
lines. I might explain that for tin- purposes; of an

agricultural experimental station it is necessary that

one should have n CHIN! deal of fresh ground. Coti-

unqunntlv we kwp something like 2<KI acres of land,
not under ox|M'rimcnt. but worked as an ordinary
farm. Tho only effect of having the experimental
farm is that we do not always arrange the crops in

the best possible way from the. point of view of profit

producing, but every single -rop i- piodnccd on

strictly commercial linen.

1821. You nay the crops nre not arranged from the

point "of view of profit producing. That would have
a material effect on the result, would ';< nut V Not. on

the results that 1 have pi en \u. It you were going
the maximum of profit you would arrange your

eiops so that louses on one crop would IKJ

i..iiiit-rhidaiieii| by gains on another.

What class ot land is your farm!' It is heavy
.-ecoiid das* land. I should like to make some ex.:

in that first paragraph in the estimated cost*

I I
. t KHIS have Ixfoine nN>e8mry

It ..| the tine spell of weather which has

i. ,!,.. ti|Kin us lately. These cost* include the

of ham sting, and in fine weather the cost of harvest-

ing is much les than in wet weather. The oats have

already i. n cut. and as the fin.- weather lasted

during the cutting and seems likely to last during the

laiting the cost will probably ! reduced from 111.

I I, .in- stated here, to tli>. Iii the case of wheat
the co-t will probably In' reduced from 115 to Lit.

and in the caso of barley pn.bahly from 16tol~>*.

Assuming that the fine weather continues and that

we have decent weather for threshing, there will be

a further 10s. to come off those figures. In the case

of clover we start the cutting of the second crop
to-day, and it looks as if we shall have fine weather
for the making, so that that 7 can be reduced to i

1823. May I take it that all the other figures are

figures of actual expenditure? Yes.

1824. Mr. l(<i\il>ins : What have you to say as to the

relative fertility of the soil to-day as compared with
th. lirs't year you give us, 1913-14? Do you think

you have drawn on the reserves of fertility in the
soil during the series of years you have set out?
I think -we have made that good, because we have
increased the quantity of manure. I think the land
is a little fouler than it was, but I am not prepared
to say there is very much in that.

1825. I see you say :
" The situation can be met, in

my opinion, by (1) Arousing the civic conscience both

among farmers and workers"? Ye.

182(5. You do credit farmers with having a cons-

cience? Yes.

\-~-21. Mr 1'ni-krr: In your first table, which in

headed,
" The actual money expended on the crop

"

you say if you grew an acre of wheat in 1917-18,
the amount expended was 10 14s. 3d., and yonr
estimated expenditure for tho 1918-19 crop is 15.

That you have just rather reduced? Yes.

1^'Js. Will you bo kind enough to give us tho
various items of expenditure that these figures
include!' They include the whole of the money paid
out for labour, rent, seeds, manure, horse feed every-
thing paid out but they do not take any account
of the difference in the state of the land at the

beginning and the end of the year.

I *_><). Tli,- t'lminiKin: Is there any livestock? I

have eliminated livestock altogether; it is very diffi-

cult to bring livestock info these accounts.

ISiO. Any interest on capital? No, there is no
interest on capital.

1831. Anything for supervision ? Yes, there is an
allowance for supervision.

' You do bring that in? Yes), I allow 100 a
\ear for the supervision of the whole 20O in

ISL't. Do vou brinj; in rents, rate-, insurance, taxes,
and so forth? Yes.

1S:1I. Manure, artificial and otherwise:- Yes.

1835. And seeds?-

Is'lfi. And horsv cultivation? Ye-.

I SI". Depreciation of machinery used on the farm?
Yes. machinery comes in also.

1SW. And wastage of horse life!- Yes. depreciation
on hi,

!-:',!. l,alx>ur of every sort? Yes, all the labour
is brought in. I have here two of the labour sheets

from which tlwse statements are drawn up, if you
would care to -< e them.

1S40. It would interest us very mu-h if you would
, kind as to givo us under general heads the

expenditure on the farm ap]*>rt ioncd per acre that

is to say. the total expenditure as you have it here

ionics' to till Its. :id. for the year UM7-I8, and if

table on p. 78.
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you oould give us the details of that 10 14s. 3d.
under general headings, s*uch, for instance, as I have
mentioned, rent, rates, taxes, insurance, manure,
artificial and otherwise, seed, and so forthj so that
we could make a comparable statement between your
expenditure and the expenditure of any other wit-
ness who may come before the Commission, it would
be very helpful to us >

Yes, I will give you that. I

have got out the labour charges in paragraph 3.

1841. I think if you would be kind enough to send
that- information to us it would be more satisfactory ?

Yes, I can get that for you, and I will send it

along.

1842. Mr. 1'nrker: In paragraph 2 of your evidence-
in-chief you say: "The cost of growing each crop
cannot be definitely stated because it is necessary to
take into account the initial and the final states of
the land. This cannot be done precisely. It is legi-
timate to charge some of the expenditure on the
roots to the succeeding corn crop, probably 15 per
cent, would be a fair figure." Yes.

1S43. Can you tell us whether the land is culti-
vated on the usual four course system, commencing
with root crops and ending with wheat, and whether
it is usual to charge any of the expenditure to the
wheat crop at the end of the course:' I am assuming
that the wheat follows the roots after mangolds or
after potatoes, for instance, which is what we actually
do. That is quite common, although the practice is

variable. But supposing it came at the end it would
not be legitimate to charge as much as 1-5 per cent.

;

you ought to charge something, but I think 15 per
cent, would be too much.

I-ll. You would have to clean the land, which
would be for the benefit of the whole course, and
therefore then! would bo something to charge? That
is a purely arbitrary arrangement. I think the best

way is to get out the cash statements and recognise
that there is a deficiency on the root crops which has
to be distributed over the cereals.

1845. In paragraph 3 you put the labour cost per
annum at CM 19s. 8d. for 1917-18. What is the mini-
mum wage that that figure includes?- That is given
in paragraph 4. The standard weekly wage was

id. for a horse-man and 26s. 3d. for a labourer.

The estimated corresponding figure for the
1919-20 year is how much:' 41s. 3d. for the horse-

man, the standard weekly wage, and 35s. 3d. for the
labourer.

1847. You speak in your evidence-in-chief of the

falling off in the efficiency of labour. I suppose it is

impossible to estimate bow far inefficiency is going to
add to the cost of production:- Y'-; 1 cannot get
out a figure really showing the reduction in efficiency.
I cannot get out any figure that would be strictly
fair to the workers. The situation is complicated by
the fact noted in paragraph 6 that in 1916-17 HO
had a very bad. wet year, and owing, of course, to cir-

cumstances whieh wore quite beyond llio control either
of the worker or the farmer that meant a great deal
of hand labour, which is necessarily rather inferior
as compared with the skilled labour that one puts on
to the horses. But there is a reduction of efficiency.
I am afraid, and of course that will add to the cost.

1848. How do you anticipate the cost will be
affected by the reduction of the hours of employment
to 48, I think it is? The reduction from 54 to" 50 i<<

the one which will affect the cost. It is, broadly speak-
ing, a 10 per cent, reduction in hours. My view is

that it will add about 15 per cent, to the inefficiency,
so to speak. I think it will have a greater effect than
the reduction in the hours.

'. Can you put into pounds, shillings and pence
the actual reduction caused by the increase of the
man hours in your farm from "2,800 to 4,000? That
in a clerical error. The 2,800 should be 29,800, and
the 4,000 should be 40,600. The figure is correctly
(riven in tin- table.

I '50. In paragraph 7 of your evidenee-in-chief you
give the financial return from an acre of wheat as

!!-! before, in talile No. 6, you return per acre
bushels. Is this return not much in i

of tho average throughout the country the '38-3

'i? Ye, it is.

35135

1851. Very much? Yes.

1852. That would be nearly 5 quarters ? Yes. The
average is something over 32 'bushels.

1853. Yours was a very big return? Y'es. We
pushed up our yields during the war, of course, owing
to the need for increased food. We did it by the
greater use of artificial fertilizers and adopting
various technical devices.

1854. In paragraph 8 you say: ." The following are
the cash balances given by each crop. These balances
have to furnish the remuneration for the farmer, in-
terest on his working capital, and contingency fund to
meet any event not covered by the ordinary insurance
and depreciations." Would you tell us what in your
opinion is a fair remuneration to the farmer and the
amount of interest on the capital employed? That is

a very difficult question to answer. I think on a 200
or 300 acre farm the farmer ought to have, sav, 6 or
7 per cent, return on his capital, and of course he
ought to have a salary as well. But on an ordinary
farm there would be stock kept, and the stock would
contribute something to those amounts.

1855. What would you say per acre for salary in
addition? I would rather not commit myself to
definite figures, because, although the question looks

simple, it is really very complicated. There are manv
factors that come in. I think for general purposes 3

per acre of arable land might include the farmer's
remuneration and his return on his money under
present conditions. Of course, under pre-war condi-
tions, when he had not so much capital embarked,
less than that would have been necessary.

1856. In paragraph 9 of your evidence-in-chief you
say:

" These figures are probably representative of
much of the arable land of England "? Yes.

1857. Do you mind telling the Commission what
rent you pay per acre? We pay 30s. an acre rent,
and in addition to that we have rates and taxes,
which brings the total up to 2 Is. The 30s. rent is

higher than it should be, but we were not free agents
in the matter.

1858. Is your farm close to a station? It is about
li miles to 2 miles away.

1859. You have to cart your produce 1 to 2 miles?
Yes.

1860. What is the acreage of the farm? The total

acreage is 300, but I have given you the figures for
200 acres only, because 100 acres is the experimental
farm.

1861. Is your land too heavy for using motor tractors

upon? Not during fine weather; but we still have to
discover whether we can use motor tractors in the

spring, when tho ground is wet. We can work them
at this time of the year.

1862. How many men per 100 acres do you employ?
That, again, is a little complicated by the fact that

we have got experiments going on, and the men are
sometimes called off from the ordinary farm to carry
out experimental work. On the whole we have a staff

of 12 men and 2 women, but 2 of those are rather
uncertain.

1863. The Chairman: How many of those are on
the experimental farm? They are all liable to be
called on to the experimental farm when there is not
much work doing on the ordinary farm.

1864. You did not answer Mr. Parker, whose ques-
tion was, how many men to the 100 acres do you
employ in your commercial farm? We actually use
these 14, but we do not occupy them the whole of
their time. I have given the number of hours worked
in one of the tables.

18fi5. Mr. Parker : Can you estimate at all what
should be the minimum prices for cereals having re-

gard to the Corn Production Act, and the increased
cost of labour and so forth? Last year the prices
were satisfactory. This year I am afraid the prices
will be less satisfactory, and for next year's1 crop it

will be necessary to fix a price higher than the actual
current price now.

1866. What price do you think ought to be fixed

for next year's crop? Do you mean generally speak-

ing or in regard to our own land?

F
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1867. Generally speaking. I do not think I could

autm-er that without consideration. It nil depends

upon ho iniii-h corn you \voul<l want prodwad in tho

country. If you arc only going to use the Lest coi n

hunt \>u run' grow corn \er\ iheaply. Init if you are

going" to list- IKMIT land it c.uucs nn.ie expensive. Sup-

posing you \\ant tin- maximum amount of wheat re

gurdlcss
: of pine you would bring into cultivation

MVOIld and even third rate hind; hut it y:ui only want

a small amount you nih- out all tin- third-da-* land and

much of tho second-class land. You can grow when at

anything from (50s. to 90s. a qfuarter. Tin- only dif

fen-nee it would make is that at 90s. you would bring

into cultivation a large amount of second clam land.

In our own particular case wo should probably have to

ip wheat cultivation if the price went below

0. to 85s. under present conditions that is. on our

olasa of hind. \\V have given up tho cultivation of

greens and arc giving up the cultivation of ]>otatoee.

1668. Would you agroo tliat unless the Government

base their calculations upon the jioorer classes of land

producing crop- Ivlow the average that a good deal of

land will go out of cultivation:-' I'ndoubtedly.

1809. Any calculation should be based on the poorer

class of land, therefore!- I would not go so far as to

nay that, because if you base your calculation on the

poorer class of land you enormously benefit the culti-

vators of the richer class of land. I think one ought
to consider how much wheat is required to be grown
in tho country and ha* tho calculation on that.

1870. If you favour the better class of land you are

going to prejudice those who farm the poorer quality

of land and the small holders? Yes. I think it is

rather a question of policy as to where the line ought
to bo drawn.

1871. Mr. A ii halls . When you mention here the fall-

ing off in the efficiency of the farm worker 1 am not

quite sure what the trouble is that you refer to there?

_It refers more to the general labourer than to the

skilled labourer. The skilled labourer is the sort of

person one puts in charge of the horses. Jt is true

that there is an increase in the number of hours of

hor-e labour on our farm, but it is also true that we
ere handling larger crops than we were in 1!U:V I'M I.

which would necessitate a larger amount of labour.

1872. You consider that the horsemen are all right,

but you have a proportion of men who are a trouble

to you? That is so.

1873. They are not efficient? They are not as

efficient as the sort of men we got in 1913-14.

1874. Are they casuals? They are mainly casuals.

1-7."). How long have you employed the men you
consider efficient; are they men of old standing?
Yes, they are men who ha've heen with us for many
years 25, 30 and 35 years.

1876. Is the trouble because the men are not really
an efficient at their job, or is it because the men occa-

sionally want to have a day off. and that you cannot

quite rely uj>on them as you used to be able to do?-
I think both of those elements come in in regard to tho

unskilled casual person; he is the man that mainly
causes the fluctuations which you find in the table in

paragraph 5.

1877. Do you have any piece work on your farm?
We used to, brut since the wnr there has heen a con-

siderable reluctance on the part of the men to do piece.
work.

1878. Is it a reluctance on the part of the men them
selves or is it due to advice which they get from out

side not to undertake piece work? I have no evidence
with regard to that, and I should not like to say.

1879. You find, at any rato. that there is a dis-

inclination on the part of the men to work piece
work'- Yes, for the time being; whether they will

go t.m-k to piece work or not I do not know.

!--<>. Is nil your harvesting dny work?- This
harvmt it is.

}. You referred to your land going out of wheat
growing, or to your having to give up wheat growing?
--Not whont. What I naid was that wo should linve

to givp up whoat growing if the price fell below a

certain amount. We have had to give up tho culti-

vation of greens, and largely also to give up the

cultivation of potatoes because we could not produce
them at. the fixed price.

I --'. What is tho trouble with regard to potatoes;
is n not |M>tato-growing hind:' It is not first-class

potato land; it is distinctly .second-class potato land.

We could cultivate potatoes with advantage so long as

prices were in the neighbourhood of 10 or more per

ton, but when prices were fixed at 7 or 8 per ton

HO had to give them up. You will see that in the

last table in paragraph 7. where the potatoes were

icmunciaine right up to 1916, and then they caused

us a loss when prices were fixed to low for us, so

th.it we were automatically cut out.

l--s't. What crop did you get of potato--- H tween

5 and 6 tons, but not high yields such as the Lincoln-

shire people were getting.

1884. Surely you could grow potatoes at less than

10 with a 5 ton crop? We could do it at 10, but

the price fixed in our case was 7, so that we lost

money on it.

1885. D<> you .say you lost money during 1!H7:

Yes, for the' year 1916-17 crop.

lss<i. What were the wages then? The wages are

given in paragraph 4. In 191617 the wages were

25s. 6d. for horsemen and 23s. 6d. for the laliourer.

In that year I should say we had a yield of 4$ tons;
the yield was low.

1S-S7. You really think that potatoes cannot be
made a paying proposition, say at 5 tons to the acre,

if they are sold at less than 8 per ton? Not on
our class of land not where you have to put in the

amount of lulx>ur that we have to put in. We have
a fair amount of weeding to do; the land is i.

heavy for potatoes, and you will see from paragraph
(> that the potatoes absorbed a good deal of laltour

520 man-hours in 1916-17 and (>7() man-hours
in 1017 H: they take more labour than anything
else.

1888. Mi: Lrn-iuinl: Do I understand that your
ye^ir is from Michaelmas to Michaelmas? Yes, from
October 1st to September 30th.

1889. I notice in paragraph 4 you say "The ex-

penditure on labour has increased rather more than

the average rate of weekly wage, indicating a falling
off in the efficiency of labour "? Yes.

1890. I follow that in comparing the 1913 figures
with those for 1917-18, but I do not follow it as re-

gards your estimate for 1918-19? -Perhaps I might
explain how that last estimate is arrived at. If you
look at the table of returns: "Net balance of

receipts over expenditure" the lust table in my
evidence- you will observe that in 1916-17 we lost

money on five crops, and in 1917-18 wo lost money on
three crops. We were heading for financial disaster

if we had gone on. so we had to revise our system
(if cropping. We reduced the acreage of our expen-
sive crops and increased the acreage of the cheaper
crops such as clover, and brought down our total

expenditure on wages, although we did not affect tho

cost of each crop. In l!H7-ls we have only got four

of potatoes, on which we shall lose 10 an acre,

in-tead of R or I I acres as last year.

1S91. It meant in other nords that you employed
fcw<r people!-' Yes. the numlier of hours is 25,000
as :i-j.a ns: l< 1.000.

I^'.I'J. Bo far as 'these figures go the fall off in

efficiency s, ems only to IM> demonstrated up to

Michaelma-. HtlS'r That is so. We come on to a new

system of cropping in 1!H-v

I -;!i
j

!. That means, does it not. that the change in

efficiency is limited to the war period:- We could not,

afford to go on with H any further. It' we had

continued with our sy.stcm of cropping I have no

doubt we should have got at least a* marked a fall

in ofn'e-'eney.
'

During the war period agricultural labour

I.een depleted of its most physically fit and

efficient men and the older men have been left more

and more, but a Tier the conclusion of hostilities you
are getting a certain number of physically fit men
ie| urning to agriculture? Y-

1895. So that thrw figures only demonstrate the

falling off in efficiency during the war period, do they
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not, which is a thing which you might expect?
During the war period it was not us marked as one
would have expected, because the women and children

who came on to the land did splendidly ; considering
their physical limitations the work was superbly
done. I do not want to give the impression for a

moment that the work was not properly done. Ac-

cording to my own observation the work was done
to the very utmost power of the workers, the workers

being inexperienced people. At the present time our

difficulty is that the workers who come to us have no

knowledge of agriculture, and have to be taught
everything from the beginning.

1896. You have no experience of demobilised soldiers

who were previously employed in agriculture:" They
have not come our way. Of course we have got our

own people back, but the sort of men who are coming
to us now asking for work usually have had no

agricultural experience at all.

1897. In the case of the men that are coming tmck,
do you notice any marked decline in their efficiency
as compared with the pre-war period? Do you mean
our own men?

1898. Yes. No, I do not, but they have told me in

conversation that they find it very difficult indeed to

settle down to work again.

1899. That. I think, is the common experience?
Yes. C'uriouslv enough, some of them say they did

not feel that way when they first came back
;
the re-

action has been deferred.

1900. You expect the re-action will only be a tem-

porary one? Yes. I have great hopes that it will pass

away.

1901. Taking it altogether, this deficiency of

labour is either due to the w:ir conditions which are

i t immediate post war conditions .such as

the reaction due to the change of life on demobilisa-

tion:' Tii;ii M so, and I think if it could be arranged
for the men to be shown that their work is essential

for the country they would very C|iiickly pull them-

i together again. That is why in my conclusions

I put as the first thing to be 'lone the arousing of the

civic conscience, both amongst farmers and workers.

one of those immaterial factors rather than a

r material factor.

1902. Is there not another factor involved : have

your horses and your machinery been kept at .the

level of working efficiency as l>efore the war!"

We have tried to do that and we have, of course, in-

tnxlnecd new machinery wherever we have found it

able.

I. Was it not at some periods almost imp<
; th<. machinery vou wanted!' Y. v it :i- diffi-

hut we have "always been very well supplied
witli ma<-li ii'-rv perhaps more than the ordinary
farm, because of our experimental work.

liNll. As regards the quality of your horses, has

that deteriorated in any way? I do not think they

greatly deteriorated. \Ve 'ised to work our farm
with bought from I/ondon- horses

that were no longer good enough for the London
streets, but which quickly recovered themselves when

they got out on the land- so that we never paid a

price for our horses, and we have never really
had first-class horses.

1003. You agree that defects in horses or machinery
would tend to hold the men back? Ye3. I recognise
that, lint still I am afraid there is no getting away
from the fact that there is a falling off in efficiency.

190(5. That, you say. is due to war reaction? Y.

1907. Having regard to the total wanes spent

during the year as set. out in paragraph 4, mav we
iio that a deduction is mnde for such work as

was done by vour men when they wore called off

for the experimental work? Yen. You will see we
are very careful about keeping accounts, and a sharp
distinction is mado between the experimental and the

ordinary farm work.

". You said if the price of wheat was to fall

In-low 0s. to (Vis. a quarter, you would have to give
up wheat growing. I suppose you meant by that
if the normal prioe of wheat went below that. You

would not consider it necessary that so high a price
as 80s. or 85a. should be guaranteed for every year?
If the cost of production were to remain at its

present level I am afraid a high price would be neces-

sary. There is a limit to the yield which is fixed by
climatic conditions and these cannot be altered.

1909. It does not follow for wheat growing to be

profitable on the whole that it should be profitable

every year. Supposing the wheat crop of one year
were not profitable, would you not expect to make
up for the failure of the wheat crop by your success

in another crop, and to make up tor the failure of

the other crops in another year by the success of

your wheat crop? That would not be so in the case

of our cropping ;
it is cereals that pay, and if we

lost money on our wheat we should have to re-organise
our system of farming altogether.

1910. Do you suggest that if in a single year the

price of wheat fell below 80s. a quarter you would
cease to grow more wheat? Not in a single year, of

course, but we should have to do unless we saw a

prospect that the price of wheat on the average
would recoup our expenditure on the wheat. Unless
we could see such a prospect we should have ito give
it up or else produce it in quite a different way, which
of course we might be able to do.

1911. Do you mean if the experience of a parti-
cular year and your knowledge of general conditions

led you to expect that the price would in the future
be below 80s., you would then give up wheat grow-
ing? Yes, on our present methods. It will cost us> in

the future when the reduction of hours comes into

force something like 18 an acre to grow wheat on

present methods, as far as I can see, and that 18

must be recouped by the wheat crop. We have

nothing else on whi"h we could throw any deficit,

and although I do not expect to get the money back

every year we must get it back over an average of

years.

1912. Mr. Longford : Your land, I think you stated,
is very suited to wheat growing? It is not first-class

land : I want to make that quite clear.

lOI.'i. What is the usual rental of land in your
district? Ordinarily the rental would be about 1

an acre; in our particular case we have to pay 30s.

1914. In your district you regard the wheat crop
as an important crop in your system of rotation?

in our system of farming.

11)15. Your average crop of wheat is below 30
bushels an acre according to the figures you have

given rrs? That is due to the very low yield in

li'l(>-17; a catastrophe of that sort does not happen
every five years.

l!M(i. It i-, one of thesr- five years at any rate?
That is so.

1917. And of course it might happen two years in

Miecivs.sion? Yes, it might easily happen like that, as

it did in 1878 and 1879 for instance.

1918. If your best crop of wheat is as low as that,
even at 80s. a quarter it cannot be a profitable crop,
can it? There is the straw to be taken into con-

sideration
;
we have taken no account of the straw

here.

1919. Do you sell the straw as a rule? Yes.

1920. Do you suggest that the sale of the straw
would make up the difference between a profitable

crop of wheat and an unprofitable one? It depends
very much upon the market one gets for straw; some-
times one gets quite a fair price for straw.

1921. What class of greens do you refer to when

you say you have given up growing greens? Savoys
and brussel sprouts. It is essential in oirr district

to have a fallow crop once in five or six years, and we
wanted to find out which of the fallow crops would
cause us least loss of money.

1922. These greens are really market garden crops?
Yes.

1923. You found that market gardening, at any
rate with regard to the growing of green, was un-

profitable in your district? Absolutely.

F 9
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1924. You also found potatoes unprofitable? That

was only since the Food Controller came upon the

1925. What about roots? You said you were very

largely giving up the growing of roots? Ours being

U experimental farm, nf eeiirse 1 have a good deal

to do, and 1 do not want to ln> bothered with sub-

sidiary industries such as milk anil rat tit- production,

and so on. Supposing, hnw. were farming
for profit, it would be possible to embark upon some

other industry which would use these roots to greater

advantage than we use them; we sell our roots to the

cowkeeper.

192G. When you have obtained from the cowkeeper
a market price for your roots, they are unprofitable
to you? Yes, that is so.

1927. Do you suggest it would he profitable to you

if, instead of selling your roots, you turned them into

milk? Do you think you would then get a profit? I

do not say a profit, because 1 know nothing about

milk production, but as the rowkeeper is willing to

pay us 30s. a ton for our roots, I assume they are

worth that to him, and if 1 were producing milk I

should get his profits as well as my own.

1928. You said that you regarded the farmer's re-

muneration for supervision, which was to include the

interest on his capital, as 3 an acre. What amount
of capital have you got invested in your farm per
acre ? It is somewhere about 15 an acre. It is a

little difficult to estimate in our case because the

ordinary farm and the exeperimental farm are, of

course, rather mixed up together. One can quite

easily keep the working accounts separate, but when
it comes to the capital account it is rather difficult

to make a precise analysis.

1929. For cereal growing you would regard 15 an

acre as a low amount of capital to have invested in

your farm, would you not '--Now, yes, but before

the war it was only something like 10.

1930. If you went in for dairying the capital neces-

sary would be very much more? For dairying, but

not for stock, because that can be worked on the

ranch principle. From the stock point of view you
can either farm on ranch principles with a very little

capital, or you can farm intensively with a great deal

of capital.

1931. I put it to you that with your scientific

knowledge you are able to farm and to produce crops
that your neighbours are not able to produce in con-

sequence of their lack of scientfir knowledge? Of
course that is conceivable, but as against that we
have to pay this extra rent of 10s. which our neigh-
bours do not have to pay. The normal rent is 'J(l...

and we have to pay 3<K We have certain classical

experimental fields that have to be retained at all

costs, so that we had to take the fields surrounding
those experimental fields, and consequently we were

entirely in the hands of the agents of the property
and had to pay what was asked.

1932. Has much of the farm land in your district

been offered for sale? I do not think so; our dis-

trict is a prospective building district.

1933. It has been held up for ripening? Yes, I

think so; it is very difficult to get land there.

1934. In the last paragraph of your evidence you
ay:

"
Improvements can be and are being made as

the result of careful experiments by farmers."
Would you substitute for the words "

by fan
the words "for farmers '"? What T wish to imply
is that certain fanners actually are making experi-
ments farmers and investigators and as a result
of some of these experiments improvements are being
made.

1935. Ought not the farmer to look to experi-
mental farms like your own for experiment* rather
than carry out. experiments for himself? Yes, but
some farmers like to make experiments on their own
account. T know of some very interesting experi-
ments being done up and down the country by farmers
themselves.

1930. Are thei not practical rather than scientific

experiment*? There should not really be any dif-

ference between them. The distinction is one rather

of method than anything else.

1937. Do you think the majority of farmers have

the necessary knowledge to experiment successful!)

on their nun" particular farms? Not the majority. 1

d<> not know that many are doing it, but 1 xmld

give the CummisMon the names of some farmers

who are making some very interesting and quite

useful experiments on their land.

1938. From the point of view of economy, would it

not be better for the farmer to have experimental
stations such as yours, assisted by Government grants
or installed by the Government, than wasting his time

experimenting
tor himself.- Gem-rally speaking, I

think that is BO.

!!;>. Iii other \\ord-. \\li.n you are experimenting
you would be experimenting for the whole community,
whereas the individual farmer is only making experi-
ments for his own purposes? Yes; the best results

are obtained where you have co-operation between the

farmer and the experiment*] station

1940. Mr. 1'iussir Jena: Von spoke- of the

ciency in the CHSO of the labourer. Have you any

suggestions to make n to how to improve the effi-

ciency of the labourer:'- I think, first of all, one has

to point out to the labourer that it is up to him to

put his back into his work and do the very best he
can to get produce out of the land. Secondly, one

has to improve his education. A number of the

men coining on to the land do not really know.

very much about it, and they have to be taught.

Thirdly, the deficiency of the laUmrcr can be impro\ed
by the further introduction of machinery but that

means a spirit of enterprise mi the part of the farmer

and a spirit of willingness on the part of the worker
to get the very utmost out of the machine and out of

the day in which he is using it. On those lines 1 think

efficiency could be increased considerably.

1941. What class of man do you get at present :

\\'o have got men who have been with us all their

lives. One of our men is 71, and hi has been with

us for 30 years or more; another one, 68, has been
with us practically all his life; and another one, 63,

has been with us for 30 years or so.

1942. Do they live in cottages on the farm belonging
to the farm or quite independently .-- We have two

cottages of our own, but in the main they live in

cottages in the village quite independently of us.

19-13. Do they hold any land? They have their

allotments.

1944. In paragraph 4 you set out the wages paid.
That nhows a standard weekly wage to the horseman
for 1918-19, 41s. 3d., and to the lalK.urer, .V>s. 3d.

How does that tally with the minimum rate of

The minimum rate now is 38s. 6d. These years do not

correspond exactly with the d-itc of the Order.

I'M."). This is previous to the new Order? For 1918
it began on October 1st.

1916. Mr. T/ionm.s II * m/. / -MHI : ! assume your table

on page 1, paragraph '2. will have to he M.-ilnl down
in some way or other, as table 1 wn.s. in reference to
these estimates for 191S-19. In table 1 yon bring
the figures for wheat down from 15 to 11 I

has been scaled down already.

1947. Very well. You said you took a figure of

3 per acre to cover interest on capital and the

farmer's remuneration?- I was careful not to do
that. I was a-Ued to express an opinion, and I gave
that us an opinion only, not as a firm figure; it is

very difficult to give a figure of that sort.

1948. You mentioned that vou paid 10s. per a'-re

for supervision at present of the 200 acres? Vis.

1949. You were asked whether wheat was an im-

nt factor in your district, and you said it was

important in your method of rotation? It is

important also in the district.

1950. Is milk production common in the, district?

Yes.

1951. There is a difference between your farm and

your neighbours'? Yes. We HI1 our mangolds and
roots to our neighbours, who convert them into milk.
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1952. Have you any information about their costs?
-No.

1953. You do not know whether they incur a loss
in roots or not? No. I should like to point out for
the purposes of a comparison of these tables, that if

you take the table in paragraph 2, where I have
deducted 15 per cent, from the roots and added it on
to the wheat, that is quite legitimate in wheat pro-
duction

;
but when a milkman is talking about the

cost of milk production he sometimes takes the whole
cost of his roots into account. That is legitimate if

he is not growing grain, but it is not legitimate if

he is growing grain and transfers 15 per cent, to
his wheat.

1954. To come to the point of the efficiency of the
labourer, from your table in paragraph 4 it would
seem to be a fair deduction that there was no falling
off in efficiency up to 1915-16? No. I think that is

seasonal. I do not think there was any falling ott in

efficiency then.

1955. That period would coincide with the Army's
demands? Yes; we lost our young men and some of
our best men.

1956. And some men that you will not get back?
We do get them back, but whether they are as
efficient as before we have to discover.

1957. How many of the men that you had before
the war have you now? Of the regular men all,
but of the casuals that were regular, so to sp'eak,
that is to say that used to come when they wanted
work, not quite all.

1958. You mentioned that you were of opinion that
a 10 per cent, reduction in hours may mean a 15

per cent, reduction in output? Yes, I 'think so.

1959. Upon what do you base that? Because of
the difficulty in getting work started in the late
afternoon when a man is going to finish in half
an hour's time. Supposing a man has an hour to run,
you can wend him off to do a job, but if he has only
got half an hour to run it is not worth ivhile

starting him on work except about the buildings.
Of course one always has to remember the kind of

IM-I-OM yon have as farm bailiff is not necessarily
a very good organiser, and you cannot' always be
on the spot to make sure the men are used in the
best way.

1960. I think you admitted that you looked to
better education as a help, and if there were better

supervision by the bailiffs, it might come to con-

siderably ]<>., than 15 per cent, reduction? In a

factory, yes, but I do not think so much in the
case of a farm. On a farm you have to make hay
while the sun shines. You cannot c-ontrol tl>e

weather for to-morrow and you have M -ee the job
through in the day. I have" reduced all these hours
to the standard d'ay. That is the only practicable
way of doing it. so that the overtime counts as timo
and a quarter.

1961. tlr. 6'reert: In paragraph 9 yon say these

figures are probably representative of much" of the

havy arable land in England? Yes.

1962. You say you know of other experiments
having been carried out by farmers up and down the

country. Are you aware of the experiments which
have beon conducted by Mr. Christopher Tnrimr
in Lincolnshire? His costing figures are rather
lower than yours on poor grass land? I have not
lieen actually over his land, though I have dis-

ciis^'d his experiments with him. I think his hind
is lighter than, ours, and that would reduce the cost.

1963. Are you aware of the figures of Mr. Orwin,
nf Oxford, whirh are also considerably lower than
yours? I have seen some of his

>
sheets. He also

has got lighter land than ours.* I am not suffi-

ciently familiar with his figures to be able to speak
definitely. Are you referring to his figures for
wheat or for oats?

1964. For wheat. I have seen them myself. As to
the efficiency of labour, as a scientist and teacher,
what would you propose to do for the young men
who want to go on the land, especially having regard
to Mi. l-'i-l,, r' s Extension of Education Bill? Would

MISS

you propose that these young men should go to

experimental stations such as yours, or colleges, or

go on commercial farms pure and simple? Are you
thinking of the workers or the farmers?

1965. The workers? I do not think the worker
should go to an experimental station. I think that
he ought to have education in agriculture and in
the reasons underlying the operations on. the farm, .so

that he may take an intelligent interest in the work.

1966. Do you propose that he should go to an

agricultural school or college or to a farm? I should

say night classes in the village run by peripatetic
teachers, with demonstrations arranged on some good
farm in the district.

1967. Mr. Edwards : In answer to Mr. Langford
you seemed to suggest that your scientific know-
ledge, which of course we know is high, if not higher
than that of any farmer in England, has only been
of a limited help to you in your actual farming?
That is so. Our yields are limited by the weather.
I think we could probably work up to an average of
40 or perhaps nearly to 45 bushels of wheat, but I

do not think we can get any further. I think the
weather stops us then.

1968. After all, that leads us to the conclusion that
the cry for the better scientific training of the farmer
has its limits? That is so, but there is an enormous
amount of land in the country that does not give even
30 bushels of wheat, and much of that land could be

improved considerably. As you have raised that

question, I should like to emphasise the point
mentioned in my concluding paragraph ;

that is,

that you must not rely on modern science to produce
the food for nothing. The only way of getting food
out of the land is to put good, honest work into the
land, and although science will help, there is no way
in sight whereby you can get food out of the kind

simply by pressing buttons. You have to put as much
work as before into the land it need not be as much
manual work, but what you cease to do ma'nually
has to be made up in intelligence.

1969. In paragraph 6 of your evidence you
refer to the fluctuations in yields from causes beyond
human control which upset all attempts at calculations
of output, and so forth. You are aware that there,

are two sets of enquiries now being made into the

costing of agricultural produce, one by the Wages
Board and another one by an independent body?

1970. I should like to have your views as a scientific

man as to the use of the result of those investigations
into the fixing of wages on the one hand and prices
on the other, and legislation generally for the agri-
cultural industry? You mean what value will the
results be when they are got?

1971. Yes? That is a very difficult question to
answer. I have not seen the work of either of those
Committees at first hand, and it is always difficult to
criticise the work of a Committee \\hcn one has not
seen either its work or its Report. Costs of production
vary considerably from farm to farm and from season
to season. I imagine that by taking the average
of a large number, one could get an average result,
but average results have a knack of breaking down
when applied to a particular farm. An average result
would mean, supposing a man were farming 10,000

acres, or 20.000 acres, or 30,000 acres, his results
would on the average come out to a particular sum;
but if you take a man farming a 200 acre farm,
the results might easily come below the level what
any of these Committees would lay down.

1972. Your answer is that the result of the enquiries
must he taken with excessive care, otherwise a large
number of farmers might be put in a very difficult

position? Yes, they would require very intelligent
interpretation. I take it that the purpose of the

figures is to find out whaf is the reasonable return
tin' farmer should expect, and ho\v the return should
be divided between the workers and the farmer.

1973. You say, "The situation can be met in my
opinion by arousing first the civic conscience both

among farmers and workers." I should like some
further information on that point as to how you
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would liain that object: Agriculture is our

industry. We run pr.xluct* froni our own resource* a

largo amount ! the food \\liuli HI- \uinl. and if the

farmers ami workers Combine to get tlu> iimxiiniiiu out

of the land, we oould break any torcign meat trust

or any other trust that tried to domiimtt tlu< food of

th country. During the war we increased our pro-
duction of food coiisidcrahlv, and I have no doubt
at all that we rould go on doing so supposing every
one realised the absolute necessity <>i tins course.

,

1974. Your predecessor, Sir Daniel Hall, admitted

that he could never understand the fanners of this

country conducting their business on the unsatis-

factory lines on which they were now conducting it

that is, on the yearly tenure system. Do you
think, aa a scientific man, that it is really |K*ssible to

increase the production of the land of this country n

auch a system of farm tenure as that!' I do not think

the farmer is affected very much by what might be

called these political considerations. The farmer is

not really very much of a politician, and so long as

he thinks he "is reasonably safe for a year or two

he is quite content to go on.

1975. Yes, but what about the nation, and what

about getting the greatest . mount of production out

of the land that we po<-sib:y can;' Agriculture is not

conducted, of course, on strictly commercial or busi-

ness lines. There are all kinds of lungs done between
land.ords and tenants o-pecia !y resident landlords

and tenants and farmers and their workers which
cannot be expressed in pounds, shillings and pern .

Agriculture was a flourishing industry long before

finance came along, and finance has not dominated

agriculture as it has other industries. For instance,

we find repeatedly that land is let a/t less than its

market value simply because the sitting tenant has

long been there, and again in the case of the

workers we find that men are kept long after they are

useful, simply because they have always been em-

ployed on the farm. Established custom stands for

a good deal in agriculture, and 1 do not think one
can express it all in terms of pure commercial lan-

guage.
1976. Under the system which has prevailed, are

you prepared to say that at any time the system has

been able to produce the best out of the land of this

country? I should say that the type of system would

only have a secondary effect. I can recall one or

two farmers who have felt themselves hampered by
the system, but in the main I think they have got

along" fairly satisfactorily. I do not say it is an
ideal system, but it works.

1977. Can you say what was the total produce per
acre that we produced in this country in pre-war
times? In what peri<xl?

1978. In the period just before the war? Imme-

diately before the war production was going up. In
the nineties it was down

; in the sixties is was prob-

ably very high Production depends very much on

price*.

1979. I can tell you that the total produce is only
about 4 per acre, whereas in lielgium they were

taking X30 per acre out of their land. That is the

pre-war estimate. What I renlly want to know is

whether yon as a .scientific man consider that a satis-

factory position!-' I do not think that Ct is a satis-

factory figure, assuming that is a correct return; but
I do not think yon can directly compare our system
with the Belgian system, or that the comparison shows
conclusively that the liolgian system is better suitid ti>

us than our own.

1080. 3/r. T)nll<is: You said that a certain min 1'-

mum price would bring se-ond-class and even third-

class land into cultivation ?--Yes ; but there is land
that could not he cultivated even with .my minimum
price you like to name. That was the experience in

Na|>oleonie t : mes when wheat nns very, very dear.

1981. You have been asked a great deal about the

inefficiency of tire lnlx>uror. Hnve \on noticed any
change in tho efficiency of the farmer? 1 have
noticed that the farmer has put a great deal more

money into tin- business than lie had In-fore. During
the war the consumption of artificial fertilisers, for

iH i. increased vcrv consider-ahK. That has meant

that the tanner has had to buy those things long in

advance of tho time ho got Ins money back. For in-

stance. larmeis an- already spending money on corn

which they will not sell until early in I'.l'Jl. Things
have to be worked :LS far in advance a.s that. lli.it

means to say the farmer is locking up capital in his

land for that period, and any in ilie price
of artiticial fertilisers means an increased investment
ol capital in his business. Then again a good many
farmers are interested nowadays in tractors.

also has meant an increasid capital expenditure, lor

which the return will only come back slowly. I think

that is the direction in which the farmer might be

said to have increased his etbciem-y.

1982. Would you say that the fad that the wages

paid in agriculture ha\e 1 ..... n at a miserably low level

is one of the factors in determining the (lass of

labour that is employed in that industry? Yes, I

think so. I think we are .still suffering from the

effects of low wages even as far back as the sixties.

Men in the sixties realised that they were being paid

badly and that large sums ol money were going into

the pockets of the fanners, and it aroused in some
districts a feeling approaching to bitterness which
took a long time to get o\er. and I think that we
shall suffer for some time from the effects of bad

wages during the sixties and during the nineties.

1983. 1 was a member of an Agricultural Committee,
and during the war we were getting people released

from the army, but we found that a lot of men who
were released did not come back on to the land.

Although we got them released from military service,

they refused to come back on to the land. Would not
that tend to show that the wages paid in the agricul-
tural industry are not sufficient to attract enter-

prising and efficient young or middle-aged men? I

am not sure that it is entirely a question of wages,
because a great many men find town life and city
life more attractive. 1 think a solution will be found

along the lines of the introduction of machinery.
For instance, in our own particular <asp we have a

very intelligent young man that we wanted to keep.
We found that we could not keep him at the ordinary
wage, and therefore we put him in charge of the

machinery. We appointed him as mechanic and in that

way were able to offer him a considerably higher wage
than otherwise, or that would have been sufficient to

keep him on the land. I think along lines of that

sort one will find the solution of keeping the young
men on the land, but of course one cannot argue
from particular cases. AVe have got to keep the best

of the young men. and I think it can be done in that

way. There are, lmwc\ci. a large number of ineffi-

cient people that cannot be paid a very high r.

wage. In the old days, when the standard rate

was about 3d. an hour, one employed on the land a

large number of men who were unemployable other-

wise. but when the minimum wage ha.s risen to 8d. per
hour 8- Id. per hour in our district a number of
those sort of men can no longer be employed. 1 think

the dilliciilty will always lie with the tail end, and not

with the- best nl the' workers.

1984. Von .stated that not with respect to your
regular skilled workers, but in the case of your casual
workers you were getting some now who were going
knowing nothing whatever about agriculture? That
1-. tO.

I!N.">. That accounts to some extent for some ot

the decrease in efficiency? Yes.

1986. The deficiency in those cases will be bound
to decrease as they become skilled, will it not?
Yi

I,
that is so. (3f course I do not want to give

tho Commission an impression that I am painting
the agricultural labourer in black colours. I am
simply giving y<nl the exact facts as they are at
the present moment.

1987. You have some labourers who have been in

your employment for 30 years, I think you said?
Yes.

*. It is natural as men grow older that their

efficiency should decrease? It does not decrease as
much as one would think. That is shown in the

record of our horse hours.
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1989. When you talk about a guaranteed price,
do you mean an effective guaranteed price- -a price
that will be in operation? As you know, the
guarantees under the Corn Production Act have not
been in operation? That is so.

1990. When you are talking about a guaranteed
price in the future, are you thinking of a price
such as the present one which will not actually come
into operation or are you thinking of one that the
community will have to pay? I would rather look
upon it as a matter of sharing the risk. The farmer
is now spending money on a corn crop that he will
ell in 1921 and no man can tell him what price
he will get in 1921. At present he has to bear the
risk of all the money which he embarks in his farm,
and which in the case of our own farm is some-
thing like 18 per acre. That ie a very heavy
risk for a farmer to have to bear. Supposing you
could devise some means whereby that risk slo'uld
be shared by the community at large and not 1 orne
entirely by the farmer I think the farmer, ill that
case would much more cheerfully go ahead than he
does at present. It may be that an economic price
will effect that or some other system might be
devised

;
but that is a business problem on which I am

not competent to advise. I cannot help thinking that
there is a solution of it along some such lines as
insurance.

1991. There is no reason why the insurance com-
panies should not take that risk, is there? It is

possible that they would not 'care to do. it, but
methods have been devised for meeting other risks
that seem at least as serious. I think the problem
is one that wants solving. I do not think it ought
simply to be left as a problem which might be solved.

1992. When you talk about the community sharing
the risk* do you moan that the community should
share in the farmer's losses if there are any, but
if it happened that in the year 1921 or 1922 prices
went up enormously the farmer should act all the

advantage of the high prices, the community merely
sharing in the risk of loss in the case of a reduction
of prke coming about? I imagine in :.ny system
of the sort the farmer would have to contribute
somehow or other. At present when he insures his

hay stack against fire, for example, he has to pay
go much by way of premium. If there is a firp he
gains! by his expenditure. If there is not a fire

he is that much out of pocket. I did not say
that the community should take all tbo risk, but
should share the risk that there should be some
method of contribution.

1993. I can follow tr.i suggestion that the cf.m-

munity should share thp risk. What I do not follow
i whether they are to share in any extra profit that

may arrrue to the farmer? I think that is implied
in sharing the risk. After all, the risk cuts both
ways.

1994. Mr. Athby. Your farm is a farm which is

worked at a profit, is it not? I .should not sav it

was primarily intended to be worked at a j-rofit.
If it were we should adjust our acreages to secure
the maximum profit from it, and we do not do that
as a rule. We should grow more potatoes and roots,
for example, than we do at present if we were
working with the primary point of view of profit.

1995. Would the farmer farming under ordinary
circumstances for profit be rather more concerned
with the total profit from his farm, or we will ay
the greatest profit per acre over the whole of his farm,
rather than the profit he might get from any
particular crop in any given year? He would be
much more concerned with his total profit, but his
total profit after all is arrived at by adding up the
individual balances. I deal with that in para. 8.

You will notice thre that we have, for instance, a
cash balance on our wheat and our oats, and generally
on our barley, and we have a cash deficit on our roots
and potatoes and a cash balance on our clover. It is

obvious that by adjusting your acreage of cereals and
clover on the one hand and your roots on the other
that you can make them counterbalance or more than
counterbalance one another. That is how the farmer
would get out hn profits.

26125

1996. For general purposes would it not have been
;in advantage if you had stated the total acreage
and the total cost and the total receipts, because as
the figures stand we cannot arrive at the average cost
or receipts over the whole 200 acres? I thought of

that, but the results would be misleading because,
as I have explained, the primary purpose of
this farm is not to make a profit, although every
item is carried out on financial lines. We should
have a different adjustment of our acreage of roots
and cereals if our object was to secure a pivlit. Avnat
we want to do it to get our land into a condition to
make experiments on.

1997. I follow your point, but having given us
certain figures could you not in addition state the net
results? Could you not give us a table showing the
total cost in each year and the total acreage and the

average cost per acre of all crops, and the net profits ?

If it would be of any interest to the Commission 1

can have those figures taken out, and will do so with

pleasure. We have a large number of figures, and
any you like I will take out with great pleasure.

1998. The Chairman : Will you be so kind as to give
us the acreage of each case? The acreage of each

year, because the acreage has varied in each year.

1999. Yes, and also if you could give us, if you are

willing to do so, the net result of profit or loss for
each year ? Yes. All our figures are at your disposal.
I can let you have the audited balance-sheet if you
like for this actual farm.

2000. If the audited balance-sheet shows the result
of each crop which I am not sure it will do we
should very much like to see it. But we leave you
to do the best you can, knowing that we want the

acreage and the average crop and the sales for each
of these years. You mention that your 1918 estimate
of costs was about 18 an acre for wheat? Yes,
that is the corrected estimate, allowing for the differ-

ence in variation of the land. I gave you two sets
of figures, one on an actual cash basis and the other,
in para. 2, taking into account the difference in the
variation of the state of the land.

2001. I know that, but at the same time, if 18 or
18 10s. is the proper cost, that is what we want to

know. We do not want a figure which a commercial
firm does not budget on. For instance, if you have
to transfer 2.3 per cent, of your roots, or 15 per cent.
of your roots, to the debit of your wheat, clearly the

profit on your roots must be 15 per cent, less,, or the
loss must be 15 per cent. more. What the Commission
want, I am sure, is the result of each crop in each
year systematically arrived at so as to show the true
cost and the true income as against net cost and
the actual profit or the actual loss on each crop?
May I say that the true cost is really a conventional
figure, because one has to assume the amount that
has to be carried over. The amount I have assumed
is 15 per cent.

2002. Whatever you assume as a practical man w
would recognise as necessary? I do not know
that every farmer would agree with my figure of 15

per cent. I could not defend my 15 per cent, as

against somebody else's 17 per cent, or 13 per cent
It is simply an assumption. One has to draw the line
somewhere.

2003. Mr. Ashby : Will you prepare a Table stating
the total cost in each year, the total acreage in each
year, and the average results per acre of all crops fol-

lowing Table 1? Do you mean total cost, or total ex-

penditure in each year? Table 1 is expenditure.
2004. The same figures as enter into these items

set out in Table 1? Yes.

2005. Chairman: The expenditure? Yes, the total

expenditure in each year, and the total acreage each
year, and each crop. I will get that out.

2006. And the profit and loss results on each crop
in each year? Yes; in other words, the Auditor's
Balance Sheet. In the case of the Auditor's Balance
Sheet we have only one copy, and if it is sent can it

be copied and returned?

2007. Yes. If you will kindly send it to the Secre-
taries they will see to that? Yes, that shall be done.
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9006. .Ur. .-UA/.y: And tho uiue in respect of the

recei) toial cxjienditure, the total

age, and tho total receipts in each case; the bai.m. .

you will get from the Auditor's Halai

9009. Could we Inn.- it i.. i the whole 300 acres, a*

well a* for -'!< i-.p. t give us a f

the result* of the n..ie I.IMU- I hat comes in the

Auditors' Balance >h.. ;

2010. Does the cost ot ...,,., i,, r i.' i, as
tatcd iun>. include beeU and lining- \ e. 1 ought
to point out thai IN.-. item iilni.' \\ill not

agree quite null the Auditor's ll.ii.ni-.- .>n. ri, i.

he strikes oil his year at tin- end ot Septembei . .m<i

some ot these items go into October and later month*.

3011. 1 suggest to you that in arriving at a figure
for the carry over of roots to wlieat. you should strike,

ott the seed and lilting expenses and carry oier to tlie

wheat vin.ii you Ulink is .. piuper J.I..JL.I u..u ol the

tillage and manures: To take the case of mangolds
they only cost J.1 per acre oiu ol a total expenditure
ol J.'Jy ISs. M. i Uo nut think 11 would make much
difference if you deducted the cost

;
it is only a matter

of la. 6d.

JUP2. The cost of lifting may vary enormously
according to the. Height ol me imp, and Uio cost ol

lining is of little art mi in uump.u i-u mill me value

of tlie \iiic.ii tii'p.' 1 he io.si 01 lilting luaile a dil-

feieuce in the carry over.

2013. If you made a bigger proportion in tho deb.t

to the wheat crop it would i.c nn.ie saii.-i.,

would it nut.-- W.s. The ligun> oi io per cent, is .1

purely conventional one, and is on quite a ditti-n-nt

basis n oin these other figures, which are actual c.i-n.

2014. Will you now turn to your figures in

paragraph ;i, ho ing \our labour costs per acre [MI
annum. You will agiec, will you not, that thcsi

figures take wheat for in.-i.nn-c do not necessarily
measure the same amount of labour in each of the

years. The number and the nature of the operations

may vary:' That is so.

2015. You could not arrive at any efficiency \

for instance, from a consideration ot these tigurc*:
No.

2016. Now will you skip the next Table and turn
to the Table in paragraph o showing the numlirr

of horse hours. There is a big increase of 8 hours

per acre as between 1913-14 and 1916-17, in the case

of wheat. Is that not due in some part to the fact

that you omitted roots the year before and made no

more cleaning operations in re-pei t of your wheat in

the following yc.u :- That, would be a factor, of

course. It was threshing and marketing that came
more expensive in that year.

2017. Was that- duo at all to increased yield-' No,
the yield was about the same. 1914-1.5 was 34 bushels

;

1915-1G was 37 are you speaking of 1916-17?

2018. Yes. It would not be due to the yield in

1916-17:- No. If you no back to the Table you will

see in 1914-1") tlie number of hours was 32, and in

191&-6 they w.-re _'. an increase of 10.

2019. I was taking 1916-17.- Tin-re, of course,

erery single :t<-m is up. and tlie cost of lalHitir is

rising. Tlie hourly i.ite. i,.r instance, had increased
Id. tn '\. an hour. That, of course, makes n

difference. Til aie worked out <m the itel

rate. Overtime is counted as time and a quarter for

this purpooe.

2020. Are the horse hours counted on that basis'?

ticsc are actual hours.

2021. I was trying to arrive at SOUK- i> a -.on for the
so of horse hours. It is suggested that in

1916-17 in tlie i-iise of the ci-real ciop tlie g:

number of hours mav b.ive been due to the fact that
more cleaning o| .icrc nei-essaiy I"

there had been a decrease in the cleaning operation!
owing to the f"t that there wns no root crop in tho

prwoiling \ U lln-ie was a root crop in ihe pro-
redinc year. I soe your jwiint now; I had not

grasped it. The roots are wtruck out thorp bocaiiKe

in Uiat particular year tlie Hoard asked us at a latu

hour to inak. -i .! lain expel inn-nts, and tho only tiling
- in del

.it loots to thuM< e\p.-i iniciiis so that they came out
from tin ordinary tarni accounts. Hut we got our
in reage of roots all the .same.

-- i llic a.. ,..i .- .11 the i >IUUin

may be due to that. m..i n i : li.it 110 did not
Illiss our root . rop ;

lie had onr roots, but tli.-i .i<-

n- 1 for expei imental pu- . ili.\ do not

appear in this particular -.-; of acc-ounts.

: Haie you i-n-i mad.- any ub-ei vations Or Cal-

culati ni. reiatiie elln ieiic\ or the relative

amount of work d a men ami wcrncri,
or Us belneeu iiomin and children and men:-' No;
1 have tried to do that, but I have ncier t(Ucceeded
in getting at any -

:y conclusion.

2024. What rate of conversion have you used in

arriving at the man hour*: I'm. ly financial; for

example, if a boy is paid I'd. an hour and a man II

an hour, I reckon the boy as half a man.

2025. If there is any difference in the relative
amount of work done and in the relative efficiency of
tlie women and children as compared with men. this

number of man hours does not really rep risen: man
hours, except from the financial JHiint of view : They
are the equivalent man hours.

2026. From a financial point of view and not from
a work point of vii

'

but I do not know that

you coutil get at it from the physical point of view.

2027. Did you normally employ women and children
before, the war? No; we employed an occasional
woman.

2028. I take it that the years in which women's
labour was most employed were the years 1916-17 and
1917-18? Yes.

2029. Would you look at the first three columns in

that Table:' Your wages rates for both classes of

men wen- rising for those first three years? Y.

2030. Your total amount paid for labour does not
rise quite as fast as the rates of wages, while your
total of hours actually falls, so that while you were

raising the wages in those t and presum-
ing you did not lose many men from recruiting, if

you were'in the same position as most farmers your
efficiency was risin^:' 1),. \,.u start from HMtir

2031. No, from the year 1913-14. While your rates
of wages have risen something over 30 per cent., your
total expenditure- has not risen quife in the same pro-
portion. whereas the actual number of man-hours was

falling. I suggest, therefore, that during those

when you were not employing women and children,
the efficiency of your men was quite well maintained:'

we diil not begin to sutler very much in the

early years of the war.

2032. I do not want to say that during the t*rc r,r

three Inter year.s there was no d' eflicieiicy.
but may I suggest that the for man-hours
do not measure the tali in efficiency, because of the

uncertainty of the rate of corn ersion on the basis of

thi> relative value of women and children's work -is

compared with that of men:- They are not in;.

as a quantitative measure of the fall in efficiency.
I do not wish to siif,^.- t that the aciu.il ..

the worker tell in the proportion of 40 to 28, aa

would be tlie case if this was a quantitat he measure.
I give them merely as an indication that there is a

fall.

2033. Mr. Biitrlirlni : 1 should like to have your
total cropping rotation for this year. I expect that

will appear in the figures you are going to give in

the acreage of each crop? Do you mean in the year
just ending?

2H:U. I should like this year's actual rop 1919?
t will appear in the figures I am going to give

you.

2<).'fi. You have told us that you have given up
potatoes and roots. What are you substituting for

We are reducing our acreage of root*. We
nro going to havo a mixture of grasses which wo shall
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lay down for two or three years, and do a certain
amount of dead fallowing or' bastard fallowing.

2036. Do you think by doing that you will suffi-

ciently clean your land, or get the land in an efficient

state of cultivation for grain? We hope so; we are

using a tractor, and as we cut the corn throwing it

up into the middle and ploughing in between, iJo that
we hope to steal a lot of cleaning work in that way.

2037. Do you sell a lot of the root crop off the

holding? Yes.

2038. What do you bring in in place of it? We
buy a good deal of London dung and artificial

manure.

2039. Do you keep cattle ? Usually, but I did not

bring them into the accounts, because it complicates
them.

2040. Yes, I quite appreciate that. What I want
t at is whether you are not impoverishing your

land? No; I do not think we are doing that, but
one of the things I do not like is that we shall not

employ so many men as we used to.

2041. What reduction will there be in the man
hours by giving up potatoes? It contributes

materially to our reduction from 40,000 to 25,000.

2042. Will you reduce the number of horses?

They will reduce themselves we shall not replace
them all. We have got one tractor, and we shall

probably get 'another tractor for light work, and try
to work, on those lines.

, '<. Are you of opinion that you will be taking
full value out of the machinery and the horses that

you have after you have reduced your green crop?
I think we can do that. That, of course. is a matter
which has to be worked out in detail on the land.

You have to remember that wo are not only working
this farm, but the experimental farm also with the
same machinery.

2044. Mr. Orinixin: I am very glad we are going
to have your balance ^hoets. I suppose attached to

the ordinary balance sheet will be the yearly valua-
tion? We do not have a yearly valuation at all. Our
primary p not a profit on the whole of our
trail-action,. \\".- are principally concerned at the

nt timo with Dotting our land ba"k to a normal

state, so that we can carry out experiments.

2HI5. You do not have a valuation at any time of

the year? N.>

2040. Mr. .l/iA-'T Simmons: The thing that strikes

me so much with regard to your statement of expendi-
ture is> your very hi)ih cost of root production. I

(jiiite understand, of course, that yours is more or

less an experimental farm? That does not enter into
it.

2047. If it costs an ordinary farmer anything ap-

proaching your figures for root production, he could
not possibly produce roots, because it would be quite
double tin 1 'o-t of production on an ordinary farm.
You begin, for iii-tance. in the year 1917. and are

spending 1 1 7 IOs. an acre on your roots? Yes.

201". I make a great many valuations of roots in

the course of the year never less than forty valua-

tions a year and in 1913-14 I am sure in no one
<lid the I'xpend'turn on roots amount to more

than half y.mr fi^-ire? IK that on a cash basis or
on the unexhausted values?

2049. On the actual cost of producing the roots,

which is paid for by tho incoming tenant to the out-

going tenant? With no allowance for unexhausted
value?

2050. Xo. What is done with tho ordinary main-
tenance item* hedging, ditching, and so on? Are
those carried into the account or not?

2n."il. Xo. it would not be, but if the outgoing
tenant did not leave his hedges and ditches in proper
order, he would bo fined for it? There are many
items which have to be distributed amongst the

various crops and cannot be carried to a particular

crop. Wo have allowed for that.

2052. Even where yon are selling off your roots

uhj-h would be forbidden in the ordinary case of

an ordinary farm holding, because that is never

Allowed where you are selling your roots at the

market price practically every year shows a loss?

Yes.

2053. The same remark applies to potatoes. Your

expenditure on potatoes is almost equal to the

Lincolnshire expenditure? Yes.

2054. You say you could only grow 5 or 6 tons to

the acre, whereas the Lincolnshire man would not

dream of expending, say, JO an acre- as he was

doing two years ago without looking to getting

certainly an average of 10 or 11 tons an acre. I

shall be abje to see when we get more details from

you how you arrive at this, what seems to me, extra-

ordinary expenditure upon roots? I think the

ordinary farmer underestimates his expenditure on
his root crops.

2055. I do not think so, because we go very care-

fully into it and pay the farmer for everything he
has done? You say you do not do anything with re-

gard to these various items.

2056. No; but hedging and ditching on a 300 acre

farm, we will say, ought not to cost a man more
than 25 a year? There are a lot of other things,
trademen's bills and .repairs to harness, time lost

through bad weather, deprecation, and that sort of

thing.

2057. Do you charge repairs to harness to roots?

A proportion of that has to be borne by the root

crop.

2058. Yrou stated that this year's price of grain
would not be satisfactory in your case. Do you
realise that the present year's price of grain is the
world's price, and that the guaranteed price is only
a minimum? Yes, I quite understand that, but
of course it does not matter to us whether we grow
wheat or any other crop.

2059. I should like some explanation of how you
arrive at what appear to me extremely high prices
for the production of roots and potatoes? Yes, you
shall have those figures, but I think you will find they
are correct.

2060. Would you say that your farm could he taken
as a fair example of tne farms in the county of Herts ?

.Not of the gravel soils and not of the alluvial

land-., but of the heavy clay soils certainly.
It is typical of a great deal of the land overlying the
chalk in Hertfordshire, Middlesex, Kent, Surrey, and
KSM>X, and a very great deal of the heavy land in the
Midlands in Northamptonshire, for example.

2061 . .1/r. Pea : You put your cost of growing
wheat at CIS 16s. an acre. Your average for
five years is 28 bushels. Supposing for the sake of

argument it is 32 bushels tins year at 75s. a quarter,
tour quarters would be 15, leaving a deficit of
3 16s. Do you sell all your straw? Yes.

2. What quantity of straw per acre do you get?
We shall probably get 30 cwts. of straw.

2063. That might reduce that loss, say it was 4
a ton, to a profit of 2 4s.?- Yes.

2064. Do you think the conditions will be such in
the future that an average yield for the country of
32 bushels an acre can make wheat growing profit-
able considering the cost of production, labour,
manures, and other things? I should very much
doubt it, but I do not see at all why that yield should
not be increased

;
I do not at all see why we should

stick at 32.

2065. How much do you think it could be in-

creased? I would rather not tie myself to a figure,
but I think unquestionably an increase could be

got. I want to make it clear, however, that that is

dependent both upon the farmer and the worker

deciding that they are going to do their very best to

get it.

2066. Putting their backs into it? Putting their
backs into it.

2067. Assuming there is going to be an increase, can
the increase be achieved by the use of more scientific

methods, or by increased labour, or increased effi-

ciency of labour, or by all fhree combined? Yes. I

should put increased efficiency of labour first.
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9068. Would you put that before more scientific

method*? They go together. IH-. ans, unU-AS you have
tin- ini-rtHtMxl HirifiM-y of liilxmr you do not get your

itic inoihodN to work. Now varieties of crops,
with ln-tt*r mixture* of fertilisers, and no 1.11. dn not

Hiv,- their |.rop.T return unless you have On- rn.j
handled in the most satisfactory way both by the
farmer and the worker.

90bV \\ \\ it comes to in that you have to manure
with brains P Yes, that is so.

*

9070. In paragraph 4 you allude to tho increase in

the fX|H>nditure on labour outrunning the increased
rato of wages, and you deduct from that deficient y
in tin- standard of labour. Is that due in your opinion
to the war conditions we have all been through,
or are those conditions passing away now as you are

getting your men buck:- I would not say that they
are passing away because we still see it. I only go
so far as to say that I hope it will pass away.

9071. As the regular hands get back you hope there

will bo ti return to the former standard of work?

Yes, I hope so certainly. Tho ordinary farm labourer

is an extremely sensible person, and 1 have no great
fears with regard to him at all.'

9072. I -hope it will be so too.- We have to consider

the cost of production, and you have given us the

cost of the individual crops, but owing to the variety
of climate conditions and the difficulty of estimating
what will be the result of your labour, any crop may
show a loss in any particular year? Yes, that is so.

9073. Do you think that the proper basis to go
upon is to try to arrive at the cost of production of

each individual crop? Would it not be enough to

consider and decide what crops and what rotation

suits your land, and treat tho rotation as the unit on

which to arrive at the cost of production, lumping
the four or five years together end dividing it by the

number of years, and treating that us the cost of

production, rather than taking each individual crop
which shows a much more temporary result up or

down? The advantage of taking the individual crop
is that you analyse your problem and you have got
all tho separate factors there. You can see that you
have expended so much on this crop, so much on that

crop, and so much on some other crop, and in order

to get the maximum financial returns you must

arrange the acreage proportionately so as to reduce

the losses.

9074. From tho farmer's point of view, it does not

o much matter to him whether he gets a
profit

from
one crop one y< ar. In tho case of a particular crop
a particular year may happen to be a good year for

that crop and he may make a profit upon it, but in

tho case of another crop he may make a loss because

it does not happen to be a good season for that par-

ticular crop. What he is out for is to get the best

return over his rotation, and that seems to me to be

ill.- )H->I way to arrive at the true economic position
to take tin. rotation as the unit and not the particu-

lar crop? The difficulty about that is that you got
o few people working on tho same, rotation, whereas

if you take 50 or CO crops you can got an average of

tin-in. Vou would find it very difficult to find any

large number of farmers who keep accounts and farm
on the same rotation so that they could give you an

average for tho rotation.

2075. Is not the rotation the surest means of arriv

ing at the financial position? I prefer to build up
from these figures; and as a matter of fact we are

arriving at a rotation on the basis of these figures
which will bring in a better return than we are

getting. Any farmer could do the same if he had
the figures before him.

2076. The returns will vary according to the season

if not according to the labour and other things. This

year, for example, will not be the same as last year-
That is so.

2077. l>r. Doiujluf : You have told us that produc-
tion depends upon prices. You have also said that

your problem was to find which root crop caused
the least loss of money? Yes.

2078. Do you conclude from that, that the deter-

mining factor in production is the price of the cereal

crop? I think the more important thing is the price
of the cleaning crop.

2079. You told us that was always a loss? Yes, but

supposing there was a profit on that, you could dis-

pose of your cereal at a much less price than at

present, where you have to start with a dead loss.

2080. Have you anything to say about the price of

the cleaning crops? Is there any possibility of deal-

ing with that? I am afraid it is very difficult. I

have tried to think out ways in which one could^-educe
the cost or avoid loss of money on the cleaning crop,
but I am afraid it is very difficult to give a general
estimate cost owing to the variation of method in

dealing with it. Some change it to meat, some to

fat, some to milk, and so on. There is a lack of

uniformity in the way of disposing of it.

2081. Your method has always been to sell it? Yes,
we have always sold it

;
it is the least trouble.

2082. And also to sell your straw? Yes, tho same
answer applies in that case; it is tho method that

gives us the least trouble. We are an experimental
farm, you see.

2082A. It does not give you the maximum profit?
That is not our main consideration.

2083. A suggestion has been made to you that if the

community share in the farmer's risk, they ought also

to share in his profit. I suppose you will agree that
tho Chancellor of the Exchequer will not neglect to
collect Income Tax out of any increase in tho
farmer's profits? Yes, I think he will get hold of
it all right.

(The \\'itneis withdrew.)
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FOURTH DAY,

WEDNESDAY, 13xH AUGUST, 1919.

PRESENT :

DR. C. M. DOUGLAS, C.B.

MR. G. G. REA, C.B.E.

MR. W. ANKER SIMMONS, C.B.E.

MR. HENRY OVERMAN, O.B.E.

Mr. A. W. ASHBY.

MR. A. BATCHELOR.

MR. GEOIKJK DAI. I. A-

Mi:. W. EDWARDS.

MH. K. E. GRKKN.

MR. J M. HKNDKHSON.

SIR WILLIAM BARCLAY PEAT (Chairman).

MR. T. HENDERSON.

MR. T. PROSSER JONES.

MR. E. W. LANGFORD.

MR. R. v. "LENNARD.

MB. GEORGE NICHOLLS.

MR. E. H. PARKER.

MB. R. R. ROBBINS.

MR. W. R. SMITH, M.P.

MR. R. B. WALKER.

MB. W. T. LAWRF.NCK, Principal, Newton Rigg Farm School, called and examined.

9084. Chairman: You are the Principal of the New-
ton Rigg Cuml>erland and Westmorland Farm
School, near Penrith:- ';

3085. You have submitted certain information.

Will you allow me to put that in without reading it?

Yes.

Chairman : Then I will ask Dr. Douglas to begin
the questions which are to be addressed to you in

,,.(, r. TII-C to your precis, see Appendix IV.

2(W>. Hi. /< './' U : Will you tell us first what date,,

or what seasons, these figures refer to!' You lirrt

give us a sununcr statement, and then a winter one?
( iin \eai- Ti(U on the 31t .March: lint, in order to

differentiate sharply between the winter and the

summer, the winter is carried out to the middle of

May. which is our turning out time; so, those figures
are reallv for the year ending the middle of May last.

2087. May, 1919? Yes.

2088. From the end of May? From the middle of

May, 1918, to the middle of May, 1918.

2<M). In giving summer and winter periods, do
those correspond to the periods during which the cows
are out constantly, and the periods during which they
are housed? That is so.

2090. Then, I may take it there are 21 weeks that

the cows are out by day and by night? That is from
the middle of May to the first week in November.

They are out till the first week in November in Cum-
berland.

2091. You will agree that gives you rather a longer

period during which the cows are out, both day and

night, than obtains in some other districts? No;
I am hardly prepared to allow that.

2092. Then you are not familiar with the condi-

tions further north? No, not in Scotland.

2093. But. if I tell you that in dairying districts in

Scotland the Miiumcj- period as defined by yon that

i\- Mi" period during which cows are out both day and

night is limited to 16 and 17 weeks, you would agree
that- that would make a substantial difference? Yes,

very much. Of course, as far as the cattle is con-

cerned, our farm is not an exclusively dairying, mJk
producing farm

;
it is a stock rearing farm as well.

We rear all our own stock. We buy no cows, and,

consequently, we do not bring them in before we are

actually obliged, to force the milk yield.

2094. As you have mentioned the point that you
rear your own stock, do you submit any accounts

bearing on the rearing of your young stock? I have
not given anything of that kind in this; but it really
means this : that we replace practically a third of our

dairy cows every year. A third goes out, and a third

of heifers come in.

2095. Do you sell them mostly at a certain age?--
Ceiierally immediately after their fourth calving.

2096. That is six years old, approximately? Yes.

2097. Just to goon with your account. During the

period under review in those summer accounts your
price for cake was 20 a ton. What kind of cake do

you habitually use? A good deal of the cake which
we u,sed during those 12 months was earth-nut cake.

2098. That is not now obtainable, is it? Yes, in

small quantities ; but, of course, when we could get it,

we liked to use it rather than cotton cake, being

cheaper.

2099. And that is now at a much higher selling

price than 20? Yes.

2100. Do you agree it is higher than 20? Yes.

This account I have presented to you now would not

apply to this summer at all, because this summer's

keep will be tremendous as compared with that of last

summer, because the drought has been so great.
2101. How do you estimate the depreciation of

cows: do you allow anything for depreciation? Yes;
I put that under the head of

" Losses and Veterinary

Charges."
2102. That amounts for the year only to about 23,

does it not? Yes.
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3103. Then yiui have n.i depreciation really on your
OOW at iili . i would h.- cont.iiiied in those

nuure*. It means this : that a cow may lose a qu
and. of course. hen she is sold, that il. p" . -iat. - lift .

Another row may cease to breod; we have to sell her

fat.

21O4. You have no systematic depreciation
or valua-

tion of jour cows? No; tlu-y increase in value,

strictly shaking.
I'lu'i. That is to say, you bring them in as In

.iiul when you sell then out as cows about 6 years old.

they an- 'more xaltiablc than they wen- when you

brought them in- Ye-..

106. So thai My have two businesses run-

ning concurrently : the business of producing dairy

cows, and the biiMiievs of producing milk!- Yes, that

is so.

2107. And the milk producing business would be on

a different footing, financially, would not it, if you
were buying in your cows and not replacing them

yourselves!- Ye-." that i.s so; hut as a set-off against
that, the average \ield of milk would be much gr-

2108. 1 was coming to that, and I will come ito it

now. Your average annual yield is shown as 605

gallons. Is that the result of systematic testing?

Yes, we have always recorded our milk yields.

2109. Do you record daily!- Yes, twice a day; we

have done for the last 23 years, so I have all those

figures.

2110. As the result of that test you keep a breed

from your better cows, and you eliminate your worst

cows? Yes, that is so.

2111. And, as a result, I suppose you would say

your yield is substantially almvc the average of your
district: Ye-. 1 would say so; except those dairymen
who do not breed at all and are constantly buying
newly calved cows.

2112. Buying in old newly calved cows? Yes.
'

2113. That is to say, your average yield would be

lower than the average yield, which is the maximum
yield to-day? Yes. very much.

2114. But. on the whole, your yield is high as com-

pared to the country generally?- Ye-.

Jl I.'.. What class of cows do you keep Dairy Short-

horn? Yes.

2116. But you would not say that those cows on the

average, just taken over the farms generally, would

yield anything like (500 gallons. These are selected,

are not they'- I should think there are a great many
herds in Cumberland and Westmoreland that would

give that yield.

2117. Are you familiar with the milk records of the

late Lord Kotlischild, or Lord Kayleigh? No, I can-

not recall the figures to mind.

2118. You cannot say anything about those figures?
No.

2110. Would you lie surprised to learn that the

average has never risen above C-'iO gallons in these

selected herds? The highest year was 683 gallons;
then last year we fell to 510 gallons, and that is due
to this fact. It i.s necessary tor me- to mention this.

During the la-t two years the place has been enlarged,
and we have three ooui H !' dairy pupils during the

summer. Half of those dairy pupils are novices, who
have "to learn to milk, and that is likely to reduce

the milking of our herd. Although the cows arc good
and well developed milking cows. yet. at the same
time, we are losing on that, account.

2120. I want to keep to the c|iiestion of the normal

yield of the COWI. I -oe your point of course. You
have no doubt rejected a number of cows from time
to time as being low milkers:' Yes.

2121. About how low would they fall ; do you get
"own yielding down to 400 gallons?- 1 do not think

we get quite so low as that; we have had as low as

460 gallons.

2122. Would you ngree there are a rnii-idorahlo

number of cows in the country yielding less than

500 gallons n large piopoition- Y- 1 belie..

in so. Of course, we do not wait beyond the heifer

stage.
'

It is quite possible that a heifer may milk

poorl\ with her first calf, and may come up again,
I. ut we do not think 11 worth while to wait lor that.

Il a heiier is a laihne, we dispose of her at once.

J I _'.!. You gi\e < en. .,11 pi lee, iii your winter
account. You give the Celling pri^e of swedes at

II a ton. Was that the selling price in your district

v. niior? Yes, that was about the price.
L'I'JI. Was not more- than that obtained for turnips r

Ta king the' winter through, I do not think it was
more than that.

212-V Again, the same condition would apply that

we do not vet know about the prices of swedes;
hut you recognise that hay would lie at a much

higher price than the ontrolled price of last year?
>

2126. And straw presumably also? Yes.

JI'.T. And again you give cotton cake; that also is

'antially higher in pricey Yes.

2128. 1 notice you give the cost of production of

hay at i::! a ton t- Yes, I take it to be that.

212:>. What class of hay is that? Meadow hay.
2130. It is hot seeds hay? No; cows get no seeds

hay ; horses get it.

3181. When you say "meadow hay," is that

Timothy, or old meadow's, or what are called natural

grasses/ Natural grUM; old m-'adov. s.

2132. With regard to your labour bill
;

does not

your cowman milk? Yes.
2133. And he has the assistance of two people?

Yes.

2134. Is 9d. an hour the wages you pay? Yes.

213T). Is it usual in your district? It is now.
2136'. Mr. lira: Do you agree that it is bettor to

have varying summer and winter prices, s-o that each

season should Stand on its own bottom, as it were,
rather than have an overhead price for milk? I

think that is the only exact way of doing it; but
I think, from the consumer's point of view it is a \ cry

unsatisfactory way. But it seems to me that if you
come to charge higher for the summer, you will en-

courage the summer milk production, whereas/ if you
reduce it for the winter, in order to get a more even

price summer and winter, it seems to me. particularly
in such a winter as we are going to face now. that

a great many of the- milk producers will give over al-

together. There will he no profit to it.

I'l:i7. That is what 1 mean. The only way to safe-

guard a supply to the public is to pay a good price
in the winter? Yes, 1 think so

2138. You breed all your own cows'. You breed
the calves, and bring them in as heifers, you say?
?.

l'l:l!>. Do you use- hulls from an approved milking
strain!- Yes. we are very particular. We have
missed fire sometimes, but still, our effort is always
to get a bull from a good milking cow.

21-10. So that in that way you will keep up the

milk properties of your herd? Yes, I think so.

2141. You will not be likely to have the game
number of bad milkers as if you just bought the

young heifors from the market, and took your chance?
No.
2142. So that you will not have very many bad

ones to eliminate? Very few indeed now.

2143. It i<J really very much the same system that

we have practised with ewe Mocks in the north?
\ i ...: Be i" Cumberland wo have a pretty good
market for cows at their best for Edinburgh. Thero
are about 2(K) newly calved cows go to Edinburgh
every week, and we supply them very largely from
Cumberland.
5144. Is your farm principally run for dairy pur-

poses!- Mainly.
I'l 1."). I have- not had very much time to study your

figures closely ;
but in the homo grown cost of pro-

diiction you deduct 49 from the figures. What is

that for? -The rations that I have given arc- the full

rations for a cow when she is in full milk. When she-

drops to. we will say, at any rate, a gallon and a half

a day, she- would not get the full complement of cake.

Cake is a thing we cut down; and. again, when she

gives less than that, she would get none- at all.

21 Hi. You regulate the feeding according to the

state she- is in? Yes; and it reallv 'omcs to this, that

running the herd through, it. means nhout a third of

the lull ration of cake for the year, and the one-third
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price of the cake that is charged for the full ration

amounts to 49.

2147. And you have worked out that on costs of

production the milk can be put on the market at 6rf.

a gallon less than where everything has to be pur-
chased. Where you take the market prices it equals
2s. 7Jd. a

gallon,
and where you take the cost of pro-

duction it is 2s. l^d. a gallon, which leaves a balance

of 6d. in favour of the cost of production? Yes. Of
course the charge there made for the profit is 66,

you will notice. There is nothing put in for profit
where the full market price of the food is taken,
because that contains the profit of growing; but the

profit there is a great deal more than it is on the

other table.

2148. Yes; but this 2s. ld. is what it actually costs

you to produce the milk? Yes, that is so.

2149. So that any profit you get has to be on the

same price? No; the 2s. IJd. includes 66. That
is reckoning that on 20 cows >a man must have at

least 150 a year on the milk produced in the 28

weeks, and it is on the milk he makes his profit, of

course. The share of the 150 would be 66. That
is added in, so that the 2s. l^d. includes a bare living
out of the 22 cows. He can afford to sell it at that,
if he is satisfied with the 150 a year income.

2150. What times of the day do you milk ? We milk

at six in the morning and five in the evening.
2151. You begin at five? Yes, we begin at five.

2152. Are they men or women milkers? It is the

cowman and two women except when we have the

pupils there. When we have the pupils there they

help to milk, but they are mainly in the form of

novices. We calculate we should have to have the

two assistants milking if we had no pupils at all.

2153. So that these two women are on late? Yes.

2154. Mr. Anker Simmons: What is the acreage of

the farm ? 130.

21.")'). What proportion of that is permanent grass?
At the present time there is 59 acres of permanently

arable land.

2156. That is 71 left for pasture ? Yes, that is

taking the acreage of the farm ; but it hardly comes to

strict truth, because there will be. on the other hand,

something like three acres taken up in buildings and

yards and so on.

2157. You say 20 cows. Does that mean that you
are only keeping 20 cows as dairy cows or that you
are taking 20 cows in milk for these ditforont pcTicd.*

No, that 20 includes the dairy herd all cows that

have calved.

2158. From your knowledge of them your Cumber-
land cows are above the average. I mean a Short-

horn cow in Carlisle market would make the highest

price? Yes; and it would make a higher price still

at Penrith.

2159. You look for your winter dairy to produce

something like two gallons of milk per cow per day?
Something like that.

2160. You would not be inclined to keep a cow on

your hands that would not keep the average of the

herd up to that? No. Of course so much depends
on the time of year that the cow calves.

2161. On the question of the proper method of

arriving at the cost of production of milk, which do

you say is the proper method to base it upon the
market price or the cost of production price of tho

foods that are required? The only definite figures
that you have of course are the market price figuros ;

but on the other hand the true way of doing it, if

one could do it without estimation, would be on the

cost of production.
2162. Otherwise a farmer would get two profits, a

double profit, if he charged against his dairy the hay.,

roots and so on at market price? Yes.

2163. I mean assuming the price of milk was based

in that way. the farmer would be getting two profits
if it were based on the market value instead of on
tho cost of production? Yes.

2164. Of course that refers only to the items which
the farmer grows? Yes, exactly. Of course a man

might expect a little margin over and above what ho

ge-te from charging to his cattle the market price just
to cover risk. There is always a little risk over and
above what there would be if he marketed his crop.

2165. I see you put the gross cost of producing
'

swedes at 20 the acre. Is that based upon the year
expiring last Michaelmas? Yes.

2166. So that it would be rather more, by reason of

the increase in labour, this year than last year?
With us there has not been a great deal of increase
in the price of labour this year.

2167. Then I see you deduct half of the tillage and
half of the manure. Is that a fair deduction if you
are drawing your roots oft the land? No, I do not
think so; but you see we reckon that practically

all

our roots go back on to the land again ;
that is to

say our liquid manure is collected in a tank, and it is

always pumped over the manure in the covered
manure shed and there is very little waste.

2168. It is a custom that I urn well acquainted with
where the roots are fed to sheep on the land. We
follow it in the Home Counties. But where the roots

are drawn off the land and fed to cows, do not you
think it is rather a liberal deduction? It may be;
but you see I have put nothing down against the re-

sults from the cattle. I have not allowed anything
for manure from the cattle, but have charged it to the
roots.

2169. I see your labour works out practically at 8

per cow per year: -Yes.

21 70. Could you give me an idea what would be the

difference between the winter labour and the summer
labour; or would there be any marked difference r

Yes. I think I practically give it.

2171. As 95 is to 70? Yes. During the summer
time the cowman is on fiold work a great deal.

2172. Do not you think it is rather a liberal allow-

ance to allow 3 people for 20 cows? It is in excess

of what we would calculate in the Home Counties.

We reckon there that a good milker would milk 12

cows. Here you have 3 hands milking 20 cows?

Yes; but you have to take this into account, that the

cowman has to look after the rest of the stock as well.

2173. His time is not wholly taken up with milk-

ing? You have other stock besides? Yes.

2174. So that they are not employed full time? No,

scarcely that.

2175! On the question of an all year round price,

would yon say that it is at all universal in custom for

the man who runs a summer dairy also to mn a winter

dairy? Ft is always so with those who are engaged
in the milk trade. 'They must do it. Thev would not

get anyone to make contracts with them for a

summer milk supply alone, if they could not agree
to contract for a minimum amount in the winter.

2176. Was not it your custom in pre-war days to

have two contracts, one for the summer and one for

tho winter? Yos : but it was generally stipulated
that if for instance thoy agreed in the summer con-

tract to supply 60 gallons of milk a clay, ono of the

conditions of contracting was that they should also

guarantee to supply 40 gallons of milk in the winter.

2177. So that in actual practice the contract was

for a year with differential prices as between tho

summer and winter? Yos, that .is what it amounted
to.

2178. You are aware of course, that that would

not be tho case perhaps in Somerset or Dorset?-

It would not bo tho case in the cheese-making dis-

tricts at all, of course.

2179. Then, in a word, you are of opinion that

with your system of farmine, and taking the cost

of production as the basis of calculation, and allow-

,ing the man 3 a woek in return for his manage-
ment, it is possible to produce milk at 2s. 2Jd. a

gallon? Yos.

2180. And that anything he got over that would
bo absolutely net profit? Yos; that would be profit

over and above the 150 a year. Of course I regard
the 150 as the minimum to fix, because it is only
10s. a week more than his cowman is getting.

2181. It is simply an item? Yes.

2182. Mr. Overman: What is the class of land you
have? It is a good strong loam.

2183. What is the ront you pay for the 130 acres?

It is tho property of the Cumberland County Council,
so there is no rent paid ;

but we arc ratod at 2 the

acre.

2184. What would be the rontal value of the farm

(if it were on the market? It would be easily 2 5s.

per acre.
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2185. Do you have your calves born at any time
or a you want them: Do \ou re^ni.ue tl-e calving
of the" cowm? Yes; wo like" to have as main

ralving in the autumn and In-fore Christmas or just
after Christmas up to the end of January as we have

during the spring lind summer. In order t

that and not lose time with our COWB bv regulating
them, we start with the heifers on this basis, which
doe* not, of course, work out right but practically it

does. When a heifer is that she can come
in we will say calving in Do-ember or January, we
calculate she will calve a month earlier each s-.

MVC calf, and so by tlmt time sh.- comes in full flush
sometime, in the early summer when she comes to
her fourth calf for selling.

2186. You like to get your cows as near as you can
calving in tho autumn? Yes, as many as we can.
There would be no difficulty in the spring calvers

;

that is natural.
.1-7. How do you rear your -alves; how long do

you keep them on the <-ow's milk? Not t all.

2188. You take them straight away? The moment
they are born.

2189. Then what do you bring them up on milk?
Y'es, up to a certain time; separated milk of course,
up till about 5 months old.

2190. Have you to keep up a regular supply now
in your contract? Wo have no contract.

2191. You do not put anything at all down on your
account as a matter of fact for depreciation, do you?

I have tried ti do as little in the way of estimating
as possible, and taken tho actual facts. We have not
had a cow die, I do not think, for 5 or 6 years ;

and
it is only an occasional one losing a quarter. We
had a cow last summer lose a quarter, and one again
this summer.

2192. When they lose a quarter, or when tliov got
so that you consider they are of no use to you, you
graze them I take it? We generally keep 'the flis.li

pretty well on them. There is not m'uch to do in the

way of fattening when they aro done.
2193. Therefore you think you lose nothing on you-

cows at all? No, no more than is just mentioned
there.

2194. And what it has cost you to put on the meat.
you charge to your milk account:'- She would not
fetch as much in the market of course as a fat Wast,
as she would as a dairy cow.
2W5. Not as a pedigree cow?- Not as a cow newly

calved with full flushed milk.
2196. Aro these dairy shorthorns;- They are all

now
except

two or three, simply Ixx-nuse for 23 years
we have kept a pedigree bull and so we have gradu-
ally got into pedig'

2197. They are all now in the Book?- Yes; they are
all in Coatee.

2198. So that when you do lose a cow, tho deprecia-
tion must be still larger? Yes; hut with those short

pedigrees it in not a matter of no much moment as

with a long pedigree, whore the bull calved would be
eligible for rearing for the Argentine or something
like that

2199. No; but a cotr which is in any way a ped
animal, is worth half as much again wo w'ill put it?
Yos.

3200. So that your loss on account of depreciation,
.vhich amounts hero altogether to a little over '.'I a

cow. would hardly meet tho case of an ordinary
farmery Of course the depreciation with a man who
purchased all his newly calved cows for the milk
market and did no brm-ding at all. would be very
much greater than that. Ho would probably 1.

a head on every cow be bought.
2201. I do not. quite soo that point; boian-o Ill-

starts with an animal which is worth le.s num.
mean '!. (hat a milk seller now finds ho is

running short of milk and goes to the market and will

pav 60 for a newly calved cow. She will lx> :.

older even if he only keeps her a y.-.-ir and s.-!'

again when she is newly calved next year, and ho
stands all the risk which" may happen during that 12
months. If anything fails, she will have to* go into the
fat market. Ho will easily lose from 10 to !"> on
that cow by selling her fat', than ho gave for her as a
newly calved cow.

'J. From that statement. \ou must .1-:.. th.-n

that these figures do not represent the ..idmar;, lar-

\.>, not quite ; but I have been Irving
for the lost 20 years to induce the milk selling farmers
to soil their bull calves us soon as tin n mid

got i ul of I hem, but to ki-ep the calves tiom their Nsst
milkers and rear them by some means or other
if they have to acritic<> a little of their milk to rear
them in other ways without the milk, to avoid this

lofts iN'twoon the buying and selling pi-ire of ix.s.

I Mr. Itntrlii/iir: Do you I..

in which the various items which you give us h<

.in." we do of certain of these ma
'I hero are some that we cannot give :n < in-ately ; it is

bound to be an estimate. For instance, last Sep-
tember and October we were supposed to get. all our
stubble on our land ploughed In . Unas- but
it was such a wet time that we could not get tin- horse*
on it because wo dare not put our horses on \\.-i land.

The charge for that keep of ' ild not ! put
against something else. In the ordinary wa\
would have earned their living by ploughing, 'lake

tho hay. We have got our hay in in I days. 6 acres

of hay was cut and housed at the outside on the fourth

day, some, of it on tho third day, owing to the light

ixop. We have had a year in which tin hav \\.\-~ ln-en

bothering U8 for 6 Or 8 weeks with constantly wet

weather, and we did not get as good hay then. So
that it is extremely difficult to represent that realty
in figures.

2204. Yes; but as a rule you endeavour to keep
separate statements of costs? Yes; and of coin

do from year to year keep as many as we can of the

growing crops, too.

2205. Will you look at the summer period. You

put cake, 20 cows, 2 Ihs. each. Is that what 'they get?
No, they do not all get that. Some get 3 Ibs. and

Willie get 1 11). : but that i.s ihe average.
2206. That is 10 Ibs. per day-
2207. For 168 days. I make that to come exactly

to ;< tons, which at 20 a ton would be 60 and not
92 10s.? I have got 60.

2208. I have !2 10s. on mine? What does the
total add up top

2209. 334 8s. 2Ad.? Mine is .321 18s. 2Jd.
2210. Then you have the wrong figures!- It i.s that

C.TJl 18s. 2d." divided by the (i.77(i gallons that gives
you the 1 I'-ld.

2211. We have l-'.'d. There must be some wrong
figures here. Did you put in another statement?
No: but in making the copy from my rough notes it

is just possible I may have miscopiod it.

2212. At any rate" the figure should be 60? Yes.
This is really the paper: J will show it to you.

2213. I see what they have done. They have added
L'.'i'J in and made it 92 Ids. It makes your cost even
less than we have on tho paper here? Yes

.'14. You put down the rent as against milk pro-
duction. I calculate, at 10 a yeai > \Ve have

Mmate. Tho buildings are rated altogether as

an institution: and all at *7. That s the re-

value of the whole affair.

2215. Do you have your animals and your stock

insured agaiiM fire? YOB. I believe that i-

2216. There is no fire premium here? No. it is not

down.
'2217. I presume also you insure your workn..

2218. And you pay the National Health Insui

2219. And you also pay for coals and light: No.

there are no coals and light.
2220. Then in regard to the washing of your dairy

and utensils, do yon not require any boiling water?

Yes; but you seo that comes in our dairy working.

really. I may say this: that the charge for 'ill.' IVLJ

women includes tho cooling of tho milk if it was
:iwav. or in our case not the cooling but separating
of the milk, nnd the washing up of the utensils when

pupils are not there to do it.

2221 And vi hen pupils are not there you make no

eharii" 1 ? No. If they were not the;,

would do it just tho same.
222'J "> ' -Hi would they do it in two hours a d:iv?

They would not be milking as mneh as thai, the

full two hours, in the winter time. When T pn
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hour in the morning and the hour in the evening
to these women, I did not mean to say they were

milking during the whole of that time. We generally
get the milking done in half an hour; but there is

other work these women are engaged in, such as the

washing up.
2223. Something should be charged, should there

not, for the upkeep of utensils and repairs? Yes, I

put that down in depreciation.
2224. I am talking of the upkeep in addition to

the depreciation? In the depreciation I rather in-

clude replacement too.

2225. Do you think that is sufficient
;
that 10 per

cent, will cover all upkeep and cover depreciation .'
-

Yes, I think so, because the machinery we use is very
small indeed as far as the cows are concerned.

2226. On the question of machinery, I notica you
have no depreciation of it in the summer period?
No. The only depreciation in the summer penod is

on the milking utensils and that sort of thing.
2227. So that your depreciation is not 10 per rent,

for a year on your machinery? No; 5 per cent
2228. Then you put in the price of cake at 20 a

ton. Is that delivered at your premises or at the

railway station? At the railway station.

2229. How far away is that? We are a short two
miles away.

2230. Who pays for the carting from the station to

the byre? We do our railing 0111 selves.

2231. Do you charge for it against the milk pro-
duction? No, I should hardly think we do.

2232. Why not? It might be.

2233. Surely it should be. I think you would agree
it should bo? Yes, I think so; but in the matter of

the insurance you were speaking of just now, it so

happens that the insurance is managed by the
Accountant at Carlisle amongst all other County
Council insurances, and so I do not actually pay it

That is the reason why it was not included there.

2234. Do you know if there are any other such

items that you do not pay, but which are paid ?

There is the men paying the contribution to the
Health Insurance. I pay that.

2235. I have made another calculation in the winter

period ;
and that is, that you allow off one-third of

cake for cows giving little or dry 49. You told us

that they get 4 Ibs. of cake per day. and there are 196

days and 20 cows. I make that to come not to .t-19.

but only to 4 13s. 4d.? The way I reckoned that

was this. You see in the full ration there is 9d.

charged for cake. I knocked off 3d., and 3d. a day
for 196 days for 20 cows comes, I think, to 49.

2236. I was taking it on the actual price of the

rake. CIO l:ts. 4d.? I expect that would be getting
the even pence, the 9d. Perhaps the difference lies

there.

2237. You have your cowman down here as working
in the winter lo hours a week. During part of that

period he is milking. I understand? Yes.

2238. AlKiut how many hours would he be milking
about two hours n day? That is so. Then the rest of

the time is the feeding and attending to the OOWB.

2239. Would not ho get it all done in the remain-

ing hour? He has to attend to all the understock as

well, in just about the 10 hours that they work.

22-40. Is that man ever paid overtime? No. He
will be if we work in hay time.

2241. But not in connection with milk production?
You see, the rule with us in Cumberland is this.

that we are allowed customary hours
;
but the custom-

ary hours have now been defined as 63 hours, which
is 10 hours a day for six days a week and three hours
for Sunday. For that they get a minimum wage
which would amount to 48s. 6d. ; but. as a matter of

fact, our men get -50s., a little above the minimum.
2242. Can you tell me during the period under

review, which is the middle of May, 1918, up to the

middle of May this year, whether Cumberland cows
were not of considerably more value than 46 a-pieco?

It was no use for me to estimate at all. and I have
tnken the value as on the 31st March, our annual
valuation. We have two of the most experienced
valuers in Cumberland.

2243. Yes
; but I put it to you that you would not

be able to buy those two cows in any market at less

than 70 apiece? No, you could not

2244. So that your interest on capital being based
on 45, is much less than that of an ordinary farmer?

I do not know. You must take this into account.
You see some of the cows are strippers. Some of your
cows are half way through their milking period. It

is only the cows that are just newly calved that are
at their very maximum and will be about two months,
that are worth 60 to 70. So that if you level the
lot of heifers you have brought in cows that are dry
and cows that are half dry I do not know that 4o
is a bad average.

2245. Did I hear you correctly state, in answer,
to Dr. Douglas, that last year the average yield would
lie something like 540 gallons? Yes.
2246. Are the figures you give us in the accounts,

605 gallons, exact figures-' No. I thought it would
be unfair to give the 540, for the simple reaston as
I explained that our figures are of no value what-
ever as an estimate in the near future, simply be-

cause we have to teach these girls to milk, and it is

ruining the milk yield of our herd although they are
most excellent dairy cows. I have taken the average
of o years.

2247. But may I suggest to you you have not taken
the average of five years in regard to wages, in regard
to depreciation, and in regard to the other items
such as thistle cutting and hedging? No; those were
facts.

2248. Against that on the other side, instead of a
fact which should have been something like 540

gallons you give us 605 ? Yes
;
but you see that would

have been a misleading fact.

2249. No, it would have been a fact? But it would
hive been an exceptional case.

2250. But it would have shown the exact cost during
the period under review? Yes; but it would have
been unfair to have made any deduction from that.

Dr. 7)<nnjlas : I feel bound to say, in getting the
statement from this witness, I thought I was getting
the actual facts in the year.

2251. Mi: Batchelor: I will put it in this way.
Do you expect for the year now begun to get 605

gallons? No, I do not.

2252. So that the figure you have given us. is an
old figure you used to get? It is not a very old

figure because it is an average of five years, which
would be a true representation if it had not been
for our peculiar position as an educational establish-

ment. You should not have asked me to come and

give evidence unless you were satisfied to take a
certain amount of estimation in the matter, because
ours is entirely an exceptional case.

22.">3. I have no objection to the estimation so long
.is I know it is one; but on the face of it here, we
.were under the impression, I think, that you had
given us the exact cost of production, and on the
other hand the exact yield for a definite period, the
middle of May of last year to the middle of May
of this. With regard to cows, I think you told Mr.
Overman that a proportion of your cows at least

',-alved about December? Yes.
2254. In this summer statement you have calves 18

at 3, 54. There is no word as to calves on the
winter statement at all? That .does not come in as

part of the estimation at all. I merely stated that as
a fact.

2255. That is for the year? Yes. I mean to say
that none of that value comes in the milk production.

2256. I perceive that no credit has been taken for

it? -No The farmer gets that value over and above
his 150.

2257. You have estimated the gross cost of growing
swedes at 20 per acre. Is that for the 1919 crop?
No, that is for the 1918 crop.

2258. What would you consider the 1919 price
might be? Judging from the appearance of the crops
at the present time, I should think it would be 25
an acre.

2259. 25 an acre, and how many tons? It would
be a clever man who would estimate that, but I have
estimated it at the 20 tons.

2260. Last year; but this coming season? 'This

vear it will be less; but I do not know what.

2261. Considerably less? Yes; yet in our district in

many places there is a fairly even plant although

they have come so irregularly, and if we could get a
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good fw>nking rain nt tl . Mine there might !

a fair turni]i crop yet in many fields.

2282. ,Vr. Ashby: I understood you to ay, in reply
to Mr. Hatchelor. that there were ; -.\ . items of cost

not includml in this Hem : insurance, including
fire anil accident insurance and ordinary workmen's
health insurance: and also cartage (if cake for roughly
about 10 days a rear. Those two items together would
not make a largo sum, would tin

2263. They would add very little to the total costP

Yes. There is another thing. You see we try

always to have a return load. For instance, if wo
were sending corn and potatoes to the market, we
should not come back empty, but wo should bring a

load of coal or something hack, as often that \\

possible; so that it is rather difficult to allot those,

things.
2264. The total addition which these items would

make to the total would only be a very small fraction

of a pnnyP I should think so.

2265. Do I understand correctly that the total

profit, including the expected profit for management,
on this statement. of the sums of I -

the summer term and 66 on the cost, of production
side in the winter term, the difference between the

stated gallon cost and gallon price and the credit

for calves: is that correi

2266. Could you tell us whether this matter of the

training of milkers is a temporary matter due to the

necessity of training milkers because of the shortage
of labour during the war, or is it going on in the

forthcoming year? It is going on. AVe have always
had to teach a certain number of pupils that have
come, to milk, but only the last two years more par-

ticularly, and this last year it has never meant more
than two or three thnt have never milked before in

our course of pupils: and. of course, we have generally

only stripping cows to put them on to, so that they
do very little damage to them. But you see we have
been bavin-: land workers, and we take double the

number of pupils now than we used to take: and it

has meant that we now get such a large number

learning to milk that we are obliged to put them on
to the good cows, and that is where the loss comes in.

.'117. That is to sa- you ha'o had an abnormal
number of women to train as milkers P Ye-;.

226S. And YOU do not expect that number to he

as great in the near future? I think so. because we
shall continue to train dairymaids just the same.

You see it is pnrt of the course that they have to learn

to milk.

22<>0. But will they have the same type of women
as those vou have trained in recent years who had
never milked^, or vill thev be the daughters of farmers
of Cumberland and 'Westmorland who have milked
before they come to the school? Some will bo fewer
than we have hid th" last 1'J months, but there will

bo a considerable number still. Tt is getting o

custom almost for tin 1 daughters of farmers to learn
to milk.

2270. But the point T am Irving to get information
on i--. whether the effect of the training of milkers
on your milk yield has boon abnormal, or whether
vou expect thnt offo"t to become the normal effect?

I extiect it to become the normal effect.

"I?"!. So that you do ns a matter of fact expect
to get rather a lower vield of milk in the future, than

you have done in the past- Yes: of course that

applies to the place purelv ns an Kdm at iotial Kstab
lishment. and not ns a local dairy farm.

2272. Am I rieht in assuming that the chief pro-
ductions of this farm ef 130 acres are milk, possibly
some calves and store stock, and the cows von sell as

prime milkers? That forms a laruo proportion: but
then we sell seed corn, we sell not n toes, and wo rear
votincr horses and sell ho^os Then \i .

ine flock of she.^n, consisting of a herd rf />0

and something like W or 90 lambs to sell fat every
yenr. Young horses are constantly hcin<_' bred and
reared, and going into the market. This year it has
n"t amount. -d to Irdf our marketing, because we havo
sold such a lot of corn.

2273. Taking the herd of cows in its total bu

aspect and not limiting it for the moment to milk.

is not ib. it- another item of profit in the dill. t. u.

belwccti the 11.1 vou state here as the average value.

and the selling price of the prune COM you sell!' Yes.

L"-'7I. Mr. Hiliriinh: An- \.m -atisliod that \ou get
a return for the '_' Ib. per bend per da\ thai \ou give

ur c..us in the summer .in the grass? t tl

i|uito follow.

_'.' 7.1. According to your account you give 2 Ib.

pi'r head per 1

satisfied that you get a return for these 2 Ib. !-

exactly: but our experiments ih.'t v.e carried out

that up t i the -'iid of July
ue '^ ilk or butter itb cake than we
did tearing it .-ilon--. l-'imn that date OII:H ds it made
a lot of ditierene... Hut there an otber factors to

in l''or instance, ue (annul get a firm butter
'ii ..'I' ! aim unless we give iv.ke. and we give it not

merely for the milk yield, but for the qualit\ of the

produce. Hut when 2 Ib. is mentioned, that is really
dividing up the quantity given the whole summer.
Some of them may not be getting it for part of the
time.

'J'_'7(i. I think you also said \ou sold your cows alter
1 i'es ; that is about ' IP Tea,

L'l'77. Do not vou think that that affects your yield
considerably

-

J-7si. If you kept some of them at all events for
: am M-ais more, your average yield would be con

siderably higher!- Yes: but then you s (M - we must
make room for the VOIIIIL' cattle earning in. and
all if you put any chock on the breeding that is where
ihe mischief is coming in. There is M> much check

put on the rearing of stock by people not rearing
c alves at all. that the stock of the country has b.

depleted,
'J'27!'. Yes; but do not you think it would be a

serious loss if wo should all dis|K>sv of our cattle prac-

tically before they roach their prim.' at (i years 01

It would bo a much more serious loss really than the
lack of breeding heifers coming in? Of course that
is not a new thing. It has been going on lor the last

'2~> or .'ID Years. It is not bein^ done any more now
than it has been for the last '.M or :)

ft

22'*0. On your farm you mean? On any farm in

Cumberland. Thai is where they make tli

nmount of money. Thnt is what induces them to
make butter. People are alw: 'ling to us that
we should not make butter but make chcoe ; and our
farmers toll us plainly they do make more money on it.

2281. And the cows are sold to dairies somewhere
else? Yes.

'. The point is therefore, that your average
\icld here is of practically no value. It amounts to
that: A- I -aid just now. yon should have asked a

purely milk-producing farmer to come and give evi-

dence to you if you wanted to get the exat

milk : that is n man who buys bis r..\\ s . does no b

ing at all and soils his milk. If yon ask me to give
evidi nee. I .-an on!;.

' nee on the experiments
B Following on our faun: and ! th'S,

that as far : s our average yield is concerned, we have
3 cows in our herd that had over l.(HK> gallons of

milk a year. :>nd s.-\oral have given 800 gallons,
and others 7(10 gnl'

'J'.'s.'i. What proportion of your boilers turn out

to be failur.N? You said you would dispose of them in

a voar!' Wo bring in about (i or 7 heifers a

nnd that means that wo reject 2 or 3.

22S). Ur. Cm n : Could YOU give us the total profit
of the entire farm? Do you want -lie average profit
or the profit of last year?

nial profit of last, year?- The actual

profit of last year was IMOO and a few odd pounds.

2286. Just over i'.KMK- Ye : y>\\ may put it at
500. AVb. n I s.,\ that that is the actual profit. I

meant to say that, is the profit that would come to the.

farmer himself if ho were farming. I do not menu to

say that that is profit over and alx>vo a fair all"

made to the farmer himself. That would lie tb<

avuilahlo that the income tax would bo charged on at

any rate.

J. Can you (<>!! us the labour cost of each cow ''

I havo not divided it up, but roughly speaking about
10 a cow.
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^. \ou are the Mr. I^yrence who is quoted in
one or two books on dairying, are you not-* I dare-

*y. .

2239. Do you take away your calves at once? Yes.
2290. You do not leave them with the cows 3 days:"

---No, not at all.

2291. And you do not have much milk fever? No;
we have only had one case of milk- fever in 27 years.

2292. Mr. J. M. Henderson: You have given your
profit as 500, the general profit? Yes, that was last

year
2293. You spoke of horses. Do you make any profit

on horses? Yes, a considerable amount.
2294. Can you tell us what amount you did make

last year? I cannot straight off; because you see they
are not young horses we have bought and reared and
sold, but they are horses that we have bred, and I

cannot tell you ollhand now what it has cost us to
rear them.

2295. You breed horses? Yes.
2290. How many did you breed last year? Two

foals last year ; then we had two foals the year before.
2l'9r. Do you do anything in the way of cattle

feeding and cattle selling? Yes. If we do not keep
strong bullocks on and if we sell them as young stores
12 months old about, we generally buy 8 for winter
feeding. We did not last year, as we were afraid we
should run short of food.

2298. That was a good deal because of. the Irish

position, was it not? No, because we were rather
short of hay and roots.

2299. Were not the Irish cattle largely sold to the

Army? Yes; but we do not buy Irish cattle for

feeding. We buy Shorthorn bullocks.
2300. You do not rear your own calves, but sell

them? Just now as we have been going in for cheese

making so largely at the instance of the Board of

Agriculture, we have been selling all our bullock

calves, but we keep all our heifers.

2301. Do you do a large business in butter? Yes.
2302. And eggs ? Yes.
2303. You are also a school? Yes.
2304. Does the fact that you are a school tend to

increase your profit? No, it detracts from it, and
it makes it impossible to differentiate in many cases

!i the actual charges which should go to the
farm and those which should go to the school.
2305. You would not put yourself down as any

criterion for an ordinary farmer who had not a school
attached to his farm? No, not quite. We try to

keep a distinction as much as we possibly can, but it

is not always possible.
230C. Could you supply us with a balance sheet for

the whole of your business?- I can supply you with
our last year's report which will contain it."

2307. What we are on the hunt for is a balance
lhet which will show what your revenue was and
what your expenditure was in all its details, and fi
cannot be a very elaborate thing. I do not want to
trouble you about percentages, but I want the actual
figures? That is published in our annual report.

2308. A balance shee-t? Yes. There would be no
difficulty in sending you copies of that. The one
ending for the year 31st March last is just out.

2.309. Would you be so kind as to do that? Yes.
The only thing is this, that the farm and the school
are not actually divided there, bu* the items arc all

given s-'-paratelv and yon could ]>ick them out.
2309.*. Then it does pay you to make choese? Yes.

we make some tons of cheese.

2309n. It takes two gallons of milk to make a pound
of cheese, does not it? One gallon.

3310. 3/r. ThoiiKix Henderson: You said in reply to
Mr. .1. M. Henderson that the commercial aspect of

your farm was rather a secondary object. I take it

yon are really a school? Yes.

2311. So that you do not run it on entirely com-
mercial lines? Xo.

2.312. So that the figure to which Mr. Batchelor
referred of CO.") gallons is not the actual figure for last
vear? \<i, not for last year.

2313. But it is based upon your experience of pre-
vious years? -Yes.

2311. Are there any dairy farms in the neighbour-
hood of your rh"f.l? Yes.

2215-17. Does their milk yield show as big a produc-
tion as yours? I should think quite. With those
nho deal in milk selling I should think it is higher
because they are always buying the newly calved

cows, heavy milking cows, That is how it is they
sometimes get nipped in the matter of being under 3

per cent, of butter fat, because they have nearly
always flushed cows in.

2318. Mr. Prosser Jones : You have told us you
have one man and two women working on this farm ?

No, we have three regular men working on the
farm. One of them is the cowman as put down here

;

then there are two women, one of whom is the cow-
man's wife, and the other is a woman who works in
the house, and they help with the milking.

2319. Do you find these people becoming less effi-

cient than they were, say, in 1913-14? I do not know
that there is much difference, because these are not
young women. These are women who learned in their
childhood

;
and it would come in at that time, I should

think.

2320. You give the hours as 45 per week. Is that
an average for your district, or is it an exception in

your case? That is only referring to the allocation
of time of the cowman to the actual cows that are

milking. He works more than that; but then that
other time is devoted to the younger stock. It would
have been unfair to have put inhis full wages against
the cows and the milk yield, because a good deal
of that time would not have been devoted to the cows
at all

; he would have been engaged with his other
work.

2321. You are able to produce milk in the summer
months at about Is. Id. a gallon, are you not? It
works out really at rather less than that on my
figures.

2322. Yes; but after taking away the 32 as Mr.
Batchelor pointed out, it. is reduced considerably?
Yes; but as I said before, that does not apply to' this

year. It is by no means the price this year, because
we are cutting green corn to feed our cows on.

2323. Could you tell us what it costs the consumer?
Is it about Is. a gallon? I think it was fixed at
Penrith during the summer time at about Is. 8d. or
Is. 6d. a gallon. I do not know really, but I think it
was 4Jd. or /5d. a quart in the summer.

. -l/i. Lcnnurd: From your knowledge of milk-

producing farms of an average sort, do you consider
there is much room for improvement in the milking
qualities of the average herd? I think so; iand wo
are moving rapidly in that direction at the present
time, because the two milk-recording societies are
rapidly extending. Another thing is, that we have
just formed a dual-purpose shorthorn herd book in
which the registration will be based on milk yields,
and that in future, must have a very important effect
on the milk yield. It is a thing wo are paying a
good deal of attention to in the North.

2325. An improvement could be obtained by ener-
getic effort in a few years? I think so.

2326. And any improvement in milking qualify
would. I suppose, reduce the labour costs of a gallon
of milk, would it not? Yes; there ought not to be
any more labour, or not much more labour at anv
rate.

2327. Do you think there is more room for this
improvement in the South of England than in the
North ?--! do not know. I cannot speak for the South
of England, of course. If yon increase the same
stamp of oow, although your labour would not increase
your feeding would.

2328. Do you think there is more room on small
farms than on large?
Chairman : The evidence of the Witness as to

whether it is a small farm or a big one, or the North
or South of England, would be useless if given.

2329. Mr. Lennard: I suppose you would agree it
is practically impossible to improve the milking
quality of a herd if no milk records are kept? I
would not say that.

2330. It would be very difficult? Yes.
2331. Is it within your knowledge that the majoritv

of milk-producing farmers do not keep milk records?
Yes.

2332. Have you any experience of milking
'

machines? Not at our own farm; but I am familiar
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enough with farmers in the County who have milking
machine*.

3333. Do you or do they consider them satisfactory r

There is divided opinion. Some think they are

satisfactory, and some discard them after they have

bad them.
2334. It in difficult to keep the apparatus clean, is

it not? That is the difficulty.

3335. ilr. .\irh"lls: I only want to ask you alwwt

the heifer that is a failure. Do you fat it, or is it

sent to the market? It is fattened.

233(3. Then about the type of woman who comes

for training in milking. 1 think you said there is

not such a large proportion of farmers' daughters?-
There wore not this last two years; but liefore that

they were mostly farmers' daughters, and they will bo

in tho future.

2337. What is the type you have had lately. I only
want to know whether they are the type of servant

irl? Our Committee made the rule that we should

_eep our places vacant for land workers; so that

practically we have been having 10 pupils, ordinary-

pupils, who would be farmers' daughters, and 10

that were land workers. Some of those that were

land workers could milk, but the majority could not,

and some few of the others could not.

8338. Mr. 1'nrkrr: J am only going to ask you one

question. I think you mentioned that on your farm

of 130 acres you made a profit of 500? Yes. I

hope you will not strain that point too far.

2339. What I want to know is:, was that a cash

profit or was it. a paper profit obtained by the

inflated values of the valuation? It was partly due
to the inflation shown in tho valuation ;

that is to say,
our stock this last year was valued at 200 more
than it was the year before, but the stock was worth

that much more.
2340. Yes, I know that ; but of that profit of 500,

200 was obtained by writing up your stock? Yes,

according to the valuation. It was not our own

fixing.
2341. Mr. Smith: Do you experience any difficulty

with regard to the lack of proper transport or market-

ing, or handling goods to and from the farm? Not
in our position. We are so conveniently situated;
we are not quite two miles from the station on the

main line of the London & North Western Railway
of a market town.

2.SI2. So you are fairly well served? Yes.

2:U:. I take it these figures you have submitted to

us are not necessarily a balance sheet of milk pro-

duction? No, it is not in the form of a balance

sheet at all.

2344. I take it in the disposal of cows, they would

come in on the credit aide. There will be some cows

sold from the herd? 1
!

2345. Is there any allowance made for things of that

description, or how do you come to that? I think

that the valuation taken at any particular period of

the year, giving what the valuers consider to be the

value of the cows right through, really contains tho

substance of what you ask for. because we do not

expect to realise more than their valuation during
the following year on any that are sold. They will

be increasing in value from that time. For instance,

if a cow is gone, we will say, six months in calf, and

she is1 giving very little milk, she is valued at a

certain valuation. We keep her another three months

and she comes up to calving, and we sell her then.

<!> sells for a big price, but she is only worth that

l.ig price for just a short time. We have only Ix-en.

keeping her to get that valuation. Unless we keep
it for every --ow for the sales, and M> on, I do not

think we can do anything more than take the average
value at any particular time.

2346. I sec your costs here include interest on

capital as well as putting in profits, so really on thesto

figures the ^irplus would be not 150 but 217 over

actual costs? Yes: l)tit surely you will allow that

there must be interest on capital apart from working
profit.

3347. But that rould really be termed profit over

actual working costs of production, could not it? A
man need not hnve engaged in farming at all. He

'

could have invested that money in War Bonds, and
done nothing at all but sit down, and he could have

(Thf II'i

got tho interest on the capital. The 150 is for his

work as a farmer.

3348. Mr. Smith : I am only drawing attention to

the fact that that is how tho figures are working
Yes.

2349. And taking that as a balance, the balance

would be 217 and not i'loO, looking at it from that

stand|K>int, because you have f.'T 10s. and
to add to tho other figures.

J.'i'J). .Mi-. \\'<ill:>r: As the result of the fixing of

milk prices as at present existing by the Ministry
of Food, could you give us any idea of your profit?
I could not at the present time; hut retrospe-tively I

think you might take this as a basis hen-.

J-'i-M. That does' not quite answer my question.
Could you supply the figures I have asked for?

I could go into last year's prices of milk for each

month.
2352. I am enquiring about existing prices?

I could in this way: that I should have to find what
it has cost us to produce the milk, which is rather

difficult for a short period f years. You see we
cannot do it for tho summer time because we are

only in the middle of the summer yet. and there is

the cost of the feeding of the cattle, and so on. Then

against that, of course, there are the prices that hate
been fixed. There is no difficulty about getting at the

prices that have been fixed and the quantities of milk
which are registered regularly. The difficulty would
be in finding the cost of production at the present
time. I am in great difficulties over it, because our

grass land has not been feeding the cattle. This
summer it is getting very nearly, if not quite at

the present time, to the winter cost of keep.
2353. Yes; but has not 'the Ministrv of Food fixed

the price of milk at the present time? Yes; but not
tn meet the cost of the present time in the North of

England, at any rate.

2354. I repeat the question. Could you give us

your profit on the prices fixed by the Ministry of

Food? Could you secure them for us? I could give

you an estimate, and that is tho most I could do.

2355. You could not give us the actual figures?
No. no one can.

2356. I understood from questions that you have
answered, that you do make cheese and butter? Yes.

2357. Is there any reason why the results of the

making of that cheese and butter should not have
been included in this statement? What is the reason

they nro not in? I was asked to give evidence on
the cost of milk production. I did not deal with what
use was made of the milk. I took it it was in order

that you might have some information as to tho value

of the milk, whether it was for selling or for whatever

purposes it might be. I thought probably the milk

selling was the chief consideration you had in mind.
I think we have made more at cheese making than
wo should have made by milk selling. On the other

hand, we have made less by butter making; but we
have to make butter and cheese for the instruction of

our pupils.
2358. My last question is. do you think there should

bo a guaranteed price for milk?- Yes. I think so.

I'M/")!). Why?- Simply because I have- a little sym-
pathy towards the consumer, being a consumer myself :

but at the same time if there is not a guaranteed

price, with the prospects that we have before us now, I

think milk will rise to a very very considerable price
above what it is running at. at the present time.

2360. I am dealing with a guaranteed price to the

milk producer? That is. you mean to say, a price that

guarantees tho production and allowing him reason-

able profit?

2361. Yes? That is fair enough.
236Ia. You agree with that? Yes.

2362. And also for cheese? Yes.

2363. Dr. flouglax: Might I put one question aris-

ing out of the last question? ll.-no you considered at
all how a guaranteed price for milk would need to bo
administered, or whether it would entail the purchase
of all tho milk by tho State as the guaranteeing
purchaser? T am afraid I have not.

Chuirm'in : Thank you very much.

u'Uhilrrw).
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SIR WILLIAM H. BEVERIDGE, K.C.B., Secretary of the Ministry of Food, called and examined.

2364. Chairman: As wo 'all know, you are the very
eminent Secretary of the Ministry of Food

;
and you

have put before us a letter of the 4th August, and
a short statement of the Heads of Preliminary Evi-

dence, which you propose to give. May I, without

reading the letter or the notes on your evidence, take
them aa read and insert them in the record of pro-
ceedings ? Yes.

HEADS OF PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE.
236o. (1) Ministry of Food,

Palace Chambers,
Westminster, S.W. 1,

August 4th, 1919.
DEAR SIR WILLIAM PEAT,

I SHALL attend before the Royal Commission on
Agriculture, as arranged, on Wednesday, August 6th,
at 10.30. I feel, however, some doubt as to the

precise points upon which the Commission will desire
me to give evidence, and I have experienced some
difficulty, accordingly, in preparing any definite heads
of evidence. I had thought of suggesting that it

might be better for me to have postponed giving
evidence until I had a clearer understanding of what
was required am! also more time to prepare a
statement.
On the tfhole, however, I think that you would

probably prefer me to keep the appointment as made
for next Wednesday, and I have prepared some rather

hasty notes on the points with which I would propose
to deal.

I would suggest, if you agree, that this might be

regarded as a preliminary attendance merely, at
which I could put before you the general position of
the Ministry of Food in relation to agriculture and
learn, from discussion what further and more detailed
information would be likely to be of advantage to

you. I am, of course, most anxious that the Ministry
of Food should give to the Royal Commission every
possible assistance.

You will realise also that I shall not be able on
Wednesday to come with any definite suggestion as
to policy. I presume that at some time or other the
Commission will desire to receive such suggestions, but
it would clearly be necessary for me to have a fuller

opportunity of discussing matters with the Food Con-
troller before attending for this purpose.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) W. H. BEVERIDOE.

2366. (2) Ministry of Fcod has come into contact
with agricultural community on twosides:^-

(o) As taking over or controlling the price of

agricultural products cereals, meat, milk
and other dairy products, potatoes, Ac.

(6) As controlling feeding stuffs which are to a

large extent either (i) by-products of oils

and fats production, or (ii) cereals, home-
grown or imported.

The two sides are connected, since the price to bo

paid for products obviously depends in part on cost
of feeding stuffs which are farmers' raw materials.

2367. (3) Scientific costing in respect -of agricul-
tural products not yet possible. Agricultural Costings
Committee set up jointly by Ministry of Food and the
three Agricultural Departments, and is appointing
staff, but is not in full work. Further evidence will

be given by Director of Agricultural Costings.
2368. (4) Meanwhile prices for agricultural produce

have had to be fixed by Ministry of Food (a) in the

light of such statistical data as were available or could
bo gathered by special commissions

; (6) on general con-

siderations; and (c) by bargaining between themselves
and the various Agricultural Departments and the

representatives of the producers and other interests

(Joint Officials Committee, Central Agricultural Advi-

sory Council and War Cabinet) Summary of action
taken in respect of particular products:

2369. (5) Ccreali.

2370. (6) Meat.
2371. <7\ .Vitt-.-.Milk [-rice of 2s. 3d. for winter

I'M- 19 fixed by Ix>rd Rhondda after a discussion
M representatives of producers (demanding

'!.) and consumers (demanding 2s.) on a Special
Comm i

Travelling Commission for Summer Prices, 1919, on
bnsi* of farmers' returns less deduction of 2d.

2.M 25

Winter Prices, 1919-20, now under discussion. Four
alternative calculations and prices now being put for-

ward for criticism by producers' and consumers' repre-
sentatives.

2372. (8) Potatoes. 1917 : Flat scale, averaging 6,

fixed by bargain between Food Controller and Board
of Agriculture, 1918 : Travelling Commission for

England and Wales fixed differential scales for

different parts of country, after considering farmers'

returns and crop prospects. Departmental bargains
for Scotland and Ireland.

2373. (9) Difficulties of Price Fixing in Agricul-
ture.

(a) Absence of precise figures except in rare and

probably not typical cases.

(6) Varying modes of cultivation and varying

yield resulting therefrom Potato Commis-
sion Report (par. 6).

(c) Uncertainty as to crop (especially potatoes,

fruit) and yield (milk).

(d) Disagreement on principles of costing, e.g.,
' whether home-grown feeding-stuffs (hay,

barley, oats, roots) should be taken at mar-
ket or at production prices.

Possibility of using direct comparison between present
and pre-war costs of production as basis for propor-.
tionate increase of prices. This surmounts in large

part difficulties (a) and (b).

2374. (10) General comparison of present and pre-
war prices to producer.

2375. (11) General result in maintaining produc-
tion.

2376. (12) Suggestions for further evidence:

(a) Facts.

(5) Policy.

(This conclude.i the preliminary evidence.)

Chairman : I shall ask Mr. Walker to begin.

2377. Mr. Walker: It appears from this statement

you have put in, that it has been rather hurriedly

prepared ? Yes.

2378. Have you prepared anything further since

this? No. May I interrupt to this extent? I have

no objection to your putting this statement in as evi-

d^ence ;
but I rather sent it in as notes on which 1

should myself have made a statement. I only give
that as an explanation of the gaps in it. It is notes

of evidence rather than evidence.

Chairman: It will be headed "Heads of Pre-

liminary Evidence."
237!). 'Mr. Walker: In Item 2 where you state the

Ministry has come into contact with the agricultural

community on two sides, you give (a) and (6). Could

you give us any idea of the general results of having
come into contact with them? Could you tell me
what points you have in mind?

2380. You say here you have come into contact
with the agricultural community on two sides, as to

taking over or controlling the price of agricultural

products. What has been your experience as the
result of that? Do you mean the result on produc-
tion?

2381. Yes? I did not know if you meant that point.
So far as we can see, our coming into contact with

agriculture has certainly not diminished agricultural

production or prosperity. That is a negative result

2382. Going a little further, is it your opinion
(and I put it to you personally if you like) that

guarantees to the producers are essential to get the
best results: that a guaranteed price is essential,

say, for example, as it is under the Corn Production
Act? Is it your opinion that those guarantees are
essential ? No, I should not say so not for all agri-
cultural products. 1 am inclined to think that for

some, and I instance particularly milk, there might
be good reason for a guaranteed price, because there
are such special difficulties in its production ;

but I

certainly would not say it was essential for all pur-
poses.

2383. Could you give us an idea of the special diffi-

culties you refer to? In the production of milk?
2384. Yes; could you enumerate some? I think

they are mainly the labour difficulties. It is a very
laborious and difficult branch of the agricultural,

industry, involving conditions with which you nro

very much more familiar than I am myself.

G 2
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3386 Any other besides labour? I do not know

that there are others besides that. I think AM ;..

iiuito sufficient for me to distinguish the CM* o* i

from that of other product. ;
but if

you
ask mo why I

suEgest that n guarant.v might be tetfMH for milk,

even though it is n.,i de,nal,le l.r ,,t her reasons,

approaching it from anothor standpoint, 1 should say

that milk is an essential which .an only be produced

at home, and therefore it is moro important to keep

up the output of milk than of other agricultural prt

U
3386. Mr. Smith: You say you make an exception

in regard to milk? Yes.

8887. Is that because you feel it is necessary to

hare a guaranteed supply for the nation? Yes.

8388. Not because of anything you have come across

to far as cost* are concerned which would make it

essential? I do not understand

3389 I understand your department has made con-

siderable inquiries into these questions with a view

to fixing a price. I was wondering whether in your

investigations any difficulty in the cost of production

had brought you to that conclusion, apart from t

fact of the necessity of having an adequate supply .

for the nation from the point of view of the healU

of the people. The two questions are rather distinct.-

Do you mean is there an unnecessary cost in pro-

duction ?

3390. I wondered whether your investigations had

shown that the cost of milk production was such that

in itself it needed a guarantee to get the necessary

quantity? No; I do not know that the cost of pro-

duction involves a guarantee. It might if it were

subject to foreign competition. Milk is not subject to

foreign competition ;
so that I do not think you need

guarantee a price to the home producer in order to

avoid the industry being ruined by foreign competi-

tion.

2391. I suppose your department made rather ex-

tensive inquiries in regard to the matter of milk'

Yes, a good many.
2392. Did you find a very great variation in the

cost of production? Immense variation in the esti-

mates of the cost of production.
2393. Do I understand from that that you were not

able to get any exact evidence: that it was more a

matter of guess work on the part of those concerned ?

I think for most farmers it is guess work, because

most farmers do not keep books. On the other hand,

some do keep books and yon get accurate results, but

you do not know whetheY they are typical. That is

one of the outstanding difficulties of costing.

2394. Where the accounts were kept which in your

judgment might be taken as accurate, _was
there any

great variation in the cost of production? Yes, cer-

tainly.
2395. Could you give us any idea of the extent?

No. I would rather give you a definite statement

as to the results of our inquiries later.

2396. Could you recall any special circumstance

which contributed to the extra cost or the reduced

cost of the production ?- Of course the cost of produc-
tion of milk, as one works it out, varies immensely

according to whether you attribute to the feeding

stuffs used produced by the farmer himself, their

market price or their cost of production price. That

i nno of the big elements. Then T find the farmers

getting apparently vorv different yields from their

cows, which of course directly affects the cost of pro-

duction. But quite generally. T think there are so

few reallv ncctirnte estimates tint one cannot speak
of any scientific costing in relation to milk at all.

2397. In regard to the yields, did you come across

any evidence as to whether milk tests were being kept
and how extensive was the keeping of milk records

in the industry?- -Yes. I have come across, I think

it was, an estimate before the war. I think it was

in connection with the Reading University College,

but T am not sure: but somewhere tliere have been

mode verv elaborate estimates, and there they _<>*

results of yield far above what the generality of

farmers would admit.

239. Do you think the investigations of your

Department 'show in the ease* where milk records are

kept, that the yield would bo higher per cow than on

farm* when* no records are kept? I have no doubt

that is the case, because that loads gradually to the

weeding out of bad milkers.

8399. Did you come across any instance of where

the lack of transport was a difficulty adding to cost,

which might be obviated by development in that

respect : I have no doubt there are such cases, but 1

have not got them in mind. 1 have not made a

special study of milk costs as yet before coming hcic.

3400. Tho'difficulty of price fixing is the absence of

precise figures. 1 suppose we may take it that the

average farmers do not keep books or accounts which

enable the cost of production to be in any way
accurately detenu ined:-- -That is so.

.Mill. Have y<>u anywhere come across a farm w

they kept booka. so that the balance sheet of the faun

was available? I have not done this costing myseU
Jlitf. I did not know whether the investigations

may have proceeded on those line-, and you would

have the information in your Department:' 1 should

have to inquire.
2403. One would naturally conclude that your De-

partment, before determining the price of milk which

was to be fixed, would have some evidence as to what

it cost to produce ;
and I was wondering whether you

could give us any of that evidence, and whether i

would be taken from balance sheets or what channel

you would obtain it through.
2404. r/niiYmuii: Or was it a process of bargaining

between you and the producer? I see, for instaace.

in your statement, that the milkman's price was fixed

in the winter of 1918 by Lord Rhondda after a dis-

cussion between representatives of the producers

demanding 2s. 6d. and the consumers demanding 2s.

That looks like splitting the difference? It looks

very like it.

3405. Mr. Smith : Can you tell me, as the head of

the Department, whether you really pretended to bar-

gain upon absolute facts of costs of production, or

whether you intended to bargain as between the

haggling "market and what the buyer was willing

to pay and the seller was willing to sell?

Generally speaking, I think all our prices have

really been fixed by a sort of bargain and without

scientific costing. We fixed prices because we hail t"

You will see that now when wo come to this next

winter's prices we have got three or four alternative

methods upon which we are proceeding and we are

bargaining. Personally, I am inclined to think we

have suggested a method which might be of per-

manent value just recently in the way of fixing prices

for milk and other articles; that is by comparison of

the present costs with pre-war costs. 1 do not believe

that until you get agriculture absolutely stan-

dardised (which, of course, you never will do) you
can really build up a price accurately on taking the

items in" the cost of production. If you apply a

theoretical daily ration, and say it costs so much n id

r\ cow must eat so much every day. you will find that

ration does not suit perhaps half or throe-quartern

of the farmers in the country ;
that some give more

and some give less, and you get a corresponding varia-

tion in the yield. I do not want to object altogether

to a cost of production method based on a theoretical

or average ration, because I think that is a useiul

second method ;
but I doubt whether it will ever, or

certainly not for a long time to come, servo as the

real basis.

2406. I see in (a), (b), (r) and (<l). under the

heading
" Difficulties of Price Fixing in Agricul-

ture," the whole of that seems to suggest that there

was an absence of anything in the way of definite

data to go on in the details of farm administration?

Yes.

2407. There is an absence of this, and, hearing on

that, a disagreement you start with, which all scorns

to point to the fact that you could not get any definite

evidence from the farmers:' That is so: I should like

specially
to refer to what I mention there. That is

the He-port of the Potato Commission. 1 may venture

to read it because it is very appropriate. This was an

independent Commission which tried to fix the price
of potatoes, and ultimately did it. 1 believe, by a

syitem of estimating on qniM general ground'-. What
it said was: " We were everywhere impressed by the

general ignorance of growers as to their cost of pro-
duction. It is obvious that in the majority of easel

farmers have never before considered the question
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except in the vaguest way with the natural result

that the most divergent views were expressed on these

essential elements of our inquiry. We feel sure that

the costs as presented to us were on the whole

exaggerated, not from any intention to deceive the

Commission, but owing to a general tendency to

attribute to all potato growers in an area the
advanced kinds of husbandry exercised only by the

most enlightened few." I should like to put in the

whole of that Report.
2408. Chairman: Would you kindly put it in and

let us hava a fe,ood many copies of iff Certainly. I

will make a n< te of that.

Dr. Douglas : Shall we have an opportunity of

examining on it?

2409. Chairman: I do not know that Sir William
was a member of it? I was certainly not a member
of the Commission.

Mi: Smith: Would not it be better to have the

Report submitted to us, and then decide what to do
afterwards ?

Chairman: Yes.

3410. Mr. Smith : It is quite evident from your
answers that you could not get any real data on the
details. Was there anything available to guide you
in so far as the final results of farm working were
concerned:' I mean, you may not be able to get the

details; but was there anything to show how far a
farm as a whole was worked although a non-profitable
concern ? Before we fixed the price or after we
fixed the price do you mean!'

2411. Any time. It is only on the question whether

you came across any evidence in that respect? I

think there is evidence to show that on the whole wo
ha\e not fixed prices too low because we have not

discouraged production. That is subsequent evidence
;

but it was not any guidance in fixing the price.
2412. My point is rather as to whether in arriving

at your conclusion as to what would be a satisfactory

price, you were guided by any general results of the
farm in the absence of any details which might
guide you in the actual cost of producing whether
there was any balance sheet or anything available to

guide you in the form of definite information on farm

working-' No. I think I can only refer to what I

have got in my notes; taking article by article.

With cereals it was practically a bargain of a certain
number of people in the Board of Agriculture and us,

who had a general knowledge of agriculture and

general ideas in their minds as to how much costs had
gone up. If you take meat, that is really the same
sort of bargain based on some idea of how the cost
has gone up. If you take potatoes we had this travel-

ling Commission. If you take milk. I think we have
had a travelling Commission, and we have had bar-

gaining, and we have now got a suggestion which I

have put forward that one should go on the line of

taking the pre-war price as a basis, taking the pro-

portionate increase in the costs of production and
making that the basis of the price.

2413. Could you tell us whether you have any know-

ledge of a particular character as to how far these

prices that have been fixed have been satisfactory to
tho industry? I cannot speak as to every price.
Some prices have lx>en objected to and some have not

;

but generally, and I will give you the figures, I think
I could show that, judging by the results upon die

agricultural industry end the development of it, the

prices cannot have been unsatisfactory. They have

clearly been such as to develop the industry on the
whole.

2414. In that respect, would it be fair to assume
that you base your opinion on general results rather
than specific instances or places where there is any
detailed information? Yes.

241/5. Mr. Walker: Is not it a fact that deputations
have been received at the Food Ministry, at the Con-
suiiiiT-.' Council, for example, from time to time for

fixing prices for milk and beef, and so on; and has
not it IHTII held out by certain individuals, or at any
rate we have Ix-on HO informed, that " Unless such and
-ii' 'li a priee is forthcoming we refuse to produce; we
inrinot produce "? IB not that so? That is the pro-
cess of bargaining, as I describe it.

2410. Has not the price ultimately been fixed on

your >wn showing now, without having any data to go
upon so far as nrtnal costs aro concerned? Tt depends

2M25

what you mean by data. If you mean that we have
not been able to apply scientific costing or anything
like scientific costing, as we have applied it to the
distributive trades in food, then I agree entirely, and

ultimately all these prices have been fixed by an

estimate after bargaining. But it has not been in all

cases an estimate absolutely in the dark. I mean we
have known how much the cost of feeding stuffs had

gone up, we have known how much the cost of labour
had gone up ;

and we have had estimates as in the case

of potatoes of the yield per acre and the cost of pro-
duction per acre. There has been a large element of

estimate, but it is not estimate without information.

2417. But more or less we have been going round
and round, as it were, in a vicious circle so far as the

fixing of those prices is concerned
;
and the Food

Ministry, in order to get the production and to get
hold of necessities, have always conceded these de-

mands more or less? They have certainly not con-

ceded the whole of the demands.
2418. Conceded many of them? Certainly. The

Food Ministry, in order to be on the safe side and not

discourage production, I should say have generally

given the benefit of the doubt to the producer in pur-
suance of their essential policy of putting supplies
before prices.

2419. Mr. Parker: In the letter of the 4th August,
which covered your evidence-in-chief. you say in the

concluding paragraph:
" You will realise also that I

shall not be able on Wednesday to come with any
definite suggestion as to policy.'' That was the

Wednesday following the 4th August. Are you now-

prepared to put before us any policy, and by
"

policy" I mean the policy of the Ministry of Food
or the general agricultural policy of the country,
which you would recommend after your experience at

the Ministry of Food? I was referring there to the

general agricultural policy of the country. I am not

sure to what extent it is the business of the Food C'oiv

troller to express views
;
but if you wished him to do

so no doubt he would, or I would on his behalf.

2420. I think it would be interesting to the Com-
mission to hear what policy would bo recommended

by the Ministry of Food after their great experience.
I do not know what the Chairman says to that.

2421. Chairman: I agree. There is no objection to

your asking the question? But that is just the point
on which I must have a discussion with the Food
Controller ; and I rather left it in tho hope of learning
from you what are the points upon which the Com-
mission wants information and wants opinions. I am
a little in the dark as to what information you want
or on which points you want us to express an opinion.

2422. Mi: Parker : I was seeking to find your
opinion for our guidance? I have given one on

policy : that it was the policy of the Ministry of Food
to maintain the milk supply by guaranteed prices,

which, of course, involves control, even if other articles

were not controlled. I should say that perhaps a

second most important thing that the Ministry of

Food would regard would be, the pushing forward of

an effective costing system in agriculture. I think
that is one of the most important things ;

because it

enables us to fix proper prices instead of bargain
prices, and at the same time it satisfies the farmer
that we are doing so, and does maintain his pro-
duction.

2423. Then you would advocate minimum prices

being fixed for other things besides milk, for instance
cereals? I should like to consider that. I do not
want to say yes or no to that.

2424. Have you any costing figures that have been

put before you that might be useful to this Commis-
sion, which you could put in, which would help us to

come to some decision as to the costs of production?
We have got a variety of figures of all sorts and kinds.

I have, for instance, all the winter milk figures which
wo are discussing. These we can certainly send you.
I do not think there are any figures upon cereals at
all to speak of. Then there are potato figures. I will

make a collection, and send them to you if you like.

2425. Chairman : Will you please send such things
as you have? Yes

; only remember that that is now to

some extent the work of the Agricultural Costings
Committee, which is nof a Ministry of Food Com-
mittee, but a Joint Committee rather than ourselves.
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( A.IIIIII.JH: Wo hiiw had Mr. Howell here,
nd he HUH kind ni.uigh to suy In- would -ml u- wh.it

be had, but thu Ministry of hood may have something
c|uit. imlcjicndently of tin-in.

_'l_'7. !/. 1'nrkit: 1 gather ili-i US-.HUI is going on
uli regard to tli<> winter prices nt \\> > n you

at all indicate the prico that an- likely to .\entiiuie

from that discussion? 1 do not dunk 1 ran to-day.
J t may be settled in a week.
8428. But not now!' 1 should say the discussion i-

at its height.
.I/,, \\cholls: I wanU-d to n.sk you with re

gard to potatoes. Han your !> |..n nu.'iit any i.
,

i,

tentative* in tlie Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire
area!' Yea, as Zonal Chairmen.

2430. I wanted to know whether this Commission
would bo able to get the difference in the prices
l..tu,,n J.ini.ilii-hiro. jKitntoe* and Cambridge-inn-
the Kly area whether it is possible for us to find

out in the cost of production what variations, if any,
tlit-rt* are between those two districts. They are two

great producing districts, and I wanted to know
whether they tallied out similar:' Whether their

,

costs of production are the same?
L'l.'il. Yes!- You can get estimates.
Jl.'tJ. Hut 1 mean on last year's production we have

had potatoes which have been controlled, sold and
dealt with by representative men of the Department.
Is it possible for us to find out which of those two
areas produced them at the cheaper rate? I know
the two districts. They are both good ;

and I want
to know if there is any difference per ton between
them:' I will certainly find that for you.

'2-l'M. I'hiiiriniin: You say in paragraph 8 of your
" Heads of Preliminary Evidence," that a "

Travelling
Commission for Kngland and Wales fixed the diftV:en
tial scales for different parts of the country after

considering farmers' icturiH and crop prospects,
departmental bargains for Scotland and Ireland." So
that what you aid in fact do was, fix different

prices for dilferent districts
;
and it would be useful

to have the data UJKHI which you fixed those different

prices for the different districts ? I will dend you
the Potato Growers' Prices Commission Keport.

2434. Mr. .\irhnllx: What I am anxious about i.s,

whether later on with regard to costing this Com-
ir.i.4-.ion would consider it worth while to have further
evidence from the men who had to do with it in the

districts, and we could call them? Certainly, but I

only want to say that it was not the Zonal Chair-
men who fixed those prices.

L'l.'i.'). I am speaking now of the representative who
ffas in touch with your Department, and was respon-
ible for the* areas. A man is responsible for the

area, and that is the only point I am anxious about.
I want to get the actual cost of production?! will

give you the names of the Zonal Chairmen, and so
on.

3436. Mr. Lennard: Do I understand that you pro-
pose to submit to the Commission a full memorandum
on the point* of which you have given heads? No.
I rather contemplated, if" I was to have any examina-
tion-in-chief, going through it and developing these

points. On any point on which I am Baked for a

memorandum. I will gladly submit it, but 1 rather

contemplated developing and giving instances of those
difficulties of price fixing in section 9, for in-tance.

1M.'!7. Ma- your Department any information as to
factors likely to influence the cost of production in

agriculture outside the Briti>.h Isles, and therefore
a* to ini|>orto<l food-stuffs in the future!- We have
information in so far as any body has it. certainly;
but there is obviously great uncertainty. I mean no
one can foretell either the simply or the demand in
the cane of many of these articles.

Hut you nould. perhaps. In- .,hle to gi\.
w,me indication of the possible general tcnd< n

M to whether then, wen- soni.,-, ,.| supply which
"re likely to be developed, and the souiees \ihieh

likely to be costly!- The I.UMH.-V, ,,f prnph.
o verv difficult. Take the very important article of
linseed cake. We ,-ei diametrically op|Mmito views

the probable tendency of pi -,

'21V.L But it would be leas difficult in regard to n

very bulky MBimodit; of Isfrge volume like coivals!-

O anyone tell you what thu wheat crop in America
in really going to be? No one can

J:t" .No; but you can tell us, for instance, whether,
tln> ilc\eliipment of, nay, the production in the Argen-
tine, ha-s In en , hecked by retarded railway develop-
ment, or whether the ureas still suitable for cereal

production and undeveloped have been considerably
diminished so that 4 hi? margin has become lew con-

sideralilo, and BO on. 1 think we should be \erv

grateful if you could give us any information of that
k.ml!- -Are you thinking of feeding stuffs or cereals?

3441. I am thinking principally of cereals!- All

i-. including wheat not merely maiy.c fit-ding
.stuffs and cereals .-

2442. I was thinking chiefly of wheat, oats and
barley, cereals for which there are guaranteed prices
at present? You want such forecasts as we can get
of the cereal position !-

2443. Yes? I will see that you get all the informa-
tion that we I,

'-'111. If guaranteed prices of the cereals I have
named wore fixed at a level above the normal level of
world prices that would involve a burden upon tax-

payers in general, would not it!- Yes.
2445. Hence it would mean n charge on urban indus-

try for the benefit of agriculture? Yes.
2446. You would agree that guaranteed prices for

cereals if higher than the normal world prices, would
cause a larger proportion of the cereals we need to be
grown in this country? I presume that, is the inten-
tion and would be the effect.

2447. If a larger projM>rtion of the total supply were
grown in this country, British climatic- conditions
would have n greater influence, and the market price
would tend to vary more from one year to another.
Is that not so? You would not have so largo a pro-
portion of the supply grown in a variety of climates
and areas, so that a bad harvest in one region would
be made up for by a good harvest in another. A
larger proportion of your supply would be subjected
to one risk? I am not quite sure of that; because it
is possible that the additional supply that we gotfrom this country by a guarantee might otherwise
bar* come entirely from some other one country which
might therefore equally be liable to climatic condi-
tions. I do not think that the British climatic con-
ditions, so far as 1 know, are more variable than
those of any one other country.

2448. But is it likely on the whole that the marginof land where the particular coste of production pre-vail which you wore rejecting as a source of supply
by this method would be found entirely in one countryof the whole world:- No, I suppose not likely it is
not impossible.

2449. I put it to you that fluctuations in the priceof cereals involve fluctuations in the sales of nrinv
urban products. When, for instance, the price of
bread goes up, working people do not buy less bread
hut spend more on their bread and postpone pur-
chases of carpete, furniture, clothes, and so forth.
Chairman: I do not see how Sir William could

answer that question. It is a speculative mie-Hon on
which DM opinion, I suggest, would not be of great
value. The action of the Ministry of Food and the
policy

of the Ministry of Food is what Sir William is
liere to spook on, and I think beyond that he cannot
go to express an opinion which is"not much use to us
Mr. Ltnnara-. With deference, sir, I am trving to

develop a point in regard to the cost to the com-
munity of guaranteed prices, nnd if you will allowme I wish to ask a question.

r/, ;,,: (',.,( ;1 inly, if you ask a question on the
guarantee for particular items I think that is quite
in order.

\lr. l.rnnnnl: The point bears on a problem on
which I submit Sir William is the greatest authority-
in the world.

' If fluctuations in the price of cereals cause
flue nations m the sale of many urban product* that
rould tend to produce unemployment or short time
amongst the people who make (We urban prod

- yes; but may I say at on,,, that I do not
ollow your argument, and 1 hope I have not assented

that a guarantee of prices will increase the
fluctuation of prices which the public pay. You may
get considwaUa fluctuation in the amount ,,f th,.Mato s subsidy, but .It might be

actually i<>
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steady the price. It is very difficult to follow these

economic arguments as rapidly as the questions are

put, but that is what occurs to me.

2451. I am suggesting that the effect of the State's

subsidy would be to make you grow a larger propor-
tion of your total supply under given climatic con-

ditions, "and that these climatic conditions would
cause greater changes in the total bulk of the world's

harvest because they would have influence over a

larger proportion of them, and therefore the range
of world prices would vary more from, one year to

another? I do not follow that, because the process
of putting in the guaranteed price puts in a governor
upon the fluctuation. You take your fluctuation off

in the amount of your subsidy and not in the price.

2452. You mean guaranteed minimum prices, such

as those of the Corn Production Act? Yes. 1 think

even on a guaranteed minimum you might get large
fluctuations in the subsidy rather than in the price.
I cannot express a considered opinion ;

I am merely
guarding myself from assenting.

2453. Yes, but I think it works out as I suggest. If

it did cause these fluctuations it would mean, would
it not, that guaranteed cereal prices being fixed above
the normal world prices, would not only put a burden
on the urban population, among others, in the way
of taxation, but also cause loss to working people in

towns by way of loss of employment or short time?
I think on the whole the fluctuation of prices would

be one of the causes of the fluctuation of employ-
ment.

2454. When you speak, as you have in answer to

several members of the Commission, of your Depart-
ment fixing prices, you mean maximum prices, I sup-

|MIM>? Not altogether. I must answer just a little

at length. Theoretically they are maximum prices,
that is to say, in most cases. But, if you take meat,
when we fix a price that is not a maximum price,
that is a price that the farmer will get in the market

by grading, that is really a guaranteed price for the

cattle. In the case of wheat, in effect, although it has

been a maximum price under the order, it has been

guaranteed by an instruction to the flour mills which
urn- under our control, to pay the maximum price.
That question arose, and ultimately it was settled in

that way. In the case of milk, there is no direct

guarantee; and I have no doubt some farmers have

got less than the maximum, but not many this sum-
miT. because there is an indirect guarantee by our

being prepared to take cheese at a fixed price. We
control the home-grown cheese, and we pay a fixed

price for all the home-grown which comes into our
clu-ese pool; so that if the farmer finds he is not

getting his price as milk, he can get his equivalent
price as cheese. If you take potatoes, that has been
an absoultely guaranteed price this last year.

2455. As well as a maximum? As well as a maxi-
mum a fixed price. I think, broadly speaking, our

agricultural prices, in one way or another, have
become fixed prices and not maximum prices.

2456. You mean not only maximum prices? Not
only maximum prices. I did not say minimum; I

said become definitely fixed prices.

2457. They are maximum prices, but many of them
are also minimum prices? In effect most of them
arc. The only real exception I can think of is in

the case of fruit. In 1917 we had a maximum
price for plums but the market broke, and the
actual price was much below. It does not apply to

things like fruit.

2l.">H. But practically all these prices are a maxi-
mum price, above which the producer is not allowed
to reap the benefits of any movement of prices?

hey are all maximum prices.

2I~>9. A guaranteed price such as that under the
Corn Production Act, I suppose might give the farmer
a satisfactory measure of security without being
nearly HO high as maximum prices such as you have
been tpefcking of. Under a guaranteed minimum
price. ;i farmer would bo secured against the effects

of 11 large f;ill in prices, but would be able to reap
the advantage of high prices when prices were high?
That is so.

2KX). S<> that it might give a satisfactory measure
of security without being so high aa a guaranteed
maxmum prce Yes.

2461. Mr. I'rosser Jones : Do you think that the

prices fixed by your Department are such as to in-

duce the producer to increase production? Yes.

2462. Did you say that the climatic conditions in

this country are equally as good as in other coun-

tries? I said I had no reason for thinking that they
were on the whole more variable than those of other

countries. I confess I have not studied that sub-

ject.
2463. Mr. Thomas Henderson: In paragraph 4 of

your Evidence-in-Chief you say the price of agricul-
tural produce has been fixed in the light of such

statistical data as were available. Could you let

us have those? I can let you have a selection. I

mean, there are all sorts and kinds.

2464. I mean such as would be useful to us? I will

collect whatever I think will be useful to you without

overburdening you.
2465. In paragraph 9, Section (d), you say: Dis-

agreement on principles of costing, e.g., whether home

grown feeding stuffs (hay, barley, oats, roots) should

be taken at market or at production prices." Could

you express any opinion for the guidance of this Com-
mission upon which basis it should be taken? I

believe ultimately you have to compromise between
the two for this reason. I think you cannot take the

market price of, we will say hay, in estimating the

cost of production of milk, because the market price
of hay is the price assuming that most do not sell

their hay, and therefore it is a relatively high
scarcity price. If everybody proceeded to sell his

hay, that price would come down. Now, you do not
want to fix your price of milk so that everybody
that has milk gets not only the ondinary profit on
his milk, but the excessive profit of a scarcity price
for his hay. That is my criticism of the market

price. If, however, you take a purely
" cost of pro-

duction "
price,

which in itself I think is the fairest

looking thing, you get the risk that if the market

price is materially above the cost of production price,

people will start selling their hay instead of using
it for milk making, and thus you will lose your milk

production. At a certain point in selling their

hay they will find that they bring down. the price
of hay ;

and that is why I say ultimately 1 beleive

you may have to compromise.

2466. You have not considered the matter your-
self in any more detail than that, have you? I think

so, certainly.

2467. Could you give us a memorandum upon that

particular point, because it seems to me to be of some

importance.
2468. Chairman: It would be very useful for us for

you to give a considered opinion on that point? I

hope I have said enough to show that I think it is an

exceedingly thorny question ;
and I just want to add

this, that one of the reasons which make me rather

like the plan of fixing prices by simply seeing how
items of production have gone up as against what they
wero before the war, is that you get too much the
same result, whether you take cost of production
prices or market prices. I think if I can evade that

thorny question, I have done a very good thing.

2469. Mr. Thomas Ilenderson: On paragraph 4

again, clause (b), you say that prices were fixed on

general considerations as distinguished from bargain-

ing. Could you give us any development of that
theme? What are the general considerations other

than the bargaining process? A general considera-

tion, taking the case of cereals, is the price that is

being fixed in America. I believe if you came to look

at the principle upon which we fixed our wheat prices,

you would find that underlying all the rubble of sub-

sequent discussions was a comparison with the price
which was fixed in America to the producer. That
i.s a general consideration.

2470. Are there any others? Then your estimates

of the costs of production, feeding stuffs, labour, and
so on.

2171. As apart from your definite statistical data?

Yes; estimates of yield, which, of course, are never

definite until you have had the crop.

2472. I think you said in answer to someone else,

that you were in favour of "guaranteeing the price of

Gl
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milk. Do you mean by that the present sort of

guarantee, or extending the provisions of the (Wn
Production Act to milk:- No, what 1 luul in mind
there wa a aohenie for the permanent control of tlu>

wholesale milk trade, and a guarantee to purchase
milk nt the guaranteed price through the wh--

milk trade.

\, You said that tin- Ministry 01 Food had not

lixtxl prices so low as to discourage production at nil?

I think that is broadly true. 1 h.n. no <loul>t tin-

OonunisMon have the figures of production. 1 cm
submit them if wanted.

3474. Do you think there is any possibility of your
having gone to the extreme, and over encouraged
production in any particular item.- Have you .my
evidence of that kind:1

I should think it is possible
some of our prices have been too high.

i. You do not say it i~ 1 would like

to look into that.

J!7> . I u i-h you would? I have a suspicion thoro

are some cases.

Mr. -I. M. Henderson: In that same paragraph 4

you say :
" In the light of such statistical data as

wen- available or could be gathered by special com-
missions." Was there any gathered by special com-

msf
-177. I'hiiirnuin: That is answered. They have had

the Special Commissions, and Sir William is going
to send the reports here? I am referring to the
Potato Commission, and the 'fr.-ivelling Milk Com-
mission

;
and I will let you have those.

I'l"
1

-. Mr. J. M. Henderson: In paragraph 8 you
say that in 1917 the flat scale averaging was
fixed by bargain between the Food Controller and the

Board of Agriculture. Was not there an order that

they were not allowed to tell under 6 at one time?

rl am trying to get the, years right.
2179. It'was in 1917? Yes, 1 think there was. That

was a guaranteed price.
2I*<). Were not the farmers in the .North anxious

II at 3 10s. ? I think that is quite likely to

liavi- happened.
21*1. And later on you allowed them to do it? Yes.

2482. According to the Corn Production Act, you
have wheat 60s. a quarter as the minimum price; but
what is the maximum price at which you have been

buying? The maximum price for wh.

. What is tho price at which the Food Control
have been buying wheat? 75s. or 76s., I think, now.

2484. What is that guided by why 76s. ? I have
said tho cereal prices have throughout been fixed

by a bargain, generally by an arbitration by the

War Cabinet. 1 believe that the foundation of tho

whole, as I have >aid, has been tho price that was

being paid in America.
2485. But probably, if you had not fixed that 76s.,

we would have been doing it at 70s.

ChtiiniHin: I do not think that is a question win- h

Sir William should be asked to answer. Ho is not

responsible for the 76s. and you cannot criticise the

price they have paid.
2486. 31 r. J. M. II < mlcnon: I am criticising tin

points that arc put before us. The witness has put
forward a prfrii here, and wo are surely entitled
with all submission to examine on it? I only wish
to Say thiil your criticism of that particular case
must be on the War Cabinet.

21*7. Very well. Then I am content that it should

rest there. But I want to eet the facts all the

game. As to a great many of these prices for cereals

and for other things which are not included in the

Corn Product inn Act. would you say that by thi.s

action of the War Cabinet of fixing big prices.
(Feet has boen to create a demand for a further

increase on the Corn Product ion A--t.? I do not quite
know how to answer that. Your question is whether
the action of the Cabinet in fixing these |rrices

2488. Which arc very high? I should have thought
that tho action of the Cabinet in fixing those price-.

was rather a recognition of the tint that the Coin

Production Act prii > s were- really altogether too low,

having regard to the course of world pi
i

m: I do not think that is a proper ques-

tion, aa to what is the reason for an action of the

Cabinet

Mr. J. M. Henderson: I am only asking the effect

mi the producer.
Mr. Miill.'i-. On a point "f order, it HI- i.imiot.

extract the information from sir William, can we
li.ue a representative of the \\ . i ( alunct h.

< IttiiriiKiii : Thai is another question.
Mi\ J. M. //em/i .<<.,. My point i> this, and 1

want to force it. We have certain figures here,
and I daresay thev uere fixed on bargaining, but

they have no relation whatever to the actual priccri

being paid.. We find another element coming in

to the actual prices being paid, which is outside
Parliament altogether, that is the effect of certain

prices being far above what they might have been
on an ordinary market

price.
We are asked to say

what the economic position is, and we an-

with various prices, such as a minimum price of

OOh)., and a selling price of 76s. If we me ever going
to say how this economic question i-. to be .settled,

we must get at the inwardness of it. If we are

alwa.ys to have a ii< us (S iiiiirliiiui who will alter

the prices, we do not know where we
Chutrman: Sir William is not the man to speak as

to the actions of the Cabinet.

Mr. J. M. Henderson: No; but he can tell us
of them.

2489. Y'ou say, or at least it is your opinion,
that you are in favour of milk being guaranteed;
but, with regard to the- other tilings, that would
necessitate a fresh Bill? Yes; on the whole I am

ist a guarantee for the other things, but it

is not because it would necessitate a fresh Hill.

'. Dealing with milk, have you taken any
.nts from the farmers in certain districts- in

Kngland, who send their milk, and are paid on the

spot, to such depots as Simley near Shal tesbury,
and other depots, where a certain price is paid to

them, and they are relieved of all the bother of

Bending it to the market? I have no direct know-

ledge of Simley.
2491. It is a very fine institution, and the farmers

all take their milk to it in cans, and they are paid
so much every day. There are a great many of these

people throughout the country. Th:>.-c people ought
not to have the :-lightttst difficulty in giving you tho

figures. Y'ou speak hero of scientific costing. You
have a Department of Agriculture, of which we have
a representative here. What do you mean by-

scientific? What Mr. Peat docs in the Mil
of Food for grocers and other distributors in tho
food trade; that is, he examines their books, their

costs of production, their average profits, and their

turnover, and says how much they should bo allowed
for Helling a pound of lard, say.

_M!)2. I should say that is common book-keeping?
Whether it is scientific costing or common book-

keeping, it is not done' by farmers.
2-19.1. I do not know whether you arc- aware- that

scientific costing has been adopted by the- Ministry
of Munitions, which no farmer or anybody could

>'y ever attain to. With regard to feeding stuffs,

I suppose the r>ul reason why they are so expensive i^

because you cannot get the linseed from Hussia? I

really do not know why at the moment it is MI expen
sive, and no one knows whether it is going to remain
> \ pensive.

-Mill. In your investigations, have yon found a very
largo quantity of land in Kngland and Scotland on
which it, is really unprofitable to grow wheat? I

think I should like yon to ask tin- Food Production

Department that question. We do not know of that

directly. It is a Foe M! Production Department rather

than a Ministry of Food question.
2l!l.">. Putting it quite shortly, in your invcstiga-

you have not seen a single revenue and expendi-
ture account from any !' .-inner showing what- the total

income from all sources of his farm was. and what
his expenditure in all dircc'.jons on the other side

bringing out his profit or lo.ss, as the case might
be? I pi i -"iially have not.

2-19(1. Do you know anybody in your Department-
who has!- I should be viry much surprised to find

there was no one in the- Department who has Ml
nut of that sort ; but I will enquire.

2497. And if you get thai precious document, will

von let u* have a copy of it? Yes.
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2498. Mr. Green : With regard to wool, is not there
a large element of speculation which has forced up
the price of wool;1 I am happy to say I know nothing
about wool. We do not deal with that at all.

2499. With regard to hay, have you lixed the price
of that for this year? We have not, and I think the
War Cabinet still have not. I know they are con-

sidering it this morning.
2500. There is a danger, do not you think, accord-

ing to the market prices of hay at the present time,
of farmers selling their hay and letting down the

production of meat and milk:' There is a certain

danger; but I do not think one must exaggerate that

danger, because farmers like to keep their industry
going.

2501. With regard to the prices of linseed and other

cakes, do not you think that shipping profiteering
makes a large hole in costings? Do you mean the

shipowner profiteering?
2502. Yes, the rates of freight? I should not think

it makes a very big item. Of course, it would be

relatively big in these feeding stuffs, because they
are bulky, and, of course, the freights have been

very high.
2503. I may as well mention that some cocoa-nuts

left the coast of Africa at about 6 a ton, and were
sold in London at about 60. I do no* think it is all

shipping freights? That might be sales and resales

on passage. It might not be profiteering by the ship-
owner.

2504. I do not want to ask you an unfair question ;

but with regard to the new controlled price of wheat,
did the War Cabinet have any agricultural advisers
when they fixed that price? Do you mean tho

guaranteod price for this new harvest?
2505. Yes, for this year?They had the Board of

Agriculture. It was done on their recommendation.
The Ministry of Food had nothing at all to do with
that particular proposal.

2506. And I suppose it would not be fair for me to
ask you if you did not think the action was uncon-
stitutional.

Chairman : Sir William is a civil servant, and can-
not criticise his superior.

2507. Mr. Green: You answered to the question of

transport ;
and I was rather surprised to hear your

answer, in which you said you had no complaints
from farmers about transport? I do not think I said
that. I am glad you asked.me that, because wo have
had many complaints about transport. There is a
series of complaints about potatoes.

_.">(K With regard to potatoes, is not it your
opinion that tho potato growers have been the biggest
profiteers during war time amongst the farmers?
I think it is quite impossible to say who has made the

biggest profits. Clearly, with our guaranteed price,
and a big harvest, most potato growers must have
done very well this year. On the other hand a
number have lost owing to the spoiling of the crop.

2509. Would you he surprised to hear of a potato
grower in Lincolnshire having made 60,000 profit
last year? -Not in the least.

2510. You said just now you thought the argument
was at its height, and it might be settled in a week.
Were you referring to the new guaranteed prices? I

was referring to the winter milk prices.
2511. Mr. Edu-ards: I should like your opinion as

to the real object of the fixing of the prices by the

Ministry of Food? It varied. In the case of cereals

and meat and cattle, we started in order to keep
prices down. We thought they would otherwise have
risen too high and have led to profiteering hy the

farmers. In other cases like potatoes, we have fixed

guaranteed prices in order to secure a crop, to en-

courapo porduction.
2512. In the latter case merely as a war measure?

Yes, merely as a war measure.
2513. Havo you any idea from your experience as

to whether the agricultural industry as a whole has

really been subsidised in any way by your prices,

speaking generally, and not in a particular instance

of a Lincolnshire potato grower or anything of that

sort? Do you mean by a subsidy, that it has received

money which has come direct out of the taxes. Do
you mean that?

2514. Yes? That undoubtedly has happened in the
case of cereals, where you have got the bread sub-

sidy, the farmer getting 75s., when the price he
should have got for the 9d. loaf was about 60s. or 62s.

Equally, there has been a subsidy at the cost of the
State in the case of potatoes. In other cases like

meat, there has been no subsidy from the State be-
cause the public have paid the full cost. I do not
know whether that answers your question?

2515. Yes. I should like your explanation as to

how the subsidy on the loaf really works. Do you
mean to say that the price paid to the farmer is

really above what he would get in an open market?.

No, I do not say that.

2516. Then how does it work that you say we are

subsidised? To sell the loaf at 9d., a miller ought to

bo paying a farmer about 60s. or 62s., if he has to

turn that into flour, and produce a loaf at 9d. He is

actually paying him 75s. The difference between
those conies out of the Exchequer.

2517. Yes; but it is not the farmer who is being
subsidised, but the consumer? Certainly. Put it

either way. I only want to answer your question.
Chairman : I did not understand Sir William to

say that the farmer was subsidised in any shape what-
ever.

Mr. Edwards: Yes, he did.

(At the request of the Chairman, the Shorthand
Writer read the last preceding few, questions and

answers.)
Witness : I do not want to quarrel about words at

all. I do not want to suggest in the case of cereals

that the farmer has got money from the State which
he would not have got in open market, and I am
glad to have this opportunity of distinguishing; be-

cause in tho case of potatoes of course he has got
money from the State which unquestionably he would
not have got in the open market. I do not know
about this year, but certainly in 1917 he did.

2518. Mr. Edwards: But you are prepared to udmit
that was purely a war measure in order to influence

the, crop in that particular year? I not' only admit

it; but I strongly urge that it should be only a war
measure.

2519. Therefore, you are prepared to admit that tho

fixing of prices in your Department was merely to

prevent the rising of prices, and not in any way to

guarantee the farmer a price? Both motives. Tho
first one you name was the original motive for both
cases.

2520. You spoke about cheese. I am a milk
seller myself, and as a matter of fact I am selling
below your price; but may I remind you that large
parts of the country do not make cheese at all, so
that your fixing the price of cheese only affects a

comparatively small area of the country? Yes. Of
course, the farmer may sell his milk to a factory to
turn into cheese; and as the factory is going to get
our guaranteed price for cheese it can afford to keep
up the milk price. I do not think our guarantee is

limited to the case where the farmer is making his

own cheese.

2521. But there are plenty of areas in the country
where there are no cheese factories near. In my part
of the country such a thing is unknown so far. Then
a good many questions have been asked you about
the costs of production of such an article as milk,
and a good many of our friends on the Commission

appear to think it is a very easy matter to do it. You
have already pointed out some of the difficulties. I

presume you recognise that a large number of tho

farmers, like myself, are mixed farmers? Yes.

2522. And consequently it is a very difficult matter

indeed, if not an impossibility, I should say, to find

out tho real cost of one particular article which I

produce on my farm? Just as impossible as to find

out the cost' to a grocer of selling any one article.

You have to take the whole of tho trade.
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3. Mr. DaUfi>: Your Department ..i the Mm
>f Food represents not one particular interest

in tho community, but the community as a whole;'

l 'Die uloa eo far ait price* are concern
to Mtfeguard tho interests of the coiumuiiity? Yes.

>>. You kaow all about the guaranteed price*
that uo .. niUi, and i should Jikv

views to enable us to carry out our duty which
is to do justice to the industry while at the came
time safeguarding tho community. What I fear is

that we might he subsidising the industry, or that
there is a danger of it, at tho expense of the com-

munity, la there any nu>thod you can suggest which
will not only give fair play to the industry but at
the wime time protect tho interests of the cc>rs>umer:-

\ . cannot .subsidise it except at the cost of the

taxpayer, and so the main body of the consumers,
but a subsidy may be in tho interests of the con-

sumer as well as the producer. Your question is

rather general ; perhaps you could develop it. I

want to be helpful if I can.

2528. In times of peace things are (juito different

from what they are in times of war such as we have

gone through, and if the world price say for wheat
is 60s., and the guaranteed price was 70s., it would
mean that the community would have to pay 10s.

per quarter extra ? Yes.

2527. What we are anxious or some of us are
anxious about is that the community shall not be bled
in order to subsidise or bolster up a particular
interest. Can you suggest any other method if there
is such a thing as a method apart from this guaran-
teeing of prices;' For encouraging agriculture?

-. Yes, and at the same time safeguarding
the interests of the community? I do not see any-
way of encouraging agriculture apart from guarantee-
ing prices, except of course by giving assistance
in the development of agriculture, and helping by
the spread of knowledge of scientific methods, and so
on. I do not see what other method is possible if

you decide that it is necessary to develop agri-
culture here. Of course, whether it is necessary or
not is a further question.

2529. You are not an agricultural expert? No.
2530. Therefore you would not be in a position

to say whether agriculture could be developed with-
out any subsidy? No. The only business of the

Ministry is with food, and it does not matter
whether it conies from abroad or here. That is the
reason why the one food in which the Ministry is

mostly interested is milk, because that must <"<-mo
from home. Other things which must come from
abroad, from the departmental point of view are
not so important to us.

2531. Your department has drafted a scheme for

dealing with the control and the supply of milk?
Yes.
2532. Could we have copies of that scheme? I

think there is no reason why you should not; it has
never been actually published "but it has been shown
to a number of people. I see no reason why you
should not have it. I must, of course, ask Mr.
Holiorts first, but I think we can send you that.

L'.Vtt. Some of us have it, but I want tho meinl>. -T*

of the Commission to have a copy of it? There i.-

no question at all about our being willing to let
the Commission have it

; the only question is whether
it can be published. Personally I see no objc<
but that is the only question. As to the
of the Commission having it, there is not the slight-
est question.

Dr. Douglas: I should like to raise the question
whether we should have information of this kind
which is confidential.

''I'inrman: Confidential to the Commission and BO
far as the Government nro concern"'!.
Dr. Douylm: Is it to be made public by g
2534. Chairman: That is a question ." .--hall have,

to decide, (Tti Ihr Kiln.**): Meanwhile, will \ou
allow us to have it- Yes. and I hone to let Von
have it without any reservation.

} ' r - I'"' Mealing i(h mill;, I think
VMI have laid UN that yon have w.-n tho l!-;uling

-nits in regard to the yield of milk pre-
-i .

"

1 '

. And that those .showed better results tl .an

other general dairies:- They show much better
resnltr, than are lieinj; advanced mm. and 1 am
tolil that lor that and for other reasons 1 must not

1 them as t \
,

ll::'.e \.U Men tile Ic.Mllt.s this pie.sclil
I have seen a number of ligures relating to this

present year.
From Heading:-- No.
'l "ii do not know whether Heading has gone

down in t. m the result of coming through tho
war with fewer feeding stuffs r- No; 1 should think it

jirohalily had. but I do not know.
i told n.s that your Department now has a

proposal to compare present with pre-war prices?

I. To enable you to do that I piesume you will

agree with me you require to have the cost of pro-
duction prices pre-war? If you want to compare cost
of production prices pre-war with cost of production

now , you must have them.
2542. That is what you intend to do? I am pre-

pared to proceed either on cost of production prices or
on market prices.

2543. Have you hod cost of production prices pre-
war? About as much as I have them now.

2544. Is that sufficiently satisfactory ? It is not

very satisfactory, no.

2545. So that you do not have the genuine data as

regards the cost of production prices pre-war to
enable you to compare them with the cost of pro-
duction prices now:' They are not as good as I want
them, but 1 think in comparing Ihe two .sets of data

you eliminate a number of errors which are common to
both.

2546. From what source do you get your c<i-

production prices now? Do you mean for that parti-
cular comparison?

2547. For any comparison in regard to milk, fur
instance;' There is a certain amount of information
about the cost of the production of milk before the
war available.

2548. Where do you get your cost of production
prices now of the items which go to produce the final

result as regards milk? Are you thinking of things
like roots?

2549. Yes? I gel them from ihe expert advisers of
the Ministry of Food. I try to get them checked by
consultations with the Committee of which you are a
member, and the Agricultural Advisory Council.

2550. In the meantime you rely principally upon
the agricultural advisers of the Ministry of Food for
these figures? I rely upon them subject to tho
criticism of an outside body.

2551. You have told us that there is a considerable
element of bargaining required before you arrive at
the prices which are ultimately fixed as the maximum

Before the bargaining begins, is it not the
case that you get from producers as many estimated

em- of their txts as you can, and have those
examined and checked by your practical experts at
the Ministry? Are you thinking of milk?

'2~>~>'2. Anything? The procedure varies so much
from one food to another that I can give no general
answer.

i. In this case we will take it in regard to
milk:- -In repaid to milk I think you know we have
had a Travelling Commission which has collected a lot
of information. 1 am very donl.tful as to the extent
to which that information can be said to have been
checked. I do not think in fact that it has been verymuch checked except by a certain amount of examina-
tion of witnesses.

2654. Has it been submitted to voiir practical ex-
ami gone into by them? 'i

2655. After that, and not till then, does tin-

bargaining begin that is all preliminary to the bar-

gaining? Yes.

In ..tin r wolds, -.on h;,\e .., foundlltie.
as you can get to it, of the estimated .,

production, clu-ck.*! by your own ngu- . \ou
to bargain?- fVrtainly, wo examine into 'the

matter before we discuss it with the interests con-
e. I lied.
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2557. It is not the intention, I take it, of the

Ministry of Food in the fixing of any minimum price
to give any undue profit? That is so.

2558. You have also said that you ultimately have
to compromise between the market price and the cost

of production. Is that always done.1' No. that

particular question has arisen most acutely ill the

case of milk, which is rather a fresh case.

2559. There you think that that would be reason-
able? I think that a compromise would be reason-
able.

2560. Is that amongst other things based on the fact
that at the present moment owing to the scarcity of

hay for other requirements there is a very much
larger market for hay than in ordinary times, and
therefore the producer of hay can easily find his

market rather than give it to cows to produce milk?
- I was dealing quite generally with the contrast
between market prices, not chiefly at this present
time.

2561. Is it not the case that on the whole there is

still a very considerable scarcity of supplies and a

necessity for the continuation of control and maximum
prices:

1 In some articles there is a scarcity.

25b'2. Is there any reason for fixing u maximum
price unless there is a scarcity? Yes. One may wish
to encourage production here, as in the case of

potatoes or of milk. You may want to increase

production. I agree that the main motive of the

.Ministry of Food in fixing prices is the fear of an
increase through scarcity.-
2563. Coming to the question of feeding stuffs, you

will be able to agree with me, I think, that the price of
linseed cake during last winter was 19 per ton at.

the farmer's station? I am not exactly aware of it,

but I have no doubt that is correct.

3504. You are also aware that the price, by arrange-
ment with the manufacturer, is now to be '25 per ton
ex mill? Yes.

2565. Have you had produced to you detailed

figures showing why that price required to go up from
19 at the farmer's station to 25 ex mill? Those

figures have not been produced to me personally.
2566. To your Department? Certainly
2567. Can this Commission have them? Certainly,

the Commission can have the information as to the

grounds on which we fixed that price. I have not
seen it myself, but I will give you the information
on which we settled that.

2568. Can you tell me whether it was on a cost of

production basis that that was done, or was it on a

bargaining basis? I really do not know; I should
think it was both.

2569. Would I be right in saying that the prin-
cipal item which caused it to ! so high was the fact
that the manufacturers asked for it? It dearly
would not have been as high if they had not asked
for it.

2570. And that they are sufficiently strong not only
to ask for a thing out to get it? I am not going
to say that is all that they asked for

;
I do not know.

2571. However, you will produce those figures? I

will give you a statement of the procedure by which
we came to agree to that price with the manu-
facturers.

2572. Along with that you will give us the detailed

figures of the increases if they were produced to you?
If they were.
2-")7:(. My reason for asking, of course, is that the

item of cake enters so much into the prices of milk
and meat for which farmers are held responsible?
Quite.

2.
r
)71. One other question on the price of cake. I

think probably you will be able to agree that in

n-gsird to the price of beef for the coming winter it

hag been proposed by the farmers' representatives
that if cake comes down they will be prepared to

; less than they otherwise would for beef,
thereby showing that cake enters considerably into
tho ...st :- Yes.

257">. Mr. Ovrrlnan: Everyone knows that the
control of meat now is to continue to the end of June
next? Yee.

257<>. Km -ii, <ii-s :ire not subsidised as regards beef

during tin- next nix months?-- -No, f think not

2577. 1 really want a plainer answer than the
answer you gave to Mr. Edwards on this vexed ques-
tion of control. You realise that before the fixing
of prices in the past the farmer would certainly have
got much larger prices if he had had the play of the
market? Yes, 1 think that on the whole our agri-
cultural prices I except potatoes have kept prices
below the market value.

2578. The prices that have been set have been below
the market value, and therefore farmers have not
been subsidised in respect of cereals? I hope I have
made it perfectly plain that in order to keep the

price of bread at its present low level a certain
amount of money is paid out by the State which may
be said to go into the pockets of the farmer, but 1

do not want to suggest For a moment that the farmer
would not have got as much money apart from that

subsidy if the State had simply stayed right out.
I do not want to quarrel' about words ; I want to give
you perfectly clearly what the facts are.

2579. The answer to the question is yes, as a matter
of fact? That they would have had higher prices?

2580. Yes? 1 think probably they would.
2581. Do you think with your large experience you

could guide us at all as to the future? Does your
experience of the past years lead you to believe that
if in the future control and guaranteed prices were
taken off, and there was a free market for everything
and free labour in plain language scrapping the
Corn Production Act it would be better for all

concerned ? That is a very comprehensive question.
2582. It is a plain question that we want advice

upon ? I should like to think over the answer to that

question. I had not regarded that I may say aa a
matter of practical politics within the lifetime of the

Department with which I am concerned. The
Ministry of Food is going on for a year, and I am
afraid I am only looking forward for a year. Within
that time I had not regarded the possibility of

scrapping these controls. I will consider it and see
if I can give you a more satisfactory answer.

2583. If you will consider it and can give us advice
on that subject I think it will be very useful to
us? I do not think it will be of much use to you.

2584. Your first object in deciding whether control
should continue or not is to study the interests of the

community rather than those of the producer? I was
no't distinguishing between them there. Having
regard to the fact that there are Departments whose

special interest is to study the producer, the Food
Controller has to make certain that he studies
what I call first the consumer, but I think 1 may
say the producer comes a very very good second in his
mind. I mean, it is by no means a question of

simply looking at the interests of the consumer.
2585. Mr. Anker Simmons: The policy of the Food

Ministry has been a war time policy, has it not?
Yes.

2586. The object being to do our best to soe that
so far as was possible there was an adequate supply,
and also at the same time to provide an equal dis-

tribution ? Yes.
2587. We were also to some extent hampered with

regard to the fixing of prices by the fact that we
had to adopt the principle of a flat rate? Yes.

2588. That was for tho purposes of administration?
Yes.

2589. Because otherwise administration would have
been practically impossible if we hud had differential
rail's all over the country? I will not say impossible.

2590. Very expensive? It is an added complication
and I daresay in some respects it might prove
impossible.

2591. So that it must be borne in mind that on
a flat rate policy we could not avoid giving perhaps a

large profit to a few, and hardly a working profit to
others. It was only the average man who got what
you tried to provide a fair working profit? I think
that is so.

2592. It is rather suggested that there was a certain
amount of bargaining without perhaps the strictest

investigation. Is it not the fact that so far as was
possible, right' through from tho very formation of

the Ministry of Food, whicli you yourself have taken
a prominent part in from the start, every care Trai"

takon to ascertain as far as wo possibly could whut
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would and what would not be a fair price P Certainly.
I think we did everything I will not nay we did
but we tried to do everything that was possible having
regard to the fact that we had to fix a certain price

by a certain time.

9603. Going back ait far as May, 1917, a Commiti.-
wa Appointed with Lord Somcrleyton as Chairman
to go very ckwoly into the question of milk priced r

Yes.

2594. It was on tho advice of tii.u i ommitt-c, nhu h

sat for a very considerable time, that the lirst milk

prices were fixed P Yes.

3605. Since the formation of the Agricultural
Advisory Council and the Consumers' Council, both
of those bodies have had questions of priced subnim- <1

to sub-committees of each of them who have met and

argued the point* out between them:- 'i .-

2596. Taking it generally, it has been fairly
to arrive at a more or less unanimous decision u|x>n
the points that have been submitted to those sub-

committees? I should not have thought that wa.-

quite true; it certainly does not apply to nil articles.

3597. It applies to meat? It appfies to meat for

nome reason; I do not know why.
3598. The only serious difference of opinion was

with regard to the last winter supply of milk, vhere
tliu producer demanded '2s. 6d., 1 think it was, and
tho Consumers' Council 2s., and they decided on
2s. 3d. P Yes.

2599. That was after very strict investigation. The

point was carefully thought out by the officials before

tho Food Controller came to a final decision? Yes.

2600. With regard to cereals, before the Cabinet
came to a decision thoy took evidence, did they not,
from Mr. Strutt as representing the Board of Agri-
culture and myself as representing tho Ministry of

Food? That is more within your recollection than
mine. I hove no doubt that is true.

3601. I only wanted to get the fact out. It was
eoP V

2602. With tho evidence they had from i-e and
from others they ultimately decided what the price
of cereals should be? Yes.

2603. That was based, so far as we could obtain it,

upon tho estimated cost of production? Yes.

2604. It followed, did it not, that maximum prices.
so long as supply was below demand, resulted in their

becoming minimum prices too?-

That must always be so where there is

e\,-n a comparatively short supply I moan to say,
a comparatively small difference between tho real

requirements and the actual supply?- Yi -.

2606. The first control of cereals was the result of

;i very rapidly rising market in wheat!- I have not
i:it particular tiling in mind, but 1 have no

<|(iiilit that is eo.

2607. .May I remind yon that in May. 11'17. wheat
rose as high as 90s.? "Yes. I remember now.

-.It was because of that that tho then Food

Controller, lx>rd Devonport. issued liifi fir.-t n.aximum

pi ice-, w ith regard to cereals? 'i

2600. That was on the advice of a very strongly
formed Committee who dealt with tho whole .si-hjoi -t

in the form of a Id-port? Yes, I romomlier.
3610. Mr. J. M. Henderson suggested to you that

prices had possibly been above what they might have
if there hud boon no control. Is it your opinion
[)t as regards potatoes? No, except as regards

potatoes, and I think in certain months possibly milk
tthi-n there is a surplus. I do not think, except
in thow and one or two minor instances, that that

u the case.

2611. Following up what Mr. J. M. Hcnd
alluded to as to the supply of milk to depots, the price
would IH tin- same to any depot? YI-K. the maxi
mum price would.

2612. Practically part of our policy has been to

arrange for tho setting up of depots in order to

provide for letter distribution? Yes.

2613. That has been part of our policy?-
x

2614. It was not the policy of the rood Control
of the Ministry to do-control fending stuffs? Are
von sneaking of tho oarlv part of this year?

18 YW- No.
'J-,l<;. That was tho decision of the All

, il -.coda and fate oil seeds certainly was a direct

4*hinet dacininn.

1W17. 1 am referring to all the fooding cakes
linseed, cotton, and other cakes. The joln> <-: tin-

Food Ministry was to continue contnil:- I <!<> not

know to what extent you can (say tin v lad a

policy different from that of tin- (lou-mincm. 1

think 1 am right in saying we .should him- i.nln-r

proposed to continue the import of feeding stuffs

that is to aay of cakes.

2618. Surely we intimated our opinion to that
,liWt to the Cabinet? Yes.

2619. But that H.I-. opposed by the Hoard of Agri-
culture? I believe BO.

2620. The Cabinet decided to de-control feeding
cakes? Your recollection of this is better than mine.
1 think that was the course of events.

2621. I wanted to get it out because I think that

the Commission ought to know what the position
was. It was because of the decision to de-control

that prices of feeding stuffs at once began to rise?

> ex.

2622. Dr. Douglas: You have very naturally and

truly taken credit to your department for tin

that ita control of prices has not diminished pro-
duction. Of c-our.-i Ogni that tliciv

considerable forces making for production at tho
came time the Food Production Campaign, ior ex-

ample? I hope I di<! not mean to imply that we had
all tho credit. I merely wanted to claim the nega-
tive credit.

2623. Your prices were such as to enable production
to go on to the full extent? Yes, and to some extent

encouraged it.

. I quite agree. Of course, I do not make tins

a matter of criticism at all, but merely a mat:
fact. Apart from price controls there were a great
many interferences with the industry that became
necessary as part of your policy? Yes.

"-. Such as prohibiting the slaughter of certain

animals, and ordering the slaughter of animals thai

their owners would have thought it profitable to keep,
and so on. There were many matters of thai

which did reflect on the profits of agriculturist*. 1

do not put it as a matter of complaint, but that
is the fact? I would not deny it.

2626. Obviously you have not been able to make
any sort of reckoning of tho total cost of that to
those engaged in tho industry. It would be impossible
to measure the total cost of that in figures? I do not
think it is great, if I may say so.

2627. That must be a matter of pure conjecture
as long as no account of it has been taken? Yes.

2628. It has certainly not been a matter pressing
equally upon all; it has pressed more on sonic than
on others? All controls press unequally.

3629. That is a necessary part of control? Yes.

3630. The object of the |x>tato guarantee was to
stimulate production, was it not? Yes.

3631. As a matter of essential food policy?
;inly.

26;}2. And to bring about production on land on
which, apart from that guarantee, it would not have
been thought profitable or expedient to grow potatoes?

-V,:r.!. I
suppose your endeavour was to find HO tar

,11 could a price that would give a fair return,
if not a profit, even in the more unfavourable con-
ditions? Certainly.

3634. It was therefore an inevitable accompaniment
of that policy that profits should have Keen

exceedingly large in the more favourable positions?
Y. -

3635. Those profits have excited very naturally a

certain amount of unfavourable comment, but yon
would regard an incident of that sort as n-alU

inseparable from control which was to give an
price and to give a return or avoid u loss in the
unfavourable conditions? In tho case of potai,
think the high profits made in some cases and tl

to the Treasury is a very small insurance premium
for the risk that we covered assuming the war had
gone on.

2fi.'if>. And really an inevitable loss? Quite2W Take the'cnse of milk. You have put it t .

us that you experienced great variation in I ho
estimates of cost; you laid stress, I think, on the word
wtimat<>. Have von nnv ronnon to doubt that thoro
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are very large differences in the actual cost of pro-
duction of milk under different circumstances? No,
I have no doubt they vary greatly.

2638. The costs do vary very much? Yes.

2639. You do not attribute the variation in the
estimates either to an intentional or an unintentional

error on the part of the calculator? I do not say
I should pin my faith to all the estimates. I do
not suppose the facts vary as much as the estimates

do.

2640. But you think they do vary very widely?
I am sure they do.

2641. On the whole where you have had really
accurate accounts these have been kept by men who
have been carefully counting the costs of their pro-
duction? Yes.

2642. These are the men who would naturally keep
the closest check upon their costs? Yes.

2643. They would be the most economical producers
on the whole? Yes.

2644. Their accounts would really be representing

chiefly the cost of production in the most skilful and
economical hands? Generally. I must guard that by
saying that of course some people may adopt over

elaborate methods which do not pay their way which
are not worth while.

2645. But speaking generally that is so? Yes, I

should expect to find them the more efficient.

2646. You have advocated to-day the policy of the

permanent control of the milk trade. It was stated

in the newspapers some time ago that that policy had
been abandoned by the Government that a decision

against it hact been registered? Certainly.-

2647. The Food Controller is a member of the

Government ? Yes.

3648. He therefore participates in that decision!-

Certainly.
2649. It is only your personal view that you are

putting to us to-day that there should be permanent
control of the milk trade. I just want to get the

fact? Yes. I will simply state the facts. The Food

Controller, as he himself stated, did put up a pro-

posal for permanent milk control, and recommended it

to the Government. The Government did not accept

it. I do not know whether that has altered the Food

Controller's view or not now; I have not asked him.

I suggest that you should ask him yourself; that is

the position.
2650. So that it is a little difficult perhaps to distin-

guish the exact shades of approval and disapproval
in these matters. The policy was the policy of the

Food Ministry? Yes.

2651. But it was not accepted by the Government?
No.

2652. But you still put it forward for our considera-

tion:' I did not treat you as a War Cabinet to

which I was putting a definite proposal. I thought
that I was asked whether in my view there was

any case in which guarantees were desirable, and
I said that I thought they were desirable in the case

of milk. I should say that I am not sure the case is

proved for them in anything else; I do not know about

the other things.

2653. It is a very important and far-reaching pro-

posal of course. You said in evidence just now that

there are great variations of cost in the production
of milk? Yes.

2654. If the object of the Government were to in-

crease or even to maintain at its present level the

production of milk, it would necessarily have to give
such a price' as would not throw out of business any

large number of more expensive producers? A price
that would not throw out more people than it would

attract in
;
that is how I should put it.

2055. If you take the existing producers your price
would need to be on such a scale as would not throw

out any considerable proportion of them unless you
had something more than a hope of getting in others

to take their places. I mean to say, people do not

srnd a notice that they are going to resign their

position as milk producers : they simply sell off

their cows? They usually sell them to a more effi-

cient producer.

2656. You would have to fix your price with regard
to the maintenance of the existing supply? Cer-

tainly.
2657. And you would have to recognise that part

of the supply which is produced at a very high cost?
It is purely a question of degree how far down you

would go.
2658. Quite so, but you would have to go down a

good long way as you did in the case of potatoes? I

think I should recognise that a number of these

people who are producing at a high cost now since

they are selling in a competitive market are not find-

ing it as expensive as they say, so they are content
to go on for some reason or another without a profit.

2659. Does it not occur to you that people regard
rather differently a price fixed by the Government
than they do a price for which they have to look

according to the accidents of the market? The money
is the same in their pockets.

2660. Yes, but they look at the tilings in rather a
different way, do they not? I am sure you recognise
that you would have to consider the most expensive
part of the production in fixing your prices let us
assume it was a third part of the production. Sup-
posing you take some milk which is produced very
cheaply, and some which is produced moderately
cheaply, and some which is produced at great cost.

You would not say you could afford to do without
all of that which is produced at a relatively high
cost? No, not all of it, if it was a third, certainly.

2661. If the price were fixed to cover uneconomical

producers, and the economical producers raised their

average produce from 500, we will say, to 800 or, 900

gallons, they would naturally make large profits?
Vi's, they would.

2662. Those profits would be likely to attract con-
siderable attention and criticism as in the case of

Lincolnshire potatoes? I should think they might.
2663. All these prices would require to be constantly

discussed in the future as they have been in the past.
with some such body as the Consumers' Council or the
House of Commons? Or the House of Commons.

2664. Therefore, you would perpetually have all the
more economical producers of milk under the lash of

public criticism? I ithink that the public could be
educated.

2665. It would require some education to avoid
criticism. It does not correspond with your present
experience, does it? I think that the public need
some education in the necessity of recognising that
the efficient people must be allowed exceptional profits
if you wish to stimulate efficiency.

2666. For a period of years the efficient producer
would be a sort of whipping-boy? I do not think he
would suffer.

2667. Do you think that sort of thing is good for

an industry, that an efficient producer should be sub-

ject to an insinuation of getting a subsidy from
the State? I do not want to deny these criticisms of

State control. It is a question whether it is better
or worse than the alternative.

2668. Could you have a State guarantee of milk

prices without State purchase of all the milk? I do
not think you could have it without the State pur-
chase, we will say, at least of the wholesale milk.

2669. Are not the chief evils of the milk trade in

the retail distribution? What evils are you referring
to?

2670. The loss of quality of the milk on the way to

the consumer and the waste of labour in its distribu-

tion. Are not those evils far more widespread in the
retail than in the wholesale trade? I do not know
that they are more widespread in the retail trade
which operates directly from the farmer to the con-
sumer.

2671. I am talking of the retail trade as between
the wholesale trade and the consumer? If you take
the case of London, I think you would have to tako
the retail trade necessarily.

2672. The Government would have to conduct the
business? I think in London, certainly.

2673. On its retail side as well as its wholesale side?

Yes, practically.
2674. That would be a very large undertaking,

would it not, by way of Government trmling? Tt

would have been thought so before the war.
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9676. Perhaps it might bo thought so again- I

may bo thought no lain.

J070. That is the method of administration tlint

you auggcM that tho <;<ivcinmeiit .should pun ha-.

the whole)' Government purchase of tin- wholesale

milk trade, not excluding the alternative of lhe pro-

ducers themselves through their M-i<ti-s, takin.

the wholesale trade. That is niu>tlu>r clement in it.

9677. Have you considered tin- (Jovci nment pur-

chasing tho cheese industry also, or did von propose
to separate the twor 1 cannot say that wo have come

to any definite rom-lti.-ion aa regard-, thai. Tlien> i.s

more than one alternative, each of which I think is

possible.
9678. It is a very important question, is it not?

Yes. I merely say that obviously there are solutions

possible.
2679. With regard to the prices that wore discu.cd

and fixed for last winter's milk, you have told us

what "the proposals were. I do not know whether

you want to refer to the responsible advice given to

the Pood Controller by the Agricultural Advisory
Committee. I do not think that it is open to me,

to make a statement, but if you want to make it,

do so. I do not want it to be stated that that body
recommended eventually the price of 2s. 6d.? I can-

not remember. I nm afraid my memory is not as

good on that as yours.
2880. It is not for me to make a statement, but

I put this point to voti : even suppose the price
of 2s. 6d. had been tie recommended price by the

producer and the consumers' price 2s., you after-

wards came to have some knowledge of what the

cost of production had been during that period, did

you not? Yes.
2681. Which was nearer right of those two figures

of 2s. 6d. and 2s.? If you ask me now, I am in-

clined to think that what we fixed was alx>ut right.
2682. Was not the Report of the Travelling Com-

mission over that? Yes, the Travelling Cr.nmiission's

Report is over that, certainly.
2683. So that the producers with the information

at their disposal were more nearly right than their

critics? I am afraid I am not accepting wholly
the Report of the Travelling Commission, who them-
selves took 2d. off the price given to them.

2684. I hold no brief for the Travelling Com-
mission, but I think it is pretty generally recognised
that the price milk had to be produced at last

winter was a price entailing a very general loss?

That is news to me.
2685. I mean if you leave out of account the

prices obtained in the summer? Really that is en-

tirely news to me, and it is not my view.

2686. I just want to put one or two practical

questions about the question to which you have
referred a good deal regarding the price to bo

allowed for so-called farm, produced food. Is it in

practice possible to differentiate betwoen tho price

paid to a man according as ho feeds his cows on

material grown by himself or material which he

has bought? It is" not directly po-.il>li

2687. Therefore you have to disregard the ques-
tion whether a man has bought his hay, or whether

he has crown it himself, in fixing your [
rico? In

the individual case, yes; but you can, of course,

differentiate by districts. You could differentiate

between the price paid in a district in which the

farmers mainly have to rely upon bought food and
those districts" in which they mainly have to rely

upon their own farm produced food.

2688. In the same district yon have people follow-

ing opposite practices? Yes, but there may be dis-

tricts following predominant customs.

2689. It has not hitherto been your practice in

deal with districts on that basis? We have differ-

entiated milk prices between different districts.

2690. Yes. but you have not taken as a basis of

that kind the character of the industry in doinp it?

Yes. I think that the higher price allowed to

industrial district* is based very largely upon the

way in which milk has to be produced.
2691. These are special exceptions which have l-een

made? It applies to most of Yorkshire.

2692. That was not the reason in the rrf> of

Yorkshire. Tho reason given was quito different.

It was that the atmospheric, conditions uero un-

favourable, and so on:- That leadtt to their laving
I in a different wa\.

'

I li.i\.- nut heard it o said in evidence It

.icii on tiie ground that it wax an i.nla\o nal.lt

district, Imt ajiart Irom that yon ri ih.it,

>. n the whole, the cases must be taken togcth

decidedly.
. In practice, it it is the policy <>l U' Ministry

to increnso aii'i < the supply of milk, that

policy would lead to rather encouraging the consump-
ti. in ..i h.i\ or an\ other food for that purpose, would

it not ' > es.

. You would i..-> m-e, I suppose, that a
farmer in deciding what he Mould do with I is hav
will discuss with himsolf the question what will

pay him best? Yes, that among other questions.
2696. Yes, among other questions; but that would

be one of In- c hid considerations if he has to live

by his business. Therefore, so far as that g<n>. you
are handicapping milk production if you make other

uses of hay more profitable? Yes.

2697. Do you discriminate against home produced
food in the" case of beef production ? How do you
mean discriminate against it."

2698. Do you reckon that a man is to do without

profit on the consumption of his home-grown food* in

beef production? I- do not know that that question
has ever been raised in the fixing of the meat prices.

2699. If it has not been raised, it will not be long
before it is. Supposing you have a man devoting his

whole concern to the production of hay, and another

devoting only one half of hie lime and capital to hay
production, and the other half to his dairy. If all

hay is saleable which is the hypothesis then tho

man who sells all his hay at a full price is allowed

to take a profit on his whole concern, whereas the

man who has to use half of it for dairying and has
to reckon it in the cost of production without a profit
is to have no profit so far as that half is concerned?

Yes; but all hay is not saleable at a full price.
2700. That is a question which can only be deter-

mined by testing the facts? Quite so.

2701. "Mr. Ashby: When tho Department present
their estimates or records of costs, is there not a

tendency to present such estimates or records showing
the high costs rather than a fair sample' Quito
inevitablv I do not mean in deliberate unfairness
at all.

27(12. No, but there is an inevitable tendency that

way? Yes, absolutely inevitable.

2703. As to another question which was asked hy
Dr. Douglasi, is there not a far greater danger that

the uneconomical producer will he retained under any
system of controlled prices rather tlian that the

economical producer will become a whipping-lioy and
be attacked for making abnormal profits? There are

both dangers, I think, but I certainly think that tho

tendency of control is to maintain the uneconomical

producer through the difficulty of fixing prices low

enough.
2704. Do you think there is a greater tendency to

retain the uneconomical producer under control than
under ordinary market conditions? There certainly
has been during tho war.

2705. Under control there is no effective way of

getting rid of the uneconomical producer? It

depends upon whether public opinion will allow you
to fix prices low enough to nc|iiee/.t> him out. That
is an effective way of getting rid of him, but it is very
difficult to get public opinion to that point.

2706. When a Department has tho duty of fixing
a controlled price, or has the duty of administering
a guaranteed price, would you regard it as an

advantage that the Department should also have

power to require a given number of farmers to keep
accounts according to a method laid down by tho

Department, and to require them to produce those

accounts on demand?
The Chnirman:l think Sir William answered that

hy saving that the Costings Department was created
for that purpose.

27(17. Mr. .\.thlii/: The Costings Department has no

power to require that those accounts be either kept or

produced. It can only work on tho goodwill of the

fanners, which for certain pur|>oses may lie sufficient.
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but which in the case of the extension of guaranteed
prices may not be a sufficient protection to the public.
Would you regard it as an advantage to the Depart-
ment which has to administer guaranteed or

controlled prices for it to be provided with the power
to demand that accounts be kept according to methods
laid down by the Department, and to produce those

accounts on the demand of the Department.' 1 doubt
whether it would be worth while giving it a statutory

power, enforceable by fine or imprisonment, to m;>.ke

a farmer keep accounts, because a farmer keeping
them under that duress would not keep them very
well. But I do agree that one of the principles of

control should be the establishment of a really strong

Costings Department, and that you might endeavour
in some way to .make the benefit of receiving your
guaranteed price dependent fcpon keeping accounts

but you would have to proceed very gradually in that

direction.

2708. Mr. Langford : You said that the money that

was paid out by the Government to enable the loaf

to be sold at 9d. went into the farmer's pocket. Did

you mean the English farmer? There >s a sense in

which it went into the farmer's pocket both at home
and abroad. Let me repeat what I said. I believe

he would have got that money, and possibly more

money, anyhow.
2709. May I put it in this way : When the farmer's

crops were controlled take, for instance, wheat we
have it in evidence from you that it was controlled

because his wheat was being sold at 90s. per quarter?
Yes.

2710. I think the first control brought it down in

round figures to 70s. or less than 70s.? I think it

was 70s., but I do not remember exactly.
2711. In any case it brought it down quite a con-

siderable amount? Yes.

2712. Approximately at that time the subs:

dy was

given to the millers to enable the flour to be made
and the loaf sold at 9d.? Yes.

2713. If that is so. will you explain to me and the

Commission how it is that by control and by that

subsidy any of the money went into the English
farmer's pocket? Is it not this : the English farmer
would have got that amount of money in one way or

another the consumer would have paid it to him.

The State stepped in and said to the farmer :
" we

are going to save the consumer, and we are going to

pay you." I do not want to suggest for a moment
that in that case the State came in and gave itlie

farmer something which he would have got if the

State had stayed out.

2714. I suggest to you. instead of the State giving
the farmer anything, that in consequence of the

farmer's price being controlled at less than he could

have got at that timo in the open market, the farmer

gave the State something? I agree the farmer cer-

tainly lost something by the whole transaction.

2715. Is it within your knowledge that at the time
the Government gave the subsidy to the millers there
were some bakers in England selling bread at 9d. .1

loaf at a profit? I do not know if they were selling
it nt 9d. I know some bakers were selling at much
below what others were charging something very
near 9d.

2716. I put it to you that there were bakers

notably co-operative- societies I can give instances

if necessary who were selling bread at 9d. a loaf

and at a profit, and the subsidy gave them an extra

18s., I think it was. a sack profit. Now I want to

ask yon something about feeding stuffs. You have
told us that it w;is not your Department that was

responsible for the decontrol of feeding stuffs. Is

that so? Certainly the initiation in decontrol did

not romo from us.

2717. Mr Huberts, the Food Controller, is a member
of the Cairn. :

2718. C'ould you inform us whether he protested
against feedin'r stuffs heine decontrolled?

C'Knirmnn : That has been dealt with already, and I

rannot hive rritirism of the Cabinet.
'J71!i Mf. f.'i'iii/iinl f will put the ouestinn in an-

otli'T form. I will take linseed oil cake. That was

controlled by your Department at 19 per ton. Is it

within your knowledge that when it was decontrolled

it fell to 16 per ton? For a brief space of time it

fell.

2720. I was one of the fortunate ones who bought
it at 16 a ton. I put it to you that if your Depart-
ment had had Treasury sanction, you could have gone
on the market and purchased the whole of the feeding
stuffs at 16 a ton, which would have enabled you to
sell them to the farmers to produce milk? I do not
know whether we coxild have got it all. I expect if

we had gone in, the price would have gone up some-
what ; but we could have bought it cheaply no doubt.

2721. Is it a fact that when it was decontrolled,

speculators went into the market and collared it?

Are you thinking of cake or of linseed oil?

2722. At any rate, cakes are composed of the bye-
products of other things? -When we decontrolled oil

seeds, undoubtedly there was a lot of speculation.
2723. Can you tell us what the price of linseed oil

cake is to-day? 25 is our price at the mill.

2724. Can you tell us approximately what the

average cost of getting that from the mill to the

farmer's premises would be? No, I am afraid I can-

not tell you that. I expect you know that better than
I do.

2725. Bran at the moment, I believe, is controlled.

Can you tell me at what price? No; I am sorry I

cannot tell you that from memory.
2726. Will you take it from me that it is con-

trolled at the mill at 11? Yes, I will take it from

you.
2727. Will you agree with me that whilst bran is

controlled at the mill at 11, farmers cannot obtain it

under 14? I can neither say yes nor no to that, I

am afraid. I should have to enquire.
2728. Will you agree with me when I tell you that

I bought bran yesterday at 14 a ton? I should

certainly accept your statement.

2729. If it costs 3 a ton to get bran from the mill

to the farmer's premises, is it fair to assume that it

would cost equally as much to get linseed oil cake
from the place of manufacture to the farm? I am
afraid you are more of an expert in these things
than I am.

2730. I want to point out that it is not merely the
farmer who is to blame for high prices, and that
there are other elements. Assuming it cost 3 a ton
to get cake from the manufacturer to the farmer, the

price to the farmer would be 28 a ton? If it does
cost that, yes.

2731. I think you will agree, home produced foods

being extremely short, it will be very necessary for

the farmer who is going to produce either beef 01

milk to use an abnormal quantity if he can obtain
it of purchased foods? I should think that is true

.'7.'il'. Do you agree that a rise of price from 16
a ton to 28 would be an important factor in increas-

ing the price of milk for the winter months? Very
important.

2733. Will you agree with me that it might have
been avoided to that extent? It is so difficult to say
what might have been. I think it is possible, if there
had been no breach in the continuity of control, prices
might have been lower how much lower I do not
know.

2734. I think you will agree that farmers as such
have never asked for anything to be controlled? I

do not think that is universally true.

2735. The Board of Agriculture themselves are

against control? -Yes, but the Board of Agriculture
have not always agreed with the farmers.

2736. I believe your Department made a very big
profit last year? It made a big gross profit.

2737. The amount you took out of it enhanced the

price to the consumer? No more than any other
item in the cost of the article. You are referring to
our gross profit, a lot of which goes to reserve, and
there is the cost of administration, which is a neces-

sary part of all costs.

(The Witnest withdrew.)
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SIR JAMBS WILSON, K.C.S.I., Chairman, Central Agricultural Wage* Committee for Scotland, called

and

8, t'/iuirnwn : You are tho Chairman of the

Central Agricultural Wage* Committee for Scot-
land ? Yes.

2739. You hare prepared a statement which none
of UB baa had the opportunity of seeing yet? 1 am
sorry I did not hnv- time to got copies made.

'. The heading* <>l that statement an-: (1)
Constitution and Term of Office of District Com-
mittees and ol ti.e ( ential Comiiiiit- - I'

of Committees; (3) Method of working and rates fixe*!

for male workers in Forfar and Perth, Fife and
Kinross, Ayr, Dumfries and Galloway, and in other

districts; (4) Valuation of benefits and advantages;
(5) Kates actually paid considerably above mu<imum
rates; (6) Minimum rates for adult woman workers-

2741. What we want to try to do is to find a
balance sheet of agriculture for to-day and for

to-morrow. That is what we are out to get, and
ao doubt what you will be able to toll the Com-
mission will be of great advantage to them. I would

suggest that perhaps items (1), (2) and (3) might bo

ligntly touched upon. Items (4) and (">) yen might
|>crhaps develop to a larger extent, and generally the

statement which you have prepared for our informa-
tion might be included amongst the documents

appended to the report of to-day's proceedings? Very
good, sir.

Chairman: I will ask Dr. Douglas to be so kind
as to commence tho questions to you.

2742. l>i . Douglas : The system in Scotland is a
little different, is it not, from the Knglish system?
There are special clauses of the Corn Production
Act applying to Scotland ? Yes. There are con-
siderable differences. Perhaps it will be better if

I read what I have to say about that subject.
2743. Yes, we should be glad to have those remarks

of yours? The Provisions of tho Corn Production
Act regarding the fixing of minimum rates of wages
for agricultural workers are greatly modified, in

their application to Scotland, by the Second Schedule
to the Act, which has the effect in Scotland of

dividing the powers of the Agricultural K'agos Board
between tho District Committees and the Central
Committee. Under that schedule, and the regulations
which have been issued by the Board cf Agriculture
for Scotland, the country has been divided into
twelve Wages Districts, each of which has its own
District Wages Committee, formed of representatives
of employers and workers in equal numbers, with
a chairman elected by agreement between the two
sides.

2744. There is no nominated outeide member?
No. Tho number of representatives on either side

varies for tho different districts from four to nine.
In most of tho districts the represen tut ires of the

employers were elected at meetings of delegates sent
for the purpose by the Scottish Chamber of Agri-
culture, the National Farmers' Union of Scotland,
and the principal local agricultural societies. In a
number of districts the selection of tho workers'

representatives was made by the local branches of

the Scottish Fjirm Servants' Union, m.n-menibors

being in some coses invited to take part in the

m, but in some, districts, especially in tho

Highland*, where there were few branches of tho

1'nion, the selection of workers' representatives uas

jinrtly at meetings organised by the Executive
Committee of the Farm Servants' Union and pi-rtly

by nomination. The election of the rapraMBtvtiTW
i,n IK. th sides was left as much as possible to the

employers and workmen of each district. This led

to considerable delay in setting up the Comnr
!mt in the end resulted in giving almost every dis-

trict a wagon committee, each member of which had
I.ecu elected. Tln> Board of Agriculture v ere able

to accept each of these twelve committees as fairly

representative of the employers and workers of tho

district, and to certify it as tho committee in\'

with the statutory powers conferred l.y tho schedule
<:n n District Wanes Committee. AH required by
Schedule II. the I'oard of Agriculture grou] c'l

twelve districts into five groups, in each of which the

employers' representatives and the workers' ropn--. n

tntivos rospi-ctivolT elected a member "of the Central

iYnjf Committee for Scotland. These ten <!.

, with the Chairman and two HI.men i,,em-
bers appointed by tho Board of Agriculture, form
the ( < ntrat ( .immittcc. Thus, with the i-neption
of those three appointed me illy all the

members, whether ot tho District Committees or ol

the Central Comnntu-o, have I . tho

persons interested, or by delegates seloctod by tlu-m
tor the puipo.e I | Hoard of Agriculture fixed the
term of office of the Chairman of the Central Com-

B as three years. For the other members, loth
I the District Committees and of the Central

mittce, the term of office was originally fixed to

expire on 31st December, 1918, but it has since
extended and under the present orders will expire
mi :)lst December, 1919. The Central Committee.
have recently unanimously recommended tho Board
of Agriculture to arrange for a complete new elec-
tion of all members about October next. 'I lien as

to the powers of committees. In Scotland, under the

schedule, a District Committee oxercit.es all tho

poucrs of tho Agricultural Wages Board in. dor the

Act, except >uch as may be reserved to tho Central
Committee by regulations made by the Board of

Agriculture. The only powers reserved nro (1) the

power of taking proceedings against an employer
under Section 7 of the Act for paying less than the
minimum wage, and (2) the power of laying down
general principles on which benefits and ad\an
are to be valued for the purpose of the minimum
wage. Otherwise the powers of the Agricultural
Wages Board in England are almost entirely exer-

cised by the District Committee .n Scotlan I.

2745. Do the decisions of the District Wages Board

require the sanction of the Central Committee?
As legards rates of wage, they have got to report to

the Central ( 'ommittee their decision, and the Central
CniiimitUv may wiithin three mouths disallow th.it

decision. It need not pass any Order about it at

all, in which case it comes into force after three

months, but it may within three months disallow the

decision of the District Committee.
2746. Tho fixing of wages in Scotland is in the

nature of an agreement between the two sets of

persona concerned acting through their representa-
tives, subject only to :i power of veto to be
within threo months by the Central Committee, and
that Central Committee in its turn is chiefly repre-
sentative of the two interests- That is so. There
is one guarding principle I must put in there. The
idea was that the representatives of the two sides

should agree-, but as a matter of fact they have very
seldom agreed as regards the minimum rate to be
fixed. The general rule has been that they have dif-

fered to such an extent that thoir (Tiairman could
not bring them together. Tho voting was oqn
cither side. The Chairman has not got a casting
vote, but tho Chairman of the District ('ommittee in

the case of equal voting has power to give a deci-

sion, and in a groat many cases that has liecn the
state of things. Tho workmen's and tho farmers'

representatives on the District Committee being equal
in voting, the Chairman had to give the binding
decision of tho District Committee.

2747. To come to another point, can you tell us
within what limits tho minimum wages in Scottish
districts are fixed? Yes, I have a list of them hero.

2748. Give us tho highest and the lowest? The
highest was fixed by the Central Committee the other

day for ploughmen, cattlemen, and shepherds in the

Forfar and Perth district. The fixing of that rate

came forward to tho Central Commit too. which had
then tho powor to fix the rate they thought bo.sf. In

that case wo fixed 42s. a week for an ex|>orioncod

ploughman, cattle man, or shepherd.
'J7(!>. What was the lowest rate? The lowest rate

of all, I think, is in the North West Highlands.
2750. I think th North West Highlands district

would scarcely In a comparable district. Tak
lowest of tho other d ;

striot<s? .- The lowest of tho other
districts is 30d. for an adult worker over 21

,
\vhr> is

neither ploughman, cattleman, nor shepherd.
275' Where is that?- That is in Caithness, in

Sutherland. Moray Firth, South West Highland*, and
also in the Horder Counties.

2~.r>2. Yon have evidence to give us with regard to
the actual wages paid to the effect that tbe^e are
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considerably above the minimum rates;1

I have not

very complete evidence, because the Central Wages
Committee has not an opportunity of rapidly col-

lecting information as to actual wages paid.
2753. Will you put into the Commission when you

can such information as you possess? Certainly; and
the Board of Agriculture are, I believe, considering
the advisability of collecting accurate information all

over Scotland, which they alone are in a position to
do.

2754. Is it the general fact that the actual wages
are several shillings a week above the minimum rate?
A good many shillings, I should say.
2755. An average of 5s. ? Bather more than that.

l'75(i. What do you suppose is the highest actual

wage?-- Somewhere about 60s. a week.
2757. Including the value of the house and perqui-

sites, but that is for married men? That is for mar-
ried men, and in some cases for unmarried men, but
that is rather exceptional.

2758. Do you think in fixing these rates regard is

had to the prices of agricultural products and the

profits of the industry? Do you mean in fixing the
actual rates that are paid or the minimum rates?

2759. The minimum rates? Yes, we do pay regard
to the cost of living and to prices.

2760. I do not suppose you paid any regard to tho

prices of grain in the Corn Production Act? No.
2761. But actual ruling prices? Yes; not so much

as affecting the fanner, but as affecting the man and
his family.

2762. That is what I want to get from you : was
it the cost of living you took chiefly into considera-

tion? Yes, that was the chief element. We took
the prices published in the Labour (lazette every
month the rise of prices compared with the rise in

the cost of living.
2763. It was rather the cost of living than the profits

of the industry that you considered? It was certainly
more so, but, of course, the farmers on these Com-
mittees brought forward the question of the effect it

would have on farming, but that was not given so

much weight to as the effect it would have on the

cost of living of the man and his family.

2764. What is the lowest minimum fixed for women
adult workers? 20s. in most districts. The lowest is

18s. iu Fife and Kinross.

2765. For what hours? That was 9 hours a day
in Fife and Kinross.

2766. 54 hours a week? Yes.
L'707. That was the lowest minimum fixed? Yes.

2768. What was the highest minimum fixed : 25s.

in Shetland of all places. It was fixed by the Sub-
Committee for Shetland, and although it seemed to

us in Edinburgh compared with other districts a very
high rate, we allowed it to pass because it represented
an agreement on both sides on Che local Sub-Com-
mittee.

2769. To go back to the general question, has the

question of hours been closely considered in fixing
the minimum rates in the case of men? There has
been a good deal of discussion about it. Shall I give
you tho history of it?

2770. I do not know that \ve want that at length, but

taking it generally has the minimum wage been fixed

for any other than the customary period of service?

During tho war it was fixed on the customary hours.

I myself was strongly opposed to any limitation of

hours, or any definition of hours which might lead to

less work being done during the war.

2771. Were the customary hours on the whole about
52 to 54 a week? More than that. The customary
hours before the war over a great part of Scotland

were 10 hours a day BIX days a week.
2772. Sixty hours? Yes, over a considerable part

Scotland.

2~1'.\. Since then what has happened? They are

being reduced now partly by agreement. After the

war the question came up again, and by recent Orders

of the Central Committee the hours are being limited

for the purpose of reckoning the minimum wage. Of

course, that does not force a limitation of hours upon
the employer or his men, but for the purpose of the

minimum wage we fixed a definite number of hours

less than the old customary hours.

, 25126

2771. You have told us that there was a strong
tendency to disagree among the local representatives.
That shows that there has been no kind of collusion
on the part of the two sets of representatives to set

up a high rate of wages in the hope of getting some-

thing out of the Government by way of guarantee or
of compensation? There has been no such collusion.
I am sure.

Chairman: I shall oe glad if you will kindly pro-
ceed now. with the reading of your statement. Sir
James.

Witness : I go on to say : The power of fixing
a minimum rate of wages rests, in the first in-

stance, with the District Committee, which is re-

quired to report ite decision to the Central Com-
mittee, and unless, within a period prescribed by
the Board of Agriculture as three months,' that de-
cision is disallowed by the Central Committee, the
minimum rate fixed by the District Committee be-
comes legally enforceable under the Act. At this

stage the Central Committee has no power to modify
the order of the District Committee they can only
either (1) disallow it, (2) resolve not to disallow it,
or (3) pass no order and so leave it to come into
force on the expiry of the three mouths. If the
Central Committee disallow the order and so cancel
it. they communicate their decision, with the reasons
for it, to the District Committee, who are then
given 21 days within which to pasi. a revised order
fixing anew the minimum rate which has been dis-
allowed. This revised order has to be reported to
the Central Committee, who again are given 21

days within which to disallow it. If they do not
disallow the revised order within the period, it

comes into force: but if they do disallow it, ifc is

in effect cancelled. If the result of this procedure
is that any class of worker in the district is left
without any rate applicable to it, then the Hoard
of Agriculture, under the powers vested in thorn by
the schedule, hold that the District Committee have
failed to fix a rate which they were required to fix,
and refer the fixing of the rate to the Central Com-
mittee, who thereupon exercise all the powers of
the Agricultural Wages Board as regards fixing that
rate. Then as to the method of working and the
rates fixed for male workers. At first there was
a wide gulf between the views of the employers and
of the workers in the District Committees as to what
minimum rates they should fix, the general idea
of the employers being that for men over 18 years
of age a flat rate of something like 80s. a w<ek (in-

cluding the value of benefits and advantages) should
be fixed ; while the workers usually stood out for a
flat rate of 45s. a week. In most important cases
the Chairman of the District Committ.ee was unable
to get the two sides to come to an agreement, and
had to give the decision himself. When theso de-
cisions came before the Central Committee, it ap-
peared that there was a similar divergence of views
there between the employers' representatives and the
workers' representatives ;

and as, in most oases, one
of the two women members voted with the employers
and the other with the workers, it was often the
Chairman's vote which really decided the question.
(It was only rarely that, when the Chairman had exer-

cised his vote as a member, the voting was equal, BO

that he had to exercise his power as Chairman to

decide the question as he thought fit, in the case of an

equality of votes. On the District Committees the
Chairman has no deliberative vote, nor a casting
vote either. If there is an equality of votes he
does not get a castm^ vote, but he has power to

decide the question as he thinks fit. On tho Central

Committee, on the other hand, the Chairman has
a deliberative vote and may give his vote on any
question that arises, and if there is an equality of

votes then he does not necessarily exercise a casting

vote, but may decide the question as he thinks fit.

On the District Committees very often the Chairman
had to decide the question, because there was an

equality of votes. On the Central Committee I

generallv gave my vote either on one side or the

other, a'nd that very often carried the day. There

was hardly ever an equality vote, so I hardly ever

had to give an individual decision, which the Chair-

man of tho District Committee very often has to
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gire.) Then I go on to My : The Committee gener-

ally agreed that, whore the District Committee had
arrived at a decision with practical vnanimity, they
would not, a& a rule, exercise their j

<.wr f >\t*

allowing it, but would let it pan as representing
an agreement between the local representative*,
oven although the Central Committee might
not entirely approve of it. In other cases

!tbo, when the decision of the I. istrict Com-
mittee won only that of a majority, or of

the Cliiiirnian himself, the majority of the Central

ComiiiitU-o thought it best not to disallow it, unless

it seemed much too high or too low, or involved a

question of principle. One result of this system of

working was that there is great diversity between the

rates fixed, and between the conditions on which they
are to be reckoned in the different districts. Will you
allow me to give you a very good instance of the

way decisions are given in Scotland? We have been

progressing in our idea*, and the Central Committee
at its meeting on the 12th Juno passed important
decisions regarding male workmen in three districts.

One was Forfar and Perth, in which the wages are

of the highest. For that district the Central Com-
mittee, in accordance with the recommendation of

th<< District Committee, decided that the minimum
rates are to be reckoned as applying to an average
for the year of 54 hours per week exclusive of meal
times and time required for stable-work, allowance

being made for 21 full days or 42 half-days holidays
in each year, besides the usual New Tear's Day holi-

day, and in the case of yearly engagements one

hiring fair day, and in the case of half-yearly engage-
ments two hiring fair days, and that all employment
in excess of the working hours so calculated shall he

treated as overtime employment for the purpose
of the differential rates for overtime, provided that,

when a workman is by the conditions of his employ-
ment required to attend to animals, no stable-work,

byre-work, shepherding, or other work necessary for

tlie health and comfort of the animals shall ho
reckoned as overtime employment. The history of

that condition in Forfar and Perth, as I daresay the
Commission know, is this: there was an important
conference between representatives of the National
Farmers' Union and the Farm Servants' Union of
Scotland at Perth, at which the question of working
hours was discussed, and an agreement was come to

between both sides at that conference, and a recom-
mendation was issued through the Press in accord-
dance with these conditions I have just read out.

Owing to some misunderstanding that agreement un-

fortunately fell through, and those recommendations
have now been withdrawn. But the Forfar and
Perth Statutory Wages Committee thought it best
to base the calculation of the working hours on that

agreement, which has been acted upon by a good many
of the farmers in different parts of Scotland, although
the recommendation 'was withdrawn by the two sides,
and we thought that it was a fair arrangement, and
ns the District Committee of Forfar and Perth
wished to fix those hours as the basis of the calculation
of the minimum wage, the Central Committee fixed

them accordingly. On the other hand we had made
i similar sort of proposal for Ayrshire. The Central
Committee had ultimately to fix the rate of wiu
Ayrshire for male workers over 18. We proposed the
mme sort of scheme that we had pro)rased for Forfar
and Perth. We consulted the Avr District Committtv
about it, and they unanimously recommended that

instead of different rates for different classes of men
there should be a flat rate of 37s. per week for all

male workmen over 18 years of ago, to be reckoned
on the hours customarily worked in the district. The
majority of us in the Central Committee did not

approve of that flat rate on the customary hours,
hut as it was a unanimous recommendation from both
sides, we fired it in accordance with their recom-
mendation. So that the conditions in Forfar and
Perth are different from thn.se in Ayr. because the
Txical Committee in Ayr thought it bent to come to an
agreement. I have papers here showing what rates
have been fixed I can get copies from Edinburgh
and also showing the values placed upon the benefit*
and advantages, or the perquisites, as they call them
in Gotland. It in a very imj>ortant question in some

parts of Scotland because it comes to a lot of money.
In my own neighbourhood they come to about 16a. a
week. In all these cases we have included in the rates

we fixed the value of the benefit* and advantages.
3776. Dr. Douglas: They are put in at a valuation

and included in the minimum wage:
1 Yes.

-J7r> Mi. Ilia: Do I understand that the Central
Committee is appointed by the District Committee
so many representatives of employers and so many
representatives of workers? There arc five on each
side elected by the employers on the District Com-
mittees and the employees. We have 12 District

Committees, but they are grouped for this purpose
into five, according to the Act.

2777. Each Committee has not got a representative?
No ; there are generally two or three Committees in

a group.
2778. You mentioned two members besides yourself

appointed by the Board of Agriculture. Are they
independent or do they represent one section each I"-

They are appointed by the Board of Agriculture:. The
Act simply says the Board has to appoint two women
members. It says nothing about their qualifications
at all. One of them, as a matter of fact, is the

Duchess of Atholl. and the other Miss Jobson, from
Aberdeen. Those are the only two appointed, and I

myself have been appointed as Chairman. The others
have all been elected.

2779. You have nothing in the nature of in-

dependent members beyond those? No.
2780. Are there any independent members on the

District Committees? No, none at all. Even the

Chairman of the District Committee is elected by
the elected members of the Committee itself.

2781. The District Committees have the power of

fixing wages subject to your either confirming or

rejecting it? They have.
2782. It is not your Central Committee which fixed

the wages and sends it to them for approval? Not
unless the District Committee fails to fix them, in

which case it comes to the Central Cbmmr
2783. In practice you say you have found that the

District Committees very rarely come to an agreement
except by the decision of the Chairman? They often
did not come to an agreement, and in that case the

Chairman himself gives his own decision as he thinks
fit.

2784. Which is really practically the casting vote
of the Chairman? Yes, I believe it was put in that

form as the Chairman might not wish to vote either

with one side or the other, but to give an independent
finding of his own.

2785. Do you mean his finding might not he in

accordance with the proposition the Committee
favoured, and that he might make some different

proposition and send it up to your Central Com-
mittee? Yes, that is so.

2786. In your benefits and allowances you include
a much greater number of things than we do in

England. That, I presume is because the custom

prevails in Scotland that a good deal of the wages
are taken in kind? In some parts of Scotland. It

varies very much in different parts of Scotland.
-7^7. On both sides do employers and workmen wish

that system to be continued? There has been a good
deal of discussion about it. I believe that a number
of the farm servants would like to sec wages in kind
aliolished and wages in cash introduced, but I think
the majority of the farm servants prefer to adhere
to the old custom at all events at present.

2788. Because they get their house and potatoes.
Mia Is, and in many cases meal, and that sort of thing

'

Yes, in many cases.

2789. And you include practically in the benefit*

many of these things which it has been custom to

|u-o\ide? Yes. One or two Committees harp prn
hihited the inclusion of some things. Kor instance,
in some places the claim was made that the cartage
of coal should bo allowed for. When n man chance*
from one farm fo another, his goods are carted for him

by the farmer, and there was an idea of charging for

that. Some Committees have allowed it to stand, and
others have prohibited it towards the reckoning of
the minimum wages.

2790. You have no fixed scale. It is according
to the requirement* f the District Committee to
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suit their own localities? Each District Committee
draws up a list of the allowances to be made.

2791. The Central Committee has no recognised
scale; it leaves it to the District Committee? We
have the power to decide an appeal in case of differ-

ence. One side or the other, if a difference exists,

may refer it to the Central Committee by way of

appeal. We have only had one such appeal, and
therefore practically it has been dwided by the
District Committee without interference by the Cen-
tral Committee, except that the Central Committee
were directed by the Board of Agriculture to draw
up the principles on which these values should be

reckoned, and that we have done.
2792. You say you are reducing the hours to 54?

Vifty-four, subject to holidays. As I said, the Porfar
and Perth Wages Committee recommended for their

district that the minimum wage should be reckoned
on the hours agreed upon by the Perth Conference,
which was a voluntary thing outeide the Act alto-

gether. In that part of Scotland most of the plough-
men and shepherds are engaged for the whole year.
If a man engages according to the recommendation
of the Perth Conference for a" 54-hour week, subject
to 21 days' holidays, or 42 half-holidays in the year,
he is really bargaining to work 50 hours a week for

the whole year. The average comes exactly to 50
hours.

2793. In the case of cattle men, is time of attend-

ing to the stock and the stable work over nud above
that time? It is.

2794. It is 50 hours field work? Ye,.

2795. Is the cattle man paid for his stable work
as overtime? In the case of Forfar and Perth the

Central Committee the other day fixed the minimum
wage for an ordinary labourer at 36s. a week, and
said that if a man was employed as a cattle man
or a ploughman, or a shepherd, he r.nist get a

lump sum of 6s. a week more to cover his stable

work and attendance on the animals.

2796. In the case of shepherds, have you not a

great number of men engaged on " kind "
wages

and getting no cash at all? Formerly that was so,

but now a shepherd gets a cash wage and considerable

perquisites in addition sometimes what is called a

pack, which means a number of sheep.
2797. Is it left to private bargaining bftwe.en the

employer and the man? F*or the purpose of the

minimum wage?
2798. Yes? Some of the Committees have left it

to be dealt with as each case comes up. Some of

the committees have fixed what they think to be a

fair average.
2799. It is more the principle than the means I

was trying to get at whether it was left to the

employer of the man, or whether the District Com-
mittee reserved to themselves the right of saying
what the keep of a cow should bo in arriving at

tho minimum rates? Some districts hare reckoned

the average value of the keep of a cow, and others

simply as it comes up.
2800. You say women workers are practically en-

gaged for the whole year? Yes. It is the fact that

in Scotland quite a number of women are engaged
for the whole year or for six months.

2801. Has the committee fixed rates for casual

ivorkors as well as weekly rates? Yes. we have fixed

rates for those too.

2802. Mr. Overman: You said that tho benefit*

and additions, or perquisites as you call them 'in

Scotland, in Fprfarshire and Perthshire amounted

to 16s. a week? About that at present t rices.

2803. In reckoning a minimum wage of 42s., that

wag taken into calculation, I presume? Yes.

2804 Is any portion of that deducted from the

42s. when the man is paid? No, not when the man

is paid. _
-,. He gete his 42s. and his perquisites? Pardon

me he gets far more than 42s. in cash altogether.

His actual wage is much higher than the minimum

wage, but a farmer is not liable to be fined unless

he pays a man less than 42s. all told. If a case

arose in which a farmer was accusod of paying

less than 42s. to the ploughman, the Court would

have to reckon what was the value of oatmeal, rrilk,

potato^, nml bouse, and that sort rf thing given

to the man besides his. cash wages, and only if that

251 2.-,

total fell below 42s. a week would the farmer be
liable to a fine.

2806. Mr. Batch dor: I think it would be an ad-

vantage to this Commission if you would give us in

detail, as to Forfarshire and Perthshire, the items

making up the 16s., or whatever the figure is, per
week for perquisites, if you have them? I remember
them pretty well because Perthshire is my neighbour-
hood. In Perthshire it includes the house and garden.
I am not sure about England, but in Scotland every
house is put down as worth something on the valua-
tion roll, and we have agreed to take that valuation
as it appears in the last valuation roll as the value
of the house for this purpose. Generally speaking,
in Perthshire it is 4 a year. Then he gets 65 stones
of oatmeal a year and has half a gallon of sweet
milk a day.

2807. Potatoes? About a ton of potatoes in the

year. It varies a good deal.

2808. Any other items? There generally are some
other items besides those. Those are the main ones.

It comes to about los. or 16s. a week at present
prices.

2809. Married or single? Single men often get
rather less oatmeal and milk. Those arc the per-

quisites of an ordinary married ploughman.
2810. The minimum wage is 42s. you have told us?

-Yes.
2811. Can you give us an idea of what the actual

wages are which were paid in Forfarshire and Perth-

shire at last Whitsunday? I made some enquiries
as to what were being paid before Whitsunday, and
ascertained that Perthshire and Forfarshire wages
were rather over 50s. a week for the ordinary

ploughman.
2812. Are you aware that in Forfarshire at the

end of May immediately after the 28th single

ploughmen were being engaged at a cash wage of

80 for the half year? I saw that reported in the

papers.
2813. That works out at 61s. 6d. per week

in^cash,
and those same men would have in addition los. or

16s. of perquisites? I have no information except
what I saw in the newspapers about those high
cash wages. Of course, it is possible that the men
who got those high cash wages did not et any

perquisites.

2814. I can assure you it is a fact that they were

getting perquisites in addition to the cash wages.
That makes a total of 77s. 6d.? I Ixslievo there are

some cases like that.

2815. That is the highest in Scotland? It is the

highest that I have heard of.

2816. I suppose Forfarshire and Perthshire are con-

sidered to be about the best cropping counties in

Scotland ? Yes, quite.

2817. In addition to that, I think probably you
will agree with me that the ploughmen there

work as well and probably better than in any other

part of Scotland? So I understand they are very

good men.

2818. In previous days their working hours were

00 hours a week? Yes, before the war I believe they
were. In some part of Perthshire before the war

they got it down to 9i hours a day 57 hours a week.

2819. Now these same workmen are really actually

working 50 hours a week in addition to stable time?

On some farms.

2820. By allowing the half-holiday, is it not the

case that these men in Forfar and Perth engaged
at Whitsunday last worked 9 hours on 5 days a week

t

and half a day on Saturday? Those engaged accord-

ing to the Conference agreement, but I do not think

that is the state of things on all farms.

2821. Can you also confirm that at Whitsuntide of

this year labo'ur was very scarce? So I understand.

2822. And that supply and demand regulated these

high wages? So I believe.

2823. And that it was an absolute necessity for the

farmer who had his crop in the ground to get workers

at whatever cost, so as to be able to get the crop

out of the ground during this summer? I suppose

so.

2824. That probably had some effect on the wages

being so high? No doubt it would.

H 2
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8836. Mr. .Ithby: You have explained the dill.-

between the constitution of the English District ( .-MI

mittees and the Central Committee snd District

Committees in Scotland. Was the roaaoo of tho

appointment of these District Committees because of

ili.- passing of the Corn Production Act? Yea, I

believe it was
chiefly owing t> Unit. That was a

matter which was discussed when tho Bill was before

Parliament and I had nothing to do with it then.

2336. From your experience of watching the work-

ing of the two systems in England and in Scotland,
hare you any opinion to offer AS to their working?
I am not prepared to say that the system in Scotland

should be extended to England. The circumstances
differ.

3837. Do you think the difference in the constitution

of the Committees in the two countries has any effect

upon the rates of wages fixed? I do not know that

the difference in the constitution would have much
effect in that way. Tie difference in the persons
elected or appointed, I think, has made some
difference.

3838. 1 1 is sometimes suggested that in the absence
of a third party in the constitution, two sides might,
so to speak, put their heads together and raise wages
to the disadvantage of the public. Do you think

there is any great danger of that happening? None
in Scotland at the present moment.

2829. Do yon think when both sides have to meet
with a Chairman that they elect, their considerations

of the factors in the determination of the wage arc

much nearer to the essential economic condition of the

industry than when a third party is present? I am
hardly prepared to say that. They listen to each
other's views and objections, and gradually learn a

good deal from each other. I have seen evidence of

their coming nearer to a common agreement even
where they have not been able to agree. I think
it is a matter of time, and it is a very great
advantage for them to be brought together and to

listen each to what the other has got to say; but I

think there is a great advantage in having inde-

pendent persons who, so to speak, hold the balance
between them.

3630 You really could not indicate any effect on
the rates fixed that might be due to the difference in

constitution? I am not familiar with the actual

working of the English Agricultural Wages Board and
its Committees, but I should imagine that the

appointed members have in Kni;ind a very much
larger say in the actual decision regarding the
in iuimum rate than the appointed persons have on
the Committee in Scotland.

3831. Mr. Dallas: Just following up Mr. Ashliv's

question, you said it seemed to you that in England
the appointed members have a very much larger say
in tho fixing of the minimum rate than the appointed
momberg in Scotland do. Previously you stated that
on very few occasions whatever have the employers
and their workers agreed, and that any decision that
was arrived at was the decision of the Chairman of the
District Committee sent' on to the Central Committee!-

often as regards minimum rates.

3832. It would seem that the appointed member in

Scotland or the Chairman has a very large say? The
C)iuirm:in is elected by the Committee ititolf.

2H:. Yes, but it is more often a matter of his

decision than the derision of the Committee itself?

Yes.

3834. On the Central Committee you said you very
seldom had to exercise your casting vote, but that

you voted when any question came up. The two sides
are equal plus two women, one the Duchess of Atholl
and the other evidently a working class woman?
"- she is not a working class woman. She is a

woman who is very much interested in the working
classed.

2835. The same thing possibly. One woman accord-

ing to your evidence votes on one side, nnd the other
on the other side? Often, not always.

2036. So that the decision again in that case is tho
decision of the Chairman, although he does not exer-

i canting vote? I nm one of the majority. My
vote nometimes goes with the employers -and sometime"!
with the men.

2837. I do not wunt to nuggeat that you are biassed,
but would you say that more often you see greater
reason on the emjil ih.ui on tlu> workers'

side? I think on the whole I have seen it more often
on the

employers'
side.

3838. Would you give us an estimate of what the
stable work is? You have talked about 54 hours plu>
stable work. How long does stable work take per
lav : I have made a number of estimates and asked
farmers and mon about it, and I think a fair estimate
is an hour a day.
3830 That destroys the statement that the working

week in Scotland is 00 hours, because on to the 60
hours you have to add another hour's work a day.
making 56 hours? Yes, for the ploughmen.

3840. It was the ploughman we were talking about
the 42s. wage for a 50 hours' week, plus stable work.
You told us that that was for a 50 hours' week,
whereas as a matter of fact it would average out on

your own figures at 56 hours a week? 57. Perhaps
you did not quite understand. First we fix a rate for

all men of 36s. Then we say if a man is a ploughman
or a cattleman or a shepherd, he gets 6s more. That
makes 42s. So that if a man is not in charge of
animals, his minimum wage is 36s. only.

3841. How would you account for this, as it seems
to me, very extraordinary state of affairs that the
minimum wage has no relationship to actual facto
that is to say, you tell us about a wage of 36s..
hut the actual wage paid and received is very much
higher? Will you permit me to read a paragraph
I wrote on that subject in reply to that question?

2842. Certainly." The minimum rates of wages
have in Scotland generally been fixed with the object
of securing to the ordinary worker in agriculture n
sufficient wage to enable 'him to maintain himself
and his family at a reasonable standard of living:
but it has been borne in mind that they will be

applicable in practice not only to the ordinary worker
but also to the least efficient, so that the effect of

fixing them too high would probably be to reduce the
number of workers employed on farming, and to make
it impossible for the less efficient workers to obtain

employment in agriculture at all. No attempt has
therefore been made by most Committees to fix the
minimum rates* as tho standard rates to be actually
paid to the ordinary worker. These standard rates
have been settled from time to time according to the
relation between the supply of labour and the demand
for it, either by private agreement between employer
and worker or by collective bargaining at conferences
hold between representatives of the Farmers' Union
and the Farm Servants' Union. In several district*

these conferences have been able to agree, upon a

joint recommendation as to actual wanes, which has
boon generally accepted and acted upon by the em-

ployers and workers of the areas concerned, thus pre-
venting much individual haggling nnd some un-

necessary changes of employment So far as my in-

formation goes, I believe that during last winter the

prevalent rate of wages actually paid (including the
value of tho benefits') to the ordinary ploughman, shep
herd, or cattleman in the Lowland's of Scotland was
about 50s. a week in some districts more, in some
less. Since Whitsunday there has lieon a rise in

actual wages in some areas, but not in all. and cases
are now to be found where ordinary ploughmen are
now petting as much as 60s. a week all told. Thn-.

generally speaking, in Scotland the present actual

wages are considerably higher than the minimum
rates, and one consequence of this is flint there have
been so far few complaints under the Act, and no
prosecutions.

2843. T was going to come, to that. You are asked

by the Government, according to the Corn Production
Act, to fix a wage that would be adequate to promote
efficiency and to enable a man in an ordinary case
ta maintain himself and his wife nnd family in
accordance with such standard of comfort as mav lie

reasonable in relation to the nature of his occupation.
How do you reconcile that with tho fixing of a wage
nt 30s. a week? In the opinion of some of those
District Committees at nil event*. 30s. a week was
sufficient for the ordinary workman.

2844. To keep himsolf and his wife and family in a
reasonable state of comfort? Yes.
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2845. With the cost of living at the tremendously
high level at which it has been during the past 18
months? You must remember the standard of com-
fort varies very much in Scotland.

2846. Would you say there could be any standard
of comfort at all on a wage of 30s. a week with prices
as they are at present? I should say it would be a
standard rather of discomfort? Your standard is -not

the same as those people's. In some parts of Scot-
land the standard hitherto adopted has been com-

paratively low. There is a difference between the
Lowlands and the West Highlands.

2847. You have to reconcile the standard of comfort
with something that will promote efficiency. Would
you say that a wage of 30s. a week would be likely
to promote efficiency in a workman? Not generally
speaking, no. You will remember that these decisions
are not generally my own decisions.

2848. I thought most of them were? No, not quite.
2849. According to your evidence I think you stated

that the employers and the workmen did not agree
on the District Committees, and that it came up to

the Central Committee, and on the Central Committee
the employers and workmen disagreed again, and

generally you voted with the majority which was a

majority of one, and therefore it came down to you?
Not always.

2850. Will you explain how the District Committees
came to fix a wage of 20s. a week for women? In
almost all these cases the wages were fixed by the
District Committees and passed by the Central Com-
mittee.

2851. Would you suggest that a woman could keep
herself in decency and comfort on a wage of 20s. a

week? I should not say so myself in most cases.

2852. It seems to me extraordinary? The actual

wages are a good deal more than that in the greater
part of Scotland at present.

2853. Do the organised workers in Scotland, through
their trade unions, take the Wages Committees and
the Wages Board as a serious factor in determining
their wages? In determining their actual wages?

2854. Yes? No, not at all at present.
2855. Mr. Qreen: What we are after, Sir James,

is a balance sheet. Have you any balance sheets in

your office to present to this Commission, of Scottish
farms? No, not in my office.

2856. Are you able to get hold of balance sheets

for us are you a member of the Scottish Board of

Agriculture? No, I am simply Chairman of the
Central Wages Committee.

2857. With all due deference to Mr. Batchelor ,are
not the Lothian farms the most efficient in Scotland?

I should not say they are the most efficient; they
are among the most efficient.

2658. I think it would be very useful to this Com-
mission if you were to get balance sheets for the
Lothian district and for Forfar, and the potato
district of Ayrshire. I suppose we cannot get those
from you? No, not from me.

2859. With regard to the Chairmen of these Dis-

trict Committees, are they invariably fanners? No.
There is only one farmer that I know who is Chairman
of a District Committee that is Mr. Gardner.

2860. All the others are farm servants? No, they
are generally outsiders. There are two sheriffs, and
one sheriff's substitute, one lawyer, and two land-

owners.
2861. Are there any farm servant* as Chairmen?

No, not as Chairmen.
2862. Was not the half-holiday instituted in Scot-

land before the war? In some parts of Scotland
not aa a general rule.

2863. In the Lothians district is was? Only in

part of the Lothiang.

2864. When the cost of living went up very rapidly

during 1916 and 1917, were the rates of wages altered

at all in the case of the yearly hirings, or did the
men have to submit to the increased cost until the

next hiring? They were not altered between the

hirings. If a man was engaged for the year he had
t<> wait until the end of the year before he oould

make a new bargain and get his wages raised.

2865. In that case the nii-n were having a very bad
time while the farmers were having a very good time

during that period ? I was not in Scotland then, and
cannot speak from personal knowledge.

2866. With regard to crofters, I suppose most of
the crofters' families work on the crofts? I believe
so.

2867. The arrangement as to wages does not affect
the crofters very much, does it? It affects very few

people in the Western Highlands, where the crofters
are most numerous.

2868. What are the relative comparative figures
about ploughmen and ordinary labourers? Is it not
the case in Scotland that the stock men rather out-
number the ordinary labourers? Yes, the ordinary
labourer in Scotland who is neither a ploughman,
a cattleman, nor a shepherd, is comparatively few in
number. There are very few men who are not either

ploughmen, cattlemen, or shepherds.
2869. On. several occasions when I have advocated

higher wages for the English agricultural labourer,
I have been informed by the Press that if the

English agricultural labourer would only imitate the
Scottish agricultural labourer and live upon porridge,
he would have a better time of it. Do the Scottish

agricultural labourers live entirely upon porridge?
Not entirely, but many of them live largely on
porridge.

2870. Mr. J. M. Henderson: You said that the
hours for farm servauts were 60 hours a week
formerly, and now they are 50? In a great part of
Scotland before the war the hours' were practically
60 a week in summer time not perhaps in winter.

2871. You know the climate of Great Britain and
you know the climate of Scotland. Did you ever
know a farm servant to work ten hours a day for

six days? Taking the year right through, you will

find at least two days almost out of every week,
except perhaps in harvest time, on which the farm
servant cannot work ? He cannot work out of doors

perhaps, but he does some work. There is generally a
lot of barn work and farm work and other work to be

done, although I daresay it is slack work. At the
same time he is on duty.

2872. I have seen a good deal of it in my time, and
I know the climate is so irregular, particularly in

Ayr, that it is impossible for you to say that the
man works 60 or even 50 hours a week. I know they
are excellent workers, and they are always willing
to' \vork. If a man sets out to hoe a field of turnips,
and there is a torrential storm comes on and continues
the whole of the day, he cannot go on working ;

he has
to stop. When you have been discussing the wages,
have there been any suggestions from any of the

farmers lately as to the effect of these wages upon
their profits? Yes; a number of the farmers' repre-
sentatives pointed out that if they had to pay very
high wages they would not be able to employ so many
men, or plough up so much land.

2873. Or make so much profit? They did not put it

in that way ; they said it would not pay.
2874. That is the same sort of thing. When these

farmers came before you to discuss these things, and
said what you have just told us, that it would not

pay them, did any of them produce to you at any of

your meetings any statement which showed you that

they could not meet these extra wages? No, we did

not go into that question.
2875. No statement of revenue or payments at all?

Vo.

2876. That, of course, is what this Commission is

after, and you cannot help us in that respect? I am
nfraid not in that way.

2877. Mr. Thomas Henderson: Will you tell the

Commission in how many districts the minimum rate

in operation is actual wages? In very few indeed.

2878. How many individual cases? That applies to

pach individual man how many individual cases.

Perhaps you mean in how many cases has the fixing
of the minimum wage raised the actual wage.

2879. It may come to that, but that is hardly my
point. Have you any evidence to show that the

minimum wage fixed by the Central Committee is

actually in operation? -No, except in one or two cases

that have been reported and gone into when the

Committee has decided what the statutory wage
should be. In that case, of course, the farmer now

pays it.

H 3
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1 put it to you that there is no district w l-i.

the average wage is anywhere near the minimum,
but in most cases it is far above it K- In most cases
thai is so.

2881. Have you any idea of nhiit tho amount of
excess is over the minimum wage fixed by the Com-
mittee? In the Lowland district* of Scotland I should
think about 10s. a week.

2882. In view of Mr. Batchelor's statement, do you
think that is a sufficient allowance? In Korfnrshire-
and I think he is correct he said the ploughmen
were getting 61s. 6d. plus meal, milk, and so on,
which would bring the wage to 75s., whereas the
minimum wage of that district fixed by the central
Committee is only 42s. ? For :\ ploughman.

2883. That is 33s. in excess of the minimum in that

particular district? Demand and supply come in.

2884. I quite agree ;
I am not disputing that. But

if that is so, I put it to you that the minimum wage
is quite inadequate in the other districts? I expect
tiere arc very few men in Forfar and Perth getting
that high rate of wages. The married men in Forfar
and Perth are getting something like 52s. or 53s. all

told.

2885. You said in reply to Mr. Dallas that in fixing
these extremely low minimum rates you had in mind
chiefly the interest of the worker, because you feand
there would be some sort of catastrophe happen if you
fixed a higher rate? Not chiefly, but we took him into

consideration.

3886. I put it to you that you allowed far too great
a margin? Your question comes to this that tho

minimum rates fixed by some of the District Com-
mittees are too low.

9887. Mu<:h too low?- A number of them were fixed

a year ago or so, and I think we are progressing
in our ideas of what the minimum rate ought to be.

J. You said in reply to Mr. Dallas that in most
cases disagreement was 'the rule in the discussions
between the men and their employers on the District

Committees, and that the decision was given by the
Chairman in most cases? Very often.

2889. And that in the case of the Central Com-
mittee the same thing occurred? Very often, not

always.
2890. That is to say the Chairman in both cases,

in practice, fixed the minimum rates? Very often.
2891. You also said that you had more frequently

voted with the farmers' side than with the workers'
side? On the whole, yes.

2892. Because the employers' fflde struck you ts
more wise? More reasonable.

2893. I suppose most of the occasions you are speak-
ing of were with regard to wages? With regard to
hours and perquisites, and all sorts of things.

2894. Confining yourself to wages for the moment,
these rates were fixed by the Chairman, and pre-

sumably in favour of the employers' side? Not
always.

2896. No, but in tho majority of cases. Seeing
that the wages actually paid are in some cases at
least 10s. above the minimum, would you not like to
revise the minimum rate? I should probably now
try for a higher level of minimum rates than we
have actually passed.

2896. I suggest to you now you would more of(on
vote with the workers' side than the farmers' side.

What is tho lowost minimum rate you have fixed
for men? I think 27s. a wook in 'tho North
Highlands. That was not fixed by tlio Central Com-
mittee

;
it was fixed by the District Committee, and

the Central Committee saw no reason to disallow it.

2897. Was that fixed by the Chairman's vote on the
District Committee? That particular 27s. t

2898. Yes P The North-west Highlands District
Committee has hardly ever had a proper meeting.
It is very difficult for the men to meet I mean a

full meeting. The last meeting that I attended :ii

Kort William did not come off because there was
not a quorum. They generally manage to make a

quorum, but it is very hard for people to come from
the Hebrides and Skyo to meetings at Inverness
and Fort William : they have therefore never had n
full meeting.

2899. I can qnito understand that when I see the
rate fixed T it |>nraih1< to reconcile that 27s. a

vn'fk ali iho words ul tlio Act in Section 5 (b) r

I think ii is in the \\.-i Highlands.
2900. Could you tell us what is the general atti-

tude of the men towards these minimal' Have you
any evidence of that.- Do you mean all over Boot-

2901. Yes, taking it generally. They do not regard
these minima us really anything that has to do wiili

them at all, do they)'- Not at present; in very few
ctaos has it any effect at present.

2802. It is unreal really f They have not realised

the effect

2903. What are these advantages and benefits you
refer to in heading I- You are going to submit a

statement to the ( ommixsion !" -Yes; I hare a list here
of all the bout-fits and advantages 1 have rei-

to.

2904. Could you include in that statemeu

principles that were laid down at the Committees P

Yes, I can do that.

2905. Thank you. That will be of service to us.

May 1 ask if these principles were agreed to by Ixith

.-.ides':
1 Some were agreed, and some wore carried by

the majority of votes. I think I have already said
that I have urged the Board of Agriculture to collect
fuller information

;
we are not in a position to collect

tho evidence ourselves.

2906. Have you any evidence of what overtime rates
are actually being paid? I have had no official re-

port. 1 have only heard here and there.

2907. Mr. I'rosser Jones : In your capacity as ( 'hair-

man of the Central Committee you come into contact
with both employers and employees on the District
Committees? J try as far as possible to attend their

meetings, and they are very good in letting me attend
their conferences, although I have no claim to lie

present really.
2908. Is the supply of labour equal to the demand

in the various districts? It was, of course, very short

during the war, and it is still as a rule. In some
districts it is shorter than others.

2909. With regard to the efficiency of labour, do

you find any falling off recently as compared with

pre-war times? I cannot speak from personal
knowledge because I was away from Scotland until
about two years ago, but I believe it is as efficient as
before. A great many of our best young men before
the war went off to Canada and Australia a numlier
of the best agricultural labourers emigrated in con-
siderable numbers. If they had stayed, I daresay the
labour would have been more efficient than it has
been. Then in addition to those, all our best young
men, of course, went off to fight during the war, and
those left could not possibly have been so strong and
able and efficient as the men who went off to fight,
but most of them are coming back again now.

2910. It may lit-lp tho Commission to know your
opinion as to the probable supply in the near future:
That is a very big question. I can only give m\

own personal impressions. I think that a considerable
number of the young ploughmen will try to get em-
ployment elsewhere abroad. I think there will I,,

quite a rush again of young ploughmen and shepherds
from Scotland to Canada and Australia and to some of
the other Colonies. On the other hand men who
during the war had become accustomed to an open
air life will try to take up work on farms. This will

counterbalance it a. little, but I think on the whole
there will lie a shortage as regards men, and still

more perhaps as regards women.
2911. That will tend to put up the wage, will it not -

Yes, certainly; if the supply of labour fulls, that
will tend to raise the actual wage.

2912. Mr. f.rntMrd: Have vou any special rates for
SiindiiA work fixed in Scotland? An attempt was
mad.' by the North West Highlands Committee to fix
a rate for

Sunday work. The Central Commitfcv
diasallowed it on the ground that no one would work
on a Sunday in Scotland whatever rate you )i\i.i|. \V.

thought there was no need to have a separate rate for

Sunday work, so far as tin- Central Committee
concerned

2913. Would overtime rates apply to Sunday work :-

Yos. Oommittev differ in their opinions will

gard to these things. The Central Committee, 1

think I may say. am of opinion that there should be
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one overtime rate applicable both to weekdays and

Sundays, and that that should be one and a half times

the ordinary rate no difference between overtime
either on weekdays or Sundays.

2914. You spoke just now about holidays. I should

very much like to hear a little more about the holi-

days. How do the holidays affect the minimum rates?

In one case (in Perthshire) we decided, on the

recommendation of the District Committee, that the

minimum rates were to be reckoned as applying to an

average for the year of 54 hours per week, exclusive

of meal times and 'stable work, and allowing for 21

full days or 42 half-days' holidays in each year,
besides New Year's Day and Hiring Fair days.

2915. They must be deducted from the 54 hours?
Yes.

2916. They are not to be counted as working time in

the 54 hours? If they are not given, they will be

practically charged for as overtime if they are actu-

ally worked.

2917. What is the custom with regard to the ar-

rangement of holidays? Do they usually have them
on the same day in the different districts ? No

;
there

is one holiday that affects a whole district that is to

say the annual Hiring Fair day. In the case of

yearly engagements, or if people are engaged on six-

monthly terms, they get two Hiring Fair days.
2918. Everybody stops work on the Hiring Fair

days and goes into the town whether he wants to

be hired or not, to meet his fellows and have some

amusement, and, of course. New Year's Day in

Scotland is a general holiday. The custom before the

war has generally been no fixed number of days on
leave without pay, but everybody says there was never

any difficulty about that that if a man had anv
reasonable ground for asking to be away for a day or

two to go to a wedding or a funeral, or something of

that sort, unless it was during a very busy time, the

farmer always gave him leave. It was give and take

and there was never any trouble about holidays.
Now it is fixed that lliere shall be these 42 half-day

holidays or 21 full day holidays in the year. It is

v orked out to mean that for 42 weeks in the year they
ill have a half-holiday on Saturday, and work ten

In/ins a day for the whole week in seed time and

harvest, and less in winter.

2919. There is no arrangement with the Wages
Board that the 42 half-holidays shall fall on Saturdays.
What I am thinking of is holidays being scattered

over the week and distributed among the men. Holi-

days on different days in the case of different men
are of very much less value to the men than if the

holiday fell on the same day, or at any rate so far

as possible on the same day. I mean such things as

games and so on become possible for the younger men
if the holidays are more or less on the one day?
Quite so.

2920. In practice the tendency is for the holiday to

fall upon a Saturday? In Scotland certainly.

2921. But yon have made no provision that the

holiday shall fall upon the Saturday? No, that is

left to the farmers.

2922. Mr. Uobbins ; Do you take a gloomy or an

optimistic view of the future economic position of

the agricultural industry? I am afraid there is going
to be a very difficult time in agriculture both for

farmers and labourers.

3923. From your experience could you give the
Commission any estimate as to the probable prices
that will rule for cereals? I have made a very rough
intimate; it is a mere guess. I could put in a paper
on the subject in fact, I have done so.

3924. Mr. Smith: You told us about the rates

that had been fixod by your Committees in Scotland.

Would those rates in the respective districts represent
an' advance on what was previously paid? An
advance on pre-war rates certainly.

2!>2."i. Would tln-y represent an advance on wages
that were being paid at the time they were fixed?---

No, hardly anywhere.
2926. The 4Sfe. would not represent an advance?^

N'o. When we fixed thp minimum wage at 42s. the

average actual wage of the ordinary ploughman in

that area wan really 50s. or rather more.

26126

2927. You have told us that wages go up to as

high as 60s. ? At present, yes ;
I should say very few

are getting as much as 60s.

2928. According to a question put by Mr. Batchelor
it might be assumed that in some cases they are

actually higher. I think he stated that an 80s. cash

wage for six months was being paid with perquisites
in addition? I have heard a rumour as to those

cases, but I should think they are very few.
2929. But they do exist? I suppose so, as the

papers say so.

2930. Could you tell us what basis you take for

valuing the perquisites. You told us what basis you
took for the rent, that is the valuation roll, but what
basis did you take for the meal and potatoes in deter-

mining the value? We have drawn up the general
principles in this paper a copy of which I shall put
in. I can tell you roughly from memory what we
said about meal.

2931. Do you take the retail or the wholesale price?
The wholesale price.
2932. So that those wages in actual value would be

worth more than appear upon the surface especially
if he sells any of his meal? Yes, if the man sold

his meal retail, but he does not sell much; he and
his family consume it.

2933. It is correct to say that wages in Scotland

are, on the whole, considerably more than the rates
fixed by the Board or the Committees? Certainly.

2934. Automatically, as an ordinary arrangement
between employer and employees, do they still have
a tendency to rise having regard to this latest infor-

mation? I should say so; as far as I can learn they
have.

2935. Could you tell us whether anything has
occurred to suggest to your mind that the industry
as such is being harmed by these wages rising in

that way? Not so far, because there has been a

great demand for labour even at those high rates.

The supply has been small, and the farmers are still

getting very high prices for their cereals and cattle,
and sto forth.

2936. You know of no cases where it can be sug-
gested that the industry is being harmed by reason
of the high rate of wages now being paid? No; I

should think there are very few such cases.

2937. I suppose the fact that they are mutually
arranged between employers and workmen is evidence
that" the industry can reasonably bear them? No,
not necessarily. A man may be compelled to pay
higher wages than the industry can bear to get his

harvest reaped for instance but I do not think there
are many such cases, as a matter of fact. I could
well imagine a farmer paying a rate of wages more
than his farm could reasonably stand in order to get
his corn reaped.

2938. It is the permanent hands who have also had
their wages raised considerably it is not only the
extra hands? That is so.

2939. That is the ordinary arrangement which has
lii'i-n come to between employer and workmen? Yes,
because of demand and supply.

2940. No suggestion has come to your notice to the
effect that the industry is not able to carry these
increased wages? So long as present circumstances
continue.

2941. You know of no instance where such a thing
has occurred? No; I know of no instance so far.

2942. Did the 60 hours that you referred to cover the
full hours of the ploughman, or did he have to put
any extra hours in beyond that point? In many
parts of Scotland besides the 60 hours in the field he
had about 7 hours a week in the stable on duty.

2943. So that it is correct to say apart from a sub-
stantial increase in wages there has also been a re-

duction in working hours? There has been in the
last 3 months. In consequence of those conferences
that they have been having there has been a consider-

able reduction in hours in many parts of the country,
but not all over.

2944. And those changes have not had any adverse
effect on the industry? Not so far.

2945. Mr. Walker: Can you tell the Commission

why you do not accept the same principle in Scotland
in fixing rates as we do in England. You are con-

versant I take it up to a point with our rates here

HI
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in England, which are practical rates. Why do you
not adopt the same principle in Scotland? Perhaps
it is because of the more logical character of ih<-

Scotch. We were told in the Act to fix a minimum
rate.

3945A. 1 urn not going to say that I disagree with

you. In dealing with the question of hours I know

you have dealt with them why did you object to the

fixing of hours at the inception of those Committees?
1 personally P.

2U45B. Yea, or the Committees ? Practically all

through the farmers have wished not to have any
definite number of hours fixed. They wanted to have
the minimum wage reckoned on the customary hours
whatever they were. They said " Alter the rates of

wages if you like, but do not touch our hours." All

the farmers objected to that at first. In certain cases

the workers on the District Committees wished to have
a definite number of hours fixed in fact I may say
the workers' representatives even on the Central Com-
mittee all through wished to have a definite number
of hours fixed. In two districts the Chairman of the

District Committee fixed his minimum rate of wages
on a definite number of hours, following the English
example 54 hours in summer at that time and 48
in winter. That came before the Central Committee.
We had discretion to disallow it. There was a great
discussion about it. and at that time during the war
I gave my vote against a definite number of hours
on the ground, as I have already explained, that I

thought it might have the effect of reducing the

actual amount of labour done in tho field, and that

nothing of that kind should be done during the war.
2946. Could you tell the Commission where you got

the idea from originally as regards customary hours

you have said "
so far as customary hours are con-

cerned."? Farmers have always talked about cus-

tomary hours.

2947. I was not aware that there were any cus-

tomary hours; that is why I am asking the question?
The farmers on these Committees have put it as the

hours customarily worked in the district.

2948. Could you define what "customary hours"
are? They vary very much between one district and

another, and even sometimes between one farm and
another.

2949. Should I be correct in saying that in one

parish in Scotland there might be several different

customs so far as the number of hours worked are

concerned ? Yes, there might be two or three perhaps
in one parish.

2950. So that really in practice
"
customary hours "

cannot be defined? It is difficult to define thorn.

2951. You really agreed, therefore, to something
that could not be defined? My idea then was that the
chief object of Part 2 of the Act was to fix wages
and not to fix hours; and that it was quite possible to

fix minimum rates of wages and leave the question of

hours untouched for the time being, and that that
was the best thing to do during the war.

2952. Can you tell us how you could fix a minimum
rate without fixing hours? It is quite possible, is it

notP A minimum rate means that whatever tho
number of hours worked during tho week may be,
the man must get 4()s. a week or whatever it is.

whether he works 50 hours or 10.

2953. The difficulty is that if an employer failed

to comply with it a prosecution could not follow?

Surely, if you lay down that a man must get 40s.

a week whatever number of hours he works?
I. If the hours are not fixed he might have :>

work 18 hours a day? Then the farmer could not
l>p fined so long as he paid the man 40s. a week.

2955. Do you not think you "could have fixed a
standard number of hours and then fixed an overtime
rate over that standard number of hours. Have you
any overtime rates at all? Yes. That is what we are

doing now. We are fixing a certain number of
hours on which the minimum rate has to be reckoned,
ii nd overtime after that number of hours at the rate
of time and a half for any time worked over that
mmiber of hours.

'.TI.V;. When the Committees were first set up did

you fix overtime rates- V,. \\>- left that to In- dis-

posed of later on.

29o7. You did not anticipate overtime at all?

If a custom can bo proved and a man w<u k>

. li.-in the customary hours then he ix entitled

to overtime rates for the time worked over those

hours.
2958. What rates did you fix for overtime?

Latterly ?

2959. No, at tho beginning? In Forfar and Perth
the District Committees themselves fixed the over-

time rates which 1 have mentioned here. They were
less than time and a half.

3960. If you put the table in it will be quite suffi-

cient? Yes, it is among these papers here.

2961. With regard to your statement about the

standard of comfort, I happen to be a Lowlander,
and I certainly am not going to be satisfied, and
never have been satisfied, with a lower standard of

comfort than the Perthshire worker or the Forfarshire
worker.

2962. Why do you distinguish between the two
classes of workers geographically from the point of

view of standard of comfort? Because it is an actual

fact that there is a great difference between the

standard of comfort of the workers in different parts.

2963. Is that really your opinion? Yes, that is

my opinion.
2964. I want to make it clear that we in the Low-

lauds demand an equal standard of comfort with
those in Perthshire and Forfarshire? In the

Lothians, do you say?
2965. Let us take the county of Lanarkshire. Do

you think that the workers in Lanarkshire demand
a lower standard of comfort than the workers in

Perthshire or Forfarshire? No; I should say they
were equal from that point of view I think they are
about equal.

2966. I thought you said that in answer to a

previous question? No, I put thorn upon a leve.1,

but when you go to the Highlands it is a different

matter.

2967. Do you think that the workers in Peeblesshire.

for example, demand a lower standard of comfort
than the workers' in Forfarshiro and Perthshire?

Yes, I think they do, because they are further away
from the mines and the great industries and shipping,
and other things, at which workers in other districts

can get a higher cash wage.
2968. That is your opinion ? Yes

;
I think so. As

a matter of fact, wages are higher where there are

other industries in competition with agriculture, and
the standard of comfort is correspondingly higher.

2969. Can you adduce any other evidence Apart
from your personal opinion that that is so? It

follows, does it not, from the fact that the wages
as a rule, are higher in those areas than they arc

in the more rural and more distant areas.

2970. Let us come down to the borders of Kngljind-
I think the wages of a border ploughman are lower

than those of a Lanarkshire ploughman.
2971. Are they? Yes.

9972. Is that a fact? As far as 1 know, that is

so at any rate, there is a considerable differon- <

2973. Anyhow, it is your opinion that a Lowlander
demands a lower standard of comfort than the men
further north H- --No. I say that tho J^owland agricul-
tural worker expects a much higher standard of

comfort than the Highlander does, or h.-is hitherto

done for generations. The Lowlander has for very

long time had a much higher i\age than the High-
lander has been content with. I have been in India

most of niv lite, ami I have known millions of people
there who are quite content with a standard of com-
fort represented by 4d. per day.

2974. All I can say is until I was well on in my
nineteenth year I lived in l.anarks'liire. and I know

something about the conditions that prevail there

In reference to the question put to you by Mr.
Dallas and your answer to it. if that is line, do

you agree that if the Wages Committees went out

of existence altogether in Scotland, they would never

lie missed so far ns any benefit to the workers is

concerned:-' That is putting it rather too i

liecanse a certain nnnilier of n although I admit
ihat il is a coni|i:iral ivcly Miiall number have re-

ceived higher wiij-i's than they did before owing to
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these minimum rates of wages that have heen set

up. They have had the effect in a very few cases

of raising the man's actual wages, but not as regards
the general run of agriculturists, because they have

been able to secure considerably higher wages by

private or collective bargaining. There are, however,
as I say, some cases in which the minimum rate has

had the effect of raising the man's actual wage.

(The Witness withdrew.)

FIFTH DAY.

TUESDAY, 19TH AUGUST, 1919.

. PRESENT :

SIR WILLIAM BARCLAY PEAT (Chairman).

DB. C. M. DOUGLAS, C.B.

MR. G. G. REA, C.B.E.

MR. HENRY OVERMAN, O.B.E.

MB. A. W. ASHBY.
MB. A BATCHELOR.
MR. H. 8. CAUTLEY, K.C., M.P.

MB. GEORGE DALLAS.
MB. J. F. DUNCAN.
MB. W. EDWARDS.
MB. F. E. GREEN.

MB. J. M. HENDERSON.
MB. T. HENDERSON.
MR. T. PROSSER JONES.
MB. E. W. LANGFORD.
MB. R. V. LENNARD.
MB. GEORGE NICHOLLS.
MB. E. H. PARKER.
MB. R. R. ROBBIN8.
MB. W. R. SMITH, M.P.

MB. R. B. WALKER.

Sir THOMAS H. MIDDLE-TON, K.B.E., C.B., Development Commissioner, called and examined.

The following statement was handed in as the
witness's evidence-in-chief :

2975. (1) In attempting a forecast of the future
economic position of agriculture, it is, in the first

place, desirable to make an estimate of the costs of

production immediately before and immediately after

the war.

2976. Before the war it was possible to estimate

fairly closely the cost of production when the condi-
tions were given. During the war I have, from time
to time, estimated the cost of production by modify-
ing pre-war estimates. In Appendices A and B
I submit such recalculated figures for wheat and meat
respectively.

2977. In the absence of a large number of accounts
it is impossible either to prove or disprove the cor-

rectness of these estimates. Their chief value is

that they are comparable. It is possible to assert
with some confidence that if it cost 33s. Id. per
quarter to grow wheat on certain soils in 1913-14,
it will cost 59s. 2d. per quarter in 1919-20, assuming
the seasons to be equally good ;

and similarly that,
I' it cost 48s. 8d. per live cwt, to fatten a three-year-
old steer in the winter of 1913-14, it will cost

133s. 3d. per cwt. next winter.

2978. It should be noted that in these estimates
n- i hangc in tho efficiency of labour is allowed for.

If. as the result of shorter hours, or for any other
ii, the

output per man per day were either

fj;!v;iti!r or less than before, then the cost of produc-
ti'nii would be correspondingly decreased or increased.

1

1 2) The average price of wheat was 33s. 4d.

(i i.S01bs., or 35s. per 504 Ibs. in 1909-13, so that

if my comparison is correct, a corresponding price in

the next five years (assuming cost to remain constant;
would be 62s. 6d. per 504 Ibs.

Would this average price, without any guarantee,
serve to maintain the 1909-14 area say 1,800,000
acres in the United Kingdom P

2980. 1 think not, for with much higher costs th<3

risks from bad seasons are increased. The chances
are indeed that the area under wheat would decrease,
but not largely, since a small reduction below 1,800,000
acres would eliminate the bulk of the inferior wheat
land cultivated before the war. On the other hand it

must be pointed out that, since much of the better

wheat-producing land is very heavy, one or two wet
seasons would immediately be followed by a sharp
reduction in area.

2981. (3) Would a guarantee of some such figure as
60s. per 480 Ibs. (63s. per 504 Ibs.) maintain produc-
tion at the 1909-13 level ? In my opinion it would not

only maintain, but substantially increase the area,

provided that costs were stabilized
;

for with the

guarantee farmers would speculate on the chances of

higher prices, and there is much land in the country
ni'arly as suitable for corn growing as the worst which
was under corn immediately before the war.

2982. In round figures we had in England and
Wales :-

In 1874, 3,500,000 acres wheat and 8,000,000 acres

total corn.

I'n 1914, 1,800,000 acres wheat and 5,760,000 acres

total corn.

In 1918, 2,550,000 acres wheat and 7,500,000 acres

total corn.
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2S3. In lyis great prewure was brought to boar
uii the (armor; lie was actuated by patriotic motives;
further, the spring mouths were vary fine. Ou the

other hand his labour difficulties were great. From
the above figures and from the present outlouk (given
u guarantee of 00*.), 1 should be inclined to estimate
that we might grow from about .',000,000 to 2,200,000
acres of wheat and 6,500,000 to ti, 700,000 acres of

total corn annually in England and Wales during tin-

next five yean.
2984. (4) Past experience would seem to indn.au-

that, even were prices to reach and remain at a level

of 80s. per quarter, wo would be unlikely to get the
I ~7 1 75 acreages of wheat and other corn crops.
I mler existing condition*, 1 am doubtful if a market
price of 100s. per quarter would by itself .-ocuro

4,000,000 acres of wheat in England and Wales.

2985. (5) Taking next Appendix B, dealing with
Meat Production, attention may be directed to the
first page of the summary ; this shows that the oobt

of producing meat has practically doubled. It should
be noted that as the animals in question are bred and
fed on the same farm there ore no intermediate profits
to be charged. Where animals pass from market to

market, losing weight and incurring charges for trans-

port, the cost of meat production might be consider-

ably higher than that shown.

2936. (6) Attention may also be directed to the

great differences in the cost of winter and summer
feeding. In practice these differences are usually
reduced by the fact that cattle ore worth more per
live cwt. in spring than in autumn

;
but the

figures show that, relatively, grazing must have l < i<

much more profitable than winter fattening. There
was evidence of this in the high prices paid for grass
let by auction and in the prosperity of the rearers of

Irish cattle.

2987. (7) These figures point straight to the pecu-
liar conditions which in one sense have been the salva-

tion, in another the curse, of British husbandry during
the past half century. We possess a relatively large
area of land equally suited for tillage or grazing : the

comparative ease with which the change could be

made saved many farmers from bankruptcy in .the

first half of the period. In 1917 and 1918, when e\er\

quarter of wheat we failed to grow increased the

national danger, there was a race between the plough
and the submarine, which, but for good luck, would
have had a fatal ending for us; and now every

quarter we fail to grow, though it probably adds to

the bank balance of the farmer, certainly adds to the

debit side of the nation's heavy account.

2988. (8) In England and Wales at the present time
there are several millions of acres which in the in-

terests of owners and occupiers should be under grass,
and in the interests of the rest of the nation should

be under other crops.

2989. (9) We have in fact not one agricultural in-

dustry but two tillage farming and grass farming
in this country. If we take the 27,000,000 acres of

cultivate! land in England and Wales and deduct
some 4 to 6 million acres, which for one reason or

another would be tilled under any probable conditions
that will arise in the near future, and some 7 to 9
million acres which would remain in grass, however

tempting corn prices might be, there remain from 13
t'i 16 million acres to which the problem raised In

these alternative industries applies.

2990. (10) So far as I can forecast the economic

prospects of grass farming, I should class them as

good on perhaps two thirds and fair on the remainder
of the " intermediate " area of England and Wales-

I In- country is likely to pay a price for its milk
i Inch will ensure, to the grass farmer at least, H

satisfactory return
;
and even were the prices of

cattle and sheep to fall below probable rates, Krils ~

land could be managed so as to yield certain profits.
The outlay in wages is small, and much grass land
i mild be cheaply improved by manuring. Grass land

generally is worse farmed than tillage land, and the
efforts now being made by the Agricultural Education
Committees in every county are more likely to result
in improvements on grass than on tillage land.

3991. (11) Tillage farming represents a vei\ .

i-ut set of conditions: a heavy outlay of capital, a

high wages bill, more risks from weather, very uncer-
tain prices, much harder work. I would class the

l'io>j.ix'ta as fair only on one-fourth of the "
inter-

mediate
"

area, and as very doubtful on the bulk of

i lie remainder.

-".''.i:.'. (\.) Looked at from the national standpoint,
the first essential is that the industry should be in a

thriving state. Better prosperous grass farming than

bankrupt tillage.

2993. Bankrupt tillage is extruo'dina: ilv wastes nl

in our climate. Reasonable production is only se-

cured in exceptionally good season
,
without capital

for buildings, drainage implements, etc., labour is

spent in vain.

2994. (13) But provided that the industry pays its

way there is uo comparison from the national stand-

point between tillage and gross farming. The gross
value of the produce is more than doubled, the food

provided is increased four- to eight-fold, and th

wages fund is increased in a still higher degree.

.'.''Jo. (14) Farming capital. In comparison with
the gross value of the produce, farming capital is

very small. It is a fortunate thing for the nation
when tillage farmers have a run of good years and
make high profite. It is also a good thing for the
nation that farmers as a cl-.i--, are c -I..M --tinted .md
stick to their profits. In reality these profits are not
income in the ordinary sense of the word. The
favourable years must be evened out with the un
favourable. Over a long life the profits are usually
small as compared with the profits made by men of

similar capacity in other industries.

2996. Much of the farmer's profit goes into the

improvement of his land. Improvers of land, whether
landlords or tenants, always benefit the community.
Very frequently they fail to benefit either themselves
or their heirs.

2997. (15) I think that the economic position of

agriculture would be improved by the development of

small farms up to, say, 100 acres at the exprn

holdings between 100 and 300 acres. The size of the

holding should be adapted to the area which can be

worked by one pair of horses. This holding might be

30 or it might be 100 acres (or even more) according
to the character of the land. It is not usually luck of

knowledge or lack of industry that cripples small

farmers, but the fact that the holdings are not of an
economic size; they are too small, that is, to employ a

pair of horses fully. High wages are likely to

increase the demand for small holdings. Men of the

best type will be able to save money, and a proportion
of them will prefer to farm for themselves rather than

to work for wages.

2998. (16) Assuming that about one man in ten

employed in agriculture in England and Wales looked

forward to settling on the land, that his children

began life like himself as farm workers, and that he

occupied his holding for about half the time he
worked as a labourer, some 40,000 additional holdings

averaging 50 acres would be wanted by farm
labourers. To get this number and to provide similar

small holdings for the men occupying the larger farms
to be broken up it would be necessary to reduce the

total number of holdings between 100 and" 300

from 70,000 to about 55,000. As compared with 19M.
and apart from changes that will be made under the

Land Settlement Act, this .suggested provision for

farm labourers would affect the distribution of

holdings as follows:

2999. Thousands of Holdings
in England & Wah -

1914. As suggest, d

6- 20 acres 132 ... 122

20-100 acres 137 ... 192

100-300 acres 69 ... 55
300 and over acres ... 14 ... 14

3000. (17) Tn view of the large area of the land of

Kngland and Wales \\hich i.elon^s to (lie class al.cive

referred to as
" intermediate." of the much greater

value of tillage land than grass to the nation, and of
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the financial risks incurred in tillage farming, the

Commission may wish to consider whether anything
(apart from guaranteeing corn prices) could be done
to alter the economic prospect of tillage farming as

compared with grass farming.

3001. (18) Various methods of altering the balance
so as to improve the relative prospects of tillage farm-

ing might be suggested, e.g., (a) The principle of
abatements in Income Tax now made in certain cases
for dependents might be extended to land. If an

occupier of land were allowed to deduct from the gross
rent a proportion corresponding to the whole or part
of the actual area under the plough there would be a

great incentive to tillage on all large holdings, e.g., a
400-acre farm, half in tillage, rented at 600 would
now be assessed for Income Tax under Schedule B ac

1,200 (less the value of cottages). If a proportion ol

the rent equal to the whole of the tillage land might
be deducted, the assessable value would be 600

;
and

if a proportion equal to two-thirds of the tillage,
800.

3002. Similarly, in electing to be assessed under
Schedule D, an abatement might be allowed in resptct
of tillage land.

3003'. (b) If national necessity calls for heavier

taxation, and the agricultural industry has to bear
its share, the principle of " earned " and " un-
earned " Income Tax might be applied to tillage land
and grass respectively.

3004. (c) If changes are made in Agricultural
Rating, there might be a similar discrimination in

favour of tillage.

3005. (d) These principles should be extended to

cover the case of the landowner, so that his taxation
on " used "

tillage land should I* less than on
" unused "

grass.

Properly applied, the methods suggested under (c)
and (d) would serve as a stimulus to tillage on the
smaller farms of which the occupiers might not be
affected by Income Tax.

To prevent any administrative difficulties which

might arise if discrimination were made in favour of
" arable "

land, I suggest that "
grass

"
might in-

clude temporary grass and clover, so that abatements
would be on crops other than grass, clover, or
" seeda."

3006. (19) I put forward these suggestions (not
recommendations) for the consideration of the Com-

because:

(1) In my opinion it is not equitable that the

farmer, who by his system of husbandry
provides a large fund for wages and a large
supply of food, who substantially assists
the nation's balance of trade, and who, in

doing so, has admittedly to incur consider-
able risks, should be taxed at the same rate
as tho farmer who adopts system equally
or more advantageous to himself, but of far
less value to the community.

(2) I think it improbable that any guarantee of

prices likely
to be obtained by the farmer

would in itself secure that extension of
our tillage area which is desirable in the
national interests.

3<XJ7. (20) The principle of
" abatement "

might be

applied to certain other very desirable agricultural
operations which, if popular, would certainly add
greatly to the national wealth, though they might
fail in a considerable percentage of cases to benefit

the particular individual executing them. I have in

view Drainage and Liming. An abatement from the

gross assessable value of a sum equal to twice the
actual expenditure would do much to stimulate these

practices. The relief should be given to owners and
occupiers and in respect of all agricultural land.

[This concludes the. evidence-in-chief.'}

3008. Chun inrni : You have been kind enough to
send us certain statements. Will you allow me to put
them in as evidence without reading them? I think
it might save time if we went through them para-
graph by paragraph.

3009. If you will allow me to put them in at the

moment, I will give you an opportunity of going
through them paragraph by paragraph if, after the
examination has taken place, you find it necessary to
do so.

Mr. Smith : Might" I suggest, with respect, that,
as it has been suggested, we might elaborate just
shortly one or two of these paragraphs ;

it might save
time in the end. We have had very little time to
examine this precis. We were very buoy when we
received it.

3010. Chairman: If you wish it, certainly. Sir

Thomas, wojuld you kindly do as you suggest elabo-
rate these memoranda as you think well? In the first

place, I have endeavoured to make an estimate of the

pre-war cost of growing wheat and producing meat,
comparing that with the cost immediately after the
war. I recognise that estimates of this sort are very
much less desira-ble than an analysis of, say, 1,000 farm
accounts. But I think that they are probably as
reliable as the examination of a dozen or even fifty
farm accounts would be, because one's experience in

dealing with farming figures is this, that there is a

very wide variation in cost on individual farms, and
that in order to get anything like an average figure
one would have to examine the working of a great
many farms. I think, therefore, that this method
may be defended as one which is in effect an attempt
to put into figures the opinions one forms from the

prices and other factors which one has got to take into
account in estimating costs of production.

I will take, first of all, the case of wheat produc-
tion. The detailed estimate for the cost of wheat pro-
duction is in Appendix A. I shall not go through
details of the estimate. I shall be ready to answer
any questions that may be put on these details; but
I bring out from Appendix A that, under the condi-
tions assumed, which are those of the Eastern Coun-
ties, a strong loam soil, and a crop of wheat after

mangolds, the probable cost of growing before the war
was 7 9e. per acre. I have taken the probable yield at
4 quarters on land of that description, and I bring
out a net cost per quarter of 33s. Id. In examining
that estimate the criticism that occurs to myself is that
under the conditions supposed the crop would probably
be nearer 38 bushels than 36 per acre; and
therefore my cost is a little high on that ground. But
assuming the same conditions after the war, the cost

of the same crop would be increased to 59s. 2d. pet-

quarter. The selling price in the 5 years before the
war was 33s. 4d. per 480 Ibe., or 35s. per 504 Ibs. So
that if my comparison is correct, a corresponding
price in the next 5 years, assuming the cost to remain
the same, would be something like 62s. 6d. per
quarter of 504 Ibs. Then I put this question : Would
this average price without any guarantee suffice to

maintain the 1909-14 area of wheat, say 1,800,000
acres, in the United Kingdom; and my answer is, No.
But I do not think that the reduction, assuming that
to be the average price and assuming that there were
no guarantee, would be substantial unless we
happened in the next 5 years to meet with two wet
seasons in succession. In that case we would have a

very substantial reduction in area as compared with
the pre-war period.
Then I ask : Would a guarantee of some such figure

as 60s. per 480 Ibs. maintain production at the 1909-

13 level 9 In my opinion it would, and would increase
the production of wheat Milist.uitially. I base my
opinion on the figures which I have set out further

down in the paragraph, figures which point' to the
fact that there is a very large area of land at present
in the United Kingdom which may be described as

on the margin of wheat cultivation. A little improve-
ment would bring in a very substantial area, and
small fall would reduce it'. I venture to make an
estimate that if we had this guarantee, we should

grow in England and Wales between 2,200,000 and

2,500,000 acres of wheat, and from 6,500,000 to

6,700,000 acres of total corn. My view is that even if

market prices were to reach and to remain for som
time at a level of 80s. per quarter, we should b*

unlikely to get back to the 1871-75 acreages of wheat
and other corn crops; that is to say, hack to a ITP'
of 3.500,000 a-cres of wheat' and S,000,000 acres of tots'
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ourn. My rwwou for that i Uu, that alter wo pass
bout Uiu .,000,000 acrun limit lor total corn, <

oogiii to encroach upou luntl which ut !<** suitable lor

uoru production, aud a relatively rapid increase in

the price would be necessary to bring that land inu>

cultivation. Under existing condition* 1 am doubt-

ful, if even a market price of lous. per quarter
for the next 6 years, that wu should get to 4,000,000
ores of wheat m England and Wales.

1 now turn to Appendix 15, dealing with M .in-

duction, b irst a word a* to the prices used in esti-

mating the cost of meat production. Wu \\i-n- ijuiu-

familiar in the years before the war, with making
estimates of the cost of meat production, allow mg
what one might describe as conventional ligure* tor

the crops grown on the tarm
;
and 1 have louou ed the

same procedure in estimating the cost ol meat pro-
duction in the years succeeding the war. 1'he

liguros which 1 have taken for the pre-war period in

the particular case 1 have assumed in Appendix it

are as follows: 1 have supposed that roots could be

grown for tie. Sd. per ton, oat straw 30s., meadow

hay 008., seeds hay 60s. per ton. Before the war,

linseed cake, after deducting manurial value, cost

6 10s. per ton; Egyptian cotton cake cost

i.3 16s. In the post-war period, that is to say,
for this coming year, 1 should explain to farmers

present that in taking the figure of 15s. for roots

and of 60s. for meadow hay, 1 have not actually
taken the crops of the coining year. These crops arc-

about two-thirds, or less than two-thirds, ol tin

average crops; and I thought that as I was attempt-

ing to make an estimate for something like a 6-year

period, it would be undesirable to take this abnormal

crop into account. My figures, therefore, refer to the

post-war cost of an average crop of hay or an average

crop of roots. With regard to linseed cake 1 have

been obliged to take the figure which we presume will

rule during next winter, namely, 25 10s. le.-

manurial value 3 10s., giving a net cost of JL22 ;

and in the case of Kgyptian cotton cake a net cost of

17 10s. per ton.

Now passing over the details of the estimate, which
1 shall be glad to answer questions upon, 1 draw atten-

tion to the summary on the fifth page of the Appendix
--Summary 1. 1 estimate that in the year 1913-14 two-

year-old cattle sold at about 23 months old would have

"incurred a cost of 18 in production. The correspond-

ing figure for next winter, apart from the fact that the

hay and root crop.-, are abnormal, would be 36 4s. 6d.

In other words, the cost per cwt. before the war was

bout 36s. lOd. The cost per cwt. at the present time

is about 73s. lOd. If, as is more usual, the cattle

were kept on for another 10 or 11 months, and

slaughter at, say, 34 months old, the pre-war cost of

producing a three-year-old would be about 25
; post-

war cost, 47 to 48; cost per cwt., 40s. and 36s. 7d.

respectively.
I have prepared a second summary, with the

object of snowing on which periods of the animal's

existence the heavy cost has fallen. All who
are accustomed to rear and keep cattle know that

summer increase, provided that you are rearing the

animal yourself, is purchased at much less cost than

winter increase. I have analysed, therefore, the

difference in cost between summer and winter in-

crease on the next page. We will take the cattle

slaughtered at 34 months old. The animal as a calf

cost before the war about 33s. 7d. per cwt. to pro-

duce; now 50s. 8d. The next increase which was got
in the winter months cost before the war about 63s.,

and costs at the present time about 103s., and so on.

The last summer's grazing cost before the war about
28s.

;
it now costs 43s. The last winter's feeding

(this is the important point) oost liefor<- the war
about 48s., and costs now. assuming that the hay and
root cropH are normal, about 133s. per live <-i. So

that, relatively speaking, there lias lx>on n much
higher increase in tho pout of making meat during the
winter than there lias l>een in the cost of growing
wheat, according to my figures, and that li

mainly due to tho very high oost of feedlllM&uff*.
The ono point that 1 wi.sh to direct attention to

here, apart from the alteration in post, in the

great increase in the cost of winter fix-ding as com-

pared with the cost of gras* feeding.

1 do not know whether, before 1 proceed, you would
-.<> put questions on these two sets of estimates.

We re dealing now with twtimau*> of cost of pro-
duction, and it might be convenient tor members who
are present to put questions on these estimates before
we proceed.

3011. The C'Auinnun: My view is, 1 think, that you
uhould complete your statement:'' Very well. Thet>e

ligures, that is to say, the figures which 1 havu
read relating to the cost ot rearing cattle in

summer and in winter, point straight to the peculuu
conditions which in one sense have been the salvation,
and in another the curse, of British husbandry during
the past half century. We possess a relatively large
area of land equally suited for tillage or for grazing.
The comparative ease with which the change could be
made saved many farmers from bankruptcy in the
first half of the last 50 years tin- first half of the

period, and it was the ease with which that change
was made, and the fact that most of our land had
gone, down to grass that constituted the special
dangers with which we were laced in the years 1917
and 1918, a danger which it was the time turn of the
Food Production Department to attempt t ininli.it

I submit that you have got to consider not only
one agricultural industry, but two agricultural indus-

tries, for there are two very distinct agricultural
industries in the country, namely, tillage farming and
grass farming. If we take the 27,000,000 acres of

England and Wales, and deduct from them Home
4,000,000 to 5,000,000 acres, which for one reason or
another would be tilled under any probable condi-
tions that will arise in the near future, stud ako
some 7,000,000 to 9,000,000 acres which would remain
in grass however tempting the corn prices might be,
there remain from 13,000,000 to 16,000,000 acres in

England and Wales to which this particular problem
of the alternate industries applies \\ , have twj
industries possible on from 13,000,000 to 16.000,000
acres of land.

So far as one can forecast tho economic prospects
of grass farming, I should class them as good on per-

haps two-thirds, and fair 011 the remainder ol the,

intermediate area.
'

By the intermediate area 1 mean
the 13,000,000 to 16,000,000 acres of England and
Wales. The country is likely to pay a price lor it*

milk which will ensure, to the grass farmer at least,
a satisfactory return; and even were the prices of
cattle and sheep to fall below the probable rates in

tho near future, grass land could be managed w> a- to

yield certain profits. The outlay in wages is small,
and much grass land could be cheaplv improved bv

manuring. Grass land generally is worse farmed than
tillage land, and the efforts now being made by the

Agriculture Education Committees in every county
ure more likely to result in improvements on grass
land than on tillage land, because the scope for

improvement is greater and the methods of im-

provement are more direct and simple. Tillage farm-

ing represents a very different, set of conditions: a

heavy outlay of capital, a high wages bill, more risks
from weather, very uncertain prices and much harder
work. Apart from any State intervention, 1 would
class the prospects of the tillage farmer in the im-
mediate future as being fair upon one-fourth only of

the
" intermediate" area and as being very doubtful

on the bulk of the remainder of the " inU-rme<i
area.

Now looking at the subject from the national stand-

point, the first essential is that the agricultural in-

dustry should be in a thriving state. It ia better to
have prospered as grass farming than to have bank-

rupt tillage land. Bankrupt tillage land is extraor-

dinarily wasteful in our climate. Reasonable pro-
duction can only be secured in

exceptionally good
seasons on land which I describe as bankrupt; and the
result is that there is a great waste in the labour

expended upon the cultivation. Provided that, the

industry pavs its way. then- i^- no comparison from tin-

national standpoint between tillage and grass farm-

ing. The gross value of tin- produce is more than
doubled in tillage farming, the food provided in in-

rreaiwd four-fold to eight-fold, rind the wage** fund in
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increased in about the same degree. I have not

actually estimated it for different conditions, but it

is in about the same degree as the increase of food

production.

Now, Sir, I want to draw your attention to a

point in connection with farming capital. In com-

parison with the gross value of the crops which it

produces, the capital at the disposal of the tillage
farmer is always very small indeed

;
and thus, if you

have two or three bad seasons in a rotation of crops,

you may have a sum equal to the whole capital value
of the farm disappear because of the effect of these
seasons on gross production. I conclude, therefore,
that it is a fortunate thing for the nation when tillage
farmers have a run of good years and make high
profits. 1 base my belief, not regarding the subject
from the farmer's own point of view, but knowing
what I do of the character and tendencies of the
farmer. The farmer is close-fisted, and it is a good
thing for the nation that he is. When he makes
profits he does not squander them. As a rule, these

profits go into the improvement of his farm. A very
great many of our land improvers have improved their
land at the expense of themselves and of their heirs

;

but it is undoubted, 1 think, that they have done so
in the national interest, and that the nation has
benefited thereby. In considering the profits from
farming, it is necessary to even out the profits over
a long life ; and if you do so and go back to the agri-
cultural history of the past .50 years, or, if you like,
the past 100 jears, you will find that few farmers die
rich. If a man maintains his holding free from debt
and has made a hving on his land, I do not think
that the average man has done more. There are, of

course, many capable farmers who have made fortunes
out of farming. But we must now think of the

average of the 200,000 farmery or thereabouts who
hold land in holdings of from 20 to 30 acres and
upwards.

Now I want to say a word for the development of
' small farms. I think the economic position of agri-
culture would be improved by the development of
small farms up to, say, 100 acres in area at the ex-

pense of intermediate holdings from 100 to 300 acres
in size. The size of the holding should be adapted to
the area which can be worked by one pair of horses.

That, of course, is obvious. One hears a great deal
about the non-productive character of the small hold-

ings ;
but I think if that non-productive character is

traced to its cause you will generally find that the
cause is that the holding is not an economic unit.

It is a much more difficult thing to make a small

holding an economic unit than it is in the case of a

big holding. You can lay down a little more grass
or plough a little extra grass on a 600 to 600 acre

holding so as to employ hands fully. But a small
farmer when he enters upon the land has got to take
what he gets ;

there is no scope for change in the farm,
and it is that which handicaps so many of our small
farmers in this country. Then I think" it is a matter
of observation that very many of the smaller farmers
do not occnpy, to say the least, the best land in the
districts in *-hioh they are farming.

So far as I can forecast the future, it seems to me
that the higher wages now ruling are likely to increase
the demand for small holdings. Some, of course, take
the opposite view and point out that in the past the
labourers in those counties which have paid low wages
have on the whole demanded small holdings to a

greater extent than those in counties paying higher
rates of wages. I am not, however, thinking so much
of the small market garden holding as I am of
the small farmer : and it seems to me that for the

enterprising agricultural labourer who will be able in

the future, especially if several members of his family
are working with him on the land, to save a con-
siderable sum from his earnings a small farm of his
own is likely to prove attractive ; and personally I

think that it would be in the interests of the economic
development of agriculture that provision should !><

rnarlr for tin' supply of holdings for men of the type
I have in view.

With a view to giving some precision to the argu-
ment I havo developed, I have made an estimate

that if one man in ten employed in agriculture in

England and Wales looked forward to settling on
his land for one-third of his life-time, and if his

children, like himself, began work as farm workers,
some 40,000 additional holdings would be required, and
in order to provide for these and also to supply hold-

ings for the men whose farms were broken up in order
to make small farms, it would be necessary to increase

the total number of our holdings by something like

55,000. I have shown in the summary of my evidence
how these holdings would he distributed as compared
with the holdings in England and Wales in 1914. The
difference is, that one would increase the number
of holdings between 20 and 100 acres from 137,000
to about 192,000. One would decrease the number
between 100 and 300 acres from 69,000 to something
like 55,000 ;

while the holdings over 300 acres, I think,
should remain as they are, because for economic

working there is no doubt that the holding of over
300 acres is a more profitable one than the average
holding between 100 and 300 acres.

Now, Sir, I proceed to questions of policy, and
possibly I am travelling outside the sphere which

you have mapped out for the consideration of this

Commission. I ask this question: In view of the

large area of land of England and Wales which
belongs to the class referred to as "

intermediate," of
the much greater value of tillage land than grass
land to the nation, and of the financial risks incurred
in tillage farming, the Commission may wish to con-
sider whether anything (apart from guaranteeing corn

prices) could be done to alter the economic prospect
of tillage farming as compared with grass farming.
I have put forward in the remaining paragraphs of

my precis a few crude suggestions. I put them for-
ward with some hesitation as they are outside my own
particular experience ;

but it does seem to me that
there are various methods of altering the balance
which might be suggested.

First, I suggest that the principle of abatement in
the Income Tax now made in certain cases for de-

pendents might be extended to land. If an occupier
of land were allowed to deduct from the gross rent
a proportion corresponding to the whole or part of
the actual area under the plough, there would be
a great incentive to tillage on all large holdings. If
national necessity calls for heavier taxation, and the
agricultural industry has to bear its share, the
principle of " earned " and " unearned " Income
Tax might be applied to tillage land and grass land
respectively. That is to say, if additional taxation
is to be imposed, I would first place the taxation on
the grass land which I regard as parallel to the case
of the " unearned "

income, although it is admitted
that the income from grass land is

" earned." The
amount of work, the amount of risk that is necessary
to earn an income from tillage land is, however, so
much greater than the risk and the labour required to
earn an income from grass land that 1 think there
is room for discrimination. If changes are made in

Agricultural Rating, there might be a similar dis-
crimination in favour of tillage. I would like to
extend these principles to cover the case of the land-
owner, so that his taxation on " used "

tillage land
should be less than on relatively

" unused "
grass

land Properly applied, such methods of assessment
as the last two would serve as a stimulus to tillage on
the smaller farms of which the occupiers might not
be affected by Income Tax. To prevent any adminis-
trative difficulties, I suggest that " Grass" might in-
clude temporary grass and clover, so that abatements
would be on crops other than grass, clover, or seeds.

I put forward those suggestions for consideration
for two reasons : (1) In my opinion, it is not equitable
that the farmer who by his system of husbandry pro-
vides a large wages fund and a large supply of food,
who substantially assists the nation's balance of trade,
and who, in doing so, has admittedly to incur con-
siderable risks, should be taxed at the same rate as a
farmer who adopts a system equally or more advan-
tageous to himself, but of far less value to the com
munity. (2) I think it improbable that any guarantee
of prices likely to be obtained by the farmer would
in itself secure that extension of our tillage area
which is desirable in the national interests.
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Then 1 should like to see the principle of
" abate-

mouta "
applied to certain other very desirable agri-

cultural operations which, if popular, would certainly
udd greatly to the national wealth, though they might
tail in a considerable percentage of cases to benefit
the particular individual executing them. I hare in

. iew drainage and liming. These I regard aa the
nimlauiuntul methods of improving tillage farming in

tliis country, and are especially wanted at thr present
time. An abatement from the gross assessable value of
a sum equal to twice the actual expenditure would do
inn' h to stimulate these practices. The relief should
be given to owners and occupiers and in respect of all

agricultural land. The point about these two

practices is, that there is no question that in certain
cases they fail to benefit; they are expensive, and
the farmer has got out of the habit of liming. The
landowner is doing less draining, for good reasons,
than he did in the past. The cost of these processes
has gone up enormously as the result of the war. It

ainly desirable th'at they .should be stimulated in

some way; and I think that by this, or some other

method, these two fundamental methods of land im-

provement should be singled out for development by
the State. There is no question, that, if extensively
and widely carried out, the nation would largely
benefit from any expenditure which it might have to

undertake.

These are the points to which I want to draw your
attention. I would like to say before I close that

you will notice that I am a very strong advocate of

tillage in the national interest aa compared with

grazing. I have not time to develop the arguments
here now, but I have developed them in a

popular way. in a pamphlet called " Food Production
from the Consumer's Standpoint," which is published
by the Ministry of Reconstruction, and if members
of the Commission are interested in knowing why it

is that T advocate tillage so strongly. I would ask
them to do me the honour of looking through, at any
rate, the summary of that pamphlet.

Chairman : Thank you very much for your most

interesting and instructive statement. The Secre-

taries will be asked to obtain copies of the book to
which you refer for the information of the members
of the Commission, and no doubt they will find it as

interesting as you state it to be. I will now ask Mr.
Smith to begin the questions.

3012. Mr. Smith : Do 1 understand the figures you
have submitted to ud this morning are not based on
any actual balance sheets that you have seen? No,
they are not based on actual balance sheets. They are
based on balance sheets of actual costs of production
in a large number of cases before the war, and are

brought up to date by repricing.

9013. Surely they must be based on something real?
I will tell vou how the information was got. In the

first place I have myself a pretty extensive knowledge
of agricultural costs, and I consulted a great many
men who wore in a position to form estimates. I got
them to send me estimates of the cost of producing
v. heat under various conditions

;
and from these

estimates, criticising them in detail, I myself formed
an estimate so that I might for my own guidance put
into figures what my opinions were. I have varied
that estimate by the simple process of repricing from
time to time.

3014. Then you have no exact figures of costs based
on actual experience in farms? I have no figures in

front of me of exact costs; and I do not think that
theac figures would be of much value to me unless I

were able to average at least TOO, the conditions are

to variable.

3015. And therefore these are estimates of what.

the costs might bo? That is so.

3016. Do you know that in some businesses they
take this as a basis, and rely on their << OIKHIIK ^

effected in the working for a profit? Yre, I know
that.

3017. Therefor* there might be economies effected

and a net return given to the farmer within them ?

The difficulty is that in those businesses to which the

cost* of production are applied the great majority
of them are carried out under a roof. Farming is

not carried out under a roof, and we cannot by re-

solving to harrow once leas or roll once less in the
.season reduce our costs of production. We must
average out what is probable on the land and under
weather conditions which we must expect. That is a
farmer's difficulty in applying costs of production to
i emulate his tillage.

3018. But would it be fair to assume that estimated
( ost would be on a basis that would leave them u

margin, that they would rather have a tendency to
lie on a high figure than on a low? None of those

;..:-. .us whom 1 consulted in framing this estimate,
or at least it must have been very few, were interested
in leaving a margin. They we're interested by gel-

ting at the facto, and certainly that was my own
intention. You will see that the margin I have left

for the farmer in this particular case is a wage of 10s.

a day for 300 days.
3019. You spoke of the necessity of rolling onoe or

twice. Is it the case that there are occasions where
the land is not rolled at all? There may be, many
cases.

. That they are sown and there is nothing
more done to them until harvest? I have never seen
a field which was sown which had nothing more done
to it. At least, if I have seen it, it has been
seldom.

3021. You admit that is possible? It is possible.
but riot probable.

3022. And in that fact there would be great eco-

nomies on these costs? You would not get the seed

%which you sowed
;
so the probability would be there

would bo bankruptcy.
3023. If I were to suggest to you that ft harv.M

which has just been garnered from a field of that

description produced 80 bushels of oats to the acre,
what would you say to that? I should say that it

is surprising, but I must accept it.

3024. You have mentioned real bad seasons. What
exactly do you mean by that? We get really very
bad seasons about three or four times in a century.
We get seasons relatively bad, I should say, on an

average, once in ten years. They generally come one
or two together.

3025. But is not it a fact that you very rarely
have a season which is bad for all crops? That is so,

very rarely.

3026. And that agriculture is an industry which

compensates to some extent for some of the difficulties

you have to contend with?. The difficulty is this,

that generally if it is a bad season for one corn

crop, it is bad for all the corn crops ;
and the farmer

who is mainly a corn grower is hit in that way by
the weather to a much greater extent than the farmer
who is a mixed farmer. That is one of the strong

arguments for mixed farming and for grass framing.

3027. You suggest to us that the average farmers
do not make money. I think you stated generally
that he finished up with as much capital as he com-
menced with? Yes, and makes his living.

3028. Have you any further explanation to give
of that fact, as"to whether that circumstance could not

be altered? You mention in paragraph 10 of yout
memorandum that grass land generally is worse
farmed than tillage land, and I think you elaborate

that by stating that the best use is not made of

it P That is RO.

3029. Would not that nlso apply to tillage as well

as grass? That is so. There is no doubt whatever
ib:ii there is a great deal of tillage land in this

country which is badly farmed.

3030. And needs more scientific methods of farming?
Yes.

3031. Would you agree that a greater interest in

the industry itself by the farmers might produce
nits? I entirely agree; but then I am

dealing with the farmer as an average man, and you
must admit that in any large number the average is

not always equal to the best.

3032. Of course, all these things are comparative.
but the average position is one that has a tendency
towards inefficiency. You would not suggest that w.<

should continue on that? T would not like to say
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that the average tendency is towards inefficiency.
What it would be true to say would be that the

average farmer is not highly efficient. That is a mere
truism. The highly efficient man usually constitutes

say from 5 to 10 per cent, of the whole population.

3033. But you rather suggest in your evidence that

the industry or the results of it are not so good as

they might be? That is so.

3034. Therefore greater efficiency in farming would

give better results ? I entirely agree.

3035. You state that the demand for small holdings
will increase, but I think you also stated that the

farms of 300 acres and over give better results?

1 said that they gave a better result on the average
in my opinion than the farm between 100 and 300

;

and I also said, I think, that large farms of, say,
500 acres presented greater opportunities for working
as an economic unit than the small holdings which
the small farmer generally had to take, because one-

was able to adapt the number of horses to the precise
conditions of the farm.

3036. If we are to maintain this industry, and it

seems to me that is your view, that national interests

need the maintenance of agriculture on the tillage

plan, is it your opinion that we ought to adopt a

policy all round which would give us the best results ?

Yes, certainly.
3037. And therefore that might mean having larger

farms ? Yes, it might mean having large farms
; but,

in my opinion, and I tried to make it clear, it would
be a mistake to concentrate entirely upon large
farms.

3038. Would that depend on the districts and the

character of the soil as to how far? Yes.

3039. You state in the first page of your memo-
randum of evidence: " No change in the efficiency
of labour is allowed for." Do you expect less

efficiency of labour? I have not had much evidence
on the point, and if asked my opinion it is this, thai

at any rate when things settle down, we ought to

expect labour to bo quite as efficient as it was before.

I have heard statements that labour is not as efficient

as it was before the war. 1 have discussed this

question-, with two or three farmers and land
owners within the last fortnight. They wero

unanimously of the opinion that it was not as

efficient; but you will be glad to hear that those
farmers wore in Germany and not in this country.
What I bring this out for is to show that there is a

general feeling all over the combatant nations that the

efficiency of labour is not what it was immediately
before the war in any class cf society.

3040. Do you think that view is the result of the

difficulty of making proper comparisons; that during
the last three years there has been so much of what
we might call substituted labour and not the regular
trained labour, which ultimately we shall have come
back to? There is a great deal in that.

3041. And that when we get back to the regularly
trained lahpur there will be no reduction in efficiency?
No reduction in efficiency per hour. Of course one

must refer to days and hours. I do not know whether

you are touching upon that subject. It is barred, I

think.

Chairman: We are not allowed to recommend any
period of hours for agricultural labour, but we are
allowed to discuss it in relation to the costs of pro-
duction.

3042. Mr. Smith : You state in paragraph 14 :

" Much of the farmer's profit is in the improvement
of his land "? Yes. that is so.

3043. Have you any idea as to whether the farmer
could have some bettor guarantee in that respect?
Have you any idea as to how far a longer guaranteed
tenancy might help him in that respect? What I

was thinking of was this, that in the course of a
lifetime he and hi* successors, even if they
continued in the holding, would probably not with-

draw the full value in many cases of the money spent
in improvements, because the tendency of most farmers
is to treat their land, when they have money,
ns the hobby on which they spend their money. They
improve tlieir land and their stork.

3044. You would agree it is desirable that that form
of tillage should be pursued? Yes.

3045. Do you think it would be pursued more fullv

if the farmers had greater guarantees so far as tenures
were concerned? During the past two years there
has been a great deal of restlessness because of the

large sales of land which have taken place; but before
that period of restlessness set in, I cannot say that

good farming was prejudiced on the average by the
cause to which you refer.

3046. Have you ever heard of "
farming to leave "

?

Yes.

3047. Is that a good system? No, that is a very bad

system ;
but it is not the highly skilled farmer who

adopts that system. He rarely does it twice in the
same county.

3048. With regard to the question of Income Tax,
have you any idea how much your suggestion, if it

were carried out, would amount to per acre? What
1 take it on is on the assessable value. If you take
the case I have illustrated here, supposing you had a
400 acre farm half in tillage and now rented at 600
it would be assessed under Schedule B. at 1,200,

apart from the value of the cottages. If one were
allowed to deduct a proportion equal to the whole of

the area under tillage, you would reduce the assessable

value of that farm to 600. That, of course, would
mean a very substantial sum per acre.

3049. In regard to the future of farming, have you
formed any opinion as to any other means of eco-

nomies or any other facilities that might be provided
for the industry which would help it, as, for instance,

transport? I have not gone into this general point,
because I think the Commission are probably agreed
that much could be done to benefit rural areas by
increasing transport.

3050. You think transport could be improved with

advantage? Greatly improved. I referred just now
to the fact that I had been discussing agricultural
questions with German farmers recently. One of the

things that struck me when there was the very fine

system of electrical trams running everywhere through
the area, these trams were used, not only for passenger
traffic, but for goods traffic.

3051. And it provides a speedy method of reaching
the market? Yes.

3052. Which would be an advantage, I suppose, to

perishable goods? Yes.

3053. And also, by taking them closer to the farms,
would reduce the cost of cartage of things to the
farms? Yes.

3054. Mr. Rabbin* : In your estimated cost you have

taken, I gather, the difference in the actual cash

(rages paid in 1914 pre-war, and post-war? Yes. I

have stated in the Appendix the rates of wages I have,

taken.

3055. You have made no allowance for the number
of hours in respect of which those payments are made ?

Yes. What I have done is this. If you will turn
to the detailed estimate of the cost of growing wheat
and then turn to the next page, you will find notes on
how the figures were got. I took the pre-war wage
at 18s. a week of six days, and 30s. in harvest time.-

The post-war I took at 44s. for 54 days ;
8s. per day,

and harvest 10s. per day.
3056. In that way you have made the allowance for

the difference in the hours worked? Yes, I have. I

also go into the horse labour pretty fully, because that

is one of the serious items.

3057-8. I think you say somewhere here that you
think that a guarantee of 60s. for about five years
ahead might possibly secure the maintenance of

roughly the area under wheat last year? Yes,

roughly that.

3059. Is not there a tendency with a guarantee of

75s. to put the land down to grass? Yes; but you
must remember that that guarantee is a one year's

guarantee.
3060. You account for that tendency by the uncer-

tainty? Yes; there is all the difference between five

years ahead and one year ahead.

3061. May I ask you one- question about your book

comparing agriculture in Germany and England?
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There seems to have been a r. n lu-i night.
Von <tt there, I think, that for .-\.-i\ Im acres

under cultivation Germany fexls 7-"> people, an com-

pared with 40 people fed in this country for

100 acrea under cultivation P Yes.

9069. That is nooounted for, is n<>t it. i.\ the dif-

ferent proportion of tillage in this country ami <!
many ? Entirely .

3063. It is not what many people seem to nssum.
that the Knglish farmer farms so badly that h<

less per acre under the plough than the German
farmer? No, that is so. At the same time I UHS
M-I \ much impressed by the (iciman funning I saw
last week. It was being done splendidly.

3064. Mr. I'arkrr : You have said, in reply to Mr.

Smith, that a great deal of land in this country wan

badly farmed. Would you not admit that when
there has been a good deal of levelling up, on the

whole the farming in this country is of a very high
order? A great deal of the farming is of a very high
order in this country. Before the war one was under
the comfortable illusion that a very large proportion
of it as of a high order; but I think that the ex-

perience, one has had in the Food Production Depart-
ment, and the experience of the Agricultural Com-
mittees throughout England and Wales, has pointed
to the fact that after all there are more bad farmers
than we supposed.

3065. In your evidence-in-chief you nay it is pos-
sible to assert with some confidence that if it costs

33s. Id. per quarter to grow wheat on certain soils in

1913-14, it will cost 69s. 2d. per quarter in 1919-30.

Have you estimated at all that if the hours of labour

are reduced from 54 to 50 in the summer months,
how these figures will be affected? In tho notes at-

tached to the estimate I show precisely how tho houra

have been discounted, nd my statement refers exclu-

sively to cases where the conditions are strictly

parallel ;
that is to say, a 5$ days' week in the one case

and a six days' week in the other.

3066. That is 54 hours a week, is not it? The
actual number of hours varies in different parts of the

country ;
but I have made a difference between the

two estimates of about -U hours per week.

3067. But if the hours in summer time are altered

from 64 to 50, would it affect your estimate of the

cost of 14 16s. 5d. to grow an acre of wheat? v,

it would not.

9068. I gather you are of opinion that a guarantee
of (50s. to 63s., according to weight, would substan-

tially increase the area under wheat above the area

of 1909-13; but you add. "provided the costs are

stabilised." Is that possible at all? My point there

was, that I do not know what the future trend ol

costs will be; but assuming that they are stabilised

on these figures, I estimate that there would be the

increase which I have stated in my evidence. If you
think that they are not yet stabilised, then you must
discount my figures accordingly.

3069. And if they are not stabilised, the guarantee
would have to be more than 60s. or 63s. ? Yea, to

have the same effect.

3070. It would be a large assumption to say that

oosU are stabilised? I am not assuming they have
been or have not been.

3071. In Appendix A, under " Other diarges," I

see yon include farmers' wages at 10s. per day for 300

days? Tea.

3072. In your opinion should this charge vary with
the size of the farm becoming smaller and on very
large holdings? Yen. it should ; but I have taken here
an ordinary crse. It in not an average case, but an

ordinary case to get a conventional figure. It will

have to vary.

3073. In your estimates there does not appear to
be any charge for tho tenant's capital employe! in

tho farm? Yes. If you turn to the detailed figures
of costs, you will see I have rnre-fullv estimated the

charged for tenant's capital employed in horses and
implement*, and I have also estimated his outlays for

bank overdraft for cases in which coats are to be in-

curred before the produce was sold.

3074. The interest on the tenant's capital is spread
in Yes; amongst all these items I have analysed it

in that way.
.f''7">. At what rate have you taken itr I have

taken interest on hones, for example, at 5 per cent.,

and dcpi, i u.tion at 7 per cent. 1 cannot find the rate

I. n implement* at the moment, but it is included.

3076. The figures include interest in some way or

other on the whole of the capital employed in the

farm?-- Yes, the whole of the capital employed on
wheat growing.

3077. You say these estimates are not based on any
exact figures, but are assumed? Yes, that is so.

3078. In assuming them, have you in your mind

large farm about 300 acres or a small farm?- 250 to

300 acres --about 300 a

307!>. Mi. \irhulls: 1 only want to ask with refer-

once to Germany. Did I understand that you have
Keen there quiU- recently:" I came home last week.

I as only in the occupied area
;
I was not in the rest

..I the country.

3080. I wanted to ask whether you found any areas

where they were largely small holders? Yes; in th

area in which I was, in the neighbourhood of Cologne,
there was a very large number of small holders. The

percentage of small holders in the whole of Germany
is very high.

.SO>1. I niily wanted to get at the point that was
taised a little while ago, that if we are out for re-

populating the countryside, do you consider the ad-

vantage is on the small holder's side? What is your
view with regard to the large commercial I'smiil- II

you are out for repopulating the countryside, then

undoubtedly the balance is with the small holder. I

noted pretty closely the condition of these German
small holdings. I saw them on good land and on

poor land. I could see they were exceptionally well

managed on good land. They were quite as successful

as the large farms in that neighbourhood. In tact.

they were more successful. lnH-au.se they were working
at their harvest from sunrise to sunset. On the lai^e

farms the farmers were complaining very much of tin-

shortage of labour just as they are here. In the pour

district* the small holders had suffered badly from lack

of manures during the war, and their crops were very

unequal.

3062. Did you find any discontent amongst them?
I did not question any of them.

3083. What is your experience in England with

regard to that point?
Have you discovered that

where a father has a small holding his sons are

really keen to go on with the same kind of life? I

should not like to generalise.

3084. I mean you have not discovered anywhere
where the father has been a small holder and the

son has left him at it, and got so sick of it that he

wanted to run away? I think that is very likely;

but the other side of the story is also likely. There

are different fathers and different sons.
t

3085. Quito so
;
but what I wanted to find out was,

whether the applications for the small holdings as a

rule come from the sons of fathers who have worked
small holdings themselves:' I do not know, but I do

not think it is desirable that it should come. I should

prefer that these men took up the earning of wages
until they had saved some money to go on to tin-

land, so as to leave the small farm for the older

agricultural labourers who had gained experience.
and who as enterprising men could manage a small

farm
;
and there are many of them.

3086. From that point of view have you any know-

ledge as to whether that type of man who settled

to work for somebody else, but is the son of a small

holder, is at all anxious to go and take land on his

own like his father did? I would rather not answer
the question because 1 have had so little experience.

3087. With regard to Germany, did you find on the
farms there any difference between their management
and the management that you find here" Did yon
find less fences, for instance:' Yi>s. The noticeable

thing with regard to fences was, that on the plain
there are no hedgerow trees and no fences at all

;
and
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whereas our roadsides are bare and eur field sides are

filled with timber, their roads are lined with timber

and there hedgerows are non-existent.

3088. Do you find they plough right up to the

roadway ? Yes.

3089. There is no fence at all in many cases? No.

3090. Mr. Lennard : There is a general statement

at the end of paragraph 14 of your evidence-in-chief

which I do not follow. You say that "
improvers of

land, whether landlords or tenants, always benefit

the community." I suppose the improvement of land

generally costs something? Yes. it costs something.

3091. And some improvements may only bring in

2 per cent, on the outlay, may they not ? That is so
;

but the loss falls on the improver himself and the

community generally benefits: the parish benefits

whon the man suffers.

3092. But would you really maintain that when the

State needs money so badly that it is willing to pay
5 per cent, or more for it, it would benefit the

community to sink money in improvements which

only bring 2 per cent.? I was not thinking of present
conditions, but of past history. I was thinking of the

value to the nation of these improvements which had
been effected at 2 and 3 per cent, when the crisis

came, and it was necessary for us to get something
on the land. The land stores up its good treatment,
and it is there available when it is wanted. I was also

thinking of the fact that other classes of the com-

munity who do not put their earnings into the

improvement of land are very apt to put them into

other commodities which disappear altogether.

3093. Let me take a case. I suppose you would
admit that an increased output of building stones

and bricks, let us say, would at this moment benefit

the, community very greatly? Yes, that is so.

3094. But would you consider that a man would
benefit the community more by improving the land for

a return of 2 per cent., assuming it would only bring
him 2 per cent., than by putting his money into a

quarry or brickfield producing 5 per cent, or more?
NIL h<- would not at the present time ; but he would
do so more than a man who put it into, say, a motor-

car.

3095. There is another point 1 would like you vo

explain. In paragraph 12 you say,
" Better

prosperous grass farms than bankrupt tillage." By
"
bankrupt tillage." do you mean tillage that does

not pay its own way? liv "bankrupt tillage" I

mean the class of tillage one saw a great deal of 25

years ago at the end of the depression, when farmers

scraped along without capital, with overdrafts from
the banks up to the maximum which it was possible
to get, and never knowing at one year's end where

they would be at the following Michaelmas.

3096. But tillage could not be said to pay its own

way, and therefore in a sense could be said to be a

losing proposition, if it required help from the tax-

pavers to keep it going? In the case of bankrupt
tillage to which I referred the dole came from the

farmer's own savings. That is to say, he had to

cut down his expenditure in every possible way, and
the probability was that he may have been suffering
in h\\ own person and in his own family.

3097. So that the difference would be if tillage was
maintained by grants from the Exchequer, not that

there would be a gain, but that the loss would be

borne, not by the farmer, but by the taxpayer? Yes
;

in certain cases that is so.

3098. In paragraph Irt you suggest that in respect
of tillage land the farmer should be given certain

abatements in the payment of Income Tax. Am I

right in gathering from what you say at the end of

paragraph 17, when you speak of something apart
from the guarantee of corn prices which might be

done to alter the economic prospect of tillage farming,
that you suggest these abatements in addition to the

guarantee you propose? It was my intention to sug-

gest them as additions, because I do not think that
the prire in itself would be likely to bring about
the extension in the area of tillage which is at the

present time desirable.

25125

3099. I understand. I suppose if tillage farmers

paid less taxes, which they would under your system
of abatements, other people would have to pay more?

Presumably.
3100. So that ultimately the gain to the tillage

farmer would come out of the pockets of ether tax-

payers, in just the same, or much th same, way that

any payments would which were made by the State in

the way of guaranteed prices for cereals which were

higher than the world price? Quite so.

3101. Is not it the fact that this system of abate-

ments would involve extra bookkeeping for the Inland

Revenue Department? I do not think it would

involve any substantial difficulty.

3102. But if it did involve any real increase in

bookkeeping, it would cost the State rather more than

it would to give higher guarantees and pay the farmer

his subsidy by one channel only ? Yes
;
as a pure

business transaction I agree with the line of argument
you are taking. I am thinking, however, of the effect

on the farmer's attitude of securing an abatement.

3103. You think that if he gets two payments made
in two different ways they seem to be bigger? If it

is possible to secure an abatement, he will try to

earn it.

3104. Then you suggest the principle-of abatements
because it is improbable that any guarantee of prices
likelv to be obtained by the farmer would be sufficient?

Yes.

3105. I suggest to you that it really comes to this,

that the farmer may get more out of the taxpayer,
if the taxpayer does not know how much he is

paying for the encouragement of tillage ; or, in other

words, if the subsidy is concealed from public criticism

in the form of abatements to farmers. Does not it

really come to that? No, I do not think it comes to

that. 1 think the public would quite understand the

nature of the transaction.

3106. There is another general statement of yours
I find some difficulty with. In paragraph 7 you say:
"
Every quarter we fail to grow adds to the nation's

heavy load of debt"? 1 should have qualified that

by saying, assuming that there were not more profit-
able employment; that is to say, assuming that labour

required employment.
3107. Assuming that you could not find any more

profitable employment for the labour and capital

engaged in growing this quarter? Yes, that is so;
at the same time it is very difficult under present
circumstances to see how you can avoid the debt.

3108. Your suggestion is only that if we fail to grow
quarters of corn we add to the debt, so long as the

growing of the quarter of corn would be the most

profitable thing we could do with the labour and

capital at our disposal? Yes.

3109. Mr. Langfnrd: With regard to small hold-

ings, are you in favour of buying the best land in

which to cut up the small holdings ? Or let me put it

in another way. Is not it probable that the small

holder would make a better living and results be

better on good land than on inferior land? Yes. It

all depends what the intention is and what the size

of the small holding is; but for the small holdings
I had in view, which was in fact a small farm cap-
able of being worked by one pair of horses, I should

like the small man to get the average land of the

district.

3110. Is not it the fact that in the pasrt very un-

suitable land has been acquired and equipped for

small holdings in many instances? It is certainly
the fact that in the past many small holders have

occupied very indifferent and very unsuitable land.

3111. Is not it quite probable at the present
moment that some people's enthusiasm for purchas-

ing small holdings may lead them to purchase very
unsuitable land on which to put discharged soldiers

and sailors? It is always possible that if there is

enthusiasm one may go wrong.

3112. Is not it the fact that it already has done?

I cannot answer the question, because I do not know
the properties purchased.

3113. When a larger farm, say 300 acres, is cut up
into three or six farms, is it your opinion that) the
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whole of the equipment ought to be charged on tho

rent to the small holder? It undoubtedly ought to

be if it is going to be an economic proposition.

3114. If it is going to be an economic proposi-
tion, I take it there would be small clianre of a small

holder making a success of his small holdings; in

other words, he would probably have to pay double
the rent of what the farmer paid before it was cut

up into small holdings? At the present cost of build-

ings ho would, but one always hopes these costs

"ill not continue.

3115. Do you see any real hope of costs of building
coming down in the near future? I am not suffi-

ciently acquainted with the building trade to answer
the question with any authority, but I should hope
they would come down in the near future. The
mere fact that there is a scarcity of 100,000 men in

the building trado and they cannot get men is a

thing which time should remedy.

3116. When there is a larger number of men being
engaged in building, is it at all likely that their wages
per hour will come down? I do not know.

3117. Then it is reasonable to presume that the
small holders, the men who would be fixed up on the
land in smalr holdings, in the near future will have
a hard beset fight with all these increasing expendi-
tures put upon them? They would certainly have to

find a hig"her rent if they got new buildings.

3118. I suppose you are aware that in the
past,when the County Councils have purchased small hold-

ings and equipped them, that the Assessment Com-
mittee have pounced immediately upon the small
holder and increased his rent, even upon the fencing,
the buildings and the supply of water, and that sort of

thing all the expenditure upon small holdings.
That is so, is it not? In some cases I have no doubt.

3119. Is not it your opinion, and you have had
great experience, that small holders ought to be re-
1eased, at any rate, of that payment? I should like
to see it done. Whether it is desirable that it should
be done seems to mo to be a question largely for tho

locality.

3120. Is not it more a question for Parliament than
for the particular locality to alter the system? Is it

your view that the small holder is unfairly rated?

3121. M^ point is that it is unfair to rate a man
on the buildings and equipment. It is rating a man
on improvements? Yes, I see your point now.

3122. I put it to you, it would be better to alter
the system of rating, and put it upon land rather
than upon improvements and upon buildings. Do you
agree to that? I agree it is desirable not to penalise
the improvements.

3123. Do you agree that under the present system
of rating improvements are reported and are

penalised? I have not come across it in my own
experience. I think it is likelv I take it from vou it

U likely.

3124. Do^you agree with me that if I put up a

range of cowsheds suitable for making a feeding farm
into a dairy farm, I am immediately rated upon tho
market value invested in that direction? Yes.

3125. Do you think that is quite fair and that the
system ought to bo altered? I suppose the answer
to that is, the consumer of milk will have to pay.

3126. That may or may not be the case. I see in

your suggestions you propose to cut up farms into
small holdings of from 50 to 100 acres. You make no

provision in your recommendation for smaller hold-

ings? I was not dealing with tho statutory small

holding, or the small holding in the sense in which
one u.iually uses the term. I was thinking of the.

small farm which could be worked by on pair of
horses as compared with the farm which is now re-

quiring two to three pnim.

3127. Would
you agree with mo that the most eco-

nomic small holding would be the one which the skilled

farm labourer taking up a small holding could nork
himself with his family without paying wages? Yee,
I agree.

3128. But do you think a small holding on which
an occupier has to pay out large wages would be

likely to be profitable to him No, 1 think not; but
what I did draw attention to in my i-.-nm.ii.- is the

very heavy cost of horse labour now, and it was that
I was thinking of.

3129. Then under your recommendation to supply
small holdings, you suggest im-n using tin- number of
20 to 100 acres from 137,000 to 192,000. You would

displace 55,000 farmers. What do you propose to do
with those? I do not displace 55,000. It is a bigger
area. I displace 15,000 from the larger farms and
give them the small farms. 1 am assuming they ar
the less efficient people on the larger farms. Tin ,<

are 40,000 to be provided with holdings of an average
size of 60 acres about. You \\ill find it will take
something like 15,000 holdings from the next group
larger to make these 40,000 holdings.

3130. Then your idea is to put upon some of the
smaller farms men who are now farming the larger
farms? Yes, and as a rule not doing thriii well.

3131. But is not the idea of small holdings at the
moment to bring a largely increased number of men
on to the land? Quite; but I do not want to turn
those men who are on the land off the land. I want
to make provision for them.

3132. But you want to make them smaller farmers?
Yes ;

a great many of them should be.

3133. In your Appendix B you state that the cost
of feeding a beast in summer is much less than in

winter. Do you agree with me that that fact alone
will have a tendency to put down to grass a lot of tho
land which is now tillage? That is the strong factor
which is influencing men to put down land to gras
at the present time that and wages. The cheapness
of grass feeding is recognised.

4. With regard to your estimates of growing
wheat, autumn cultivation, harrowing with one mar
and two horses, do you mean one man with two horses
will harrow 16 acres a day? Yes.

3135. Is not that very much above the average now
done? No. I think it is a good bit less than the
Scotch average and about the Eastern Counties'

average, but probably more than the Western
Counties' average. It depends on the condition of the

land, of course.

3136. With regard to the rolling mentioned by Mr.
Smith, you would regard it as bad farming not to
harrow and roll the land in the spring, would not

you? Yes.

3137. Is not it the fact that very frequently a

good farmer rolls his wheat and other crops as many
as two or three times in the spring? That may be.

3138. If ho gets an attack of wireworm, he has to
do it many more times than that? Yes, that may be.

3139. Under " Other Charges
"

for seeds you have
2} bushels. Is not that much below tho average
usual? Not if you take the average over the whole
of the country. The seed average is rathor hiphor
in your area; but on tho whole it would be rather loss

in the Eastern Counties I think.

3140. The Chairman: May I, just for the purpose
of getting it on the records, ask if you wore Lecturer
in Agriculture at Aberystwyth University College?
I will briefly indicate tho appointments I have held
in this country. I began my agricultural work in

India; I was there seven ye'ars. I was Lecturer
in the University College of Wales, Aborystwyth.
from 1896 to 1899; Professor at tho Armstrong
College at Newcastle from 1899 to 1901 ; Professor of

Agriculture at Cambridge from 1902 to 1907. I re-

signed in 1907. I came to the Board of Agriculture
as Assistant Secretary in 1906. I resigned my ap-
pointment in May of the present year, and I am at

present a Commissioner under the Development Act.
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3141. You were Deputy Director of the Food Pro-

duction Department? Yes. Deputy Director-General

it was.

3142. I suppose it may be safely said that you have

been in close touch with practical agriculture for

many years? That is so. May I now make an altera-

tion in my precis ? A sentence I use in paragraph 7 of

my evidence is misleading. I say
"

it certainly adds

to the nation's heavy load of debt." As Mr. Lennard
indicated, it ought to be "

certainly adds to the debit

side of the nation's account." In my view, however,
both are true, because I do not see any other produc-
tive industry which is likely to be more useful than

tillage farming in the immediate future.

The Chairman: Very well.

3143. Mr. Prosser Jones: In paragraph 8 you
suggest there are in England and Wales at the pre-
sent time several million acres which should be under

grass in the interests of owners and occupiers, and
under other crops in the interests of the nation? Yes.

3144. I presume you are acquainted with the work
of the District Committees under the Executive

authorities in the various counties, and that they
have frequently instructed farmers to plough quite
unsuitable land. As one means of avoiding that

should you favour the grading of land for the pur-

pose of corn growing? These Executive Committees
were War Committees, and it was necessary to get,
within two or three months' time, a very large increase

in the arable acreage of the land of the country.

Obviously, working under such conditions, some Com-
mittees may have made mistakes, but on the whole
the work of the Committees was extraordinarily good.
1 agree with yon, however, that if one were setting
out to do thir work in peace time, when there was
no urgency, it would be necessary to grade land care-

fully before it was broken up or converted from grass
land to tillage.

314/5. Quite a large number of fanners that I know
were instructed to plough certain land that was quite
unsuitable for ploughing. They were compelled to do
it in a way, and, of course, the result was a complete
failure. Now they cannot get any compensation even

although they were forced to do it against their will.

You state in paragraph 4 that it is doubtful whether
we can ever get back to the period between 1871 and
1875. even if 80s. to 100s. a quarter were offered.

What other inducement could we now offer, in your
opinion, to induce the farmer to till more land?
I have made suggestions at the end of my precis which
bear upon that point.

3146. You are of opinion that the offer of guaran-
teed price would not be likely to drive the majority
of farmers to till their land? I do not think it would
cause the majority of them to do so, but if it caused a
substantial number of them to do so it would be of

advantage to the nation.

3147. Do you think the milk supply would be safe?
I do not know whether it would be safe, but at any
rate it would be safer than it is at present, or rather
than it has been under the conditions of the past
few years.

3148. You state in Appendix A that you allow a
sum of 150 as an income for farmers, based on 300
acres at 10s. per day for 300 days? Yes.

3149. IB not that rather a low figure for the far-
mer's remuneration? I simply put that down as his
"
wages," and of course any profit over and abovo

that wage that the farmer is able to make, due to
his skill and industry, would go to him. I think that
150 a year would not have represented a very un-

usual income for a farmer farming 150 to 300 acres
of medium land within a period of 20 years before
the war.

3150. I take it that the farm labourer in Scotland
would be far better off than the farmer himself, see

ing that we have had it in evidence that 80 has been

paid out to certain labourers in Scotland for six

months' work? I was referring to the position of
tho fanner before the war. Before the war the
Scottish farm labourer was certainly not making

more than about 70 a year. I should think that
would be the ordinary wage, including perquisites.

3151. Mr. Thomas Henderson: You say that we
should regard this question from the point of view
of national interest? Yes.

3152. Will you tell us what precisely is your under-

standing of that rather elusive phrase
" national

interest "? Does it mean by way of an insurance

against war risk, or what does it mean? I am
anxious on one side to see a large increase in th

rural population a point that was referred to

earlier by one of the members of the Commission.
I am anxious to see a much larger quantity of food

produced in this country itself, because the outlook

for the food supply of the world is a very grave one
at the present time, and unless we do more for our-

selves .in this country, though we shall not be faced

with starvation, we may be faced with very high
prices and great shortage.

3153. Does that argument of yours almost in-

evitably lead you to conclude that guarantees are not

necessary in that case? No, I do not think it does.

I think it is highly improbable that the prices of

grain within the next 5 years will be approximate
to the 60s. which I have "mentioned. I think that

they will be much higher, but I do not think that the

average farmer of this country would be likely to

take the risk. He thinks of the prices which were

ruling before tie war. He hears of very large

quantities of grain which have been grown in

America; of the American shipping projects, and so

on. and he says to himself " With the hiah cost of

production now, I am not prepared to take the risk

of tilling my land."

3154. So that the effect of the guarantee is chiefly

a psychological effect? Very largely.

3155. Have you seen any likelihood of this psycho-

logy applying to the worker any likelihood of a large

majority of the workers going back to the land to

work? I think myself with the rate of wages now

current, there is not likely to be any shortage of

farm labour in the next few years after we have got
over the present year.

3156. Is that a considered judgment of yours?
That is a considered judgment.

3157. Not a. mere estimate? No, that is according
to my judgment.

3158. You say somewhere else, rather picturesquely,
if I may say so, that in 1917 and 1918 there was a
race between the plough and the submarine, which

but for good luck would have had a fatal ending for

us. Turning to Germany, can it be said that the

increased tillage in that country during the war was

the means of their being able to prolong hostilities

to the extent to which they did? What it enabled

them to do in the case of Germany, was to hold out

for four years, where otherwise the" country would
have cracked up in one.

3159. If you have any information on the subject,

could you tell us how long our possible maximum
increase of tillage would enable us to hold out? If

we were given two years' notice, which is a big

assumption, one could feed the population of this

country as well as Germany was fed in 1917 and 1918

on about 14,000,000 acres of corn.

3160. That means about 7,500,000 more acres than

you have estimated in paragraph 4 of your evidence?

Yes, about that.

3161. We are not likely to get two years' notice

of another war, are we? No, but you must always
remember that we could keep going for a very con-

siderable time, and it would be two years before

the actual crisis came.

3162. There is another question I should like to ask

you from the psychological point of view. At the end

of paragraph 15 you say :

"
High wages are likely to

increase the demand for small holdings. Men of the

best type will be able to save money, and a proportion
of them will prefer to farm for themselves rather than

to work for wages." I would like you to make clear

what is your basis for that expression of opinion?

2512:,
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It i* a pretty old basis now, because when I was a

young man I moved about a great deal among farm

servants, and I knew the general feeling there

i* in the mind of the farm servant. A certain number
of them prefer

"
service," as they call it, to holding

land, but there are always a certain number of mm
who want to be independent, and I estimate taking
one with another that you would find a demand for

a small farm from about one in ton farm servants.

3163. That i* based on the recollections of your
youth? Ye*.

3164. You do not know the altering factors that
have come in since then? No, but I think that .tho

altering factors which have come in since then havo
all been in favour of small holdings ratlin- than tho
reverie. The prospects of saving money used to ho

very very small, whereas nowadays it is very consider-

able.

3165. You think there is greater likelihood now of

their going in for small holdings?- Much more likeli-

hood now than there was 35 years ago.

3166. You use the expression
"
Wages Fund." Will

you tell us exactly what you mean by that? Unless
an industry produces a certain amount of money,
there is nothing to divide up among the various

interest*. If you are tilling arable land, the gross

average value of the crop at the present time would
be something like 14 to 15 to the acre, whereas
under grass it would be 4 or 5, and in the 14 or

15 there is a much bigger sum available for division

than in the 4.

3167. Really, it is another way of stating that more

people are employed on the arable land than on the

grass? Yes.

3168. I thought that perhaps you were using it in

the good old sense in which economists used it? No.

3169. Mr. J. M. Henderson: Referring to your
Appendix A, where you speak on the pre-war and post-
war cost of growing wheat, you put the cost pre-war
at 33s. Id. per acre? No, per quarter.

3170. That was pre-war? Yes.

3171. And after the war you put it at 59s. 2d.?

I do not attach any value to the penny and the two-

pence, but it happened to work out in that way
arithmetically.

3172. Wo will call it in round figures 33s. pre-war as

against 59s. post-war per quarter? Yes.

3173. How much money do you assume the farmer
made per acre pre-war if it only cost him 33s.? In
the fire years before the war he would have made
10s. and 8s., that is 18s. per acre, but as I explained
at the beginning of my evidence I think my estimated

yield is probably 2 bushels too low for that class of

land, and you ought therefore to add on another 5s..

bringing it up to 23s.

3174. The post-war cost according to yon is 59s. ?

Yes.

3175. So that if he sells at 72s. 6d. he makes more?
Certainly. We know he is making much more just
now than he did before the war but he is getting the

advantage at the present moment of good times which
will be certainly evened out by hnd times.

3176. Then the whole of your scheme is based upon
bad times? No, it is based upon the average.

3177. If he is getting 72s. 6d. or 76s., which I think
is nearer what he is getting, what use is the 60s. mini-
mum that you have proponed? Because he is not
convinced, and no one can be certain that the price
will not drop suddenly, although that is very im-

probable I think.

3173. I suppose you arc aware that the Canadian
Government have fixed the minimum price of corn at
an equivalent to 7/>s. for this season's crop. They
have fixed it at $2.25 per bushel which according to

my arithmetic works out at 75s. a quarter? Yes,
that is about it.

3179. You say yourself with regard to the world
production and the world demand that it is very un-

likely for the next two or three years there will be any
drop in prices P Yes, that is so.

3180. Is your suggestion that we should give to the

farmer a minimum of 60s. a long way below what he
is selling his wheat at in order that his feelings

might bo soothed: is that it? I really cannot say
whether his feelings will be soothed by it or not.

3181. You speak of this being in the nature of a

psychological protection for farmers. This ia the first

time I have heard of such a form of protection?
What I mean exactly is that if he had a guarantee of

60s. for say five years ahond he would be induced
in my opinion to put in the quantity of corn I have
estimated or thereabout.

3182. He was induced to put it in 1375 without

any minimum. What has happened to him since then
to make him require a guaranteed price? His wages
bill lias gone up very much and foreign competition
has entirely modified his views as to the prospect of

corn growing.

3183. You think, therefore, that we must come to

his aid? I do not think he wants you to come to his

aid ;
on the contrary, I think he would like to be left

alone.

3184. Now will you take your Appendix B with re-

gard to meat. You work out here the total cost of

producing meat before the war? Before the war it

was 36s. lOd. per cwt. on the 2-year olds and 40s.

on the 3-year olda.

3185. 36s. per cwt. the cost, and selling at 18 Is. 9d.

per head. Do I understand that that figure of
18 Is. 9d. is the result? No, the 18. Is. 9d. is the

total pre-war cost at 23 months. He would have to
sell the animal at 21 or thereabouts.

3186. What did he sell it at in fact? Just before
the war at about 39s. per cwt., I cannot remember
exactly.

3187. What profit did that leave him? 2s. 2d. a
cwt. on 9 cwt.

3188. That is 10s. 6d.? Yes.

3189. Post war you estimate 73s. lOd. as against
the cost 36 4s. 6d. ? Yes.

3190. What profit does that leave him ? I beg your
pardon, the 36 4s. 6d. is the same figure as" the
73s. lOd. The present price is 79s1

.

3191. How much profit does he make out of that?
5s. 2d.

3192. That is 6s. 2d. as against 2s. 2d.? Yes.
3193. That is not a bad profit? Do you propose to

give him a minimum in regard to meat? I have made
no proposal as regards meat.

3194. These figures which you have assumed have
been hastily got out? No, tney are not hasty, they
have taken a good deal of time to prepare.

:tl!o. To go back to your evidence, you say in para-
graph 1 : ''In the absence of a large number of
accounts it is impossible either to prove or disprove
the correctness of these estimates." It is difficult
for me to start with a thing which is not capable
of either proof or disproof? I quite agree you are in
a bad position, but they are not hasty figures, they
have .taken a good deal time to get out.

3196. Would you be
willing to admit that these

estimates are all on the pessimistic side what they
call in the City on the " Bear " side? No, I do not
think so. The figures set out in the estimate are

pretty nearly right, I think.

3197. May I put it that they are figures which
from your own conscious rectitude you think are
right, but you have no other data upon which to go?
In the case of the two year old cattle, the figures

are based on the weighing of 130 cattle in seven suc-
cessive years about 18 animals each year.

3198. You say nothing here about cattle bought.
As you know it was tho custom of farmers to buy
their store cattle from Ireland and elsewhere and
feed them? Yes.

3199. You have given us no estimates at all on
tho profits made on that kind of cattle? No. I

havo confined the estimate to the case where the
animal ipends it* whole life oil one f.-irm
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3200. As a matter of fact you have taken no
account at all of store cattle, and you know the

practice of buying store cattle is one which very
largely obtains both in England and Scotland?

Yes, that is so.

3201. And there is a very large profit attached
to it? I think I have indicated in my memorandum
that there is a large profit accruing from that. The
experience of Irish breeders of cattle and of the

letting of grass by auction indicate that there has
been a large profit on stores.

3202. So that there are other elements which move
into a farmer's balance sheet than those you have

given in your appendices? Yes.

3203. With regard to Summary No. 1, as you are
aware under the Small Holdings Act of Scotland,
a number of small holdings were taken up and a

special Laud Court fixed a very low rent for them?
Yes.

3204. Are you aware that a lot of those small hold-

ings have since been given up? 1 am not. I do not
know how many have been given up.

3205. Is not the difficulty with regard to small

holdings the cost and upkeep of buildings? That is

so.

3206. You make that as a suggestion for the abate-
ment of Income Tax. You have not made that very
clear to me, but I suppose I must leave it as it is.

As you increase the quantity of your doubtful land
into tillage cultivation you just by so much decrease
the grass land for the growing of cattle? Yes.

3207. Are we not to a large extent dependent upon
cattle growing for our food in this country? About
half of our meat supply comes from the cattle grown
at home.

3208. And only two-sevenths of our grain supply?
Yes.

3209. So that it is just as much to our interest to

keep up our meat supply where we have got a big
standard as it is to our interest to keep up our grain
supply which we hope to increase, particularly by
encouraging experiments on bad land? I do not

quite agree there, but the argument with regard to

meat production would take too long, I think.

3210. What is the average weight yield in this

country for fair moderate good land? Last year,
1918, it was 33 bushels per acre.

3211. A little over 4 qrs.? Yes

3212. What is the yield of similar land in Germany,
do you know? I could not off-hand compare similar
land in Germany with laud in England, but I can give
you the average German yield. According to the

published yields before the war, their wheat was some-

thing like 33 or 34 bushels to the acre that is my
recollection.

3213. No better than in this country? I am not
sure that it is as good, but I will find it for you.
Here it is. The yield per acre was 31-6 bushels
before the war. Our yield in the same period was
31-2, so that it was just the same. I may say my own
view is that the German estimates were above the

mark, whereas our own were rather below the mark.

3214. Somebody has put a question to you with

regard to the hedging. Is it not the fact that about
2 per cent, of the land in great parts of England are

occupied by hedges and ditches? It is more like 10

per cent, than 2 per cent, in many counties. I think
that in the West of England you will find the land

occupied by hedges and ditches often ranges from 6 to
about 10 per cent., according to the size of the fields.

3215. I did not think it was anything like that?
I am speaking without figures, but I know it is a very
large proportion. In the Eastern counties, of course,
it is much less.

3lilO. Would it not increase the yield if hedges
and ditches were done away with and simply wood

and wire put up go that the land could ho
cultivated close up? It certainly would increase the

yield.
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3217. You say quite frankly in the beginning of

your evidence, that in the absence of a large number
of accounts and statistics it is impossible to prove the
correctness of some of your estimates. What we are

very anxious to find is the balance sheet of a few
farmers from the actual working of their farms?
Yes.

3218. Have you ever seen any? I have, but when
you lay emphasis on a few, I think you are doing a

very dangerous thing. If you had balance sheets of
a thousand farms, we will say, that would be another

matter, and I should like to see the averages in that
case.

3219. We would be content with 100, I think? I am
afraid I should not be content with your views with

regard to the 100.

3220. I would rather take 100 certain actual results
than I would a series of calculations where it is

impossible either to prove or disprove? Well, I
would not.

3221. Have you any of such balance sheets at your
disposal which you could submit to the Commission ?

No, I have none at my disposal for submission to the
Commission.

3222. Can you tell us how we could get any?
I understand you have made arrangements for getting
them through the Costings Committee.

3223. Mr. Green: With regard to the efficiency of

labour, were you aware that when the Royal Commis-
sion sat in 1881 I may tell you I have been reading it

up recently there were many complaints made about
the efficiency of labour? I think it is quite likely,
and I will take it from you that there were.

3224. And if there were a Royal Commission on
labour in 1991 there would still be complaints about
the efficiency of labour, would there not? I agree
that is very likely.

3225. Have you any figures at hand showing the

acreage under wheat between 1910 and 1914? Yes.

3226. The only point I want to know is this : was
the acreage progressive? No, it was about stationary,
I think, in those years. Between 1905 and 1914 I
have got the average figures here the average wheat
area of England and Wales was 1,736,000 acres. I

think there was a slight tendency upwards: in 1914
it was 1,800,000, if I remember rightly.

3227. You will admit, I suppose, that farmers were
doing fairly well during the years of 1911, 1912, 1913,
and 1914? Fairly well; the position was improving
distinctly.

3228. Yet you allow a profit of only 10s. an acre
on wheat? Yes. I think I have explained that my
estimated yield may be too low, and that you ought to
add two bushels an acre to it.

3229. Your experience in the Food Production Dw
partment led you, I suppose, to realise that we had a
certain number of inefficient farmers in this country?
That is so.

3230. Do you think there were pro rata more in-
efficient labourers than farmers or perhaps that is
not a fair question? It is a matter of pure specula-
tion, but I should say that the average is the same
both of labourers and of farmers.

3231. Would you say that the lever under the Corn
Production Act was the compulsory powers rather
than guaranteed prices? It was the Defence of the
Realm Act that gave us the compulsory powers.

3232. Yes, that is so. I venture to submit that we
might have the Defence of the Realm Act in so far
as Orders 2l and 2n are concerned circulated to the
members of this Commission. The reason why I
suggest that is because there is a danger of the
Defence of the Realm Act being lifted at any moment,
and the Act would lose a very powerful lever if those
compulsory powers were removed. Do you not agree
with me? I agree that you might with advantage
read the clauses, but I cannot think that you will
continue in peace lime the compulsory clauses of the
Orders made under the' Defence of the Realm Act.

The Chairman: I think it is not within our power
to deal with the Defence of the Realm Act.

I 3
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3333. Mr. Grtcn. With regard to paragraph 10

of your evidence, in which you speak of the 100 to

300 acre farmer, was it your experience at the Food
Production Department that the most inefficient

farmers were to be found on the larger farms? No,
I made no examination of the figures in that respect;
I could not tell you that.

3234. Do you think you get more efficiency on a
farm of 100 acres than you do on a farm of 200 or
300 acres? My point was this. I hare set it out in

my memorandum on German agriculture that on the

farm of from ICO to 300 acres which is so common in

this country, you have rather more land than a man
wants who is prepared to use his hands fully, and
rather too little on which to use his head fully. That
is to say, if you are a competent farmer, you can

manage more than 300 acres. It is a very general
statement, because 300 acres in one district means a

very different thing from 300 acres in another.

3235. With regard to your system of abatements
of Income Tax, have you ever considered a bonus

system a system of giving a bonus for extra acres

being tilled, so as to get more land under the plough
for dairying as well as for corn production? That
has been considered very frequently. That sugges-
tion was made, I think, in connection with the

Milner Committee.

3236. I am not advocating it; I am simply asking
your opinion. Do you prefer your own system? No.
I really put down these remarks as to Income Tax
because they were suggestions that BO far as I know
have not been made. Many other suggestions have
been made, and I thought you would be considering
all the suggestions that could be made, and that you
might agree to include those.

3237. Do you not think that the statements made
by Sir James Wilson and other responsible persons
might lead to a good deal of industrial unrest among
farmers as to the likelihood of a fall in corn prices,
and psychologically would be rather damaging to the

nation as a whole? I do not quite know what state-

ments Sir James Wilson made to you. Do you refer

to his letter in " The Times " some six months ago!-
There are always certain persons who are optimists
and other persons who are pessimists, and their state-

ments have to be balanced one against the other.

3238. It seems to me to be rather dangerous to

put forward statements like that if they are not

likely at all to be realised. You yourself believe in

the price of corn keeping up, do you not? The

point is that no one on earth can forecast the price
of corn. It chiefly depends on the weather of America
in the next two or three years. All one can say is that
it is highly improbable that such excellent harvests as

the United States has had an 1918 and 1919 will bo

repeated in the next cycle of five or six years. They
were extraordinarily lucky for us much better than

they were on the average of the 5 or 6 years preceding.
1916, for example, was a very poor harvest.

3239. Mr. Edwards : In answer to Mr. Smith you
said that in your opinion our present system in this

country in regard to security of tenure and so forth

would prejudice good fanning? That is so. I will

admit at once that I have not come in contact with
the position in Wales as much as I have in otlu r

part* of the country, but I have heard it stnted on

food
authority that in Wales this lack of security

as had a prejudicial effect upon farming. I have,

heard that statement made, but' I have no personal
knowledge on the subject.

3240. You must be aware, I suppose, that in

thousands of cases at the present moment the farmers
have to purchase their own improvements in the open
competitive market? That has been so recently.

3241. You spoke just now about the psychological
effect a guaranteed price would have. What psych >

logical influence would it have on those farmers \;ln>

have improved their land and who have been

punished in this way recently? -It is likely to have,

a deterrent effect, and I am told that in Wales it h.is

hnd such effect I have been so informed.

3242. Our system amounts to this, does it not : that

it really puts a premium on a man doing as little to

improve his land!* 1 would not like to say that on the

whole.

3243. Leaving that, and coming to the main object

of our business here : in view of the fact that farmers

produce articles of the first importance to the nation

in a very thickly populated country, anil to all

appearances in face of a world shortage, why
is it necessary to give any guarantee of prices at all ?

I think the answer is that farmers will not believe

that the prices will be stable for the next four or five

years.
3244. We have a guarantee now, as you have already

said, which is much above the guarantee in the Corn

Production Act? For a year.

3245. You have admitted, I think, that that has

had no effect:' No, I do not think I admitted that;

it has had an effect, surely?

3246. In the case of a yearly tenant, how do you
expect a guarantee for five years to have this groat

psychological effect that you attribute to it? I think

that by Far the larger number of yearly tenants never

esp.'ct to be dispossessed at the end of the period.
Of course, there are a certain number who are un-

easy, and in their cases the guarantee would not be

effective, but the percentage is very small.

3247. Are you not aware of the fact that the dis-

turbance of the tenancy at the present moment is

very much greater than it has ever been before? I

think that is likely; land has changed hands much
more rapidly in the last year than ever l>efore.

3248. You spoke about grass farming and corn

farming. Do you think, in view of the fact that we
are not able to produce any article in sufficient quanti-

ty, neither beef, corn, milk, nor anything else I

cannot remember any single article except potatoes

possibly that it is really worth while for the nation
to interfere with farming in the way suggested?
The general experience of most countries which havo
increased their tillage is that although there is a tem-

porary fall in the production of meat, the meat pro-
duction is as satisfactory from the tilled land as from

grass land. It may certainly be more expensive and
more difficult to get, but in amount it is practically
the same. And similarly with milk as in the CUM' of

Denmark for example.
3249. Your experience, of course, tallies with mine

exactly. I could give you plenty of concrete instance*
in which the farmer himself and the owner makes

infinitely more out of grass land than ploughed land.

Do you expect that the mere guarantee of price
suggested by you and other authorities will affect

these men in such a way that they will follow tin-

method of farming which would be clearly not so

profitable to them in the future? There is a largo
area of land on which, as you state, there is no doubt
that the profits from grass farming will be greater,
and I have indicated that under any circumstances
that land will not be likely to be ploughed up. But
there is a very large area of land in the country on
whi.-h the profits of tillage and grass are about even.
hut the risks in the case of tillage, and the capital
and the work required. arc so much greater than is the

in respect of grass that the farmer naturally
prefers grass. The question,, therefore, is whether
in the national interest it is desirable that induc >-

ment should be given to the farmer to put his land in

tillage rather than retain it in gras. Personally, 1

think it is desirable in the national interest that those
inducements should bo given, hut of course other

people take other views.

.3250. You do not mean you would be prepared to
advocate any system of compulsion in the future in

the same way as we have done during the war? No,
I do not think it would bo practicable in future.

3251. Even in view of the guarantee of prices?
I do not see how you could do it

; you cannot make
a man farm against his "ill in peace time.

3252. Yon speak i-i paragraph 14 of your evidence
of farming capital. You mention that farm capital.
even at the best, is comparatively little, and we have
had it in evidence before the Commission that agri-
culture, an a rule, is under-capitalised. What, in your
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opinion, will be the effect on the future development
of the agricultural industry of the fact that farmers

have had to buy their holdings, and put their capital
not only into the shape of land, but also into their

industry a double employment of their capital? In

my opinion it is very undesirable that a farmer's
limited capital should be expended in the purchase
of land.

3253. It is a historical fact that they are doing it?

That is so.

3254. Would you be in favour of some such system
as prevails in all other countries of the world, of a

special scheme of financing farmers? Have we not

at the present time got certain credits available?

325.5. No, not for the purpose of buying land? No;
but when the land has been bought, to enable farmers

to secure implements and so forth.

3256. That was the case
;
I do not know whether it

is in operation now? I think it is.

3257. You said that you were not in favour of

splitting up farms above 300 acres. Do you mean to

suggest that these farms of 300 acres and over produce
more per acre or per given area than smaller farms?
I think on the average that the farms of over 300

acres are the most productive in the country that

is to say, if you compare a similar set of farms of

300 acres and over with a set of 300 acres and under,

you will find that the produce per acre from equal
land is greater in the case of the larger farms.

3258. As an alternative method to the guaranteed
prices, you suggest certain abatements, and so on?
Yes.

3259. In your book which you have before you, you
point out the remarkable difference in the case of

the farmers of Germany as compared with the farmers

of this country, and you say that about 90 per cent,

roughly of the farmers of Germany farm their own
land? That is BO.

3260. Whereas about 90 per cent, of our farmers are

tenant farmers? That is BO.

3261. Do you not recognise that anything in the

shape of a guarantee of prices, or of abatements, or

such expedients, will have an entirely different effect

in this country as compared with Germany because
of that fundamental fact? The influence would bo

greater if there were ownership in this country un-

doubtedly, but the degree to which it would be greater
is a matter of opinion, and very hard to form an
estimate with regard to. I agree with you that in

the case of ownership the incentive given by a

guarantee would be greater.

3262. Is it not a fact admitted practically by all

authorities that in the long run the profit resulting
from all these abatements and guarantees tend to go
into the pockets of the landowner, and to leave the

tenant in exactly the same position as he was before?
In theory it is bound to go there, although, I think,

as a matter of fact, it very seldom reaches their

pockets.

3263. You speak in your evidence of the cost of the

growth of wheat, and the rent, rates and taxes, and
so on, but you only allow 5s. per acre, if I understand

rightly, for the increased cost? Yes; of course that

does not include Income Tax.

3264. You said that the rent, rates and taxes pre-
war came to 1 5s., and that post war they came to

1 10s.? Yes, that is about it.

3265. Do you take note in those figures of the

tremendous increase in the case of a farmer who has

bought his farm? Farmers all over the country are

buying their own farms, and I should like to know
whether you have taken note in your figures of the

rise, not exactly in the shape of rent, but in the shape
of the interest on the capital expended in the purchase
of those farms, which, of course, will have to be added
to the rent? No, that is not taken into account

here.

3260. Mr. Duncan: I think you stated, referring to

the farmers, that they would like to be loft alone

and not interfered w ith by 'the State. Would you
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mind elaborating that? What I meant by that was
this : If the farmer felt that he was free from any sort

of public responsibility, and had no guarantee, he
would probably run his land down to grass, and would
do as well as he would do under some system of

guarantee, under which he was endeavouring to main-
tain as large an area under tillage as this country
could maintain.

3267. Is that the only respect in which you think
he would like to be left alone? That is what was in

my mind.

3268. You have already said you do not propose
tj couple with the guarantee any compulsion? That
is so, but I think there will always be considerable

pressure upon the farming population to increase their

arable holdings that is the purpose of any guarantee.
3269. If there is to be no compulsion, in what way

could the pressure be exercised upon the farmers?

Only by what you may call moral pressure.

3270. Do you think that moral pressure is likely
to interfere much with the farmer if he finds that ho
can farm more profitably by grass than by tillage
with a guarantee of 60s. ? I think myself that when
the farmer has got his land into tillage, and has got
accustomed to tillage farming, he will find that the

profits of tillage are quite equal to his present profits
of grass. The difficulty is to secure the change from
the grass to the tillage farm. One of the great diffi-

culties we had in the case of the Food Production

Department was that many of the grass farmers were

totally ignorant ol tillage, and managed their land

very badly in the first year. But that will pass

away and the farmer will become accustomed to

tillage, and a certain number of those who attempt
it will certainly continue it. You will see that my
estimate was that the effect of the guarantee would
not be a very large increase.

3271. The point I am not clear about is whether the
farmer should be left alone under your scheme?
When I said left alone I was thinking almost entirely
of the last year or two, and of the pressure that has
been brought to bear on the farmer to do things that
he was not keen upon doing.

3272. So that in fact you propose that he should

be left alone in future? I think if there is any
guarantee, he will always be urged to adopt a certain

system of farming.
3273. Do you think it likely that farmers, or any

other business men, because of urging without any
other form of pressure behind them would be inclined

to alter their system of farming from any other point
of view than from the point of view of making the

best out of it for themselves?! think that a great

many of them would be inclined to continue tillage
which they have begun, and that so long as there was

any prospect of that tillage paying them, they would
not revert to grass; but, of course, this is a

speculative question.
3274. I notice in your statement here you state

that the cost per quarter, assuming a crop of 4$

quarters per acre of 504 Ibs., would be 59s. 2d.,

whereas the average pre-war cost was 33s. Id. ? Yes.

3275. And you say that this represents a margin
to the farmer, after allowing him interest on his

capital and 10s. an acre for wages, of Is. lid. per

quarter, or roughly about 8s. an acre? Plus any
value he can work out of the straw, which goes

mostly in manure, of course.

3276. During all these years would you say that

farming was remunerative? As I have already said,
I think that my estimated yield, taking all the con-

ditions into consideration, was too low, and that it

ought to be 38 bushels. I made this estimate, not

for the information of the Commission, but for my own
information, and I did not ascertain exactly what the

price of wheat was until I had made an estimate of

growing. When I made the estimate of the cost

of growing and ascertained the price of wheat, I

found there was a very narrow margin so narrow a

margin that it would not have produced enough profit

on a wheat crop if my estimate with regard to the

cost of growing wheat was correct, unless there had

been a somewhat higher yield.

1.4
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3277. You go on to ritato that the price required
> t Uie present time would be about 62s. 6d. ? That
is on the Mine basis. If you make A correction on
one side, you must correct it on the other.

3378. So that instead of Is. lid. a quarter, you

propose
now that it should be 3s. 4d. a quarter)

1

Yes, it comes to about 3a. 4d.

3379. You take the pre-war wage at 18s. per week,
and the present wage at 44s. a week. How do you
arrive at the figure of 18s. a week pre-war? It was
a rough average for the country. I cannot rememl-r
now whether it was calculated precisely or not, but
I think it was about 18s.

3980. The cash wages were about 17s. a week pre-
war, and the cash allowance* 2H. Would not that be
nearer it than 18s. P For the whole country?

3281. Yes? I do not remember the details of this

estimate; I may have them.

3363. I do not think that is very material now.
You take the post-war wages at 44s. P Yes, that was.

I think, an average at the time at which it wad taken
of the rates being paid.

3383. I think the figure which has been given us as

the average is 42s. 6d.P If the average is not correct

then, of course, the figures will have to be changed
throughout.

3284. The effect of changing them would be to

reduce the return to the farmer on the pre-war
cost and to increase the return on your estimated cost

for next year? You must remember that thid

estimate is almost exclusively for the Eastern
Counties; this estimate has Cambridge, and Essex,
and Suffolk in view particularly.

3285. If that is the case the 42sl. 6d. would be
rather high for those counties so that the change of
the figures would make the difference even greater?
- What is the figure for the horsemen in the Eastern

Counties, do you know?

Mr. JtnlltiJi: The horsemen in Essex are paid the

ordinary wage and overtime rates for the extra hours.

3236. The ChuiriiKiii: Would you kindly revise your
figures and let us know if you find occasion to alter

them? It only mean* putting in the wages rate and

making the corresponding change.

3387. If you will do that for us it will save ques-
tionsi- If I may have your wages rate as agreed I

will take them and put them in.

3288. Mr. Duncan: The figure you arrive at of 60s.
i* a figure that has been very commonly given to
us. I want to know where tnat figure of 60s. has
been worked out on some such actual estinia:

you are giving here, or whether it was simply a rough
figure arrived at from claims made by farmers? I

cannot say where you have got your 60s. from, but
I made a similar estimate to this some little time ago,
and the figures came out very nearly the sai

those here, and I have myself for some time had the

figure of 80s. in view. I can only answer for my-
self.

3289. Previous witnesses from your Department
have given us a figure of 60s. Might I ask whether
you hare considered it in your Department, and
whether 60s. was the figure that members of your De-
partment had in mind? I have not considered it

with my official colleagues. I asked Mr. Strutt what
figure was in his mind, and I think the answer was
that in his view it was about COM., and that I said:
" That is the same as mine." That is about ;i|| the
consultation that has taken place with regard to it.

3290. You state in paragraph 15 that high wages
are likely to increase the demand for small holdings.
Have von ever worked out the relation between tin-

number of applications for small holdings in the
different counties to find out how they compare with
the wage rates P Mr. Ashby has done that in his

book, and he nhows the position. He shows that with
low wages, ns in Cambridgeshire. \n\i get ;i higher
niiinW of applications than you do in high-wage
counties such as Northumberland. But my point i

that that refers to a past scale, of wages, and I think
that upon the present scale there is a bigger inaigm
for saving cash than there was previously, and that

that saving will bo made by a certain number of men
nli a view of taking up land.

.i.vl. If I put it to you that the same is true of

Scotland, that you have by far the larger number of

applications from the lower-paid counties, and that

you have practically a dearth of applications from the

higher-paid counties, would that not show that high

wages are not an incentive to small holdings? I

agree with you that in the past they have not been.

3292. Coming to your theoretical argument, you
base your belief upon the assumption that a workman
has a bigger margin now and can save money out of

his wages for the purpose of going in for a small hold-

ing. What would you reckon would be the amount
of capital that a workman would require to amass if he
were to take up a 50-acre holding, which you said

would be a desirable size? At the present time u

workman going into a holding would need from 1- to

15 per acre capital.

3293. Taking it on your lowest figure, 12 per acre
would mean that he would require to have 600?
Yes.

3294. Assuming that wages are stabilised at your
figure of 44s., and that the workman was to work half

his working life as a workman, he would have to save
this 600 roughly in 25 years? Yes, that is so.

3295. That would mean that he would have to save
at the rate of 24 a year? Yes.

3296. Do you think with a wage of 114, with the
cost of living such as it is just now, that there is a

margin of 24 that the workman can save? Looking
at it on the surface, the answer would be No, but in

fact one does know that workmen do contrive to save.

It is astonishing the number of men with the very low

wages which have been available in the past who have
contrived to save money and get on to laud.

3297. Are you not always thinking of a standard of

living and a condition of rural life from which we
have departed now? In the days you are referring to
rural life was a much more frugal and self-contained
matter than it is to-day? My view is this, that rural
life was very much more frugal than it is to-day, but
it will have to become frugal again. We will all have
to become frugal, not this year perhaps or next, but it

will come.

3298. You made the statement that in your opinion
there was not likely to be any shortage of labour.
What were you basing that opinion upon;' 1 think it

likely that a great majority of the people who left

agriculture for the war will return to it ultimately,
and that a considerable number will come from out-
side.

3299. On what do you base that opinion:'- -Only on
the general information that one collects in discussing
the subject with one's acquaintances. I have not gone
fully into the question although 1 think 1 .statc.1

Minien-hat definitely that it was my judgment of tho
future supply of labour.

3300. If 1 put it to you that in the district*! of the
United Kingdom where the highest wages are paid the

shortage of labour to-day is more acute than at any
period during the war would that la. i not MM-III to run
counter to your opinion':

1
- It would if it wore not

accompanied by other fact*. I made an estimate of
the amount of lahour needed by the British farmer
about the beginning of January of this year. I found
that he had 33 per cent, man work to do than he
would have to do in a normal season before the war.
We have had a most trying season this year, and I

think that has accentuated the apparent lal-our

scarcity.

3301. My statement is not that there is a labour

shortage compared with the demand hut that then-
is an actual shortage of persons compared with the
iniT!,lx-r in pre-war tinn-s. ami that even in the In

pai.l districts there is a shortage compa red with the
conditions which prevailed during pre-war

linns:' 1 was not aware of this.
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3302. Getting back to the question of the effect of

larger wages on the acquistion of small holdings I take

it that the small holder can only be really successful if

he has got family labour:' A limited amount of

family labour.

3303. If he has to go into the market and engage his

labour on ordiaary market conditions it is not such
a paying proposition? It then becomes very difficult.

3304. In the days when there was a demand for

small holdings was it not the case that the small

holder was very largely dependent upon his own
family for labour!' That is so.

3305. The option to the families then was eitlier to

work a.t home on their own farm or take employment
on other farms at low wages:' At the current rate of

wages.
3306. Which were low wages? Yes.

3307. Do you think it very likely that the sons and
daughters of the small holder would be willing now to
work the longer hours which are usual on the small

holdings and refrain from the opportunity of earn-

ing higher wages with shorter hours when there is a
demand for their labour in a better capacity else-

where? I think that the larger number of the sons
and the daughters of small holders would always go
away to service; one or two would probably remain
at home.

3308. Do you think they would be likely to remain
at home as they did in the old days? That is a very
difficult question to answer perhaps not for the next

year or two.

3309. What lias been the tendency apart altogether
from ideas of what may happen in the future? Have
you any knowledge of what has been the position of
the members of small holders' families as to where
they have been in the habit of leaving the small hold-

ings in greater numbers than they did in the past?
I think I have answered that question already. I

said that 1 had not any personal knowledge of the
conditions prevailing on small holdings.

3310. With regard to the psychological effect of a

guaranteed price upon the farmer, does your De-
partment make any effort to keep farmers "informed
as to the likely course of world prices? Yes. in
addition to the issue of the existing market price*,
we are constantly putting notes into leaflets and into
the Journal indicating what the prospects are for
certain commodities. It is done in quite a rcgulaY
way.

'1311. Do you think that an organised effort to pro-
vide bettor information on points of this kind would
have as great a psychological effect as a guaranteed
price of 60s. a quarter of wheat which you never
anticipate the community will have to pay? I could
not answer that question. I think that both are
desirable. If you ask me which would have the
greater effect I can only tell you I cannot say.

3312. Do you think, from the point of view of the
industry, it is more advisable that those* engaged in
it should be looking abroad and looking around them
with a view to finding out what is the wrorld position
in connection with their industry rather than relying
upon the taxpayer for a guarantee? Which is tli

more likely to produce efficiency in the farmer?
What seems to me to lie below your idea is this, that
tli.' mere fact that there is a guarantee will reduce
effort on the part of the farmer. I do not think that
is likely ; I think he will regard the guarantee as a
Government estimate of a sum below which prices, are
not likely to full. I do not think that he expects, as
a rule, to draw the guaranteed price.

:v.il:t. That price, in your view, ought to be sufficient
not merely to cover the cost of production, but to
cover a return on his capital and the payment of wages
to the farmer himself in other words, to leave him
with a margin of profit? I ought again to point out
that when I made this estimate it does not attempt to
! an average for all the wheat growing land of this

country. It is confessedly an estimate which applies
to rather good wheat growing land. What one would
have to do would bo to attempt an estimate with re-

gard t<i land Mliirh i> on the margin of wheat cultiva-
tion which would probably show a yield of some-thing
like 32 or 30 bushels an acre for a similar expenditure
to what I have got here. So that I do not want you

to think that the 60s. is necessarily based upon this

particular estimaie.

3314. If you take a return of 30 to 3'2 bushels with
the cost of production you have got here, including a

return on capital and a sum for wages to the farmer
and a guaranteed price of 60s., it would mean that

even getting near the margin of cultivation you cover

more than the actual cost of production? I do not
think so. "If you take off the interest allowed 6s. 10d.,

farmers' wages 10s. that is 16s. lOd. your reduction

would still mean a loss.

3315. I understood you to say you had allowed for

the implements, and so on? Yes.

3316. That it was all spread over your figures? Yes,
it is spread over these figures here. The allowance

except in the case of horses is about 15s. for interest,

lu the case of the horse it would make a very small

reduction only about 3 out of about 49. It would
reduce the cost of horse labour, if you remove the in-

terest, by about 6 per cent., and the other it would
reduce by 16s. It would bring the cost of growing
32 bushels to very nearly the same amount as the

estimated figure here.

3317. It would bring it to about 59s. ? Yes.

3318. You propose to guarantee him a price of 60s. ?

What I say is that a price of 60s. which is a

guarantee that, in my view, would be reasonable

would have the effect of producing the increased

acreage I have set out here, 400,000 to 700,000 acres

of wheat.

3319. This guarantee, which would more than cover
his cost of production, would leave the farmer who
was farming on more favourable lines than others with
a larger surplus? Yes, but you cannot avoid that.

3320. So that they are guaranteed not only against
loss but are guaranteed a certain amount of profit?
Yes.

3321. And in a good year they are allowed to take
all the profit? Yes.

3322. Along with that you propose no compulsion
you propose that the State should simply guarantee
the farmer without requiring anything in return from
him? The assumption is that the State secures this

extra area of tillage, and if experience shows that
there is no extra area then, of course, the guarantee
will drop.

3323. You propose to embark upon a policy which

guarantees a price giving a fair proportion of profit
to the producer, and at the same time the State

getting nothing in return? It has no power with

regard to the individual producer.

3324. The State has no power to enforce the pro-
duction of the additional area? No, it has no power
to enforce, but it might be considered desirable to
take power, seeing that the object is increased tillage.

3325. I understood that you did not contemplate
securing any power to enforce? No, I did not.

3326. If such a guarantee were given over a certain
number of years, and it had not the effect of increas-

ing the amount of production, could you withdraw
that guarantee from the farmers who were producing,
simply because others had not been stimulated by the

guarantee to any extra production? Yes, I think
you could.*

3327. You could in fairness say to the men who had
done their duty,

" We are not going to withdraw the
guarantee from you because some of your fellows have
not done their duty "? You could say, ." We are not
getting what we anticipated from this guarantee, and
therefore we do not propose to continue the policy."

3328. Do you think that politically any party would
be prepared to stand up to sfuch a policy? I am afraid
I cannot answer that question.

3329. Mr. Dallas : With reference to the guarantees
and to the psychological effect they would have, you
also stated that in your opinion the existing high
prices would continue for some years? Yes, that is

my opinion.

* The witness misunderstood that question to which
he states that ho would have replied

"
Certainly not.

But at the expiration of the period the policy of

guaranteeing prices could be reconsidered and aban-
doned if that seemed desirable."
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3330. Having regard to t)< o of present

price*, doea it not seem to be rather a reflection on

the intelligence of the farmer to suggest a guarant. . .1

minimum of 60s., although 1 know you do not mean
to reflect consciously upon him. A farmer has the

full basis that every other business man has for think-

ing that prices will be high and will continue to be

so for a number of years, and does there not seem
to be something wanting from the point of view of

the farmer if existing prices are not sufficient for

him and the prospect is not sufficient for him, and
that he must have something else than the posit IM-

knowledge that his business will be profitable for a

number of years? I think that, without any reflec-

tion at all upon the farmer, one might say that he

does desire the guarantee. His attitude is that if

the State is not in a position to guarantee him tliis

sum he ought not to be asked to take any risk in his

cultivation.

3331. The ordinary business man takes a risk, does

he not, in his business? He does.

3332. Some very liig risks, too:' Yes, some very big.

3333. We have no demand from these other in-

dustries or manufacturers for State guarantees in

their case? No, but as I have tried to explain, we
have two alternative industries in the, case of the
farmer. There is no dispute that grass farming is

much the most attractive industry to the farmer him-
self. He like working with live-stock. He likes to bo

independent of labour and to feel that his own exer-

tions in managing his" live-stock brings him in his own
reward.

.'t.'UI. It has been described as lazy farming, has it

not? It may be lazy or it may not be lazy, but
there is no doubt it is attractive to the farmer, and
when he conies to sum up the advantages of grass

farming ad compared with tillage farming he comes
down on the side of the grass farming. That is what
he has been doing for the last 30 years, arid will

continue to do after the war unless some artificial

steps are taken to alter the position.

3335. If the Government were to accept your figure
of a 60s. guarantee that means an advance of 15s.

upon the present guarantee under the Corn Produc-
tion Act? Yes.

3336. In your opinion, do you think the result of

that would not be an immediate very large demand
on the part of the agricultural labourers for a large
increase in their wages? I cannot answer that. You
know the position very much better than I do, but
I should have supposed that there would not be
this immediate demand for an increase, because the
farmer's point as far as I understand it is that
the increase to the labourers has already been secured.
The first figures contemplated by this Corn Production
Act were 25e. and 60s., and the labourer, of course,
has got much above his 25s.

3337. I do not agree with you there, but I do not
wish to ask any more questions? That U the position
as I understand it.

3338. Mr. Cavtley: It has been suggested that
farmers have been compelled to purchase their own
improvements recently. Is it not the fact that tin-

Agricultural Holdings Act provides against it? It
does provide a remedy.

3339. Does it not provide that he ought to be

compensated for any improvements as well as for
unexhausted manure.*, and that sort of thing? I
think that the working of tin- Act in different parts
of the. country is difficult, and in general when a
tenant comes to attempt to extrlict the full value of
hi* improvements it is very difficult for him to get it.

33(0. Does not the Act also provide for compeii-a
tion for unlawful disturliam .- That is so, but there

again it is very difficult to get full value.

3341. There has been. I think we know, a good deal

of disturbance caused by landlords selling out their
land and giving vacant possession'- ^

:(_' Have yon seen tin- Agrii iillnriil Land Sale

Bill which has IM-VII di-.iuss.-d in the House of Com
minis tod. N I have not examined it.

;r.i;:t That Hill provides that all notices to quit
should be void on the sale of agricultural laud: I

have Men in the papers that it is being discussed,
but I have not examined the Hill.

33-14. In your opinion you consider that the risk

of tillage farming is very much more than that of

grass farming? Very much more.

334!). Have you taken into account the- risk of

drought and high prices of stores in grass farming?
Were those risks present to your mind? Yen, I had
taken those into consideration.

.'tllii. Of course your experience is not as a practical
farmer? Do you mean that there are more risks in

3347. No, not more, but the differences are not

anything like as much as you say certainly on good
land? If you choose your land for each type u i>

all right.

3348. Really what 1 want to ask you about is \our

figures. -Take Appendix A. In the first plao- I

notice you adopt the plan of estimating the cost of

producing an acre of wheat by the average farming
opera'tioas and charge against them tho proper cost?

Yes, that is so.

3349. If I may say so, I agree with you; I think
it is the only way. If you have tho actual figures of

actual cost are they apt to be misleading? I will put
it in this way : Snppomg you have the cost of growing
a single field, does not the crop that you get depend
in a great measure upon the weather ut the time tin-

various operations are done? Yes.

3350. If you plough the land at a particularly
suitable time, will you not get a better crop than if

\oii plough it at an unsuitable timer Yes. estimates

with regard to single fields are subject to very great
variation.

3351. Does not the same apply to the harvest:1 You
can cut a field of wheat one day and carry it in tho
next in some cases? Yes, in some parts of the

country.

3352. It has IM-I-H done lately ?_. Yes.

.'Ut.Vi. In other cases you may cut the field next to
it two or three days after that, and tho corn may be
out for six weeks- Yes.

9884. That is an extreme case, but it has happened
in my own experience? Oh.

JTOB.

3355. You agree that the estimates with regard to

single fields and single farms are very misleading?
Yea.

:U">fi. t'nless you get the est.imato on the same
farm for a number of years can you arrive at any
conclusion at all that is worth anything?- Not for

that farm. You want to get the figures for a tic-rie,.

of years for a particular farm In-fore you can draw
any conclusion from it.

.W)7. Supposing you were to take the accounts of

100 or your 1,000 farms in different parts of tlie

country, would not the land be so different that vou
could form no proper estimate? With the accxmnts
of 1 ,(KX) farms you could group thorn into classes and
level them out and get at something.

:(.T>S. At any rate that would not IK- so reliable

as tho system you adopt?- I would not like i

that after the criticism it has met with this afternoon I

3359. I do not agree with your figures and 1 do noi,

agree with your plan, hut to a man of experience is

not your system the best one of getting at the cost
of growing an acre of wheat? I think it is.

). Coming to your own figures, the- first point
I would draw vour attention to is that \<u bring out

a result which makes the present cost of growing
H heat only 80 per cent, more than the pre-war cost f

Ye-.

:t:!(il. Does not that rather raise a question
whether you arc right or not in that? If my rates

of wages are right I am right.

.'Ctitf. I am going to test that:- I ha\e been told

tliiit they are wrong, but if they are right this m'ist

In- the relationship.
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3363. According to your figures does the cost of

growing the wheat consist mainly of labour, horse-

keep and the use of implements? Horsekeep and

wages are the two heavy items.

3364. And a certain amount for the use of

machinery ? Yes, that is so.

3365. Would you agree with me that wages havo

gone up about 200 per cent.? I cannot get an exact

figure but I put this one case to you in Essex on
which I found my statement. In Essex the pre-war
rate of wages was 15s. for 63 Hours this has come
from an Essex farmer, and Mr. Dallas agrees. JB'or

54 hours now it is 38s. 6d. Adding on nine hours to

make good the number of hours before, bringing
it up to 63; at overtime at lOd. an hour it makes
7s. 6d., and adding 7s. 6d. to 38s. 6d. it makes 46s.,

as against 15s. pre-war, which ia a little over 200

per cent.? That is one particular case. Mr. Duncan
assured me that the figures were the other way, but
what I want to point out is if you know of any par-
ticular figures which are operative in any county
and will fit them into this estimate you will get a

comparison.

3366. No, I am not going to do that, You brought
out a total of only 80 per cent, increase, and I am
pointing out to you that so far as labour is con-

cerned I do not know what is the heavier item,
labour or horse hire? Horse hire probably.

3367. Horse hire and labour are not very far apart,
and if labour has increased 200 per cent, do not vour
own figures show that the charges for horses have
increased 100 per cent.? Yes, it comes out at 5s. us

against 2s. 6d., that is 100 per cent.

3368. Yes, and I think you will agree with me that

the use of threshing machines and purchase of iustru-

ments have increased a good deal more than 100 por
cent.? These are the rates for threshing machines
which were in vogue at the time I made my estimate.

3369. The only item that remains c:oniit<iiit is the

rent, all the others have increased 100 to 200 per
cent. ? It does not shake my estimate. I am quite

prepared that the Commission should take their own

figures and apply them and bring out results which
are quite different from mine, but I remain pretty
well where I was at the beginning. I say this id

how the cost works out, taking my figures for wages,
<c.

3370. Let us go a little further. What sort of land

is this estimate for? Heavy loam.

3371. Ploughed with two horses? Yes there is no
three-horse land in it.

3372. You have excluded the three-horse land and
the four-horse land? Yes, I have.

3373. Do you regard that as though that land ought
to go back to grass? No, but I regard the two-horse
land as being nearer the average than the three and
the four, although there is a large proportion of wheat

grown on three- and four-horso land in Essex.

3374. You have brought out the cost of production
at 60s. for two-horse land? Yes.

3375. Have you formed any estimate what it would
be for three-horse land? I have not actually made
an estimate. I should guess, if I did make up an

estimate, that it would come out at about 65s.

3376. I suggest to you it would be 20 per cent,

more? The method of working would be different.

3377. What is your view of what ought to' become
of the three- and four-horse heavy land? I hope a
great deal of it will remain in wheat.

3378. How can it at a price of 60s.? I have said I
do not anticipate a price of 60s. I am talking of a
60s. guarantee, but I anticipate a much higher price.

3379. According to the world's markets, you mean?
According to the world's markets.

33W). Therefore you think that throe- and four-horse
tend must t,-ik.- its clisince in the world's markets?
\\ lion the three- and four-horso land came on a bad
teason, and there was a likelihood of a heavy loss, and

coinciding with that heavy cost of tillage there was
a world price lower than the 60s., the farmer would
at any rate get his guaranteed price.

3381. You cannot hope to grow corn on threo- and
four-horse land at the same price, and your guarantee
for the best land is 60s. You have estimated a yield
of 4J quarters on that land? I have.

3382. You do not suggest that we in Sussex on our

heavy clay land can grow anything like 4i quarters to

the acre? Not in Sussex. You should grow four

quarters.

3383. I have a letter from a man who has threshed

in my district for 50 years. He says that the average
is three quarters. What is to become of land such as

that? All I can say is it is time he ceased farming.

3384. Do you mean you do not believe it? No, I do
not say that at all. What I mean is, if in 50 years he
can only get an average of three quarters, the man
must try something else than wheat on his land.

3385. What did you mean when you said that you
were doubtful if even 100s. per quarter would secure

4,000,000 acres of wheat in England and Wales? I

meant that the area of land over and above about 3i
million acres in England and Wales which would be
available for wheat growing would be of such poor
quality and so difficult to work that even at a price of

100s. it would not be kept in cultivation.

3386. Have you farmed yourself? I have years
ago.

3387. Would you not agree with me that anything
like a price of 100s. would make a farmer's mouth
water, and that he would jump at the idea? With
three quarters of wheat I doubt whether it would
make his mouth water, on four-horse land.

3388. Not oven then?- I doubt it.

3389. Let us go back to your own figures. Is the
land in regard to which you have given the figures
land that requires to be fallowed after some years?
No; it is wheat after mangolds.

3390. You never have a fallow? Not in this par-
ticular case.

3391. Has not the bulk of the land in this country
to be fallowed at some time or another? No. About
one-tenth of the area that grows wheat, I suppose, is

fallowed.

3392. You mean a regular rotation? Yes. About
400,000 acres of fallow

3393. That is bare fallow not roots? But of

course, this land that I refer to is root fallowed.

3394. Do you charge nothing for the roots towards
the wheat crop? Yes, I have charged that here.

3395. Where? I think you will find that I am not
at fault there. I charge two-fifths of the cost of
the cleaning crop.

3396. Assuming that the net cost of the cleaning
crop was 3 in pre-war times/, do you think that

1 4s. is enough for that now? I think so it should
be.

3397. Do you really as a practical farmer tell me
that that is anything like enough? I do not like to
make much loss on my roots as a practical farmer.

3398. You do not? No, I should be very sorry to.

3399. You have a different farming experience
from mine. How often do you estimate the root

crop has to be ploughed? In this particular case
not more than two ploughings probably one pre-
paring for your mangolds.

3400. For land that has to be fallowed six or reven
times your estimate is altogether wrong? My esti-
mate does not apply in that case; that is the way I

put it.

3401. Unfortunately in my experience I have
ploughed my fallow six or seven times! where we have
had to fallow land so that the cost camo out very
much higher than yours? Yes, that is the very
great difficulty of putting down any sort of figure.
You can show under certain conditions that it is
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murh higher and under other conditions that it is

much lower.

3402. I understood that your figure wa put for-
ward a* the average cost of growing wheat P It is

my opinion of what the average cost is. I

grant that in your case it is much higher, but in the
cases which Mr. Duncan indicated it was probably
lower, and neither of you is satisfied with my < s-u-

mat.

3403. What is the rotation of the farm of which
this is a sample? It might bo either a four- or a
five-course rotation.

3404. Two crops of wheat? No, only one crop of
wheat and one crop of barley.

3405. Do you not grow wheat aftor seeds? I take
the wheat after mangolds and with seeds).

3406. After the seeds what do you do? Gate or
wheat probably oats.

3407. Take the first item of your Appendix A.,"
Ploughing one man two horses three-quarter 10s. 8d.

pre-war, 1 4s.
post-war."

In what time is that?

Three-quarters of an acre in a day.

3406. Do you suggest that 1 4s. a day is a proper
price now for ploughing three-quarters of an acre?-
Ves, for single ploughing; it might easily be twice
that.

3409. You know that they charged 30s. a day at
the Agricultural Commission? I know the Food Pro-
duction Department charges this amount.

3410. I can only speak for Sussex. Is it 30s. an
acre in Sussex? I could not speak for Sussex, but
I believe it is there or thereabout.

3411. Your estimate is 1 4s. ? The difference was
because the Food Production Department's horses

were called in to do additional work, and if you hiro

labour you must expect to pay more, for it. This

is an estimate based on doing it with your own teams.

3412. You put 24s. for ploughing and 24s. for the

cleaning crop that is two pYougnings against tho
wheat crop? Yes, against this wheat.

3413. You put that forward as a practical pro-

position for a practical farmer to adopt? For grow-
ing wheat after mangolds.

3414. Do you think he would keep his land clean by
that method? Yes.

3415. I have a number of estimates of what it does

cost, going up to 16, 17 and 18 an acre to grow
wheat? I think that is quite likely. It may easily
amount to 16 or 17 an acre at the present time

quite easily.

3416. I would only ask you one question with regard
to your estimate as to cattle. Will you turn to

Appendix B, Summary 1? Yes.

3417. 1 am going to auk you about tho six-mouths
old calf. How do you bring him up? Ho sucks a
cow

;
the cow runs on poor grass land.

3413. You take his value now at 3 to begin with ?

Y<*.

3419. Then you say at tho end of six months he has

only cost 10 3s. 6d.? Yes.

3420. Could you tell me how much milk you allow
him? These particular calves are with their mothers
which are TONS Galloway cows.

3421. Are two calves suckled by one cow or only
one calf ? Generally one, sometimes two.

3122. Supposing th<> cow is giving two or tJireo

gallons of milk a day? They are Galloway cows
not stall fed.

3J23. This is a special way of bringing up calves
with their mothers in tho North of KnglandP Yes.

3424. Theiw figures do not apply in tho ordinary
way to bringing up calves either 'on the bucket or
in some other way? I think an Irish farmer would
bring thi-in up cheaper. I quite agree that in soim>

parU of Kngland it would cost much more; but many
of our ritore cattle must be brought up oven cheaper
than this.

3425. If yon bring them up on milk I suggest to

you it is quite impossible to bring them up for

10 in the six months? Not if you value your milk

at 2s. 3d. a gallon. Tho way it is done is by ascer-

taining what it costs to keep a cow and charging
the cow's keep against tho calf.

3426. I understand that system refers to the Nurth
of England ? Yea.

3427. You have no estimate at all to put l-f..n-

us what is the cost of bringing up a calf in the Smith

of England at the present time? I have not brought
an estimate here.

3428. Mr. Ashby. Taking your agreement with
Mr. Cautley that this method of estimating the cost

of wheat production is the only feasible method. we
will say, at the present moment, and that it must be
based upon the average cost, is it not quite unfair to

use the figures of any one single instance and apply
them to items in this estimate unless you arc prepared
to submit a large number of single instances which
would give you in the total an average similar to this?

Yes, obviously. If you apply in any single instance

your figure to this particular estimate you would yet u

figure which would only apply to that particular
instance or to the conditions of the particular
instance. This is an attempt to reduce to figures MI

opinion of what is the probable cost. Nothing more.

3429. With regard to the method of working, what
is your reason for altering the number of horse days
in the poet-war period? The Saturday afternoons.

3430. Turning to your estimate on the cost of pro-
duction of beef, do I take it that there is no product
of any kind from the cow during the whole of the y at

except tho rearing of the calf ? In this particular caao

none.

3431. You charge 3 for the six months she is rear-

ing the calf and i!3 for the rest of the year? Yes.

3432. It is really 4 10s. Od. per annum for keeping
a cow? Yes. I have given in the detail-, the actual
cost of keeping the animal. You will seo the de-

predation in the cow is charged against the calf at
birth.

3433. It makes the total amount for keeping the
cow and the calf <! a year?- Yes.

3434. That must increase the cost of the production
of the calf by 6? Yes.

3435. And with the addition of the other items it

comes to 10 3s. 6d.? Yes.

3436. Is there any amount for interest in thrrp

general maintenance charges? The general main-
tenance charge includes the upkeep of the hedges and
the small repairs that are wanted about the farm
which are not done by the landlord. It includes risks

and small expenditure which will be incurred in look-

ing after young cattle.

8437. Does it actually include anything for interest
on tho expenditure calculated for "the six months?
No, it is only supposed to cover general rUks of

calving.

3438. The total profit on the animal consists of the
difference between the cost and the price realised,

plus 5s. for management for each six mouths' period?
Yes, something like that.

.'tl.'i!). That is the case also with the second group
the three-year olds? That is BO.

3440. There arc one or two statements in your
evidencc-in-chief that I should like to deal with.

In the second part of paragraph 2 you say- : "With
much higher costs the risks from bad seasons are
increased." Would you develop that a little? What
I was thinking of was this: If you had spent instead
of 2 say 3 or 4 in getting your wheat crop into
the ground, and that wheat crop is destroyed in tho
winter a larger sum disappears. That is what I had
in view.

.'till. So far as the risks arise from weather there
i- no greater risk, irrespective of what the prices are

except tho amount lost? - No. except the increased

expenditure on the production, which may bo nullified

by the weather.
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3442. I suggest to you that the important point
with regard to risk is the relative amount of the

risk to the profit? It remains much the same.

3443. No, I think not. Assuming that your average
cost of production is to be relied upon, there is now
a much greater rate of profit than in pre-war times?

Yes.

3444. Therefore the real risk has diminished,

because over a series of years you have greater profits

to cover the risk. The profits are -in a much greater

proportion now than the risk? Yes, that is so,

measured in terms of money, of course.

3445. So that the total amount of risk in any given

year is no greater because of the increase in profits?

Over a series of years that is so.

3446. If the profits now are greater the percentage
of risk is less? Yes, over a series of years, and pro-

vided you do not get two bad years in succession,

which may knock out the farmer altogether.

3447. In paragraph 13 you say:
" The gross value

of the produce is more than doubled, the food pro-
vided is increased four to eight fold, and the wages
fund is increased in a still higher degree." That is

with reference to tillage? Yes.

3448. I can understand that the total amount of

money that must be spent in wages on certain arable

farms is greater than on certain pasture farms, but

I think it is rather an important question as to

whether the amount per man will be greater or less?

As the odds are in favour of grass farming the

amount per man will be higher on the grass than on

the arable that is the probability.

3449. The financial interest of both the employer
and the employee is to develop grass farming? Yes.

If the amount of land were unlimited and the number
of persons wanting employment or wanting land was
limited then go in for grass farming.

3450. In your next paragraph you say : "In com-

parison with the gross value of the produce, farming
capital is very small." Are you thinking of the
annual produce? Yes, I am thinking of the average
gross value on a four-course rotation, which would be
before the war something like 6 10s. or 7. Before
the war the capital of the farmer would have been
about 8 an acre.

3451. Would you suggest, comparing agriculture
with some other industry, that that statement is

true? It is not true. In agriculture, however, your
capital is locked up for the year and only turned over
onco. In other industries, in which there may be only
a small amount of capital, the capital is turned over

again' and again in the course of the year. That
enables a man with a relatively small sum to carry
on a very large business.

3452. I would like you to go to the end of paragraph
II which I think contains some very important state-

ments. You say:
" Much of the farmer's profit goes

into the improvement of his land. Improvers of land,
whether landlords or tenants, always benefit the com-

munity." That is one statement. Then you say:"
Very frequently they fail to benefit either them-

selves or their heirs." Seeing that in both cases the
investment is a private investment, and that the

community cannot benefit unless these people benefit,
who are the channels between the investment and the

community? How do you square the two? I, per-

haps, had in mind particular cases there. I had in

my mind the case of an ardent land improver who
spent a great deal of money on improving his

estate. There is no doubt, I think, that the labourers
and the farmers on that estate benefited by the sums
that were laid out by the improver, but he himself
was not benefited, nor have his heirs been benefited.

3453. I also had in mind certain individual cases.
One case is this : A fairly vast estate was owned by a
prosperous man in the early 'seventies. He built some
verv fine farm buildings for his cattle, buildings more
like ecclesiastical buildings than anything else

;
the

iiH'jire is that the rent has never paid him one
l>er cent, on Ihe cost of those buildings. He was

regarded as a great improver at the time, but he did
as a matter of fact waste his money, both for himself
and for the community? That illustrates the type of

improvement in which a great deal of money has been

wasted, but there has not been much money wasted
in draining and liming in this country, and those are

the improvements I had in view chiefly.

3454. Your statement is really limited to what one

might call the tilling improvements? Getting the

land into the high condition.

3455. Mr. Batchelor : In regard to your figures in

connection with the rearing and fattening of cattle,

am I right in understanding that these figures are all

based on cattle which do well? You have made no
allowance for deaths? I have made no allowance for

wasters
;
but I have put in a risk figure. I think I

stated that. My own estimate is that in feeding
large numbers of cattle you want to allow something
like 2 per cent, for risks.

3456. In your estimate of the cost of production
of wheat, would you consider 4 to 4J qrs. to be an

average yield per acre on this particular land that

you refer to, which I think must be rented at about
1 an acre, or do you think it is too high? 25s. it is

given at, is it not?

3457. That is including rates and taxes, and I

assume the rent to be about 1? Yes, about 1

an acre.

3458. Would not you assume that an average yield
of 4 to 4 qrs. on the land is rather on the high
side? This land is well tilled and has had plenty of

manure, and I think given a good climate in the
eastern counties 4J qrs. is a fair average in fact, as
I have already stated, we ought to get something like

33 bushels.

3459. And that on land rented at about 1 an acre
or 21s.? A little more than 21s.

3460. You referred to the farmer's desire to be left

alone. Would that include doing away with the pre-
sent Corn Production Act, under which there is a

minimum wage guarantee to the labourer? I had not
that specially in view. I made the statement in a

general way. What I was thinking of was the
farmer's general attitude to Government Departments
during the past three or four years, and that the

feeling among farmers generally is that they have
had quite enough of us officials.

3461. Would not that include doing away with the
minimum wage? I had not that in mind, but I

expect it would.

3462. Mr. Overman : I want to take you through
your estimated cost of keeping a horse. I think that
is where the difference between you and Mr. Cautley
arises. Your quantities as to oats are all right, but
what about the charge of 5s. a bushel? You know
that all Costings Committees and Commissions take
the price not at the actual cost of production, but at
the market price less the cost of marketing expenses?
Yes, I know that.

3463. Supposing I grow 100 acres of oats, are you
going to take all my profit off that 100 acres and try
to put it against the wheat? On this system of tal
culation you would have to take it off the horse corn
I allow nothing for the horse corn except the cost of

growing.

3464. We do not agree on that? I know we do not.

3465. I see you have put down 14 Ibs. of hay a day
for six months. Have you ever weighed the hay nnd
chaff a big horse eats? I have not myself, but it has
been pretty frequently weighed.

3466. I weighed it myself last year, and I know thev
cannot live on less than 28 Ibs. of hay and hay chaff.
A cart-horse has to have his stomach filled, and he can-
not exist on 14 Ibs. of hay a day. That at one time
was the Army ration, and they proved that the horse
could not exist on it in the Army, and they increased
it to 20 Ibs. ? I allow 7 Ibs. of straw a day in addition.

3467. That is 21 Ibs., and he cannot live on that.

Now, take the harness and repairs. You put down the

post-war cost of that as 15s. All I can say is, I have
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a bill in. front of mo in respect of my farm on whi< h I

have 40 hones, and those items come to 80 16s. 6d.

for the whole year. That is, roughly, 2 a hone. I

hare also in front of me an estimate from an indus-

trial area, that is coming before us shortly, \vli.-i.'

they put it down at 3 a horse. I live in a

countrified district whore the harness-maker's

bill is probably cheaper, but in an industrial area you
will find it is "very nearly 3 a horse? Was the har-

ness pretty well worn?

3468. No, it was well kept up, and it included re-

newals. I point that out to you because I feel sure

that your estimate with regard to horse labour is abso-

lutely too low, and that is where the difference comes
in in all the evidence you have given as regards the

cost of growing wheat-^it is too low P I may say that

I was uncertain myself with regard to that figure
for harness, and I am quite prepared to hear that

you think it too low.

3469. These are figures that I can prove, and if my
figures are correct it brings up these items consider-

ably. The question of charging the oats at 5s. a

bushel, the cost of production, is a point we shall not

agree on, so I am afraid it is no use going into it any
further? No, but I do not think it matters which way
it is done eo long as you understand the principle.

3470. Mr. Cauiley: If you are going to fix a

guarantee upon it it must matter? I do not think it

does so long as one understands the method.

3471. Mr. Overman: It is not many weeks ago when

you and I were on a Committee calculating the cost

of feeding cattle in the winter months? That is so.

3472. I see for the last six months in the case of

cattle 34 months old you put the cost at 133s. 3d. a

cwt.? Yes.

3473. Wo thought in our calculation that during
that period a bullock would put on about a couple of

cwt. P Yes.

3474. The cost, of a store bullock take a 10 cwt.

bullock would be 80s. a cwt. ? Yes.

3475. If you take your 10 cwt. bullock at 80s. a cwt..

Unit is 40, and adding the other items it brings him
to 53 3s. 6d. P Yes.

3476. He grows into a 12 cwt. bullock, and the aver-

age price that we thought of would work out nt

S7s. 6d., would it not? Yes.

3477. That brings him to 52 10s., or a loss of 1

3s. 6d. ? I had this same estimate in front of m at

the time, and I was reckoning for a rise of 10s. above

store prices and for a gain of 2) cwt. to make it

balance.

3478. Do you honestly think that that is a fair

figure as an average? I think it is good, it assumes

very good management.
3479. I suggest to you that 2 cwt. is as much as you

can reckon for on the average? Yes, about 2 cwt.

3480. That brings the loss to 1 3s. 6d., according
to the evidence we had on that Committee. From all

these deductions it looks as if we are going to lose

money over everything? That is the conclusion whicli

has been drawn by a good many members of the Com-
mittee.

3481. You have calculated that the farmer's capital

employed on an arable farm was about 15 an acre?

What I said was that a small farmer entering :i

farm could not do it on less than 10 to 15 at the

very cheapest.

3482. How much capital do you think the ordinary
fanner farming 500 to 1,000 acres employs? He em-

ploys about the same I should say 12 to 15.

8483. On an arable farm? Yes.

3484. You would not be surprised if I told you that
I took over a farm last Michaelmas, and the valuation
came to about 20 to 25 an acre? No, I nm not sur-

prised to hear that. Just now you can easily expend
up to 25 an acre. Taking all your implement* new
and paying for your grass and all the other things:
you cannot do it under 20 or 22; but I was.

thinking of the case of a tenant who had his money

invested and had adopted a cautious system of valuing
from year to year, and I think I have adopted tin-

rinht figure when I say the capital invested is between
IIJ and 15 an ac-re. or thereabout.

.'llvi. Mr. Itca: In your evidonce-in-chief in para-

graph (3), you say:
" From the above figures

and from the present outlook (given a guarantee
of 60s.) I should be inclined to estimate that

we might grow from about 2,000,000 to 2,200,000 acres

of wheat and 6,500,000 to 6,700,000 acres of total corn

annually in Kugland and Wales during the next five

yean." Do you think those figures would be enough
to safeguard the country? I suppose you look upon
the cultivation of wheat partly from the point of view
of the security of the nation in case of any future

wars, or anything of that sort? I have not taken
that much into account. What I am anxious to

secure is a sufficient area of land that would enable
us rapidly to increase our tillage land if necessity

arose, as necessity may arise from other causes than
war. Necessity may arise from bad harvests, for

example.

3486. That is about the acreage which you think,

considering the nature of the land, could be

economically dealt with, or ought to be economically
dealt with? Economically employed during normal

times, and if abnormal conditions arose one could

lapidly expand to another 1,000,000 or 2,000,000 acres

of corn.

3487. I think there is a misprint in paragraph 10.

I refer to this for the purposes of correction. You
say :

" The country is likely to pay a price for its

mills." That should be "milk."

3483. Yes. At the beginning of paragraph 11 you
say :

"
Tillage farming represents a very different

set of conditions a heavy outlay of capital, a hi^h
wages bill, more risks from weather, very uncertain

prices, much harder work." Do you apply that to

the working farmer only or to all farmers generally r

I think it applies to all farmers.

3489. And to the farmer who does supervision
work also? Yes, he has to be pretly active on till-

age land.

3490. I am told by a farmer that he has to work
much harder as a grass farmer? Possibly he has
to look after his sheep himself.

3491. In paragraph 16 you refer to sm.iil holdings
and you propose to increase the existing nuivbcr of

small holdings of 20 to 100 acres. Do you consider
so small an acreage as 20 an economic; unn for a
small holding? Twenty acres of good land in the
South may be equal to 100 acres of high land in the
North.

3492. Will 20 acres enable you to k<'o,> horses

going? With special cultivation, not by ordinary
cultivation. It is on the low side, I agree, but I

thought that one might go down to 20 acre? as a
minimum.

3493. You would not put 50 as the minimum? I

prefer the 50, 60, or 70 acre size.

3494. In the last part of paragraph 18 you say:
'

Properly applied such methods of Assessment would
H rve as a stimulus to tillage on the smaller farms of
which the occupiers might not be .-ifr.-cted by income
tax." I do not quite understand your reason for

that? That refers to paragraphs (c) and (d), the

rating affecting small farms which the income tax
does not touch. That is what I was thinking of.

Any inducement given to the landowner to secure

tillage would be reflected on the smaller farmer and
not touched by the income tax ; that was all.

3495. You refer to the remission of income tax?
Yes, and also to the rating. The rating affects the

farm.

3496. You are very keen on getting as much land
cultivated as possible? I am.

3497. It mean* getting back a lot of land into cul-

tivation which for the last 40 years has been laid
down to grass? It means keeping most of the land
in tillage that we secured in 1018.
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3498. In the case of a great deal of that land

cottages and buildings have been allowed to fall into

disrepair, almost into ruins, in some places, have

they not? That is so.

3499. It has been quite impossible for the tenants
and impossible also in many cases for the landlords

to do the necessary building at the present cost. Have
you thought whether any scheme could be evolved

whereby the owner could get money on preferential
terms to enable him to do the necessary building?
I think the suggestion which you make has been put
up and definitely rejected, but looking at it from
the agriculturist's point of view I think it would be

very desirable.

3500. That does seem a very, very real difficulty in

keeping this land in cultivation? Yes, it is a real

difficulty.

3501. I know a great many farmers told me last

year that they had great difficulty in providing
cottages for their labourers and stabling for their

horses, and so on, and if they are to keep the land
in cultivation, you do not see any prospect of afford-

ing them any aid in that respect? No. As I say.
the proposal was put forward, but it has been turned
down.

3502. Would you lay much emphasis on the grow-
ing of corn for market purposes, or so long as the
land is kept in cultivation do you think that is

enough? So long as the land is kept in cultivation,
and the men and the horses and the buildings are
there, that is all one wants from what you may
describe as the safety point of view; but it would
appear to be necessary to grow all the corn we can
in the next few years because of the outlook with
regard to the world's supply, which is bad.

3503. So is the outlook as1 regards the output of
meat and feeding stuff? Yes; but we can do very
much better without meat than we can without bread.

3504. We have to have feeding stuffs to rear the
stock that we have. Take the four-course rotation.
Instead of four, divide it into eight. Do you think
it would be good from the national standpoint to

have, say, four-eighths growing corn, one-eighth
growing forage crops for stock breeding purposes,
beans, peas, and BO on, and so save the import of

artificial feeding stuffs? I think that would be de-
sirable in the immediate future, when the difficulty to
which you refer is very acute.

3505. There has been a good deal said about the
cost of horse keep and horse labour. Have you con-
sidered the relative cost of horse and tractor labour?
Not quite recently. I think it would be useful

for you to get information from the Food Production
Department as to the cost of tractor work.- About
a year ago when paraffin was expensive horse labour
was much the cheaper.

3506. Do you think we could really take the figures
of the Food Production Department as being of any
use for the future? No; but I think they could give
a fair idea of what the cost would be to the farmer.

3507. Of course, the figures were correct, no doubt,
as they got them out, but they were very, very high
with a view to unskilled driving? Yes, that is so.

3508. So that we should want something more
accurate to help the farmer practically? I think

somebody in the Department could make an estimate
that would be useful to a practical farmer.

3509. I should think that would be a good thing
for us to investigate? We know the cost of machinery
of paraffin Und labour.

3510. You have spoken about the guarantee with

regard to wheat. Would you limit it to wheat, or
would you include other cereals? I think it would
be impossible to give a guarantee for wheat without

giving a guarantee for oats, having regard to Scot-
land and Wales.

3511. Yon would include oate? Yes, I think it

would havo to follow wheat.

3512. In your cattle feeding report, I see in the
la*t paragraph you give 7 6s. 8d. as the post-
war cost of fattening a 23 month old beast for six

months? Yen.

3513. We have often been told that that is too

large an amount. Do you consider it an economic

quantity, having regard to the present price of cakes?
I would not use so much myself, but if you take

roots of average quality you will not get the increase I

estimated for namely 2^ cwt. in the time, with less

than that quantity of cake. You must remember we
are feeding against time, and we know almost exactly
what cattle will gain in a given -period.

3514. In getting these figures out, you have based

your estimate upon home grown cattle which presum-
ably have been making a regul-ar rate of progress?
That is so.

3515. So that the cost at any period will be rela-

tively less than it would be in the case of purchased
cattle, which take several weeks before they begin to

improve? That is so. T may say these figures are
based on the cattle weighings at Cockle Park Farm,
Northumberland .

3516. In the case of bought cattle the cost per cwt.
would probably be greater than the figures you have
given us here? Yes.

3517. In any case the cost per cwt. would be greater
because it would take a longer period before there
was a similar increase? Yes.

3518. You have explained the system that is adopted
through these cows rearing their calves? Yes.

3519. Do not you think that system might with
advantage to the country be very much extended to
second-class grass land and arable land? It wants
a mixture of arable land with grass, and it might be
an inducement on second-class land to plough it up,
not so much for the sake of corn as for the sake
of stock food growing? Yes. If my wish were to be
fulfilled that we should have more tillage farming,
I think it is quite likely that we should have a
development of that system which you are referring to.

3520. You have a lot of similar land in the North
which is laid down to grass? Yes.

3521. You think it would be profitable to the farmer
and the nation if this system were extended and a
good deal of that land ploughed, the principal object
being to rear stock? Yes.

3522. In view of all the differences of opinion which
have been

^expressed as to the cost in different areas,
do you think at the finish any definite figure could
be put forward as being an average figure? The
Commission could base estimates on average figures
relating to specified conditions.

3523. Dr. Douglas : We have had it brought before
us by several witnesses that the land of the country
has become a good deal deteriorated owing to the
scarcity of labour and so on during the war. Do you
agree with that opinion? Yes, I think that is the
case. 1 have not had an opportunity of seeing much
of England this year, but I did see a great deal of
it last year, and certainly in the late autumn last
year the want of labour was responsible for a very
foul condition of the stubbles.

3524. Do you take that into account at all as an
element in your post-war cost of production? Not in
this particular case of wheat growing.

3525. It is a factor that will be operative at some
time? It is.

3526. With regard to the feeding and rearing of

cattle, let me pursue a little further Mr. Rea's ques-
tions to you. This estimate of yours is based upon a
state of matters that does not often exist? It exists

quite commonly in Northumberland and Cumberland.

3527. There is a very large proportion of the cattle

feeding of the country which has to be carried on
under a different system? Yes, the ordinary feeding
of cattle in the country consists in the purchase of

stores in Ihe rearing districts by the feeders.

3528. So that there is a more expensive method
which is essential for a considerable part of the pro-
duction*1 I do not think it could have been more

expensive, because if you take my estimate of the
cost of rearing these cattle before the war it left a

very narrow margin of profit. My conclusion from
that is that store cattle must have been raised at
lower rates in a good many other districts than it
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possible to raise them at in Northumberland.
A* I have indicated, I think that in Ireland they
probably could be raised at a considerably lower figure.

3539. You think the usual method is a more econo-

mical one? It is very difficult to Kay unless ono

specifies the precise locality. I should say that in

Northumberland the method is the most economical
for tin- district, but if you take the Eastern Counties
I should suppose that the more economical method
Mr. Overman will correct me if I am wrong is the

purchase of stores.

3530. That is an essential method; they rould not
do otherwise? Yes, they could do otherwise; they
could rear.

3531. K their land suitable for that? I know nrable
farms where men have had a certain amount of

success in rearing cattle, but it i- exceptional.

3532. Your figures show a very considerably in-

creased cost for winter feeding over summer feeding?
That is so.

3533. Does that mean that the rearing of cattle by
arable methods as distinct from grazing would involve

a higher cost of production? Not if, as Mr. Rea
indicated, there were associated with the arable land

a considerable area of second and third rate pasture.

3534. My point is that if a lot of the land which
is now used for grazing second and third rate

pasture were to be ploughed up, you would be more

dependent upon arable products for the feeding of

cattle? In practice what would happen on farms of

that description would be that you would gradually
improve the second and third rate pastures, increase

the stock on the pastures, and break up the third-

class land as you increased the stock.

3535. It has been suggested sometimes that the

extension of education would lead to a greater de-

velopment of the arable area as compared with grass

farming. You have had very considerable experience
of administration, have you not? Yes.

3536. Would you say generally that in order to be

accepted by the farmers of different districts, ttie

education given must adapt itself to the existing

systems of Farming rather than seek to change them?

I think that in general your statement is correct,

but I do think if you get hold of your farmer young,
when his mind is adaptable, you can influence him
in one direction or another, and that the spread of

education would tend to develop tillage farming by

pointing out the advantages which tillage farming
offers over grass farming, having regard to the

different systems that can be adopted and the different

opportunities which it affords for meeting various

markets.

3537. Education is just as capable
'

of improving

grass farming as it is of improving tillage farming,
is it not? In the case of the individual, I think

that education will do more for the man who is

engaged in arable farming than it will for the man
who is engaged in grass farming; but education in

the maiw will help to improve grass more rapidly than

it will tillage, for the reason that the direct method

of improving grass is by manuring suitably, and it

is easy to give directions for the suitable manuring
of grass land. Therefore, through the action of a

single competent adviser you can rapidly get a good
result in the case of grass.

3638. So that it would not favour one more than

the other? -I think the first effect would be on grass

farming, because you can more rapidly work through

advisory officer* than you can in the case of tillage

farming.

3539. With regard to the suggestions you made

about the remission of taxation, you recognise, 1

think, that that would operate quite unequally tii>on

tho smaller as compared with the larger farmer? Yes,

quite.

3540. I suppose yon agree tiiat a very large pro-

portion of the farmers in the country pay no Income

Tax at all under existing rebates and allowances for

family, and so on? Yes, that is so. Up to 100 acres
or thereabouts I suppose they pay little or no Income
Tax.

3541. So that it would really be a cheapening of

production to the larger farmers with no correspond-
ing advantage to the smaller farmers? That i^ s<>

I recognise that fully.

3542. It would be an even greater disadvantage to
the smaller farmers by reducing the liabilities l their

larger competitors? That might be so.

3543. As to the i|iiestioii of transport, you spoke of

the advantage of transport for the marketing of cer-

tain perishable articles and smaller products U
there anything more in it-

1 Does it really alfei I the

position of the main products-
1 Oh, yes.

3544. What are the defects so far as corn and cattle

are concerned? Are the present transport facilities

insufficient? So far us cattle and corn are concerned,
1 still think that the journey to many railway stations
is much further than is good for the industry, and in

the case of potatoes, for example, the difficult; of

transport into the London market every year is the
cause of many complarhts from the farmers of South
Lincolnshire and adjacent districts.

3545. Is that because of the railway system?
Because better transport is wanted.

3546. What would be the remedy for that? In-
creased trucks, and I should also think that in sonu<

of those potato-growing areas they want more railway
stations. They have very long distances to cart at

present.

3547. Is there any scheme that you are aware of

under consideration in that respect? I am not in

personal touch with any scheme for transport, but I

do know that the Board are paying very close atten-
tion to the subject at the present time.

3548. Mr. Lennard: Can you tell us whether, in

your opinion, as you have studied the conditions in

Germany recently, it is probable that Germany will

in future import more cereals than she did before the

war? I saw so little of Germany that I hesitate

to offer an opinion with regard to that; but what I

did see indicated that the Germans in tho occupied
territory were working very hard indeed on the land.

Germany is aware of her debt, and the agricultural
classes in Germany are, I think, likely to do every-
thing possible to supply the home market. I think
that Germany will not depend upon imported grain to
a larger extent than she did before the war.

3549.- Mr. Rmith : Could yoxi tell us whether it is

correct that the German farm workers are demanding
higher wages? I ascertained the wages that are

being paid round about Cologne. (1<*,e to Cologne
itself wages are very high because of the competition
of the factories. I heard a figure of 2 marks -10 per
hour. The value of the mark is 76 to the I' at

present. About 10 to 15 miles out from Cologne,
where there is not the same rush into the factories,
the rates run at about 7 to 8 marks per day as against
3 to 4 marks per day before the war. Under a
different system of payment, wheno the men are
boarded on the farm, I found that a. farmer whom
I interrogated had engaged two men at 87 marks
and board per month as against 30 to 32 marks lictmc

the war.

3550. Mr. fnnilry : Could you tell us tly purchasing

power now of the mark in Germany as compared with

what it was before tho war?- Theoretically it is sup
posed to be four-fifths.

3551. But practically? It is very hard to say. I

did not get an opportunity of judging of that.

Living is, of course, very expensive. In the Cologne
markets I saw cheese at 12-5 marks, margarine
8 marks, inferior sausages 4 marks, and potatoes

}.
mark per Ib.

(Thr Witnrn withdrew.)
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Mr. J. O. VINTER, F.S.S., called and examined.

3552. The Chairman : I understand you have pre-

pared a statement elaborating what you have to say,
but you have not had sufficient time in order to get it

copied and circulated to members of the Commission?
That is the case. I received a telegram on Friday

evening making a definite appointment for me to

come here to-day, and I have not had sufficient time to

get copies of my statement made.
3553. Would you like to read it? I think it would

be better if I were to do so. I am sorry I have only
been able to prepare a very short statement of what
I propose to offer in evidence.

3554. We shall be glad if you will read it right
through? I should like to say, in the first place, that
I come here with some amount of diffidence, because I

am really quite a small farmer. I think you gentle-
men will have more difficulty in getting accounts from
small estates than you will from large ones, and there-

fore I imagine the figures I have kept for a number
of years might be of some service to this Commission.
I should like to say, in the first instance, that I am
not willing to put in balance-sheets for war periods

only, but the brief summary which I propose to pre-
sent will by inference show the difference between

pre-war and post-war periods I do not consider that

the abnormal conditions arising out of the war, which
are not likely to occur again for many years, should

be taken as a- basis in endeavouring to arrive at the

future of the farming industry. The object of the

enquiry is, I take it, to estimate the present costs of

carrying on an occupation, and also to show that cer-

tain prices for produce will be required to leave a

margin of profit to the occupier sufficient in amount
to cover interest on capital and reasonable remunera-
tion for services. I propose to put before the Com-
mi^-ion a very short summary of three periods, one of

10 years, one of 7 years, and one of 21 years. I take,
first of all, the period of 10 years from 1897 to 1907:

The rent charged for the holding is 20s. per acre. I

\\ ;i> the owner-occupier, and the rent which I have put
down is based upon the rent charged, so far as I was
able to ascertain, for similar occupations adjacent.
For those 10 years the credit balance on profit and loss

account was 730 18s. 2d. I keep a capital account,

and I know all the movements of the capital, and

although I do not quite
know exactly as a banker

would what the debit or credit balance may be day
bv dav, I arrive at an average, because I find that in

similar occupations to this the capital is the higiii-st

at the end of September and lowest about April. I

have taken an arbitrary figure, which, I believe, is

very close to the mark, of C*< per acre as representing
the capital employed. The return on that capital was

3 13s. Od. per cent., that is, a profit for those 10

yenrs nl ."is. 7(1. per acre. ^So far as the next 7 years'

period is concerned, I think the CommisMi TI h-- a

copy of the paper* I wrote, and memt>ers will find tho>e

figures set out on page 5 of that paper.* The paper
relates to two light farms situate in South Cambridge-
shire, the acreage of one being 260 and of the other

820. The character of the soil is what I should call the
i kind of light land. The 10 year*' period that

I have already given you and the 7 years' period
which T have alluded to in the paper, refer to the

smaller holding of 260 acres. The 7 years' period is set

out, as I ay, on page 5 in the paper. The capital

is 8 per arre, and the profit per acre, excluding Hs.

interest on capital and 4d. for Income Tax,

was 23s. 6d. I shall explain that later on. I

first of all put in the interest on capital, and

also the Income Tax, because that was all right, so

far as keeping my own bocks was concerned, but it

would not lie admitted, I take it, in this enquiry,

mp the two periods of 10 years and 7 years,

making 17 years, and 1 find that the return on the

c.ipital for 17 years is 8 per cent., and the profit

per acre, excluding interest on capital and Income

Tax, was 13s. 4d. That all points to the fact that

from 1900 and onwards, up to the war, there was

an improvement in farming, and I should say, judg-

* For extract of portions of this paper which are

'd to in the witness's evidence. W. Appendix
V, VI.

.Sift-

ing from my own experience, that there was what I

should term a fair living profit for the 8 years pre-
vious to the war. Then I come to the 21 years' period
ending in September, 1918. The return on the trad-

ing capital is 15 per cent., taking the whole period.
How much of this represents capital taken out of the

fertility of the land by cross cropping and want of

labour for cleaning I suppose it is impossible to say,
but I have put it at not less than 4 to 5 per acre.
If that is extended over the whole period of 21 years
it reduces the net from 15 per cent, to 13 per cent.
To my mind, if I might express an opinion, that is

not an unreasonable profit, and I should go further
and say that but for war profits, which were larger,
up to that time farming was about the most
unremunerative business in the countrv. The sum-
mary is this; The return on capital for 10 years was
3 13s. per cent.

;
for 17 years, 8 10s. per cent.

;
and

for 21 years, 13 10s. per cent. that is, 13^ per cent.
Then I come to the estimate of present cost. You
will find on page 5 of the paper that 1 have made
an estimate for this year that is the current year
ending the 29th September, 1919 of 9 18s. per acre,

including interest on capital and Income Tax. The
receipts are estimated at 10 guineas and the net at
12s. per acre. Since I wrote the paper that Govern-
ment has published their guaranteed prices for this

year's crops, and there has also been an increase in
the rate of wages in operation. This increase, taking
a full year on light land, which I calculate at three
men to the 100 acres, will amount to 9s. per acre.
I have, therefore, revised my estimates in this way:
[ omit interest on capital, and also Income Tax.
These omissions will reduce the cost of carrying on to
8 guineas, to which should be added 3s. 6d. per annum
per acre increase in the labour bill for the 20 weeks
of the year, from May 15th to September 29th, making
a total of 8 lls. 6d., or if the increase of wages
had been in operation for the full year it would be
8 17s. My estimate for cereals only on the total

receipts were as follows : 4 quarters of wheat at 76s.,
15 4s.

; 4J quarters of barley at 70s., 15 guineas ;

6 quarters of oats at 60s., 15; leaving an average,
assuming the same acreage for each crop, of 15 6s. 4d.
The Government guarantee works out, taking their

quantities and prices, as follows: 4 quarters of wheat
at 75s. 6d., 15 2s. ; 4 quarters of barley at
68s. lOid., 13 1 5s. 6d.

;
and 5 quarters of oats at

47s. 6d., 11 17s. 6d., giving an average fr
the same acreage of each cereal of 13 lls. 8d., or 1

14s. 8d. less than my estimate. My reconstructed

figures would be as follows : Total receipts, 9 12s. 6d.
;

cost of carrying on, 8 17s.; net profit, 15s. 6d. per
acre, including interest on capital and manasemeit.
I may say I do not expect, according to the esti-

mates which I have made this year on my
own crops, that the Government's estimates of

quantities will be obtained this year on the very light
lands in Cambridgeshire. I fear from my own
occupation, and I am told also in Norfolk, the yields
will be very much less than the quantities as set out
in the Government estimates, and there will be very
serious losses at the guaranteed prices. There is one
point that I think might be of interest to the Com-
mission. On light lands farmed under the four or
five course shift, the value of the cereal harvest
should equal the total cost of carrying on to leave a

living profit. For the 7 years, 1907 to 1914 the

years to which I have alluded in which there was an

improvement in agriculture the average value of
the cereal crop exceeded the total outgoings by 6s. 8d.
an acre. The profits from other produce were 16s. 4d.

per acre. Those two together will prove the figures
which I have given on page 5 of the pamphlet, omit-

ting interest on capital and Income Tax. I do not
know whether it is necessary for me to allude to the
fact that those profits were made on a very low
labour bill of 31s. 5d. per acre. Now I come to
another point, that is, the prices required to give a
reasonable profit. I estimate- that I should require
2s. 6d. per stone for wheat, barley, and oats for all

corn grown, both head and tail, based on the quan-
tities which I have estimated, to show 13^ per cent,

on the 'trading capital. 2s. 6d. per stone is 90s. for

K
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wheat, 80*. for barley, and 60*. for oaU. These

prices exceed the Government guarantee in the cage

of wheat by 14s. 6d., in the case of barley by Ha. lid.,

and in the case of oats by 13s. There are other

matters which I am leaving for the moment tho

matter of depreciation and tlu question of Income
Tax. That in all the statement I have to make, with

regard to the estimate of expenditure and receipts
for this year. It would be convenient for me perhaps
now to wait to hear whether there are any questions
to be asked on those points.

3555. Dr. Douglas : There is a point I do not quite

understand, that is, how tho Government guarantee,
in your opinion, reduces the total income on your
farm? The comparison was between what I had

estimated the crops at in quantity
in the paper which

I wrote and the quantities which the Government
afterwards put down in their guarantee.

3556. You would receive the full market price for

the quantities produced? If there is to be .a free

market.

3557. The Government guarantee is not a fixed

maximum price? I thought it was understood so

when I wrote that paper.
3558. It has never been put forward as a fixed

maximum price, but as a guaranteed minimum

price? I do not think it was so understood at the

time.

3559. While the guarantee applies only to certain

stipulated quantities per aero under the machinery
of the C'orn Production Act, the grower will have the

whole of the produce to sell!-
1 I should have said it

was so understood at the time that the Government

guarantee was a fixed maximum price, but farmers

seem to he hopelessly at sea as to what their posi-

tion is.

3560. Is your statement based on the understanding
that this was a fixed maximum price? It was based

on what I understood at the time, that it was a fixed

maximum price.

3561. If you are mistaken in supposing it to be a

fixed maximum price that would alter your view?

I do not go so far as to say that farmers hope, parti-

cularly this year, with this disastrous crop, that that

will be so. I should think that they would wish to

have a free hand, but we do not know how far we are

controlled.

3562. If you are mistaken in supposing it to be a

fixed maximum price, would that alter the state-

ment which you have made to us? It would alter the

statement if you were to say you are going to have

a free market to make just what you like. In that

case I should say: "Well, my estimate will be that

I shall receive very much more than the figures I

have given here."

3563. I put it to you the statement you have made
to us is based on the supposition that the Government

have fixed a restricted maximum price. That is the

basis on which your statement was made? Yes.

3564. If that basis is not correct the statement

will fall. Similarly, I understood you to put it to tho

Commission in your statement that your total receipts

per acre would be restricted because the Government
had fixed the amount on which you would be paid. Is

that so? My estimate is built up on what was taken

to be the Government guarantee.

3565. I am asking you how you understood that

guarantee. Did you understand from it that you
were to get nothing at all for anything over and above

tho amount estimated by the Government in that

guarantee? I do not quite know I have not got it

with mo how that operates, but T understand there

is to be some payment for a certain percentage of

corn other than that consumed on the farm. That in.

I think, your question.

3566. Mr. Urn : In your system of accounts, do you
keep a field to field account- a separate account for

each field' No. T bare no coatings limply the
remilti.

3667. Tho total cost of wages, and the general
outlay, and the

receipts against it? The accounts
are kept on a commercial system of double entry, and

they are absolutely accurate. There is an accurate

capital, trading account, and profit and loss account.

1 1 is dimply results, not cost*.

3568. In the paper we have before us of the heads
of your evidence a very important question arises on
head 7 :

" Fictitious profits arising out of lowered

t.-rnlity of the land. ('.mid you give us any
estimate as to what percentage that has amounted
to? 1 have put it at 4 to 6 an acre, and distri-

buted it over the whole period. The figures show
that that reduces the apparent profits by 1$ per
cent., namely, from 15 per cent, to 13J per cent.

3569. It would mean an outlay of about 4 to !'.'>

an acre to restore the land to its pre-war state of

fertility? No one can say what it will take, but I

put that as an estimate. You have had the fertility
i.ik.-n out of the soil by cross cropping, and we have

got the land into a foul condition, and I should

think that is a moderate estimate, 4 to 5 an acre,

to bring it back to a good state of fertility. That
is not profit. That should be taken off the apparent
profits and spread over the period, and, as I say,
that is equivalent to 1 J per cent.

3570. I quite agree with you. I think it is a

much more serious factor than many people realise.

As to the depreciation of machinery, you take that

at an annual valuation, I suppose? Of course, there

is a great change coming about now in regard to

machinery. Even the smaller men are employing
tractors, and cutting corn with them instead of em-

ploying horses, as they used to do. At one time if

a man managed his farm well he bought young
horses, and at the end of five or six years he sold

them, and on the balance he got some profit. With

regard to his dead plant, a very small amount was
written off about 5 per cent. but that will not do
in the case of tractors. Time has been too short to

say definitely what the depreciation should bo put
at', but I should say the cost should be written off in

a period certainly not exceeding four years, and
therefore I should deduct 25 per cent, per annum.
This depreciation and the loss of profit on tho .sale

of horses will, I estimate, increase the cost of carrying
on by 10s. per acre.

:Vi71. Mr. Overman: You say you have 580 acres

of land altogether? Yes.

.'(".72. How much of that is grass? Less than 10 per
tent., 7 per cent, perhaps.

3573. That would be about 40 acres? Not so much .

I should say 5 per cent. 20 out of 320. It is really
room out of doors; it is not grass.

.V.71. What system of farming do you pursue a

four-course rotation it cannot be four with you ;
it

must be five? Yes, I should say a five-course.

3575. How much of your total arable have you got
in corn this year? 183 out of 320.

3576. How much on the* other farm? I sold the

other farm with the standing crops four years ago.
This estimate applies only to the 320-acre farm.

:Vi77. I>o you keep pedigree horses at all? No.
3578. Do you grace cattle? I have a ewe flock,

and I have usually store bullocks in the winter. 1

do not indulge in* the luxury of feeding bullocks.

:{-">79. It is" a very old system of calculating your
I crop that the cereals should pay all the costs

of the farm, and that what you get out of the cattle

nnd sheep represents your profit? The store stock

sometimes pay a fraction over the cost of the cake,
and so on

;
over your fat stock you lose, and very

oil i-n there is no margin in sheep.
3580. In answer to Dr. Douglas's question as to

valuing your growing crops, you said that it could

only be based upon the guaranteed prices for cereals?

I think the future is hopeless without a guarantee.
I am speaking as an agriculturist, not as a citizen.

I do mil want to talk politics, but I am a Free Trader
ns a citizen.

3581. What do you reckon your capital now is in

the cage of this 320-acre farm? I put the average
at 15 per acre.

3582. That is without any very large amount of

stock, or sheep, or anything? That is taken with a
ewe flock, and if you put the lambs with them now,
it may be 2 or 3 an acre more. In the winter
thero would be more because there would be the store
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stock or bullocks, if I fed them. That would increase
it for the 15 or 16 weeks you are feeding bullocks.
Of course, the way to get at the amount of cattle
on a farm is to take the average for the year. For
that reason, I have kept a capital account, and I am
able to say what the valuation is.

3583. What does your valuation show, say, at

September, 1913? Up to 1913, it was 8. It was
10 at Michaelmas and 6 at March. I remember

discussing this point fifty years ago at the Statistical

Society. Sir Richard Palgrave made a statement

putting the capital all the year round at 6. I

challenged that statement, and Major Craigie sup-
ported the view I took, as also did Lord Everslev.

3584. Is it right to say that the capital you have
employed on your land has practically doubled in the
last ten years? It has gone up from 8 to 15.

3585. Mr. Batchelor : You have put down in your
current year's expenditure 10s. per acre for manure?
That is spread over the whole acreage of the farm,

not merely the crops.

&586. That would be 160? Yes.

3587. On the other hand, you have put down trades-
men's accounts as amounting to 1 per acre. That
is 320. That must include other items than trades-
men's accounts, must it not? I have given the
analysis.

3588. I see it includes coal for threshing and binder
twine. Does it include the threshing also? Yes, that
is included in the tradesmen's accounts.

3589. To come back to this vexed question of the

Government guarantee in regard to prices of grain,

may I put it in this way : you have estimated that

you can grow four quarters of wheat, 4J quarters of

barley, and six quarters of oats. Do you expect to

be able to grow those quantities in future as you
have done in the past? I do not expect to grow them
this year.

3590. Did you make out your first estimate on the

basis of growing those quantities? I have recon-

structed the estimate.

3591. Did you make your first estimate on the basis

of growing those quantities? Yes.

3592. What made you alter it? The Government

guarantee, for one thing, and on the prospects, for

another, and the prospects are even worse than the

Government guarantee. I do not put my crops this

year at more than seven sacks of wheat, seven sacks

of barley, and I believe within a mile of me they will

not get more than four sacks of barley.

3593. Will you tell me why you have not taken in

your figure your own estimate of what you are expect-

ing to grow seven sacks of wheat and seven sacks of

barley? Why do you take the Government figure?
As a comparison between what I had estimated in the

first instance.

3594. If you really had grown 4J quarters of barley
as you estimated, why should the mere fact of the

Government making an estimate of four quarters in-

duce you to alter your figure of 4J to 4? It was not

going to alter the quantity you grew? It was not.

3595. That is why I cannot follow your alteration?

--I would like to clear it up. If I can understand
what you mean I can explain it.

3596. What, is your estimate of your crop this year ?

You say 7 sacks of wheat and 7 sacks of barley?
Yes.

:r>!i7. Why do you not put in those figures? I do

not put them in directly, but I put them in by

inference, as I have stated.

3598. No, you have not put in 7 sacks? I think

I catch your point. I should have had to revise con-

tinually downwards, and it is only since I began to

cut that I should reduce my estimate of barley to

3J quarters. Therefore the position is materially
worse than what is set out in the figures. I am much
obliged to you for calling attention to that, but I

wanted to work on lines which existed to my mind
then.

2521:,

3599. Your reason for putting in the reduced

figures, which are the Government figures, was
because you are of the opinion that the circumstances
in your own case had so altered that the Government
figures were nearer the mark than your own? Yes,
and I have given you my estimate afterwards of

2s. 6d. per stone to prove that.

3600. Mr. Ashby : You say your capital before the
war was about 8 an acre? Yes.

3601. Does that include tenant right and unex-
hausted values? Yes. It was very low on that sort

of land at that time it was only 30s. to 35S. an acre
then.

3602. You now say your capital has increased to
15 an acre, and that you have lost 4 to 5 on

unexhausted values ? The first is a fact, and the other
is an estimate.

3603. Whereas you had 30s. or 35s. for unexhausted
values in 1914 or 1915, you have lost 4 or 5 an
acre since? Yes, but if I take a long period for one

purpose I must take a long period for another. It

would not be fair for me to take that over the one

year. It amounts to 1 per cent: over the whole

period.

3604. What are the elements that enter into un-
exhausted values they are manures, manual labour,
and horse labour chiefly, are they not? I am not a
chemist.

3605. Your total expenses on labour, including the
cost of growing the crop before the war, were 31s. 5d.

an acre; the manure was 7s. an acre, and the debit
difference in the cost of yo'ur horse keep was about
8s. an acre 7s. 8d. an acre? Yes.

3606. Growing crops with that small expenditure, I

put it to you, it was impossible to have any very great
amount of unexhausted values, and that it was im-

possible on your farm, in those conditions, for you to

have lost 4 or 5 an acre? I do not agree.

Although I am an amateur in some respects, I have
been complimented by experts on the cleanliness and

good farming of my farm.

3607. You agreed with me that one of the chief ele-

ments of unexhausted values is labour? Yes.

3608. Yet your labour expenditure has increased

quite as rapidly. You have, as a matter of fact,

employed as much labour? -Yes.

3609. You have not used as much manure, but in

any case the small reduction in the amount of the
manure used would not reduce the unexhausted fer-

tility more than a few shillings an acre? Only a few

shillings.

3610. You only spent 7s. before the war, and 10s.

now, anoT assuming that you have reduced the amount
of manure by half it would only mean a few shillings
an acre reduction in unexhausted fertility? This is a
mere estimate; we cannot prove it any more than
we can prove the cost of any crop.

3611. You said that you keep a ledger account, and

you credit your seed, I presume, to your crops, and
debit it again when you sell it? Yes, every bushel.

3312. You do the same with your horse corn? Yes.

3613. Do you always credit and debit at sale prices?

Always at the market price.

3614. The figures cancel themselves out? Yes. If

I might address the Chairman on this question of

accounts, I do not know whether there will be any
doubt thrown on them, but my books are perfectly

open for any expert to audit. I have absolute con-

fidence with regard to them, because I need not say
to you, Sir, if accounts are proved to demonstration,
as mine are, there is no need to fear that any error

will be found, and I am sure that no error can be
found in them.

3615. Chairman : Thank you very much. I am quite
sure that your accounts are perfectly accurate? I

do not have to have them audited, because they prove
themselves to demonstration, and that is the best

system of audit one can have.

3616. You do your level best to keep them as accurate
as you possibly can? Yes, and they balance themselves

exactly, which is an absolute proof of any book-

keeping, is it not?
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.!.! 7. .Mr. dm/;, ;/: Out of the 390 acres to which I

understand your estimate for the year 1919 apj.li. .

bow much is arable land and how much grass land!'

I'll.TO are 183 acres of cereals; about 35 a-res" of

annual sainfoin, or clover, or something of that sort,

and about 70 acres of fallow, and thon there is somo

grass. I do not know whether those are tin-

figures, but they are approximately right, at any
rate.

3618. You have about 35 acres of grass on the

farm? Then my figures are not correct; there must
be more fallow.

3619. How much grass have you, that is what I

want to get at? Something like 20 acres of grass.

3690. Twenty acres of grass and 300 acres of

tillage? Roughly, that is right. The total under
the plough is 293 acres.

3621. The only figures which are of interest to me
are your estimate for the current year ending 29th

December, 1919. Is your labour, 3 10s. an acre,

based on the figures taken to the last increase of

6s. 6d. or not? Yes. It is 3 19s. now for the full

year. This year we are dealing with 20 weeks only,
but that represents 3s. 6d. out of the 9s. The full

year is 9s. on like land, but I djd venture in this

paper to estimate the increase of the labour bill on

heavy lands at 33 per cent, more 12s. but I have

not very much knowledge of heavy land.

3622. I understand your farm is two-horse land

entirely P Yes.

3623. Still, you do fallow as much of it as 70 acres,

you say? Yes, because I try to keep every sheep
that I can on the place.

3624. Do you count as fallow, swedes, turnips,, and
chat sort of thing? Yes.

3625. Do you have any bare fallow? No.

3626. Your estimate for the full year at the present
rate of wages is 3 19s. an acre? Yes.

3627. The rent remains the same? I have not

altered that.

3628. You put down the seed at 1 an acre.. Is

that from actual figures in your books? It is.

3629. For what year? The current year. That
includes the wheat, and the winter oats last autumn,
and the spring oats, and barley, and the sainfoin,

and turnips, and things of that kind.

3630. And clover seeds? I do not grow much, as

the same land should not be sown with clover oftencr

than about once in twelve years.

3631. I was going to suggest to you that clover

seed this year costs about 2, or more, an acre?

Yes, that is about it.

3632. If you add clover seed, 1 an acre for seed

would not cover it, but a more expensive sowing would
be sainfoin

;
that runs up to about 5 a quarter, and

it takes a sack.

3633. Does the manure only include artificial

manure? Yes, the dung I do not take any account
<>f. It is principally sulphate of ammonia and super-

phosphate.

3634. Ten shillings an acre is very small for that,
is it not? No, because you only have a percentage
of cross crops, and it in used only on Mich (Taps. 'Mini

figure is accurate; it is what I actually paid.

3635. How many horses do you use on the farm? I

h:ne been getting rid of my horses, because I bought
a couple of tractors. I do not know whether I am
going to gain anything: by it. I have only one now;
I gave one up recently, but we were able to do all

our threshing lost week with the one.

3636. How many horses did you keep? Three
horses to the 100 acres.

3637. Ten horses in all? Yes.

3638. Do you tell us you can keep a horse for 32
a year? That is for the corn only.

3639. It seems to me very little? If I sold oats

tor seed at 65s., and some portion of them were kept
for the horses, I should not put them through the

books at 65s., but at the controlled price. I should

not think it right to inehide a fictitious profit in

respect of things consumed on the farm.

3640. I understand that this table of yours on page

5 iti an estimate of the cost of growing cereals for th

If you put it in that way I should have to

agree with you.

3641. I understand that your figure which you

bring out here on the fifth page was your estimate

for growing one acre of cereals? Yes.

3642. Do you tell me that it only costs 1 for the

,,! the horses to work that cereal land per acre?

The estimate is based on the controlled price of

47s. 6d., I think the figure is".

3643. It includes oats only, and horse corn? I

thought we were only speaking of oats.

3644. Yes, I agree P It is debited and credited in

the accounts at 47s. 6d.

3645. How much corn does that allow per horse per
week? Six stone per week.

3646. So that there is nothing charged here for hay
or straw? No, I have taken the dung as an

equivalent. I have not gone into that at all.

3647. In your Tradesmen's Accounts it is very

difficult to form any estimate, but I understand that

they include every other expense on the farm that

you have? Yes. The rent would be, as far as I am
able to judge, what adjacent occupiers are paying.

3648. Take the Tradesmen's Account, 1, does

that represent the amounts you actually paid last

year, or the current years? The current year.

3649. The current year has not expired yet?

No, I do not mind that. I made an estimate, or a

budget, if you like, for the whole year, and I find

within six weeks of the end of the year that is

practically the right sum. There will not be 10

difference in it.

3650. Have not all these expenses been steadily

going up the last twelve months? They have, but if

you look at the difference you will see in the first

column it is 1 now as against 11s. 2d. pre-war.

3651. Yes, but the lls. 2d., I understand, was an

average of the seven years ending September, 1914?

That is so.

3652. That is going back to the bad times? Yes.

3653. The last year of the seven years was the year

before the war? Yes.

3654. The increase from lls. 2d. to 1 only amounts
to about 87 per cent.? You mean to say it is too

little?

3655. Yes? It is all right, so far as my books are

concerned.

3656. I agree it is right so far as the books arc con-

cerned up to date, but with a view to the future

are not these figures too low? First of all, to donl

with this item alone, the 1 for Tradesmen's

Accounts, has not every single item been increasing
in price during the year? If you ask me to estimate

for the future, I do not know whether anyone can

do so, but apparently it looks as if everything is going
to cost more than it does to-day to carry on, bi

we are going to have appalling rates.

3657. Do you mind going by steps!' Do you I

with me that every item which you class under
" Tradesmen's Accounts " has been increasing since

Michaelmas up to the present time? I agree.

^. Do you see any signs at present of any of

those, items diminishing? No, I do not.

:>.">!>. Do you agree with me that they are likely to

increase rather than to diminish in the near future?

It depends upon so many things. It depends upon
the shipping and it depends upon the exchange in

other countries.

3660. I am not dealing with the price of corn
;

I

am dealing with tin- Trail. MUCH
'

Accounts? Yes,
hut we rmport other things besides corn.
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3661. Quite so. Do your Tradesmen's Accounts
include anything for feeding stuffs? No.

3662. No cakes? No. I explained that. I only
take the net meat after the cake bill has been paid.

3663. It is all kept separate ? Yes.

3664. I suggest to you that 1 is too low for the

future? I cannot say as to the future; I can only
deal with things as they are.

3665. I think you have explained how you have
arrived at the receipts, 10 guineas? Yes, I have
revised that.

3666. Have you any experience yourself of farming
the heavy lands in Cambridgeshire ? None whatever.

3667. None of the three or four horse land? No.
The only knowledge I have is just from what I hear
at markets, and so on. I have no practical know-

ledge.

3668. Mr. Edicards : As far as I have followed, you
have said nothing with regard to security of tenure.

I should like to have your views on that? I have
been told since I put this down that the question of

the security of tenure was not to be considered by
this Commission.

3669. Chairman: It might be discussed? I have

very little to say about it except that I think it

desirable that there should be security. I think that

leases should be for not less than 14 years. A man
may take a farm in a bad state, and I think the old

adage is a very true one- one year's seeding
"
for

seven years' weeding. If a man had to do seven

years' weeding he might be improving the farm all

the time for somebody who was going to succeed him
the following year, and therefore at the lowest I

should say there should be security of tenure for not

less than 14 years.

3670. Assuming your man gets a 14 years' lease,

looking at it from the national point of view, what
is the usual result when you come to the end of the

14 years, or nearly to the end of them ? When a man
arrives at 12 years out of the 14 years, what do you

expect as the usual resxilt of his farming of that land?
Do you mean what is to happen at the end of 14

years ?

3671. No, I mean a man having a lease for 14

12 years of which has run, what method of farm-

ing is that man likely to follow during the last two

years of his lease? That would apply if it was 21

years, or 28 years, or whatever it was.

:t<;7'J. Exactly. He would want to know where he

was, would he not ? He would still be unsecure 1 ?

<>nld not be so secure during the last two years
of his lease as he was previously.

3673. And therefore he would be likely to allow

the farm to deteriorate? That depends upon the

landlord, does it not?

3674. Mr. Green: You sowed 183 acres of the corn

out of 320 acres, did you not? Yes.

3*i7"). When you planned your sowing last Michael-
mas you had only a guaranteed price of wheat in

front'of you of 65s.? Ye*.

.';?<;. Was it not rather rash of you to sow, so many
acres of corn, with only a guaranteed price of 65s. in

front of you ? Yes, if you could do as you liked, but

you cannot in farming; you must follow a certain

rotation.

:u;77. May we take it that you felt rather secure

with a guaranteed price of 66s.? You could not do

that, because the effect of the Government control

was that you did not sow seeds into your corn, and
therefore it must take another year to rectify. I

anticipate that many farmers will keep their seeds

down now for two or three years instead of plough-

ing them up every year, but under the Government
control when we were obliged to cross crop to keep
up to a certain acreage we could not do that, and
therefore we had last year to follow lines very similar

to the year before.

25125

3678. On page 7 of your pamphlet you say :

"
Assuming that the cost of imported wheat fell to

40s. per quarter, the account would then stand 5/7ths
at 40s. per quarter and 2/7ths at 60s. per quarter,

showing an average cost of 45s. 8s." Are you really
afraid of imported wheat falling to 40s. per quarter?

I do not think that this quite arises out of this

enquiry. That was rather a hypothetical proposition
which one usually takes in writing a paper of that
sort.

3679. I should like to point out to you that it has
a direct bearing upon guaranteed prices? If you
maintain the price of the 41b. loaf at 9d., which is

equivalent to about 60s. a quarter, and you import
5/7ths of the wheat, and you get it at 40s. a quarter,
there is a profit which I think I estimated at some-

thing like 25 million pounds to the Government which

they would be able to use as a subsidy for farmers
for the growth of barley and oats, and perhaps other

things. That is the general proposition.
3680. In view of the fact that there was a Royal

Commission in 1881, and the English Government
sent over two gentlemen to the United States to

enquire into the cost of wheat landed at Liverpool,
it may be some comfort to you to know that the

cost at that particular date landed at Liverpool was
said to be 2 7s. 9Jd. per quarter? Yes.

3681. I put it to you that, considering the extra

cost of production in the States, -and the fact that

the wheat must be sea-borne for a great distance,
there is not much chance of wheat being imported
into this country at less than, say, 70s. a quarter?
I do not dispute that at all

;
it may be so.

3682. Mr. Thomas Henderson: What exactly is

your basis of calculation, with regard to page 5, of

your wheat? You did not keep a costings account

for each field, did you? No. Those are the actual

results.

3683. These represent simply the total expenditure
for the average farm? Yes, that is right.

3684. They bear no absolute relationship to the

cost of cereals? They bear no relationship to the

cost of any particular crop.

3685. You take a somewhat depressing view of

farming as an occupation, I gather? I think that

without a Government subsidy, when we have got
over the world shortage and the exchanges are right,
that agriculture is doomed.

3686. You have said that it was the most
unremunerative business in the country? It was.

368". That judgment was ba'ed on your own statis-

tical data, was it not? I have a very much longer

experience than what I state here. In 1865 I was a

pupil in Yorkshire learning farming. I kept a diary
of what was done every day, and I have got it now,
and I am able to say, although they went through
the good times after the American War, there was

hardly any farmer who left, when he died, more than
what he started with.

3688. Has that always been your opinion regarding

farming? Yes, always.

3689. I was pursuing some researches of my own
and I came across, in the Journal of the Statistical

Society, a passage in a statement before them in the

year 1905, in which you expressed a somewhat differ-

ent view. It says,
" With regard to tenant farmers,

Mr. Vinter's impression was that, while it could not

be said they had made fortunes, they had made suffi-

cient profits "? In 1905?

3690. Yes. And it goes on to say that that

impression was entirely borne out by your own per-
sonal experience of farming? I did not say there

was not a living in normal times.

3691. You go on to say that you very seldom see a

farmed in the "Gazette"? That is so.

3692. In fact, shall I say you took a very good
businesslike view of the prospects of farming then ?

I was wondering whether you had had any experience
since 1905 which caused you to be so very pessimistic
as you are to-day? Yes.
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3603. What U the particular cause of your

pessimism:- It has been the most unremunerative

business in the country. A roan has just scraped a

living together. I could give you one instance of

that. Where I was a pupil the man was one of the

most practical farmers in South Yorkshire. He
farmed 600 acres of land for 40 years. He commenced
with a certain amount of money. He had no family.

He was very careful indeed in his habits and he

always had pupils. When he died he left 6,000, and
he must have had nearly that sum when he started.

3694. That would depend upon his rate of expendi-
ture when he was alive P As I say, he waa very
careful in his habits.

3685. You go on to say that the depreciation was

overrated, and that the return from farming was all

that could reasonably be expected, taking into con-

sideration the healthy and pleasant lives which

farmers enjoy? That is why I am farming to-day.

We cannot value health. That is to say, we cannot

appraise it exactly; if we get health and pleasure
and recreation out of it; but it does not follow that

the person who has to get a living out of it should

take up agriculture, because if I had had no other

source of income during my first ten years of farming
I should have been in the Bankruptcy Court.

3696. Looking at your returns from farming since

then, I should say there was not any prospect of your
ever having to go there ? I hope not.

3697. Mr. Prosier Jonei : I think you farm your
own land? I do.

3698. If you were a yearly tenant, would you sink

as much capital in your farm as you do now? It

would be unwise if I did not if I could.

3699. You think it would pay you better even to

risk it if you were n yearly tenant? I think it always

pays one to equip their farm as well as one possibly
can.

3700. Even with the risk of being turned out in

13 months P Now you are on the subject of security of

tenure.

3701. Yes? I think security of tenure is very
desirable.

3702. Do you favour State interference in agri-

culture, or would you prefer being left alone, as
we hear some farmers would wish to be?

Thr Chairman: I think that question has been
answered. Mr. Vintcr said it was impossible for a
farmer to go on unless he was guaranteed by the
State.

The Witneis: I do not think that is this gentle-
man's point.

3703. Mr. Prouer Jonei: What I wanted to know
was whether you are of the same view as these farmers
who say they would prefer to be left alone and would
do better if they were left alone? I think if wo were
left alone for the next four or five years we should
do better without control, but after that the deluge.

3704. Mr. Longford : Mr. Ashby questioned you
nbout the unexhausted values being carried forward
in your balance-sheets at 35s., say, pre-war? Yes.

37<i."i. You spoke also of the removal of the reserve

fertility of the land to a greater amount than 35s. ?

I put it at 3 or 4 an acre.

3706. When you carried forward unexhnu-t. d
manures in your own land that would be as though
you were calculating as between an outgoing tenant
and an incoming tenant? You are on the subject of

tenant right valuation?

3707. Yes? When I used to debit and credit at
the end of the year that account with exhausted
manures and seeds, and then debit the new seeds, I

found that the differriuv at the end of the year for 18

years was so fractional that I have ceased to do it.

3708. My point is that as an outgoing tenant it

would have been your duty to leave a good deal of

fertility in the land so that it might be in a fair

tat* of cultivation?' I do not know about duty. I

In nut know that I should take it as an absolute

duty, but it would have happened as a fact.

37( n. The amount you have transferred as unex-

hausted on your balance sheet did not represent the

whole of the fertility that might have been removed

from the farm? N"
3710. Under the stress of heavy cropping during

the war and the nation's need, and your inability to

get suitable manures, you have lifted from the soil

a greater amount of fertility than you would have

carried forward in an ordinary balance sheet? That
is my contention.

;t711. That would be very necessary as between the

amount you carried forward on the balance sheet

and the amount that is now owing by the farmers to

the land in consequence of heavy cropping? Yes.

371'2. You have been questioned about page 5 of

your little leaflet, and unless I misunderstood you
said the figures you have put down there do not

represent the cost of growing an acre of corn? No,
that is costings.
3713. Do the figures up to the 29th September,

1919, of 9 18s. an acre represent the cost for each

acre of your .')20 acres? Yes, for the whole occupa-
tion

; but, of course, the figures have been revised.

.(714. Yes, the 10 10s. would represent the

receipts per acre from the whole of those 320 acres?

Yes.

.'171.5. Deducting the 9 18s. cost from the 10 10s.

receipts, it leaves a profit of 12s. per acre? Yes.

371G. In that amount have you put down anything
for your own time and management expenses? No,
nor have I put dowu anything for interest on capital.

It is in that column I have revised my figures.

3717. I put it to you, you have made a very close

study of farming, and that you are somewhat above

the average farmer in intelligence:' I am uot a

farmer.
3718. At any rate, you understand farming? I

think so.

3719. You have been at it all your life, have you
not ? No, not all my life for the past 26 years now,
and, of course, I did some farming 50 years ago.

3720. I put it to you that very few farmers in your
locality would be able to obtain the same good result*

from farming as you yourself have been able to ob-

tain because of your better methods? I confiden-

tially see a good many farmers' accounts in various

capacities, and I am justified in saying that,

although I am not a farmer by profession, farmers

as a rule do not do it as well as 1 have done. I

attribute that to my knowledge of upkeep accounts,
to my long experience in other businesses of business

methods, and I think perhaps to a fair practical

knowledge of agriculture. That is a romliination of

things which the ordinary tenant farmer, perhaps I

may say, docs not possess.

3721. I submit to you that your farm is about tin-

right size for economical working? I should think

it is rather less in acreage from that point of view.

I have written other papers, and 1 have generally
taken tho standard of economy as regards size as 400
acres.

3722. Throe hundred and twenty acres of tillage
farmed as yours is would be very much, from the

standpoint of economy, on the same basis as a very
nun -li larger farm with a larger area of pasture?
No, I think 1 stand at a little disadvantage in that

respect, because if you could spread the salary of

your foreman or bailiff over 1,000 acres instead of

over 300 the percentage of expenses is less than those

of tho smaller occupation, and there would be some

saving, perhaps, also in the labour bill not much,
but some, and perhaps in the horse account, too.

I think that the 1,000 acres should be managed at

rather less per acre than the smaller holding.

3723. Your farm of 320 is much more economically
worked than a 100-acre farm would be? Yes, dis-

tinctly.
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3724. On the same basis, in your district at 12s.

an acre profit a farmer farming 100 acres would only

get 60 net profit for himself? The farmer with
100 acres should be a workman a manual labourer

as well 9s a farmer. I think the worst economic

proposition in farming is anything up to 200 acres,

apart from the small holding.

3725. I quite agree with you that the farmer of

laud up to 100 acres ought to be a working man
a man that works on the farm himself? He should.

3726. Do you not think he is entitled to claim a

wage equal to that of the best man he has employed
on his farm1 if the farmer works himself? What do

you mean do you mean that he is to be on his own
account or that -he is to be subsidised by the Govern-
ment ?

3727. It does not matter whether he is or not. If

a man is farming 100 acres, and he is honest to him-

self, he will take out a similar wage for himself to

what he pays to his best man each week? Yes.

3728. After doing that, his profits on the same
basis as yours would only amount to 60 a year,
even if as much ? There is the interest on the capital
also to be taken into consideration in that figure.

3729. If a farm such as yours was cut up into

small holdings, with the necessary expense of new
fencing and buildings and probably boring for water
and other things, and the farmers had to pay higher
rents, do you think there is any likelihood of a small

holding in your district paying? My experience is

that a small holder has not a ghost of a chance
unless he works double the hours of an ordinary
labourer.

3730. Mr. Lennard : Do you mind if I ask you a

question as to your opinion upon a matter of general
policy? Suppose the agricultural policy of the State
were to give the farmer the greatest possible

encouragement in corn production without the State

having to pay any subsidy except in years when
world prices fell to an exceptionally low level, what
sort of guarantee would, in your opinion, encourage
the farmer most? Would the farmer rather have a
low guarantee, which should be a minimum above
which the farmer would have the play of a free

market, or would he rather have a slightly higher
minimum guarantee combined with a maximum price
above it, or, on the other hand, would he prefer a

still higher guarantee which should be a fixed price,
that is to say, both a maximum and a minimum?
I think the ideal is a sliding scale, and what the

basis of the sliding scale should be is rather difficult

to say. I should apply the same remark to the

labour bill.

3731. By a sliding scale do you mean a sliding
scale between the guaranteed price and cost? You
want to do what I have tried to arrive at, that is,

the cost of carrying on, and then you want to ascer-

tain the price you get for the produce, and arrive

at what is a reasonable return to cover the interest

on capital and the charge for management.

3732. May I take it that the guarantee you con-

template would be really a fixed price? Not

necessarily.

3733. The farmer would never get anything below

it and never get anything above it? Are you
meaning where would be the incentive for the man
to do his best?

3734. Yes, which would encourage the farmer most
out of those three types of guarantee? I should have
to give some thought to that before I could answer

your question.

3735. I thought in case you had an opinion about

it I would like to elicit it. There are one or two points
in your paper here about the future of farming. In

the second column of your table on page 5 of your
pamphlet, you reckon income tax at the full 6s. rate?

Yes, but I have cut it out altogether in the recon-

structed figures that I gave. That really was in

the first instance an abstract for my own purposes,
but income tax is not a charge upon a farm.

2512:.

3736. On page 8 of your paper dealing with wages
you appear to assume that the recent increase in

wages will necessarily mean an equivalent increaste in

the cost of labour? Yes, I do. I perhaps have not
taken it far enough, because I think that the higher
the waged are the less work we get.

3737. Is it not the case just now that demobilisa-
tion is providing the farmer with a stronger type
of man than that which recruiting had left at the
farms during the war period, and would you not
consider it possible that the rise in wages may be to
some extent counterbalanced by the improved physique
of the labourers who are made available by demobili-

sation? I am not sure that I quite catch the point.

3738. My point is this: Do you consider that the
increase in wages which happened to come just at the
end of the war when demobilisation was beginning
will involve an equivalent increase in the cost of
labour? Yes. I think so.

3739. I suggest to you that at the same time that
the wages have been raised the quality of your labour
is being improved because of the better physique
of the men released by demobilisation? I do not
admit it at all events we are not getting the advan-

tage of that quality.

3740. Do you not think that that is perhaps due
to a temporary reaction in the case of the men who
have been demobilised? No, I do not think so. I

think that the conditions under which the agricultural
labourer lived before the war were very different

from what they are now, and that he will expect,
and I think he is entitled to it, more freedom and
more pleasure in life and that that will increase
the cost of the produce.

3741. I understand that as compared with the pre-
war perior, but you have been speaking of the in-

crease which has taken place this spring. Along
with that increase I put it to you there is also coming
a change in the quality of the labour as compared
with what it was, we will Say, a year before the
Armistice? I do not want to say harsh things about
the agriculural labourer, but it appears to me that
the more wage you give him I think there is less dis-

position on his part to work. I think there is more
time wasted.

3742. Yes, but if the man is stronger will the

labour not be more efficient now than it was during
the war? He need not exercise his strength.

3743. An equivalent output of sweat from a strong
man means a greater output, does it not? Yes, but

you are stating what is a truism
;
we do not get it.

3744. This paper,
" The Future of Farming,"

which you have prepared, and which has been referred

to so much, I understand was read in April of this

year before a gathering of practical farmers at Cam-

bridge? Yes,

3745. I notice on page you say that 60s. per

quarter is the very lowest price at which wheat can be

produced to show a living profit, and that that state-

ment was greeted with cries of "
No, no." Does that

mean that some of your audience thought that your
figure was an over-estimate? You see, when corn

goes down there will be a very considerable reduc-

tion in the cost of the artificial manures, and pre-

sumably a decreased oodt of raw material which will

affect the tradesmen's account. It is a pure esti-

mate, but I think that is quite possible, and the

position might be as good in that case at 60s. a

quarter as it is to-day at 70s. But, as I say, it is

all estimate.

3746. What do you think this difference of opinion
meant when your audience disagreed with that state-

ment of yours which I have just read to you? Did

they think that 60s. per quarter was too much or

too little? Too little there is no doubt about that.

3747. Mr. Nicholls: Is this farm of yours run really

by a foreman is your farm in charge of a foreman

who lives on the farm? Yes.

3748. You live some distance away, do you not?

Yes.

K4
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9749. Tou go to the farm two or three times a
week P Yes.

3760. That would bo one reason why you did not

charge anything in the estimates for your own labour?
There is something in that. I think what you

mean is this: I have a man there walking about

looking aftiT others and that I ought to be there

doing it myself P

;CM. What I felt was that you had a practical
man there who was really a good manager, ami th.it

he took the management and responsibility largely
off your shoulders, and that you live in some other

way, and that it would not therefore be fair to

charge for your own supervision. I thought that was
what was in your mind, perhaps? I think if 1 w as

a tenant farmer living on the place I should li.u.- a

man of similar stamp to what I have now. The oply
difference would be that he would do a little more
manual labour than he does at present, and there-

fore you might take a fraction off not much
because the present man does dirty his hands a little,

so to speak.
a:."i2. How long has he been with you? He has

been there about 50 years by the look of him.

3753. Ho is what you call a good sort, or he would

not have been there so long? -That I cannot say.

3754. In the running of this farm it would not bo

possible really to run it as a paying proposition with-

out cereals, would it? No. but you could do with

less because it is an excellent farm for wintering

sheep.
3755. Do you mean on turnips?. Yes, or anything

else you like. It is a very good farm indeed for

wintering sheep.

3756. It would not be any good for a grass farm,
would it? No.

3757. It really is an advantage in farming from

the farmer's point of view, as well as from the point
of view of the nation, that cereal growing should be

encouraged? No, that does not follow growing
something other than grass?

3758. Yes? That might mean growing turnips.

3759. You would not have the whole of the farm

growing turnips? Yes, I should grow turnips or

something else if corn did not pay me.

3760. You have come to the conclusion, after a

long life, and having taken a keen interest in tho

matter from an agriculturist's point of view, that

tin- position of the agriculturist is absolutely hopeless

without a guarantee from the State? Until after

things become normal, and no one knows how long
that will be.

3761. Looking at it now, for instance, if prices

dropped below a certain scale you feel that to keep
the thing going it is necessary that the Government
should give a guarantee to farmers? I think my
answer to that is this: There are a good many
farmers on the lighter lands in Cambridgeshire, and
I am told also in Norfolk, who will not make ends

meet this year because the crops are so bad.

3762. And they want a standby, really? Yes, as

I said before, speaking as an agriculturist. What

my views are in other respects I am not here to say.

3763. I am only asking you from the point of view

of getting rorn grown. We have to decide to do one

of two tilings. We have to decide whether we can

do without any additional corn growing. That is

one, thing, but if we must have corn grown we must

decide upon the best means. That is why we want

your views. You say tho farmers must have some

sort of guarantee that they will not be let down?
Ye.

3764. Mr. I'.irkrr: You in- me very miieh

when you said that you attributed a large part of

vour success as a farmer to proper account keeping P

-Yes.
3765. I gather from what you have said that you

would be in favour of advocating universal account

keeping by farmers, and perhaps you would go a

htfp further, that farmers should not ! allowed to

pay Income Tax on double their rent, but only on

the amount of their profit as shown by a trading

profit and loss balance sheet? In answer to your

question I would like to point out to you what I

wrote on this subject ten years ago. I think you
know all this. I wrote this ten years, ago with

regard to Schedule B. 1 said that 1 should abolish

Schedule B at that time in the interests of the <>th. r

taxpayers of the country, and I should abolish it now
in the interests of the farmers themselves, because

if a farmer is not able to return under Schedule D
- that is. on his profits in all probability he will he

paying taxes which he ought not to pay. Schedule B
always has been an anomaly in our Finance Acts,

and I should like to see it abolished. 1 had at the

time letters from persons, some of whom are in the

Government now, quite approving of what I said.

I have also taken the view that for all purposes
under Schedule D the three years' average is an ab-

solute, nuisance to business men, and I think more
so in the case of farmers. It certainly in the.

case of a farmer should be a single year of aooose

ment. I think that would assist them very much
and encourage them more to try to keep proper
accounts! As I have already said, I have seen cer-

tain farmers' accounts, and I have helped farmers

to make up their accounts, and from what I have
seen of their system of account keeping I should say
that you could not expect farmers generally to keep
accounts in the scientific way if I may say so- that

I keep my own accounts. But with some such

encouragement as I have indicated I am sure that

farmers could keep accounts to the satisfaction of

the Surveyor of Taxes, and I should like them to be

assisted in the respect that they should return under
Schedule D, and that they should he assessed under
the single year of assessment.

3766. Mr. Bobbins: With regard to your estimate

of 4 or 5 an acre at which you put the value of

the lowered fertility of the soil, you include in that

4 or 5, I suppose, the cost of cleaning the land?
I do.

3767. The lowered fertility would be due possibly
to two reasons? If it is foul it would he included

in the loss of fertility, but I mean both.

3768. It might cost you 50s. an acre to clean it

quite apart from the loss of fertility? Yes. One
member of the Commission put it at a few shillings,

but it is a great deal more than that.

3769. Have you any experience of piecework?
Not much practically nothing during the last few

years. Before the war we did try to do hoeing by

piecework, and perhaps hedging, and so on, but not

to any very great extent.

3770. Mr. Smith : On page 5 you give us the two
tables of figures, one relating to the period of

years up to September, 1914, and the other up to the
29th September, 1919. You have no figures of cost

for the intervening years? Do you mean 1914 to

1919?

3771. Yes? Yes. I have got them.

3772. You have Jiot submitted any? No, and I

am not going to. I gave the reason for declining to

supply those figures at the beginning of my evidence.

3773. I understood you to say you considered that

period to be a very abnormal one? Yes, owing to

the exceptional circumstances which arose out of the

war.

3774. Would it he fair to assume that the figures

were not unfavourable to yourself:' Yes. What I

have stated I think shows that.

3775. Do I understand that you do not agree that

the results of those four years would be favourable

to yourself? Yes, I do agree they were favourable

to myself.

3776. I notice you stated also in answer to a ques-
tion which was put to you that there had been a

fair living profit for farmers for the eight years
before the war? Yes, I should say there was a fair

livinn profit; it was about a 10 per cent, profit.

3777. And before then the circumstances might be

termed bad? For about ten years before then the
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farmer either lived on his own capital or on his land-

lord's capital.

3778. Previous to that time? Yes.

3779. Is it not true that a number of farmers are

not possessed of a great deal of capital, and that

some of them are working on borrowed capital?

They were.

3780. And therefore if they happen to have a very
bad time nothing could keep them from the Bank-
ruptcy Court? It did not keep them from the Bank-
ruptcy Court. Thirty years ago they were going
down like ninepins.

3781. I am taking the period leading up to the

eight years which you have mentioned. I under-
stand that from 1906 there has been a fair living
profit for the farmer? Yes.

3782. Previous to that the position and circum-
stances of the industry were very precarious and
men had to live on their capital ? Yes, previous to
that.

3783. In the case of farmers who had no capital, if

they were in that position they could not be long
without going bankrupt? Up to 1907 certainly a

study of the " Gazette "
will show that that was the

case.

3784. I understood you to state that in 1905 farm-
ing was a fairly remunerative business? It showed a

living profit, not an extravagant one, under pre-war
conditions when the pound was worth a pound.

3785. 1905 would be just about the end of that very
bad period which evidently you have in mind?
Which commenced in 1879.

3786. You still thought, in face of that, that the

industry was a profitable one and gave encouragement
to the farmer. That was your opinion at that time?

I do not think I said that.

3787. I rather gathered that was your answer to
the question Mr. Thomas Henderson put to you with

regard to the evidence you gave before the Royal
Statistical Society? I will go so far as to say this,
that the industry so far as I knew it for the seven

years before the war gave a farmer a reasonable re-

turn on his capital and a living, if you iike, to a man
who was careful and who was not indebted to any-
body for capital.

3788. You would agree that some farmers were

working on borrowed capital previous to 1906? Up
to when?

3789. In the 1906 period? Many of them iu fact,
I could go so far as to say most of them but when
you have so many experts in the room here I do
not know why you should ask me that.

3790. I am rather questioning you on your
evidence? I have as Chairman of the Income Tax
Commissioners for a good many years in our county
had opportunities of knowing of course, I cannot

divulge what I have learnt but generally I should

agree that a very large number of farmers had
borrowed capital.

3791. You stated that the conditions of the in-

dustry before 1906 were such that men had to live on
their own capital? Prior to that, and they did.

3792. You also stated in answer to Mr. Langford
that not many farmers do as well as yourself? I
think I have done quite as well as, if not a little better

than, perhaps, the majority of farmers who have
similar occupations.

37!>.'i. If your own personal experience of farming
is such that in 1906 you considered the industry did
not give a return and farmers had to live on their

capital, those who had capital, what must have been
the position of farmers who were working on borrowed

capital and who were not doing as well as you were
doing in farming? Their position was simply hope-
less and many of them were bankrupt.

3794. I understood you to say in reply to a question

by Mr. Thomas Henderson that in the evidence you
gave before the Royal Statistical Society in 1905 the

Bankruptcy Courts did not show that farming was a

very unremunerative industry? I do not remember
that.

3795. I rather understood Mr. Thomas Henderson
to put that point to you as one of the statements you
made on that occasion? I do not remember saying
that, but I can look it up at home. I have no recol-

lection of saying it.

3796. Could you tell us what your average crop has
been per acre for those six years? I could give you
the average crop for 21 years of wheat, oats, and
barley the average quantity, the average price, and
the average cost per acre.

3797. What was the average for wheat? I cannot
tell you from memory, I have got it all at home.

3798. Would it be a higher average than for this

year? Far and away higher.

3799. 1919 would be a lower average? I looked
back the other night, and as far as I could tell I

should have to go back to 1901 to find the quantities
as low as I estimate they will be this year.

3800. Do you consider that is due to it being a bad
season this year? We have had the seasons at the

wrong time all the way through the year beginning
last September.

3801. The season from the point of view of your
farm has been a very bad one, has It? Very bad.

3802. In regard to the deterioration of the land,
over what period do you carry that back? I was
only dealing with deterioration arising out of labour
conditions during the war and the Government con-
trol combined.

3803. You say you estimate the average crop this

year at 3} to 4 quarters per acre? I do not think
it will exceed 3i even on better land for barley or
wheat. I have grown on my land 6 quarters of
wheat and 6 quarters of barley at times, so that it is

not very bad land.

3804. That would not be in an unfavourable
season ? No, in a very favourable one.

3805. You cannot give us the average? No, but
I could get it for you.

3806. It does not follow that the bad crop this year
may not be due to deterioration of land; it may be
due to the bad season? I would not say that fol-

lowed at all
;

it may be due to both.

3807. You could not say that it is actually duo to

deterioration, and that therefore the deterioration
exists? I cannot prove that.

3808. That is an estimate

entirely.

3809. Therefore it may not mean an expenditure
of 4 or 5 an aero to put it back into condition
again? No, but it may cost more.

3810. It may cost considerably less? I would not
put the word "

considerably
"

in; it may be less.

3811. Do you know of any existing defects which
are prejudicial to farming which might be removed
by national effort? Your question is rather on a
par with four questions we have been asked lately.We have been asked to instruct the Prime Minister
what was to be done with the landlord, and with the
labourer, and with the tenant, and with the land.

3812. Do you think that the transport facilities, for
example, are as good as they might be in the
interests of the industry ? No, I think they are
not.

3813. You think that the industry might be helped
by an improvement in that direction, at any rate?

Yes, I should admit that.

on your part ? Yes,

(The Witneii withdrew.)
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3814. I propose with the approval of the Royal
Ciunmissioii to submit*:

1. Cost prices of production for 1917-18 on a 2,700-

acre farm in Northamptonshire of

(a) Wheat after Beans.

(6) Wheat after Clover.

(c) Spring Oats after old Turf.

(rf) Winter Oats after Clover.

(e) Barley after Carrots.

(/) Mangolds after Ensilage.

(g) Swedes after Carrot failure.

2. And for 1918-19, as far as crops and season will

allow

(a) 2 fields of Hay.

(c) 1 ,, Wheat after

(d) 1 ,, Barley after Potatoes.

() 1 ,, Oat6 after Clover.

(/) 1 Beans after Flax.

3. Profit and loss account and balance sheets for iln>

years 1911 to 1918 inclusive, on a farm varying from

4,150 acres to 8,700 acres with expenditure on

n i a n tiros, labour, feeding stuffs, etc., shown for each

year.
I am prepared to submit evidence from my own

experience on
4. The ultra-conservatism and lark of adaptability

of the majority of tho farming community.
8. The increasing lack of skilled labour and

apparent callousness of the younger workmen cm-

ployed in agriculture.
6. The extraordinary conditions applied to agri-

culture by the Wages Board which to an outsider

These tables will lie published with Mr. Castell

Wrey's later evidence upon them.

appear irreconcilable to the economic prospects of tho

agricultural industry.

[This concludes the evidence-in-chief.]

3815. Chiii rm<i n : Yon have been kind enough to

submit a short prtcit of what you propose to give
evidence upon. May I ask you to be so kind as to

tell the Commission whether you have got copies of

the cost prices of production for 1917-18 on a 2,700-
acre farm? I have 16 copies of each lettered

" A."

(Handing same.)

3816. Have you got copies for 1918-19 as far as

enip, and seasons will allow? Yes, I have 15 copies
of each. (Handing same.)

3817-18. I think those copies may as well be distri-

buted now P Certainly.

3819. Have you got the balance sheets to which

vim refer? Yes; but I have only five copies of

those; I have not had time to get any more. (Hand-
in i/ ime).
3820. Would you be so kind, having regard to the

fact that we have only got those papers this morn inn,

to go through them in the order in whirh your

it is given, and explain shortly and generally

the results at which these statements arrive, and

then the procedure would* be that I should ask the

Dentil-men on the Commission to address to you any

questions which may occur to them in regard to the

statements or in regard to the method in which the

results are arrived at?

\l,. Smith: Arising out of that, I think I should

;:ive notice this morning that at the next meeting

of the Commission I shall move that we have, this

information in our possession so many days prior to

the evidence being taken. I think this is a most

unfair way so far as procedure is concerned. We
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get these figures placed before us a minute or two

before the witness appears on the scene, and it cer-

tainly is not business, to say the least of it. If we
do not have the precis of their evidence before then,
we have got to hold it up. I give notice.

3821. Chairman: May I trouble you, therefore, to

begin with the first of these items, which I think is

1 (a)? No. 1 (a) is Wheat after Beans, and all the

costs of production that I have given cover the actual

labour expended on producing the crop.
3822. Preliminary to that, may I ask if you have

any books of account ? Of costings ?

3823. Yes? Yes.

3824. These are results from your costings books?

Yes.

3825. Then will you please just explain 1 (n) and

its results? The result of this was that the cost pel-

acre was 5 5s. 2d., and the cost per quarter was

1 7s. 3}d. It includes the actual items of labour,

rent, rates, management, interest on machinery.
3826. What are the items on the left hand side

with the dates opposite? That is the date, the

number of men employed and the rate they were

employed at; the number of boys employed and the

rate they were employed at; women and rate; horses

and rate; and German prisoners and rate.

3827. The next statement is 1 (b), I suppose?
Yes.

3828. That is headed "Wheat after Clover"?
Yes.

3829. And the same items of cost, I suppose, re-

latively? Yes.

3830. And the result there is cost per acre 4

19s. lid.: per acre, 1 lls. 8d. ? Yes.

3831. Then the next is 1 (c)? Yes "
Spring Oats

after old Turf."

3832. The result there is : Cost per acre, 6 10s.

lOd. ; cost per quarter, 6 10s. lOd. ? Yes, they are

identical.

3833. The next is 1 (d)? Yes " Winter Oats after

Clover."

3834. The result there is : Cost per acre, 4 14s. ;

and cost per quarter, 16s. 7d.? Yes.

3835. And your next statement is 1 (e) ? Yes ; that

is
"
Barley after Carrots."

3836. That is : Cost per acre, 6 5s. lOd. ;
and cost

per quarter, 1 16s. 6d.? Yes.

3837. The next is (/)
"
Mangolds after

Ensilage "? Yes.

3838. Cost per ton? 12s. 7d. per ton; cost per

acre, 14 13s. 6d.

3839. The next is 1 (0) : that is, "Swedes after

Carrot failure "? Yes.

3840. There is no conclusion in regard to that?

It is impossible to arrive at the cost of production

per ton, because the sheep feed them on the land
;

but the cost per acre should have been shown there;
I regret that it is not. It is only a matter of

dividing the total by 9.

3841. Generally speaking, do you include interest

on capital? No.

3842. Interest on capital is not there? No.

3843. Do you include anything for management by
the farmer? Yes, management is here; in every case

half of the agent's salary and the whole of the bailiff's

wages go in as management.
3844. You put interest on machinery? Yes.

3845. Is not that a part of the capital? It is; but
on a farm of this size it is impossible to make any
accurate charge for, say, the use of a binder or the

use of a horse hoe or hand-rake, or any small item
of that sort, and I lump the whole of the machinery
and implements employed on the farm and divide it

by the number of acres.

3846. In the rents, rates, and taxes, is there any-

thing for Income Tax? No.

The Chairman : I will ask Mr. Walker to begin.

3847. Mr. Walker : I do not propose, Sir William,
to deal with those balance-sheets, because I think it

is very unfair that we should be asked to deal with
them when they are put in front of us at a moment's
notice; but I would like to ask Mr. Wrey what he

means exactly by his statement in paragraph 4 of

his main evidence? You mean you have finished with

the costings?
3848. The Chairman : No. This particular member

of the Commission is not asking you questions on the

costings at the moment, but is beginning to ask

you a question with regard to item 4 of your preci$,

which is,
" The ultra-conservatism and lack of

adaptability of the majority of the farming com-

munity." He is asking you for the foundation of

that statement? Might I suggest that we deal with

the costs first while we are at them? I have my
papers in order.

3849. It might be very useful, but Mr. Walker, a

member of the Commission, feels that he would like

a little more opportunity of looking at the costings

before asking questions about them? I have a letter

here from my Chief, which I should appreciate very

much if you would be good enough to read to the

meeting for me.
3850. If you please. The witness desires me to

read this letter. It is from Major Leonard Brassey :

" Dear Wrey, I have your telegram, and you are at

liberty to use the farm balance sheets for the past

eight years in giving evidence before the Agricultural
Commission. While I am quite ready to assist the

Commission and the farming community with this

evidence, I do not desire more publicity than

necessary, and in giving your figures I think there

are a few facts that should be stated : 1. That the

farm expenditure includes no sum whatever for

manager's salary or clerical work. 2. That I have

received no interest whatever on the capital provided
for stocking the farm, &c. 3. That I have spent
considerable sums on farm buildings, &c., on which

the farm has paid no interest. 4. That a considerable

amount of work, such as fencing, roads, and drainage
has been done by the Estate for the benefit of the

farm, for which the farm has not been charged any-

thing. P.S. It may also be well to explain that all

the Farm Produce supplied to me has been paid for

at full market prices." May I put that on the pro-

ceedings of to-day? Yes.

3851. That is from Major Leonard Brassey, who is

the proprietor of the farm of 2,700 acres in respect
of which you are giving evidence? Yes. Major
Brassey is M.P. for the Peterborough Division.

3852. Mr. Walker : I want to ask you what you
mean exactly *by your statement in paragraph 4 of

your main evidence ? By that statement I mean that,

although there are very fine examples to the contrary,
I consider that the farming community on the whole
is ultra-conservative. They will stick to their old-

fashioned methods. They do not get the class of

machinery which is most economical, and even if

they see the machinery they are not kind in adopting
it. It takes a great number of years for them to get
an idea of any novelty into their heads. In the same

way, they do not read papers like the " Journal of

the Board of Agriculture
"

or other scientific works,
which they might do with very great advantage to the
economic conditions of agriculture, I think. I have
one or two small examples here which on a small farm
would not make very much difference perhaps -

possibly 10 or 15 a year to the farm
;
but if the

whole of the agricultural community is taken into

consideration, I feel certain that it would make a

difference of millions. I have an illustration here
which I took out of the " Farmer and Stock Breeder "

last week, which I should like to circulate.

3853. You said just now a difference of millions. A
difference of millions of what? Of pounds sterling.

3854. You think, therefore, that there is a great
deal of room for improvement so far as our farming
as it exists in this country to-day is concerned? Yes,
I do. May I continue that statement in paragraph
4?

3855. Yes? The picture that I am circulating there
is a picture of a binder being worked on a nice level

field. The binder is evidently a 4 feet 9 inches cut,
and two horses of the type shown in it are ample to
deal with it. The boy, who is riding the chain horse,
from the length of leg displayed, I should imagine is
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about 16 years of age, and would be earning 8s. a

,1,.

3866. 8s. a day? Yea.

In what particular locality or district is this

p.utifiilar farm situated? Northampton.
3858. Tin- district? The Oundle Rural Distri, t

It we allow tliat t)u- ti t -ld was n hilly one m-t

being perfectly level, and a third horse was necessary,
tin- horse should be attached to the whipple tree and
not used as a chain horse, as it is a proved fact that

tin- in-art-r a horse is to his work, the heavier the pull
and the less the strain to the horse. The binder is

not fitted with a sheaf carrier, which is also an
uneconomical method of cutting. I consider that

then- is it great waste of man-power and horse-power
in that illustration. Only on Saturday lost I saw
four similar examples in the 15 miles journey I made
by road.

3869. But whose fault would that be? The
farmers, I think. I hare still other items on para-

graph 4, if you care to see them. There is another

picture of more waste of labour. (Handing sainr.)

There is a picture of a hay loader loading hay into

a cart with two horses pulling the cart; and a man
leading each horse. It is a most extravagant waste
of labour and of horse-power. In the first place, a

wagon should hare been used and not a cart.

Secondly, the two horses should hare been abreast and
not one used as a chain horse. A boy of 14 could very
well drire the pair of horses if they were working
abreast, and the two active young men depicted in

the picture could be far better employed elsewhere.

I consider that one man and a strong boy or girl are

enough for this work, and that there was a daily
ui-te of wages to three men, and a waste of horse-

power. Then I hare figures here of cutting corn on
the Apethorpe Farm last week. Merely for the

matter of argument I hare put the wages of the

drivers of the binders at Is. per hour, and the charge
for horses at the local custom of 6s. per day. The first

field I cut was 36 acres. It was cut with an 8 feet

binder in 21 hours, which is at the 'rate of 1-711 acres

per hour, and the cost of the actual cutting was 21d.

per acre. The binder, string, oil, &c., are not
counted in any of these examples. The second field

I cut was 19 acres, which was also cut with an 8 feet

binder in 10 hours, which is at the rate of 1-900 acres

per hour, and a cost of 19d. per acre. This field was
cut quicker than the prerious one, owing to the field

being more level, and also that the binder was in

perfect order, having been working for two days.
The third field was a field of 26 acres, and was cut
with a 7 feet binder and took 26 hours, or at the

rate of 1 acre per hour, and at a cost of 30d. per acre,
thus costing the farm 9d. and lid. per acre more than
the 8 feet machine. When one thinks of the com-

paratively few large binders in use in this country,
find the enormous area cut erery year, a rast wa-te
of time, energy, and money is disclosed. The above
argument holds good in many of the farming
operations carried on daily.

3860. Were these examples taken from different

farms? From different things I see as I am trarelling
about. The last example of cutting was taken on my
own farm : my own men working and checking their
hours themselves.

I So that you do agreo that there is such a

thing as waste of labour? Certainly. I hnve one
more item here. That is the matter of selling cattle
and sheep on the weighbridge. The majority of
farmer* are very much against this method of selling,
and I have found great opposition myself in selling
to butchers on the weighbridge. The farmer, it must
be taken for granted, is an expert at his profession
/!/ fanning, but farming embraces BO many
operation* that the farmer has not tli' time to put
the whole of his time to studying the butchering
trade, whereas the butcher has the one subject to

Ktud.v namely, the yield and killing qualities of the
beasts he is daily buying, and it seems more than
ttrange to me that the average farmer is prepared
to deal with the butcher in his own yard on such

disadvantageous terms. I have met with great

opposition from the butchers by selling on the weigh-

bridge, but I consider that this system is the only
fair one from a farmer's point of view, although in

the past I have bought thousands of fat cattle it hat

was abroad not in England), but at that time my
whole energy and time were concentrated on the fat

stock market. I was not a farmer in the morning and
a hutchcr in the afternoon. I consider that thousands
of pounds are lost to the farming community and go
into the butchers' pockets yearly, and will continue
to do so as long as the average farmer has the

temerity to pit himself against the expert butcher.
3S6'J. Chairman: Is that the conclusion of your

observations on that point? Yes.
3863. Mr. Walker: You say in your concluding

remarks that tho farmer has not the time or has not
the ability to apply himself as it were to the
different routine of his particular work. What
remedy would you suggest? I did not quite follow

your question.
3864. You say there that the farmer has not the

time and has not the ability to apply himself to the
different routine of his work the different phases
of farming. What do you suggest aa a remedy?
I do not think I said that.

3865. I am sorry if you did not: I understood you
to eay so? I said the farmer has not the time to put
the whole of his time in studying the butchering
trade.

3866. I beg your pardon. I thought you said so

far as farming generally was concerned. I take it

you meant that that was one phase of his work that
he might study? Yes.

. 3867. To find a better system than he has got at

present, what do you suggest? I suggest that he
should sell all his cattle en the weighbridge; that is

the fairest medium between the butcher and the
farmer.

3868. That is your suggestion ? Yes.
3869. In paragraph 5 you say: "The increasing

lack of skilled labour and apparent callousness of
the younger workmen employed on agriculture."
What do you mean exactly by that? I think that,
with the exception of a few of the older men em-
ployed on farms, there is no doubt to my mind that
the labourer has wilfully deteriorated in his work,
in punctuality and in application; and I consider
that the agricultural labourer has done less than any
other class of worker to help to secure the victory
the nation has been fighting for, and has done it

knowingly, conscious that the farmer could not dis-

miss him owing to being unable to replace him.
3870. Do you say

"
wilfully "? Wilfully.

3871. Might I ask through you, Sir William,
whether Mr. Wrey read Mr. Lloyd George's speech
the other night in the House of Commons? I am
afraid I did not.

"

3872. Would you be surprised to know that tin-

J'rime Minister himself stated that then- was a de-

crease in production in every industry with one

exception, and that exception v. as agriculture. How-
do you reconcile the two points? Because the
fanners themselves have worked in the last four

years as they have not worked for many years. It is

not through agricultural labourers.

3873. So the agricultural labourers had nothing t

do with the increased production? Very little; as

little as they could do.

3874. Would you be surprised if 1 gave yon in-

stance after instance mm here farmers attend
markets live times a week:- Can you tell me how

farmers have been able to assist ill the pro-
duel inn of foodstuffs? I think farmers who do that
are worthy of i;reat censure.

.'1H7.Y Hut would you not be surprised to know
that there an- ilicu'-.inds of cases such as that?
I do know it; in fact. I have a note to that effect

here, which 1 will rend to you, if you like.
"

It has
bun complained that the farmers say they cannot
pay the high wages and that a number of farmers

spend six days a week at various markets and do so

in expensive motor cars. Often the labourer is in a
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position to know that the farmer has nothing to sell

off the farm and that he practically goes to see his

pals. This is not inducive to hard work on the farm,
as even the worker mouse will play when the farmer
is away. It is considered that if the farmer could

obviously make money when absent so much from the

farm, evidenced by the expenditure on petrol and
in many cases on a chauffeur's wages as well, the
worker was entitled to share more fully with the
farmer in the good things of the world." I had
thought of that point.
3876. So that it is your emphatic and considered

opinion that labour has deteriorated? Certainly.
3877. Wilfully ? Wilfully.
3878. Can you give us any concrete examples?

Thousands of small ones.

3879. I ask you, can you give us any; I would like
to hear them? Of what sort?

3880. Such as you have instanced now? I had a
case only last week when I started thrashing oats
direct from the farm. Two of my men wanted to go
off to play in a cricket match, and they went. They
gave me no notice, and I had to stop, and the whole
of my gang was upset. That is what I call wilfully
stopping work.

3881. But that, I submit, would not be wilful
deterioration so far as their actual labour when they
are at work is concerned? And also when they are
at work, with the exception of a few old honest
men, I can prove from my wages sheets that the
amount of work is not done that was done formerly.
It takes longer to hoe a field, stook a field, or any
other operation, than it used to.

3882. What are the extraordinary conditions ap-
plied to agriculture by the Wages Board to which
you refer here? Not having any knowledge of the
inner workings of the Wages Board, it appears to an
outsider liko myself as if the industry of agriculture
has been treated by the Wages Board as if it were
under a glass roof. No allowance appears to have
been made for dew, sunshine or cloud, wet days or
tin--, and it appears to me that it is a distinct
hindrance to output of work that a man of 30 to 45
years of ago who is thoroughly skilled and possibly
the father of three or four children should have to
work for the same wages as an unskilled and not
fully developed youth of 21, as it naturally tends to
make a skilled man sore that he should be treated
on the same level as the unskilled youth, and thereby
redneat his output of labour, and ho works down to
the level of the unskilled man instead of the un-

:illed man working up to the level of the skilled
It is quite impossible to encourage really

skill. -d men with an increase in wages, as immediately
the bad and unskilled ones want equality of wages,and it is impossible to pay more than we are at
present paying for unskilled labour.
3883. You have no knowledge of the inner working

of the Wages Board ? No.
I nm quite certain of that. Are you aware

that tho wages fixed by the Wages Board are mini-mum rates? Yes.
3883. And you would be quite at liberty to give to

the men whom you have been referring to a higherrate if you so desired for greater skill ? Yes.
3886. You can do that? Yes.

887. -^ that you would not be penalising theM you. suggested just now? Yes, I shouldMMOM immediately I give it to the good men, the
d men want it as well, and if I did not give it to

them, tlioy would leave.
It it not a fact that what you are really

iftor is for making the minimum the maximum?
rtamly not. I am all in favour of encouraging

good labour.

Von have the opportunity now. All the
Board has done is to fix minimum rates.
me: I have had practical experience If I

use the wages of a good labourer, the bad labourer
nmediateiy wants the same wage, and if I do not

K'vp it to him, he leaves me, and I cannot afford to
lose him.

3890. Is that the only complaint you have against
the Wages Board? I have also the complaint that

they lessen the hours and make the overtime exces-
sive. They treat us as if we were under a glass roof
instead of being in the open air.

3891. Can you tell- the Commission whether you
know of any industry where good wages and good
conditions prevail and have prevailed that has suf-
fered in any way as a result of those good wages and
good conditions? I am afraid I do not know enough
about other industries to criticise them.

3892. Your experience does not extend beyond agri-
culture ? No.

3893. And that is the only complaint you have
against 'the Wages Board, so far as you are con-
cerned? That is the only complaint I have against
the Wages Board, and it is a most serious complaint.

3894. And you do not know of any other industry
that has suffered as the result of good wages and
good conditions? No, I do not, because I do not
know of any other industry.

3895. 31r. Smith : May we take it from your an-
swers that you think better results can be obtained
from the industry by better organisation? Yes.
3896. And that is an obligation that should fall

upon the farmer? Or on the State, I think.
3897. Or on the State ? Possibly.
3898. To organise the industry on a farm? To

educate the farmer how to use his implements, etc.,
to the best effect.

3899. Yes; but the organisation of the farm work
would that be a matter for the farmer or whoever

was acting for him as a steward or bailiff? Yes; by
means of education he would get it into his head
and he would do it, I think.

3900. AVould you agree that in order to get proper
results from the industry there must be effective

organisation of farm work? Hardly that. I do not
see how you can organise the whole farm work,
because the farms vary so much in the quality of
land they are dealing with. It is impossible to put
them all in a bag and say: You must do this. You
must treat each farm on its individual merits.

3901. You are rather strong in your opinions re-

garding the character of the labourer. How long
have you held this opinion as to his deterioration?

Certainly since the war started since labour began
to be scarce.

3902. Do you think it is a fair test to apply to a
worker the experience of war conditions? Yes. It
is the test of the men who went out and fought to

keep him where he was. They went through a much
more severe test.

3903. Do not you think that the war period has
been tho means of unsettling all sections of the
population workers as well as others? Yes,
certainly.

3904. And that the strain of the war period must
be reflected in their work and life? Hardly with tho
agricultural labourer, because I do not think he knew
enough about the war.

3905. You do not suggest, do you, that a man who
had sons over there, because he was an agricultural
labourer, had less anxiety than others had? I know
of one case where they certainly had.

3906. They had no anxiety no anxiety for their
relatives or their sons? None whatever, in one case.

3907. AVould you say that is general in the case o*
the agricultural labourer? I do not think it is, I am
glad to say.

3908. Is it not rather unfair to take one case to
illustrate the position ? You asked me if I knew and
I said yes.

3909., But you only knew one case? Only one
case, but there is more callousness, I think, amongst
that class than any other. They do not read the
papers ; they cannot pronounce the names if they do
read them.

3910. Is it not the fact that nil people who have
studied this question have come to the conclusion
that the minds of all sections of the people have been
disturbed as the result of the war conditions in a
manner that has not permitted of the same effort that
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baa obtained previously ? I should think very possibly

that is true.

3911. And that would apply to the agricultural

labourer aa well aa to other sections of the community,
would it not? Not so much to him as to other

sections, I think.

3912. Is it not true to say that you have had the

best of your labour taken during this time? Yea, I

think it is.

3913. It would naturally follow, would it not, that

between the age of 18 and 45, those periods would

cover the best of the labour? Yes, 18 to 46 certainly.
3914. The best years of their life? Yes or say 24

to 45.

3015. And, therefore, naturally the labour would

have deteriorated by virtue of the fact of the best

having been taken? Yes, I think it would.

3916. So therefore the deterioration might take

place without any reflection being cast upon the

labourers ? No ; because I have my wages books from

which I can see exactly what the men did four or five

years ngo and what they do now : men who have not

felt the strain of old age, men in their prime, and they
do not do the same amount of work as they used to.

3917. And you do not think that any of these

results are in any wise due to war conditions? Not
in the agricultural labouring community.

3918. The agricultural labourer has not felt the

strain the same as other sections have? No.

3919. Would you suggest that he is more callous

than the other people ? He is less educated, and does

not read the papers. If he does read them, he does

not understand the military tactics. I do not think

the war has appealed to him as it has to the educated

. classes.

3920. Even from that standpoint you would not

blame him for not being educated ;
he would be more

entitled to sympathy, would he not? Probably, yes.

3921. That is rather a reflection on the rural con-

ditions of the past? Yes.

3922. Is it a good thing to have labour uneducated?

Certainly not.

3923. Do you think that you could develop the

standard of labour necessary unless the remuneration

is adequate? No, I do not.

3924. That a man ought to be relieved as far as

possible of domestic difficulties if he is to have his

mind free for work during the day? Yes, I quite

agree with you.
3925. He cannot be free from domestic difficulties

unless he has adequate remuneration for his labour ?

I agree.
3926. Not merely adequate in the sense of payment

for labour; but adequate in the sense that it enables

him to meet his domestic obligations? Yes, I think

it ought to be.

3927. You stated about men going off to a cricket

match. When was that? Last week.

3928. At what time? About one o'clock, I should

think.

3929. What day was it? Friday.
3930. The men left their work on a Friday? No.

I beg your pardon : it was on a Saturday.
3931. Would the men be entitled to leave work?

Yea; but if we ask them to keep on, we expect them
to do so in harvest time.

3932-3. Had you made a request to them to con-

tinue working? Yes; we should not have started

threshing if we had not thought they were going to

work all day.
3934. May we take it' that you had *p9MMch*d

these men to continue working and that thry had
started the threshing on the understanding that

they would work, and then they broke that under-

taking? I did not go to each man individually :nnl

say: Will yon work all day? It is an understood

thing by th'e men and has been tin- custom for years
that if we start to do a job, they will see it through.

3935. But have not the customs changed to thnt

extent and have not tho hours been altered : V .

they get a half holiday.
393fl. And does not that necessitate entirely

different understandings from what you had pre-

\iously? No, not altogether. We do not ask the

men in harvest time if they are going to take a

holiday or not. We take it for granted that they
are going to work on and get the overtime rat.

3937. But surely it is worth while to have a clear

understanding on these point*, if it is only U> avoid

things of this description? One will have to in the

future, I am afraid. You cannot trust them.
3938. But surely, it is not a question of trusting

them. It is a question surely of a common sense

policy of understanding. If a man's working week
UUMM at one o'clock and he is required to work

beyond that', surely the man ought to be told or

ought to have it intimated to him that that is

necessary? I think if a man knows we are starting

threshing 'and he had said to us, I am going to play
cricket this afternoon, we should not have got up
.steam. We should have saved two or three cwt. of

coal, to start with.

3939. You know that these cricket matches do take

place? Yes.
3940. Do you suggest that they are undesirable?

Not at all.

3941. Do you agree that if the labourer is to be
retained on the land, his surroundings have got to be
made more pleasant than they have been? I think
the more pleasant you can make them, the better for

the farmer and the labourer.

3942. That it is desirable to break down the mono-

tony of village life as it has been for some time?

Yes, as far as possible. But you cannot treat agri-
culture as if it were under a roof

; you must thresh
when the weather is fine.

3943. And one of the best ways to break down that

monotony is to give the labourer some chance of

recreation? I quite agree.
3941. And therefore you do not look upon cricket

as undesirable? Not at all; I would like to see them

play every week.
3945. Having admitted that, does not it suggest

to your mind that it being a desirable thing for both
from your standpoint and that of the labourer it

would be well if there were some clear understand-

ing during these periods to avoid such difficulties

as you have referred to? Is not this really part of
the organising that is wanted on the farm to get the

proper results? Have you had any farming
perience yourself:'

3946. No, I have not? I am managing a farm of

2,700 acres, and if I have got to ride round CM-IV

morning and ask tho men if they are going to play
cricket or not, I should waste all my time on horse-

back.
:t9 1 7. You do not suggest that it is necessary that

you should have to go round to each man? -Some-

body else would have to do it if I did not. It would
be an enormous waste of time.

3948. You surely do not suggest that, especially in

regard to threshing where the men work in com-

panies. Is not there generally some man who is con-

sidered a representative, a leader of the company, or

something of that sort, or over-lord, or wh:'

term you may use? We have a farm foreman, if that
is what you mean.

3949. Yes. Could not you work through him and

get those understandings? We shall have to, I sup-
|K>SC, in the future, if labour goes on like this.

:t!ViO. But surely you have never considered it de-

siraWe that you should go round and approach each
man in order to organise the work of tho farm pro-

perly? No; it has never been necessary in tho past.
If the men are, going to leave us in the lurch, wo shall

have to do it.

3051 . You do not suggest that seriously, do you ?

Yes. Labour has got so uninaii:iL'< > alili> now that I

do suggest it very seriously- wilfully unmanageable.
3952. You seriously suggest that tlie des-iro to par-

ticipate in a cricket match which may have been

arranged weeks beforehand without the knowledge
that threshing or harvest operations would be taking
place during that period is a wilful act? Yes.

39.").'). I am sorry I cannot agree witii you. You

speak
of the increase of the lack of skilled lal>our and

the callousness of young workmen employed on agri-
culture: do not you think that during tho wnr (lie

knowledge that young men would be automatically
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drafted into the Army at 18 has caused them to lose

interest ? Interest in their work:1

3954. Yes? No, I do not think so rather the other

way I should say.
3955. Then I suggest to you that agriculture has

had a different experience from what most other
'

industries have ? From what I have seen, most of the

agricultural labourers tried to he as good as they

could on the farms so as to get exemption from the

Army.
3956. Does not that rather destroy your contention

of the indifference and the callousness? That is

rather an opposite view, is it not? It was studiedly

done, I believe, to keep out of the Army.
3957. They took more interest in their work and

worked together, whereby their services would become
more indispensable? Yes, so as to keep out of the

Army.
3958. That is rather a contrary view to what you

have stated here and what you stated previously in

your verbal evidence? I do not think so.

3959. How can you have callousness and indifference

and at the same time have application to their work
to make themselves more efficient? You see the war
has been over since November, and I have seen it

more apparent since the Armistice than at any other

time. I certainly think that the majority of the

work that the young fellows did do was done with the

object of keeping out of the Army more than study-

ing the farmers' interests or earning their money.
3960. You really think that you are capable I do

not mean in an offensive way but you have the op-

portunity of really judging why young men were in-

efficient in their work? Yes, I think I have. I have
seen a great deal of labour all over the county of

Northampton in the last four years.
3961. Have your older men deteriorated? Yes,

with one or two exceptions. I have some of the older

men who have been more than invaluable to me
; every

praise is due to them.
3962. Therefore, in their case it would not be

because they desired to keep out of the Army? No;
it was simply the way they have been brought up to
work hard and to look after their master's interests,
and they have continued to do it. I am most grateful
to them.

3963. Do you think it is in the interests of the in-

dustry to have more extended education in the schools
and the days following what is considered to be school
life? Yes, certainly.

3964. You would agree that it is desirable to have
as good an educated working population as it is pos-
sible to have? Yes.

3965. Is there any other thing you know of that
acts as a handicap to the industry in its development?

I think education for the farmer and the labourer is

very, very wanting.
3966. And you would agree, so far as the education

standpoint is concerned, the difficulty is as great with
the farmer as with the labourer? Yes, I think so,

with certain exceptions.
3967. Would the difficulty be greater on one side

than on the other, think you? No; it is quite pos-
sible that the labourer and the young farmer might go
to the same school and learn the same train of

thought.
3968. I suppose you would agree that if the farmer

was not well educated and did not well understand
his work if he did not understand up-to-date
methods you could not expect the worker on the farm
to develop on the best lines? I do not think you
could.

3969. To get the best results, one of the essentials

is that the head should well understand his business?

Yes, it is moat important.
3970. If he did not, however well the labourer might

be educated, the best results would not be obtained?
I do not think they would.

3971 . Could you tell us whether in your experience
the lack of adequate transport has added any difficulty
to the industry? Transport does not enter much in

the farmer's life, I think. We deliver our wheat on

rail, and if there is not a truck we grumblej if we have
to take our cart there. Once it is on the rail we hear

no more about it.

3972. Is your farm fairly well situated so far a

railway service is concerned? One end is very well

situated
;
the other is not.

3973. Is it your opinion that the interest of the

industry could be better served with greater facilities

for transport? I have read a good deal about it. It

always appears to me that these foreign goods come
in here at a marvellously low rate and compete with
our goods upon which the rates are excessive, but I

have hardly studied the question, and I am not pre-

pared to give evidence upon it.

3974. Apart from the question of the rates of

freightage, I am now looking at this question from
the point of view of getting stuff to and from the

farm. If you have long haulage to a station, it would
be more expensive than if you had a station close to?

Naturally.
3975. Is it your experience that the industry could

be helped by better facilities for rail transport? It is

a point I have hardly thought about, so far as small

farms go. I think it would be very hard to organise
it. On a large farm like this, of course we ought to

have our own tractors or our own motor-lorries, or

something. We have not got them; we ought to have
them.

3976. Mr. Bobbins : Have you any suggestions to

make to us which might help us in making recom-
mendations to the Government as to how best to

secure the favourable economic prospects of the

industry? I think a great deal may be done by adver-
tisement.

3977. By advertisement? Yes. I have some figures
here if you would be patient enough to listen to them,
an the question of sulphate of ammonia. The Board
of Agriculture extensively advertised and recom-
mended the use of sulphate of ammonia during the

war, and I am indebted to the managers of the gas-
works at Peterborough, Reading and Nottingham for
the following figures and facts. Peterborough formerly
sold the bulk of their output to shipping agents, but
since 1916 have sold the whole for home consumption.
In 1916 they sold 110 tons, in 1917 they sold 92 tons,
in 1918 they sold 56 tons, and up to date in 1919

they have sold 51 tons. I telephoned the manager and
asked him how he accounted for the decrease, oecause
I thought there was a very large increase, and he
answered back that the decrease was entirely due to

the quality of the coal they had been receiving ;
also

that the labour difficulties have been great, and they
have not been able to turn out as much as they would
have liked to. They could have sold much more if

they had had it. The figures for Reading are in 1913,
55 tons; in 1914, 252 tons. 1913 was pre-war, and it

was hardly used by the farmers in those days. In
1915 it was 335 tons; 1916, 285 tons; 1917, 488 tons-
and 1918, 468 tons.

3978. Mr. Ashby. For home consumption ?_All for
home consumption. The figures for Nottingham are
in 1913 they sold 185 tons; in 1914, 156 tons; in 1915,
201 tons; in 1916, when the Board started advertising,
they sold 843 tons; in 1917 they sold 501 tons; and
in 1918, 1,311 tons; all for home consumption. But
this year they have exported over 2,000 tons.

3979. Mr. Bobbins: One of your suggestions is to
have a more efficient intelligence department of the
Board of Agriculture? Certainly.

3980. Have you any other suggestion to make?-^-
That is merely an example, and there are a great
many other themes and theories that the Board might
take up and advertise extensively as they did with
that. The cost of advertising must have been trivial,
and there is no doubt that the gasworks helped to
pay for the advertising; it was a by-product. It
was good for the nation, and there ought to be no
export of it until the farmers have got all they want.

981. Are you in favour of the Government
guarantee for the price of cereals? As long as thev
guarantee a minimum wage, we ought to have a
guarantee that wo shall not lose by growing corn for
the nation.

3982. I have not seen the balance sheets which I
understand you have put in.
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3983. The Chairman : They are not put in yet? I

have not put them in. I was asked to go on to No. 4
and leave the costs.

3984. .l/i. Hubbins: I want to ask you one mira-

tion about Major Hrassc\ - i. HIT. 1 understand ho

says
" That the farm expenditure included no sum

whatever for manager's salary or clerical work. I hat

I have i-tei\cd no interest whatever OM tin- capital

provided for stocking the farm, <c. That I bare

sj>ont considerable sums on farm buildings, Ac., on
which the farm has paid no interest. That a con-

siderable amount of work, such as fencing, roads and

drainage has been done by the Kstate for tli. I

ul the farm, for which the farm has not been charged
anything." Is that because there has been no avail-

able surplus out of which these payments might have
been made:' --Could you take one item at a timer I

have not a copy.
:v.K>. My question is a general one. What I want

to know is, is that because there has been no available

surplus out of which these payments might have been
made!' Has Major Brassey received no interest be-

cause there was no available surplus out of which he
could receive interest? Until 4 years ago he ran the
farm at a loss. But I think it is due to Major
Brassey to explain that when ho took over the estate
H was practically ruined from every point of view.

There were trees growing through the cottages; prac-

tically the whole of his mansion house had fallen in
;

over 1,000 acres of it was a rabbit warren ; and, there
was not a farm building or a cottage on the land that
was really habitable.'

.

3986. And you are hoping in the near future to be
able to make paymenu under these headings? He
has spent an enormous sum of money in rebuilding
the estate. The whole of that 1,000 acres is now
under the plough and redeemed

;
a lot of the grass

land that was practically wilderness is fenced in, and
he has made these enormous expenditures, and natu-

rally no farm can stand that sort of thing. Latterly
he has been reaping the result of his expenditure
of the past.

3987. Mr. Parker : You commented upon the want
of adaptability in the majority of the farming com-

munity. Can you tell us how far that adaptability
may be due. to want of sufficient capital for buying
modern machinery. AT.- 1 think it is due more to

want of education.

3988. Not to want of capital? No; want of educa-
tion and want of business methods. If a man in a

factory finds that he can get a bigger output from a

certain type of machine, he si raps the machine ho has

got and gets another. The farmer, baring bought a
Kinder 20 years ago, sticks to it. although it is very

antiquated and very expensive to repair very often.

3989. What capital per acre is employed in this

farm of 2.700 n<

Mr. C,,<ittey: 31,165 5s. in April, 1918.

3990. Mr. I'nrkrr: That is about 15 an acre? Y, -

'.V.f.n. Do not you think that some of this want of

adaptability would disappear if a great many farmers
\\err able to cniplm that amount of capital on their

farms? You, I think it would.
3992. Is it not rather the fact that a farmer very

often takes, say. a farm of 500 acres when he lias only
capital for 300 acre-'- i ,-s

; unfortunately, I am
afraid that is very often the case.

3993. You would agree that more capital would do

away with some of this want of adaptability ? Some
of it; not all of it. Want of education has a great
deal to do with it.

30f>4. Mi. l.rniiiinl : May I preface my questions by
telling you that if you lind they are rather i\-

nerted and some of them ask for information about
.on have already stated, it will l>e duo t<> the

fact that owing to nobody's fault, but to the pressure
of time. we have only had these papers before us very
rerently. In the first place, with regard to these very
interesting cost accounts, 1 wish to a~k \ou some very
general questions. What is the onal'ty of the Innd?

Very heavy clay. Four-horse land.
< Would you consider that if priees were stioh as

to mak the continuation of corn growing profitable on
land siioh an your farm consist^ of. they would be
Rtiffiripnt to keep under the plough most of the land
which has Ixx-n ploughed up during the war, excluding

land which had really been ploughed by mistake P

Not with the present supply of labour that we have.
At the present moment 1 ha\c It. women and 1;

man prisoners working. When they take the pri
a\va\, 1 do not know how 1 shall carry on.

8006. Do you mean that the. shortage is absolute, or

that to make up the shortage will incr< .>.-. the cost of

your labour r I >uld not gut the labour if I \

it. 1 would not have prisoners if I could get Kngli-h

men; but I cannot get them.

you suggest that unless more labour is

n, ,! available it la a hopeless proposition? Quite;
on the quality <>f the land 1 am farming.

3908. But apart from that diiliculty. it the price was
sufficient to make corn growing profitable on your
land, you consider it would bo sufficient to keep most
of the newly ploughed area in the country under the

plough? 1 think so. Of course, it is rather hard to

judge. I am more or less confined to Northampton-
shire, and I have no knowledge whatever of the Noi t-i

and only small knowledge of the South, but I th nk
if prices on our heavy clay are made to recompense us
for our work there, it ought to pay almost anywhere
in Kngland.
3999. Under these costs for ploughing, and so on, I

suppose you charge the keep of the horses? No, I do
not. I have put the local custom of 6s. I have not
had a costs clerk until the last nine months. I am now-

keeping the cost of my horses, and it will be consider-

ably below that.

4000. That would reduce the total cost of produc-
tion per quarter?-

x

lO-il Have you allowed anything in. these costs of

growing wheat and other cereals for uncxh:>
mammal or cultural values obtained by the preceding
clc.ining crop? Have you charged anything from the

<if the preceding crop to the w heat or <>.;

Where the crop comes after the tallows I do. I

charge half of the fallows tin- first year. '2-~i per cent,

the second year, and 2o per cent, the third year.
4002. And under fallows you include fallow crops

and not only bare fallow ? No, bare fallow only.
4003. Nothing is charged when the cereal crop

follows clover or roots? No.
-l(K)t. Do you consider that the clover or root crops

pay their own way? I am, unfortunately, not scient st

enough to be certain in my own mind as to the un-
exhausted value of manures; and until I am I prefer
not to charge them.

4005. Do you think that the clover or root crop pays
it- ow M way and would be worth while for its own -

The clover crop is a great paying factor, of c<'

in the same way that wheat is.

KMlti. What about roots? Roots are a necessity, and
therefore a paying crop.

4007. Do you mean a necessity to, say, milk pro-
duction or a necessity as. say, a cleaning crop? A

--ity on any farm where live stork are kept.
400-v 1 understand that these balance sheets men-

tioned under paragraph .'< of your />n
;

r/.< of evid

will be submitted later.

I'liiiirmtin: They are here, and I will pass on a copy
to you.

Mr, Li n mi nl : Might I have a look at them when
I have finished Then if I have any further questions
on the balance sheets, I may put tliem.

I'hiiirinnii : \

KHIit. .Ui. l.<nn<ird: I was very much interc-tcd in

what yciii said in answer to Mr. Walker under the.

heading of paragraph 4 about the conservatism and
lack ot adaptability on the part of many fan
Do you think the L nd to increase

etlieieiicy on the part of the farmer or the reverse?
a rather difficult question.

loin. I am thinking not so much of guarai
during the war period when they wei,

actually opetathe l,.'e:itiso of the very high figure
of world prices; but in the future would a promise
ef guai-anteed juices tend to make the farmer feel

that the industry had more hopes for him and it

was worth his while to put his hack into it; or would
it. on the other hand, tend to make him feel he

lire, even if he continued rather out-of-date
methods?- I think it would rather lean towards the

second theory that you raise. He would plongh
because he knows he is guaranteed. I do not think it

would help much towards efficiency.
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4011. Do you think it would do most to stimulate

greater efficiency and good methods, if we had a low

guarantee with a free market for the farmer when-
ever the world's prices ruled higher than the guaran-
tee, which they probably would if the guarantee was

low, or if there was a higher fixed price, or alterna-

tively, if there was a fairly low guaranteed minimum
with another price named as a maximum? I do not
think any of those would tend to greater efficiency.
It might tend to a greater area of wheat.

4012. Do you think either of those would impair
efficiency? I think very possibly it would have that

tendency.
4013. Is it your experience that a good many

farmers when faced with the present day problem of

increased wages, tend to meet it not by getting
better horses and better machinery so that the day's
work of the man can be improved in quality and

output, but rather by short-sighted economies in try-

ing to cut down expenses in other directions? Yes,
I think that is very prevalent.

4014. Do "you think it would be a good thing if

those smaller farmers who are unable for want of

capital or incapable for want of enterprise and

farsightedness of the better policy of working at the

quality of their machinery, horses, and so on to meet
the increased labour cost, not only contracted their

expenses but also contracted their acreage and became
small holders? I am not a believer in Small holdings
at all. They are most uneconomical, I think.

. 4015. I am speaking of a real small holding worked

liy a man and his family? That is the only real possi-
ble way of working a small holding; but as a rule they
have not sufficient capital to buy good implements.

4016. Xo; but would not some of these men who
are now farming 250 to 300 acres with insufficient

'apital to farm as highly as labour costs would seem
to require, be really better off if they became small

holders through working the farm themselves?- Yi>>.

I think they would li".

4017. And' do you think a sound corollary of that

movement of, wo will say, 250 acre farmers into small

holders, would be the amalgamation of a good deal of

Ihe residual area into larger farms!' I think the

1 irger the farm is, the better the possibilities of pay-

ing, and the better chance of a big output.
4018. Up to what limit? I should like 10,000 acres

myself.
4019. I suppose you would agree that if the number

of really large farms was increased, your supply of

really efficient farmers would go farther, because they
would have control over a larger area ? Yes, I think

they would. You would eliminate the bad farmer.,

which is very necessary.
4020. An increase in the size of farms, or should

I put it more precisely, an increase in really large
farms over 2,000 acres, would tend on the whole in

your opinion to increase the efficiency of farming
throughout the country? I do not think 2,000 acres

is a possible area at all. It is a most uneconomical
area.

4021. You think it should be larger? Certainly

larger. It is too large for a small farm, and too small

for a large farm. You cannot employ the really good

type of machinery you want on a small farm, because

you would be over capitalised on machinery.
4022. You mentioned a limit of 10,000 acres as the

maximum. What would you say was the minimum
size of a really economical farm which could employ
machinery to its greatest advantage? From 6,000 to

10,000 acres.

4023. I pass now to your fifth paragraph, the trouble

with efficiency of labour. You spoke of it being a

difficulty, as under present conditions you have to pay
a skilled man the damp wages as you pay an unskilled

youth? YM.
402-1. And if you paid the skilled man more, the

unskilled man would leave you if you did not pay him
the same? Yea.

4025. Does not that suggest to you that unless the

wni^es of the unskilled youth are considerable, he finds

he en get better wages in some other industry? Yes;

hut on the whole I think the labourer is very conser-

vative and likes to stiek to his job. I do not find

innriv men. even if they leave me. drift into other

pntha of life. They go to another farmer, that is all.

2r, 12.-,

4026. But surely it is a very common experience to

find that young men of from 18 to 22 leave agriculture
for other employment? I believe it is; but not in my
immediate neighbourhood, I think. Of course, further

south in the county, at Kettering and Northampton,
where there are boot factories, 1 believe agricultural

youths and girls practically all go to the factory.
Thank goodness I am away from the factories.

4027. In a district like that, you would agree that

if you are to retain the young men who have the

capacity and strength to become in the future efficient

farm labourers, it is necessary that they should have
a wage which to them should be sufficient inducement
not to fly away to other industries? Yes; but then

those districts penalise the purely agricultural dis-

tricts. The purely agricultural districts have not

always got the land. Take the farm I am farming
myself. If we get beyond a certain limit of wages,
it is much better to shut the farm down. The thing
is, which is the best for the nation

;
to shut the farm

down or produce the corn we can produce for the

populace to eat. That is what it really resolves itself

into, I think.

4028. In other words, you consider it is impossible
for agriculture to compete with other industries for

the supply of really efficient labour? Unless we have
a guaranteed price for our cereals, you see we are

under a disadvantage. The bootmaker or the bicycle

maker, before ever he sells a boot or a bicycle, gets
his costs and knows exactly what profit he is going
to make, and allows a margin for strikes or anything
else. He puts his article on the market, and is

assured of nis profit ;
whereas we do not know what

wo are going to do until we have actually grown our

crops, and we may find we have lost money on them.

There can be no competition between agriculture and
the factories. The manufacturer knows his profit and
we do not know it.

1029. Over a number of years you would have an
idea of the average cost of production? We know the

average production. On the farm I am managing,
our average production is 3-037 quarters per acre.

4030. And the average cost? The average cost I do
not- know.

4031. Over a number of years, say seven years, you
would? I could simply give you the cost of the

labour; that is all.

4032. But you would know, would you not, how
one season differs from another as regards the extra

costs imposed by weather conditions? Not unless you
got your balance sheet out at the end of the year
when you have possibly lost money or made it. You
cannot tell till the finish.

4033. But I am only suggesting if you take a suffi-

cient period, say, seven years, you get a fairly normal

cycle of seasons ? You may ; yes."

4034. There would be greater evenness, would there

not, between the costs of two seven-year periods than
between the costs of two individual years? Certainly,
I agree.

4035. With regard to this difficulty of paying a

really good labourer more than the unskilled man,
have you had much experience of piece work? Piece
work is practically dead. We cannot get the men to

do it.

4036. Do you think that is because of an inherent

objection to piece work, or because they have had

experience in the past of piece rates which proved
unfavourable? I do not think so; because in the
old days, when we used to pay about ]8s. a week, we
used to put the piece work so that the man could
earn slightly more than the 18s. ]t was some encour-

iigeineiit to him ; if bo worV^rl ronllv bard b rt trot a

great deal more. The man to-day works out in his
mind :

"
I am getting 150 per cent, increase in wages.

I ought to get 150 per cent, in piece work "
;
and he

is not content with 150, but he wants 250 per ceril,
which kills piece work. We cannot pay it.

4037. Do you think that reluctance to do piece work
might disappear, or be less, if you had a system under
which a man worked piece work at rates which would

give him more than the minimum time rate and was
at the same time guaranteed a minimum time rate?

Yes; I should be quite prepared to do that, but the
men are not. They will not do that. I have no

pieee work done this year at^all.

I
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4088. Have you actually put tlmt prohibition !

thcmi' I hae put tin- liu-I to tin-Ill like tin-: \nu

You now get Ms. (id. You u-cd to In-

paid o much lor liny, or whatever it is. I :IIH pic

I
in red to pay you go much, which is the exact propm
t,,,n , pared with th- Klines you used to get :ili<l

ill. wages you lire netting to-day. Are yon Killing

to \\oik (or tlmt".- and they say: Ni. they will

not. Thev give no reason.

ln.t'.l Th;:l indicate--. I under-land, thai ili.-i. i-

a dimim-hed willingm tn work |iiii-e work: >

lain, lint you have not actually put it it: them: "
I

will offer you piece rates proportionate to those which

1 offered to you in the past, ami at the same tiin.

will IN- guaranteed your minimum time rate for the

week you are on pine work."- I would not test them

with that. They would work for the minimum t me

1011. In other word-, the piece work rate would he

inoperative:- Yes. I will give you an example,
have -heavi- carriei- attached to all my binders. I

dump the sheaves in straight lines all down the field

either in fours or fives according to the crop, and the

men have to stook them : that is to say. set them up.

In the old days when they had not sheave carrier-, each

shenf feU out of the machine as it went on and the

man had to pick one here and one there and stock

them. Now he has them put in absolutely straight in

a line: hut they will not work unless I pay them the

name piece rate' that they used to get when they had

to walk 10 or I") yards every timo to make n stool;.

The work is simplified and they do a great deal less

than they used to do; but they will not work unless I

give them the old rate, which I will not do.

Kill'. l)o not you think that i- po ibly a form oi

con-erratiHiii on the part of the labourer, just as you
have spoken of conservatism on the part of the farme--;-

It has certainly been my experience that the men want
to combine the advantage* of the new conditions with

the advantages of the old and do not realise the

changes:- There is a great (leal ill that combined with

want ot education. Tf they would think it out. the

piece rates I have offered them are far better than

they used to g
1 So that you think that with better education

this reluctance to do piece work might disappear: I

think a good deal of it might.
Mil. You spoke just now of the difficulty you had

with regard to the Saturday half holiday and their

desiring to play rricket as they did last week. Would
\ou aurce that that difficulty is practically limited to

hay time and harvest:- Ye--, h,-, ;.u-e we never woik

Saturday* if we ran help it.

Illl'i. How many men do you employ on your farm'-

in the outbreak of war we had 104 skilled men and

hoys; and I have to-day. I think it is. .V- men. women
and German prisoners.

Kilt;. I <|ilite appreciate what you -aid to Mr.

Walker and Mr. Smith about the difficulty of going
round the farm and telling cvcryliodv that you are

going to work on Saturday afternoon, but do you ever

have general consultations with your men- As you
know, under the Whitlev Report there have been

strong recommendation! that employer- and workmen
should consult together more about the management
of the industry. Do you ever have consultation t..i

pie. on this point, us to whether the Satiinlav

half holiday should be super-cded during bay time and
harvest- The Wages Hoard said we should have a

holiday, and I am in favour of it. and I always give it

if possible; but I do not think the Lord gave us i rops
to fool away, and if it i* a good day on tin- Satin-

day we ought to work. We see them through in tin-

wet weather and in the winter: they ought to see us

through in fine weather.

KII7. Do not you think the difficulty might be -
t

over if emploMi- consulting with their men. came to

an Understanding that wherca- dunlin normal times

of the year the understood thing would !M> a Saturdav
half holiday, and it would require special arrangements
to continue work, during weeks of hay time and
harvest tlie understood thing would be work on Satin

day iinle-s notice was sent round that the weather or

other conditions had altered'- I find the older men
\\fan realise the responsibility of getting the crop in

,1., not run ell in tin- fa-hion; it is only the younger
fellows.

llllv Hul i- not it also that MOM ol "s rl

younger have more interest in cricket and reeieatioiir

,,-ally. I lik.' to see them play rrickct on the

Saturday, H we toilld only get them to work the other

Ine day- 1 am all in favour of sport and reere.iti.m

and giving them as much time as possible; but. con-

sidering that we keep them going all winter during

the bad weather and find them a job. they ought to

buckle to and give Us the best ot their help in th.-

summer, but we do not get it.

4049. You do not think, with regard to this matter

of bay time and harve-t. it would U> possible to arriv-

al a 'better under-landing iu future by consultation
-

jet on with the older men. It is only

the young fellows. I do consult the men on any

change of wages, or anything of that sort. I call the

carters together and tell them what I want. Then

1 get the stock men together and talk it over with

them. 1 have had no trouble with that class of men
nt all. It is only the- youths.

IO.VI. Hut you have' not bad any consultation

about the ou^stion of Saturdays and hay tune and

harvest? No. because up to now they have always
worked.

II >">1. Then this has only been an isolated uist.i

It has only been an isolated instance: but 1 do not

want it again if 1 can help it.

10-VJ. You think possibly consultation might help,

towards some understanding which would obviate

that difficulty in the tut lire: Ye-. I hop,
-Id.").'). Mi. l.niiiifnril : You have had great advan-

tages in education and in the study of agricultural

subject |f > . I have.

IH'il I think you would agree that the- average
tanner could not possibly have had the advantages
that yon have had:- --No. they ha\e not.

lli.V>. Then you would agree with me that if some

farmers do not understand their business c|tiiic as

well as they should, it is really not theii own fault?

I think, considering that their capital is employed in

agriculture, they ought to make more effort to educate

tnemsetrst
ID'ii. Quite; but until quite recently there have

been very few schools to which farmers could even

send their sons to get practical agricultural scientific-

knowledge:' That is very true.

ln")7. Would you agree with me that in Scotland th"

t.uiners' sons have- greater advantages educationally
than the farmers' sons and labourers' -mi- have- in

Kngland? Yes. I think they have.

4058. Then you would support the- Hoard ot Agricul-
ture if they decided to institute' better faciliti-

the' technical teaching of those- engaged in agricul-
ture:' Certainly.

|ir,v. I do not want to misquote you. but I think
\.iii said just now, as T understood it, that until thiee

years ago you made- no profits? Tut il four years ago.
4lKl. Ill 1VIH you made a loss ,,f C1.470? I w..-

nof then nager of the farm; I only took over in

1916.

KKil. In 1914 there was a loss of ' Ye*.

I'liiiirmtiii : 1 will read the- figure* from your balance
sheet. For tin- year I ! I) .'i the l.'.ss was C|.'l7ll Ilk. Id. :

for the year lOl'l the loss wa- c'J.^7"i :s. _',!.; for the

year 1!H"> the profit was Cl..'tSP (Is. :td. : tor the- year
'liMti the profit was I'M.Mm IN. lid.; lor I!H7 the profit
w.is i:i.7!Hl l-Js. Id.; and tor I!IM the profit was
L-J.:t7.'. IV-. lid All those yearn end on the- (ith April
of each year.

Mr. Liimiliiiil : I think it is very unfortunate that

we have' not had an opportunity of studying (he-

figures: because this is the- first witness who has put
in balance sheet-, and if we had had two or three

hours to study the figures the evidence would have
hem of much more mate-rial value-.

I'hiiiriiKin : If yon like, you can re<*ll the witnr
ii later date.

I// liiitilnlitt : Mie_ht I suggest that prolmhlv it

would be for the benefit of the- Commission and its

work if that were to be done, and probably the
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examination just now would only be a matter of

repetition later on. I would suggest that we should

not go into the further examination of this witness,

but postpone it until we have had an opportunity of

lii-ing able to question him.
< 'Iniiniiiin : That would depend on the convenience

of the witness-. We cannot ask him if ho is not dis-

posed to do so to come back here again.
The ]\'itnrx.i: I am quite willing to come back if

it will suit the convenience of the Commission
Mr. Jlitllas: Might I suggest we pro-eed with the

examination on the general statements the witness

has made, and deal with the costings and balance

-lu-ets at a subsequent period?
I'luiinnan: Yes. I think that would be a prudent

thing to do.

4()(i2. Mi . /. .M . Hi n<li-i:inn : Those are not balance

sheets; they arc only profit and loss accounts. A
balance sheet is a very different thing, and it may
be tin- witness does not want us to have it? Yes,

you can have every balance sheet.

4063. Chairman: You will nee at the end of each

of those accounts, taking 1918 as an example, you
say :

" Balance carried to balance sheet, folio 20."

\Vo do not have the balance sheet
;
that is what Mr.

Hi-ridcrson is referring to? I have had no time, but

I am quite willing to bring them.

4064. Mr. L<in<j1nl : With regard to profits again
in your best years, namely 1910 and 1917, your profits

work out for the whole of the I arm at approximately,
if you average the two together, 2->s. per acre:--

1916 is -954 of a pound, and 1917 is 1-377 of a pound.
4065. It is rather less than I thought. Those are

your bc-l, year-
-

"l

4066. Would you attribute tlios,- profits to your

management a* apart from the exigencies of the

period working up prices? I should certainly not

iittril.uti- the whole of them. I wish I could; but

the Hoard of Agriculture have worked out those sta-

tistics showing that what the l.irmers had to buy
have LncreMM by about 120 per cent., and what he.

lias to sell has increased by 90 to 100 per cent. If we
take the higher figure that would be 100 per cent, for

what Ice has had to .sell, and 120 per cent, for what
lie lias had to buy. It you Oowcd 100 per cent, for

war time condition*. 1 think you might put the rest

down to economical management.
4067. If that was so your profits in 1918 fell from

'::t.7'.Hi i'-V Id. in 1917 to C2.375 19s. 6d.? Yes.

.|i)i;-v What peculiar circumstance do you attribute

that to? There was a large increase in the labour

bill that year.
4069. Then may I put it to you in this way, that

you do not anticipate the profits achieved in 1916

and 1917 are going to be continuous? Yes, I think

they would be if I could get the machinery and appli-

cation that I want.
4070. But is there any reason why you, in your

peculiarly favourable position, should not obtain cH

the machinery you need:- S"eJ because Major

Brassey has been contemplating selling the estate for

some time, and ho did not want to invest his capital

in machinery.
4071. Then he too would come under the head of

some of these other farmers who are ultra conserva-

tive in their ideas? I think most landowners do.

4072. If I may put it to you, I should not regard

yon as that. What I want to get at is this. You
hftVf> admitted that the average farmer from a tech-

nical standpoint at any ratu does not thoroughly
understand his business? Yes.

Ifl7:i. 'Hie, i I put it to you that the profits you are.

n make in consequence of your special knowledge,

coupled with having an excellent landlord, are profits

that the ordinary farmer could not possibly make?-
I cannot say that at all. There are extraordinarily
line- farmers who make a great deal bigger profits than

T do : but they are the exception, I think.

1074. How do you compare tbnt \-ith your sweeping
lion that they are ultra conservative, that they

do not take advantage of modern machinery, and I hey

itc, to markets six days a week and generally are

inefficient 5 I said the majority of farmers, I did

not nay all of them. If you look at the prfeis, you
will nee it is the majority of the farming community.
T acknowledge very gratefully a great deal of assis-
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tance I have had from some of the best farmers in the
world in England.

4075. But they would be a very small minority? I

think they are.

4076. Would you agree with me that on that basis
the majority of the farmers were making a loss before
1916? I should think they were, and did not know it.

4077. Then they must have been possessed with

large capital, or else they could not have gone on?
1 think a great many of them existed because they
grew the .food they actually consumed. If they had
had to buy the food like any other business man would
have done, they would have been bankrupt.

4078. You have got an extraordinarily generous
landlord. Would you put the rent of this farm as

being representative of the land in your county? It

represents the heaviest land in the county.
4079. 10s. an acre would be a fair rental? I think

the rental is 12s. Id. I fixed it with Messrs. Fox,
Auctioneers and Valuers, of Peterborough, when I

went there in 1915.

4080. And your landlord out of other funds keeps
the buildings in proper repair, and spends large sums
of money on the improvement of the estate and keep-
ing the roads good? Yes.

4081. Those are advantages that do not accrue to

the ordinary tenant farmer? There is this about it,

that if he wanted to lease the farms at any time, he
would have had to have done it.

4082. But is not it within your knowledge that a lot

of the farm buildings and the house the farmer him-
self lives in, are badly out of repair at the present
time? Yes.

4083. Is not it also within your knowledge that in

nearly all farm agreements the farmer has to keep the
roads round the farm and round the folds and that
sort of thing in good repair, and leave them in good
condition when he leaves? The landlord finds the,

material. The tenant cuts them up, and I think it

is quite fair that he should repair them.
4084. You have one great advantage it is impossible

to secure to the ordinary farmer, and that is absolute

security of tenure? I have not. I am giving up the
farm in October.

40*5. But you have had up to this time? I am
simply the manager, not the tenant farmer.

4086. You come and put points before us and they
have lioen contrasted with tenant farmers, and I want
to got from you what peculiar advantages you havo
outside the tenant farmer. Do you admit you hav
some? Very few.

4087. Do you tell me that similar farms in your
district are let as low as 10s. an acre? Yes, and some
of them a great deal lower.

4088. I think you also stated, or Major Brassey did
in his letter, that no interest has been charged on

capital. Is that so? It depends how you look at it.

If you look at it from a cost point of view, I do not
sop why you should charge interest on capital. If

you buy shares in a rubber company and do not get

dividends, you do not write it down as a loss. Why
should you do it in farming?

4089. I put it to you the farmer farming on similar

lines would be bound to be in the Bankrnptcv Court.
This is my point; that in 1914 you lost 2,875 9s. 2d.?

I was not the manager then.

4090. That does not matter. Someone was ; and if

you coupled with that 5 per cent, interest on the
capital involved, you would have lost a further 1.600?

What would you write that down to? Would you
expect him to draw 1,600 out of his bank, and say
he had lost it because he had not made it?

4091. What I should say is that if an ordinary
tenant farmer farming a small farm which you put
at 2500 acres has made a loss of approximately over

4.000 a year, I should write him down as being in

the' Bankruptcy Court in very quick time? So
should T.

4092. That is my point. You come here this morn

ing. and you admit that you have peculiar advan-

tages. You say that the tenant farmer is uneducated,
is ultra-conservative, and that he goes to market, th

majority of them, too frequently, yet you cannot show
results, as I put it to you, which the average tenant

farmer could, or he would not be existing here? You

1/2
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have to know the conditions of the farm as well, you
know. You do not know the farm you are talking

about, I think.

4093. I do not know it; but I know a groat number

of farmers who come from the saint- count \, who do

not look to me, aa if they wi-re making losses such aa

you suggest in your accounts. You say that many of

those formers "attend markets t> dnys a week? I

1 what a labourer said to me; but from my <mn

knou ledge I know i'f several men who attend four r

five times n week.

4094. And they an- worthy of considerable <i-iisnn-

I gre.- with yon in that.' Would you tell us tin-

names of some of tli<- fanners who attend markets as

frequently as that:1

Certainly not.

I' think it is only fair and reasonable if you
make a statement of that sort, that you should back

it up by giving the names and addresses of the men
who are rightly deserving of public censure? I will

ask them to allow me to give their names.

Chairman : I do not think this is essential.

4096. Mr. Langford : What material do you suggest
the ordinary farmer could purchase and use on his

farm which he has not now got? I should say a

16-foot seeding drill. I have only seen about three

since I have been in England.
4097. Would you suggest that a drill of that width

would be suitable for many farms in England ? Yes,

any farm of a reasonable size. I do not say a small

holding. That is an absurditv, of course.

4098. I am afraid we should not agree as to what
was a reasonable sized farm. You do not regard

2,700 acres as an economical farm? No, I think it

w a very uneconomical size.

4099. I think you said you would regard 10,000 acres

as a decent farm that yo'u could successfully manage?
I did not say I could" successfully manage it. I said

1 thought it was an economical size.

4100. Do you know how many farms of 10,000 acres

there are? Vi-ry few.

4101. Would you be surprised to hear there are only
14.1300 farms of over 300 acres in hng'-<nd? That is

about it.

4102. You have brought with you these two pretty

pictures? Yes.

4103. Do you seriously suggest to the Commission

that that is a team that is ordinarily used in agri-

culture in England? If it is not. a paper of that

standing ought not to publish it. It is an advertise-

ment of ignorance.

HOI. Have you taken up the matter with themP

No.

4105. But you bring it hero because you think upon
tli- Commission there are a great many gentlemen

who may not be so acquainted with agriculture as

urn! you are going to ask them to believe

that. Do you know what county this (.holograph was

taken in? - No: I do not know anything about it. It

simply struck mo what brutal ignorance it was, and

I brought it.

4106. Is that class of hay carter used in your

countyP No.

4107. Then I do not think I need say anything more

about that. Have you got electric power on your
farm? No.

4108. Do you know that many of the farmers in

England are using it to-day, both for power and light-

ing, and even to light their cottages? Very likely.

4109. Do you know that there are some counties in

England that have adopted electricity, and have asked

the public authorities who have electric current to

dispose of to bring it into the country and link up
id.-ir farms? I have not heard of it.

4110. Herefordshire is one which has petitioned the

Town Council, who have large electrical works : and

they ar<- now- about to spend a very large capital,

otiiething like 100,000 in linking up their farms,

In 'V realise the great advantages that nccrn*

to farmers" by the use of electricity. Won' I

reran! them as amongst these neople whom you sal

ultra-conservative? No, I should not.

till. .Vr. Thirmn* TTrnrfrr.'on : You an id in rc| ly t<i

Mr T,anpford that you have dropped from

profit in 1917 to 2.3W! in 191. a total drop of about
-? Yes.

4112. You suggested in reply to him when you were

asked for the cuima, that it waa due to an increase in

the wages bill? No; 1 said there was an increase.

lll.'t. ''1 lii-re was an increase of .'!'.!<;. Tlmi only

Hts for a quarter of that drop. I think my

figures
. -ft That is about right.

1111. Can you account for the 1,100 odd? los.

'Ih.-r.- came a very unlucky spring. We had it lot of

land i<ll. which ought to h;n- l-i-.-n PI i uli i\ .it ion.

On those heavy clays we cannot do what want.

111".. It was not entirely due to labour?

tll'i. You MI id in reply tO ,-oine one else, that. .Mini-

labour force was .> mm, '-.omen ..nil (in man pi IM.II. i -.

I think \ou said II (iermiin prison.
111". Mow many women have you:' Fifteen or six-

teen.

II IS. That is only 32 ordinary men that you have?

Yes.

4119. As compared with 104 men and boys you em-

ployed before the war? Yes; the area waa larger in

those days.
4120. How much larger? In 1914 the area was

3.609.

4121. You are short 600 acres? Yes.

4122. How many of the 3*2 men were actually em-

ployed on the farm before the war!' They are all men
who were employed, and the boys have grown up on

the farm. I have imported very few.

1123. Could you divide these into categories showing
the older men 'and the boys who have grown up? I

could not do that from memory.
4124. You make a charge of inefficiency against your

own staff, and your figures are hardly comparable. I

do not think you have the materials for a comparison P

Why?
4125. On your own showing you have only 32 of the

original 104, and you have 15 women who were not

emploved before, I presume, and you have 11 German

prisoners whom we cannot compare with anything. Is

it quite fair to base your generalisation on such a

small basis? Generalisation of what?
4126. As to the fall in the efficiency of labour? As

Chairman of the Food Production Committee of mv
district, I am in touch every day of the week with

neighbouring farmers, and the complaint is most

general, and I see it in evidence myself every day.
4127. I am not complaining of this not being on a

wider basis, but you did not say that to brgin with.

You said it was your own personal experience on the

farm. Of these 32. some of them would be older men
who had been on the farm a long time?- ^

4128. Against whom you make no complaint ?-

4129. So that the complaint finally lies against a

iparatively small group of individuals? -Yes, on

my farm.
'4130. As a scientist, do you think it is fair to make

a wide generalisation of that kind on such a small

group of cases 9 The district in which I am Chairman
of Food Production is a fairly wide district, and I ha\e

complaints very generally from men I can tru-t

4131. They did not employ for the most part mm
who did not come in during the war? I am afraid we
do not get many men coming in the industry.

1132. Yon cannot get them? Very few.

1 133. So that it applies to tin- younger men solely?

Yes.
4134. And those are very few in number P Yes,

worse luck.

4135. Why is it worse luck if they are inefficient? I

wish there were not anv young men
113fi. You said you believed in the desirability

of

very large farms. I do not quarrel with vour opinion ;

I. nt I put it to you that one essential factor in run-

ning laree farms is. that you can depend on an

offic-ent labour staff? Yes.

1137. The difficulty of managing with a small staff

will be much greater in the case of a larger staff?

it will.

4138. Can you look forward to nnv increase of

farm, with comfort? If I hid a farm of that area. I

liould have a prent dcnl of lahour-snving machinery,
and T should reduce labour to a minimum.

41.T9. I agree; but you are bound to have some?

Yes.

4140. Assuming von are riirht in believing thnt

lalniiir is so almminnblv inefficient, how can you look

forward to the possibility of extending t*e siee of your
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holding:' It is a trouble that has got to be met. It is

no use funking a thing ;
we have to do it somehow.

4141. You say the old race of agricultural workers
were more honest, more efficient, better workers, and
so on, than the present generation:' Some of the
older men I have got are most excellent.

4142. Would you say as a generalisation that the
older race of agricultural labourers was better than the

younger generation ? Yes, there is no comparison.
4143. Might 1 ask what the cash rewards of their

honesty, industry, and efficiency were? The wages
were very low then, I believe? Yes.

4144. 1 put it to you again as a possibility, do
not you think it is just because the rewards of the

industry, of efficiency and honesty of these old agri-
cultural labourers, was so very poor, that the present
generation is not having any. and will not put for-

ward the same efforts in the industry? Possibly that
is so.

4145. That is to say, what you are inheriting now
is a very evil tradition on the part of the farmers
in the past? Possibly. Wo certainly did not pay
the wages we ought to have paid.

4146. How can you expect thesis people to accept
those conditions? You have to face that, havo not

you ? Yes.

4147. And I suggest you can only face it by raising
the rewards of their industry? To the good men.

4148. To the good men, of course; and by raising
the standard of education, as you suggest? Yes.

4149. Is there any other possibility of meeting
it? I do not think so.

4160. Then why blame the present generation? -I

do not think it is inherited; it is cultivated.

4151. It is cultivated because of the old conditions?

No, it is cultivated by agitators.
4152. Agitators .is a somewhat vague phraste. I

might be considered to be one myself ;
but do not

you think if there was nothing to agitate for, there
would be no agitators ? Possibly ; they would bo out
of a job.

4153. Do not you think that if the people had been

properly treated, the agitators would have had no

scope at all? I think a great deal is due to the
class of official that the Agricultural Labourers^ Union

puts in as its Secretary and Chairman. My local

union have a railway signalman as secretary, and a
(on I hawker as chairman. Neither of them under-
stands agriculture, and they cannot deal with this.

41.34. I put it to you that even supposing the
chairman and secretary of that union, about which
I knou very little indeed, are of the class you indi-

cate, unless the farm servants, the agricultural workers
in England, were disposed to listen to them about
their grievances, there would be no scope for that
union or any other union in the industry? Why
do not they confine it to experts in their job?

4155. Possibly it is their business. I put it to you
they havo a perfect right to choose anybody they
lik.-!' Yes.

I'kairman: I am afraid thnt is not a proper ques-
tion as to whether someone is a proper union official,

or is not.

Mr. \\'<iU;rr: On a point of order, I submit the

question is perfectly in order, because it was not
I In .Mr. Thomas Henderson.
ninin: The personnel of the union or their

officers is not a subject that we can discuss.

Mr. ]><:llu.i : The question does not affect mo any
more than it does Mr. Thomas Henderson, but I do

suggest you should allow it, because it is a definite

accusation mad'c by the witness against the local

union, and lie has brought it as one of the reasons

for the inefficiency of the agricultural labourer.

Mr. Thomas Henderton: I do not want to press the

point partirularly ;
but I do suggest to you that

agricultural labourers, for whatever reason it may
be, who are discontented and want to form a Union
for better conditions, have the same right as other

' have of appointing whom they like as officials.

4156. It does not matter to you?- -I tHink it does.

If I have to meet an official of a Union, I should like

to meet a man who thoroughly understands his job.
I believe all the labourers ought to join the Union. I

am very strong that way myself; but I should like to

meet a man who is a practical mn and not a railway

signalman or coal hawker.
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4157. After ah1

, they are simply putting forward
the views of their constituents? Yes; but. they have
not done the actual work, and I do not see how they
can deal with it as practical men.

4158. We will leave that point. With regard to

your German prisoners how do they figure in your
wages bill? Do they get the full wages of ordinary
labourers? They are paid at Government rates.

4159. What are they? I cannot tell you off-hand.
The Government tell us what we have to pay, and we
pay it.

4160. Mr. Dallas : It is 6s. 6d. ? It is the same as
the minimum wage.
4161. Mr. Thomas Henderson: And they aro

actually paid that, or the Government are paid?
Yes, the Government are paid.
4162. You have given a very surprising judgment,

and I frankly admit I do not know your conditions
in Northamptonshire. You said there was more
callousness about the war amongst agricultural
labourers than among any other class of people?
3fes. I think there was.
4163. It was a most astonishing statement to me.

Did none of them go to the Army at all? As few as

possible. As long as w-e could get exemption for

them, they would not go. I should think they volun-
teered less than any other class of person in England.

4164. Do you know the figures? No.
Chairman: I think these questions should not be

put.
Mr. Thomas Henderson: With all deference, I am

questioning him on his own statements. I am sorry
these statements should go forward, but it is not from

my questions.
4165. You do not know the figures with regard to

recruitment? I have not stated the figures.
4166. Would you mind giving us the evidence from

the wages sheet, showing the effects of the deteriora-

tion in the efficiency of labour? Yes, I can produce
them.
4167. Mr. J. M. Henderson : I do not propose to

a.sk any questions on the accounts. You have been

good enough to say you will produce the balance
sheots

; but I observe the house accounts and all that
are there. I presume the farm accounts are perfectly
distinct? Absolutely distinct.

4168. They only happen to be in that volume?
That is all.

4169. What is your experience with regard to
c i je.ils during the last years in which you have been

managing? Have you made a profit on them or not?

Yes, I think I have.
4170. And you have made a profit on the cattle as

well? Yes; I think profits have been general.
4171. What is your idea of the profepecte for the

future taking the, world's position as to wheat, and
so forth. What is your idea as to whether the price
is to go up or down within the next three years? I

am afraid I cannot judge on those questions.
4172. You have not thought about it? I have tried

to, but only as an amateur. I have not the figures
and facts available to give you an answer.

4173. Are you aware that Canada has fixed a mini-
mum for wheat for this next year at $2.25 per bushel,
which is equal to 72s. lOd. a quarter? Yes; I have
seen it in print.

4174. Do you think there is any chance of its going
down the next three years?
Chairman : I think he has answered that question,

that he anticipates making the profits of 1916 and
1917 in the future.

4175. Mr. J. M. Henderson : What is your sugges-
tion, if you have any, as to the minimum which the
Government ought to fix for 1920-21? I think it is

impossible to give any figure until we know what the

Wages Board are going to do.

4176. It has been suggested by several other wit-

nesses, 60s. That is the minimum. Do you agree?
The minimum and a free market. I should think that
is a satisfactory figure ;

but 1 have not studied the

question.
4177. You do not suggest any minimum as to meat.

Lord Rhondda fixed 67s.? No.

4178. Do vou do a good deal in milk? No, very
little.

4179. During your management, have you increased
the number of modern implements? Very greatly.

L 3
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il|:- 1 1 HI- ran get a supply of laliour.

i Subject to that:- Subject to a supply i.l

labour. I think we ought to IN- able tn go on.

1 1 -I. Subject to tin- supply nl hiliour and it- d.oii
-.

its duty, you an- satisfied with the position as to the

you net- It is rather H big term, pi i

get. I (liihlile in milk mill tl lat beasts IIOH

IIIK! again: hut I do not go in tor fattening on
-.ale. or selling milk on a hug.- Male.

D.I you go in lor -:>!. < air- ^ -

41*0. You Imv .attle and teed them up- I rear
them and sell them us stores.

11*7. Von do not buy cattle for fattening
- No.

II--. Mi. <.'i.ii: Mav I ask if you an- the author
of the hook " A Ten Thousand Acre Kami "I' Yes;
joint author.

ll-H. What \ear did .Major lira-sex lake this ftirm:-
! think he bought the property in I'XU.
ll!H>. With regard to tin HM of iigrictiltural

machinery and the eonserx-atism of farmers, do you
know which year the s,-l| hinder was in use in this
.

uiintry:-_
Do you mean when it uns first introduced -

Hill. Yes. when it came in general user \o. I

cannot remember. I can remcmhcr as a schoolboy in
it was working then.

L>. The Americans had it in use in 1-7(1. I

understand from a Hoard of Agriculture 1 k I was
rending the other day. that it did not come into use
in (his country until |ss.V--| can rememln-r it in
I-!!'-' quite well: hut that is ihe lirsi time I ran re-
niPinhpr it.

4193. With regard to the organisation of labour on
the farm, do not you think that depends upon the
landlord just as much us upon the farmer I mean
to say. with respect to adequate buildings:- (Vrtainlv
laliour ought to he better housed than it is.

L I am not talking about the housing of labour
T am talking about cowsheds, barns, and so forth; so
that you could organise your laliour better if you hud
far bettor buildings on the farm-- On the other
hand, a tenant need not take the farm unless he is

satisfied with the buildings.
1 1 !'.">. I ipiite understand that. With regard to the

inefficiency of laliour. I suppose these older men yon
have to-day would be men of about 2O years old" in

They would l>e young i i then-'
'

I mean the
men from 10 to 65.

\\-nild it surprise yon to learn that in ilie

Hoy a I OominUUOn of I 1 the summary stated that,

there were universal complaints about the inefficiency
of labour at tl I \\as no! aware of it.

1107. That is so : because I have been n ading up the

pajjes
in the Hoyal Commission. You cast some very-

serious reflections on the patriotism of agricultural
labourers in this country. Would it surprise you to
learn that over '200.000 agricultural labourers voliin

il to fight for this country r Out of him many;-
1

- Out of about 700,000:- A third. It Mould

surprise me very inuc-li.

4199. Those are the figures given by a responsible
member of the Hoard of Agriculture Probably the.

figures are higher than that:-' If so. I should like to
i' hat I have said.

4200. You are aware I suppose., that Northampton
has IHN-H one of (he lowest paid counties in Kngland
KO far ait liiliour is concerned:' I believe it has.

l'J"il. Do not yon think that would iiu-mini a good
denl for the lack of physical efficiency in many
labourers in the county at th In what
connection '-

1202. They would not IM> so \\ell fed. and their

children would not l>e so well nourished in infani x and

iK.yhood? -It might.
4203. That i- a truism. I suppose-: but do not yon

think that the industrial itnrcM whirb you speak
about and which you attribute large!-, .irs is

largely accounted for by the fact that during war

tune, \\lit- --iding to jour e>stin^ i.lu<ft on
.iats von \\ere puyii.. i day to your lalxit.

the rue in the price ol oat i
: lent.. i

.iinouiited 10 27s. a week and the riM- in

was only .VI per (ent. Do not you think labour ould

llaturalix . M'-I:M- hen they loiind you d il

not raise agcs in anordame \\ith prn -

not the only l\i . lung u e had to hn .

at. Hell, 'lake hinder string, from l-s. to !.

iLlll. I a^iee. bin I put it l<i you that might be a

\erx s.-ii. nis i.ason l.ir industrial unrest among the

labourers thi-nuielviw \\heu they hncl their wages do not

go iiji
in proportion to ihe price you g.it lor your |.io

(luce in llllti and I5M7. I am leleiring to tiiosi- par-
ticular \eai-: I'rices had not i i-en to that extent.

bad they .-

-'
j-.-r cent. l>elore the -'"'-. a u.ek

in. You state that your farm w a.s in a (ondition of

growing through the cottages and a thousand

ACm ot rabbit \\arren. As a pnictiial man. in how
:n

illy y, ars do you e\|M' farm like that into

an oidiiiiiry profitable condition of n.-rking- That
loll.

Tin rritneM: If y-/u will allow me. >u. I should
like to retract any injustice I haxe don.- this morning
to the agricultural labourer. For llir. I have
lieen the representative ot the Hoard ol Agriculture
on the Northampton and I'eterborough Tribunal, and
irom the opinion I formed there 1 thought that labour
had been standing hack more than any otln r class, but

in view of the figures which Mr. (Ireeii has given me
I \vish to retrai i thai >-( ateineni . as I had no actual

figure- before me when I made il. and I am .-xii-

Orrj it 1 ha\e done any injustice to the agricultural
irer.

<. .l/i. /.'/ ini i /.< : I understood you i,, sii.

that your experience \\as obtained outside this

com. try? Part of it.

I'J07. Were you trained originally in tins country
> -

1-iN. Dnl ,011 att<-nd any one of the Agricultural
( ollegcs!'- I Has a pupil on Lord Normanton's estates

in Hampshire. Dorsetshire, and Wiltshire.

4:209. You have had no scientific training in agi i

culture '- No.

iL'ld. \ou are in favour "I large farms ^ -

1211. You make the statement that large farms
HI uld produce more: On what- grounds do you make
that statement.:*- Did I make that statement

I'JlL'. Yes. I have a note here of your ansner. and

you most distinctly said so.

Mr. l>iili/i!<: That large farms were more economical.
CJI3. Mr. Eilinirils : Yes. I quite agree. What did

you mean by Siiying that large farms wen- more econo
inical :'

--Kecatiw. in the case of a large farm you can

employ better machinery, and more machinery, and
you i an get over a larger amount of work in a shorter

IL'J I. Looking at it from the national point of view.
I presume you will admit that the important point, is

the quantity of produce you can gather out of a

gixen area:- Certainly. I agree.
l-l.'i. Do you think thai your large farm which is

a large farm in this par! of the world compares
favourably with the smaller farm- as to the total

produce you get out of the land- I -i .- no -

\<hy the produce should not he increa-.ed. or. at any
I.e eipiul on a huge liirni as compared with a

small one.

i.'lli. Does your return per acre compare favourahlx
with what we get from the ordinal \ Knulish I:,;

I have no means of comparing them.
I_'I7. What is your total produc;- per acre- The

mi-rage of wheat has been .'!-(i:17 quarters per acre in

llie last eight year-.

I'Jl*. 1 find by your balan.-e sheet thai (he total
sum in value of your pi.,.li ;

. . i,,r the whole of tin

liirms lasi year was (.' In '.'_' I

-

^

l-l!. Your :M- , .
I umlei-slaiid- N

i

I -'JO. Naturally, therefore, the produce per
only amounts to barely t:i 1U-. pi i- acre- I will lake
your figures as correct.

ll'L'l. Do you reallv mean to tell me that the small
I;. liners ol Kngland would be able to lne on a produce
SIM h . I havi no method n! coinparisnn. If
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you will give me some figures 1 might be able to
answer you.

1222. X'ou also said that the farmers had a lack of

capital:
1

I do not think I said that.
4223. Thf i'luiiriniiii : He said that he believed that

farmers probably had a shortage of capital? I think
I said they would do Letter if they had more capital.

l'2-\. Mr. Edtcanlx: You are aware that in certain
parts of the country a large number of farms are in
the market, and that farmers are buying them? Yes.

422.5. Is that so in your district? "Yes
4226. If farmers, were short of capital, when the

land-owner provided a large portion of the farmer's
capital in the shape of the land he farmed, what, in

your opinion, will be the effect on the industry in the
future when the farmer, having bought his farm,
will have to produce a double lot of capital, as it were
--the purchase money for his farm, and his capital
in his farm? I am a Crop Inspector under the Corn
Production Act for the Board of Agriculture, and in
the course of my duties I happened to ask a farmer
if he was the outgoing tenant, and he said: " Worse
Iii'k. I am not." I said: "Why do you say worse
luck? " He said: "

I have bought the place, and I

find that I have to do all my own repairs, and pay
Income Tax, and everything else, and I wish I had
never seen it."

1227. Htm <l, t the farms in your district compare
in area with your farm? I should think the farms
on the average round me would be possibly 250 I

122*. Mr \\~<ill:ii : May ue have the name of the
individual you refer to? I am prepared to ask him
for permission to divulge his name, if you would
wish to liavo his name.

4229. Yes, I wish you would let us have it? I will
a*k for permission if the Secretaries will koep a note
of that, and remind me of it.

123H. Mf l>,il/,is; ^ on
,j;iy ; paragraph ii : "The

extraordinary conditions applied to agriculture by the
\Vages Hoard, which to an outsider ap|x>ar irrecnn-
cilable to the economic prospects of the agricultural
industrx." Will you toll u.s what you really mean by
that? You did say something this nonung about
the wages being fixed the same for an unskilled man
>f 21 a~ for a fully skilled man of :i. Is that pre-
eiM-ly wha't you mean, or do you mean that and some-
thing else, or only that? That is one of the condi-
tions. 1 think it i-. absurd that a boy of only 21.

working on a (arm. \< e will w ,y. with his father." who
is a fully skilled man at his work, should get the same
rate III Mage*.

1231. The country decided that a IMIV of Is years
t age was man enough to go out and fight for his

count rx. and if the \\ ago Hoard allows you another
three years, and applies this scale to the hoy of 21,
do you not agree with it? No.

42M2. How long an apprenticeship do you think
should be served by an agricultural labourer?- Take
the matter of thatching, a- an example. That only
takes place (or three weeks in the \ear. and I do
not suppose any boy 'ould learn to thatch in throe
weeks. In six months a l>oy can be trained for mili-

tary duty, mid is then fit to go over the top, but
that doe, not apply to agriculture. A great deal
more training, in my opinion, is necessary.

I2:t3. With regard to education, I suppose you
Mould agree that most \nn-< in agriculture have, been
working since they were about l.'t years of age, and
some of them at an even earlier age? 14 is nearer
the mark now. is it not?

1231. Yes. I agree, II is the age noxv, but until

comparatively recently it has lieen 13. If a boy
works from the age of 13 until he is 21 on a farm
lo you not think he bus bad a fairly long apprentice-
ship?-- -They learn, of conr-e, as thev grow older,
but they cannot begin to learn thatching and hoe-

ing roots at 13. They only start to learn that when
they are about 18.

12.'C). They must have a fail' amount of skill aftei

they have been a number O f years in the business,
must, they not ? It depends upon their brain, and
Ibeir aptitude, and their powers of observation
whether they take it in quickly or not. A l>oy who
bas been leading a mink carl at II. I agree, i-. put

a more important job \\hen lie is 10.

2.-, 12.-,

J23G. You told us this morning that a boy of 14
was capable and skilled enough to look after a pair
of horses, and I put it to you that when a boy has
served for another seven years until he isi 21, he must
be supposed to have gathered some skill as he has
gone along? Yes, some.

4237. That is my point. He then has to get a

wage of 36s. b'd. You stated that wages before the
xvar were 18s. a week, and that they were too low?
Yes.

4238. The Board of Trade told us recently that the
cost of living has increased 115 per cent; do you
agree? Y'es.

4239. So that actually his wage of 36s. 6d. to-day
is, in reality, bearing in mind the increase of 315 per
cent, in the cost of living, a less wage than the wage
of 18s! before the war? Yes, that is so, but you have
got to think of the horsekeeper, who gets 150 per
cent, rise and the rise in the case of feeding stuffs is

only 115 per cent. You do not give us any credit for
that.

4240. I am not going to give you the credit because
you have already given the Wages Board the credit,
or the discredit for that, as the case may be? You
are a member of the Wages Board, are "you?

4241. Yes. I am rather concerned about a state-

ment you made this morning, and one you have
repeated several times, because I think it "is a very
serious statement. You said that men have wilfully
and deliberately ceased to take any interest in their
xvork? Yes, I made that statement, and I am pre-
pared to stick to it. I can prove it in one instance
it' you would like me to do so. I know you have not

got time to go into many of them.
1212. One instance may be correct, but I do not

think that one instance can prove the fact generally,
if it be a fact? One gentleman here asked me to

bring up the figures relating to the deterioration of

labour, and I can do that another time.

1213. You told us about some man who went to

play cricket .

The t'ldiiniuin: I do not think it is useful to go
over that ground again. The witness has offered to

bring up figures showing the actual amount of work
done, and the cost paid for that work from his books.
\\lien he conies lioforo us again you can examine him
U]K>U it.

424 J. Mi. hull, is: I am dealing with the evidence
of the it ness with regard to the efficiency, or in-

efficiency,, of lulxnir. Inefficiency must have a very
serious and widespread effect on the economic posi-
tion of this industry if it exists, and I want to show
that the Witness is not reliable in the evidence that he
lias given. (To the Witness) I have here a current

copy of i! The Mark Lane Express," this week's

copy, in which the leader writer, or the leaderette
writer, draws attention to the fact that he visited
a farm last week, and that the men were not at work,
and that the horses were at grass and that the farmer
preferred to turn his men off at the end of the

ordinary day's work rather than pay overtime rates,
or let the men work overtime there it is, you can
read it for yourself? That has nothing to do with
me.

4245. No. but it does go to prove that the labourers,
re not the only people who may not work all tho

hours that might be worked during harvest time?
I think that I have censured the farmer as much as
I have censured the labourer.

4240. I was coming to that next. You said the
landlords were inefficient, the farmers were inefficient,
and that the Inlioiircrs were inefficient. Would you
suggest that the only people who are efficient in

agriculture are the managers? .No, I would not.

4247. Then it seems to me that there is nobody who
is left who i< efficient at all? I do not think, as a
matter of fact, that I mentioned the word "

in-
efficient."

4248. Yes. I can assure you you did, and you xvill

see it in the report of your evidence? Unless you
can prove- it I do not think you should make these-

wild statements.

124!). The shorthand notes will show. You said von
had been abroad for some time? Yes.

L \
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I-.'AI. Would you in inJ telliug u xxhat sort of labour

\ou were working with abroad. - All sorts.

l.V.l. .Niggers!
1 If you like to call th.-n. niggers,

but they were prim ipally half-bred Italians and

Spaniard*. Most of our labourers canie simply lor the

-t, and went back again; they were employ nl

on piece-work.
(Jo-. You did not get your ideas of treating labour

from your contact with treating niggers and hall

castes, and all these people, 1 hopeP 1 do not umU-i

stand that question.
>. Would the inc.lu -iem -\. ami th- lack of in:

in these people you have been speaking of abroad

rather prejudice you in your outlook towards British

labour:- 1 did not say thai they showed inefficiency

or lack of interest in their xxork. Tin- labourer <mi

there, as .long as you made it worth his while* from
the point i iiione\, was the best labourer on

earth, and 1 do not think the British labourer would
on piece-work for any money if you offered it to

him. They will not take on piece-work, whereas the

whole of our harvest out there was done piece-work,
and I have actually had men growling at me on a

damp morning because I would not blow the whittle

to enable them to start threshing. As against that,

in my opinion the English labourer the longer he

r.niains idle the better he is pleased.
l-.")l. Would you believe that men with life long

experience of agricultural labourers, such as the Hon.
E. U. Strutt, take absolutely the opposite point of

view from that which you take with regard to English

agricultural labour;" People are bound to take

different opinions. If we all liked the same girl where
should we be?

IL'.'W. We have had the Hon. E. G. Strutt here

giving evidence before this Commission, a man who
has been engaged in farming for 40 or 50 years, one
of the greatest of our experts, and who has nothing
but praise for the English agricultural labourer. How
do you come to differ so profoundly from an attitude

like thalr One point is, you are putting words into

my mouth which I have not used. I have said what
1 could to the advantage of the older men. I have the

greatest rc.-pec l fur them, and gratitude to them for

the wa\ ihe\ have v. orkod during the last three or

four years, but as regards the young men 1 cannot

enough against them
;
I say they wilfully will not

work.

Those are your words, and I say they are

very serious. 1 am not going to say they aiv untrue,
but I think they U*. May I ask you xxhether you
arc expressing your own individual opinion, or

\\hether you are also expressing the opinions of those

who employ your Does Major Brassey hold the same

opinion of the Knglish agricultural labourer as you
do? If you had read my precis you would have seen

ih.it I sa'y I am prepared to submit evidence from my
ow n experience.

1. Are your employers of the same opinion as

\ourself? I am not prepared to give an answer to

that question.
4258. This opinion of yours is formed from a close

observation of the agricultural labourer, is itP Ye.*.

4269. You lime Keen manager of this farm >

W15? Yes.

4260. You hav< b.cn there all the time? All the
time'.

that you also haxc shared the lack of

niixicty and freedom from the worr\ of participating
practically in the war, like the agricultural labourers

you have mentioned: Yee.

4262. Are you a member of the National Farmers'
Union? No, they wiU not have me.

-'- With regard to the question of the guarai
price, and the minimum rate of wages, you said that
if wo have a minimum wa; ust also have a

guaranteed price or words to that effect? Yes.

4264. Why "must"? Is it r.-nlly essential there
should be any conn.-. iin In i -A e, n the two!-

1

It comes
to this: would \on work if you did nut eel a salary.
and why should a farmer farm if he docs not make
a profit?

That is not quite the answer. Farmers have

.naking profits in the past without being guaran-
., . ,1 prices, From 1876 to 1895 I should think very

lew farmers in this country made a profit.

4266. From 1875 to 1915 they had no guaranteed
Would you he surprised to learn thai there

are quite a number of trades and industries in the

country which have legal minimum wages fixed by

law, and no guaranteed price for the product they

turn out? 1 think Mr. Leonard put that question to

me tins morning.
The Chairman: Yes, and the witness answered it

by saying that a bootmaker would not make boots

unless he was certain of being able to sell them that

he did not require a nun use ho simply would

not make the boots if ho could not sell tluin.

4267. Mr. Dallas: Mr. Wrey is a very intelligent

witness ? I am afraid you are flattering me.
. But 1 do not think manufacturers manulac

ture any commodity just because they have an order

to manufacture. It is a fact, is it not, that there are

many trades in the countrv which have, by law, a

legal minimum wage imposed upon them, anil \ct they
:io guarantee with regard to the prices of their

commodities? You cannot compare the two. 'Jake

any trade you like, hot us stick to boote
; they are

working under a roof the whole time, and it docs not

matter what the climate, or the conditions are, or

what the temperature is. whereas every one of these

elements are of the most vital importance to the agri-
culturalist. For example, 1 planned my farm last

on the most economical plan that I could devise. I

arranged for 36 acres of fallow out of 2,850. As a
matter of fact I got 303 acres because the weather

interrupted, and I have not been able to sow the land.

You cannot put a bicycle or a boot in comparison w ith

crops.
4269. No, and I do not wish to compare .them, and

1 am not comparing them in the way that y.
pare them. I only draw attention to the hut that
there are many industries that must pay. and are

under penalties if they do not pay. a legal minimum
wage, and yet have no guarantee with regard to prierr

v know what their profit is going to

be before they start to manufacture, otherwise they
shut their business down.

4270. No, I do not agree with you, they are just
as much, and in some eases mi. re liable to the fluctua-

tions of tho market than agriculturists would ber

They would allow for that in (be costing.
1-71. Supposing n legal minimum wage continues

in the case of agriculture, and no guaranti-
by law. what do you think the ell'ect will her I think
that most arable land would rexert to grass at once.

4272. Jn spile of the fact that the guarai
by law have never \< I c .,,,,, m ,,, because.
the market price has been so much greater, and even
the controlled price has been very much lower than
the prices that have been ruling, 'and thai are likely
to continue in the future? Jf you continue the con-
trolled price and the guarantee, the minimum wage
xvill not affect us very much.

427,'i. Supposing there is no controlled price, but
that ow ing to the xvorld shortage of food stuffs xvc fixed
.1 minimum guarantee at (>n ntiooed tlu>

morning -I am not n spoiuihle for the figure and tin-

world pri M. 70i. OF 90 still think
that land would go ibiv, n to gra-sr I have not studied
the question carefully enough, and I should like to
have more chance of thinking it over bel<

if, roughly speaking, fi. MM I have
had I think that with (His. minimum, and an open
market for (he farmer, a good deal of land would ic
main under the plough.

4274. A i ,re that it i- the i uslom both for
:.d Kmpheii r>' Association* in iip]K>int-

ing their nflii inls not to select a person who is skilled
in their particular trader 1 xvas not aware of it.

ke the National Farmers'
I'nion. The (ieiirral Sicr.-'ary of the National
Kanmr-' 1'nir.i. . , Pent fellow is a barr.
ami not a farm

l:.'7i. Therefore, if the Farm l,ab inrej's' Vnion In

any particular pln< e sole, l .o.niebodx who Wi

agricultural labourer they would be doing nothing
than nn* done

I.;,
the employers in H

(heir organisation ? - Yc<, but pcrh'aps in the <;>
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the General Secretary of the Labourers' Union, or the
General Secretary of the Farmers' Union, it would be
an advantage to have a barrister, because you want a
man who can plead your cause to the public. In the
case of the little local organisation that I have to deal
with down there it is hopeless. If I wore not up
against a railway signalman, or a coal hawker, i

should be able to see their official, and come to an

agreement in no time, but if I have to go and sit on
a gate and talk to a man about the sowing of turnips,
after listening to what I have to say. lie bays:

"
1

must go and see George
" or somebody else and

until the labourers and the employers can meet on
common ground we must meet in some way or another,
and if I can meet an official and get on with him so
much the better for everybody concerned in the

industry.
4277. Is that the custom which prevails for the

labourer and the employer to settle any difference they
have, and, failing settlement, to endeavour to come to
a settlement through the Union!' I should prefer to
deal with the Union every time if I could find a man
who understands his job.

4278. I think you will find most of their officials

understand their job.
4279. Mr. Cuutlcy : When you say you are in favour

of the 10,000 acre farm, and the large farms, I take
it that is only on the ground of economic working!'
Yes.

4280. You have not taken into account the political
or social demand for f.mall farms, and small holdings?
-No.

4281. You are a little hard, I think, upon the tenant

fanner, are you not, when you say he does not use the
best machinery. You actually mentioned a 1G ft.

drill? Yes.
4282. You do not suggest that a 16 ft. drill would

even go through the gate* of an ordinary farm? A
16' ft. drill is packed on to a trolley, and it goes through
a 4 ft. gate. You cart it on a pair of wheels, and
hen you get it into the field you take the wheels off

and put them on at each end in five minutes.
-12vj. The small farmer necessarily cannot go to the

expense of having the different kinds of machinery,
and implements, that the big farmer can have? That
is why I advocate the large farm.

4384. On purely economic grounds? On purely
economic grounds.

4285. That does not justify you in finding the f mlt

you do find with the tenant farmer for not using the
b"-t machinery, doe., it? It would not be an economic

thing on a small holding to have the latest up-to-date

expensive machinery? You keep varying from small

holdings to tenant farmers. You ought to stick to

either one or the other.
4'2 J i. Take the small holder, or the small farmer?
The Mnall farmer would not have the capital.

J. It is obvious that the 200 acres farmer could

itot keep steam tackle, for example? Of course not.

{'J-'S Tin; big farmer like you would be able to do
so. I suppose you have steam tackle? Yes.

l2-<9. Yon ^ave us another illustration of the shorts

comings of the tenant farmer. You said that he did
not sen rye to eye with you with regard to selling
fat cattle by tlie weigh bridge? Yes.

4290. Does not that involve valuers? No.
4291. Surely a fat beast is worth more per stone,

according to the quality!- *>

4292. Who is going to arrive at the price? The
butchers, in competition, when they are sold.

4293. I thought you were referring to the present
system of grading and weighing before sale? No,
I think that system is absolutely absurd.

I- your land heavy land"? Very. It is mostly
1 and .5 horse land. We havo few acres of 2 horse
land ab-mt 120 acres.

42ft.'). Do you mean to say that to plough it you
i-o 4 to 6 horses? Yes.

4296. How much of the 2,850 acres is tillage land?
-It is just over the .>0 per cent., a few acres over the

half and half.

4297. The other half is grass? Yes.

The average crop you grow of wheat is

.T'l.'i? (|iinrt4'iV- 'i

42W. JiM over 3 quarters to the acre? Yes.
1300. What use would a guaranty's of 60s. a quarter

be for 3 quarters to the acre 9? Very little.

4301. You do not suggest that you can grow wheat
on that sort of land at anything like 9 an acre?

Oh, yes.
4302. On heavy 4 or 5 horse land you can grow

wheat at anything like 9 an acre, do you really

suggest that? I have some figures here for you to

show that. Did you not see them this morning?
Here is wheat after beans, costing 5 guineas an acr v
and wheat after clover costing 4 19s.

4303. You do not allow anything for the fallowing
of the ground? Yes, I carry over 50 per cent, of

the cost of my fallow to the next year, 25 per cent.

to the second year, and 25 per cent, to the third year.
4304. What do you put the cost of the horses at?

Slie actual cost.

4305. 1 should like to discuss the question of cost-

ings with you the next time you come here. You will

come prepared with the cost of growing an acre of

wheat, and if you would price out the operation I

should be obliged to you, if you would not mind
taking that trouble? I have got it all here already.

4306. I could not follow it? If there is any
particular question that you want answered, and
you will let me know through the Secretaries I will

bring the details with me.
4307. I want to see the cost of the operation,

how many times ploughing and harrowing, and sow-

ing, and so on, all the way down? I have got it

here.

4308. I have seen that? Do you want more than
that?
4308A. No, but I want to enquire into the whole rota-

tion? I am afraid I cannot do that, because I have
not kept costs long enough.

4309. I havo some knowledge of the heavy clay
land of Sussex, and we cannot grow wheat there under
16 to 18 an acre? Of course 1 do not wish to com-

pare these figures with Sussex, or any other place.
4310. As to your balance sheet, would you direct

your attention before the next time to this: Taking
the two years ending April, 1917, and April, 1918,

you begin with a valuation of 22,625, and you end
in 1918 with a valuation of 31,651? Yes.

4311. Showing that there is an increase in the
valuation alone of 9,026? Yes.

4312. You have made during those two years,
according to your balance sheet, a profit in tho year
ending 1917 of 3,790, and in 1918, a profit of

2,385, those two years together making 6,175?
Yes.

4313. 2y900 less than the increasJe in the valuation.
Would you let us have by the next time tho details
I do not mean the absolute details, but the total

amount for the horses, cattle, sheep, and .so on, show-

ing how the valuation is arrived at? Your question
is rather a long one, and hard to keep in memory.
If you will put it in writing and send it to me I

will give you all the details you want.
4314. I am afraid that is rather a matter for the

.Secretaries than for mo. Tho increase in the valua-
tion is C9,000, and tho increase in the profit 6,000.
What I suggest to you is1 there is no profit at
all

; it is only a paper profit ? I think you arc very
likely correct.

4315. I agree if you were to get out of the business
now at April. 1918. there would be a profit on the

prices realised then, but I want to direct your atten-

tion to showing how the valuation is made up. Is

tenant right, for example, included in tho valuation?
It is.

4316. Does that vary from year to year? Yes, that
varies every year. The valuation is done by Messrs.
Fox and Vergette, of Peterborough, very year.

4317. Are your work horsos written up? Yes, every

year do you mean the appreciation, or the deprecia-
tion?

4318. The appreciation. Supposing you have a
horse that you can sell in the market at 100, is

he taken into stock at 100? I cannot give you
the figures the valuers put it at; they simply say:" You have a capital in horses of so much."

4319. If a factory owner were to write up the

value of his engines nnd machinery, and his fixed

pl-iiii, and shafting, and that sort of thing, to the

present market price he would show an enormous

profit, but he could not sell that shafting and
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m.ie hinory. and his engine*, otherw i- his work;. ou)<i

-top- ll.iause 1 have- brought those- balance she-.-ts

here it does not necessarily imply tluil I agree nith

tin- method i.i them. 1 inherited tin-in, and 1 have- \><

nirry thorn on.

l.'fiSI. Kor tin- lieiietit l tin- ( 'HiniiisMon we should
like to MO*- whether there IN actually n profit or imt.

pro-out ailvis-<l. 1 should think then- is

I HIII rather in-lined to ague with you. nnd in my
opinion the only tiling to do is to standardize your

priow.
l.TJl. I- then- anything in this for interest on

capital:- Th<> intoro-ct on your capital is your profit.

The I'liiiiiiiuin : He has answeroel that already hy

-.iving tin-re is no charge for interest on capita].
l:fJ'J. l/i-. I'initlfii: 'I here i.s no charge for manage--

mi-nt:- No- there is in tin- oMnag^ '"it not in the

balance -he-ct.

i:.H. In the costings it is put at 1's. 9d. an a.

i:'JI. Howe-vor. I will not go into figure* with

\ HI now. I will leave that until next time. !>

Mill run any pedigree stork on this I nun:- \Ve used

to, but 1 sold out last year.
I.TJ-V That de>es OOBM in ill the year HH - -

i.TJii i

1
. dgri-o siiM-k is not poor fanning, is it:-

A gr.-at many tenant farmers go in for pi'digre-e

stock.

IM-.*;. They are the exception, are they not:- I was

very strongly in favour of sell inn <>"* h<-eanse I

do 'not consider that pedigree stock is legitimate

farming.
1896. I agree with you. To that extent, therefore,

the Imlnnce sheet of I!) I* is affected hy your having
had pedigree stock Yes. and affected on the losing

side. too.

W2!l. They were carried .-n at a loss were th.-yr

Yes. 1 think KO.

.l.'ttO. Your iiiTonnts end at Lady Dav. the (iili April.

nil- 'i

l:WI. Why did you n:t have the halance sheet to

ihe lith Ap'ril. I9l9f BeOMM it has not yet heen

printed.
1-332. I rather expected that was the reason. May

we have it next timer If
'

get it in time hefore I

< ome up again you shall have it

4:W. Are the results at all eijinil to those in I'.Hs;-

\Vi- have not got the halancc sheet out yet. and I

lannot tell you. I am dependent upon the valuers

lor the ultimnte figures.
UUI. \\'ill Mill send me a not.- with regard to that.'

It will all appear in the Notes ol' the evidence.

although 1 do not suppose yon will trouhle to rend

it all through again as it is so long. \VilI you agree
with me il.at the prices of everything you had to huv

and expend on (he farm were very much im i

during last year than during Illlsy Yes. everything.
I should -a\

I :.">. The pri(e of wheat and sin\ ing seeds, and other

things, have- IN-CII fluctuating downwards:- Ye--, rather

downw ariK than up.

\:W>. That would h ail \oii io , \p.-i i that li'l!) wonhl
In- a worse year than I ill.":- Yes. considerably.

1337. <'an yon give tis any idea of the difference in

priced of ordinary feeding stuffs and implements at

the present m tin-lit eoniparr-l with what they were

l,.-tore lh<- war:- I could bring yon figures with regard
to thos.- actual hills.

l.'l'K I do not want to over-hnrden your 1 do not

mind. It is all for the public :-ood. and anything I

Io to In-lp you I will do most willingly. I can

hring ynn invoices for neatly everything you want.

l.Tlil. If you will put it clown on paper that will h-

Milli' ie-nt the cost cif the principal fin-ding stuffs.

<Miton cake, linseed cake, and so n: ^.

l.'Un. I should very much like, if yon conld. from
Minr experience, work out the- av. -ra^i- cost ol grow

ing nn acre of wheat. You uj it i- done here, hut

it is not chine in the way I should like' to see it done.

I hi- i- the nearest you can get to it. is it: Do you

apply that cjuestion to my hirni-

311. Yes. to MUM- own farm:-- I hnve had ex-

perience nil over the world.

I.'U'J. I nm referring to \oiir farm in Northampton
hire-, of course- These nre (he ni-lnnl ninonnls es

p.-mhd on growing whc-at aflc-r be:, us. If a woman

has boon in the held half a da\. it is hooked down:
\\onian, half a dav."
l.'ll.l Does the c-ost of fallowing nppear in MUM

I. Ill I undeisi:>n<| Hi.,, in regard to one ol tlie-e

helils the crop is a -t'-leii crop, nnd it is not n fan-

test at all:' I U'licve in stealing crops where you can,

!'<!'>. I look IIJMIII it as ;i had system <>l l.irinni(_
It von look at it from one point, of view it may l>,

..-i. -id. M.I had farming, but from another point of
view it is legitimate, and if yon can steal two crops
it in th.- h.-st thing to do. !..< atise farming in a busi-

. <itcr all.

l.llii. Y.-s. hut is not the sxsiem that is usually
adopted in a locality the system which has heen provi d
to In- the IM st in tin- long run from the expcriciic
ol tarniei-s in the- past:- Very possihly that i- MX
The- same- thing would hold good in regard to the
I It. It in. hinder, and a chain horse, and a Inn-

driving it.

IM17. No. that is an improvement in method:- Din-

goes with the other.

l:U*. You do not siiggiwt that taking two wheat
, Kip- together heiielits the land, do your l/ooking at
it from a business point of view, if I can produce more
\\ln-.-it hy taking a second crop than I can produce
barley I am justified in doing it.

l:U!>. But you leave, your land so much the worse.- I

do not think so, if you make- it up with artificial

manures. I do not Ix'lievo in sticking rigidly to n four
course s\stem.

l.'(">o. My experience is different from yours. M\
experience is that that practice leads to grief sooner or
later:- I have done it regularly for the- last four

years.
Wl. I am not speaking of war time; I am speak

ing of normal times. However, vou do not agree -\ith

me-:- No.

I-'^VJ. Mr. Aslilii/: 1 nuclei'-stood MIII to say in answer
to a question put to you this morning that the prices
of farm produce had risen l(l per cent, and of what
the" farmer buys I 'JO per cent. I understood you to

Cjiiote the Board of Agriculture- for those
fi;.'

Would you mind telling me the source:- I am afraid
I cannot give

1 it you off-hand. The- paper was edited

hy Sir Henry Row. I cannot remember the date of it ;

it was a White Paper.
l:(.Vt. I think \<ni might do \u-ll to have another

look at, it:- I was referring to it from memory. I do
not want to lie tied down to it, hut I think I cpioted it

correctly.
I.'IV4. As to your balance sheets Did wo not

agree- to leave the ijiie-sti'in of the balance shoots until

I came- up again :-

l.'t-V). Ye-s, hut 1 tliink some ef m\ tiienels

he-re would like^ a few [mints cleared up with le'gard to

them. Have- \<iu he-e-n farming the same- land the-

whole- of the M%ii.- sjne-o you have IM-I-II thei, Y.-
with the exception of ^1 acre's which we- lot part of the

linn-, but which I have- now taken Ime-k again.
l:V><;. In 1!M I and HH.'i thi-re- are- i(e-nis lor ti-iianl

tight in addition in th- ge-neral v alnat i.m '- '- In MM 1

we- were- farming .'t.lHHI acres, and in liM.'i. :i. IlKI acreis.

and we let off tho land, which makes tho difference-.

We- lot off about 1'KI acre's' to a tenant farmer in 1915.

I.T>7. In l!H(i you have a similar item:- Ye-s. we- hi

two farms away in that \e-ar.

I.'{.V. OtherwiM the land that remains in hand at

the- present time lias liooii in hand over since- I'.Mo:-

Since I!H I.

I.Viil. Did I understand you to say that this o-tnto

was purchased:- Yes. it was purchased. I he-lie-ve-, in

1904.

i:i<>. You could not te-ll tin- pun-base- price-? No. I

could not.

Mil. Turning to your valuation, vein start in 1913

with a valuation of L'21 .<!> and you finish up in 1!>1

with a valuation of L'.'U.tM?. an increase of. roughly.

ClOlGOf Yes.

I Hi'J. Ha- th.- principle of valuation remained the

s'.mo during the^ whole- of tho period I have- nothing
whatever to do with tho valuation.

IMf>:i. You do not know - No.

I !e,l. You could not t<-ll n* the le-ason for lh. ,1.

c-line iii the- valuation he-twce-n Idl I and l!l.">!- - Tin-re
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would be less stock because we handed over so many
acres of grass, and naturally we should have sold some
of the stock off.

4365. Turning in a general way to the results, you
had two years' losses and tour years' profits with a net

profit of about 6,300? On how many years?
4360. Six years:' If you take the eight years there

is a net loss of 80.

4367. I do not think we have figures for eight
years? Yes, I thought I handed them in. Here are
two more years here, I thought they had been handed
round.

l.'i'K Take the first two years. There is a net
loss of 4.345 ? Yes.

I ii>9. Then you have four years' profit, total

10,866? Yes.

4370. Then you have a net profit on the six years
of 6,521? Yes.

4371. A\ ith an increase in vour valuation of
10.648? Yes.

4372. We are right in assuming that you have
wiped off a big overdraft at your bank during the
period of somewhere roundabout 5,000? I cannot
tell you off-hand; have you got it there?

4373. We have your bank charges here? I will
take your figure as correct.

4374. That is the position : that you have is a
matter of fact through cash received from the farm
during these years wiped off this overdraft? Yes.

437."-. Cliniriiiiiii: Your overdraft at the llth April,
i'H-. is 2.947 according to the balance sheet? ^ -

It was wiped off in 1017. and it came on again : it

was CI91 in 1917.

4370. Could you tell us what is the comparative
condition of the farm now its compared with when
you took it over? I think it is cleaner than it was.
that is all I should like to say. The buildings are in
worse repair because we have had no men to repair
them.

1377. Has the fertility not lieen reduced? Xo, it

hn.s increased if anything.
137H. The general condition of the land is that it i~

as good if not better than when you took it over?
Y-x. I think it is. The valuer expressed that opinou
to mo. the other day when he was asked, that he

thought it was considerably better.

4379. To that extent your valuation i.s not wrong?
>> hir as cultivations go I do not think it i.s.

I3*fi. There are some rather striking figures in

\<>iii balance sheet for labour. Would you mind me
(ading them dowiu. In 1913 your total ll>our bill

was tt..(77? Yes.
43X1. In 191), L-l.2til

'

Yes.
In 191.-,. C3. !!!!' >....

J3-3. In 191U. 3..->!is;- .Ye.
t.!-l. In 1917. 3.193r Yes.

4.TX.-.. I,, )9H. L3 .-19? Yen.
13^(5. So that up to the 6th April, 1917. while the

wages had been rising all tin- time your actual laliour
bill had l>een falling, ml the condition of your farm
\\as well maintained to say the least? Yes.

43H7. How did you do \\'? My increased labour

saving machinery and organisation.
1'i--. So that at least on a big farm w here you can

have a fairly good equipment, a rise in wages does
not necessarily mean a rise in the total cost of lalxnir,.

or even in the total cost of cultivation? Xot neces-

sarily on a big farm. If you f^ct reallv bi^ machinery

you can reduce your lal>our bill enormously, but t

would ruin the small man if he tried the same thing.
4389. My question related to the big farms?--On a

big farm it is quite possible. My idea of a big farm
i- llii^: it I could get the area I wanted 10,000 acres

I should employ big expensive machinery, and I

could afford to pav verv much higher wages than 1

inn paying today. In that way I should get the pick
of the men. and I am certain that economically it

would be a good thing to do.

43'MI. I understood yon to say in reply to a question

by Mr. Cautley that'you would get somr figures re-

I-iting to the live stock, so that we might see what had

happened to the valuation, \\botliei it v.as real, or

whether it n ax only written npP- Yes. I will bring
those figures.

4391. Y'our live stock system of farming is to rear

and sell the finished product? Yes. I buy calves,
that is all. I put my bulls at the dairy and I buy
the produce back.

4392. Do you remember saying this morning, that

you thought that the fact that production in agricul-
ture had been well maintained during the war while

the efficiency of labour was falling, was due to the

fact that farmers themselves had done more work than

they had ever done in their lives before? Yes, and I

stick to that statement.
4393. Will you accept the generally accepted figure

that there are three labourers at least to every
farmer? Is that right I am prepared to accept it if

you give it to me.
4394. I think the members of the Commission will

agree that that is a generally accepted figure. As a
matter of fact it is the Census figure with the excep-
tion of a small decimal point. I want you to consider
whether you think that one person would be able to

d'i the work which would be necessary through not

only the falling off in the efficiency of the other three

persons, but also owing to the" fact that those three

persons had been reduced to just over two because
of recruiting, and so on? I am afraid I did not

quite follow your question; it was rather long.
4395. Supposing you had throe employees and one

employer, and you reduced those three employees by
recruiting to between two and three, and the efficiency
of the remainder fall off considerably, dees the other
one person do all the work that is necessary to counter-
balance not only the loss from recruiting, but the loss

of efficiency in those that arc left? I think I am
right in saying that the farmer has worked harder
than he has ever done before, he has had to do it to

keep his farm working. He has stuck to it morning,
noon and night, which the labourer will not do.

1396. You would not say dogmatically that the

increase in production is altogether due to the work
ni the tanners themselves? No. I do not, I think
i: is a great deal due to the advertising of the value
of sulphate of ammonia and other manures which the
Hoard undertook.

1397. You promised. I believe, to bring some figures

relating to the efficiency of the workers? Yes.

439S. That is to say, you are going to try to show
11- in figure's by measurements the efficiency of the

present day workers as compared with the efficiency
of the workers in 1914 and 1915? Yes.

1399. Do you not think that that needs very care

fill methods of measurement? They have got to be

careful. A labourer is not going to be done down

nowadays. If I say he has only ploughed three

quartern of an acre, and he says he has ploughed
an acre, he i.s not going to take my word for it.

4400. This is not a question of doing the labourer

down, but a scientific measure as regards efficiency.

Can you indicate to us the method by which you
would .show anv change in effic enev on the part of

the agricultural labourer between the year 1915 and
the present date? I think the easier way would be

to take the case of CJi-orge, or Dick, or Tom, and find

out what I was paying him pre-war, and how much
work he did for it. and what he is getting paid to-day
and how much work he is doing for it.

Mill. Does not that much depend upon the sttsto

of the land, the condition in which it is as regards
weeds, and its wetness and dryness, and soon? Yes,
tlwit creates a difficulty.

4402. You will bear that in mind in your figures?
Yo. where they were working generally but of course/

I cannot trace particular fields that George or Dick
or Tom were working in lx>fore the war. I will give,

you the figures as near I can, but I cannot promise
nearer than that.

I 103. Several member! have discussed with you the

question as to whether or not it is true that even in

your own local area farm labourers who have held

offices ill connection with their union have, been

penalised because of that fact? I do not know of a

case.

4404. Was there not a case on a local estate where
:i man who was the secretary of a lrn<lo union which

had a small strike. w;is evicted:- I cannot
Irjl

vim
nk all.
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4406. Mr. Overman: On these very heavy lands
have you worked out the number of days on win. u

the horses are working on them.- 1 brought up uoaio

figures in case that question was raised showing my
idea, only 1 am afraid 1 have not worked it out in

detail, from October 1st, a horse would be iu the

stable for 32 weeks night and day, and on wet
of court*-, and I have given his rations.

IliKj. What 1 want to know i> how many profitable

days you get out of a horse out of the ;HM m nx-kon-

ing up your 6s. a day:' I went through it with my
carters and as near as I can get it, every imr-

off ten days on an average last year and 52 Sundays
of course.

4107. 1 see your horses are employed on work for
the estate as well as the farm}1- '

I lint does not come under farm work:' No,
but we gut paid for it.

4101). If you reckon that as part of the earnings
of tho horse, you must not take the (is. u day as a

charge against the farm alone:' - -1 do not reckon any-
thing for tho earnings of the horse; 1 .simply put is

in the charge.
1110. How many acres of this very heavy land do

you get ploughed:
1 Take la, the 10 acre field? Iu

that Held they would not plough half an acre a day.
1111. Yet you say it would only cost 1 4s. 3d.?

I suggest that your figures must be entirely wrong?
All right, it is up to you to prove it.

4112. Could any sane man say that you could

plough an acre of three-horse land for LI 4s. 3d.:' It

seems to me that these figures are absolutely in-

correct:' You have no right to say that without

knowing the facts. These figures are the actual

wages paid and the actual hours worked on the field.

4413. Was this ten aere field three-horse land or
four-horse land:' I can look that out for you, and 1

will do so before 1 come up again. 1 expect that
field was ploughed with 5 horses and a double furrow

plough.
4414. Do you tell us that you can cut a ten acre field

in half a day:- Yes, certainly, with two 8 ft. binders
1 can do it. I gave you figures this morning showing
that 1 could cut 1-7 acre per hour, and also 1-9 acre

per hour with an 8 ft. binder.

1 115. That is about eight hours, so your day would
bo a 16 hour day:' No; with two binders it is eight
hours.

lllti. That is more than eight hours' work; it must*
IK- a 10 hour day:

1 You have the figures I gave, you
this morning showing that 1 cut 30 acres in 21 hours,
which is equal to 1-714 acre per hour. Another licit!

work" out ill l-'J acre per hour.
111". Wii it two binders in each case? Yes, there

were two binders in cac -h ca-e, but I have put it down
as one working to -ii.'plii'y the matter.

'III
1

-. Mr. .liiAvr NUMINOUS: 1 understand you are

farming in round figure* 1,350 acres of arable ):!. I.-

Yes.
111!). The rotation of wheat would lie, roughly, 375

me year with another:- It ought to lie.

I 12O. Y'ou have given us figures for only 32 acres?

1121. It i.s mote essential for us than perhaps any
other point we have to consider here to arrive at what
in a fa r a-, t for the producton of wheat per
:n re You would not argue that growing wheat after

<>r wheat lifter clover, would slum an average
coat of the production of wheat generally:- No.

4122. That is tho cheapest form of production?
V. -

1123. It onlv involves one ploughing? Yes.

412!. Would it bo
possible

for you to take out the

cost of production of your wheat on the whole 370
acres? I am afraid I could not do that for you.
1 tii use until nine months ago I had not got a castings
clerk, and I had to do nil my own costings at night
and in my spare time.

\-lVi. If a man comes here and gives evidence whero
careful costings are kept and .nvs that the co~t is

15 per acre, and you come and give your figures
which show that it is only 5 per acre, that is liable

to lead us to a wrong conclusion unless figures are

produced from which we can ee upon which the

calculation 1) are based ? T think, with due deference

to the Commission, you are trying to arrive at an

impossibility. 1 do not see how you can arrive at
the cost of growing wheat.

I. I quite agree it is impossible to arrive at a
st milard cost of wheat production, because it so

much depends upon what wheat is grown after? Yes.

4427. What 1 want the Commission to understand
from your evidence is that you have only given us

the figures in respect of 32 acres out of 375? I gave
you two fields of wheat.

Ill's. Together they come to 32 acres? No; one Is

32 acres.
s

; 1 beg your pardon, and the other is 10,

making 42 altogether? Yes. 1 will try to give you
the rest.

4130. If possible, I should like you to enlarge uj>on
tht and give us a more genet il average o
of production over tho whole of this farm ol yours?
I will try to, certainly.

4431. Your land is exceptionally heavy land:- -Yes.
4432. I know the county fairly well, and as to tho

question of rent, 12s. 6d., that cannot in any sense
be taken as anything approaching the average rent
of wheat bearing land in this country? No, nothing
like it.

4433. Following up the questions put to you by
Mr. Overman, would it be possible for you to a

tain for how many days in the year the men are

unprofitablv employed, or are not employed at all

owing to climatic conditions, except in the way of

your making a job for them? No, 1 am afraid I could
not get at that.

4434. Have you considered at all any other method
of safeguarding the farmer, particularly the farmer
of arable land, against such losses as we witnessed in

the years you quoted from 1875 to 1895, other than
that of giving a guarantee? I think that a great
deal might be done by education.

4435. Would any education iu the world have pre-
vented what happened to him during the years l*7"i

to the end of the century- fi would have helped
considerably, 1 believe. If you take Canada and
America and France, and some other countries, every
scientific fact that is discovered in agriculture i

circulated by what applies to our Hoard of Agricul-
ture in those countries to every farmer, whether li

reads the pamphlets or not, or \\hether h want* th m
or not.

I l.'tli. You would not ay that the man wl,

entrusted to carry out that work for us should IMS,.

his reports on farms of, I will not say. III.IXNI

or even 2,000 acres? l-'rom :: national point of view
you would not recommend that land in Kngland should
be cut up into 2,000-acre farms, would you :- Th--
tion arises there what price the main populace of

Kngland are prepared to pay for their wh-at. If you
get the persons living in the towns grumbling at
the price of wheat, you have either got to pa\ a MI!I

siily to the farmer or grow much more economically,
:'iid that, in my opinion, can only be done In having

r farms.
1 1.T. Kroni the national point of view it would bo

i to have ten farmers than one in a specified
Yes. from the point of wiew of health.

fl.'i". Ten farmers would lie able to employ more
labour than one? Yes; but, in my opinion, that is

not economical.
1 !:. Mr. l!t: You say you use 8 ft. binders?

Mlii. Do you find them a trouble fit really hca\v
crops? None at all. Abroad we II.M- II ft.' binder's
alwa

1. Are the crops a- heavy there as they are h, r. r

Ye,. ,|iiite, ami they vary just as much. .

MIL'. Do you work be-t with tractors or horses?
Horv

I Mi. Have you done any work with tractors? I
did in 191:;. I used to take two 6 ft. b :nders on a

tractor.

1 1 1 1. Mow many horses do you have with the binder?
- Three on a good field and four on an Held.

II I" M v.iu made any comparison between horse
and tractor labour? No, because my tractor was
always tin . ii was always breaking down;
it was a new t mi-tor, and I had nobody- who was really
fit to drive it. It was more worry than pleasure, and
I dropped the whole thing.
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4446. You believe that by an improvement in the
mechanical side of labow you will increase produc-
tion? Yes. If we have to produce more bread, and
to produce it more cheaply, we shall have to improve
and increase our mechanical appliances and sacrifice
the agricultural labourer, but there is a difficulty from
both points of view.

4447. With regard to your accounts, have the profits
of the last four years wiped out the previous losses?
On the last eight years there was a loss of 80.

4448. You are calculating the increased value of
stock in arriving at your profits, are you not? That
is a matter for the valuers ; I have nothing to do with
that.

4449. As a matter of fact, that is what has been
done on these profit and loss sheets, and that is what
shows the profit? I am afraid that is so, but I cannot
say. It is a system I do not agree with at all.

4450. Do you think that the cost of production or
the market price ought to be taken as the basis of
valuation? The cost of breeding the stock, or the
actual cost of buying it, ought to be the basis.

4451. When once you have got your stock you ought
to keep a stable figure from year to year? There
ought to be a standardised price for all stock. It is
a matter which is absolutely beyond the farmer's con-
trol, and he ought not to be saddled with it or pressed
with it if it is a profit or a loss.

4452. It is not a profit unless he happens to be sell-

ing it? That is so. It is merely a paper profit.
4453. With regard to improved methods of educa-

tion, what would you suggest? Would you suggest
having a greater number of agricultural colleges and
demonstration farms, and so on? Yes, and, I think,
also by means of literature, the circulation of

pamphlets and the Journal. I do not know~whether
you have read the evidence which was given before
Lord Selborne's Committee on Reconstruction?

4454. I was on it? The evidence given by the prin-

cipal of the Harper Adams College wa<* most strking.
He said that before the war they only used to get
two or three visits a week to the College, and that now
they had so many visitors that they had three or four
men continually employed taking farmers round the

College who came to see what was being done.

4455. From your experience do you think that has
led to more enlightenment on the part of the younger
farmers up to now? From chance conversations I

have had with people who are interested in that sort

of thing, I think most of tho farmers who visit the

College are of the younger generation.
I l-'il. My impression is that a great many more of

the younger generation are taking an interest in these
more scientific questions than was the case formerly?
~Yes.

1 '-77. And that we may hope for improvements from
that means alone? Yes.

1 I."M. Several questions have been asked von as to

the working davs of horses and men. Your staff are

employed n good lot tijxin estate wo''k, are thev not?
at times. For example, wo had fairly heavy

rain on Monday, and we had no use for our hordes on

the farm, so we put 36 of them on to carting timber
on the estate.

4459. Do you have estate jobs where you can turn

your farm labourers on to in case of bad weather
or slack times on the farm? Yes, I can nearly always
engage the horses and the men.

4460. You can provide almost constant employment
for the men and the horses where you would not bo
able to do but for the estate? Yes, that is an advan-

tage I always have.
4461. We are trying to get at the cost of production,

and you have given us some very interesting figures
of costings. Do you think that your figures could bo

applied, or would be of any use in any area except
just in your own immediate district? No, I think

they would bo absolutely useless for that purpose.
4462. Speaking generally, do you think we can by

getting figures from farmers in "different parts of tho

country, strike any general average which would be of
more or less universal application? I do not think !t

in possible so much depends upon the individual,
and so much depends upon the weather and other

things. You may be extraordinarily lucky at one time
and at another time have everything against you.
Then again one man's brain works quicker than his

neighbours, and it is almost impossible to get an
average costing which would apply generally.

4463. T)r. T)ouqlas : I want to ask you a verv
general question about your costings statements. So
far as I can make out there is no account taken of
manure at oil in your figures? Where the crops have,
been manured, the cost of manures is taken into
account. If there is nothing here for manure they
have not been manured.

4464. There is no account taken in vour wheat crops,
for example, of anything that should be debited to
the previous crop, or anything of that kind? I think
I answered that question this morning, with regard
to unexhausted manures. This is actual cost, and if

there is any manure it has been charged.
4465. Yes. within certain stipulated months, omit

ting previous costs? No; where it is after fallow
50 per cent, is charged.

4466. Let me take vou to 1 (c). 12 acres of spring
oats after old turf. There is no manure in that case
at all? No.

4467. Is that the practice? What manure would
you suggest after old turf

;
there ou^ht to be plenty

of nitrogen already there. Did you look at the cost
of thit field?

4468. Yes. 6 5s for nulline charlock. Is that tho
custom in your district? Is it not vonr practice to

sprav? -We did spray this field, and then we pulled
it and cut it.

4460. You hp.ve no moans of including the mamirinl
contributions from other crops or othervVe in tho
case of th^e particular erops? N^ Where no
mon'ire hns been used, none his been eborged.

4470-1. TJir fJiairmnn: Could you kindly come a^nin
on Tuesdnv. the 2nd September?- T really eannot tell

vmi now: T will write you to-morrow.

(The WUnfsi withdrew.)

Mr. B. STRATTON, called and examined.

Evidence-in-C-h'ef handed in by Witness:
1172. (!) (irntrnl. As you are aware, prices of all

farm produce have for the last three years been sub-

ject to control, and in most cases at prices much
below the world price. I should like to give an in-

stance of an injust ce which we suffered under con-
tro'. Take the case of barley. The coiitro'Ied price
to the farmer was 70s. per quarter 11 score 4 Ibs. The
pig feeder had to give from 40s. to 50s. per sack for

barley meal of 10 score. His price for fat pigs was
Is. 4d. per lb., while for this name bacon consumers
were paying from 2s. to 2s. 4d. per Ib.

Hut with the knowledge that control with its fixed

prices was to come off in a few months' time, farmers
this last spring were seriously alarmed. It was

generally considered by men who should have known,
that the price of farm produce would, with the release

of shipping rapidly fall, and we had just received
thn decision of the Wages Board raising tho wages of

farm workers by 6s. 6d. per week. I take it that it

was under these circumstances that this Commission
was appointed.
The Corn Production Act while guaranteeing a

minimum price to the farmer arranged the prices on
a falling instead of a rising scale. The effect of this

uncertainty in my neighbourhood, Warminster,
Wilts, was that it was found extremely difficult to lot

or sell arable farms. Ex-soldiers or civilians wanting
small holdings would not take arable land; in fact a
farm of 120 acres mostly arable given to the County
Council for small holdings was on the advice of the
Board of Agriculture handed back to the donor.
Most farmers seeded down to permanent pasture ono
or two pieces of land and curtailed their expenditure
to avoid what looked like an inevitable loss.

I am strongly of opinion that such prices should IHI

paid for our produce that will enable us to spend
money with confidence, so that wo may be able to
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employ more labour and grow more produce on our
farms.

417M rJl l.iilniur. I am in favour of tin- Agii-
i ultinal Wnges Hoard, hut consider there shoiil.<

i los- relation iH-lween the pi ice ot i.il.,.,n and the pi n

ot fiirm pnxlii. .- I am satisfied thai the amount ...

work done liv our men is I- -~ and tin- quality
than il bus Im-n during my experience. 1 believe

the re.ixiiis ;,,, that during "lie war afl the younger
and most vigorous men were in the army, ami we had
lo replace liiem with what we could get. and th.

laliour after M lime tended to come hack to the levi 1

of the worst. In my opinion there are two principal
icasoiis which unite a man : > work, one the tear of

losing his job. the si-coml a desire to better his posi-
tion and get on in the world. I In-'inc this to be
i he result hugely ol education. The education given
ill Scotland is \,rv much better tha'i that given here
idiil I should like to sw the Scotch system adpti-d.

In Scollaud a lx>y works up to IH- hi ad horseman,
then foreman, then in m;n:\ ca-i-s he lakes a small
furiii and moves on to a larger one. In the South of

Kuglaud it is very rare for a farm lalnmrer u> !

a bailiff, a |K>sititin which they should tie the most

competent to fill, with advantage i. themselves, their

mast. -is and the agricultural industry.
1171. i.'ti

b'..rfn iiililui' . The principal items of

expenditure on our Wiltshire farms are lahnur ami
.ike.

(a) l.<ilinr. I find that the wages of day
lalioiirer.s have risen as follows:

t t. <1.

14 j>er week.
10

18

a

./ i;roirin</ rrn " tin- \\ iltfhirt

\. / : -'

Halt

Ploughing ...............
Hnlf vetches:
Tw ii-e dragging
Tw ice harrow 111^.

d ... .........
Swedes;

Ploughing
Twice cullivaling
Tw ice drugging
Tw ice harrow ing

e rolling

idling

Drilling swedes
Seed ..................
.'t cwt. superphosphate
Twice horst> hoeing ...

-H'lig ......... "

Singling
Kent ...............
Hates ...

Insurance

Proportion of lost time and unremuiiera
live work ...............

Interest on capital ... ... ... ...

Management ... ... ... ...

syttem.

ii i i,

(i ;) ii

J in ti

4 II

8

a

August. 1914

L918

1917

1918
1919

H. Si-i-iinil i/i'n r.

Turnips :

o

030
Q .t I

030
3000

1 4

10
2 a

1

(I \-2 ti

n -2 <\

U U

lo il

1 H

100
13

I' s. ,|.25
30

, ., Tw ice ploughing 280
;i (i . ,. 4 Times dragging 090

(With a half-holiday) Twice harrowing ... ... ... ... 030
Blacksmiths', carpenters' and tradesmen's dills have Twice rolling 034

i isen even more in proportion. Turnip seed ... ... ... ... ... 6
(l')l'nl;'. In August. ]!)]. cotton cake was Drilling H "

C4 l.'js. per ton ; to-day, 20. 3 cwt. superphosphate 140
Superphosphate in 1914, 2 'los., in 1919, 7 10s Twice horse hoeing Old <

per ton. ing

447--). (4) Sh,ri,. I sl,,,,,!d Kke to bring to your Hoeing
notice the lo^s incurred hy keeping hurdle sheep, lam '''"'

convinced that the talk of the land in Wiltshire can-
not grow corn satisfactorily without the aid of sheep.

.re the loss on -heep must, as things are. ho Proportion ol lost urn,- and unremunera- (I I.,

paid for by tho corn. I contend that it is in the
Btamta of tlie ,,,uiitrv that the price of fa.

I utvr,*t on Capital ..

sheep should be materially increased. 1 know it it

thought that if the price of mutton were, increased
it would be beyond the rcadi of any but the well-to-
do. Lamb, at all CM-MI-, has always been somewhat
of a luxury, and there are people among all classes

(* Third t
,rnr

who are ready lo pny for a luxury and by so doing
they would reduce the price of w'hent to' those leis Wheat: *. d.

lortunate than themselves.
Ploughing 1 4

'"" SV
V

'

;'*''"'
'.I-

' fed that Three time-, drngginp !)
sen .,-,.. ,,s appln-,1 to agriculture, has made very little Twi(ll ,

] t
.irriiw ; n .,

h.-a.lway. and in fact unless it does M. unconsciously. T |)U sl, (.k ,PO,1

'

1

helps - M.,V little. I abo consider thai little im- vitr \'\<
provcment h;is l,e.-n made in the methods ,,f ploughing o

'" ' ' '

and cultivating our land during the last .%() \

I have a double set of Fowl, ,'s engines, nenrlv fifty

ywr. old, that will compete in cheapness and
"arr

,

W"1R "'

i.'li'iem^ with anything on the market. Ttacton, ,"'
sin a ride, have liepn most unreliable and expensive.
as hare milking machines. In this connection I

el,y,m. ; theapiH,int,,,e,it by the Hoard of Agriculture
He-stooking. bird scaring

of a Committee tc, i-,,mid.-r the improvement ,,| ,,K ri-

ultural machinery. Thatching 026
4477 /,.

/,,,,/. The Wages Hoanl in Threshing ... 1 ;t (i

fixing the price of lal-oiir put a price as a minimum Delivering com and sack hire 8

that must be paid to the most inefficient workman. I! ''" 1 12 6
In fixing the price of our produce I do not wish you

Hates 026
<-idcr the inefficient farmer, but I do wish you

Insurances 026
-ider the poorer and more distant arable land. Proportion of lost time u nil unremunera-

The pi in- must }-
.sufficiently high t<> render its cul- tivi> work - 15

livation profitable. V e. a a Country, cannot afford Interest on capital 100
to let it revert to Inrkg lease. Management 100

""* of growing corn, producing In ot ____^_
and mutton ai cording to the custom of our part of 10 ;> ]]
the eountnr are appended.
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D. Fourth year.
Barley

'

s. d.

Twice ploughing ... ... ... ... 2 8

Three times dragging ... ... ... 069
Two harrowing* ... ... ... ... 030
Two rollings ... ... ...034
Couching ... ... ... ... ... 2 (i

Throe bushels of barley ... 1 16

Drilling 020
Weeding ... ... ... ... ... 2 (j

Cutting 15

Stroking 016
Re-stroking and bird scaring 008
Hauling 080
Thatching 026
Threshing 100
Delivering corn and sack hire ... ... 8
Rent 12 6

Rates 026
Insurance ... 026
Proportion of lost time and unremunera-

tive work ... ... ... ... ... 15

Interest on capital ... ... 1

.Management 100
11 12 3

E. Fifth yrnr.
Grass s. d.

Seeds 1 15

Sowing and harrowing ...026
Rolling 018
Labour hay making ... ... ... 150
Thatching 026
Labour dung hauling ... ... ... 2
Rent 12 6
Rates and insurance ... ... ... 5

Proportion of lost time and unremunera-
tive work ... ... ... 15

Interest on capital and management ... 2

F. Sixth year.

Turnips:
Raftering
Twice dragging
Ploughing ... ...

Twice dragging
Twice harrowing
Twice rolling .

Turnip seed

Drilling
3 cwt. superphosphate
Twice horse hoeing ...

Dragging
Hoeing ...

Rent

II

Insurances .........
Proportion of lost time and unrcmuncra-

tive work ... ... ... ......
Interest on capital ...... ......
Management

19 2

s. d.

1(1046
1 4

46
030034

6030
1 4

10 (I

023
(I 1<> (I

12 (i

026
(I 2 (i

(', Sn-rnfh ii'ili.

Wheat as Ix-'foie

H. -Kiijlith i/i
in .

Harlev as before

.).- Stun nun i/
itj

First year
nd year

Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth 'year
Seventh year
Eighth year

9 9 1

10 2 11

11 12 3

R.

13 5

9 15
10 2

11 12

8 19
9
10

11 12

d.

l

11

Roots fed to cattle, 80 tons per
annum. At 1 10s. per ton this

is 6s. per acre. Value of roots
fed to cattle per acre for 8

years
Value of wheat straw sold 1 pel-

acre per wheat crop. Value
for the 8 course .

s. d. s. (1.

280

200
480

Deduct 480
80 11 3

The produce of this acre of land in corn for 8 years
should be 15J qrs.

K.Augvut, 1919. s. d.

Cost of grazing a 2-year old steer. Feb. 1st

until May 1st. In a yard, having 4 Ibs.

cake per day, 56 Ibs. roots per day.
Straw against manure.

Cost for 13 weeks 3J cwts. cake at
21s. per cwt 3 10

2 tons 5 cwts. roots at 30s. ... 3 7 6

Attendance, Is. 6d. per week ... 19 6

May 1st until October 15th.

Cost for 24 weeks Grass at 3s. 6d. per
week ... 440

Oct. 15th until Nov. 5th.

Cost for 3 weeks Grass at 2s. 6d. per
week 076

4 Ibs. cake per day, 22s. per cwt. 16 .6

Nov. 5th until Nov. 26th.

Cost for 3 weeks Grass at 2s. per
week 060

\ cwt. hay per week at 12s. ... 18
6 Ibs. cake per day at 22s. per cwt. 1 J 9

Nov. 26th until Feb. 3rd.
"

Cost of 10 weeks horse feeding.
6 Ibs. cake per day. 8s. 3d. per week.
2 Ibs. meal per day. 2s. 6d. per week.
1 cwt. hay per week. 12s. per week.
56 Ibs. roots per day, 5s. per woek.
2 Ibs. treacle per day. Ls. Od. pel-

week.

Attendance. Is. 6d. per week.
Cost per week 1 10s. 9d.

Total for 10 weeks horse feeding.
6 per cent, interest on 40 capital ...

.. 15 7 6

..280
33 9 3

L. Cott of keeping 400 ewes and their pro-
due* for one year: .

Shepherd at 45s. per week

Hoy at 25s. per week ...

Shepherd month wages for lambing ...

Labourer helping shepherd, 2 months
at 43s. ...

Shearing ...

Dipping
'

Maggot wash medicines, etc

Labour, fixing and taking down lamb-

ing pen ... ...

Man and horse waiting on sheep
Hurdles, 20 dozen

Cribs, 2 dozen

Troughs
Cake. \\ cwt. per head. Half cotton

half linseed, at C23 per ton ...

Deaths. 5 per oent. of ewes
Depreciation of ewes, 5s. per hend ...

Rent. 250 acres down at 7s. Od.
I'se of rams ... ...

Interest on capital, 2,000

s. d.

117
65
900

17 5
10

200200
10

50
26400
400

690
80
95
93 15
10

120

1,405

81 HI 3

This is the cost of the sheep allowing
nothing for liny, xfraw, roots or

management.
The value of the 80 tons of hay they
would rerpiire nt CIS per ton" would
bo 900.
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Receipt* for sheep :

400 lamb* at Is. 2d. per Ib. plus skin.

40 lt. each at 7 months old, 54*. *. d.

each 1,080
from 330 ewe* at 16*. each ... 304

Total receipt* 1,384

(Thin roncludrt tht rvidtncr-in-ehirf.")

117!). I>r. Dmi.yl'i* \
i .-ak in your cvidei!

the severity of control which, you say, was unjustly
exercised, and then you say when it was known .last

spring that control and ti\td prices were to come off

in a few month'.' time farmers were seriously alarmed.
Will you explain why that was? I go on to explain
that. I say: "It was generally considered by men
who should have known that the price of farm produce
would, with the release of shipping, rapidly fall."

4^80.
Do you suggest that farmers were actually

dependent at that time upon control to keep up prices?
I understood, under tho Corn Production Act, that

wo were to have a guaranteed minimum price to cover
the cost of production.

4461. Do you suggest to me that farmers believed

that the prices of cereals would fall below the level of

the Corn Production Act? Not below the 45s.

4482. What were they afraid of
;
I only want to get

your meaning quite clear? As I say, we had the extra

"rise in wages, bringing the wages to 36e. 6d. a week,
and we knew very well that we could not produce corn
at so low a price a* even it is to-day, 75s. 6d., with
that wage.

4483. The removal of control would not have re-

pealed the Corn Production Act, would it? No, it

would not remove the guarantee, but while there was
control there was no necessity for a guarantee. When
the control was taken off it was another matter.

4484. The control of cereal prices gave no guarantee
of any price? I fancy w-o rather realised that it did.

4485. That was a mistake, was it not? Do yon say
that In your neighbourhood there was a great un-

willingness to take or to buy arable farms? Yes.

4486. You do not suggest that was general in the

country, do you? I do. in our neighbourhood.
4487. Was your neighbourhood rather peculiar in

that respect? I only speak from my own experience.
4488. Has there not been a very keen market for

farms? Not for arable farms.

4489. I will take your answer? The farm I had in

mind waa, in my opinion, the best arable and sheep
farm in tho Warminster district, and they had

great difficulty to let i*. They have let it now, but.

in my opinion, they have had to accept a very poor
class of tenant.

4490. Was that because the expense of going into

farms was so great the cost of stocking, and so on?
That was a farm which requ'rod a flock of sheep,

and sheep lose so mm h monev that people would not

face it. Further, Mr. I.Ioyd George and various mem-
bers of the Government tnld the country to expect a
fall in the price of food, and wo havo"beon expecting
this fall.

4491. Are you go irtuch influenced hy the statements

of political speakers in your part of tho country?
Oh, yes.

4492. To go on to your other point, paragraph No.

9, Labour, you say and it is an important matter
" I nm satisfied that the amount of work done by our

men ia less and the quality worse than it has been

during my experience." What period are you

refrring to? The period following the first two
of v

1103. During that period 1 suppose a large mimhfr
of your younger workers joined the Army? Yes, Inn

diifinc the first two years of the wnr I was <iuire

satisfied with the amount of work done. After that

we hud to hnve soldiers and nnv m--n we could get,

rind their work was of a verv indifferent charartAr,

and, as T suggest here, our better men could n^t see

whv they should put in a good dav's work and serv/j us

faithfully while tho other men were only r*oing half a

dav's work.
4494. The substitute lnhour was inferior in

character ? Yes.

You think that had some had effect upon the

other men? Yen.

4496. Of course that substitute labour has no

appeared or is disappearing?- Yes.

ll!'7. Have you any reason to believe that there is

any permanent deterioration .my deterioration |,ir

uure of the quantity or quality of lalmui I

am asking simply for information; it is a very im-

portant point!' As I HT il a fanner li.

got a chance to get rid of a man if he is uiisa:

turv, ami joii have to employ all the men yon
e nl their efficiency, that will gradual!'

to bring down tlie quality of labour.

11!'^. Tliat simply means that labour heir

yon have to employ indifferent labour a. aril as the

i 1 iss of labour? >

' You have to take what you can get
'

\< I

have now plenty of men, and havo had during the last

fortnight, but, as you know, we had a very dry sum-

mer, and there was not much work to do, and as two'

or three of my men were unsatisfactory I suggested t

Michaelmas that they should go somewhere cUe. I

think that will have a good effect.

4500. You regard the difficulty as a temporary one.

It is sometimes suggested that the increase of v

has had a tendency I do not make the sugg.

myself, but I have heard it suggested to depi.
the industry of the agricultural labourer. Do you
believe that, or have you any reason to suspect it?

T do think it is somewhat true, but I should not like

to make a general statement tn that elfr.t.

4501. You do not really put that forward as a serious

factor for the future? No.

4502. You do not think that the increase of wages
has had a bad effect upon the productiveness of

labour? I do not think so.

4503. I do not quite know what things you have in

view when you speak in the very flattering way that

you do of the Scotch educational system. What

you refer to? I have known gentlemen from

land, and they tell me that the education given in

Scotland is very much better than ours at what I think

they call the Board Schools there. The farmers' sons

and the labourers' sons go to the same school, as the

education that is given there is quite good enough for

the farmers' sons. Also you see Scotchmen pet on.

wherever they go, all over the world. For instance, I

had a Scotch boy working for me last summer; he was

a soldier. I as a rule do my harvesting by piecework,
and the old man who used to take the money and
divide it among the men had got a bit past it, and so

I asked some of my other men to take the money and
divide it. They said they were not scholars enough to

do it, and the only person I could get who was capable
of doing it was this Scotch boy.

l. Is there anything of a practical kind that

you meant to suggest by that paragraph? Yes. We
are thoroughly dissatisfied with the education given to

our men. If they write to us for a place they cannot

write a legible letter or express themselves at all. I

do think if they were better educated they would he

far more useful to us, and I should like to see them

trying to take, these small holdings and farms and

getting on.

I.MI.
1

). What you are putting to us. apart from

national questions, is really that you think it would

be good for everybody all round if we had a higher
standard of general intelligent <? --Yes, and I do think

that the men betuceu Hi and 50 who were educated

under the old svstcm seem more intelligent than the

hoys of 18 and 25 who are coming to us now.

4506. To go to your third heading. Kxpcnditiire. you
show the increases in the wai'i-s of day labourers

during the War. Yon r,i\r ran--, rising gradually from

a very low figure of 14s. a week pre-war to a figure
five years later of 36s. 6d. a week? Yea.

4607. That does not cover over tho year the whole

tf the payments, does it? No, that is not an average

figure.

4508. There are other payments, are there not, in

addition? There is the harvest payment, for example?
Yes.
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4509. Has that increased correspondingly: what
would be the increase in that? We used to pay 3d:

and 4d. an hour overtime. Now we pay lOd. and Is.

4510. Do you nob have a special harvest wage?
Yes, in Wiltshire Is. an hour overtime, and as a per-
sonal arrangement between myself and my men I pay
them Is. a day in addition but that is not according
to the Wages Board scale.

4511. The minimum of the Wages Board is 36s. 6d.

and Is. overtime for harvest? -Yes.

4512. You have no special lump sum that you pay
in Wiltshire as is the case in some districts? No.

4513. What was the payment in 1914? I did piece-
work in those days.

4514. So that they are not really comparable? No.
4515. With regard to paragraph No. 4, Sheep, what

do you mean to suggest when you say sheep are

unprofitable? Has sheep feeding been unprofitable

during the last few years? Most unprofitable. You
have my statement of accounts.

4516. Do you feed your sheep on roots? At certain

times of the year.
4517. I do not think you would say that it has been

the general experience that sheep feeding has been

unprofitable during the last three or four years?
Yes, I should say so.

4518. Even making allowance for the value of suc-

ceeding crops after the sheep feeding? I take it you
ought to take the sheep by themselves.

4519. If you are giving food to sheep, roots or

whatever it may be, there is a considerable residue

which goes to the benefit of the succeeding crop ? Yes.

4520. Do you not credit the sheep with anything
for that? You will see from the balance sheet I have

got out for our eight course system that I cultivate

four crops for the sheep. For four years the land is

under sheep, and they do not pay a half-penny for

that.

4521. Why do you keep them if they are unprofit-
able? Because we cannot grow any corn without

them.
4522. Part of your cost of sheep feeding really

belongs to the cost of corn growing? It does at

present.
4523. When you speak of prices, have you worked

out in any sort of detail the cost of growing wheat in

your district? Yes, they are shown on these accounts

that you have before you. This is for a whole eight
course rotation.

4524. Yes, I 'was coming to that. I see in each of

the accounts you put down a sum of 1 for interest

on capital? Yes.

4525. You put down that sum whatever the total

cost may be. How do you get at it? I should take

my capital from the farm and average it at about 17

an acre on my arable land.

4526. You take it simply over the average without

regard to the operation? Yes.

4527. If you look at your Summary of Totals, I do

not quite understand the item " Roots fed to cattle,

80 tons per annum. At 1 10s. per ton this is 6s.

per acre. Value of roots fed to cattle per acre for

eight years, 2 8s." Is 2 8s. an acre all you return

for your roots? The 400 acres of arable land is half in

corn and half in sheep's feed. The sheep eat practi-

cally the whole of the produce of the 200 acres except-

ing 80 tons which I pull off for feeding my bullocks.

4528. 80 tons is 120 worth of roots every year, is

it not? Yes.

4529. You take- the acreage of the whole farm into

account in the 6s. per acre? Yes. In a course like

this I take it yon must take the whole 8 years together.
J.^TO. Then yon say: "The produce of this acre

of land in corn for 8 years should be 15J quarters."
That is something less than 2 quarters a year? Yes.

4531. Is that the actual acreage in corn, or is it

the whole acreage of the farm? The whole acreage.
It is a trifle imdor an average of 4 quarters a year.

4532. Mr. lien: With regard to the question Mr.

Douglas asked yon about farmers wanting guaranteed

prices of grain for this year, I think it was not quit"
cleared up what was in vour mind. Ho askrd you
whether farmers were afraid of prices falling below

the 46s. guaranteed by the Corn Production Act. Was
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not the feeling rather that farmers were afraid that

prices would fall below what they were last year?
They knew that wages were fixed at a high scale, and
would not drop to the 25s. under the Corn Production
Act, and they felt, did they not, that they must have
some protection in the case of a big drop in the
world market price of grain? Yes.

4533. The question of the 45s. did not come in unless

they considered in relation to it the question of the
25s. minimum wage. You knew that your wages were
36s. 6d., and you wanted a guarantee of prices to
enable you to pay that sum, did you not? Yes.

4534. In your production I see you take the con-
stant figure of 15s. an acre for unremunerative work?

Yes.
4535. Do you arrive at that by accounts, or is it

just an estimate of what it will amount to? It is

rather an estimate, but I think it is a low one.
4536. It is taking all the crops there throughout

the rotation? Yes.
4537. In the grass, for instance, you would not get

that? The only things I meant to bring out in these
accounts were the cost of corn, wheat, and barley,
mutton, and beef. You cannot take the cost of hay
by itself, ] take it, in this case.

4538. You do not show where you use your farm-
yard manure? Yes, I do. It is in the 5th year.
I only charge the labour: "

Dung hauling, 2."
4539. Yes, that is so. Is the spreading included in

the 2? Yes.
4540. The value of the manure you have lumped

into the results of the crops? I have charged nothing
for the value of the manure.

4541. Have you any idea as to how much of the
value of the subsequent corn crops is due to the
eating of the turnips by the sheep ? On our Wiltshire
Hills, on account of the loss incurred in keeping the
sheep, farmers have given them up. As a rule they
have got on and made money very well for four or
five years, but after that they can grow practically
nothing, and if these sheep are given up altogether
I believe the land will be derelict. I do not think
without the sheep, even with artificials, you could
grow enough to pay for the cultivation.

4642. It is light land, I take it? Yes.
4543. Is 12s. 6d. an acre an ordinary rent for land

capable of growing 4 quarters of wheat to the acre in

your district? Yes.
4544. In your sheep account you charge deprecia-

tion of ewes 5s. a head over the whole flock? Yes.
4545. Do your ewes depreciate from the time they

are shearlings? In my case I buy regular draught
ewes, and keep them two years, and my depreciation
is much heavier than that.

4546. It is not a breeding flock? No, but is there
not a flock of teggs being kept practically for nothing
a year?

4547. There is the wool, of course? The shepherd's
wages are 117 a year, and it would take the wool to

pay for that.

4548. In the results have you only 400 lambs
practically one lamb per ewe from these old matured
ewes? Yes. we do not do much more than that. It
has been a particularly bad year this year, and it is

rather surprising to have had so many.
4549. Your average does not exceed that, taking

one year with another? No.
4550. 3/r. Anker Simmons: The land that is re-

ferred to here is just the olasd of land that we have
got to pay special attention to, inasmuch as it all

depends upon the future price of cereals whether it

will be kept under the plough or not? That is exactly
my opinion

4551. Unless some price can be guaranteed which
will protect the farmer, at any rate, from heavy
loss, this ground will go down to grass, and "will be

grazed as a sheep run? Yes; that is my opinion.
4552. It is very essential to us that we should get

reliable figures as to the cost of production of various1

crops ? Quite.
4553. I am rather struck with one thing in your

tables: Do you not grow oats at all? I hardly grow
them at all now, and I do not think that it affects

these figures. We have been so hit by eelworm and
wireworm, and drought that from growing big

acreages of oats we have only got 14 acre* this year.
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4664. Tho coat of growing ont* and barley would
_

mau-riully differ?^ It would DO in proportion to wheat
and barley, but we cannot get mi with growing oats

now.
4555. These figures are practically all estimates;

tin v are nut taken from co-tings!' 1 \~.f\ :ii<> not

taken from my own books, hut they are figures which 1

think are typical of Wiltshire farms.

4556. You charge the same price for the second

ploughing as you do for the first ploughing. Would
that be -quite the custom? I think so.

l.V.7. According to you, the average cost of
groxv-

ing swedes would bo about 13 nn acre; turnips a

shado under 110 an acre; and wheat 10 an acre?

You have to put on to the cost of the wheat the-e

other costs because the sheep have paid nothing for

eating the swedes and the turnips.
4558. You have to allow half the tillage? No, the

whole.
4559. In any valuation you would be allowed half,

because it is presumed that half goes into the land

and half into the sheep's bellies? We have tried very

hard to get the whole tillage, and we think it just

that we should, because the Sheep pay nothing.
4500. Do you think the valuers would agree to

debit the corn crop with the whole of the cost of

the preceding green crop? I think {hey should agree.

t-Vil. Have you discussed the matter with your
local valuer, Mr. George Ferris, at Mil?- I read a

paper on sheep management. at the South Wiltshire

Chamber some time ago, and he wrote to me with

regard to it, and a-sked my opinions, and said he

would put them before the" local surveyors, or the

Surveyors' Institute.

4562. It practically comes to this, that the cost of
'

working this one acre for 8 years, according to

you. amounts to 80, in round figures, and you say
the produce of that land in corn for the 8 years
would be 15J quarters? Yes.

4563. Is that based on four quarters c.f wheat MII
'

four quarters of barley? It is just a trifle under;
we do not think it would average four quarters.

4564. Putting that return of corn a being in

round figures worth 50, you have only got the v; 1m

of the hay crop, which would be liberal at 7 10s. ?

The sheep have eaten the hay crop ami paid not hi n;.'

for it. You will see that in my estimate with regard
to the sheep.

4565. Tn an ordinary case I suppose there would be

some upland where hay is grown. Suppose you hav<>

put your land for a season down to clover mixed

seeds, as we call it you would not feed the whole of

that every year; you would feed the first crop? We
should make hay of it, but in the winter the sheep
have eaten that and paid nothing for it. If you look

at my sheep estimate you will see the 1,405 is the cost

of the sheep, allowing nothing for hay, straw, roots.

or management. The value of the 80 tons of hay which

they require, at 12 a ton, is 960, and they have

e-iten that hay and paid nothing for it.

4566. To arrive at the cost of production of wheat,

barley, or oats, we shall have to make some allowance

for the value of the hay crop, whether it is eaten cr

whether it is sold. You have not adopted any system
of routings as the basis of your m-ci u?iN. You have

taken the cost at the cost a valuer would allow? Yes.

4567. That is how you have arrived at your figures?

Yes. I hope you are quite clear about the sheep.
As you know, on one of these hill farms with a flock

of 400 ewes, which should be kept, there would he 200

acres of roots and grass and hay grown for them.

There would be only 50 acres of what we call new field.

which would produce 60 to 70 tons of hay. You know

quite well that 400 ewes will eat that hay in the

winter. There is an enormous loss on our sheep, and
unless we get a guaranteed price for the sheep we must
get it for the rum.

4568. It would be very much more difficult to get a

guaranteed price for sheep than it would he for

'Is. and what I want to get from you is that in

estimating the cost of the production of cereals we
must in this case, on your evidence, make an allowance
for what the sheep keep is worth in order to manure
the land to produce the wheat crop. That is so. is it

not? Wo have seen what the sheep do cost, and they

'do not pay anything, ami then-ton- we cai t allow

.m> thing. If they did not have the SO tons of hay we

could not keep the she. p.

miring is u debit to the cereals?- V
You could not grow the corn unless the sheep

nere there? No.
4.171. Kvery cost, therefore, of feeding the sheep on

the land is a debit to the cereal crop?- ^

I."i72. In that way you increase the cost which you

give here of getting your wheat in the third year.

You would have to add to that some portion, at any

rate, of the cost of the preceding two green crops?

Certainly in my opinion, the whole.

!"),;). If you add the whole you would arrive at an

impossible figure, because you would moke the cost of

production of wheat :W an acre? Not the whole to

the wheat; part of it would be carried on to the

barley.
1 .7 I. ^ os. a bit of it? The way to get at the cost of

the quarter of corn is to divide 151 quarters into the

80, and 1 should like the price of lamb put up a

shilling a pound, which would reduce that t" L'i'.l. I

think a pound of lamb ought to be worth as much

pound of bacon.

. Dealing with your figures relating to the co-t

of producing beef, what do you estimate the original

cost of the two-year-old steer, to start with? I

should put it at 7 cwts.

4576. What would you give for it as a store sav

ant im.
4577. According to you, you would have to produce

a beast that is worth when it is sold for slaughter
!'(>:) 10s. in order to get your money back, let alone

any profit? Yes.

4578. What would be the average price a beast

going off your farm would make, according to to-day's

pi-ice-!' That would be about 12 cwU.
4579. That would bo worth to-day 148. Thp prices

are, roughly, 80s. a cwt. within a shilling? Yes.

4580. So that, according to * uoiild IOM

on every bullock you produce? That, you see, is

taking to-day's prices ; we are asked for the prices at a
certain time.

4581. You put your cake at 22, whereas to-day's

price is 26? That i, linseed.

4582. You would use linseed, would you not, for

feeding cattle;' Half linseed and half co'.ton.

4583. Cotton is 20?- 'i

4584. You have averaged it at 22. but even on your
figures yi.u would lose 15 on every beast you produce.
Do you think that is your position? I think it will he
next February. It has not been the ease so far,
because the wages have not been up at this figure long
enough to influence it, and the cake has not l>cen up
to its present pri' a. It was til hist spring, and 1 have
not allowed for any cake all the summer, but it will

affect me in the winter. There are the wagis, the
. ami the straw, and attending.

4585. Turning to your she. p account, if you add the
value of the 90 tons of hay, putting it at 6 a ton.
which is the cost of production, you bring your ex-

penses up to 1,900, as against your income of l.:i- '

or, in round figures, 1,400? Yes.

4686. So that, according to that, you would l<se

500 on 400 sheep? You cannot quarrel with those

figures.

4587. You can make figures prove anything almost.
but yen have t<> get at what is the rock-bottom result.

Do you honestly think that you are losing on your
flock of 4<K) ,.,'.. C'XXI | Din-ctly, I am. '.it

tainly. I have to put that against the corn, and that
increases the cost of the corn.

45*<8. According to your corn account, you are not

making more than 12 profit, if you reckon the

your grc-i-n crop*. Without debiting your iurn crop
with even one half which. I maintain, y ni would be
entitled to do of your green crops, you <>n!v get a
balance, taking the eight years, of just over 2? We
do not know what the price of barley is to IN

that may be our salvation.

ll-ive you turned over in your mind at all

about what kind of figure, taking wheat, the guarantee
should be, putting it at the lowest possible figure n
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farmer could depend upon to make of his wheat, which

is, after all, the main proposition,, although in your
part of the world barley is worth more than wheat?

I do not see why you should put it like that. I con-

sider it is in the interests of the country to give us a

good price for wheat.
4590. We look to people in your position to come

here and help us to solve the problem that we have to

solve, which is, first of all, whether a guarantee is

necessary to meet the increased cost of labour, and, if

so, what is a reasonable sum to put it at? It is to

men of experience like yourself that we look for guid-
ance in this matter? I think that 80s. would be as low

as one could expect.
4591. Mr. Overman: As regards your costs for this

year, are they figures that represent the customary
figures of the country, or have you worked them out on
actual prices paid? Take your item of 1 4s. an acre

for ploughing? Yes, 1 have worked them out. It is

rather below the price of steam ploughing, and below

the price of tractor ploughing.
4592. How much do you charge for horse labour?

5s. a day.
4593. How many acres do you plough with a single

plough a day? Two-thirds of an acre.

!. On that light land? Yes, on short days in the

winter they would not do more than that.

J59.). Yes, but on an average? Three-quarters of

an acre.

4596. How many acres dragging? 7J acres.

4.597. I see there is no muck put on to any crop?
Yes, in statement No. 5 on to the grass.

4598. All your muck goes on to your seeds? Yes.

4599. Have you kept pretty accurate accounts in

the past few years? Not the last few years.
4600. As regards these 400 lambs from 400 ewes, is

that a deduction you draw from book-keeping, or is

it actually the number of lambs you have bred on
the average? That is my experience.

4601. From figures? No, from memory. The re-

gular flocks in our neighbourhood do not average one
lamb per owe.

4602. What flock do you keep? Hampshire Downs.
4603. At weaning time do you sell the lamb? No.
4604. When arc the lambs born? At the end of

Kcliru \ry or early in March.
4605. When do you sell them ? We sell a* 7 months.
4606. That is about the average time? Yes.

4607. Arc many of them sold as store lambs, or are

some sold to the fat market? As a rule, stores.

460H. 3fr. Anhby: The foundation of your system of

farming is the sheep consuming the roots? Yes.

4609. You have estimated the costs and the receipts
from your sheep farm? Yes.

4610. Which, on your own figures, gives you a very
small profit of about 21 ? That is a loss of 21,
not a profit.

4611. That loss has to be transferred to the various

crop accounts? Yes, and you see beyond that loss

th?y pay nothing for hay, or the straw, or the roots;

you quite realise that.

4612. Yes, I quite realise that. Will you look at
one or two of your items of expenditure:

"
Hurdles,

20 dozen, 26." What docs that 'exactly mean? We
buy 20 dozen each year.

4613. Will you look at another item lower down :

"
Deaths, 5 per cent, of eiwes"'; that is 20 ewes out

of a flock of 400. You put that at 4 each, 80?
Yes.

4614. What have you done with the skins? We
inicht have kept those ewes for six months before

they died, and we would put the skins against the
of keep.

U;l">. Then you have an item: "Rent, 250 acres

Down at 7s. 6d. an acre." Is this land your own?
No. I rent it.

6. Do you pay 7s. 6d. an acre for it? Yes.

461". Have you ever made estimates of this kind
be-fore? No.

4618. Are you sure? 1 sent figures much like these

to the Costings Committee or it might have been
an enquiry with regard to the Wages Board some two
or three months ago.

4R19. What was the rent you paid then? I could
not tell you.
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4620. Has your rent been increased this year? Yes,
it has.

4621. You stated a few moments ago that your total

capital per acre was about 17? Yes.

4622. Does that include these sheep? That is a

point I should think it would.
4623. Would you just think about the interest on

the crops and on the sheep? Are you not duplicating
it? You have put 1 an acre against each crop, and
you have put 120 interest against your sheep? 1

think I have in that instance, but it ought really to
show against sheep. If you are making a separate
sheep account it ought to show it there.

4624. If your 17 an acre includes these sheep you
are charging rather more than 5 per cent, interest
on 17 against each crop, and you are also charging
it against the sheep. You will have to knock out
that item of interest on the sheep, or halve it on the

crops? Yes, that would be so, I think.
4625. Would you look at the last item on that page :

" 400 ewes at Is. 2d. per lb., plus skin, 40 Ibs. each
at 7 months old, 54s. each"? Yes.

4626. Should not you consider that in normal times
those lambs will weigh about \ cwt. each? Did you
not, as a matter of fact, consider that? No, I do
not think so. One of my neighbours picked out a
few of his best lambs and sent them to our local

grading centre last Saturday week. He thought they
were 46 Ibs. each, but they were graded at 42 Ibs.,

and 'they actually weighed 40 Ibs. They were his best

lambs.
4627. Have you ever weighed any lambs? Oh, yes.
4628. Recently? I have not weighed any this year;

I sold a few last year.
4629. Have you weighed any lambs within the last

two years? Yes.

4630. Did they, as a matter of fact, average 40 Ibs.

each?- -That is about what I thought they would put
them at. When they were grading them they did not

put them at 40 Ibs., and they did not come to 50s.,
so I stopped the grading of them and sold them as

stores.

4631. The whole of these figures on the sheep account
are estimates? They are the result of my experience.

4632. But they are estimates?

The Chairman : 1 think the witness has already said
that the whole of these accounts are estimates

; they
are not the product of his book-keeping. He has

already said that he has not kept accounts in the last

few years.
4633. Mr. Ash by : Let us turn to your rotation for

a moment. You are, as a matter of fact, in this

general paper estimating the cost of the whole rotation
in this current year? Yes.

4634. You have 8 crops, 5 of which are consumed

by the sheep, and on wh'ch you lost money? Yes.
4635. Three of them you sold? There are four

cereal crops, are there not?

4636. Yes, I beg your pardon, four cereal crops ;
so

that if you t;;ke, say, 8 acres as representing one crop
in the rotation right through this year you have 4

acres which are yielding you cereal crops which you
are going to sll? Yes.

4637. The average- cost of the whole 8 acres when
you have deducted everything is 10 12s. 5d. an acre?

Yes.

4638. You deduct the roots fed to cattle, and the
value of straw, and you get to about 10 an acre?
Yes.

4639. Then you say you have I5J quarters of corn

which, roughly speaking, is about 4 quarters an acre
on your 4 acres? Yes.

4640. Have the prices you have received from these
4 quarters up to date met the total cost, including
the loss on sheep? Ye%. Two years ago we had a bad

crop of corn, but last year we had an ove" ^verp.^e

crop.

4641. But they have, ns a matter of fact, more than
covered the cost, including this rather undue amount
of interest? I should say so.

4642. Might I put this que^jtion to you : You admit
that each one of these groups of figures are estimates?

-Yes,
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4643. If there are small errors or large errors in

thete estimates, your profits might be either greater
or less than would be shown by taking this 10, and

the produce of 4 quarters of corn soldi' Yes.

4644. Does your bank book show you that the profit

is greater or less than would be shown on these figures!'

I take it it would show them to be greater, because

on the figures I am working on we have had practically

a 30 per cent, increase in cost. Ootton cake has gone

up from 14 to 20, and labour from 30s. to 36s. 6d.

Coal has also gone up 6s., and the tradesmen's bills, and

i-trrviliing else, will be in proportion, and, in addition.

we have this year, in particular, got a low av.

yield.
4645. Would you just turn for a moment to the cost

of producing beef I take it it is? Yes.

4646. Is this meant to cover one year? Yes.

4647. Have you added up the number of weeks?

It is 53, is it not?
4648. Do you think there are any other errors like

that in these calculations? No, I do not think so, but

I do not think that it makes much difference really to

the result.

4649. Mr. Cautley: Are you a tenant farmer? I

am.
4650. Solely? Solely.
4651. How long have you been a practical fanner ?-

I left school when I was 17, I was with my father for

some years, and then my brother and I were in part-

nership, and I think I have been on my own for

about five years.
4652. Altogether how long experience is that? 26

years.
4653. Always in Wiltshire? Always in the same

place.
4654. On the same farm? Yes.

4655. Your farm, you told us, is 400 acres? Yes;
400 acres arable.

4656. Half tillage land and the other half grass?-
Yes. I also occupy a farm of 2,000 acres, but my
figures are taken from the previous one.

4657. That is to say, you cultivate 200 acres,

roughly, and the other is down land? Yes. These

figures are typical of Wiltshire generally.
4658. The point of my question is this: Do the

figures you have given us relate to a large tract of

country" in Wiltshire? They do.

4659. Could you tell me at all roughly how big an

area, because Wiltshire farming seems to be in a very
serious position? Would you call it Wiltshire Hill

farming, or what do you call it? The Wiltshire Hills,

including the whole of Salisbury Plain and Marl-

borough Plain and the Swindon Plain. There is

better land in the valley, where wheat can be grown
cheaper, but this poor land cannot be cultivated

without sheep.

4660. This is the poorer land in Wiltshire? Yes.

4661. It covers a large tract of country? Yes.

4662. You could not tell us the size of it? No.

4663. Would it run into 100,000 acres? Yes, more.

4664. 200,000 or more than that? Yes, I should

think it would be over 200,000 acres.

4665. You cannot grow corn without sheep? No.

4666. Is that the reason you charge the interest

on the growing of each corn crop on 17. the amount
of capital, over the whole acreage? Yes.

4067. It is impossible, in your view, I take it, to

separate the amount of capital used in the corn

growing as apart from the rest of the farm? Cer-

tainly, it is impossible, to divide it.

4668. The sheep form part of the capital? Yes.

4669. They are necessary to the growing of the

corn? Yea.

4670. Are your figures framed on the existing prices
of the day? For labour?

l' 71. Yes, but for cakes and the other items where

you put the prices against them, are they all on the

current prices of to-day? Of course, hay enters very
little into it, and the roots are perhaps at a local

figure.
4072. I understand that the hay eaten by the sheep

does not appear in the account at all
- h docs not.

l(>73. So that to you it would be a much more

profitable business apart from the necessity of having
sheep on the farm (to sell the hay which at present

you feed to the sheep? Certainly.
4674. But if you did that the arable land would

have to go out of cultivation? Yes.

4675. Could you keep the sheep on the grass alone

without the tillage land without the roots? No, we
get them so subject to disease in that case.

4676. It would not be practicable to let the tillage
farm go and turn it all into a sheep farm on gross ?-

No. I may say that was done on one occasion. My
father was farming in the '60s, and in 1879 he took

a farm which was largely arable at the time. Prices

were very bad then, and he laid it down to gross and
did extremely well for a number of years. Then

suddenly the sheep began to die and got eaten up by
internal worms and one thing and another, so it was
a failure.

4677. You say it is impossible, that it is not a

practical proposition? That ia so.

4678. Are you a representative of the farming com-

munity in Wiltshire are you on any representative

body? I am not sent here by anybody, but I am YVc-
Chairman of the Farmers' Union and Chairman of the,

South Wilts Chamber. I do not know why I waa
called here to-day.

4679. Are we going to see anybody else from your
country? I hr.vo not heard M>.

4680. Your suggestion therefore comes to this, that

you ought to have a free market in lamb? Yes. I

tli ink that is most important.
4681. Lamb you regard as a luxury, I understand?

Yes; it always was a luxury.
4682. And always commanded a better price than

mutton? Certainly. I should like to read you this

cutting from our local paper of the 16th August last

with regard to Britford Sheep Fair. Britford Fair is

one of the biggest affairs in England. It is close

to Salisbury. It was held on the 12th August. This

says:
" Whereaa in

years gone by as many as 70000
or 80,000 sheep have been penned on the Fair ground,
nowadays between 13,000 and 15,000 sli:-cp is tin-

average. On Tuesday the entry was slightly more
than last year, when about 13,000 were sent to fair,

and there were again many grand ram lambs from

leading Hampshire Down breeders. Trade was far

from satisfactory from the point of view of the
sellers." Mr. Harding, speaking afterwards at the

presentation of prizes, said: " The serious part of the.

matter was that by giving up the flocks, the corn

crops would lie reduced by one-half, and the nation did
not appear to realise the seriousness of that." Thon
we go on to the ram

sales, and in connection with

Major Morrison's sale it says: "Owing to the con-
tinued drought and the dispersal and reduction of

so many flocks, there was no demand for the laml's
on offer from this renowned flock." They could not
sell the ram Lambs because people were giving up th
ewes.

(The Witneit withdrew.)

Mr. L. N. GOODINO, Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture, and Farmers' Federation, Ltd., called and examined

4683. The Chairman: You are an Estate Agent,
and have been asked to give evidence before the Com-
mission on behalf of the Norfolk Chamber of Agri-
culture and the Farmers' Federation. Ltd.? Yes.

4684. You have put in a prtriii of evidence which

perhaps you will allow mo to take as read? Yes.

Evidcnce-in-chief handed in by Witness,

4685. (1) I :un now and have tor the last 2<> years
been Mta to Mr. W. N. L. Champion, ol

Riddlesworth Mall, Norfolk, nnd have the control and

^ht of upwards of 6,000 acres of land. I am
a Fellow of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents'
Institute.

4686. (2) I have been instructed by the Norfolk
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Chamber of Agriculture and also by the Farmers'

Federation, Limited, to appear and give evidence on
behalf of those bodies before this Royal Commission.

4687. (3) In the first place, I would wish to point out

very strongly that owing to the increased rate of wages
and the cost of all other farm commodities having been
so recently increased, and having regard also to the
abnormal conditions of farming for the past five years,
it is impossible to produce any accurate or compre-
hensive figures with respect to the cost of producing
any specific crop in the immediate future.

4688. (4) I would also wish strongly to point out that

owing to

(1) the break of the four-course shift as practised
in the county of Norfolk,

(2) the frequent successions of corn following a
corn crop,

(3) scarcity of fertilizers,

(4) reduced number of bullocks grazed and con-

sequent shortage of farmyard muck,
(5) the scarcity of sheep,
(6) the scarcity of labour,

the fertility of the land is of necessity greatly
deteriorated, and no figures I can give can be regarded
in any way normal.

4689. (5) I would also wish to point out that the Nor-
folk Chamber of Agriculture only received permission
for them to give evidence on the 9th August, and that
a copy of this evidence-in-chief, together with any
figures or suggestions, had to be put in by Friday, the
15th instant, and my attendance was required on

August 20th. It will therefore be seen that owing
to all these foregoing reasons I am placed in a matter
of considerable difficulty in giving my evidence.

COST OF PRODUCTION.
To arrive at the cost of production of Agricultural

Produce it is necessary first to estimate the cost of the
various cultivations required to produce any given
crop.
We can divide under the following heads:

1. The cost of keeping farm horses.

2. The manual labour required and the value of
game for each operation.

3. The cost of ploughing and other cultivations
with horses

4. The cost of working farm tractors and to what
extent these can substitute the horse labour
on the farm.

A. Thf Cost of llnrte Labour.

The value of the average amount of food consumed
by the ordinary farm horse each week at present
market prices based on returns received from holdings
totalling 5,911 acres in Norfolk and employing 130

working horses is as under:

Average cost of food consumed by each farm horte

every week.

In

Corn, 5J stone at 2s. 4d. ...

Hay, 9 3/10 stone at lljd.
Straw for fodder

Roots, bran, &c.
Value of grazing on meadows

Lucerne, Ac., cut green

165 16 9

Srhedule " A." Table A (1), Appendix VII.)

he Stable.
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The omt of any other cultivation cn be calculated

iu the same way.

D. Cott of Ploughing tcith Trartort.

r.Vumifn/ fost of Coughing 1 atrr of light land with

an Of iti'im
"

-I I'.
i'.

Tmrt-tr Jrntriny a 3-

/urroic Jfoiinr self-lift plough.

s. d.

Kui-l. 2 galls, at Is. lOd 3 8

1'etrol, 1 qt

Lubricating oil, 4 gN 2

Labour ... 1 6

Henairs and depreciation plough
shares, Ac 7

Carting oil, and supervision 3

15 1

The above tractor cost 380, and has been working
3 years, and the figures are based on the actual costs

of working the tractor.

Most of the repairs have been carried out by the

owner, or would have cost considerably more.
The present charges for ploughing done by Govern-

ment tractors in the district at the present time are

On light land
medium land

heavy land

20s. per acre.

22s. 6d.

32s. 6d.

It will thus be seen that the difference in cost

between horse and Government tractor ploughing is

as under:

Light Medium Heavy
land. land. land.

Horse 14s. 7d. 10s. 6<1. 29s. .'VI.

Government tractor 20s. 22s. 6d. 32s. 6d.

N.B. It should be borne in mind that with tractor

ploughing the field must be first set out with horses,
and that corners and head lands have to be afterwards

ploughed by horse labour.

From the above it does not appear that the tractor
can be worked more 'economically than horses upon
the farm, though the value of getting the work done

quickly and at the proper time may often outweigh
the extra cost of the tractor.

E. The Cost of 1'rodvring Corn.

In working out the costs of production, it is well

to take as a basis the light land holding, of which
there is a very large average in Norfolk, as it is on
these farms that the heavy increase in the cost of
labour and working expenses .s IIIOM! frit, the extra

price received for the corn being insufficient to repay
the extra cost.

There :ire several thousand nrres of vrry light land,
more especially in the Thetford and Swaffham Unions
of the county, which only yield from 12 to 17 bushels

per acre of corn, but I have not included land of this

nature in working out the following tables of costs.

A report on these lands was issued by a Special
Committee on March 29th, 1919.

itifieisil manures were applied the cost would
!> increased accordingly and a profit might or might
nut !> shown on the use of the manure; it depends
largely upon the season.

The value of any residue from the farmyard manure
left in the land after taking off the crop may be put
against the cost of cleaning the land for tin- ni-.\t crop.

In working out the above estimate nothing has been
charge! for interest on capital, and no value allowed
for the farmer's own time and skill.

F. The .{rim,/, )',,/,/
,,/ t'urti

/

Returns have been collected of the actual acreage
shown and tin- number of bushels of corn threshed On
holdings of good light land in Norfolk representing
about 13,500 acres of corn grown ilnring the last six

years and it is found that the averages for light land
are:

Bushels per Acre.

Wheat 21-42

Gate 26-14

Barley 18-29

Ely*

'

... M".'<

Working on the rc'turn.s the cash result of growing
one acre of wheat at the present time is found to be

aa follows:

ing din Acrr
<if

\\'hmt n

v>ett-farmed Light Land.

Cost of
Production.
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Showing the cost of production to be 38s. lOd. per
coomb of 16 stone, the Government guaranteed mini-
mum price for this year's crop being 34s. 5d. per 16
stone.

No artificials have been charged for in above, as it

is considered if used they would increase the yield,

though this is not by any means always the result on

light land.

It has not been possible to collect corn returns

showing the yield over all classes of land in the time
allowed for collecting evidence for this enquiry, but
the average yields of corn on the different classes of
land may be taken approximately as under :
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4711. In principle you object to a guarantee but

you do not see how the farmer can be given t In-

security which is absolutely necessary to him to carry
on without a guarantor:-

- 1 do not think that 1 ought
to give my private opinion upon the matter at all,

and I am not instructed to give the opinion of the

Chamber as regard* matters of policy.

4712. Mi-. >' HI i/A: These figures that you have
put

before us are purely estimates, are they? No, they
arc all founded on ta< t.

4713. Arc these figures on page 3 founded on fact

us well the returns us to the estimated cost of keep-

ing farm horses in Norfolk P Yes, they are all on
returns received from farmers of the actual food given
to the horses returns which have been sent in to

me by the farmers.

4714. There is a rather remarkable difference in

some of thorn:' Yes, there is a very remarkable
difference.

4715. In one case I see it is put down at as much as

1 19s. 9d. to keep a horse in the stable per week,
and in another case it is only 1 Is. It is almost

double in one case? There is a groat difference

because on some farms it is necessary on account of

the condition of the land and the quality of the land

to give your horses more corn per week. One man
would have to give his horses perhaps on heavy land

6 to 7 stone of corn a week at 2s. 4cl. a stone, whereas
on a light land farm they might be able to do it on

4J or 5 stone. During the war I have been able to

keep horses on 4J stones on light land. Then if you
take a farmer who is conveniently situated as regards
meadows where he can put his horses out he is in a
much better position than another man who has to

cut everything and bring it to his horses. Again
another man will give his- horses stover, whereas
another gives them straw. I have taken the actual

quantities given by the farmers and averaged them
out.

4710. Do you really suggest these are actual figures
and actual ezpendituroP Yes, I suggest that on the

average they are as near as you can get it, taking
one farm with another.

4717. At one farm the cost of keeping a horse in

the stable is almost double what it is in the case of

another farm? Yes, that is so.

4718. What about the grass? In one case it cost

3e. 6d. and in another 1 10s. Oil.? I put the 3s. Gd.

one in because it was sent to me, but I do not believe

it ran bo correct. 1 do not consider it to be correct.

I do not tli nk that anyone can keep a horse at grass
for anything like 3s. 6d. A week. I know they can-

not. I put it in Ix-cause, I wished to err on the low

side if I erred at all. That is the reason. I have
taken all the returns exactly as I have received them
end averaged them^out.

4719. Would you think it is possible for the keep of

a homo to be as much at grass aa it is in the stable?

It all depends. Some people do not turn them out
at all, having nowhoro to turn them out. I know
one farm where everything has to be taken into the
stable all the year round.

4730. These figures either mean that the horses are
Rt grass or that they are not at grass. It states
here that they are at grass, and if they arc not at

grass the figures are mislead ng in that respect? It
.-h.iuld be perhaps more correctly put as "

during the
summer." It is usual to turn the horses out to grass
in the summer.

4721. With regard to the number of working
horsed, would you suggest that a farm with 22 work-

ing horses would have no grass for the horses? It
all depends; I could not say for certain.

1722. But taking it aa a practical thing what
would you ay? Not as a rule they would not.

4723. This very case I am Cutting to yon, where

they have the largest number of horses,* 22. is the
case where the cost at grass per week is the highest,

1 10s. Od., and I suggest to you it would not IN- :i

practical thing in that case for them to have n

grass? You are referring to No. 3, Table A (1 ),

Ap|M-ndix VII.. and 1 know in that case the

give* bin horses 3 ..torn of rorn in tin- winter and 3
stone of oats and beam* when they are at grii-

14 stone of hay a week. It is the hay which makes

it cost so iniu-li. Hit' i. >st <>i grazing on the meadow
i> |'iit at 3s. (id.

I 1 2 1. 1 suggest to \ou thor- must IK- a good deal

of grass land going w.tii that I'arm which I see has an

acreage of 1,100, ami also with the one above it of

370 acres with 11 working horses. There would bo

a good bit of grass there cils'.r Yes, but ho probably

gives them stover, w Inch a good many farmers do

not do in the summer.
17..".. Do you suggest that that 'is a rehable figure?
In that actual case, yes. I have tiio return hero

from the farmer in that case. That farmer works

his horses 301 days a year, which is over the average.

Probably by doing that he finds it necessary to give
his horses more corn in the summer.

472G. 1 1 the weekly cost in the stable in his case is

1 lu>. :id. and the cost at grass 1 10s. Od., it seems

to mo there is no advantage in feeding his horses to

grass at all, because there is only 3d. a week dilfor-

once in the cost. It seems to me there is something
rather strange about those figures? I will be pleased
to produce them to you if you would like to have
them. I have the returns from the farmer himself.

4727. I do not suggest that you have not the

returns. It is the question of how far these figures
are based upon fact or upon conjecture? This man
gives his horses the same amount of corn in winter

as he does in summer.
472S. Surely with grasf) a man would not give his

horses the same amount of corn as ho does without

grass? Yes, some farmers do.

4729. You have not any information, I suppose, as

to the financial results of farming during the last

four years? I have them in course of preparation,
but I have not had time to complete them yet.

4730. Would it be possible for you to complete
them and let us have them? I can do that at a later

date, but the figures for four years would be very

misleading because you are taking the four years
of the war.

4731. I take it that the particulars of the details

would be there and we should be able to judge as

to their value? The particulars wmild l> there,

but they would be no criterion at all for the future.

As far as I can see the last four years or five years
would have no bearing at all upon the profits likely

to be made during the coming year, or the present

year as far as that goes.
I732. You mentioned in reply to a question by

Mr. Parker that there was deterioration in the land?

Undoubtedly.
4733. Do we understand from that that you con-

sider that must be taken as part of the future work
and expenses of the next few years? Yes, certainly.

Any estimates as to the cost' of production in the

future must bo based upon the cost of producing
those products under what I should call proper condi-

tions, that is to say, the fanning in a proper manner
and not doing it like we have been doing during
the last four or five years in order to get it done

quickly, but to do it properly. To do that you must
clean your land whirh is now in a very foul state.

4731. Could you tell us whether the results of the

last four years have been very profitable to farmers?

I am not prepared to say at the present time. I

have not got the figures ready.
4735. Could you say in a general way whether they

have been mucn mnre profitable than during the pro-

ceding years? I am not prepared to say. I can

bring before you at a later date the, actual returns

from the farmers themselves. I am collecting the

accounts' at the present moment.

4736. Would you suggest that some of these profits,

if they are larger, have been due to the fact that the

land has not been properly worked? No. If the

profits were found to be larger during the past four

years it would be entirely due to the conditions of

war and to realising stock, a great deal of whi-h
was on the farm at the outbreak of war at war prices.

as has been done in other businesses partly that and

partly the depreciation in the value of money.
17.'I7. During the war there has. of course, been a

shortage of labour. Would not the deterioration in

the land lie duo to the, fact that there has not been
sufficient labour to work it efficiently? Certainly.
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4738. If there have been abnormal profits is it

not right to assume that some of those profits should

be looked upon as a reserve fund to be used in the

next few years in putting the land back into condi-

tion P I am not prepared to admit that there have
been abnormal profits during the past few years. If

it is the wish of the Commission I will produce figures
at a later date showing the financial results of

farming during the last few years. At present I am
asked to produce figures showing the cost of produc-
tion and not the financial results of farming at all.

4739. The Chairman: Will you kindly send us the
financial results or if you prefer it would you like

to come up here again at a later date and explain them
to us? I- should be very pleased to do that, but it

will take a few weeks to get them in order,_and also

to get some further returns, as you must hare a cer-

tain number. It would be very misleading to give
you the returns in the case of only four or five

farms.

4740. Mr. Smith : Will those returns be on actual

balance sheets showing expenditure and income?

Certainly. 1 should not produce anything else.

4741. You are not prepared to express an opinion
as to whether there should be a guaranteed price or

not? No.
4742. In your experience in connection with farm

ing, have you formed any opinion as to what might be
done to improve the industry and the conditions so

as to get better results? The main point at present
is that there must be increased production there is

no doubt whatever about that and that increased

production must come from the labourer. At the

present time he does less than he did in the same
time before the war. I was only speaking the other

day to a gentleman who farms in Norfolk this is a

typical case. He told me that he employs at the

present time 16 men and 5 boys to do the same work
on his farm to-day as was previously done by 14 men
and 3 boys. That is a very serious question. The
work a man does to day in one hour is not so much
as he did in one hour before the war

;
there is no

doubt about that.

4743. .To make the proper comparison there, every-
thing would have to be equal, would it not? I do not

quite see the point.
4744. If you want to make a comparison between

to-day and, say, four or five years ago, all the things
to be compared require to be equal if you want to
make a proper comparison? I have made a com-
parison with the wages, if that is what you are driving
at.

4746. Do yon consider that the labour to-day is

exactly comparable with what it was four or five

years ago? Is there any substitute labour being used
to-day, for example? We have got the men back who
were there before the war largely ; they are mostly
the same men now.

4746. Do you think they have been back long enough
to allow a proper comparison to be made? I think
so, yes.

4747. Would any of these men you are referring to
be returned soldiers who have been wounded? Not
anyone who has been seriously wounded. I am speak
ing of the general labourers on the farm. Some of
them would be returned soldiers, but not men who have
been wounded. The men who have been wounded are
still unable to work most of them.

4748. A good many of them would be returned
soldiers? Not a very large percentage.

4749. A great many men went off the farms, did

they not? Yes, but not so many in my district as
in others because as it happened there were more of
thorn older men not so many of them came under
the Act, because of their age.

47/50. There was a great deal of complaint at the
time about the number of men that were being taken
from the farms? Yes, and in my own particular case
we lost 20 or 25 of them.

4751. Would you agree that it would be a natural
condition arising out of the war that returned men
would take a certain amount of time before they
nettlrd down again in industry? No, I do not think
o. I cannot give you a reason for it, but it seems
to me the highor wages they get the less work they do.

4752. Have you been able to make a comparison
to judge that condition under normal conditions?
I think we are under normal conditions at the present

time, and have been in the last few months.

4753. Do you think that we are under normal con-

ditions now, so short a period after the conclusion of

hostilities? Yes, I think so at the present time. Pre-

vious to the war the men were working 60 hours a

week and were being paid 15s. a week, 3d. an hour.

The wages have been raised to 36s. 6d. a week and
the hours reduced to 54 just over 8d. an hour which

really for the same number of hours as were worked
before the war is equal to 40s. 6d. a week. That is an
increase in wages of 270 per cent. A man is working
to-day six hours a week less than he did before the

war. I admit that that partly accounts for the

reduced output, but not altogether.
4754. Do you suggest that some of it is due to the

reduced number of working hours and some of it to

reduced efficiency ? I do.

4755. In your case, if your men were so much over

military age, would there not be a natural deteriora-

tion in their case owing to the fact that they are

growing old? That would only operate in the case of

a few of the oldest.

4756. You say you did not lose many men during
the war? We lost about 20 perhaps.

4757. You say your men were mostly over age, and
therefore they would now be reaching an age when you
would expect some depreciation ? Yes, but in the men
who have come back to us, and who were with us

before the war, we do not get the same amount of

work out of them.
4758. Do you not think that is due to war strain,

which they have not yet recovered from ? It may be
due to some extent to the life they have led the last

three or four years.
4759. Can you give us any idea of the extent to

which the industry may suffer from lack of transport?
I am afraid I cannot just at) the moment; it is

rather difficult to say. I should not like to express an

opinion upon that.

4760. Mr. Prosier Jones : What number of men do

you say you were employing upon your farm ? Do you
mean just the farms I have to manage?
4761. Yes? We had somewhere about 90 men before

the war
;
I cannot tell you exactly to one or two.

4762. What number have you between 14 and 18

years of age? I cannot tell you now; I could have
told you if I had known you wanted that information

perhaps a little under 20 15 to 20 in number.
4763. In the future these men will be educated under

the new Education Act, and they will have to attend
for that purpose a certain number of hours every week
at school? Yes.

4764. Will you give us your opinion as to how far
that is going to affect the cost of production? I am
afraid I cannot. Will they have to attend during
working hours?

4765. Yes, most likely? How many hours a week?
4766. About eight hours? I am afraid I cannot

answer that question.

4767. This must materially affect the cost of pro-
duction, must it not? It will affect the cost of pro-
duction pretty considerably, but I am pot prepared to
state to what extent at the present time. That is a
matter which wants to be worked out.

4768. Do you agree with me that it is desirable that
the agricultural labourer should have every facility for

educating himself? It is desirable to educate everj
man the highest you possibly can in every business.

4769. Do you think for the time and money ex-

pended upon it there would be a good return from
them ? I do not know

;
I am not prepared to say on

that point ;
1 rather doubt it.

4770. Do you think we have anything to fear fro.ri

foreign competition in the future? I should BUT

probably we have.

4771. From what country do you mean? I have no
definite opinion on that

point,
but taking it generally

I think the probability is that in a few years' time,
when the cost of transport is cheaper, we sha!l get
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more corn into this country at a cheaper rate than we
c.ni grow it.

!77'J. Tho climatic conditions of this country are u>

good as those in other countries that we have to

compete with, are they not?- I should not care to

express an opinion upon that point.
4*73. Do you know that the rate of wages is higher

in this country: I cannot express any opinion upon
any question of foreign policy ; I have not gone into

that at all.

4774. We are going into the question of what the

cost of product 'on will be? I have estimated what it

will cost to produce corn in this country, but what
it will cost to produce in foreign countries I have no
means of judging.

1775. Assuming wheat can be bought at 60s., and
that the 60s. minimum goes up to Cos., would you
agree with me in fixing a scale by which the farm
labourer should get a weekly proportion of it in his

wages? -The old adage used to be that the value of a

coomb of wheat was equal to the week's wages of the

man. That, in my opinion, would not be unfair, but
that at the present time would not be considered

sufficient.

4776. With regard to security of tenure, do you
think that the tenant farmer would speculate or sink

his money in the land, if he had security of tenure?
What do you mean by security of tenure?

4777. A man who had nothing to fear as regards
being turned out of his farm? At the present time
most farmers prefer to be (tenant farmers rather than
owners.

4778. Is that your opinion? That is a fact, if they
hnve a good landlord.

1779. Mr. 7. M. II i nili-rsi>ii : You have been asked a

good many questions about horses, so I will not bother

you beyond one point. I see in one case you put down
the cost of stabling at 1 19s. 9d. per week? Yes.

4780. Is not that very excessive? That is what the

farmer informs me he gives his horses what <vt costs

htm on the farm.

4781. You can stable a hack at a livery stable for

less than that? That includes the cost of the corn,
and roots; and whatever he gives them bran, and so

on. That is what he actually gives them
;
that is all

I can say.

4782. You say you have been so hurried that it has
been impossible for you to produce any accurate or

comprehensive figures, etc., and I understand you have

promised to give us more details at a later date?
Yes.

4783. F see you say in paragraph B., under
" The cost of manual labour

"
:

"
Usually if the man

is not at work he does not receive his wages, so we

may calculate that he is working for 313 days in tin-

year." 313 days, surely, is all the days that he could
work in the year, unless he worked on Sundays? He
gets paid for every day he works.

4784. He would not be working on the Sundays?
That is taking the 52 Sundays off.

4786. You have worked it out as coming to more

money than the 42s. 6d., so that your figures are a

little bit hasty? -He is paid for every day he is at
work.

4786. You say:
"

Usually if the man is not at work
he does not receive his wages, so we may calculate

that he is working for 313 days." That means that
he is working every day in the year, and you put it at
7s. 6d. a day? It comes out at 118 a year.

4787. How many days in the year does he work?
I could not say, but if he does not work he does not

get bis 7s. 6d.

4788. No labourer works every working day in the

year, does he? No.

4789. Then how does he work for 313 days in the

year? If he does not work on one day does he make
it up on another day? No. He gets paid for the
time he does work.

4790. Supposing on Monday and Tuesday the
weather in so bad that he is unable to do any work
at all. What happens then? Then he get* paid for
the four days on which he does work.

4791. Out of the 313 days, how many days do

you flunk tin man cannot work? It all depends
upon the state of the man's health.

4792. I am speaking from the climatic point of
-We have to find the men work on wet days,

and they hang round the farm very often doing work
which does not pay, and also in the winter cleaning up
harness and other things which really do not count.

4793. When the weather is so bad that a man can-
not work, you find a job for him somewhere or other
on the farm? If possible. It is

nearly always done.
If it is a wet day we find him a job inside cleaning
harness, dressing corn and putting corn up for market.

4794. Chopping sticks? No, he would not do that.

4795. You say you have formed no opinion upon
what should be, if any, tho minimum guarantee under
the Corn Production Act? I am not ready to give
that opinion.

4796. What has been the average price of wheat
that you have been receiving during the last few

years? I am afraid I have not got that.

4797. Mr. Green : You are the agent for 5,000 acres,
are you not? Yes.

4798. Will the balance sheets you propose to present
to us be the balance sheets of your home farm or of
the home farm and of tenant farmers? I propose to

produce the balance sheets from a large number of
tenant farmers in the county of Norfolk. I am also

prepared, if it is thought desirable, to put in accounts
of the Riddlesworth Estate for the last 19 years.
We have had four farms most of the time in "hand,
and the accounts in each case have been kept
separately just as if the farms had belonged to
different owners.

4799. Would they be of home farms or of tenant
farmers? Mostly of tenant farmers.

4800. And one home farm? Yes.
4801. What is the size of the home farm? The sire

of the home farm where I live is about 800 acres.

4802. With regard to paragraph K. of your evidence,
do I understand you have a kind of roving coimni^s'on
over 13,000 acres? No, that is on actual returns
from the farmers of the actual corn grown and the
number of acres sown.
4803. Why arc these returns sent to you? Be.

I sent out a large number of forms and asked the
farmers to send them back to me so as to get reliable

information for the Commission on behalf of the two
bodies who appointed me as their local Secretary
the Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture and the Farmers'
Federation.

4804. How is this yield of wheat of 21-42 bushels per
acre so extraordinarily below the average yield of the

country, do you know? Is this very poor land? No,
this is not the very poor land

; the very poor land
shows a considerably lower average than that.

4805. Surely the land of Norfolk is noted for its

wheat-growing qualities? YPS. on tho better lands,
but there is a very large quantity of land in Norfolk
which does not show a better average than 21 bushels,

taking the last six years' average. I admit it sur-

prised me at first.

4806. Arc you quite sure it is correct? Yes, I have
the figures from the individual farmers.

4807. It in good light land, is it? Yes, and \\<-'.\

farmed. I am not including very poor 1 ght land

which only grows two or three coombs of wheat to the

acre
;

I have left those out.

4808. You say before tin- war you employed 90 men
on the 5,000 acres? Ye,; it might have been a few

more, or it might have been a few less.

4809. How many men do you employ now?. Pro-

bably about 70.

i. The 70 men have to do the same amount <<f

work now as the 90 men did before the war? No,
not quite, because the work is somewhat d Ifen-ntly

urrangod, and wo have given up two largo farms
since, tho war

;
we have let two farms.

Ml. Tho last Witness we had told us that he is

working a farm of 700 acres with about half tho

number of men he employed before, tho war. and ye:
the fertility of that farm had increased? I am sur-

prised <U> hear it
;
he must havo had bettor men than

we have got.
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4812. He was complaining about his men. With
reference to what Mr. J. M. Henderson just asked

you as to the employment of labour on wet days, do

you not think that it would be more economical to

work large farms than to work small farms, because

of the use you could make of your labour on wet days?
Undoubtedly.
4813. In cleaning up the machinery, and in the fact

that there would be more barn work to do? Yes, I

agree it is more expensive to work a small farm than
a large one.

4814. And so far as wet days are concerned, there

would be more employment for the men? Yes, on a

large farm employment could be found for them,
whereas on a small farm they would be told there was
no work for them to do, and they could go home.

4815. Mr. Cautley: You have light land, mixed

land, heavy land, and fen land in Norfolk? Yes, that

is right.
4816. You have only presented your accounts for

the light land? That is so.

4817. May we have the same sort of accounts for

these other three kinds of land when you come again?
I do not know thai I shall have time to prepare

them.
4818. Then I hope you will postpone your visit until

you can do so? It is a very big job.
4819. Yes, but you are appointed by the Chamber

of Commerce and the Farmers' Federation to put
evidence before us, and you seem to me to be the

most likely person to get this information for us?

If you would like to have it I will get it for you.
4820. Yes? I could have got it for you if I had

had time. I have left out land which only produces
two or three coombs to the acre, because in my
opinion I considered it was not fair to bring that

forward, as it seems to me that land of that descrip-
tion must of necessity go out of cultivat on at the

present rate of wages.
4821. It would be very interesting if we could get

the cost of growing wheat on the other lands so that

we might know roughly what proportions are on the

different kinds of land in Norfolk? That is go'.ng to

be produced by another body from the County.
I-'J2. If we are going to have it from somebody

else we do not want it twice over. Perhaps you will

communicate with the other body with regard to it.

The only thing we want is the information, and that

it shall be authentic when we get it? Yes, I will

try and do that.

4823. The only comparisons you have drawn as to

pr-ces are between the 1914 prices and present day
prices ; you have given us no figures for the interven-

ing period? That I am not prepared to state off-

hand
;

I will get that for you by next time.

4824. I understood you to say with regard to the

percentage rise up to date that the wages before the
war were 15s. for 60 hours' work? It was someth'ng
like that.

4825. And that they are now 36s. 6d. for 54 hours'

work? Yes.

4826. What is the overtime rate? lOd. an hour
on wok-days and Is. on Sundays,.

I -'.'7. So that that makes 41s. 6d. if the full number
t.f hours are worked 60 hours as compared with

36s. 6d. ? Yes, if you make it up to 60 hours.

4828. You must take the extra 6 hours at the

present rate' you have to pay to draw the comparison,
so that it is now 60 hours r.t 41s. 6d. as against 60
hours prr-war at 15s. ? Yes.

H'2!J. I have some questions I wish to ask you rn

your figures, but I will reserve them for a future
occasion when we see you again? Very good.

4-C}0. Mr. llnlliix : I just want to elucidate the

j:oint about the decrease in the efficiency of labour.
I.ikr th ri'st of US), you read the papers, and I think

you will agree that that is a complaint which
is applied to all the indiHtric.s <if this and other
countries that there is a decrease at the moment in

officM-nfy <;f laliour? I think that is so, but I am
ii->t gin-pared to spoak with regard to any other in-

dustry.
4831. Quito so. I only want to point out to you

that it may be an abnormal thing arising out of all

the abnormalities which have sprung from the war ?

I cannot say what the cause is, but the effect is the.

man has less energy now than he had before the war ;

he dees not do the same amount of work as he used

to do.

4832. We have all had a trying time, and particu-

larly you in Norfolk, with your Zepp. raids, and air

raids, and your relatives at the war, and all the other

anxieties which arose during the war. All these

things are bound to have alfected persons' mental

condition, and that must be reflected, must it not,

more or less, in the efficiency of their labour? On
my own farms we used to pay 3s. an acre for chopping
out turnips. I offered the men 2j times the money to

do it by piecework, but they refused to do it by

piecework. They said they could not earn sufficient

money at it. Consequently they did it by day work,,

and instead of costing us 2J times as piuch, the cost

was 9s. 4d. an acre over 300 per cent, increase on the

labour. I think that points to the fact that you are

not getting the labour out of the men that you used
to do, and these men I am speaking of are very good
men, some of the best of our men. All the estimates
with regard to labour are thrown out of proportion
because you do not get the same proportion of work
from the men that you used to get in the same amount
of time.

4833. I want to try to show that that is an abnormal

thing arising from the abnormal conditions under
which we have all laboured recently? I cannot tell

you the reason for it; all I know is that the fact

exists.

4834. Do you think it is an increasing quantity,
or is it decreasing? Take the period of the war, and
the period that has elasped since the war. Is it

getting better, or getting worse? I think it has beiem

getting worse up to the present time.

4835. You are not looking forward to it being worse
in the days to come, are you? I cannot say what
will happen in the future, but I know it is a very
seriius matter at present.

4S36. You may not be aware of it, but it is the
fact that in the past in the case of all industries

increases in wages, after a certain period, have led

ultimately to higher efficiency? All I can say at

present is that the continued increase of wages on the
farm iHs led to a decrease in efficiency.

4837. You do not suggest that if you wore to de-

crease their wages you would increase the efficiency?
No, I do not suggest that.

4838. You do not suggest that as a remedy ? No,
I would not suggest that, but I suggest that this point
as regards the decrease in efficiency of the labour

requires attention.

4839. Apart from guarantees, is there anything you
could suggest to the Commission that you think might
be done by the country generally for the improvement
of agriculture? I think I said before I was not pre-
pared to suggest what should bo done to rectify the

present state of things. It is not for me to suggest
it

;
I am not prepared to suggest it.

4840. Of course, the Commission have to look to

the future of agriculture we are all concerned about
the future of agriculture and we want to get from
men like you, with your practical experience and y id-^

range of knowledge, if you can tell us anything that

we, in turn, can suggest to the Government, which
would be for the welfare of the industry? I do not

suggest a remedy. The only thing I suggest
is that the farmer must have a slight increase
over the cost of production for his products to pay
for his own time and labour and a percentage of
interest on his capital, which he is entitled to, like

any other industry.
4841. Of course, nobody would quarrel with that?

That is all ] suggest, but how to do it I cannot tell

you ;
I am not competent to say.

4842. Mr. Ashby : 1 think you said just now that

wages in 1914 were 15s. a week, and that now they
are 36s. 6d. a week? Yes.

4843. Are you comparing in each case the same
dass of man? Yes, I think so.

4844. A horse-man in each case? No, a horse-mar,

gets 42s. 6d. to-day, not 36s. 6d.

4845. You arc comparing in each case the ordinary
labourer? Yes.
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4846. Would you turn to the second page of your
evidence, where you give the cost of keeping a h.it-. -

Am I right in assuming that all tli.- prices in this

calculation of the cost of horse food are mark, i
|

Yes; the value that food would lie t<> tin- man if

he sold it, and did not giro it to his horse.

4847. This includes oats, and beans, and nth, -i

things? Yes, oats and beans chiefly and maize.
IM-v All the prici are market prices? Yes, tin \

arc based upon market prices.
4849. How do you arrive at the market price of

roots? I should not say roots at market prices 1

am sorry.
4860. Could you give us any indication as to how

much is roots and how much is bran in the fourth
iifinr I am afraid I cannot, because some farmers
in their returns gave them together.

4851. Taking the fourth item in tho column on the
right hand, have you any idea how much is grass
and how much is lucerne? No, I could not tell you
that.

4852. How much land would you consider was suffi-

cient to summer a horse for 19 weeks, bearing in
mind the amount of corn, and straw, and roots, and
bran, Ac., he is getting? It depends entirely upon
the weather. In this present summer, for example, we
have had a very long drought, and the pasturage
which would have kept 10 or a dozen horses in the
ordinary way has not been sufficient for more than
half that number.

4853. What would be about the rent of this pasture
land The rent would vary considerably in some part*
of Norfolk.

4854. That would be the rent of this light pasture
land? 1 an acre, or perhaps 1 10s.

4855. If in some cases that 4s. 3d. for grazing repre-
sented all grass a horse would be grazing about four
acres of land for 19 weeks? V.

4856. Is not that somewhat excessive? No, I think
not, because the land would be very little used any
other part of the year.

4857. Would one horse consume all the grass grown
on four acres of land in 19 weeks? On that light land.

4858. Are you sure about that? Yes, I should say
so. These pastures very often get dried up in the
summer, and then the farmer has to cart clover and
lucerne to the horse.

4859. What amount of straw would the horse be get-
ting? That is hay and straw mixed, and chaff.

4860. It includes the cost of cutting? Yes, they
give him chaff when he is at work.

4861. Do you consider he would consume all this

quantity of hay and corn and oats and roots when at

grass in 19 weeks? He does not get it when he is at

grass. When lie i.s at grass he only gets about 3 stone

usually.
4862. Can you tell me the price of these roots?

About 3d. a stone.

4863. Two shillings a cwt.? Yes, 40s. a ton.

4864. How many tons of roots could you grow on
this light land ? I cannot tell you ;

I have not gone
into that at present.

4865-6. So that you are not at all sure about the cost
of horse labour? I am sure in this way, that tli. -.

returns have been received from the farmers, and that
as near as they can do it they have put it at what it

has cost them. They have put it down very low in

some cases. It is considerably lower than what they
actually give them. I am quite sure the prices havo
been put down on the low side. In some cases they
give their horses 4 to 5 stone of roots a week.

4867. The whole of your calculations rest, as far as
horse labour is concerned, on this estimate here?

Yes, it is based upon actual returns received from tho
farmers themselves.

4868. It is quite possible that the actual cost of
horse food is much less than is shown here, even on an

average? It is more likely to be more. I should think.
4869. Would you look at the table on the next page,

setting out the cost of keeping farm horses in Norfolk ?

You remember some questions put by Mr. Smith to

you a* to tho high cost in the case of No. 4 ? Yes.
4870. If you look at the figures on tho right hand of

tho page yon will see they are carrying nearly 4^ horses

per 100 acres? Yes.

4871. In some cases take No. 5 for instance, where
the weekly cost of the horse in the stable is 1 Is. 4d

they are only carrying two horses to the 100 acres?
The reason tor that is that No. 4 refers to fen land,
which requires a larger number of horses to work than
the other land. The cost of feeding the farm h<

based on returns received from farmers of all classes

of land in order to get tho average cost of a working
horse.

4872. You sai<l. in answer to Mr. Smith, that the
cost of keeping a horse might vary to some extent

according to the nature of the land that a horse on
heavier land would be doing heavier work, and would
therefore require better feeding? I have shown that
in these returns.

4873. That being so, you have averaged the cost"

of the keep of the horse on heavy land together with
the keep of the horse on light land ? I have taken the

average for all classes of land, and taken the cost of

the keep of the horses on that land.
4874. You have taken the average cost of the keep

of the working horses on lands of all types, and have
applied that average cost to t^ie cost of cultivation
on very light lands? Not on very light lands on
light lands.

4875. Land with a yield of 21 bushels an acre, or

something of that sort? Yes.
4876. You have taken in all these cases a certain

amount of depreciation in the horsos. Is it at all

possible that some of the horses which appear in this

table as, for instance, in No. 4 are not entirely
working horses, but may be brood mares that are

producing foals? Of course, a good many farmers
breed a foal.

4877. Would the cost of keeping those horses appear
in the average statement here?- No. because when a

horse is turned out she ceases to receive the corn and
chaff, and stover, if she has a foal.

4878. On page 4 you give the cost of ploughing with

tractors, and you estimate half a gallon of lubricat-

ing oil for the tractor to the acre. Do you consider
that a tractor would actually use half a gallon of

lubricating oil per acre? That is the actual return
received from a farmer who works a tractor very
often and works light land. It is based on the cost
over the last three years to that farmer.

4879. Mr. Overman : This 6,000 acres on the
Uiddlesworth estate is only a portion of tho estate
which you farm yourself, is it not? I do not farm
the whole of the 5,000 acres ; 5,000 acres is the whole
estate. Until quite recently we farmed 3,000 acres,
but last Michaelmas we let a large farm, and at the

present time I am farming just over 2.000 :i.

4880. What proportion of that have you got under
the plough now? About 1,500.

4881. Of course, there is some which is down to

temporary grass? The 1,500 acres include the tem-
porary grass.

4882. The 1,500 includes the yearly seeds? Yes.

4883. When the Board of Agriculture asked for 62

per cent, of the existing arable land in Norfolk to

be put in with cereals it was rather a disastrous thing
for these light lands, was it not? In our particular
district it was a very disastrous thing.

4884. What percentage did yon get yourself at that
time:' Wo had got that practically at the time, and
we had to break up very little extra land.

4885. Did you get your 62 per cent. ? Not quite ;

we broke some of the Heath land up.

4886. I would like to clear up, if we can, this

question of the cost of keeping horses. Could you
.help me by indicating what farm No. 3 represents?
That is Mr. Fred Allen, of Swaffham.

4887. I know his farm, and I understood his land

was nearly all arable? There are 100 acres of pasture
and 1,000 acres of arable.

4888. In all probability, in that case Mr. Allen had
to K' v'e his horses pretty well the same ration of corn

throughout the summer as he had to do in the winter?
He does, as I said ;

he gives them the same quantity
of corn in the summer; that explains the high cost

during the summer.
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4889. With regard to No. 7, can you tell us whose
farm that is ? That farm belongs to Mr. Alfred Wells,
of East Ruston.

4890. You have got down the average numher of

working days as 267 in Tahle A? Yes.

4891. It is only on light land that you can get that

average ? Yes ; on the heavy land you would not get
such a high average as that.

*392. Of course all these figures are in respect of

light land. The whole of the ten concrete cases which

you give us in Table A are as regards light land?
Yes

;
I have taken the light land as the basis.

4893. I think your figures are fairly accurate, except
those in regard to the cost of growing one acre of

wheat. I do not think you could thresh and deliver to

market at 12s. 6d. an acre. Is that actual cost or

only an estimate ? That is taken on the actual cost as

near as I can estimate it in my particular case.

4894. You grow very light crops, do you not ? It is

taken on the average return of five coombs to the
acre that is 7s. 6d. an acre for threshing and 5s. for

delivery.
4895. For how many years do you think you will be

able to bring up the balance-sheets for Riddlesworth ?

I can give you 19 years.
4896. I think it is very necessary that we should

have them, and we should like to have pre-war years
as well as the years during the war? If you think it

desirable.

4897. Yes, we must have them
; and when you bring

them up will you detail them as much as you can in

the accounts do you know what I mean? Yes, and
I know what it involves.

4898. I know it means an extra amount of work for

you, but it will be very helpful to the Commission if

you can supply us with it. You say they are in the
hands of some official or other who is undertaking the

work, and if things are lumped together it is very
difficult for us to arrive at any conclusion from them?

I have kept these accounts myself for the last 20

years. I have always balanced them up myself and
had them audited, and I can bring you the balance-
sheets.

The Chairman : Would you wish them for 19 years?
Mr. Overman : No, I do not think so. I think if

we could have them for the last ten years that will be
sufficient.

The Chairman: For the last ten years ending at
1918?
Mr. Overman : Yes.
Thr Witness : Do you mean for the whole of the

county ?

4899. Mr. Overman: No, for your own estate? I

can get those for you within a fortnight.
4900. Can you give us the whole of your accounts

for the last ten years up to Michaelmas, 1918? Yes,
I will do that, but may I say that I would rather
come here and explain them to you, if you have no

objection? There may be some matters that require
explanation, and I would prefer to be here to explain
them.
Chairman : Certainly yon shall come, if you desire

to do so.

II itnrti: There is just this other thing also: I am
not sure that I am allowed to make these accounts

public to the Press.

Chairman : .There is no Press here.

Witness : I have not got Mr. Champion's permission
to make them public. He allows me to use them,
and I am quite prepared to bring them here for the
use of the Commission, but I have not got his per-
mission to make them public in any way.
Chairman : We will undertake not to make them

public. All we shall do is to pass them on to the
Government. What they will do with them, of course,
I cannot gay.
4901. Mr. Anker Himmons: There is a very wide

difference between the best and the worst land of

Norfolk, ii there not? Yes, a very great difference.

4902! The worst is to be found round Thetford and
the best, we may takr it, round Wisbech ? I do not
know \vli"rr you find the best, but I know where you
oiiri find the worst.

4903. What I want to get is something like the

average cost of production of wheat. These figures
which you have given us, I take it, cover a very large
area ? Yes, some hundreds of thousands of acres in

Norfolk:
4904. It is very essential that we ehould Iiave from

men like yourself, whose evidence I look upon ;is most

valuable, the average cost of production over as wide
an area as we can get it in any one district? Cer-

tainly.
4905. I do not understand how you estimate your

cost of threshing at 7s. 6d. an acre? What would
be your return there? I take it on the five-coomb

average.
4906. That is five sacks? Yes.
4907. Is that threshing done by your own tackle?

No, I pay Is. 6d. a coomb for threshing; it used to be
Is. 3d., but it is Is. 6d. now.

4908. The average cost of horse keep, notwithstand-

ing all the variation there is, comes out very much
at the amount you find it is in any county about 6s

a day per horse? Yes, in all districts, as near as

you can get it.

4909. It is very close, but there is an extraordinary
amount of variation? Yes, there is extraordinarily
large variation.

4910. In attempting to arrive at anything like an
average cost of wheat production, it would of necessity
involve an allowance of too high a price, perhaps, in

the case of the worst land and too low a price in the
case of the best? Possibly.

4911. Although the ultimate return to some extent
balanced things? I have not got the actual figures,
but I should imagine from what I know that the
increased return from the better land would more or
less equalise the greater cost of production over the
land which is not so good. That is what I consider
will be the result of the figures when I get them out
and average them.

4912. What we particularly want to get at is some-
thing like a fair cost of production of the various

crops that we have to consider, and I am anxious that

you should have that in your mind? Yes, I appre-
ciate that.

4913. Mr. Eea : With regard to ybur table showing
the cost of keeping a horse, I see you have put the
depreciation at 4s. a week? Yes.

4914. Have you averaged that over the whole of
the horses? Yes.

4915. You would not commence to depreciate the
young horse. You would begin to depreciate them
only when they were about seven years old, would
you not? I take the life of a horse as ten years, and,
putting the average value of a farm horse at 100,
if you depreciate at the rate of 10 a year you will
not be far out.

4916. Starting with a four-year-old and going on
to 14 years? Yes.

4917. Have you any experience with regard to the
life of a tractor? No.

4918. The figures you give with regard to ploughing
with tractors are based on the cost of working over
a period of three years? Yes. Those are the figures
which have been given me by the tenant farmer in
Norfolk who used it.

4919. Do you know how he works out his deprecia-
tion ? He puts the life of the tractor at between four
nnd five years, as 'near as he can get it.

4920. In that case you have to write down a very
considerable sum each year? Yea. In the first two
years you would want very few repairs, but after that
time you want considerably more. This man par-
ticularly told me that he had done most of the repairs
h'mself. If this were not the case the cost of repairs
and depreciation would be considerably higher.

4921. You would want to write it down altogether
in four years at the outside? Yes, I think that is

about right. I have shown you the present Govern-
ment price for ploughing, which, I think, shows that,

compared with the cost of horse labour, you cannot
do it cheaper with a tractor, taking one year with
another. The advantage of the tractor is that you
are able to get your work done at the right time, and
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can push forward just at the proper part of the year.
That might counteract tin- increased cost of the
tractor. That is how I look at it, although I do not
consider that it will actually cheapen the cost of

production.

4922. With regard to the cost of ploughing with

hones on light land, which you put at 14s. 7d. for

I| acres per day with three horses, that, I suppose,
is double furrow ploughing? Yes. In some places

they say they plough more, but I do not think they

do, if you take into account the time they lose.

4983. I should think it is a pretty fair average

myself P Yes, they ought to do that.

4924. To go to your next class, mixed soil, one acre

per day with two horses, that works out at 19s. 6d.

an acre? Yes; they ought to plough an acre a day
on mixed soil.

4925. Do you think they plough as much as that?

They should do.

4926. That again seems very high nowadays. With

regard to your corn returns, is this statement over a

large number of farms in addition to your own? Yes,

they are in respect of nine other farms; there is only
one of our own.

4927. The results seem to vary so. In No. 1 you
have 32*88 bushels of wheat and only 33 bushels of

oats? Those are the actual returns in regard to

No. 1 of the actual number of acres sown and the

amount threshed. In that particular case every sack

was weighed up at the engine at the market weights.
4928. If it is a farm that varies a good deal in

quality, you naturally expect to have a bigger yield
of oats than of wheat? Yes, you would, perhaps,

although wheat is always sown on the best land and
under the best conditions. In that case wheat is

almost invariably sown after sainfoin and if you put
your oats there you would get a higher return of

oats.

4929. That is what I wanted to get at. The con-

ditions are better in that case? Yes, wheat is always
gown under the best conditions.

4930. What about the barley? That is an average
of 703 acres in six years. In that case, also, every
sack was weighed up at the engine at 16 stone.

4931. What is the rotation which is commonly
followed? Four-course: clover, wheat, roots, and then

barley.
4932. Where do the oats come in? The oats come

in instead of wheat every alternate fourth year. As
a rule every fourth year we put either clover or sain-

foin. Then we put mixed layer and after the mixed

layer oats or rye.

4933. Does not that seem a very small yield under

that treatment? It is a small yield, but the fact is

that almost invariably there is a drought at some

part of the year which affects these light lands. The

crop may look very promising indeed in the early

part of the season, and then you get three or four weeks
without any rain and it keeps getting less and !

--

promising every day. These are absolutely accurate

figures.

I'J.'ll. Of course, you grow the finest quality of barley
in Norfolk ? We used to, but since the war we have

not done, because of the shortage of labour and other

things. You cannot get a good crop of barley without

a tremendous lot of trouble if you get a wet season.

\Ve take it that these are well managed farms.

and yet the cereal crops in each instance show a lo-s

according to these returns? They do on the minimum

guaranteed price of corn.

4936. How do the farmers carry on? What do

they make their profit on!' Of c ni-i', thev have
made more than the minimum guarantee I |,i

recently, and perhapr* they have made a profit on

sheep and cattle. I think that the profits have been

more on the sheep or stock than on the corn, really.

4937. You are taking the present cost of labour,

the minimum of which is fixed, and the minimum price

for corn, which is not the market price? Yes.

4938. So that if the market price is more, this loss

will be wiped out? I do not know that it is likely

to be more. That is a thing I am not able to say.

I am ju-t pointing out that at the present prieo
guai.mtced liy the Government corn cannot be grown
at a profit.

Ji'.'R'. If the prices of cereals are not in excess of

the guarantied minimum, there will be a loss all

round thi> year? That is so.

4940. Ih. l>uii<jla*: I just want to put one or two

(|iifstioiis tn you on pages 9 and 10 with regard tu

your cost of growing one acre of oats on light land

in Norfolk. Are all these operations usually carried
...it' I think you said that this oat crop comes in

after a mixed layer that is to say, mixed grass and
clover seed? Yes.

I one year's lay, is it? As a rule.

4942. Are all these operations usually carried out?

They should be.

4943. The harrowing, for example, before sowing.-'

That is nearly always necessary.

I!MI. You sh-iw a financial lesiilt on that, which
mean-, that under present conditions it would lie

impossible to grow oats unless yon were sure of getting
6s. Id. per bushel? Yes.

Ill I"). Was this class of land producing oats before

the war? Certainly.

i. At a profit? I am not able to say; I have

not gone into the figures before the war.

4947. Would you suppose there could be a profit.

comparing present conditions and prices with

obtaining before the war? I should think it <|iiite

likely, because the cost of labour alone has gone up
270 per cent., whereas the cost of the oats has not

gone up in anything like that proportion.

8, Is 26 bushels a typical yield for Norfolk land

under oats? That is the average for the ten farms.

4949. You do not, of course, suggest that it is

possible that there should be a guaranteed price of

nearly 49s. a quarter for oats in the future? All I

suggest, and all I ask, is that the farmers should

receive a sufficient price for their produce to pay a

little bit over the cost of production.
4950. According to your figures, that would !>

a quarter? Whatever it costs a man to produce, he

should receive a little bit over. If we can make sure

that it costs him that amount of money to produce.

he is entitled to receive something over. If a manu-

facturer manufactures :>u article he knows what it

has cost him, and he adds a little bit on for his own

profit.

-i'")l. As a matter of administration, you reco

that it would be impossible to give you 49s. a quarter

for oats grown in Norfolk unless 49s. a quarter were

also given for oats grown in some other part of the

country where they can produce oats at 10 quarters

to the acre? Well, if it does not pay to grow oats

in Norfolk, oats will cease to be grown.

I'.i.'il'. You think that unless the guarantee is given,

a certain quantity of land will cease to grow corn in

Norfolk? Y.s; they will probably grow something

eke; they might grow rye, but that all depends upon
the price of rye.

4953. Assume that rye and oats maintain their

present prices? I think it is doubtful whether the

present price of rye will be maintained.

4954. They are in about the same position to each

other, are they not? Rye is worth more than oats,

but you do not get the yield.

IH.Vi. The price per acre for the two would be in

the same relation now as they were before the war,

would they not? 1 am not prepared to state that:

1 have not got the figures.

4956. That is your ((inclusion, that unless a

guaranteed price , m lie got amounting to 49s. a

quarter, this land will go out of cultivation as far as

oats are com "rned v Yes. a farmer will not attempt
to grow a crop unless he can be assured that he will

"inething over what it is going to cost him
to produce like any oilier manufacturer.

l'.r>7. t'lxiirmiin : Will it be convenient for you to

get these balance sheets which you have promised to

produce to us and come up here again on the 2nd

September? Yes, I can manage that, I think.
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4958. If we could have the balance sheets a little

in advance it would be a great convenience, as the

members of the Commission would then be able to

prepare the questions they may wish to ask you with

regard to them? Certainly, I will try to do that.

4959. If you will be so kind as to send us those

balance sheets as soon as you reasonably can, we
should be much obliged to you? I will. With

reference to the question that was asked me with

regard to oats, I should like to remark that when I

said a farmer would not continue to grow oats and
that oats would go out of cultivation unless a farmer
were assured of a reasonable return, he would, of

course, continue to grow oats for his own horses, but
not for sale.

(The Witness withdrew.)
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The main statistics collected by the Board of Agriculture for which SIR HENRY REW is officially responsible

are (1) Annual Returns of Acreage of Crops and Number of Live Stock since 1866 ; (2) Annual

Returns of Produce of Certain Crops since 1884
; (3) Weekly Returns of Prices of Corn under Corn

Returns Act, 1882
; .(4) Weekly Returns of Prices of Agricultural Products since 1904

;
and (5) Report

on the Agricultural Output of Great Britain in 1908.

APPENDIX No. 1.

Handed in by SIB HENBT REW, K.C.B., in connection with his evidence given on August 6th, 1919.

TABLE I. AVERAGE PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS. (Sea footnote.)





TABLE III.

AVERAGE PKICES OF FARM PUODUCTS FOB BACH (JUNE-MAY) YEAR SINCE 1913-14, SHOWN BY MEANS OP INDEX
NUMBERS, THE AVERAGE HAVING BEEN WEIGHTED ACCORDING TO THE SCALE ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF
AGRICULTURE IN THE AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS :



TABLE VII.

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OP HOLDIKQ8 ABOVK 1 ACBK IN 1918, AND TOTAL ACREAGE
; AOBEAOE OWNED BY

OOCDPIERS (WITH PERCENTAGE OP TOTAL ACREAGE) IK 1913, IN EACH SIZE OBOUP IS ENGLAND AND WALES.



APPENDIX No. II.

Handed in by MR. J. M. CAIE as his evidence-in-cbief, 6th August, 1919.

TABLE I. Average Pricet of drain at Edinburgh Market.
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TABLE VII. Attrage Prictt of firtiliteri.



APPENDIX No. III.

Handed in by the Hon. EDWABD STEUTT, C.H., as part of his evidence-in-chief, August 12th, 1919.

No. 1. Revenue expentetfor a group of farmt (3,550 working acres).
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No. 2 II. Farm "
Ji

" Rrrr**r Xfprtuti.
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No. *. Compai ison of cost of labour on a mixed arable and grass farm, and a grassfarm only.



APPENDIX No. IV.

Handed in by Mr. W. T. LAWRENCE u evideuoe in chief, August 13th, 1919.*

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND FARM SCHOOL, NEWTON RIGG, NB. PBNRITH.

COST OF MILK PRODUCTIOS 20 Cows.

Summer at wteki.
Out ff Oroti and Cake

Rent, 29 mere* at 2

Rate*, 89 acre* at 3*. 6d

Tithes, 39 acres at 2*. &irf

Thistle-cutting and hedging, 3 days
Cake, 20 cows 2 Ib. each for 168 days at 20 a ton

Kent and Ratet of Building*
Rent, 4 12. 4rf. Rates, 1

Uteiuilt

lo per cent, depreciation on 25 for half-year

Labour
Cowman, 33 hoars a week at UJ</. ; two milkers, 14 hours a week each at 8</.

; putting milk on rail,

168 days at 2

Interut on Capital-
Si per cent, for 24 weeks on 20 cows at 45, and utensils, 2.">

Lauet and Veterinary
Average for 24 weeks

Kxpected Profit
56 per cent, of 150 (7 lo*. per cow), (56 per cent, of total milk produced in 24 weeks)

TOTAL

t. d.

58
4 19 1

it 11 3J
1 2 6

60

5 12 4

1 5

70 11 o

21 7

11 10

84

321 18 21

Milk Yield

605 gallons by 20 cows. Average annual = 12,100 gallons. 66 per cent, of this is produced in the 24 summer weeks.=

6,776 gallons.

Coit per Gallon
321 18* 2Jd. -:-6,776= lljrf. ; carriage by rail, additional Id.

Calrei
18 at 3= 54.

COST OF MILK PRODUCTION 20 Cows.

Winter 28 Wtelu.

Winter Ration when in full milk (2 Ibs. swedes, 14 Ibs. hay, 8 Ibs. of oat straw, 4 Ibs. crushed oats, and 4 Ibs.-of

decorticated cotton cake or earth nnt cake.

According to market prices.
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FAEM ACCOUNT FOB THE YEAR ENDING MAECH 31sT, 1919.

Sent in by Mr. W. T. Lawrence in accordance with his promise when giving evidence.

Valuation, March 31st, 1918

Paymenti.
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APPENDIX No. V.

Handed in by BIB THOMAS MIKIH.F.TON, K.B.E., in connection with his evidence-in-chief, August 19th. I

1

.' I
1

.'.

l.Miwat< aftkt Prt-Wr and Port-War Out* of growing Wktat After ManguM* on a Heavy Loam Soil producing
4; jrt (504 JA*.) grain. ( H'A* titv/iynrej occur, tke tteond in bracket* refert to the pott-war period.)
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Interest tm Tenants' Advances. In addition to tenants' capital invested in horses and implements, the iarmer incurs outlays

beginning at Michaelmas. It may be assumed that the crop will be marketed on the average by 1st January following.

The interest is charged at 4 per cent. (5 per cent.) on :

Autumn cultivations for a period of 12 months ;

Spring cultivations for a period of 9 months ;

Harvesting for a period of 4 months ;

Threshing and Delivery Nil. .

Rents, Rates and Taxes, 6 months ; on half the amount.
Seed and Manures 12 months.

2. Estimated coat of Breeding, Rearing and Fattening Beef Cattle, (1) at the prices ruling immediately before tht

War, (2~) at ihe prices ruling in the Autumn of 1919.

The estimate applies to cattle fattened at two years old (100 weeks) and three years old (147 weeks") respectively.
In order to eliminate variables the animals are supposed to be bred and fattened by the same owner. The farm is

therefore adapted for both rearing and feeding. It is assumed to have a proportionately large area of 2nd and 3rd rate

pasturage, and also enough tillage land to provide moderate rations of roots of good quality, and a sufficiency of oat straw.

The cattle are assumed to be well-bred, and the results indicated could only be secured on the rations supplied if the

management were thoroughly efficient. The gains made up to 23 months old ara based on the weighing of about 130 cattle

in seven successive seasons, i.e. of about 18 animals in each year. The weights made between 23 and 34 months are based

on the figures obtained in various cattle-feeding experiments.

The prices used have been :

Pre-war period. Roots 6*. Sd., Oat Straw 30*., Meadow Hay 50*., Seeds Hay 60*. per ton. Linseed Cake per
ton 7 lot. less for manure value 2 5*., nett 5 10*. Egyptian Cotton Cake per ton 5 10. less for manure value

1 15*., nett 3 15*.

Pott-war period. Roots 15*., Oat Straw 50*., Meadow Hay 80*., Seeds Hay 120*. per ton. Lineeed Cake per ton 25 10*.,

less for manure value 3 10*., nett 22. Egyptian Cotton Cake per ton 20 5*. less for manure value 2 15*.,

nett 17 10s.

A. Cattle fattened off at 23 montk (100 tceekt) old.

I.

II.

Ill

IV.
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\\.-Cattlr fattnutl off at 34 montht (147 tore**) old.
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SUMMARY 2.

Ultimate of the Cost of Producing Live Weight Increase at each Period in Life of Cattle.

I. Cattle slaughtered at 23 months old.

Age.

Cost of Increase.
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APPENDIX No. VI.

Extracts from u yxiyw rntd before the Cambridge and District Farmers' Federation .

April 5/A, r.U'., lj J. 1). ODKLL VINTBR, F.8.S. (See his evidence at p. 147 of
Minutes of Evidence.), handed in with his evidence given on 19th August, UU'.t.

PRESENT DAY C<>-

I will now present an estimate for the current year on

prwent cost*.

r.i/M</. This I find baa increased to not lew than

15 per acre ;
I am justified in raising the rate of interest

to 6 per uent., as investments in Government Stock (about
the best security in the world) yield well over 5 per cent.

The interest on farming capital would therefore now
amount to 18s. per acre.

Labour. This now amounts on light lands to 3 10s.

per acre.

Rent. I take the figure of 25s., the same rate an for

the last four of the seven pre-war years.
Manure* i>nn:ha*ed. This I put at 10s. per acre.

Horse keep (corn <nily). At 20s. per acre.

Trtuleineii'i< iiri-oiinlit. At 20s. per acre. I am not xurc

that this rate is high enough, including, as it does, coal

for threshing, blacksmiths' l>ill-, binder twine, and sundry
items, nearly all of which have still a tendency in the

upward direction.

K'itf and taxet. -I estimate the*: will amount to 15s.

per acre. Whereas the assessment in 1908 was on one-

third of the rent, and the maximum tax at that time was
Is.

;
it is now on double the rent with a maximum of 6s.,

which means the income tax is 36 times more than in 1908.

On the credit side I take, for the purpose of estimate,

the approximate present controlled prices per quarter,

namely, wheat 76., barley 70s., oats 60s. These figures

slightly exceed the scale fixed by the Government.
I estimate the quantities at 4 quarters wheat, 4 J quarter*

barley, 6 quarters oats. Government fixed barley at 4 qrs.,

and oats at 5 qn>. I again take net meat. I have not

explained what I mean by
" net meat

"
;

it is the balance

remaining after first cost of stock and cake or other feed-

ing stuffs consumed by the stock, chaff and roots being
taken as an equivalent for the dung or foldings. The
total receipts I estimate at 10 10s. per acre.

NET PROFIT *12s., AS AGAINST 15s. 2d.

I will now tabulate the two periods :

Fur 7 yearn tu
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APPENDIX No, VII.

Hauded in by MK. L. N. GOODING, as part of hia evideuce-in-chief, 20th August, 191'J.

TABLE " A."

(1) Rrturiu rt'etireil ettimating the Gat of Keeping Farm /write in Norfolk.

\.
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(X) t\* /grmnf one aert of <*tt an lifkt land in JVar/olk.

Tillay* operations, to.



VOLUME INDEX.
NOTE. A full iii,/fj; will bf jii-iiilnl when the rvideiire ix complete.

BEVERIDGE, SIR WILLIAM H, K.C.B.,
Secretary, Ministry of Food... 23C4-2737

Cereals :

Fixing of prices . . . 2469-247 1
, 2482-2485

2o(l4-2505, 2511, 2514-2517, 2600-2603

2606-2609, 2708-2715
Position as regards sources of supply 2439-2443

Cheese, fixing of prices ... ... ... 2520
Costing ... 2367,2422,2465-2467,2491,2521-2522
Farmers, account-keeping by 2400, 2401-2407, 2707
Feeding stuffs :

Cost
2501-2503,2574

De-control 2614-2621,2716-2733
Guaranteed prices 2382,2489,2444-2452,

2459-2460, 2525-2528
Hay production 2499-2500
Home-grown feeding stuffs and cost-

ing
~

...2465-2467,2686-2693,
2697-2700

Milk :

Control, continuance question ... 2646-2651
Control of trade, proposal ...2382-2390, 2422,

2472, 2652-2676
Costs of production ... 2391-2396,2637-2*345
Depots 2611-2613
Fixing of prices ... 2371, 2404, 2553-2559,

2593-4, 2598-9, 2679 2685
Records, connection with yield ... 2397-2398

Ministry of Food :

Fixiug of prices by, ee under Prices.
Profit made 2736-2737

Potatoes :

Fixing of prices ... 2372, 2407, 2429-2435,
2477-2481, 2511-2512, 2514, 2517-2518,

2630-2636
. Profits 2508-2509,2634-2635
Prices, fixing of, by Ministry of Food :

proposed Baiis ... 24 1 2, 2468, 2540-2545

Comparison with market prices 2577-2580, 2610
Difficulties 2373
Flat rate policy 2587-2591

possibly too High in some cases ... 2474-2476
as Maximum or fixed prices 2454 2458
Methods ... 2368,24052418.2469-2471,

248^- 2485, 2504-2505, 2546-2559, 2592-2603,
2679-2685

as Minimum prices 2604-2605

Object of 2511-2512, 2518 2519, 2523-2524,
2530, 2560-2562, 2584

Results ... 2380-2381, 2411, 2413, 2461, 2473,
2622-2625, 2653-2668, 2703-2705

Transport 2507

CAIE, J. M., Assistant Secretary to the Board
of Agriculture for Scotland 874-1075, App. II

Board of Agriculture for Scotland :

Explanation of tables submitted by 941-945,
875-879,884-886, 888-910, 916-918, 1025-1029

Farming by ... 934-937, 1006, 1021-1024

Reporters 897-910, 1068-1071
Tractors and horses 879, 911-915, 928-932,

979-987, 1002-1003, App. p. 8
would be Willing to obtain accounts
from farmers for Commission 1029 1032,

1072-1073
Cost of production, tables 878, 926

Cropping, increase but losses in harvest-

ing 690-897

Fanners, account keeping 927, 1010-1012
Fertilisers and feeding stuffs, prices 879, 946-947,

962- 978, App. pp. 7, 8

Grain prices ... App. p. 7

Hay and oat straw prices App. p. 7

Land, compulsory taking of 1041-1051
Livestock prices ... ... ... ... App. p. 7

Milk prices ... 879, 952-961, 1052-1057, 1060-1063,

App. p. 7

Potatoes prices ... ... App. p. 7

Prices, Scotland 1913, 1918, 1919 and ex-

planation of table* 879, 941-945, 1025-1029, ,

1064-1098

I81S8

CAIE, J. M. continued.

Small holdings 991, 1008-1009
ex-Soldiers' and sailors' settlement ... 1004-1005
Wages, suggested source of information... 923

989-990, 995-997, 999, 1000, 1033 1037
Wylhe, Mr., article by 880-883, 887
Yield of crops, etc. 879, 884-886, 888-910, 916-921,

App. p. 8

GOODING, L. N., Estate Agent, on behalf of
the Norfolk Chamber of Agriculture and
the Farmero' Federation, Ltd. ... 4683- 4959, App. VII

Arable land, Board of Agriculture pro-
portion of cereals 4883-4885

Barley, cash result of growing 1 acre 4689, App. p. 20
Corn :

Average yield per acre 4689, 4804 4807, 4933,

App. p. 19
Cost of production 4689, 4690-4093, 4903-

4907, 4926-4933
Farmers, settled policy for number of

years desired by 4708-4710
Farms, size 4812-4814
Fertiiity of land, decrease... 4688, 4694-4696,

4732-473?, 4737
Foreign competition 4770-4773
Guaranteed price, amount ... 4705-4707 4840

4935-4939, 4949-4956, 4959
Horse labour, cost of 4689, 4713-4728, 4779-4781

1840-4877, 4886-4892, 4908-4916, App. p. 19
Hours 4689, 4701-4703
further Information to be supplied 4734-4735

4738-4740, 4798, 4816-4823, 4895-4900, 4957
Labour :

Cost of 4689,4783-4794,4824-4828
decreased Efficiency ... 4742-4758, 4830-4838
Education 4762-4769
Working days 4783-4794

Land tenure 4776-4778
'

Oats, cash results of growing 1 acre 4689, 4940-

4948, App. p. 20
Piecework .. ... 4832

Ploughing :

Horses 4689, 4697-4700, 4921-4925
Tractors 4689, 4697-4700, 4878, 4917-4921

Production :

Cost of ...4687,4689
Increase essential ... ... ... 4742

Profits 4731,4736
Wages 4751,4753,4824-4828,

4836, 4842-4845
Wheat, cash result of growing 1 acre 46S9, 4893-

4894, App. p. 19

HALL, SIR DANIEL, K.C.B., Permanent Sec-

retary of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries 1-435

Agricultural depression, 1885, 1900 ... 39-41

Agricultural policy of present Government 375-376
Agricultural Rating Act 283-291

Agriculture, competition of trade &c. ... 275-276,
329-330

Arable land :

Employment provided by ... ... 87-88
Importance of large area of ... 12-13, 24-26,

52, 84-90, 292-296, 345
Increase 228-233, 264-265
Level of 1872 desired 154-159,268,

373-374
Cereals :

Foreign competition 64,116-117
Home supply 70-73, 234-235, 431

Colonies, mutual arrangement re supply
of produce 50-51

Corn Production Act ... 1,16, 24-33, 222, 392
Costs of production :

Decrease question ... 322-324
Items 8,352-363,403-8
War experience of little value 1, 216-219,

248-250,317-319

P 2
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HALL, SIR DANIEL, K.C.B.

Cultivation, form of

1 \ service officers mid mco
EXOM profits
Farm managers ... ...

Farmers, extent of efficiency

Fruit and market gardening

145,377
...... 226, 2!'

1

.'

...

... 224-225, 251-

252, 278-279
... 87-88, 125- 127,

879-881,891
Guaranteed prices :

the Bvat method of safeguarding

employers ...... 111-114,253256,316
for Cereals onlv 02-64.71 75, 1 16-127, 30n

Connection with minimum wage ... 4,34-37,
10-2-108,417-418

Fixing of, and basis ... 10. 14-15, 49, 54-61,

110, 144-160, If.:.

Future...
' ......... 60-61,190-195

Government promise of 20th Nov.,
1918 ............... 27-33,212

Importance of, necessary variation

with site of farm not agreed to ... 66-69

Necessity for ......... 315,384,420

Object of ... 3, 4, 5, 11-10, 183-189, 206,

267-258, 398

not Operative ............ 198,220
Redaction ............ 397-402

as Ruling prices not intended ...2, 6, 10, 181

Value to owner of lanil ... ... 196

Holbeacb farm colony ... ... ... 337-339

Housing ............... 269

Inefficient farming, State action ...... 223,267
Intensive methods ............ 259-263

Labour, condition as to number of

workers per acre ......... 428-430,432
Land :

Sales ............ 200-205,342
Tenure ...... 207-2 1 0, 340-34 1

,
348-349

l^arge farms with sub-managers, &c. ... 331-332

Machinery ............... 81-82
Meat production ...... 64,118-121,302-303
Milk production ......... 64,124,304-305
Minimum living wage" ... ... ... 76

Minimum rates of wages :

as Actual rates not intended ... 2, 6, 137,

174, 395-396, 399 -401, 421-424
not a Bargain between farmers and
Government......... 116-117,848.416

Connection of guaranteed prices with 4, 34-37,
102-108,417-418

Fixing of, and basis ... 4, 14-15, 36, 47-48,

54-59, 99-101, 109-116, 143-14'J, 234, 235,

326-328, 367-372, 394, 416
Prices:

Control............... 297-298

Fixing of, difficulty ... 3,181,213215,420
Rents ......... 45,199,283-91,342,347
Rural dapopulation ......... 78-83

Smallholdings ......... 271-274,333-335
Transport ............... 391

Wages:
Connection with production ...... 96-97

Good, importance of ... 91-98, 269-270, 427
Minimum rates, tr tlml li/le nlmre.

Sliding scale, difficulties ... 38,45,40,
350-351,410-412

Wages Boards 128 137, 108 173.280-282,306-309
War Agricultural Committees ...... 228-233,

264-265, 434-4 3:,

Wheat cultivation ............ : .|f.

World prices, future coarse of ... 3 1 ( I 3 1 5, .'tHH

HOWELL, HARRY (H:<m<;r., F.C.A., Director
of Agricultural Costs ui.der Agricultural

Costings Committee ............ 1076 1321

Agricultural Costings Committee, consti-

tution objects and work of ...... 1076 1 :'.-' I

Agricultural Wages Board 1 123-1 12'., 1212-1214
Cost accounts, method, basis, etc. ... 1117,1168-

1 104, 1204, 1218, 1264-1268, 1287-1318
Farmers' accounts :

Cost ... 1117,1135-1141,1119-1121,1158-
1164, 1275-1286

Financial ... 1 113-1 1 16, 1151 -1154, 1175-
117*. 1257-1259, 1260-1264

Vulue of food consumed ll.'i* 1159,1254-
1 2.

r
.0. 1 269 1-J74

Milk prixliictioi............. 1224

LAWRENCE, W. T.. Principal of the Newton

Rigg Cumberland and Westmorland Farm
School, near Penritli ...... 2i*| '.Mil:!. App. I V

Cheese making ......... 2316 -2317. '.We'

Cows :

Loss on account of depreciation ... 2 1'.U -_-"-'

Be*ringof ... 2093-2096,2138-2143.

2189,2289-2291
Farm account, 1918-1 '.I ......... App. p. i:i

Milk production :

Cost of production :iml profit 2147-214'.!,

8141-1164,2179 2ini. 2211:1 22:<6, 2242

2264,2273 2275. 2321 2323. 2343-234'.i.

App. p. 12

Guaranteed price advocated ...... 23..- 2361

Improvement in qualities of herds,

possibility ............ 2324-2328
Labour ... 2150-2153, 2169-2174, 2220-2222,

2237-2241, 2287-2292, 2318-232O

Milking machines ......... 23322334

Ministry of Food prices, question of

profit on ............ 2350-2355
Prices ......... 2136-2137,2175-2177
Records............... 2329-2331
Yield ... 2107-2122, 2245-2252, 2270 2271,

2270 227!', 2282, 2312- 231.'.

Newton Rigg Cumberland and Westmor-
land Farm School, class of work, costs,

profit, etc. ...... 20*6-2357, App. p. 13

MIDDLETON, sir THOMAS H., K.B.E., C.B., Develop-
ment Commissioner ... ... 2'.'7f)-3551, App. V

Appointments held by, and experience of 3140-3141

Agricultural Holdings Act ...... 3338 333'.'

Agricultural rating............ 3004,3011
Arable cultivation, importance of in-

creasing ............... 3151-3152
Arable lands :

Conversion of grass to .'.144, 3236, 3249-3251,
3268-3269, 3322-3328, 34'J* 3:,oi

Rearing of stock on 3248, 3518-3522, 3533-3534

Building, cost of ............ 3114-3116

Calves, rearing of ... 3417-3426, 3519, 3520 3531

Capitalisation 2995, 3011, 3450-3451, 3481-:!-|s I

Cereals, acreages 2982, 2984, 3010, 3226, 3385-33XK

Corn cultivation, importance of ... ... 3502-3504

Costs of production :

Estimates re small number of fields

and farms misleading ...... 3355- 33fT>

Farmers' remuneration ... ... 3148-3150
Method of arriving at ...... :$:!'.'

Value of farmers' balance sheets ... 3217 :1222

Cultivation, bad condition ...... 3523-3525

Draining ............... 3007-3011

Farmers :

Education of ............ 3537-3538

Inefficiency of 3U32-3034, 3064, 3229-3230, 3233

bad Farming ... 2990,3011,3028-3034,3064

Farms, size ... 2997, 3011, 3035-3039, 3126-3128,

Germany, agricultural conditions 3080-3081, 3087-

3089,3212-3213,3548 3.V.1

Guaranteed price:
Amount 2!>1 2!'3. :!010, 30J7- 3(160. W,-<

3070, 3153, 3177-3183, 3288-3289,
3313-3321,3335-3336,:

Need for 8168-3164,3182-3183,3243 .'.216.

;
::266 .-,273, 3312. :',32!" 3334

Oats and barloy must be included ... 3510 3511
not Sufficient alone to increase tillage .'lixif,.

8011,3098,3104,8146
Hedges and ditches ......... 32143210
I liirneH, cost of keeping ......... 3402 3l7n

Income tax, proposed abatements, etc. 3001-3303,
30(10 3'io7. 3oii, :;ois, :;o;is 3106,

.-,-.t230.32:>S 32t;2,:;i!M.3:,3'.'

labour ... ' 30)1,31. .166-

3168, 3223-3224, 32H-s .-.3O1

Und:
Improvement of 29H6, 3090-3094, 3339,

3i:,2 .".).>)

Ownerxliip by fnrmers ... 3252-325(1,320]
Tenure anl Kuk-x ... 301.'. 3047.

.",242, 3240 3247,

Liming ............... 3011
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Meat production :

on Arable land... 3248, 3518-3522, 3533-3534
Cost of ... 2985-2986, 3010, 3184-3202, 3416-

3427, 3430-3439, 3455, 3471-3480, .

3512-3522, 3526-3532, App. pp. 15-17
Profit* 3187-3193

Profits 2995-2996,3011,3043
Small holdings 2997,2998, 3081, 3084-3086, 3109-

3114, 3011, 3118-3125, 3129-3132,
3162-3165, 3290-3297, 3302-3309

Transport 3049-3053,3543-3547
Tillage . grass farming 2987-2994, 3011, 3026,

3095-3097. 3206-3209, 3344-3347,
3440-3346, 3488-3490

Wheat :

Cost of production 2976-2978, 3010-3011,
3012-3026, 3054-3056, 3065-3067, 3071-

3078, 3134 3139, 3148-3150,3169-3173,
3263-3287, 3347-3376, 3389-3415, 3428-

3429, 3456-3459, App. pp. 14-15
Profits 3173, 3227-3228, 3275-3276
Yield 3210-3212, 3456-3458

World prices 3228,3310

REW, Sin HENUV, K.C.B., Assistant Secre-

tary of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and Chairman of the Agri-
cultural Wages Board 436-873, App. I

Acreage of cultivated land 576-578
Agricultural depression in the seventies
and the nineties 580-585

Agricultural imports, sources ...473-474, 771-774

Agricultural statistics, collection method,
completeness, etc. 467-472,740-743,

791, 858-860
Arable cultivation :

Acreage statistics ... ... ... App. p. 5

Importance of 479-483,812
Capital employed in agriculture ... 459-461, 463,

554 558, 718, 723-731, 71U-722
Census of production ... 441

Cereals, yield 551-552, 784-786
Corn and pulse, prices 1913-14, 1918-19, App. p. 3
Cost of production :

Decrease not likely in immediate
future 640-648

Increase 605-637, 747-757

Possibility of ascertaining ... 733,839-841
Statistics, question 439-442, 484-490, 514-516

Costings Committee ... 487-490,510-516,733

Dairying 825-830

Family farms 851-853

Farm products, average prices ... App. pp. 3, 5

Farmers, intelligence and efficiency of ... 670-678,
764-767

Farma :

Number and percentages of, above

1 acre App. p. 6

Occupying ownership App. p. 6

Feeding stuffs, average prices App. p. 4

Fruit, prices 1913-14, 1918-19, App. pp. 3-1

Grass land, conversion of arable to ... 792-794

Guaranteed prices :

Acreage basis 652-668,831-832
Benefit to landowners ... 492-495, 736-738

Best system of State support 452, 649, 811

Continuance policy 530

Justification for 812-813

and Margin of cultivation 695-696

and Minimum wage 586-587, 684-693

Object of, etc. 590-592, 679-688, 836, 842-845

never Operative in past and not likely

to become 593-596, 799-802

Protection of public and incentive to

improvements 573-575,815-819, 833-834

Working of 517-519

Labour 464-466, 501-505, App. p. 5

Land: 809-810

Hales 555-558,568-570
Tenure 463,546,723-731

Livestock :

Prices 1913-14, 1918-19, App. p. 3

Statistics App. p. 5

Machinery 471-472,503,529,607-612,810

Meat production 553

Milk production ... ... 553

REW, SIR HENRY, K.C.B. continued.

Minimum wage and guaranteed prices ... 586-587,
684-693

Potatoes 491,521-522
Prices :

Increase 622-637,747-757
Maximum, fixing of 539-542, 594, 616-620, 638
and Wages 559-560

Profits 745-746,751
Rural depopulation 505,580-585
Shipping 475-477,533-538
Transport 445-446,716-717,820-822
U.S.A., conditions in 529-537

Vegetables, prices ... 1913-14, 1918-19, App. p. 3

Wages :

Increase 759-763
and Prices 559-560
Rates 600-604,846-9
Regulation ... ... 790

Sliding scale 497-500

Varying rates in different countries 543-545

Wages Board ... 564-567,571-572,697-715
World's food supply 478, 775-779, 795-798, 803

RUSSELL, DR. E. J., Director of the Rotham-
sted Experimental Station ... pp. 78-80, 1819-2083

Arable cultivation p. 80 (9)
Artificial fertilisers 1981

Capitalisation of industry 1929-1930
Cleaning crops 2077-2080
Costs of production, value of enquiries ... 1969-1972
Cultivation, improvement methods ...p. 80 (9),

1934-1939, 1968
Distribution

p. 80 (9)
Experimental stations 1938-1939
Farmers :

Capital expenditure 1981
Civic conscience must be aroused ...p. 80 (9)

1825-1826, 1901, 1973
Remuneration 1854-1855,1947-1948

Greens, cultivation given up, Bothamsted 1867,
1921-1923 2043

Guaranteed prices 1865-1870, 1908-1911,
1990-1993, 2083

Hours ... 1848, 1958-1960
Insurance 1990-1992
Labour p. 78-79, p. 80 (9),

1845-1847, 1871-1876, 1889-1907
1940, 1973, 1954-1957, 1965-1966,
1984-1988, 2014-2032, 2067-2069,

2070-2071
Low wages formerly, bad effects still felt 1982

Machinery 1940, 1983
Minimum wage 1983
Piecework ; ... 1877-1879
Potatoes, abandonment of cultivation,
Rothamsted 1852-1857,-

1890, 1924, 2035-2042
Roots, cultivation not profitable, Rotharn-

aled 1925-1927, 2035-2038
Rothamsted Farm and Experimental Sta-

tion, particulars re costs, methods, etc. p. 78 80,
1819-2082A

Wheat, yields p 79

1850-1853, 1967, 2064-2066
Yearly tenancies 1974-1976

STRATTON, R. : 4472-4682

Arable land, Wiltshire :

Danger of conversion to grass ... 4550-4551
Difficulty of letting or selling 4472, 4485-4491

Beef production in Wiltshire, cost 4478, 4575-4584,
4645-4648

Cake, prices 4474

Corn growing on 8-course system in

Wiltshire, cost 4478, 4523-4531, 4533-4543,
4555-4574, 4591-4599, 4633-4644, 4655-4672

Guaranteed prices ... 4477-4590

Labour :

Education 4473, 4503.-4505
Decreased efficiency 4473, 4492-4500

Machinery ... ... ... ... ... 4476

Minimum wage 4473

Prices, control ... 4472,4479-4491,4532-4533

Science, application to agriculture ... 4476
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STRATTON, R.

Sbf?p-keeping in Wiltshire :

Cost of 447*. r,4 1
').>, 4567,

I'nprofitable lately, but importance
of in connection with corn-growing
wad price* tbould be increased to

encourage 447 ,. 15K. 1522, 4541, 4567- I

4673-4682, 4586-4587

Superphosphate, prices 4174

Wagea 4474,4500-4602,45004,14

STRUTT, the HON. BDWAKP. C. H.... 1322-1*
A

|.|.
1 1 1

Kxperience aa Member of Commissions
and Committee* lll'i 1417

Arable cultivation :

Bad state of ... 1327,1363-1365,1424-1425,
1743-1748, 1751-1755

1872 level 1011

Importance of ... 1325-1326, 1356-1362, 145s

Aiahle land, danger of conversion to grass,

and question of preventing ... 1325, 1356 1362,
1444 1445. 1474 1475, 1583-1588,

1614-1615, 1619

Artificial manures 1680-1682

Capitalisation of industry. .. 1326, 1341, 1554,

1557-1563, 1727-1734

Cheese, proponed guaranteed price 1344, 1405-1415,
1449, 1470-1471

Co-operation among farmers ... ... 1726

Cost accounts 1407-1469,1513-1515
Cost of production, statements IT, and

inoreare ... 1329, 1330. 1432 1441, 1343, 1344,
i:i;i7-13'.'9. 1424 1426,1436-1438,
1482-14HG, 1470-1486, 1525-1527,

1609-1610, 1680-1082, 1687-1689,

1770-1773,1798 1818, App. pp. 9- 11

Drainage 1366-1367

Experimental stations 1678

Grass land, ploughing up of 1325, 1345- 1349,

1350-1355, 1455-1456

Guaranteed price :

Amount 1343, 1344, 1397-1404, 1442-1443,
14K7 1490, 1497-1500, 1717-1718,

1721-1722, 1776-1779

BMW 1501-1505
Best method of giving security to

farmer 1460-1462, 1495

and Capital value of land 1586-1587
Period 1343,1421-1423,1582,

1793-1797

Preference to oats 1709

Hours 1329, 1427-1431

Housing 1328, 1446-1447

Importation of cereals ... ... ... 1750

Ubour ... 1029, 1341, 1392 1394, 1450,

1476-1481, 1516-1524, 1573-1576,
1667 1668, 1683-1684,1707-1708,
1751-1769, 1781-1783, App. p. 11

I .and :

Sales and purchased by farmers 1590 1594,

1598-1599, 1600-1601, 1654, 1657, 1719
Tenure 1595-1598

Lucerne cultivation 1723-1724

Maintenance and repair* ... 1329,1368-1371,
1434-1435

Milk production ... 1344, 1405-1415, 1449, 1470-

1471, 1070-1076

Minimum wagi ...1343, 1580-1581, 1701 1706,
1711-1716

Output 1616, 1637-1639, 1011 l-ir,

Overtime 1452-1454, 1578-1579

Piecework 1612-1613, 1641, 1692-1694

Pricei 1538-1551

Profits 1534-1554, 1605-1606, 101 s.

1710, 1786-1789

Rate* 1373-1381

Rents ... 1372-1373, 1594, 1646- Ho.'',

Revenue expenses for a group of farms App. pp. 9 10

Rural depopulation 1642-1643

>TIIUTT, tin- llnv KliWAKii, C. H.

of profit and loss account on

furin, difficulty and would ! niihlcadint; 1563,
I.-.OK 1572, 1628-1636, 1784-1789

Transport ............... 1790-1792

Wages ...... 1329, 1441, App. pp. 9, 1". 1 1

\Yl.t-at :

Cost of production, 1918 ... Kill. !.''-

1391. 1491-14ii4. 1506-1512, I 555 1566,

1564-1507. 1002-1008, KJ5H-1060, 1774-

1775, 1805-18IK. App. p. 1"

Yield per acre... 1384, 1023, 17:t5 I7:W. 1775

VINTBR, .1. ODELI., 1
- - 3552-3813, App. VI

Agriculture :

Hopeless position of farmers, 1879-1906
3777-3795

Improvement in, 1907-1914 3554
South Cambridgeshire farms, details rt

costs, profits, &c. 3554-3810

Capitalisation of industry... -1-3584, 3600,
3777-3779. 3788-3790,3793, App. p. 1*

Cost of production ... ... ... ... App. p. 18

Cultivation :

Effect of Government control on

system of

Expenditure required to bring land

back into good state 3568-3569, 3704 :(7 1 1
,

37P6-3767, 3802, 3Xti'.)-:t81 1

Farmers :

Account-keeping 3764, 3705

Ignorance of, as to position ... ... 3559,3561
Farms, size of 3722-3725
ft uaranteed prices 3555-3560, 3580, 3685,

3703, 3730-3734, 3760-3703, App. p. 18

Horse-keeping ... 8670, 3658-8639, 36&4M6
Income-tax 3705, App. p. 18

Labour 3554,3621,3736-3743
Lund tenure-. 3669-3673,3698-3700
Machinery 3570
Profits ... 3554-3565,3686-3696,3712-3716,

3724-:!728, 3776,3784,3787, App. p. 18

Small holders :!72'.'

Transport 3812-3813

Yield, 1918-19 ... 3554,3589-3599,3798-3801,
3803-3806

WILSON, SIR JAMES, K.C.8.I., Chairman of the Central

Agricultural Wages Committee for Scotland : 2738-2974.

Agricultural Wages Committee, Scotland :

Constitution and functions 2743-2744,2770-
2780, 2826-2837, 2859-2861

Relations between District and Cen-
tral Committees 2745-2774,2782

Agriculture, future economic position ... 2922

Corn Production Act as applied to Scot-

land 2742-2746,2825-2826

Holidays, Scotland 2862-2863, 2914-2921

Hours, Scotland ... 2769 2773, 2774, 2792- 27'.i5,

2838-2840, 2870-2871, 2942-2960

Labour, Scotland :

Efficiency
Food

Supply 2908,2910
Minimum wages, Scotland :

as Adequate to promote efficiency
and enable reasonable standard of

living ... 2842,2843-2848,2961-2973
Benefits and perquisites 2774-2775, 2786-

2789, 2796-2799, 2802-2815, 29' '3 2905,
2930-2932

Comparison with actual wages 2754-2757,
2842, 2852, 2877-2884, 2900-2902, 2927-

-".':'. 4. 2974
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